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Ev 1

Oral evidence

Taken before the Constitutional Affairs Committee

on Tuesday 6 December 2005

Members present:

Mr Alan Beith, in the Chair

Barbara Keeley Keith Vaz
Mr Piara S Khabra Dr Alan Whitehead
Jessica Morden Jeremy Wright
Mr Andrew Tyrie

Witnesses: Rt Hon Lord Phillips of Worth Matravers, a Member of the House of Lords, Lord Chief Justice,
and Judge Peter Hurst, Senior Costs Judge, gave evidence.

Chairman: Lord Chief Justice, welcome. This is your because of the fear that there could be litigation
against them, voluntary organisations, schools, allfirst time in front of this Committee, and we have

another visit booked already, in the very near future. the bodies which are alleged at times not to be doing
things any more because of the fear that they will endJudge Hurst, welcome to you also. We have to

declare interests before we start the proceedings, and up in court even if they win at the end of the day?
Lord Phillips of Worth Matravers: As judges, weI have discovered that I have one, because we

have received written evidence from the British would not become aware of those because they
would, by definition, be non-events as far asAssociation of Leisure Parks, and I am a consultant

to a company called Bourne Leisure, which does litigation was concerned because they would never
have exposed themselves to risk. As everybody else,operate leisure facilities.

Jeremy Wright: I should declare I am a non- we read the newspapers and the newspapers paint
a picture of a compensation culture. There arepractising criminal law barrister.

Keith Vaz: I am a non-practising barrister and my occasional stories of schools or local authorities
acting in a way which appears to be over-concernedwife holds a part-time judicial appointment.
with risk and such stories tend to be given
prominence in the media. Apart from that, one hasQ1 Chairman: I do not know if there is anything you
sometimes personal experience of concern aboutwould like to say to us by preface, although my first
risk. Certainly I think there is concern in the field ofquestion will probably give you the opportunity to
swimming. I am Chairman of the Governors of mysay almost anything you would like to.
old school, and in the past when I went down thereLord Phillips of Worth Matravers: I will leave you to
I would have a swim before breakfast with oneask the first question then.
member of the staV who used to like to do this. I am
now told by the bursar that we cannot swim unlessQ2 Chairman: Is there a compensation culture in the there is a life guard present. Why not? The insurersUnited Kingdom, in your view? require this. That is perhaps an example of concernLord Phillips of Worth Matravers: I do not believe about risk.there is and that is a view that is based on statistics.

The Compensation Recovery Unit is a unit to which Q4 Chairman: So you meet it in your daily life. What
all claims for personal injuries are supposed to be about clause 1 of the Compensation Bill then?
reported, whether they result in a judgment or a Would it be helpful to have such a declaratory
settlement, and their statistics indicate that over the clause? Would it reduce litigation or the perception
last five years there has been a drop of about 5% in of litigation as a possibility?
claims for personal injuries. If you take out of the Lord Phillips of Worth Matravers: I do not know
equation claims for road traYc accident injuries, who is going to read it. The average man in the street
which are probably not influenced by any kind of is unlikely to be reading clause 1. As far as the judges
culture, then the drop is very much more substantial: are concerned, and judges and lawyers are the ones
employer’s liability 20%, clinical negligence 34%, likely to be reading statutes, the clause sets out to
and I think the statistics for claims by patients in define the position at common law, not to change it,
hospitals who have suVered an untoward event in and I would hope that most judges are now fairly
the course of their treatment suggest that less than well aware of the position at common law. Lord
1% of such patients bring a claim against the HoVman enunciated it very clearly fairly recently in
hospital, so it does not look like a compensation the case of Tomlinson.
culture.

Q5 Chairman: Is the attempt to refer to “desirable
Q3 Chairman: Are you, as judges, aware of the activity” undermined by the fact that we do not have
perception amongst those who might not appear a legal definition of “desirable activity” at the

moment and this might lead to further litigation?before you that their activities are circumscribed
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Lord Phillips of Worth Matravers: One can see the agreement, but I suspect what you have in mind is
the second step, which was a step that enabled thethinking behind it. Obviously, if you are considering

whether or not to impose a restriction, part of the success fee and the after-the-event insurance to be
passed on to the unsuccessful defendant when costsequation will be what eVect that will have on the

particular activity restricted and is that a good thing were recovered and this was coupled with the
withdrawal of Legal Aid for personal injuryor a bad thing? So one can see the thinking behind

it. Equally, I am aware of quite a lot of criticism of claimants. We can see that it has not resulted in an
increase in claims. As I said at the beginning, therethat word on the basis that lawyers can dance on the

head of a pin and they can certainly have an has been something of a decrease. Equally, I do not
think one can postulate that it is responsible for theargument about what “desirable” means.
decrease. I do not think we have the data. What I
think it has done is to increase the costs that areQ6 Chairman: When you were told you could not
borne of litigation because the success fee and thehave a swim, did you say, “I am the Lord Chief
after-the-event insurance probably—I say probablyJustice and you should tell your insurers that if they
because one does not have precise data—imposes onwere foolish enough to bring a case before the court
society a greater cost of litigation than the £37that there was not a life guard present when the Lord
million which have been saved to the Legal Aid fundChief Justice went for a swim they would not have
as a result of withdrawing Legal Aid for personalleg to stand on in my court”?
injury. The other thing it does, of course, is insteadLord Phillips of Worth Matravers: No, I am very
of that cost being borne by the taxpayer as a whole,careful not to make those kinds of statements.
it is transferred to the sector of society which is more
concerned with these particular personal injuryQ7 Jeremy Wright: Coming back to the case of
claims, very largely those who pay insuranceTomlinson, I am sure you are right that the
premiums for driving a car or employers who payGovernment’s intention in clause 1 of the Bill was
insurance premiums or of course those who self-simply to codify the position in common law but
insure.having looked at what Tomlinson says and looked at

what clause 1 says, is it your view that they do say the
same thing? Q10 Keith Vaz: Do you believe that CFAs

adequately ensure access to justice? Have they beenLord Phillips of Worth Matravers: That is a question
that I do not think I should answer because it is a success?

Lord Phillips of Worth Matravers: Again, one has toreally a question I might ultimately have to answer
as a judge. look at statistics. In the area where one has them,

personal injury, they do not seem to have resulted in
an increase. One cannot say that they have resultedQ8 Jeremy Wright: Let me ask you this thing: if you
in a significant decrease. They do mean that youlook at clause 1 of the Compensation Bill and you
need to have a fairly good claim before you canconsider the position from the point of view of an
persuade a lawyer to fund it. Solicitors, certainlyemployee, the TUC are concerned that what clause 1
those who deal in bulk litigation, do not nicely assessof the Compensation Bill does not do that Tomlinson
every single claim and say “Is the chance of thisdoes is to make it clear that what is being referred to
claim succeeding better or worse than 50%?” If onein Tomlinson is a voluntary activity and the Bill does
is dealing with motor accidents and so on, younot make that clear. Again, you might refuse to
probably will get a solicitor acting for you under aanswer this for the same reasons but does that
CFA even if on analysis at the end of the day onepresent a problem?
might say that was not a claim that had a 50% chanceLord Phillips of Worth Matravers: I do not think I
of success, but if you are looking at a morewant to answer the question as asked. All I would
substantial claim and, let us say, the chance ofsay is it is quite impossible to encapsulate the law of
success is 40%, and lawyers look at it rathernegligence in a single sentence.
carefully, they may well say, “No, we are not goingChairman: We understand the diYculty. Obviously,
to agree to act on a conditional fee basis.” Wouldit is part of the understanding between the
you have got funding, would you have got Legal AidCommittee and yourselves that when judges appear
if you had a 40% chance? I do not know. You mightbefore us we do not expect them to give answers
have done.which might prejudice their ability to give judgment

in a case in the future. We fully appreciate that.
Q11 Keith Vaz: What are your views on the
advertising of CFAs? Do you think that theQ9 Keith Vaz: Lord Phillips, what has been the

impact of the move from Legal Aid to CFAs? consumer is able to make an informed judgment as
to whether or not they are going to get a qualityLord Phillips of Worth Matravers: I imagine you

mean the more recent move. The move to CFAs was service?
Lord Phillips of Worth Matravers: Certainly, I doin two stages. The first stage allowed lawyers to act

on a no-win, no-fee basis and to charge an additional not think advertising enables the consumer to decide
whether they are going to get a quality service. One issuccess fee, but if they did so, the successful claimant

had to pay the success fee out of his or her recovery. personally aware of some of the advertising that has
taken place, trying to persuade people to litigate onThe eVect of that was not very marked. There were

something like maybe 1,500 claims a month at the the basis that they will not have to pay a penny if
they lose. What the advertisements do not tell themost that were brought under a conditional fee
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litigant is how much they may have to pay if they “You have a chance. Yes, we will do it on a
contingency fee basis,” the correct advice probablywin. The providers of the service may say, “Well,

you have got to insure against the other side’s costs should be “You should go into it in the normal way
and you will end up getting a higher award afterif you lose. You will have to pay an insurance

premium. We can arrange a loan for your insurance subtracting fees.”
Lord Phillips of Worth Matravers: I take the point. Ipremium.” That is a loan that is going to be paid for

by the litigant out of the recovery. There have been do not think it is a realistic example because in the
vast majority of cases that are done under CFAs, thecases, I believe, where when the cost of the loan has

been paid there has been little or nothing left out of solicitor will probably accept the instructions on a
CFA basis before he is in a position to assess the casethe recovery. Equally, those who advertise on a no-

win, no-fee basis include claims managers. There is as nicely as that. That is one point, so I do not think
it is a very realistic example. The next point is that,a big question mark in relation to some as to whether

the litigant is going to get value for money for so far as the client is concerned, he probably does not
mind because he is told “No win, no fee, and if youservices which they provide or whether, having

persuaded the litigant to sign on the dotted line, they win, the fee will be paid by the other side.”
sell the claim to a solicitor, who then takes over the
conduct of the litigation and where is the value Q16 Mr Tyrie: We are in a market, are we not, and
added of the cost of selling the claim? it is up to the client to decide?

Lord Phillips of Worth Matravers: Yes. One of the
problems with the CFA agreement is the marketQ12 Keith Vaz: What additional restrictions should

be placed on claims management companies to does not work very well because the client is not at
risk in relation to the costs that are being incurred.ensure that they do not abuse vulnerable citizens?

Lord Phillips of Worth Matravers: I do not think I
am going to give you a blueprint for that. I think Q17 Mr Tyrie: Do you think it would be helpful if
certainly one would want to look at advertising to some guidance were given to encourage a percentage
make sure that you did not have undesirable figure to be given in all cases?
advertising. One hears stories of those lying in a Lord Phillips of Worth Matravers: I am not sure that
trolley on the way up to the operation in a hospital it would be very helpful. I do not see myself that this
seeing on the roof of the lift an advertisement for the is at the heart of any problems that exist with CFAs.
solicitor to go to should the operation not be a You are in the back of a car and somebody runs into
success. That is perhaps an extreme example. I think you, and you go to the solicitor and the solicitor
regulation would want to make sure that the client says, “Well, I will act on a conditional fee basis, but
was getting value for money. I have to tell you I think your chances are excellent.”

You are still not too concerned as to whether the
mark-up that you agree is 20%, 40%, or 60%. OfQ13 Keith Vaz: Do you think that in respect of

solicitors, the Law Society should do much more to course, the defendant insurer is going to be very
concerned and if he thinks that you have agreed anmonitor the way in which CFAs are advertised?

Lord Phillips of Worth Matravers: I am not sure they extortionate mark-up he can challenge it, and there
were a lot of those challenges, and the Civil Justiceare in a position to do so. So far as solicitors are

concerned I suppose. I do not know to what extent Council has done quite a lot to mediate between
what were warring factions and to get an agreementthe Law Society do monitor advertising so I do not

think I can answer that question. of predictable costs in these small claims situations,
which of course are the vast majority of them.Chairman: In the good old days they simply

prevented it.
Q18 Dr Whitehead: I was interested to observe the
resolution of a dilemma from my local hospital trustQ14 Mr Tyrie: When there is a conversation with the

client on a CFA case, is the lawyer under any recently, which had been enjoined to gain more
revenue from its estate, and it solved that problem byobligation to say what percentage chance he thinks

there is of success? renting out a large amount of space in its foyer to a
claims management company whose sole purpose isLord Phillips of Worth Matravers: No. Under the old

CFA regulations an enormous amount of to try and persuade hospital patients to sue the
hospital.information had to be given to the client as part of a

CFA agreement, with the intention of protecting the Lord Phillips of Worth Matravers: It sounds rather
like shooting yourself in the foot.client. That had an unexpected consequence because

if the regulations were not complied with, defence
insurers could take the point “This is an unlawful Q19 Dr Whitehead: Indeed. I wonder if you have any
agreement therefore your client, the claimant client, thoughts on whether the Government, which is
is under no obligation to pay his legal costs, consulting about proposals to open the market for
therefore we are under no obligation to indemnify the provision of legal services, which it is going to do
you against those costs because you have no liability on the basis of the draft Legal Services Bill, is
for it.” perhaps in a similar dilemma, bearing in mind

the current experiences of claims management
companies which would allow a number ofQ15 Mr Tyrie: I am just exploring this because, let

us take a case where somebody has a 99.9% chance companies to join the market and perhaps provide
cheaper legal services. Would that perhaps be seen asof success, but he is not told so. When he is told,
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expanding access to justice or perhaps further Judge Hurst: Yes, there is a mechanism. The lawyer,
when taking on the client and signing the client up todeveloping the possibility of a compensation culture

taking root? the CFA, has to explain to the client what it involves,
and also has to prepare a risk assessment at thatLord Phillips of Worth Matravers: One has to draw

a distinction between what is a desirable aim, which time, because it is very easy at the end of a case to
look back and think it was actually a very easy caseis facilitating those who have valid claims to bring

them, and to find out whether they have valid claims, or a very diYcult case, but the lawyers have to enter
into these agreements at an early stage and so theyand an undesirable aim of encouraging people who

do not really have valid claims to try and jump on the have to record their risk assessment. At the end of
the case, if the costs are not agreed, the matter isbandwagon. I think suggestions of expanding the

ambit of legal services or the circumstances in which assessed by judges like me up and down the country,
district judges and cost judges, and there may bethey can be provided should go hand in hand with

regulation. tremendous arguments about the level of the success
fee and the costs judge has really a very diYcult task
because he or she has to put himself or herself in the

Q20 Dr Whitehead: So in terms of making sure that position of that solicitor right at the beginning of the
that regulation goes hand in hand with expanding action and say, “Was this a reasonable and
services, could one, for example, provide means to proportionate figure to arrive at?” So there is that
cap legal costs to ensure proportionality of legal control. If I can put this rider on it, it is very diYcult
costs under CFA? at the end of the case to actually control the costs
Lord Phillips of Worth Matravers: Capping legal that have already been spent and so, as Lord Phillips
costs is something that certainly could be done by has said, there is the cost-capping power, which is
regulation or by statute. It is something that can be not extensively used at the moment but I suspect it
done by the judges if an application is made at an will be. In the more expensive cases there is that
early stage. power which would control costs from the outset.

The diYculty with cost-capping is, like everything
else in the law, it is extremely expensive and so forQ21 Dr Whitehead: What discretion does the judge
modest claims, it is really not a sensible option.actually have in that respect?

Lord Phillips of Worth Matravers: I think this is just
the moment for me to pass the ball to Peter Hurst Q23 Dr Whitehead: Is there not a sense though that
because this is just the kind of thing he does. the culture of uplifts could be in danger of becoming
Judge Hurst: Section 51 of the Supreme Court Act something like a general tax on the whole method of
1981 gives the court full power in relation to costs, doing things and as such, perhaps beyond the
and that power was interpreted as giving the power mechanisms that you have described in order to
to make a costs capping order in the organ retention maintain proportionality?
litigation which is reported as AB and Others v Leeds Judge Hurst: Yes. You say the culture of uplifts. This
Teaching Hospital. Mr Justice Gage in that case was is the system we have of access to justice. We used to
persuaded that he had the power to make a cost- have Legal Aid; now essentially in personal injury
capping order and, as far as I know, that was the first we do not have that. Liability insurers are now
time that power was used. It was subsequently used finding that they have to pay not just the base costs,
in the Ledward group litigation. Mr Ledward was a not just the damages, but also the uplift, which can
consultant who was alleged to have assaulted a be up to 100%, and probably an after-the-event
number of his patients and they, having recovered insurance premium, so the liability insurer’s
damages, brought a subsequent action against the expenditure has gone up significantly. The way they
hospital authority for negligence in not controlling deal with that, obviously, is by adjusting the
the activities of their consultant, and the NHS LA premiums, so there may very well be a knock-on
were very concerned about the level of the costs and eVect. I am not in a position to give you figures but
Mrs Justice Hallett, as she then was, was again there may well be a knock-on eVect.
persuaded to make a cost-capping order. In a more
recent case, King v Telegraph Group Ltd, which was a

Q24 Chairman: If that is what the liability insurersdefamation case, there was an application for a cost-
do, does that mean that, in the absence of Legal Aid,capping order but it was only made two weeks before
you have lost the mechanism that would otherwisetrial, and Lord Justice Brooke, with whom the other
drive down costs and discourage cavalier costs in themembers of the court agreed, refused to make such
form of either excess fees or unnecessary processesan order but in so doing he confirmed that what the
and disbursements?two first instance judges had done in those other two
Judge Hurst: No, I do not think so. The Woolfcases was permitted by the Act and the Rules.
reforms, the Civil Procedure Rules, are designed to
prevent those sorts of abuses, and my perception is
that they work extremely well in that regard. TheQ22 Dr Whitehead: There is however an issue, I

think, of the whole taking root of uplifts in terms of Legal Aid system—and it still exists in part—is very
strictly controlled and solicitors are quite simply notuplifts being charged in order to take account of the

fact that the costs may not be recoverable by a allowed to run up enormous bills, and the case
management powers of the court are such that thelawyer if they lose the case. Are there mechanisms or

should there be mechanisms to ensure that those court can control what the parties do. You may be
familiar with the overriding objective of the Rules,uplifts are actually proportionate to the risks?
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which is that the case is dealt with justly, which Q27 Chairman: You have referred to the potentially
very high costs in defamation actions. Is that not anincludes dealing with it proportionately. That
illustration that the mechanisms that Judge Hurstobjective overrides the whole of the Rules, so every
described as perhaps working in other areas of theaspect of litigation is governed by that objective.
law just do not work here and the cash register just
rings up and up as those practising in the area know

Q25 Jessica Morden: Do you think that the media that they can charge more and more?
are disproportionately disadvantaged by people Lord Phillips of Worth Matravers: The remedy must
using CFAs in libel and privacy cases because of the be to apply at an early stage for a cap on the costs.
costs involved?

Q28 Chairman: There is an issue here, is there not,Lord Phillips of Worth Matravers: I think there can
particularly for smaller periodicals and perhapsbe a real problem. The problem arises in part
regional publications, that the ability to engage inbecause the costs of defamation actions seem to be
investigative journalism could be severelyso enormous, for a start. There are some claimants’
circumscribed?solicitors who are prepared to undertake to act in
Lord Phillips of Worth Matravers: There is an issuedefamation actions on a conditional fee basis, with
here. Of course, defamation is one area where thereuplift. Defamation actions are quite speculative, and
never was Legal Aid.if you are giving an uplift that reflects the risk, it may

be quite considerable. If they do not take out after- Q29 Chairman: That makes me ask the questionthe-event insurance, and the litigant himself has no really. Is that a reason that there has not been
significant means, the publisher who is being sued is anything else to hold down the costs?
on the horns of a dilemma. If he fights the case and Lord Phillips of Worth Matravers: I do not know. I
wins, he will have incurred very substantial costs and think in the past you very often had libel actions in
will not be able to recover them. It may be cheaper which each side was quite well-heeled. There are
to settle at the outset, even if he thinks he has a small publishers but there are also big publishers,
strong case, and so there is I think a potential newspaper magnates, and very often a defamation
problem there. I am not sure that it would be solved action would be by a claimant who had no diYculty
by saying the claimant must take out after-the-event in finding the costs because otherwise he would not
insurance against the risk of losing, thereby in eVect be suing. He could not get Legal Aid, he could not

agree no win, no fee because that was unlawful, so ifensuring that the defendant will get his costs if he
you had a claimant it must be somebody who hadwins, because the premium for such insurance cover
quite a lot of money to fund the litigation, thereforewould again be enormous and I suspect the
he would probably have the money to meet the costspublishers, when they lost, would be complaining at
of the defendant if the claim failed. The diVerencethe quite inordinate, they would say, bill of costs that
now is that the claimant can get support on a no-win,they were then called upon to pay.
no-fee basis.

Q30 Barbara Keeley: Lord Phillips, moving on to theQ26 Jessica Morden: In a recent judgment, the
NHS Redress Bill, obviously, as it is currentlyHouse of Lords made reference to the possibility of
drafted, do you think it will achieve its aim ofprimary legislation. Do you think that would be a
removing people from the court process?way forward or do you have any other suggestions
Lord Phillips of Worth Matravers: The Bill reallyto help solve the situation?
does no more than open the door to an alternativeLord Phillips of Worth Matravers: The law lords in
scheme to litigation. It builds in the possibility ofthat case drew attention to this problem. It is not a
safeguard for the claimant in the form of some kindproblem that it is very easy to solve if you are going of impartial legal advice being provided. I believe

to have access to justice for a claimant who has been that it ought to be possible for hospitals to run a
defamed who does not have much money. It is not scheme which will encourage those who have claims
easy to work out a system which will ensure access against them to negotiate and to settle them without
to justice for that claimant without exposing the expensive litigation.
defendant to a situation where he may not be able to
recover the costs. Who is going to pay the costs if the The Committee suspended from 5.12 pm to 5.36 pm

for a fire alarmclaimant fails?

Witnesses: District Judge Michael Walker and District Judge David Oldham, Association of District Judges,
gave evidence.

Q31 Chairman: I am sorry for that interruption, for Judge Walker, an old friend of ours, a regular
witness, and District Judge Oldham, we are verywhich I take no responsibility. What I do take
glad to have you here to take us further throughresponsibility for is letting the Lord Chief Justice go
these same matters, and we are sorry you werebecause he had another engagement and we were on
standing out in the rain for a while. Have youthe last question we were going to ask him. We have
given thought to the utility of clause 1 of theinvited him, if he wants to add anything to what he
Compensation Bill?said, to let us have a note on that subject. District
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District Judge Walker: We have, but before I start, is at that level perhaps that it is most noticeable
could we just convey the Lord Chief Justice’s because it is so disproportionate very often to the
apologies? He did actually ask if we would apologise amount of damages that the claimant is actually
for him having an engagement and having to go. receiving.
Yes, we have and you will have noticed in our
evidence we have annexed a series of cases which

Q36 Chairman: Looked at from the otherhave been reported over the last two or three years.
standpoint, as judges, do you look at claims comingIt is a diYcult area for us to comment on because, as
before you now and think, “Here are people whothe Lord Chief said, cases may come before us and
might not have got the same access to justice underthe point may well be argued. It may seem
the previous system. I am glad to see them in myunsatisfactory but I would rather like to answer your
court”?question with a question and leave it with the
District Judge Walker: It is diYcult to answerCommittee as a whole to look at those cases to read
because of course we see a claimant. What we do notclause 1 and to ask whether or not clause 1 would
do is enquire into their personal finances, so wehave made a diVerence. It is debatable.
obviously would not know whether or not they
would have qualified previously for Legal Aid. I doQ32 Chairman: I think we will find ourselves doing
not think in general terms we are aware of anthat in the course of the evidence and obviously, we
increase or decrease in trials coming before us.will ask other people the same thing. Are there any
Matters seem to be very much carrying on as theyother ways of discouraging weak claims which might
always have been.be better?

District Judge Walker: There is an interesting
experience with Knowsley metropolitan borough Q37 Jessica Morden: What impact do you think
council. They were faced with about 150 slipping claims management companies have? Do you think
and tripping cases a year, and found in the late 1990s they play to people’s expectations? To follow on
that rose to about 1,700. Listening to them recently, from that, do you think that the Compensation Bill
they took the view that instead of settling what were is likely to reverse that trend?
low-value cases, they would actually fight those District Judge Walker: The first part of the question
which they thought should be fought. As a result, is very diYcult to answer because we are on the
their record now is back down to about 250 claims a whole not aware as to how the solicitor got his
year. There is perhaps a lesson for others in there, instructions; what we are presented with is a case and
that, rather than settling cases, they fought those a defence and we try it. One does not actually, as part
which needed to be fought and messages were of that process, enquire as to how the claimant made
conveyed. contact with his solicitors. So from our point of view

it is somewhat of an unknown, I am sorry to say. We
Q33 Chairman: What about the other issue that we cannot really assist you on it.
talked about earlier, which was the move from Legal District Judge Oldham: I think there have been
Aid to CFAs? instances of cases, particular types of cases,
District Judge Walker: In terms of have we noticed particularly housing disrepair cases, where there was
a diVerence? a huge explosion of such cases two or three years

ago, which were as a result of council estates being
Q34 Chairman: Yes. leafleted by claims management companies asking if
District Judge Oldham: I think the biggest diVerence there were any houses in disrepair, and ultimately, if
that we notice, particularly at the level of the cases there were, those claimants were referred to a
with which we deal, is the enormous increase there solicitor, often hundreds of miles from where the
has been in costs, particularly in the smaller claims, estate was, and then a claim might well be brought.
where the proportion of course is so much greater. This actually caused for a period of time significant
You can frequently have a case that may resolve for diYculties within the court simply because of the
£2,500 or thereabouts, or possibly substantially less volume of these cases that were being issued. To a
but the costs may be at least twice if not more than large extent they resolved for two reasons. One is the
the amount that is actually involved. local authorities responded immediately once they

became aware of the lack of repair and dealt with it,
Q35 Chairman: How much can you do about that? and secondly because I think many district judges
District Judge Oldham: Not a great deal really. considered these claims should properly go into
Obviously, we do have a complete discretion if there the small claims tribunal, and the costs issues
is an issue about the costs to decide whether or not disappeared and they have gone extremely quiet.
the costs that are being claimed should be reduced, Chairman: We published a report on the small claims
but we have to do that within the parameters that are track today, encouraging more use of it.
provided by the Civil Procedure Rules. The issue of
success fees that has already been discussed this

Q38 Jessica Morden: You have partly answeredafternoon of course does have a bearing on that.
that, but what do you think the eVect then of theEven in the smallest claims, if there is a conditional
liberalisation of advertising has been, and arefee agreement there may well be a success fee claim
claimants better informed as to their choice ofand that may be up to 100%, so one can see that there

is a significant increase in the overall costs. I think it lawyer?
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District Judge Oldham: Again, I think it is diYcult defend the unmeritorious cases and, as a result, have
seen the number of claims notified to them fall oVfor us to answer that, because obviously we only see

the cases that actually come before us. There may be considerably, I think from memory, from 1,700 a
year at its peak down to 250, an enormous decreasea much higher proportion of cases which never come

before us because they are resolved between in the number of cases.
the insurers and the claimants’ solicitors. Our
perception, as we say in our evidence, is that more Q41 Dr Whitehead: These are cases that appeared in
people are aware of the possibility that they might be front of a local authority prior to ever having gone
able to make a claim, and that must be, I assume, as to court?
a result of greater publicity for the possibility of District Judge Walker: They were claims notified to
making a claim. I do not think that has fuelled a the local authority that traditionally, on the whole,
compensation culture as such. I think it has simply they would have settled, but they took the conscious
increased the perception that people have that there decision to fight those which they thought were
may be some sort of compensation available for any unmeritorious. Chairman, whilst you were voting, I
sort of accident that they suVer. just looked up some figures which you might be

interested in. The Compensation Recovery Unit is
Q39 Dr Whitehead: You have mentioned the part of the DWP and what it seeks to do is to recover
question of claims that in a sense were not resisted benefits which have been paid to claimants where
when CFA first came in. Do you think there is a those claimants subsequently make a successful
reflection between the fall in the number of claims recovery. Of course, the advantage of those figures is
that have gone to court directly against the number they accumulate data on all claims rather than just
of claims that were settled before the case reached those which are issued or tried in the courts. What
court since the introduction of CFA? I imagine there they show is over the period 2000 to 2005 there was
is some diYculty in obtaining evidence from cases an overall decrease in the number of cases where
that never get to court, but is that your impression, there was a payment of 5.4%. But the more
that that has been a contributory factor to the fall in interesting figures, I think, are in relation to
claims over recent years? the number of cases notified to them: criminal
District Judge Oldham: I do not know that we are negligence cases fell by 34%; employers’ liability
able to have any perception at all on it, because there cases have fallen by 20%; public liability which is the
are no statistics that we have about cases that never slipping and tripping type of cases have fallen by
come to court. You have already heard something of 7.5%; road traYc cases increased slightly by 0.3%, so
the statistics of the general trend of cases that are those figures show an interesting trend downwards.
issued. The reasons why there has been a decrease we That is a more significant trend downwards than the
simply do not have the answer to, I am afraid. number of cases issued compared with those which
District Judge Walker: Having said that, it is are settled by a claimant.
certainly universally accepted that the number of
claims is apparently decreasing. Q42 Dr Whitehead: When we discussed the evidence

concerning a previous report on the small claims
The Committee suspended from 5.45 pm to 5.57 pm courts in this Committee, there was a suggestion

for a division in the House examined that the claims for personal injury could
be raised. The discussion at that particular time
looked also at the question of how that would workChairman: Our apologies. Dr Whitehead, you can
out in terms of the way claims would be put forward.resume.
Do you think that that might be a disincentive for
lawyers in claims management companies pursuingQ40 Dr Whitehead: I think I was halfway through
small value claims that they would hope thatasking you a question about the claims that are
insurers would settle?settled before a case ever reaches court and, perhaps
District Judge Walker: It would certainly take awayeven on anecdotal evidence that you may have,
their financial interest in those cases because if yourwhether or not that has been a feature of the
own report of today was accepted and the personaldevelopment of CFAs and there are ways in which
injury limit in small claims rose to £2,500, that wouldthat might be considered. Perhaps in terms of
remove quite a considerable number of cases, whichwhether or not, say, local authorities decide to
at the moment are at the low end of the fast trackpursue weak claims rather than accept them at face
where solicitors can claim success fees and the like.value, as has been suggested, one would anticipate
Clearly they would see a fall-oV in business.the number of claims might then rise again, for
Personally, I do not think there would be anyexample.
reduction in access to justice because it would bringDistrict Judge Walker: As I said, it is interesting
within the small claims track cases which, on thelooking at the experience of Knowsley Metropolitan
whole, people would be able to bring themselves.Borough Council. One member of the secretariat
That is a road we went down two months ago.heard the same presentation I did where they were

faced with this very large increase in claims that
traditionally they might have considered settling on Q43 Mr Khabra: In my constituency I know there

are cases of compensation claims by some of mythe basis that the costs of settling were going to be a
lot less than the costs of investigating and defending. constituents against hospitals for neglect and there

are similar sorts of cases in the rest of the country. AsHowever, they took the deliberate policy decision to
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you know, the Government is introducing the NHS Q45 Mr Khabra: Are there any practical ways that
independent verification of the settlement can beRedress Bill to establish a scheme to enable
conducted without introducing undue cost into thesettlement without the need to commence court
process?proceedings of certain claims which arise in
District Judge Oldham: Are you speaking again ofconnection with hospital services provided to
clinical negligence claims?patients as part of the NHS, and the proposals in the

NHS Redress Bill and the Compensation Bill are
Q46 Mr Khabra: Yes.both complementary. The question is, what impact
District Judge Oldham: The scheme intends thatdo you believe the NHS Redress Bill will have on
there will be provision for independent medicalaccess to justice?
assessment if that is felt to be necessary. ObviouslyDistrict Judge Oldham: From the time the Chief
it will depend on the individual facts of theMedical OYcer made his report, we supported the
individual case, but at the moment a very significantconcept of a redress scheme; in fact he was
part of the cost of pursuing clinical negligence claimssuggesting two redress schemes, this is the first one
is the obtaining of independent medical expertwhich is being pursued. I think it has a number of
reports to decide whether there is or is not a claim. Ipotential advantages, not least of which is that our
would hope that the scheme, as it is envisaged, wouldunderstanding is that a very considerable number of
enable a proper assessment to be undertakenpatients who do suVer some sort of incident want
without, obviously, disproportionate costs. That ismore than anything an explanation and apology,
clearly the intention of the scheme, to try and ensurenot necessarily financial compensation, and that has
there is such a scheme to deal with these smalleralways been very hard to get. Of course, the scheme
claims without the need for legal proceedings andthat is now proposed under the NHS Redress Bill
without incurring disproportionate cost.would incorporate exactly that. It would be a

provision for compensation in an appropriate case.
Q47 Mr Khabra: In a number of cases, the numberThere would also be provision for some sort of
of claims will rise, will it have any budgetaryongoing care or treatment if that was appropriate
implications for the NHS?and there may well be a significant number of cases
District Judge Oldham: I am sure it will. There willwhich are worth less than £20,000. They are still
inevitably be some sort of resource implication forsignificant cases, of course, at that level where people those operating the scheme because they are going tomight well feel able to pursue a claim through a have to have processes in place to deal with

scheme such as the NHS redress scheme, but in a complaints or investigations that need to be made.
situation where they might have diYculty in getting There must be some form of resource implications
a conditional fee agreement with the solicitor and within the health service.
they may well equally have diYculty in getting Legal
Aid. Of course, the scheme does not prevent them Q48 Barbara Keeley: This is just a question I may
subsequently, if they wish, from taking proceedings have asked earlier, but I think it might be helpful to
if they are not able to get redress through the scheme. ask you too. On the opposite side, obviously the
At least it would enable them to have a system which number of cases may rise, but in terms of the most
they could use as a first port of call, perhaps, to try vulnerable groups, I think there is a fear that people
and get an explanation and an apology and, if who are less well informed might in fact settle for a
appropriate, some degree of compensation or lesser amount outside the courts than they would if
further treatment. I think that is to be welcomed. their case had proceeded to the court. Do you think

that is a likely outcome or is that something people
ought to be careful about?

Q44 Mr Khabra: What do you think about the District Judge Walker: As I understand it, the
impact of this legislation on the number of cases intention would be under the scheme that the
coming to the Department itself as claims? Would it claimant would have access to independent legal
make a diVerence between what is the current advice throughout, so hopefully the sort of fears that
situation and the future? you have would not actually arise.
District Judge Oldham: I do not have the specific
statistics, but I understand that at the moment the Q49 Barbara Keeley: Do you think there are
number of claims that are actually pursued is quite suYcient safeguards?
small. I suspect it may well be that there would be a District Judge Walker: The devil is always in the
greater number of claims pursued through the detail and we have not got the regulations yet. As I
scheme because people would feel that they were understand it, that is certainly the Government’s
able to do that without having either to obtain a intention and, if so, it would certainly be supported.
conditional fee agreement or Legal Aid. Certainly
initially at least, I think it may be that there are more Q50 Chairman: Do you think the care contract
claims made, whether that trend would continue or principle is one which could eventually apply much
not, I do not know. The Bill provides for the scheme more widely, and would judges be comfortable with
to be closely monitored over a period and so it would putting in place care for people who are very
remain to be seen. Of course, we do not know the seriously injured rather than granting vast capital
precise detail of the scheme, whether it is intended to sums, while making estimates as to how long people

are going to live?be provided by regulations.
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District Judge Walker: In a more general sense, if I sum which would be index linked in some way per
year for the care, which is something that certainlycould answer that question, what we have always

thought of as the idea of rehabilitation, namely that the insurers like. In a case where there is some doubt
about the life expectancy, for instance, it wouldit is much better someone gets back to good health

quickly than have a larger claim, must be right and mean insurers were not necessarily going to pay out
a huge capital sum when in fact the care might notI think that is now generally accepted by everyone

involved in claims from both the claimants’ and be needed for as long as it is estimated. Equally, for
somebody who lived much longer than theirdefendants’ sides.
anticipated life expectancy, it would mean their
payments were secure. So that is already happening.Q51 Chairman: What about claimants whose

injuries are permanent and very restricting indeed It is now part of the case management function that
the court has to look, and certainly trial judges haveand therefore need continuous care? At the moment,

all you have to do is make an assessment of what to look, at whether the cost of future care should be
dealt with by way of periodical payments rather thancapital sum would be necessary to guarantee their

care over however long the court judges they are by way of a lump sum.
Chairman: Thank you very much indeed. I am sorrylikely to live, and we must assume most generously

on that score. you have had such an interrupted afternoon and it
therefore has gone on longer than you might haveDistrict Judge Oldham: It is now established the

court has to look at the issue of periodical payments, expected it would, but we are very grateful for your
help. Thank you.in other words paying for care periodically, fixing a
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Members present:

Mr Alan Beith, in the Chair

David Howarth Keith Vaz
Barbara Keeley

Witnesses: Anna Rowland, Policy Manager, Civil and Family Justice, and David Marshall, Civil Litigation
Committee and Council Member, The Law Society; Richard Langton, Vice President, Association of
Personal Injury Lawyers (APIL); and Tony GoV, Vice Chairman, Motor Accident Solicitors Society
(MASS); gave evidence.

Chairman: Ms Rowland, Mr Marshall, Mr Langton been pursued under CFAs, as compared with the
situation there would have been before they wereand Mr GoV, welcome. Apologies from us, I think

actually you outnumber us; that is because at the last introduced?
Richard Langton: People who have a 50% betterminute the Government has put on the Criminal

Defence Bill this afternoon and some members of chance of success are still getting access to justice,
but I think there are some cases, lower-value cases,our Committee are involved in that and representing

us over there, but they will all be made fully aware of where perhaps solicitors are not prepared to take a
chance. My experience is that people going to theeverything that you say. We have interests to

declare. I am a consultant to a company which is right solicitor can get access to justice with CFAs, as
they could in the past.involved in the leisure industry.
David Marshall: I think there are two separate points
here. First of all, Conditional Fee Agreements cameKeith Vaz: I am a non-practising barrister and my
in in 1995 and I think at that point they were a verywife holds a part-time judicial appointment.
valuable contribution to access to justice because
they allowed those people who were not eligibleDavid Howarth: I write on the subject of tort law. financially for legal aid to bring cases, and of course
there was no question of recoverability. The big

Barbara Keeley: I have an unresolved claim for a change was with the Access to Justice Act coming in,
road accident involving personal injury. in 2000, which obviously took all of these cases out

of legal aid and introduced recoverability; that is
what caused a lot of issues within the system. I thinkQ52 Chairman: Thank you very much indeed. I

think perhaps it would be helpful if we could start by Conditional Fees themselves did increase access to
justice and allow people to bring claims. Problemsasking you what your experience is of the

introduction of Conditional Fee Agreements, what have arisen out of recoverability, although I think
probably they are being resolved over a period ofview you take of experience so far?

Richard Langton: My personal experience as a time.
Tony GoV: I am from a group called MASS and mysolicitor has been that by and large it has been

successful, although obviously there have been a lot take on all this is that it is not so much CFAs that
need to be looked at but what CFAs broughtof cost issues that have been resolved or are being

resolved now through litigation in the higher courts. with them, which was recoverability of insurance
premiums and success fees. In fact, MASS warnedI think there has been a sort of Alice in Wonderland

approach to recovery of costs, where the losing party the Government five years ago that we thought
recoverability of insurance premiums wouldpays up to double the costs even if they have got a

good claim that they can defend. I think that is promote a whole host of satellite litigation, which in
fact it has done, because liability insurers were notsomething that the insurance industry does not like

very much and is intellectually diYcult perhaps to going to take that sitting down.
explain to some people. I think that there has been a
saving to the legal aid fund from all this. People Q54 Chairman: This is a situation where having had
forget sometimes that when legal aid was around to take out liability insurance then it becomes a cost
insurers complained that they were blackmailed into which can be levied?
settling cases because the claimant had legal aid and Tony GoV: No. The point that I am making,
therefore they could not recover their costs against Chairman, is that under a Conditional Fee
them, come what may, so they were forced into Agreement you take out what is called an “after the
settling cases. If you look at the financial statistics, event” insurance policy. In the early years, that
the saving for the insurance industry there is much opened the floodgates to opportunists to come in
bigger than the £37 million that is sometimes quoted. and make a lot of money on the back of that. Claims

Direct and TAG I think are two who came in on the
back of that and made a lot of money out of sellingQ53 Chairman: We might look at costs in more

detail in a moment, so perhaps it would help if I were overpriced insurance policies. With hindsight, I
think that may have been a mistake. It has settledto focus your attention on whether you think there

has been any change in the types of cases which have down now. This problem, I think, as David Marshall
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said, has now bedded in. The success fees that are also front-loading of cost as a result of the procedure
rules, across all cases, and it is not an easy exerciserecoverable are much more realistic, perhaps. I read

in the evidence from last week that there are cases to work out how much of the increase in cost is
down to that and how much down to the CFAwhere there are 100% success fees, but these now are

very few and far. In motor claims, which is what I am recoverability regime.
here to talk about, we have had a 12°% success fee
now for some time. The worst excesses, in fact, Q56 Keith Vaz: Do you think these costs are
perhaps have disappeared, with regard to success generally proportionate to the damages that the
fees. As far as the insurance premiums are client obtains?
concerned, they are bedding down as well. You Richard Langton: I think it is diYcult for the lower-
cannot operate a Conditional Fee Agreement value cases, because really the same amount of work
without insurance, they go together, you cannot has to be done to investigate issues of liability and a
have one without the other. Perhaps the worrying quantum for a low-value case as for a big one. In the
thing is, where we are at the moment, that if you very low-value cases, one can see that the ratio gets
speak to “after the event” insurers they are worse and worse, but then there has to be some
considering their position as to whether they can go minimum figure at which any business has to
on; some are leaving the marketplace, others are operate, employing a level of staV to do the work, to
contemplating it. The worry, moving forward, is to provide the client care, to understand the diYcult
make sure, I think, that you can continue with the law, the CPR, and so on.
“after the event” insurers being around.
Anna Rowland: I think one of the benefits that CFAs Q57 Keith Vaz: In what proportion of cases do youhave brought has been about who can bring claims, think that the legal costs amounted to more thanbecause the eligibility rates for legal aid are now very 50% of the final settlement?low, whereas CFAs have opened up the possibility of Richard Langton: Statistically, I would think a verygetting redress for middle-income people who would small number where the legal costs were more thanhave had no hope of getting legal aid and they would 50%. I have seen some statistics which suggest Inot have had enough money to fund the case think that 40% is about an average, and they are notthemselves, so there is a whole tranche of people who my statistics.had no access there who will now be getting access. David Marshall: Yes, and I think the insurers have
Richard Langton: I do not know if you are getting quoted 30% as being a fairly consistent level, across
evidence from trade unions but I think trade unions all cases, of damages to claimant legal costs for quite
and similar membership organisations have a long period of time. We do not have the statistics
benefited from the CFA regime. Because in the past here, but I think the vast majority of cases, of course,
they have had to indemnify their members for all the are settled before they actually go into court, so I
legal costs, especially defendants’ costs, if the cases suspect in those cases proportionality is reasonable,
were successful, now they have a completely cost- but also cases go right through the court system, to
neutral system by acting as self-insurers. I think you the door of the court, where settling them can be
would find that most of them would say this has been much more expensive.
extremely beneficial to them and their members.

Q58 Keith Vaz: Has the introduction of CFAs had
Q55 Keith Vaz: Do you accept that the introduction a disproportionate impact on libel and privacy cases
of CFAs has led to a substantial rise in legal costs? and, if so, is cost-capping a potential method of
Tony GoV: Not CFAs themselves, but obviously resolving this problem?
they have increased the cost because they have Anna Rowland: I think there have been some specific
brought with them insurance premiums and they issues that have arisen with CFAs and defamation
have brought with them success fees. The answer cases, but it is important to remember that before we
would have to be yes, but I would say that it is not had CFAs there was no mechanism for people to
the lawyers who are pocketing the increase, because bring cases at all unless they were fabulously
the system that was put onto lawyers was not one wealthy. The media could report something quite
that we asked for. Yes, you do have to have an irresponsibly and the injured person would have no
insurance premium; you cannot run a CFA without redress at all and with the introduction of CFAs it
an insurance premium and of course that is an extra gives a mechanism for people to bring a claim. There
cost that the insurer has to pick up at the end. have been some specific issues, mainly because the
David Marshall: Obviously, eVectively it was costs in defamation cases tend to be quite high. It is
Government policy to transfer the cost of funding a very specialist and technical area, and previous to
litigation through legal aid, paid by the taxpayer, to CFAs it was typically only the very wealthy who
the pool of wrongdoers, through insurance, so could aVord it, so the specialism tends to be centred
obviously a cost has been transferred. When people on those firms whose clients are extremely wealthy,
were sued by a legal-aided litigant in the past they so for a combination of reasons the costs are quite
could not recover costs, now then can, and obviously high. It is also a very speculative area of law, though
the cost of insuring for that, the “after the event” compared with other areas, where you can have a
policy premium, is recoverable. However, I think it reasonable assessment at the beginning of what the
is a little bit diYcult to work out the costs which are outcome might be, that is much more diYcult in a
attributable to changes to CFA and also costs which libel case. For that reason, the success fees will tend

to be much higher, because it is so diYcult to tellmay been attributable to the Woolf reforms. There is
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early what your prospects of success are and, I think, cannot win, there is no way we would put it on to a
CFA, otherwise we are working for no payment overfor that reason, costs to the defendant on paying

costs when they lose has been felt more keenly, but an indefinite period. The argument that CFAs have
actually fuelled spurious claims, I would say theyit is really diYcult to balance the rights of claimants

to bring a case and, obviously, the experience of may have fuelled the, what was called, “have a go”
culture some while ago, but it is solicitors perhapsdefendants on the other end, it is not very clear how

you do that. who look at the claims and say to the clients “This
can’t go forward.” I would say my experience is that
any firm which takes on claims in that way is headingQ59 Keith Vaz: Mr Marshall, what impact has the
for financial disaster.introduction of advertising by claims farmers had on

the expectation levels of potential clients?
David Marshall: On the expectation levels of Q62 Keith Vaz: Are any of you aware of cases where

claims farmers have oVered incentives, financial ordamages, I think that the biggest period of
advertising was some years ago and obviously those otherwise, for people to bring cases?

David Marshall: I cannot think of any, this is allclaims management companies have gone bust now.
Certainly The Law Society advertising code requires anecdotal really. There is quite a lot of evidence,

certainly in the investigation of the TAG scheme, inthe advertising to be proper advertising, that it is not
creating unrealistic expectations. some of the judgments of Peter Hurst, that certainly

there were incentives for those who were signing up,Anna Rowland: Yes, that it is accurate, decent and
truthful, basically in accordance with the ASA to sign up and issue policies, and so on. It was a very

peculiar business model and rather diVerent fromguidelines.
the one which most solicitors would operate.
Richard Langton: There was an example, I think, inQ60 Keith Vaz: You feel it provides a useful service
Liverpool of a company, a firm of solicitors, whichfor consumers. Does anyone not think that it
advertised £200 up front, on a billboard, in the city.provides a useful service?
Certainly in Ireland it became very common forDavid Marshall: Certainly there was criticism, say,
solicitors almost to bid amongst themselves for a10 years ago, that there was not suYcient access to
new client and claimants would go around to seejustice and a lot of the studies showed that many
who would oVer the most upfront payment of theirpeople were not aware of their ability to bring
compensation, but that has been stopped byclaims. I think now most people are aware of their
professional rules now so that does not happen.ability to bring claims because of the advertising and

I think that is a useful service. The question of
whether the advertising is proper and decent is a Q63 Keith Vaz: Given that the Government is

proposing less self-regulation for lawyers, is itseparate one.
Richard Langton: Going beyond advertising though, reasonable to expect the Claims Standards Council

to look after both the interests of consumers andI think the biggest problem is the cold-calling, the
knocking on doors and stopping people in the street, claims management companies?

Anna Rowland: I think what we would like to see thewhich we have all experienced personally, or know
somebody who has, whether or not we have been Compensation Bill do is introduce a statutory

regulator. Really we would like to see the regulatorwearing a neck-collar at the time, and that is
something which APIL would certainly like to see set up in the Bill, because it seems that it is too

important an issue to leave for secondary legislation,stamped out completely. A lot of the drivers for that,
the profits for that, being done by unqualified, so that Parliament can scrutinise what powers the

regulator has and what sort of level of protectionunregulated claims farmers, have gone, but it is still
happening and I think we would be keen for that sort that ought to provide to consumers. We would like

to see the scheme quite akin to the protectionof marketing, rather than pure advertising, to be
stopped. consumers have from solicitors and to be equally

robust, especially because there has been
experienced of abuses in this market so we knowQ61 Keith Vaz: Have any of you observed claims
already what the evil is that it is intended to address.farmers that have encouraged people with doubtful
I think the worst possible scenario is that regulationor non-existent cases to take those cases forward?
would come in that is not eVective which lends someRichard Langton: One has somewhat anecdotal
sort of credibility to some of the less reputableexperience where marketing salesmen are targeted
operators.by results to produce individuals to sign on the

dotted line a loan agreement, and totally spurious
claims are brought forward. I think almost all Q64 Keith Vaz: Do you agree with that? Nobody

disagrees. Given the experience which the claimssolicitors would say that we can spot those a mile oV
and we would never act, because we would not waste management companies have had, what would be

the eVect of allowing commercial companies, like theour time on dealing with a hopeless case.
Tony GoV: The question has been has CFA fuelled AA or even Tesco, to enter the market providing

legal services?spurious claims; if you think about it logically, it
would have the reverse eVect. In any firm of Anna Rowland: I think the issue, again, is regulatory.

It is extremely important that the same abuses do notsolicitors you have to do risk assessment; for each
case that we take on at my firm we have a committee sneak in through this route. Having seen the White

Paper, we hope, and we feel somewhat confident,and we have a look at it. If the case is spurious or
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that the alternative business model which is being Q72 David Howarth: If we have to have a clause, if
suggested is proposing that, even though an external we are stuck with a clause, what would be the better
body might own the firm which operates the legal way of drafting it between those two?
cases, the legal department itself would have to be Tony GoV: It is like being asked whether it is better
headed by somebody who was considered fit and to be hit by a rock or a brick.
proper and who was subject to the same rules which
apply currently to law firms, and we will be lobbying

Q73 David Howarth: If we are going to be stuck withon that.
a clause, we must have some influence on what it
says?

Q65 Chairman: Fit and proper, or a solicitor or Anna Rowland: I think what we would like to havebarrister? seen in it is, I do not know if this helpful, myAnna Rowland: I think the phrase which has been
understanding is, what it is intended to achieve is toused is fit and proper.
reassure the public and organisations that they will
not be subjected to excessive litigation. What we do

Q66 Chairman: That is a much narrower definition not believe is that those bodies will be reading the
though, is it not? It is broader in another sense. I Bill, so what might have been helpful is to have
suppose they would be fit and proper, they are not something in there that requires people who are
going to put their hand in the till, but they will not frontline claims handlers to deliver some sort of
be professionally qualified? educational information to claimants, so that you
Anna Rowland: I think many of the people working are getting education straight to the people who are
within it will be solicitors, so what we would want to making the claim. We do not believe that the Bill will
see is that the rules operating the department are of achieve that objective by this route.
the same standard.

Q74 David Howarth: You think that no cases areQ67 Keith Vaz: What the Chairman is saying is
going to be decided diVerently; you do not think anyshould the head of this legal section be a qualified
cases are going to be decided diVerently as a result oflawyer?
Clause 1?Anna Rowland: That is what we would want. There
David Marshall: I think the danger is that they mightis not enough detail yet in the White Paper. I think
be. The Bill says that it is not intended to change theat the moment it says something like fit and proper.
law, but one wonders, when it gets before a courtCertainly our position would be that they should be
they might have the clause there and will they bea solicitor and therefore tied into the same
saying “What is a desirable object?” and we fearregulatory regime.
there will be satellite litigation over what that means.
Richard Langton: I do not know how familiar youQ68 Keith Vaz: Of course, there are those who
are with the facts of the leading case of Tomlinsonbelieve that all solicitors are fit and proper.
and Congleton.David Marshall: I think the important thing is that

the changes within the White Paper do not allow
back-door entry, to allow some of the people who Q75 David Howarth: I have heard of that several
abused the unregulated system before another way times.
in, even though claims management companies will Richard Langton: You will know that the young man
be regulated under the Compensation Bill, so it is concerned broke his neck diving into a shallow part
very important that is a robust system. of the lake. In fact, the worry that the local authority

had beforehand was that children might drown,
Q69 Keith Vaz: Such regulation should cover them because they were going out in small boats onto this
as well; there is no reason why it should not be lake and there had been a few near-misses. I think
linked? that, possibly, if the claimant in the Tomlinson and
David Marshall: Yes, indeed. Congleton case had been a small child who had

drowned, or suVered very serious injuries as a result
of that, the House of Lords might have foundQ70 David Howarth: In terms of Clause 1 of the
diVerently, because they were certainly looking inCompensation Bill, I was just wondering what

impacts you thought that Clause 1 was likely to terms of what an adult can do on somebody else’s
have? property and they should not be prevented from
Richard Langton: Clause 1, as it is drafted currently, shallow-diving if that was what they chose to do,
as you will know, we think is unnecessary and will despite warning signs. The answer to the question is
only cause confusion by giving areas for people to that I think, in slightly diVerent circumstances, with
argue about which are already covered by the the Clause 1, the court would still find against a child
common law at the highest levels. claimant, whereas previously, without this, they

might not. One struggles to find examples of how it
will apply.Q71 David Howarth: Do you think that it would be
Tony GoV: If the purpose of Clause 1 is to try to takebetter to draft the Bill in terms of social value rather
those cases out of court which may close downthan in terms of desirable activity?
swimming pools or may stop my son going on aRichard Langton: No. I do not think the law needs

to be put into a statutory format in that Bill. school trip—
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Q76 Chairman: Or, as we discovered last week, the Richard Langton: My experience is that sometimes
risk assessment, because it is done all the time, is notLord Chief Justice going for a swim?
done appropriately in the serious cases. I had a clientTony GoV: Yes. I would suggest it would not do that,
in the oYce on Monday, a new client, who had a riskbecause, I think, if you asked a schoolteacher who
assessment done but the one thing they did notwas taking a group of children on a trip why did they
identify was the risk that actually poured moltendecide not to go on that trip with the children, I think
steel down his neck. It is important that there shouldhealth and safety would be a much greater deterrent
be proportionate risk assessment and it is takenthan the possibility of being sued; they could well
seriously in those serious risk cases, and it may beend up in prison. Health and safety are very vigorous
that there are examples where it is overdone. I havein bringing these prosecutions, so I do not think
to say, I am a director of a Headway charity, whichdampening down a perceived compensation culture
runs a day centre. We have seriously injured, head-in those cases would have much eVect on a
injured clients, looked after by volunteers, almostschoolteacher, whose decision not to go on the trip
exclusively, who have to be trained. We have noprobably has more to do with prosecution from
accidents. We have them using woodworkinghealth and safety, I would suspect.
materials, they go out on trips, they go swimming,
they go out in vehicles, they do everything at the day

Q77 David Howarth: Can I come on to that, because centre and are out and about. We have a
I think that is an important point to pursue. We have commonsense risk assessment approach to this. We
heard a lot of evidence that there is no compensation do not have a huge number of forms, we just look at
culture but there is a perception of it and I was just the really serious issues and deal with them, and I
wondering what you thought could be done to tackle think probably that is the approach we would
the perception? One point just raised is the Health advocate, targeted risk assessment.
and Safety Executive and the question of risk
assessments. I was wondering whether you have

Q79 David Howarth: Is there anything that othercome across the use of the concept of risk assessment
social actors might do to reduce this amount of risk-that would strike you as excessive?
averseness that we are seeking? Some people haveAnna Rowland: I do not know if I can do that. One
suggested that insurance companies might do thatof the things that has changed in the last 10 years is
business; they make money out of risk-averseness sothat the process of risk assessments has become
that does not seem very likely. Also the media hasmuch more widespread. It was introduced with the
been blamed, such as by the Better Regulation TaskTurnbull risk assessments in the nineties, but a lot of
Force. Is there anything else that might be done,public bodies have adopted that voluntarily. I think
apart from just general education?the fact that lots of organisations are doing risk
David Marshall: I think insurers probably do have aassessments where they never did before is as much
role there with employers. I think that they canto do with the overtly cautious way people are
promote proper risk management and perhaps linkhandling risk that we hear about, rather than a fear that to premiums, and so on. Businesses have got toof litigation, although that has increased. accept some degree of risk but it is a question of
managing it and I think insurers do have an
important role, they are directly in contact withQ78 Chairman: If they have not done a risk
themassessment, or have not followed their own risk
Tony GoV: This might be a controversial point. Iassessment, and you were appearing for a client,
think insurers have had an interest in perpetuatingwould you draw attention to this legislation?
the myth of a compensation culture. It has been oneAnna Rowland: I think the increased use of risk
of the main planks in their argument, to raise theassessments is a good thing but what we have seen
small claims limit, for instance, and they have riddenis that in some cases decisions are made that are not
on the wave created by the media, that is a view, Iparticularly sensible. The point of a risk assessment
think, widely held within MASS, certainly it is myis to identify the risk, decide how great it is, look at
view.what is involved in avoiding it, weigh those up, and

how big is the risk, how likely is it to happen and
then either do something to avoid the risk or seek to Q80 David Howarth: I will ask you to elaborate on
manage it. I think what we have seen sometimes is, that point, if you might. What is the nature of the
once a risk is identified, no matter how small or how insurers’ interest?
cumbersome it is to eliminate it, some risk managers Tony GoV: That is another issue altogether. The
simply ban the activity or seek to eliminate it. I think insurance industry appears to have an agenda to
what we are saying is that it is about managing risk, change the way in which personal injury claims are
not eliminating risk, and education and guidance are handled. They have had that for some time, and I
needed. To go back to risk, I think sometimes the think creating the myth, the perception, shall we say,
fear is not about being sued but being blamed, so if that there is a compensation culture has suited their
you are in that position do you want to be the person purpose, insofar as it has helped them in their
who said, “Oh, no, that’s fine; it’s too expensive to arguments, with regard to small claims and other
do that, we’ll go ahead.” Really, people need to be issues. I think they have used it very successfully.
weighing up how big is the risk and what will be lost Richard Langton: There is a widespread belief in the
by simply not doing that activity and is that claimant side that insurers have been writing

premiums that are too low to get market share forreasonable.
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many years, that they have taken on the wrong risk administrative bureaucracy; this is just a way of
shifting the cost to the ombudsman from the lawor have been unlucky with natural disasters, things
firm.like the asbestosis claims that have come out they
David Marshall: I think the experience of dealingwere not expecting. The number of insurers has
with MIB and CICA, which are very similar sorts ofreduced over the last 10 years, there has been a lot of
schemes, MIB untraced cases, is it does not speedprice competition in order to gain market share and
things up, in fact they are very, very slow andnow perhaps they are looking at ways in which they
bureaucratic. I think there is an issue of publiccan recoup some of the losses; they were hit by the
confidence really, because you talk about the insurerstock market crash, perhaps they underreserved for
of the wrongdoer and I think the lawyer does addthe risks involved. That is the claimants’ perception
that, that public confidence.and now this is a golden opportunity perhaps to get

back into profitability.
Q83 Barbara Keeley: Turning to the NHS Redress
Bill now, obviously the Bill itself does not provide

Q81 David Howarth: What you are saying is that if details of the scheme. Have you received any contact
there is a sudden, unexpected reduction in the scope from the Department of Health explaining how it
of liability they get a windfall? envisages solicitors acting under the new dispute
Richard Langton: The experience in Australia was resolution process which will be introduced by the
that when the tort law reform stopped people Bill?
pursuing claims insurance premiums did not go Anna Rowland: We have not had any contact from
down, and I think we are sceptical as to whether the Department of Health. We have written to them
there will be a direct cause and eVect of, say, very recently seeking a meeting to talk through some
increasing the small claims limit and reduction in of the practical details about how the redress scheme
premiums. might work, but that is quite recent so we have not
David Marshall: Certainly the DWP ELCI review got to a point of setting a date yet, or anything.
did not really find a very close correlation between Richard Langton: We are seeking material though.
underwriting costs and premiums, and this idea that,
in fact, policies were being underpriced to get market Q84 Barbara Keeley: Do you foresee diYculties
share, it may well be that is a way of recouping, if you currently in drafting, management or enforcement
can reduce the number of claims. I think that the of guaranteed care contracts?
media side of it and the power of anecdote, it is good Richard Langton: No.
stories to read in the press, it is like urban myths Barbara Keeley: Clearly it has not got that far yet.
being carried forward and often they are very Chairman: Do you think it is a problem?
entertaining stories, but when you actually scratch
the surface of them . . . I think I was called in once Q85 Barbara Keeley: In terms of guaranteed care
by Sky to talk about backstroke was going to be contracts introduced under the Bill, do you foresee
banned at a local swimming baths because of a risk diYculties in drafting those, managing those or
of injury. I was about to go in, on the seven o’clock enforcing those?
news on Sky, to talk about this, and, to their credit, Anna Rowland: We have not got to that level of
they looked into the story and discovered it was detail.
nothing to do with that. Somebody was splashing
other people in the pool and it was just a question of Q86 Barbara Keeley: A further question is around
trying to stop overexuberant backstroke, nothing to really the provision of independent medical reports.
do with compensation culture at all, but that was I think The Law Society have touched on this in your
what they had believed when it was first said. It is written evidence to us for today. What practical
good stories and I suppose it sells newspapers. diYculties do you envisage if solicitors are not

provided with that independent medical report but
are still asked to advise clients on whether to settleQ82 David Howarth: It has been suggested that, the claim out of court?instead of the existing court case system, there Anna Rowland: I think two issues arise. As you

should be an ombudsman-type, inquisitorial system rightly say, there is the issue of independence, which
for smaller claims, funded by the insurance industry. is to do with consumer confidence. I heard a minister
I was just wondering what your view was of that speak recently and say that independence would be
suggestion? guaranteed by the fact that the NHSLA would be
Tony GoV: This is similar to the Irish system (PIPA). involved. Certainly our view is that if the redress
Richard Langton: Our experience so far of the Irish claim does not work and the claimant goes to court
system is that a lot of claims have gone into it but we the NHSLA will then be representing the person on
are told very few yet have come out and perhaps the other side. Clearly, there is an issue of consumer
when some do we will have some evidence as to how confidence there. The second issue is about how the
it works. It seems diYcult to believe that an eYcient role of the lawyer and independent advice will work,
lawyer, doing suYcient work on a case, in terms of which is connected to that, to the extent that it
taking instructions from a client, gathering the depends at what stage the lawyer gets involved. We
necessary evidence to prove a claim, putting in a do perceive some practical diYculties if what is
letter which the insurers accept, in fact is going envisaged is that presumably there is an internal

investigation and then an oVer is made and theto do more work than an ombudsman or an
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claimant is simply sent along to a lawyer. What the David Marshall: I think it is important that the
public feel there is suYcient rigour andlawyer will not know is was there other information
independence in the investigation, and certainlythat has not been considered, has all the information
various attempts to revamp NHS complaint regimesbeen considered, so what are the diYculties, and
have not really commanded a great deal ofwhat you do not really want happening then is the
confidence. There are lots of shades of grey inlawyer having to reinvestigate just in order to advise
medical practice and I think it would be very, verythe client. Clearly, the issue of how independent are
disappointing if the redress scheme, which I thinkthe documents they are seeing will be a factor, but we
does have lots of potential advantages in bringing athink there is a further factor about how does a
cheaper system for the smaller cases, were to faillawyer, also from the terms of their own duty to give
because there was not really the idea that there wasbest advice to the client, say “Yes, this is good,” or a publicly accountable way of investigating the

not, if they do not know whether they are seeing the NHS. I think the lawyer does have a very important
full picture or not. I think what we would like to role, and you cannot just say, “Here’s our report,
discuss at the Department of Health is how that carried out internally, is it any good?” I just do not
relationship might work and how you ensure that see how a lawyer can possibly deal with that sort of
the lawyer has enough information to say to the situation.
claimant, “Well, this is the ballpark of what I think Richard Langton: There may even be some benefit in
you should get; this looks fair,” or “this does not.” I a lawyer at the earlier stages giving independent
think that needs a little more thought, although we advice to the patient that this is a good scheme that

they can trust to go through, even if the lawyer’saccept that you are going to want their involvement
initial involvement is relatively modest, and perhapsto be more streamlined than it is at present, in
identifies maybe evidence that needs to be saved, justmost cases.
in case, at the end of this scheme, which is still going
to be fault-based, the claim is rejected. In terms of
consumer confidence, or the patient confidence, inQ87 Barbara Keeley: Clearly, the aim is to avoid
the system, having an independent person there atintroducing undue costs into the scheme, clearly that
the beginning may well assist in ensuring that thisis an overall aim. Is there a way, do you think, to
works.allow for independent verification of settlements, it

is a balance, is it not, costs on one side and
Q88 Barbara Keeley: My final question was going toindependent verification on the other side?
be do you think such a scheme could operate fairlyAnna Rowland: I do not see why it should be without input by lawyers, but I think you haveimpossible to do that. I think the details need some answered that. You see it coming in at a couple of

further thought. I think that is something we will points?
want to discuss in greater detail. I do not see why David Marshall: Yes.
that should be impossible but, we have very little Chairman: Thank you very much indeed for giving
detail. Just saying, “Oh, you can then go along for us the benefit of your experience. Clearly there are
some advice” there are diYculties with that. further meetings we are going to have to have with
Certainly we would think it must be possible to the Department in order for them to answer some of
create a streamlined system, but it needs some the questions we were putting today. Thank you

very much.thought.

Witnesses: David Foskett QC, and Stephen Worthington, Vice Chairman of the Law Reform Committee,
The Bar Council, gave evidence.

Q89 Chairman: Mr Worthington, Mr Foskett, we are professionals, like teachers and others, who feel
that they are under threat from a perceivedare very glad to see you both. You have experience

at the bar in these matters. You probably heard the compensation culture and I am not sure that the two
of us would say anything very diVerent from whatdiscussions that were going on previously about

compensation culture. In your own written evidence you have heard from our colleagues from The Law
Society and other organisations today. I think ouryou talked about the perception issue. What do you

think the Government should do about perception collective view would be that if there is a risk-averse
culture out there it is probably caused by thingsand the compensation culture?
other than a fear of claims for compensation. YouDavid Foskett: The easy answer to that is it is a
have heard, for example, one gentleman talkmatter for the politicians and not for the lawyer. I do
about concerns about prosecution. I think that isnot know what the answer is, other than to say that it
something that found its way into our submissions.is probably a matter of education generally. I think,
Again, one can only ever talk anecdotally, becausefrom what I have been able to read and what the
of the sorts of conversations one has with people justBetter Regulation Task Force produced, and so on,
quietly from time to time, but undoubtedly there are,it is largely a matter of headlines that create the
for example, teachers who would be concernedperception and quite how one addresses the issue of
about possibly risking prosecution if they did notheadlines I am afraid I do not suppose I have an

answer to and I do not suppose anybody else does. I look after some children properly in their care and a
child died. One knows, of course, that there wouldthink perhaps the more serious issue is whether there
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be inquests, and things like that, which could complacent, we feel that the present system, as the
Better Regulation Task Force said, sorts out thecertainly give rise to possible criminal sanctions. In

terms of what one does to deal with it, as I say, in wheat from the chaV.
terms of the perception created by headlines, I
simply do not know the answer and I am not sure Q92 Chairman: Do you think that will just open the
anyone does. So far as the other side of things is way to cases hinging on whether scouting or paint-
concerned, our view, which we hope is not totally balling are desirable or suYciently desirable?
complacent, is that the law does protect those in that David Foskett: I think the short answer to your
position, teachers and others, and will not find them question is, yes, it does open the way for that kind of
guilty, as it were, of negligence if the circumstances argument. One has to be frank, that kind of
do not dictate that finding should be made. argument is available now. It does not require a
Stephen Worthington: It is a pity perhaps that when clause in a bill for that kind of argument, or even, as
one gets a headline to the eVect, for example, that I think we hint at the end of our paper, for evidence
children cannot play conkers in the playground, one about what is socially desirable or desirable from a
does not know where it comes from, and then when leisure point of view; it does not prevent evidence of
one hears a headline to the eVect that a particular that being given now, if a judge is prepared to receive
case has come before the court the next day’s it. I think the way we would advance it simply is the
newspaper seems never to tell us that the claim danger of passing this particular clause is that it may
failed. One sees what, at first sight, appears to be a open the way for all sorts of interpretations which in
ridiculous claim going through the courts; one does fact were not intended by those who are promoting
not then discover that actually it failed. the clause itself.

Q90 Chairman: Usually they have not got a claim, Q93 David Howarth: Can I just come back to the
have they, it is simply somebody feels that there point that I put to the previous witnesses, that in
might be one? Tomlinson itself Lord HoVman uses the phrase, and
Stephen Worthington: Often it is a headline from a several of us have used this phrase in the past out of
case which has been picked up and run through the context, the “social value” of the activity. Would it
major newspapers, often a snippet from the case, be better to use that phrase rather than the new
which is then thrown into relief, and yet, as I say, no phrase put into Clause 1?
indication of what the final outcome of the trial was. Stephen Worthington: When you put the question I

was reminded of Dr Johnson, what is the diVerence
between a louse and a flea. I think probably our viewQ91 David Howarth: Can we return to this question
is that neither of the phrases is terribly good and isof Clause 1 of the Bill and just take up the point that
likely to bring forward satellite litigation as to thewas raised earlier about its relationship with the
meaning of it. It seems to me that the whole point ofTomlinson case and ask for your view of whether
what Lord HoVman was saying, whatever wordingClause 1 of the Bill takes us beyond Tomlinson or
he used—social utility, social value, desirablejust leaves us in the same position in which
activity—is that the courts will look at all the factorsTomlinson left us?
and take them into account when deciding whetherDavid Foskett: As everybody knows, the draftsman
or not there has been a breach of duty. Richardthinks that this reflects the existing law and, from a
Langton said that on diVerent facts in Tomlinson,superficial reading of it, certainly when I first looked
for example, children playing in a canoe, the resultat it, I thought what diVerence does that make. I
might have been diVerent and I respectfully agreethink one has got to examine it perhaps a little more
with that. The whole point about Tomlinson wasclosely than that. When we prepared our response I
that what the House of Lords was saying was thatdo not think we had checked to see whether the
you do not have to tell an adult that it is dangerousexpression “desirable activity” was one which had
to dive into shallow water, and therefore no breachappeared in any of the other cases that had been
of duty.decided over the last 10 years or so. I noticed I think

in the APIL evidence that they thought there had
been one case in which it was referred to, but I did Q94 David Howarth: Could I come to another point

in Tomlinson, where Lord HoVman talks abouta search over three of the major legal databases this
morning and could not find it anywhere. The only employees and the question about them having

choice or no choice and the law there; is there anypoint of that little story is, that means there is a new
phrase there which will require interpretation by the danger that Clause 1 might change the law about

employees?courts and, of course, it will always be something the
lawyers can always produce in arguments one way Stephen Worthington: It is diYcult to say. Two of the

problems with Clause 1 are, first of all, that it relatesor the other about what is desirable, it is true, and of
course the courts will have to decide. I think that the only to claims in negligence, not as drafted to claims

in breach of statutory duty. For example, on theshort answer to the question is, it is not designed to
change the law but it could well have that impact facts of Tomlinson Clause 1 would not apply,

because in Tomlinson the claim is brought under thebecause, for all the reasons that we have set out in
our paper and other people have set out in theirs, it Occupier’s Liability Act 1984, so Clause 1 would not

apply to that case. The second is, and I thinkhas such a strong subjective element to it. I am afraid
our general position is “if it ain’t broke don’t fix it” probably this goes to the issue of risk-averseness as

well, that, particularly in the field of employer/and, again, I hope without sounding unduly
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employee liability, so much depends upon health that is a serious point. As you will have seen from the
various statistics that we provided you with, andand safety regulations, which have been brought in

pursuant to our obligations under the Treaty of others have as well, there has been a huge downturn
in the number of cases being heard by the courts andRome, that the result, and again I am echoing what

other people said a few moments ago, is that there is you can see the way the pie-chart is down over the
last 10 years or so.a great deal of risk assessment. The moment

you start risk-assessing in order to protect your Stephen Worthington: One of the problems with the
employees, that is, almost by definition, going to CFAs, I think, is that solicitors have to take a quick
have an eVect on the way in which you look at things view on the available information. One of the
generally. For example, if you are assessing risks in benefits of the legal aid system was that a solicitor
a playground pursuant to your obligations to your could say to the Legal Aid Board “I think there
employees, that is going to have an eVect on what might be something in this case. I think it bears
you will let the children do. To that extent, I think investment of some money while we investigate it
that Clause 1 does have an eVect and one has got to and then I’ll be able to give you an opinion as to
look at it from a diVerent point of view. whether or not it ought to proceed.” That tends not

to happen, I think, in a lot of CFA cases. A view is
taken on a fairly sparse amount of information, inQ95 Chairman: Possibly, if a child might be injured
many cases.in a way that was traumatising to the employee?

Stephen Worthington: Yes. I did not actually mean it
like that really. Suppose, for the sake of argument, Q98 Chairman: For deserving cases, there is scope
you have risk-assessed the playground and seen that for some pro bono involvement?
there is a potential danger which you feel you ought David Foskett: Yes, around these margins.
to deal with, because you are taking risk assessment Stephen Worthington: Yes, there may be, if you canto its highest level, in order to protect a teacher, that persuade lawyers to do it on that basis.may mean that then a child cannot carry out what
under the Bill might be a desirable activity.

Q99 Chairman: Turning to the media issue, ought we
to take seriously this concern amongst some quiteQ96 Chairman: Going back to a question which was
well-heeled newspaper corporations that theraised in the earlier session, in your written evidence
disproportionate costs they can face under CFAs areyou said there is a strong feeling amongst
a deterrent to free speech?practitioners that, in the personal injury field,
David Foskett: Shall I try to field that; neither of usdiYcult cases are not now being pursued, I am
is a defamation lawyer so I am afraid that what weparaphrasing the words, for the reasons that we
say is very much from an amateur viewpoint. I didexplored earlier. Do you seriously think we could go
have quite a long conversation with a couple of fairlyback to the old legal aid system in this area?
senior people in the field, so I hope what I am aboutDavid Foskett: It is unrealistic to expect that will ever

happen and I do not think we are suggesting that at to say makes a degree of sense, but if it does not then
all. I think all we were asked to do was to reflect on I hope the transcript will forgive me. Yes, I think
the eVect that CFAs have had, and, like so many there is a concern, in monitoring high-profile cases,
aspects, there are two sides to this particular coin, which I am sure the Committee know about and
there are good features and bad features, as you probably represents the origin of the question. It
have heard already this afternoon. One of the is the case where there is no “after the event”
disadvantages may be that there are some cases insurance, as I understand it, and the newspaper
which really ought to be brought perhaps, because loses, that they find themselves picking up a huge tab
they are hovering on the 50% viability threshold, but at the end of the day, if there has been a 100% uplift
which now would not find a solicitor to pursue it, and, of course, the costs involved in defamation
and that is a matter of view but that perhaps is proceedings historically have always been high. The
undesirable. There are other aspects of the CFA short answer to your question is that there does seem
system which are plainly desirable. They have to be a problem which has been highlighted with a
weeded out some cases which plainly should never lot of these cases. I think you heard from Master
be brought, they also do have some costs and Hurst last week about eVorts that are being made at
balances, as again you have heard from various the level of the courts to try to deal with this and that
witnesses at various times, so it is a feel, though it is capping, I think was the expression that was used, as
very diYcult to have a very clearly-defined view. I understand it, is becoming a rather more frequent

requirement now at a fairly early stage, where there
is no “after the event” insurance involved. There is,Q97 Chairman: Do you think that these are rather
I understand, a standard direction now whichrare cases where there is an important point to be
requires a specifically-designated Master to considerestablished, or simply deserving individuals, where
the issue of the capping of fees, and indeed Ithe negligence element may be in question?
understand that orders are beginning to be made.David Foskett: When I was addressing you, I was
Whether that will be a full solution to the problem Iprobably thinking of that, the deserving case. One of
simply do not know and I am not qualified to say,the concerns, obviously, is that the less throughput
but at least it shows that the problem has beenof cases there is through the courts of course the less
appreciated and, as far as I can see, is beingopportunity the courts have to either develop the

common law or reign it in, as the case may be, and addressed.
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Q100 Chairman: Do you think it is harder to reach Q104 Barbara Keeley: Thinking about consistency
in quantum of oVers, if that is to be ensured, do yousettlements in defamation cases because of the

instances of CFAs? think it would be helpful for the NHS Litigation
Authority to publish tariV criteria?David Foskett: I simply could not tell you. I simply

have no personal experience of that. David Foskett: It might be. As you may or may not
know, in ordinary personal injuries cases now, theStephen Worthington: I do not know either. All I can

say is that it does not seem to be a deterrent in Judicial Studies Board issue some guidelines, they
are not binding but they do assist practitioners toordinary personal injury cases. Indeed, in many

cases, it seems to be advantageous to an insurer to advise people about what their claim is worth and
assist the judges in determining what their claims aresettle early because, as you heard, for example, in

simple RTA cases, the mark-up which is permitted worth. That kind of set of guidelines might well be
useful.by the various protocols goes up the closer you get

to trial. For example, a claimant whose case is settled
at an early stage, his solicitor will get only a 12°% Q105 Barbara Keeley: Do you anticipate a role for

barristers, for instance, who often provide advice onmark-up, but if the insurer fights it to trial and loses
the mark-up is 100%, so, there, there is certainly an quantum in injury cases? The NHS Redress Bill

clearly does anticipate some independent legalindication for early settlement.
advice on the process and I just wonder if you foresee
a role for barristers in that?Q101 Chairman: That system could be applied in
Stephen Worthington: That may well depend ondefamation?
whether or not the solicitor who is initiallyStephen Worthington: Yes, but I would repeat what
instructed, if instructed, is a specialist. If he, or she,David said, neither of us is an expert in that field.
is a specialist then there may be no role for the bar.
On the other hand, something which perhaps

Q102 Chairman: It is not necessarily a bad thing? sometimes is overlooked, the bar is frequently a lot
Stephen Worthington: No. cheaper than solicitors, particularly down at the
Chairman: Let us turn to NHS Redress. junior level, but if you want a specialist barrister to

give an opinion on quantum you may be able to do
that more cheaply by going to the bar, a bar solicitor,Q103 Barbara Keeley: In the discussion earlier, we

said that the Bill does not provide details of the than if you go and ask for a solicitor to do it all on
his, or her, own.scheme, so if any of these questions go into areas

where we do not have details we will understand.
What safeguards do you think are necessary in the Q106 Barbara Keeley: One detail which does seem to

be there is examples are given, in Clause 3, aboutBill, or in fact in subsequent regulations, to ensure
that potential claimants are not pressured to agree future remedial care which may be settled, in terms

of a level of compensation being settled for thatsettlements which are not reflective of what they
would have been awarded in court? aspect. Do you think there are going to be diYculties

around that aspect of the Bill?David Foskett: I think the short answer to that is
independent advice, both legal and medical, at an Stephen Worthington: It is something which the

courts are already wrestling with, with periodicalappropriate time, and by that relatively early in the
procedure. Like everybody, I am sure we shall just payments, because under the relatively new

periodical payments regime the court has to asksimply be saying that there is not very much detail at
present and when we see the nuts and bolts we will itself the question as to what a severely injured

person’s care needs may be into the future and howbe able to give a rather more definitive view. I think,
in terms of the barrister’s general position, there they should be catered for, whether by a lump sum

or, under periodical payments, by so much permust be independent advice on both counts at an
appropriate stage to ensure that the claimant is annum. The knowledge in that area is fairly sparse

at the moment because, as I say, it is a fairly newproperly advised.
Stephen Worthington: I think, as was said earlier, the regime. I think the courts will be able to deal with it

and I think, under a regime that is being suggestedcrucial thing to make a scheme like that work is
consumer confidence, and in order for the under the Bill, it ought to be possible too.

Chairman: Thank you very much indeed. We areconsumers to be confident I think they have got to
feel (a) that they understand they are not precluded very grateful for your time and the care and

frankness with which you have answered thefrom going to court if they choose to do so, and
(b) that they have access to independent legal advice. questions. Thank you very much.
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Members present:

Mr Alan Beith, in the Chair

James Brokenshire Jessica Morden
David Howarth Julie Morgan
Mr Piara S Khabra Dr Alan Whitehead

Witnesses: Nick Starling, Director of General Insurance, Justin Jacobs, Head of Motor, Liability and Risk
Pricing, Association of British Insurers (ABI), Dominic Clayden, Director of Technical Claims, Norwich
Union and Phil Ruse, Divisional Manager, Allianz Cornhill, gave evidence.

Chairman: Welcome everyone. Welcome, in Q110 David Howarth: What sort of more limited
clause are you suggesting? What sort of issues areparticular, Mr Starling and Mr Jacobs from ABI,

Mr Clayden from Norwich Union and Mr Ruse you suggesting should be covered by legislative
action and what not?from Allianz Cornhill, if I have got all that right.

Before we seek your invaluable help, and we are very Dominic Clayden: At the moment we do not believe
that there should be an extension of that in terms ofglad that you have come along to help us today, we

have the duty to declare any interests that we seeking to reduce the scope of negligence.
might have.
David Howarth: I write legal text books on the law Q111 David Howarth: What about the other
of tort. problem that has been raised, which is the problem
James Brokenshire: I am a non-practising solicitor. of the legal scope of the clause? I think in the House
Chairman: I am a consultant to Bourne Leisure, of Lords there was some discussion of whether the
which has holiday park interests. clause should or should not cover breach of

statutory duty, which of course itself is an
Q107 David Howarth: Can we start with clause 1 ambiguous term. What is your view on that?
of the Compensation Bill and your views of it? Dominic Clayden: I think in truth if I were to go into
Obviously there have been grave doubts expressed, a level of detail I would probably have to write to
first of all, about the need for such a clause at all and, you separately.1
secondly, even among those who think that it might
be a good idea to have a clause, about the way it is

Q112 David Howarth: Does anyone else have anydrafted. Can you start by giving us your general view
views on that?at this point of clause 1?
Nick Starling: Broadly speaking, we do not see theDominic Clayden: We support the principle behind
need for this particular clause. It is not for usseeking to address the issues around a compensation
the main issue in the whole issue around theculture. We have got some significant reservations
compensation culture and the compensation debate.around how clause 1 would actually be interpreted
We think that the Bill in general is a good first step,by the courts. We are concerned that there would be
if you like. We would like it to go much further. Thata period of uncertainty while the courts work out its
is our broad approach.impact, and, as such, we do not support it in its

current form.
Q113 David Howarth: Could you tell us a bit more
about in what way it could go further?Q108 David Howarth: In what form would you
Nick Starling: We think that there are problems insupport it?
the personal injury compensation system. We do notDominic Clayden: We would look to have a situation
think it is working eVectively. We think it iswhere there is greater clarity for what the
adversarial. It is complex, it costs too much, it takesGovernment is seeking to put outside of claims
too long, it undervalues the importance of gettingfor compensation. I think that is a matter of
people better after personal injury, it encouragesgovernment policy.
frivolous claims and, in fact, deters legitimate
claimants. We think that what is actually needed is aQ109 David Howarth: Is it not inherent in the
proper reform of the compensation system, and weexercise of legislating and producing a statutory
have put forward proposals, as you know. We thinksection that there will be litigation about it? Does not

the logic of your argument take you to a diVerent
1 Note by witness: There are many claims particularly in publicposition of not being in favour of such a clause in the
and employers liability cases where the cause of action will befirst place? pleaded both in terms of negligence and /or breach of statutory

Dominic Clayden: I think the issue is that there is a duty. In view of the way Clause 1 is presently worded and in
addition to our written evidence, a judge when considering ifreasonably clear body of case authority around what
a desirable activity may be aVected by alleged breach of theis covered by negligence and what is not, and if the
standard of care in negligence has no similar discretion towhole body of negligence law was going to be re- apply to breaches of statutory duty. This could result in the

looked at in individual circumstances that would intention and purpose of the Bill being obviated in a
considerable number of caseslead to a significant period of uncertainty.
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that the Bill is a good first step, but it needs to have proposals, and they can be sorted much more
quickly than the current three-year average whichsomething which addresses some of these issues

which I have set out. we see and reduce the costs, which are very high—
40% transaction costs.

Q114 David Howarth: Before we move on, I think
Q118 David Howarth: Can I ask a couple ofyou are suggesting some sort of parallel to the NHS
questions about that. The first question is how doRedress Bill, and I want to cover that in a second,
you envisage the tariV being drawn up? Would it bebut could I finish oV this line of questioning by
based on the courts’ present methods of estimatingasking whether you think there needs to be any
damages?legislative change to the common law of negligence.
Nick Starling: I think that would be the startingDominic Clayden: No.
point. I think it is important that it is society which
decides what compensation levels are appropriate,Q115 Chairman: You do not all have to have the
and that is the courts, that is government. It is notsame view.
for the insurance industry itself to decide what theNick Starling: No.
compensation should be. I think that is quite an
important point.Q116 David Howarth: No conferring, should I say!

Justin Jacobs: I think the general point is we agree
Q119 David Howarth: The second point is howthat there needs to be greater clarity about when
would you envisage giving incentives for people topeople are entitled to compensation. It might be the
stick to this system, this line of going first to thecase that clarity has been lost in recent years, but
tariV, then to mediation and then only finally to thewhether the best way of achieving that clarity is
courts? How would that work?through legislation is something which is clearly
Nick Starling: We think there should be penalties foropen to debate and perhaps not the best way
people who do not stick by the laws, insurers who doforward.
not stick to the three months plus three months
system, and there should be penalties forQ117 David Howarth: Could I go on to the exaggerated or frivolous claims as well.recommendation that you are making that there

should be consensual mechanisms, I think is the best
Q120 David Howarth: That would be enforced how?way of putting it, similar to the NHS Redress Bill.
Nick Starling: There are a variety of ways in whichCould you just take us through the system that you
it could be enforced, but we think that ideally thiswould expect to come into place were your
system would need to be enforced by governmentrecommendations to be taken up?
through the DCA.Nick Starling: The problem at the moment with the
Justin Jacobs: I was going to say, ultimately what wepersonal injury system, the compensation system, is
are proposing is that the Government shouldthat it starts oV as if everything is going to end up in
introduce these reforms and they would then be thethe courts, and we think that for claims below
norm to follow through this process, and only if£25,000, which is about 90% of claims, in a very large
agreement cannot be reached would you fall out ofnumber of cases they can be sorted out without
it and go into the court system.recourse to the courts and they can be sorted out

much more quickly. We are proposing a set of
Q121 David Howarth: But you envisage some sort ofproposals which essentially mean that, instead of an
administrative system to enforce rather than usingaverage of I think it is 400 days for a personal injury
the court system itself?claim to be notified to an insurer, notification
Justin Jacobs: The court system would still be therehappens virtually immediately. It means that
as a last resort.arrangements can be made to get the person better—

rehabilitation, medical treatment and so forth—and
a process then starts whereby insurers have to come Q122 David Howarth: One final question. I think

you mentioned somewhere in your submissionback with whether they accept or reject the claim
within three months and with a figure for that there should be more cooperation between

government departments about rehabilitation. I amcompensation within six months via a form, a
proposal for people putting their claim forward on wondering what lay behind that. Do you want to say

a few more words about that?which there will be a free helpline. Once the claim has
been received, once the suggested compensation has Nick Starling: We think this country is actually quite

poor at rehabilitation, about the business of gettingbeen received by the claimant, it will be informed by
a tariV of compensation payments, which will be set people back in health and back to work, and the

problem is that everyone thinks it is a good idea butby government, it will then be open for claims above
the small claim limit for the claimant to accept or everyone thinking it is a good idea does not mean it

has the drive that is needed. We think that it needsreject or to go for legal advice. The next step beyond
that, if is not settled, will be mediation and only, much more attention from providers, from the

Department of Health; we think it needs to befinally, after that, would it go to the courts. So we
think there is a system which would enable the focused via formal requirements on the Health and

Safety Executive, to have it as part of the Health andstraightforward claims where everyone is agreed
where liability falls, everyone agrees what the Safety at Work Act. It essentially needs an impetus

from government that says rehabilitation iscompensation should be by a tariV of compensation
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extremely important, it is a vital part of our Health would be a downward pressure on premiums. Many
of the other cost pressures in the compensationService and a system which would work better as a

result. system are in terms of real value of compensation
claims themselves, so we would expect those things
to balance to some extent, but any reduction of costsQ123 Chairman: The legal profession in their
and time would certainly benefit consumers.evidence to us, if I can use that term generally of

those who spoke to us, did not think that the Motor
Insurers Bureau provided a very good model for an Q127 Chairman: You do not like to put a figure on
insurance industry organised scheme of the kind you it though, do you?
are talking about, that actually that is quite a slow Nick Starling: No, of course not.
and cumbersome process rather than something that Justin Jacobs: It is impossible to put a figure on, but
is speeding things up and making them easier. Do what we can say is that we know that transactional
you have an answer to that? costs currently amount to two billion pounds a year
Justin Jacobs: The Bureau is part of the current and that two billion pounds is paid for by UK
compensation process, so it is still subject to the businesses and UK motorists, so anything we can do
same process that all insurers and all claimants are. to bring down that cost will benefit those businesses
What we are proposing would be a whole new and motorists.
process. It is not saying insurers have the right to Nick Starling: We are prepared to put a figure on
handle claims however they want; it is a whole new time. Employers’ liability cases take about three
process which sets new timetables, new targets, new years from accident to the end of the process, and
penalties on both sides; so I am not sure that the our proposals say that you should, in the vast
Bureau is an embodiment of what we are proposing, majority of cases, get that down to six months, and
the Bureau itself it is part of the common process that is a major saving.
that we are seeking to move away from.

Q128 James Brokenshire: You have already touched
Q124 Chairman: I mention it to bounce the lawyers’ upon the issue of costs, and I note, Mr Starling, you
arguments oV you. They say that insurers have just referred to this figure of 40% in terms of the
consistently undervalue claims. How do you prevent legal or other costs associated with a claim, and I
that from happening where the lawyers are note, Mr Clayden, that in the evidence from
excluded? Norwich Union you have also highlighted this 40%
Dominic Clayden: The issue is that at the present figure in terms of the overall legal costs in personal
time we have an adversarial system where, for want injury claims. Cost is a factor in terms of the
of a better phrase, horse trading occurs. We believe perception of risk in the “compensation culture”.
that adds delay and cost to the system. We believe Part of that might be addressed through the reform
that the assessment of damages should be subject to of the small claims system and raising the thresholds.
transparency, clarity and independent scrutiny so As you may be aware, we have examined that as a
that everyone is clear what is going to be awarded, committee, but I think in this context it would be
so that an independent doctor prepares a medical interesting to hear your views on whether some of
report which is then subject to a process which is the problems might be addressed more easily by
clear to assess damages. raising the small claims threshold?
Nick Starling: It goes alongside, I think, the tariV of Dominic Clayden: I think if the small claims limit
general damages so it is quite clear what people was raised, and we believe it should be, it is clear that
deserve to receive. we would need a system to ensure that people who

have had an accident get the compensation they are
entitled to, so we believe that part of the debate withQ125 Chairman: Where does that leave the
raising the small track limit is how do we ensureconsumer? If insurers are organising medical
compensation is paid, and we believe that the systemreports, they are funding the legal advice, where is
we are proposing can have a part in that so thatthe independence?
consumers get a fair deal.Justin Jacobs: The independence is there because,
Nick Starling: We believe it should be raised toalthough it might be funded by the industry, it does
£5,000.not mean that it is doing the industry’s wishes. They

will ultimately be accountable. The legal advice will
be accountable to the claimant and responsible to Q129 James Brokenshire: But part of that in terms
them. It would then be funded by the insurer. of ensuring that people do get the compensation that

they are entitled to, in terms of the process that you
go through and in personal injury claims, and that isQ126 Chairman: Do you think that if this process

was adopted there would be real cost savings, and partly the medical evidence, and one of the
stumbling blocks in terms of the procedure andhow much could you see premiums being reduced as

a consequence? ensuring that you can actually claim the
compensation that you justly deserve is presentingNick Starling: At the moment there are something

like 40% transaction costs, and for claims under medical evidence in a cost-eVective and simple
manner. What would your views be in terms of the£5,000 I think something like 93% are transactions

costs—in other words, there is £5,000 compensation procedural side of accepting less comprehensive or
more straightforward medical evidence submissionsand 93% on top of that—so there are huge costs at

the moment. If you can reduce those costs, that on a small claims case to actually speed up the
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process and in some ways assist justice by ensuring district judge and the way that evidence is taken
that a matter is dealt with more eYciently and during that format, given that in many cases people
eVectively? are unrepresented and, therefore, it is not
Dominic Clayden: Provided that medical evidence is consensual, but the way it is presented is less
suYcient that you can understand what injury a confrontational, if I can put it in that way, and
person suVered and what their likely prognosis is, I whether that might lend itself to not have the lawyers
think it is to be welcomed. To give you an example, directly involved, as the Chairman was suggesting?
in a simple road traYc case where somebody Dominic Clayden: It may be a way forward. The
suVered a whiplash injury which has resolved within other thing to bear in mind is that the vast majority
two or three weeks, I actually believe a report from of cases do not end up in the court process, and
a GP, who are the normal clinical practitioners who particularly when we are dealing with injury claims,
would see people with that type of injury, is the very few claims fall below the current threshold for
correct route to go, and I do not believe, for small claims. Minor cuts and scrapes are the typical
example, the additional costs and delay of having a types of injury that attract damages below a
consultant seeing that person is really going to assist thousand pounds.
the process.

Q133 Chairman: Going back to the rehabilitationQ130 James Brokenshire: We have touched upon the
agenda you mentioned earlier, would you see benefitissue of legal involvement on small claims, and it is
in developing a scheme for contracts to provide careinteresting that, despite the issue of a legal costs
or treatment such as envisaged in the NHS Redressnot arising in the small claims procedure, quite
Bill, and, if so, should those be contracts with thefrequently, as we heard in our submissions on our
Health Service or would the consumer have anyprevious inquiry, lawyers are still directly involved
greater confidence if it created an entitlement toon a small claims matter and insurers quite
private sector treatment?frequently send a legal representative, or a lawyer, or
Nick Starling: For that I think that we would like toa solicitor, to represent them on the small claims case
see a whole variety of providers. We think the NHSeven though technically that is not required and the
would have an important role to play, we think therefact is that those costs would not be recoverable.
is also a role for government in accreditation of suchWhy is it, do you think, that that procedure is still
providers, but we think that the wider the provisionfollowed and, for example, the claims handler could
and the more varied the better.not go along and present the evidence and not sort

of overlay that additional cost and hopefully cut the
premium by cutting the cost?

Q134 Chairman: Is that because it allows for theDominic Clayden: Each case will be on its individual
variety of outcomes that cannot be predicted at thefacts. My immediate reaction to that is in a practical
time that the settlement is made as betweensense on a lot of occasions the person who is
something which could go on for years and maybehandling the claim may be geographically a long way
exceed what appears initially to be the appropriateaway from the court, and it is simply ensuring that
amount provided, if you do it by way of a capitalthere is someone to go along and be present at court
sum, or, conversely, a problem which maybe evenand it is convenient to have somebody who is a
goes away because the person dies not very longlawyer attend. There is no particular reason why a
after the accident? Is that what you are trying tolay person could not do it.
address by this, or is it purely motivated by the
rehabilitation technique, getting people back toQ131 Chairman: That is a surprising answer!
work?Normally you would measure people’s time and
Nick Starling: There are a variety of things withwhat it was costing you and also the eVect on the
rehabilitation. In some cases it is simply repairingconduct of the case. I asked a judge in a very minor
people and getting them back to work as quickly asroad traYc case how long it would have taken to
possible, making sure that their condition does nothear the case in the Small Claims Court if the two
get worse. Obviously the more serious the case, or alawyers had not been there and the reply was about
case that develops over time, then it is a much morehalf the time; and you are paying someone for that
complex situation, it is likely to be a much highertime in the case of a lawyer.
cost compensation proposal anyway. I think we areNick Starling: We are dealing with the system as it
basically making the point that rehabilitationis now, and it is an adversarial system and everyone
services in this country are not as developed as theybehaves in adversarial ways. What we are trying to
should be. We would like to see a much strongerdo is to get that adversarial system removed in the

vast majority of cases, and this is not us just saying market in it. Insurers can play their role, but there
that lawyers have to change, we are quite clear that are issues around the supplier side, which is both
insurers have to change their behaviour as well. It is from the NHS and from private providers.
not pointing the finger at other people; our whole Dominic Clayden: I think there is an additional
system needs overhauling. feature in terms of how compensation is paid in

respect of catastrophic injury claims where in the
present environment we are, in eVect, building one-Q132 James Brokenshire: Although it is arguable
person care regimes around an individual, and itthat the small claims procedure itself is somewhat

less adversarial by the involvement of the deputy may be, by engagement with the NHS, that the
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services can be spread across a number of people as Dominic Clayden: For our part what we have is an
industry negotiated agreement that the success feea potential option and we could produce a social
mark up for solicitors in motor cases is 12.5% and inbenefit and cost saving.
accident at work cases 25%.

Q135 Dr Whitehead: When we received evidence
Q138 Dr Whitehead: Is that an across the boardfrom the Motor Accident Solicitor Society we were
agreement by insurers?told that conditional fee agreements, particularly as
Dominic Clayden: And solicitors; and it is actuallyfar as motor claims were concerned, were very much
the rules of court. That is a standard figurepivotal on the existence of after-the-event insurance
representing the premium paid to solicitors acrossand that that was certainly the case with motor
the board, and, in addition, we pay the after-the-insurance, not perhaps to the same extent as with
event insurance premium which is added on top ofother claims, but the point that was impressed upon
that. For our part, it was government policy to, inus at that time was that “after-the-event” insurers
eVect, transfer the cost of legal aid to the insurancewere leaving the market place, or if they were not
industry, but we certainly have seen a significantleaving the market place were contemplating doing
increase in the overall cost to us which far outweighsso, and that was perhaps a potential problem in
the legal aid savings.terms of the continuing integrity of conditional

fee agreements. Is that something that is your
experience? What is the health of the “after-the- Q139 Dr Whitehead: Is there anything in the
event” insurance market? argument that part of the additional cost might be,
Phil Ruse: I am probably best placed to speak to that indeed, as I think the ABI reported to us in written
being the legal expenses insurer. I think what we evidence, that actually claimant representatives are
would say, and I am not really sure whether it not checking to see whether their client has got
addresses the link you made with CFAs, but after- before-the-event insurance and is selling their client
the-event insurance has really developed since 2000 after-the-event insurance so that eVectively the
really to dove-tail in with the Access to Justice and insurance is doubled with the person going into
sits alongside CFAs, but that does not mean that it court? Do you think more could be done to

discourage that kind of practice and do you think ifhas been perfect over the last five years. It has been
that practice were discouraged it would make aextremely diYcult, as an underwriter of after-the-
substantial diVerence?event insurance, with any predictability to actually
Justin Jacobs: We certainly think it is important thatset premiums or terms. What we would say is that
where a claimant already has before-the-eventthere has not been any great certainty around
insurance it is used, and I think there is evidence thatpremiums. We have had premiums that have been, if
that is not always the case, and that clearly isyou like, decided upon at the conclusion of a claim
something that we would like to address, but inby the courts, and that, as I say, leads to a great deal
terms of your questions about the costs over recentof uncertainty for us. It is how we can manage that
years, certainly since around 2000 there is a lot ofuncertainty, speaking for Allianz Cornhill, that
evidence that the claimant costs and disbursementswould determine the extent to which we stay
have increased dramatically over that period.providing after-the-event insurance in the future,

but certainly, as we have seen over the last few years,
plenty of underwriters have exited the market, and Q140 Dr Whitehead: Would it be, for example, a
there are two features that have been driving that. good idea to include before-the-event insurance on
One is unprofitability and the other one is all policies, so that you would not have to take out
uncertainty. after-the-event insurance, and would that have a

substantial impact were that to be done?
Justin Jacobs: I think ultimately it has to be

Q136 Dr Whitehead: Does that mean the eight customer choice, and the market cannot decide
premiums are rising? actually that it will force people to buy before-the-
Phil Ruse: No, they are not rising. If anything, as a event insurance because that would be anti-
result of legal challenges, we are actually probably competitive, but it is a product that is out there and
seeing some of the premiums coming down. it is often attached to motor insurance, for example,
Certainly in the sector where I am involved, which is and it has to be customer choice about whether they
mainly around the fast-track claims, the lower level wish to take that up.
claims, there has been a lot of downward pressure on
premiums.

Q141 Dr Whitehead: When you say “cannot force
it”, would any sort of code, or arrangement, or

Q137 Dr Whitehead: So when we come to the extra agreement such as you have on the success fees, be
costs that are involved in the process, what the sort of mechanism which might replace
proportion would you say then arise from success compulsion but bring about a beneficial result?
fees and, to counter that, are insurers making Justin Jacobs: I think if insurers as a market said,
savings, for example, due to the absence of legal aid “We are only going to sell X policies if they
or are those savings being taken up, for example, by include before-the-event”, no, that would be anti-

competitive according to the competition law.after-the-event insurance?
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Q142 Dr Whitehead: You would not advocate, for looked it up in Kemp and Kemp. It is more than
£4,000.” Insurance company: “Okay, here is 4,000.”example, changing competition law then?

Justin Jacobs: No, I think that would be quite Why do we need to go through that iteration? Why
did they not just say, “Here is £4,000”?diYcult.

Dominic Clayden: I can add to that. For example, in Dominic Clayden: I think that what we are
identifying as part of the diYculty with the currentthe motor market there is evidence to show that the

level of take up of before-the-event insurance is in system, that what we see on a number of occasions
is a situation where the claimant lawyer will, whenthe range of 80 to 90%, so there is a real take up of

it, and we would certainly prefer people to use that asked for the current figure, pitch at a figure which
is very high, and we do go through this horse tradingin preference to the more expensive options, and we

believe solicitors should look at that. In any event, if to get to what is an end position which happens at
present. What we are suggesting is that thosebefore-the-event was a blanket across the board,

there would be a group of claimants who have transactional costs should be avoided and we cut to
the chase and have a system with a tariV thatsuVered injuries who would not ordinarily be

covered. For example, pedestrians would not produces the level of settlements that we are
currently achieving at the moment.necessarily have the coverage, so in the current

system there would be a place for after-the-event
insurance, and we are not per se against it. We have Q145 David Howarth: So this seems to work by
concerns how the system operates in part, but we are getting the lawyers to accept what is in the tariV, you
not desperately against all of it. are saying?

Dominic Clayden: What we believe is that the tariV
should be subject to transparency and independentQ143 David Howarth: Can I take you back to the

answer you gave to me earlier about the tariV scrutiny. We would not wish to as an insurance
industry impose numbers. We believe that should besystem? I am trying to think through why you are

suggesting this, and I am puzzled by something. I am by discussion with stakeholders.
Justin Jacobs: There is an additional point as well inobviously just missing something. At present what

happens—and I know this from personal having transparency for the claimant, because there
are the JSB guidelines, there is a lot of case law. It isexperience—is that the initial oVer to the victim

from the insurance company is rather low and then, not as simple as saying that any independent
claimant can work out what they are entitled to. Weas you say, it is then haggled up. If there is a tariV

and the tariV is based on the existing law, that at first think there is a strong advantage in the claimant
being able to see, “I have had this injury. I knowsight would mean that insurance companies would

be losing, because instead of getting some people to therefore I am entitled to this amount.” It is both
good for them so they know when they are getting asettle at below the tariV rate they would now be

settling at the tariV rate. That means that the savings fair oVer and also good in relation to the problem we
first talked about in terms of clause 1, in terms ofthat you would make in terms of lower transaction

cost—that is those lower haggling costs—must managing expectation so that people know what
they are entitled to both in terms of how high it is oroutweigh that diVerence; but that then the raises the

question of why you do not do this now. Why do not how low it is, depending on which angle the claimant
is coming from.you just oVer people more at the tariV rate at that set

in the well-known practitioners’ books like Kemp
and Kemp and save yourselves this money from the Q146 Chairman: Later today we will be hearing from
start? voluntary organisations who are at the sharp end of
Nick Starling: Can I make a general comment about all these perceptions about compensation culture,
that, and I think Dominic will want to answer the and it is quite possible they might refer to the
specific point. Insurers want to pay appropriate insurance industry and to either their diYculty in
compensation, and, as I said I think earlier, it is for securing insurance for some activities and ventures
society to decide what those levels of compensation or the conditions the insurers might impose, which
are, and those levels of compensation are then could be a discouragement from carrying out these
reflected in the premiums that you pay, that we all activities, the very issue which clause 1 at a diVerent
pay, and I think that is a fundamental to the way we level seeks to address: balancing desirable activities
approach things. A tariV system just makes it clear against all the issues around risk management. Are
what levels can be expected for relatively you the villains of the piece? What would be your
straightforward accidents. We do not have that at answer?
the moment, and I think that leads to the sort of Nick Starling: We are certainly not the villains of the
negotiation and discussion which happens now with piece. What the insurance industry wants to do is to
the system. encourage sensible risk management, and, for all

activities, if you manage risks sensibly and
appropriately, then you do not get into trouble. ThatQ144 David Howarth: But we sort of do, do we not?

Through the Judicial Studies Board’s tariV and is the broad principle we take. We try and encourage
it. We issued a publication last year on precisely thisthrough the leading practitioners’ works like Kemp

and Kemp we do have a tariV. My own experience of and directed at the voluntary community. We are
very happy to send that to you if we have not done sothis negotiation was as follows. Insurance company

to my wife, who had been injured: “We will oVer you already. It just sets out the basic rules about ensuring
you manage your risks eVectively.£500.” My wife to the insurance company: “I have
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Q147 Chairman: Obviously not just the voluntary anyone ever says to you, “My insurance company
will not let me”, ask them what the insurancecommunity, the public authority sector, the local

authority sector in particular, for example, will company has actually said and whether it is simply
a matter of not having the cover or not havingsometimes cite the same reasons: “Our insurer has

told us that if we did this we would have to up the spoken to the right people.
premium or install this that or the other.” In the
voluntary community it is even harder because of the Q149 Chairman: Have you come across any cases

where the premium you think you are obliged totime and expertise available on the part of volunteers
to meet some of these demands. require in order to meet your level of risk actually

turns out to be disproportionate to the amount ofNick Starling: I think that you quite often have to
look behind the stories here, but before I joined the money which can be found from, let us say, the

parents or whoever else it may be, to fund theinsurance industry I was in the Health and Safety
Executive where the line was always, “Health and particular activity? Have you come across a

situation, “We have to admit actually it would costSafety will not allow it.” Now I have joined the
insurance industry they say, “Insurance will not more to insure than we think could reasonably be

raised around this voluntary activity”?allow it.” Sometimes that means that people have
not actually bought the insurance, which is slightly Nick Starling: I have not.

Dominic Clayden: I cannot think of a particulardiVerent. Quite often it means that people cannot be
bothered, to be honest. I am not saying that your example. What I can add in that debate is that how

we assess premiums is quite simple, and we look atwitnesses who are coming up are saying this, but
people do not want to think about it, do not want to what we assess the potential claims cost to be and the

potential frequency of those claims costs and thatmanage the risk sensibly and use insurance as a bit of
a scapegoat. In most of the cases where people say, helps to build the potential cost of a premium, and

that does create diYculties in, for example, riding“Insurance will not allow it”, you will find generally
it is people over interpreting, being risk averse, not schools, which was a particular feature, where

unfortunately potential claims costs in thosehaving the right insurance, and we think that is a
situation that does not need to be and should not establishments historically have been large, and that

in itself drives large premiums into an environmenthave been.
where it may be diYcult to pass those costs on and
it may have an impact on people’s ability to enjoy it.Q148 Chairman: Is there anything more you can do

to challenge the perception on which that is based, Justin Jacobs: I think the consequence of that is that
the industry is doing everything it can to understandto say, “Yes, of course there is insurance available.

No, it does not cost much more money. No, it is not this better and to price premiums according to those
risk levels. Naturally therefore the result is that ifincredibly bureaucratic and beyond the abilities of a

scout troop or a church organisation to meet our companies, voluntary organisations and others are
managing their risks eVectively, those organisations,very limited requirements”?

Nick Starling: We are extremely keen to participate companies, charities will find competitive insurance.
Equally, however, we have to recognise that if therein this wider risk debate, and the Prime Minister,

you will recall, gave a speech on this in May which are organisations which are not managing their
risks eVectively, despite support and help andwe supported. As I said, we have issued publications

and the next witnesses have started a very interesting encouragement to do so, then the result is that they
will find their insurance is higher because that is thedebate about this and we are very keen to do this.

Sensible risk management is usually commonsense. nature of eVective risk pricing. Those who manage
their risk well will benefit, but those who do not, forIt is taking the risk in the first place in a managed

way, seeing what might go wrong and seeing if you whatever reason, will find themselves facing high
premiums.have got mechanisms deal with it, and insurance is

there to help you do that. It is not the villain of the Chairman: Gentlemen, thank you very much indeed
for your help this afternoon.piece in stopping it. My own personal advice is if

Witnesses: Jonathan Rees, Deputy Chief Executive and Colin Douglas, Director of Communications, Health
and Safety Executive, gave evidence.

Chairman: Mr Rees, Mr Douglas, thank you for not just the perception of a compensation culture,
but, as you say, health and safety and other issuesjoining us this afternoon. You have already sent us
cause these sorts of decisions to be made. Do yousome helpful material in the form of a memorandum
think that the risk of prosecution leads to greaterto demonstrate that you are not the villains of the
risk aversion in public bodies than the fear ofpiece either, and we would like to ask you some
litigation?questions, if we may.
Jonathan Rees: We have looked at that, and, of
course, as always, there are two sides to the question.

Q150 Julie Morgan: Good afternoon. You say in The risk of prosecution is very important and I
your evidence that there are a number of reasons would say that, would I not. But actually our key
why risk averse decisions are made and activities are role in the HSE is to prevent accidents, and a

considerable number of accidents and ill-health ornot carried out, services are not provided, and it is
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fatalities unfortunately still occur, so we do wish Q153 Julie Morgan: Are there any particular sectors
that it particularly does not get across to?people to realise that there is a risk of prosecution

where they do things wrong. Equally, what we do Colin Douglas: I think this is an issue that crops up
across a range of sectors. There are some sectors wherenot want to happen is that where people have taken

the appropriate measures to manage the risk, they the urban myths run around the network and the
grapevine apparently at a greater rate. So there areshould not fear that they can be prosecuted. If we

take an area like education, which you may want to some real issues within education, not least because
some of the urban myths within education grab mediacome on to, we have actually prosecuted very, very

few teachers—three, in practice, over the last five attention and so they feed themselves through that
fuel, they also feed themselves through the accessibilityyears—but I accept entirely that there is a fear

among teachers—and I know lots of teachers—that of that network. We go to some great lengths, as does
DfES, to try to calm those myths in terms of puttingthey could be prosecuted. I think that is a rather

long-winded way of answering the question, which things into clearer context, but this is an issue that we
have identified as being a problem across a range ofis, yes, I do think that there is a fear of prosecution

as well as the fear that somebody might be sued sectors.
amongst the voluntary sector, local authorities and
other parts of public sector who are duty holders. Q154 David Howarth: Can I suggest to you that from

one of your answers you might unconsciously be
promoting risk aversion. You said that your job was toQ151 Julie Morgan: You say you have prosecuted

three. How many have you investigated with a view to prevent accidents. Can I suggest that might be part of
the problem, because a diVerent way of putting yourpossible prosecution?

Jonathan Rees: By and large not a great number more. job is to stop people taking unreasonable risks that
might cause accidents, but, of course, at some pointsI do not have those figures. I can give you them, but

broadly of the people we investigate for a serious there will be people who take a reasonable risk, a bad
thing happens, but from your point of view that shouldincident and then prosecute, if you look at the surveys,

we actually have quite a high success rate. be of no interest; but if you define your job as
preventing accidents, are you not going to be always
raising the bar, because every time an accident happensQ152 Julie Morgan: Do you think that a lot of public
you will see that as somehow a matter for regret thatbodies and other organisations are doing risk
should have been stopped even if people actedassessment in a way that they did not do before, and
reasonably.do you think that sometimes they are being overly
Jonathan Rees: I think it is a fair point. I suppose Icautious in doing risk assessments that may not be
describe it in that way because that is the public servicenecessary?
agreement that the Treasury has set us, which is toJonathan Rees: I think the short answer is, yes. We
reduce the number of accidents, reduce the incidencewould say this, but risk assessment is not meant to be
of ill-health and reduce days lost. But I accept entirelya particularly complicated process. When we have
the thrust behind it that what we are about istalked at events, and you will have seen them too, of
promoting sensible risk management, and I think thatthe professor who had to fill in a 69-page risk
we as an organisation accept that accidents will alwaysassessment before he went on a field visit, that is
occur. At some point, and I do not think we are quiteridiculous, and we have said it is ridiculous, but there
there yet, we will enter the period where all risks areis no doubt that that exists, and one of the issues that
sensibly managed. But, as you will be well aware, lastwe are trying to get at is why does that exist? What is
year when we published our statistics there were stillit that actually caused a university to require someone
220 people killed, 150,000 serious injuries andto fill in a 69-page risk assessment before they went on
accidents that occur in the work place and two milliona field trip? We do not know, and that is part of the
people suVer from work related ill-health so it remainsevidence that we are trying to collect. I suspect it is for
important for us to try and reduce that.a whole series of reasons, and we have commissioned

Greenstreet Berman to actually do a bit of research
into those instances. What we also do not know is how Q155 David Howarth: Is there not a serious tension

here between a risk management culture, which youmany of those instances occur. I think that they are
well reported, and whenever we do come across them might think was a negligence or reasonable behaviour

approach, and an absolute target on a number ofwe do try and look into them to see if there is any
evidence behind them? accidents, which is a strict liability process that says

that the test is how many accidents there are ratherColin Douglas: It is worth saying that the most popular
publication by a long way that we produce is a short than did people act reasonably?

Jonathan Rees: I think at the global level, and if youleaflet entitled “Five Steps to Risk Assessment”, which
emphasises throughout that we believe that risk take a sector like agriculture, we know that there will

continue to be a certain number of fatalities. That isassessments need to be proportionate, they need to
focus only on the more significant risks and that we are tragic but it will happen, despite the fact that we have

tried to educate people into assessing what all the risksnot encouraging the creation of a huge paper
mountain here. We are looking actually to further are and managing them carefully. Our job

is to try to make sure that all, as we call them,develop that leaflet to make even clearer the point that
we are not encouraging risk aversion, we are duty holders—people who operate a business—

understand the risks that they are running, and thatencouraging sensible risk management, but we do
recognise that that message does not always get across. will vary across diVerent bits of the economy. I think it
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is also worth underlining that we regulate from nuclear factors play their part. In your opinion what more
does the Health and Safety Executive have to do topower stations to petrochemical plants to very small

oYces and premises. From an operational point of educate people about proper risk management and
about unnecessary risk aversion?view we want to concentrate our resources on those

areas where the risks are greatest, which will Jonathan Rees: I think the short answer is that we do
need to make sure that the advice and guidance thatpredominantly be areas like construction, or where the

risks of something going wrong is catastrophic, which we give to people is not encouraging unnecessary
risk aversion. Let me give you an example (whichis nuclear power stations; so we are not interested, by

and large, in worrying about hanging baskets or some may or may not come up)—swimming pools. We
produce guidance on swimming pools which isof the other areas which undeniably do occur in the

press. designed to give best practice for those who operate
swimming pools, by and large local authorities. TheColin Douglas: Whilst we are unapologetic about

having an objective of reducing the numbers of aim of that guidance is to prevent something like 800
or 900 operators of swimming pools having to workaccidents, the 220 odd fatalities that happened last

year, 150 odd thousand serious injuries, that is not at out what their own guidance could be as to the sorts
of things that they ought to look for, but the veryall inconsistent with us making clear that we are not

about a zero risk society where no accidents happen. fact that we produce guidance, which I fear is quite
thick and voluminous, you can look at it on theBut we come across too many very avoidable accidents

that result in serious harm or death which our website, then gets people to think, “Aha, maybe
there is a risk around swimming pools”, and that isinspectors investigate where they have to explain to the

relatives of those people who have died why they died. one of the issues that we are concerned about in
terms of are we sending the right signals in theIt is entirely consistent with an approach to sensible

risk management that you focus on the major causes guidance which we are trying to give in terms of
being helpful? Part of the risk debate that theof harm, and the purpose in doing that is in order to

reduce the risk of serious injury rather than generating Minister, Lord Hunt, launched last July was to try
and develop a debate about how can we give thea huge mountain of paper work that focuses on trivial

risks. This proliferation in risk aversion has done great right signals to people who are operating—we call
them duty holders, but businesses, voluntaryharm, we believe, to our objective of focusing on the

main risks within the health and safety system. groups, and so on—and I am sure you will hear from
the next witnesses that there is clearly a perceptionDavid Howarth: But should not the target be in terms

of instances of unreasonable behaviour, not in terms of which does not always reflect the reality.
results? There are two entirely diVerent approaches,
and could it not be argued that risk aversion has been Q158 Mr Khabra: What steps would you suggest we
caused by you by having an absolute target in terms of take that excessive risk averse decisions are not
outcomes rather than a target in terms of behaviour? made?

Jonathan Rees: Well, part of that is, I think, we
need to understand better why seemingly stupidQ156 Chairman: Putting it another way, it would not
decisions, I can put it like that, can be made. Thehave been possible to prove that you could fly and
Financial Times rang me up a few months ago anddevelop something called an aeroplane if the target had
said, “Why has a school banned egg boxes becausebeen to prevent accident rather than to manage the risk
of the risk of salmonella?” We said, “There is no riskinvolved?
of salmonella from egg boxes.” They tried to find outJonathan Rees: I understand the point you are making.
why the school had done it, and they still managedI would simply say that by focusing on the outcome
to get a two-page spread on it, but essentially theytarget we can measure whether we are making a
did not actually work out why the decision had beendiVerence, and actually that is quite important for us
taken. Part of the reason was that the headmasterbecause we actually have in the last five years reduced
thought it was the local education authority, thethe number of ill-health cases and reduced days lost.
local education authority thought it was someUnfortunately we have not reduced the number of
guidance he read, we said that there was nomajor accidents. We have reduced the number of
guidance, it might have been the insurance or whatpeople killed at work. You can couch the targets in
have you. We are now doing some analysis to try todiVerent ways. I personally think that an outcome
understand what it is that leads to these apparentlybased target is a pretty good thing for an organisation
perverse decisions, which is a rather long way ofto have. I would say that it is not only us that will help
saying nobody really knows why people take theseachieve it, and I think that then perhaps helps with the
odd decisions; but I suspect that we and other partieslink. The only way that accidents will be reduced is if
all share some of the blame.everybody in the system actually manages risk

sensibly.2

Q159 James Brokenshire: I just want to follow on
from that point, because they say in politics thatQ157 Mr Khabra: The Health and Safety Executive’s
perception is reality. I think it can also be saidview is that the perception of compensation culture is
equally in this area, and the fact that there is thisnot the only reason that unnecessary risk aversion
perceived risk that means that people behave in adecisions are made in relation to health and safety
particular way. In part that may well be the fact thatmanagement. Our view is that a number of other
people think to themselves, “If I get this wrong I
could go to jail”, and that therefore if you are2 Ev 91–92
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looking at a voluntary organisation trying to prosecute. Would you say there was any mind-set
that if there is a serious incident you feel you are dutypromote the public good by, for example, providing

facilities for young people to go hill-walking or to do bound to take some sort of formal action and
whether that sways your perception of the riskpursuits that have an inherent risk element to them,

as an individual you will probably say, “I do not because obviously that could contribute to the
perception that “if there is a risk of an accidentthink that is really for me. I would love to do it, but

because of the risk that I might go to jail, or the taking place you will prosecute therefore I cannot
put myself in that position”?perceived risk that I might go to jail, I am not

prepared to put my family, my own livelihood on the Jonathan Rees: To be clear, where it is a fatality it is
line as a consequence of that.” Do you feel that you the CPS that prosecute but we obviously work very
have positive duty to set out very clearly what your closely with them. We clearly do not prosecute in all
sanctions are, what the processes are, to give some fatalities. It depends on the circumstances and we
reassurance, because clearly there is a wider benefit mention in our evidence something called the
for the community that needs to be addressed that is Enforcement Policy Statement, but broadly
in some ways being stopped as a consequence of the speaking we would only prosecute where there
fear that people might ultimately go to jail. seemed to be wilful or flagrant disregard for sensible
Jonathan Rees: The short answer is, yes, and, if I risk management. One of the things that we do need
take your example, people who go on field trips to balance is not only did the duty holder actually
undeniably—teachers and others—are put oV for not take due care and attention, not speaking as a
the fear of prosecution. There was an example about lawyer here, but also was there a public good in what
three years ago where we did prosecute someone they were doing. You may or may not ask me about
when a child was killed, and as a parent I would clause 1 to comment in a sense, but I think the
expect us to prosecute someone because the person general thrust that you do have to balance these
who organised that trip was in flagrant breach of all considerations out is right.
the best practice guidelines and in this particular
case they actually ignored the advice of other

Q161 James Brokenshire: One final point on thisteachers who were on the spot. That said, those are
issue: would you accept that there is a diVerence inexceptional cases, and your point is that we need to
terms of the ability of a statutory body to respond tomake absolutely clear that those are exceptional
this level of detail of regulation and assessment ascases and that the vast majority of trips, school trips
compared to voluntary organisations that may notand other sorts of activity, pass oV perfectly safely,
be fully equipped and supported and have all of theand that is one of the messages we have been trying
technical know-how to be able to get to grips withto get across through the sensible risk debate.
the volume of regulation, the depth of regulation orColin Douglas: There was the tragic potholing death
the guidance or the information to be able to copea few months ago of a school pupil. Our response to
with it, and from a voluntary organisation’sthat as the regulator of health and safety was to issue
perspective you might say it is too much like harda statement making clear that we believe that school
work?trips are an important part of pupils learning about
Jonathan Rees: I think I would look more in terms ofrisk and coping with risk, encouraging schools to not
the size than the nature of organisation but I acceptbe discouraged from organising school trips and
entirely the point that we should not expect smallpointing them towards practical guidance on our
organisations, unless they are really engaged in verywebsite in order to help them to manage those risks.
hazardous activities, to do the same sort of riskWe agree with you, we think there is a risk of schools
assessment, and indeed we do not, so organisationsand others being discouraged from undertaking
which employ less than five people do not have tosuch vital activity and we would be keen to work
record risk assessments. We are going to look atwith others to encourage them not to be
those issues as to whether that threshold is right.discouraged, but your point about making our
Equally, if you are talking about the voluntaryprocesses transparent—we do wish to be as
sector it is right that where they are small (and sometransparent as possible,—it is one of what we see as
voluntary organisations are clearly big, for example,the key principles of good regulation—but there is
social housing) I think it is much more to do with thealso a risk in transparency that the more we are

communicating what our processes are in order to be size than the nature of the organisation, but the
thrust I agree with what you said.transparent we are perceived, as the regulator, as

waving a threat at people rather than giving
reassurance. We need to take action, we absolutely

Q162 James Brokenshire: You talked about researchaccept, but given who we are, we also want to
and the investigations that you are doing on riskencourage others to take action so that the message
management. To what extent are you working inabout avoiding risk aversion coming from people
conjunction with other governmental departments?other than the regulator can actually play more
From what you have said it sounds as though it ispowerfully than sometimes it can when we
almost inextricably linked in terms of the remit thatcommunicate that message.
you have been given as an organisation. If so, how
do you intend to link your research with research
that maybe being commissioned by otherQ160 James Brokenshire: I was interested in one of

the points you made there in terms of the tragic governmental bodies to come up with a more
formulated view?accident where you felt it was your duty to
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Jonathan Rees: We are working very closely, as I am Jonathan Rees: I can write to you on that. I think
the answer is very, very rarely. In terms of oursure you will hear in a couple of weeks’ time, with the
prosecutions we get other pressures that we do notDepartment of Constitutional AVairs. We are part
prosecute people often enough. Very, very rareand our representative who is Phillip Hunt is part of
occasions, a handful.the ministerial steering group that has been set up.

We took an active part in the events that took place
in the middle of November and we have shared, as it

Q166 Chairman: You can drop us a note if you like.were, the research remit. We are also working with
Jonathan Rees: We will drop you a note.3 We did notsome of the other people like CABE who are
look at volunteering, we looked at education and theinterested in the built environment to share our
answer on education was it was a handful ofresearch and we have also done quite a lot of work individual teachers and schools.with local government and the LGA because I think

we all accept that we need to understand better why
it is that what looked from the outside sometimes to Q167 Chairman: The reverse argument you have to
be rather odd decisions are taken. Once we be conscious of is if you are a parent of a child who
understood that we can then see whether indeed it is is injured it is immaterial to you as to whether the
all about guidance, whether it is all about insurance, organisation was large or small, as to whether it was
whether it is all about consultants perhaps giving voluntary or public sector; it is whether the risks had
them over-cautious advice. I suspect it is a mixture been properly looked at.
of all of those but we do not necessarily know. So we Jonathan Rees: I am sure you will have your own
will be looking at the stories of why did the council evidence on this. I think in many cases people are less
ban a hanging basket and what caused that and what worried about prosecution in those events and much
was the decision tree that got them to that position. more concerned to ensure that the lessons are

learned and it does not happen again. That is one ofColin Douglas: We are also working with the Home
the things that we obviously take into account.OYce and with Volunteering England on a range of

research activity that works very closely with the
thrust of our research, so it is both sharing and co-

Q168 James Brokenshire: Just one final point. Iordinating research activity in this area.
heard you make reference to the salmonella
example. I heard another one this week which was
fruit with stones being banned from schools, whichQ163 Mr Khabra: What support are you able to give
I thought was an interesting one, for fear, I presume,to voluntary bodies which may not have the ability
that the pupils might swallow the stones so orangesof larger services at the same level which a
were being banned because of dangerous pips,professional body can provide but which have a role
from what I can understand. Clearly there is anto play in society?
educational issue on this. Do you perceive that asJonathan Rees: In terms of support I think the key
being addressed by clearer guidance or do you thinkarea which we are looking at is the advice we give on
that there needs to be a more proactive approach bywhat they have to do to comply with regulatory
the HSE to go out and really explain this whole areaguidelines, so if I give you the example of noise. New
further? What practically are going to be thenoise regulations came into force last October. Our
solutions to trying to avoid these types of somewhattraditional approach (and as a relative newcomer to
bizarre instances?HSE I can say this) would have been to produce a
Jonathan Rees: I think that was the Scottish incident100-page guidance which would have been read with
the one you are referring to, which is immaterial, butgreat interest by noise experts. What we actually
the question is what we try and do when these storiesproduced was a two-page guidance which showed
come up is to write to the newspapers to make itsmall organisations what they had to do. So I think
perfectly clear what the position is. We are alwaysin terms of advice we can help. Obviously in terms of
therefore chasing after the event because there willdirect handling then we do not have the resource to
be always be more scare stories or other stories thatdo that
occur. What we tried to do with the sensible risk
debate that we launched last July was to promote a
discussion. What we will do over the next fewQ164 Mr Khabra: You will not discourage them
months is to try and promote some generalfrom getting involved?
principles which we would like all regulators to signJonathan Rees: No.
up to which broadly say that we are only interestedColin Douglas: Quite the reverse. As I say, part of the
in major risks not trivial risks, and we are notthrust of the Sensible Risk initiative that we are very
interested in paperwork, and we are working onmuch behind is encouraging organisations that are
those. If we can get that message across to peopleengaged in very valuable undertakings to continue
alongside all the other regulators, because it is notto do so and to do so by applying sensible and
just health and safety, then we can beginning toproportionate measures and not by drowning
redress some of the issues, but I think it will be athemselves in paperwork.
slightly uphill task because it is always much more
fun to write stories about oranges being banned

Q165 Jessica Morden: How often would you because of the pips.
prosecute the voluntary organisations? Just give me
an idea of how frequent it is. 3 Note by witness: At most a handful over the last 10 years
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Q169 David Howarth: Can I ask you one final a train to pick up passengers because the platform
was a bit short and somebody might get out beyondquestion about risk assessment and then ask you a

question about the Compensation Bill, clause 1, the end of the platform and break their ankle with
the likelihood that that person would exposewhich you were not looking forward to, I gather.

There is something about your prosecution policy themselves to the alternative risk of driving to work
in a congested environment on an icy road. It seemedthat I do not quite understand. What happens in the

following circumstances: that an organisation has to me that the system gave you only the job of
working out the risks from the platform being shortdone no risk assessment at all and an accident has

occurred but the situation is that if they had done a and not balancing it against the alternative risk the
person would take if they did not use the train. Isrisk assessment what they did would have been

reasonable. In those circumstances do you prosecute there any better way you could incorporate
balancing risks into the system?or not?

Jonathan Rees: We have an enforcement policy Jonathan Rees: I think you have put your finger on
a good point. The other classic example which isstatement which sets it out but the short answer is if

they had taken all reasonable steps the fact they had always quoted is in Milford Haven where they closed
a school because it was too close to one of the plantsnot gone through the process would be immaterial

and we would not prosecute. there and the children then had to walk two miles
down a busy road so what is the nature of the risk. I
have to say that the system at the moment does notQ170 David Howarth: What I am trying to get at is

whether the risk assessment itself is one of the make it easy because it tends to be focused on
individual duty holders to look at the risks for whichreasonable steps or do you just disregard that?

Jonathan Rees: If you are operating in a high-risk they are responsible (and that is what is in the 1974
Act) rather than trying to look at the nature ofactivity, let’s say you are running a machine plant,

and you have taken no account of the sorts of risks diVerent risks. I think that is one of the things that
we will want to bring out. It is one of the things thatthat you might face in running that plant and an

accident happened, yes, we would probably will inevitably come out at the macro level in the
debate that we are going to have on energy policyprosecute you. If on the other hand (and I am not

sure if you are getting at this) you had failed to because there are risks in building new nuclear
power stations. There are equally very importantproperly record it that you had addressed all of the

risks and you had put the guards on your machine or risks to society of not building them or using
alternative sorts of energy like having LNG plants inwhatever it might be, then we would not prosecute.

It is diYcult to comment on hypothetical situations the M25 corridor and so on. I think people are
beginning to understand that we do need to try andbut we are certainly not trigger happy in those that

we prosecute. work out how you balance oV diVerent sorts of risk,
but the system does not really enable us to at present.

Q171 David Howarth: I will not ask you to comment
on the drafting of clause 1. Q174 Chairman: Does the process that was initiated

by the debate which the Minister launched provideJonathan Rees: Good.
some scope for the balancing of risks at a perhaps
slightly less dramatic level than the nuclear powerQ172 David Howarth: Could I ask you to comment

on what you might expect the eVect of clause 1 to be, option you have just talked about? Obviously there
are means of assessing the alternative risk. You haveespecially on public bodies?

Jonathan Rees: As you say, I was not particularly got figures which we will show you of what will be
the alternative risk if more people were travelling inlooking forward to the question because essentially

our prosecutions are all done under criminal law cars as against using the railway station and there
are risk management things that can be built in torather than civil law. What we like about clause 1,

and we do not really have a direct interest in it, is that alter that balance. Does the process that has been
initiated by the Minister open up some prospect thatit does try to bring out the point that you need to

take into account the desirability of the activity and we can make progress on this?
Jonathan Rees: I would say that it brings it into thethat is something that we think is important and

something that guides us in our policy. I think open. I think it is quite diYcult to balance out the
sort of risks that you are saying because in one sensegetting that message across is quite important.

Whether you need to do it in the way that the you have a duty holder who is clearly responsible for
the risk of somebody falling oV a platform anddraughtsman has done it in the bill is obviously not

a question for me. breaking their ankle and in another sense you have
a whole series of individuals and people who are
driving for work purposes. That is part of the debateQ173 Chairman: What about balancing risks, not so

much risk versus desirability but risk versus risk? I that we have tried to engage in and the road and rail
one is the classic but there are many others.remember I had a lengthy correspondence with HSE

some time ago with the Railway Inspectorate section Chairman: Thank you very much indeed for your
help this afternoon.over their failure to balance the risk of not allowing
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Witnesses: Dr Justin Davis-Smith, Deputy Chief Executive, Volunteering England, and Derek Twine, Chief
Executive of the Scout Association, gave evidence.

Q176 Jessica Morden: Is that what you found,Chairman: Dr Davis-Smith, Mr Twine, welcome. I
Mr Twine?am not sure whether I should have declared that I am
Derek Twine: Absolutely. In the past few weeks wethe Vice President of the North Northumberland
have undertaken a much wider and up-to-dateScouts, but I suspect that everybody round the table
survey within our own organisation and we havehas probably got an involvement in voluntary
identified the figures as being quite a concern to us inorganisations in some way or other that we probably
that 50% of our existing volunteers are concerneddo not need to go into. Dr Davis-Smith, I think we
that fear of being sued for compensation is aVectinghave an address that you gave that raised some very
the retention of themselves and their peers asinteresting issues. Mr Twine, we all know that yours
volunteers. 70% of them are testifying that the fearis one of a number of voluntary organisations
of being sued is a deterrent to recruiting additionalworking with young people. I think the Government
volunteers into the organisation because they seemust have had yours in mind when they drafted this
that as a very real pressure upon them. Taking intophrase “desirable activity”, I certainly hope so. We
account the last point which you asked not justwould like to ask you some questions to help us with
about the retention and recruitment of volunteersour work.
but the impact upon the activities, 94% of them in
the past few weeks are identifying that fear of being

Q175 Jessica Morden: In the speech that he used sued for compensation is detrimentally impacting
as evidence Dr Davis-Smith talked about how upon the nature and the range of activities which
volunteers were worried about risk issues and how they are providing to young people.
that sometimes they were being put oV volunteering.
Would you both like to expand on that and explain

Q177 Jessica Morden: Would you say that the feara little bit what the problems are?
of litigation was the main problem in terms of riskDr Davis-Smith: A lot of what I have to say
management or are there other problems to do withcomes from some research that we have recently
the provision of insurance or requirements tocommissioned when we were asking voluntary conduct risk assessments or whatever?organisations, both voluntary agencies and public
Derek Twine: Within the same survey it was quitebodies using volunteers, their attitudes to risk and clear that there is increasing confidence in theirwhat they felt the impact of a compensation culture ability to respond to the training which we provide—

was having on the willingness of people to volunteer it is obligatory training—in appropriate risk
and we also asked volunteers and non-volunteers assessment and risk management, but that is
about whether risk was having an impact on their common sense. Nonetheless, their concern is not
decision and the evidence was quite disturbing. I do about themselves doing something wrong, it is about
not think we should overstate it, but I think it is of parents, whether under pressure from an external
enough concern that we do need to start to get to third party or of their own volition in what they
grips with this issue now if we are not going to be receive from the media as the projection, taking an
losing volunteers in quite considerable numbers in accident or an incident as an opportunity to seek
the future because the individuals were saying to us compensation for pecuniary gain and taking that
that current volunteers were worried about risk and almost as a right because that is the culture rather
about one in 20 said that they had considered giving than taking it up with the individual leader. We have
up their volunteering because of a fear of litigation. track records within our own organisation of claims
If we translate that into national figures, that is being brought where it is said to the local Scout
potentially a million people who may be giving up leader, for example, “It is not about you and what
volunteering because of their fear that they may be you did in your activity, but we know that the
litigated against. Organisations were saying to us organisation has insurance and therefore this is
that they were becoming increasingly concerned scope for a gain from a claim.” That is the climate in
about risk issues and they were either closing down which these volunteers in their own communities are
some of the more risky opportunities available for expressing concern, because whether it is settled out
people and for us within Volunteering England that of court or settled as a result of a court case, it is not
is of huge concern because we would argue that an just the financial consequence upon the organisation
element of well-managed risk is absolutely crucial to that is of concern and of course I have concerns
volunteering, particularly for young people. about that, it is the very real human impact upon
Professor Heinz Woolf has talked about “vitamin that volunteer in his or her community, with their
R” or “vitamin Risk” being of huge importance to neighbours, with the parents of their children’s
young people and how volunteering can provide that friends and in many cases with their own employer
injection of “vitamin R”. When we see evidence from as well. So there is personal standing and the fear of
organisational surveys that suggests that that being addressed which is causing and
organisations are beginning to become so concerned prompting this issue about should I stay
about the fear of litigation that they are closing volunteering or will I even volunteer in the first
down some of these risky activities for young people place.
to develop themselves we are obviously concerned Dr Davis-Smith: Our survey also threw up concerns
and we want to try at this stage, before it gets worse, around insurance in relation to volunteering in that
to put in place some procedures to try and alleviate three-quarters of the organisations we spoke to said

that their insurance premiums had gone upthe situation.
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considerably over the past few years, sometimes more than just a few words, they really are aVecting
the liability of what the organisation is exposinghugely; four-fold in six years was the experience of
itself to.one organisation. It suggested some quite deep-

seated issues that need to be sorted out in relation to
communication between the insurance industry and Q179 Jessica Morden: Can you just explain a bit
the volunteering sector in that there did not appear more about the practical problems of getting
to be any link between the existence of risk insurance? Is it a problem with premiums and
management procedures by voluntary organisations getting cover for particular events?
and levels of premiums. In terms of encouraging Dr Davis-Smith: I think at its root it is a lack of
organisations to go through these proper risk communication between the insurance industry and
procedures, I think there ought to be the voluntary and community sector in that the
communication with the insurance industry to see insurance industry does not understand all too often
whether there could be a better link between the nature of the sorts of activities that volunteers
proportionate risk management practice being in are engaged in. There was a high profile example
place and insurance premiums because at the with one of the big environmental agencies, BTCV,
moment that does not seem to be the case. I think a couple of years ago when overnight the insurance
one of the problems is the language of risk company looked into exactly what they were
management because it is very confusing for a lot of engaged in and became concerned about it and they
small voluntary organisations. The voluntary sector scrapped all the insurance to BTCV overnight. That
is hugely diverse; it is made up of multi-million situation has now been resolved but I think it
pound organisations employing several thousand highlights that issue of a lack of communication and
people at one level but then very small community a lack of understanding. In a sense perhaps it is not
groups without any paid staV on another. In many surprising given what I have said about the small
ways that is where the real problem lies. It is not so nature of a lot of voluntary organisations because
much with some of the larger organisations who one of the ABI’s own reports Making the Market

Work highlighted that one of the main problemshave got professional risk managers in place and
of the insurance industry was getting a goodwhere you can negotiate reasonable insurance rates
understanding about risk assessment activitieswith insurance companies, it is at the small
within small companies or small organisations and Icommunity sector end of the voluntary sector, which
think that is equally the case, if not more so, foris the lifeblood of volunteering in this country,
voluntary organisations and the voluntary sector.because for them negotiating insurance rates is a real
At its most basic level it is about the insurance sectorproblem and adds to the risk averse nature that we
and the volunteering world having a greaterhave been describing.
dialogue and therefore I am very pleased with what
we heard earlier about the ABI and their recent

Q178 Jessica Morden: In the debate in the House of report directed to the voluntary sector and certainly
Lords on the Compensation Bill it was suggested we are engaging with them in the work that we are
that there could be a “pooled” approach to doing around the risk of volunteering. I agree with
insurance and litigation. Do you think that would Derek about the limitations of some of the pooled
work? approaches, but the sports field is a good example
Dr Davis-Smith: It is happening to some extent. of where pooled insurance is particularly well
Going back to our survey, about one in 10 developed at the moment, they are engaged in
organisations said they were currently operating similar types of activities and I think there are
some sort of grouped or pooled approach, but a alternative mechanisms that we can look at.
significant number of additional organisations said
they would be interested in that if they had heard Q180 David Howarth: One of the arguments that has
about it or knew more about it. Volunteering been put forward for clause 1 of the Compensation
England has an important role to play here as well, Bill is that the public—and presumably that includes
but the insurance companies equally have a role to voluntary organisations—should be better informed
play in terms of helping particularly the smaller about the way the law really works and that that in
community organisations to explore alternative turn would lead to people and organisations being
forms of insurance provision. less risk averse and more realistic. Do you agree with
Derek Twine: Each of the organisations even within that view? Do you think it might work?
similar sectors have their own diVerences, they have Derek Twine: As an individual organisation we
their own track records of past claim experience, would support that not just on an educational basis
they have their own approaches to the training of the but in giving confidence to those volunteers. Firstly,
volunteers, to the supervision of the volunteers, to it would have the immediate impact of displaying to
the structures of risk management and to the nature the voluntary sector confidence and understanding
and age ranges of the various people taking part. If in the situation in which they find themselves. In
I look at the voluntary sector, it is possible to explore organisations which are working with young people
that area, but we really would caution against that it would give some strong encouragement to the
being seen as an immediate panacea. It may be concept of enabling young people to encounter for
appropriate for some organisations that have a very themselves at a very low level, whether it be a Guide
similar range of provision which they are oVering camp or a Scout expedition, a situation which for

them feels like a risk and they learn as an adolescentand internal systems, but those variations really are
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to assess and to manage that risk and to make a Q184 Chairman: Do you not have to be aware of the
decision for themselves. They then become part of a danger that in the laudable attempt to give you the
community and a society which is better able to signals you want in clause 1 to demonstrate the value
address risk management, far more so than if of activities which might be impaired by a (?) attitude
undertaken by volunteers who only had to to risk, the Government might in the process create a
implement legislation and law based upon risk law which gives rise to cases which have the opposite
aversion. So going straight back to clause 1 its eVect where an activity is deemed not suYciently
existence and application would greatly enhance the desirable to justify the risk that the case is all about
situation immediately and in the long term. so the whole thing could descend into legal

arguments that gave you the wrong signal, and
maybe some of these other mechanisms we areQ181 David Howarth: Could I just put to you the
looking at could be more reliable and useful signalssceptical view which is that no-one in the outside
for you?word outside these buildings is ever going to hear

about section 1 when it becomes a law so it will not Dr Davis-Smith: We do need to be careful about
make any diVerence at all. going down wholly the legislative route because if we
Derek Twine: I would equally be sceptical and say if look at the US/Australian examples, where both
whatever we did became just the media headlines countries have introduced volunteering protection
then “Ministers crack down on frivolous claims and legislation to try and deal with this issue that we are
support education” expressed in that way may be dealing with today, that legislation has at best been
having a more encouraging eVect on tens of proved to be of negligible benefit and in some
thousands of volunteers than yet again reading of instances it has been suggested it has been
the egg cartons or the pips in oranges, and the public counterproductive because some organisations have
concept that it is regulation and frivolous claims pulled back from their responsibility to undergo
which are causing people to back oV from proper risk assessment procedures because they fear
volunteering. they are immune from prosecution or their

volunteers are immune from prosecution. I think we
Q182 David Howarth: Of course that headline is a need to be careful, although I would not disagree
one-oV hit, is it not, and the question is we cannot that if the impact of clause 1 is to lead to better
have a Compensation Bill every year. decisions being taken and balancing the public
Derek Twine: Absolutely. benefit of volunteering against the duty of care, then

I think that is a good first step but I would not see the
Q183 David Howarth: What else could be done in legislative approach as the main approach to dealing
terms of education or advertising or guidance in the with this issue.
HSE or something which might bring this more Derek Twine: To extend that, Chairman, I think we
realistic approach to public attention more often? are saying that it is a multi-faceted approach which
Derek Twine: Two issues immediately come to mind. is required but one which is working with those
One is the collaborative approach which I do believe facets working in synchrony, it is not that there is
is emerging in terms of a sensible approach to risk one solution and the other issues are not relevant,
management. We are hearing what I would generally and therefore I think it is moving forward to eVect
believe over the past five years is a bit more of a that culture change which is more significant. It is
culture shift and coming together of the various not just one aspect or one piece of work that is
stakeholders understanding each other’s position necessary.
and moving therefore to managing risk rather than Chairman: You mentioned advertising, Dr
avoiding all risk. That is helpful and I believe that is Whitehead?
to be encouraged I believe that this inquiry and
subsequently over the coming months various pieces
of campaigning and research will help to bring that Q185 Dr Whitehead: Dr Davis-Smith, in yourabout. I believe the other is in how the courts will be speech, of which you kindly provided us with a copy,interpreting and implementing any consequence if

you mentioned the “ubiquitous advertising of claimsthere is to be a change coming from the bill. Tied in
management companies”. Do you think that has anwith that, reference was made to marketing and
impact and, if so, how substantial?advertising. If that element of an outcome, which is
Dr Davis-Smith: I do not know how substantial butto deal with the “let me get you a claim quickly fixed”
I am pretty sure it has an impact because nine out offrom marketing is dealt with that in turn will also
10 of the volunteering organisations that wegreatly help.
surveyed when we asked them what had given rise toMr Davis-Smith: On a very practical level if I may
their perception of a compensation culture told usfollow up on that, Volunteering England, as part of
they believed they were operating within athe piece of work we are doing around volunteering
compensation culture, despite what the figures areand risk, is to produce a tool kit or good practice
telling us perhaps to the contrary. When we askedguide aimed at volunteering organisations helping
them what were the reasons underpinning thisthem think through the whole process of doing
perception of a compensation culture that was oneproportionate risk assessment and to reassure them
of the reasons that they gave. They felt thethat the process is not as baZing as it might appear
advertising by claims farmers was one of the factorsto start with. I think on a very practical level that will

have hopefully some impact. that was driving this.
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Q186 Dr Whitehead: Other than observing that that Derek Twine: I wonder if I could just make a little
clarification of definition here as well because I thinkis the case would you have any thoughts on whether
it is important to the environment from which we arethat is good public policy to have such widespread
coming. This volunteering that we are talkingadvertising or would you advocate any change in
about being impaired and severely damaged ishow that is carried out?
volunteering for adults who are prepared to takeDr Davis-Smith: It is not my area of expertise at all
responsibility for other people and for their actionsbut I would say that it seems to me that some of the
in an engaged way. It is not a quick count ofadvertising that has happened in the past is clearly
someone who did something for one hour once anot helpful and I would argue has driven this
month. I do wish to make that distinction becauseperception of a compensation culture, and therefore
there is other data which could be quoted that sayssome action does need to taken in terms of
society in the UK has never had it so good for theregulating some of the most inappropriate forms of
number of people volunteering. However, scratchadvertising.
beneath the surface and look at the definition forDerek Twine: If I could concur with what Justin has
various data and to volunteer for an hour or twoidentified and then add that even within our
once a month is not the same as the kind oforganisation we hear from individual leaders, our
volunteering we are looking at in terms of taking onvolunteers, who have experienced claims being
responsibility for several hours each week for groupsbrought or even being considered being brought
of young people or for groups of vulnerable or sickwhere the point of initiation of the claim was the
people within the community who need care andadvertising material placed in the hospital’s A&E
attention and therefore I do believe that what we arewaiting room at the time when the parent of the
talking about is the challenge in that latter categoryinjured child was feeling most vulnerable as opposed
where they feel a sense of on-going and deepto any piece of consideration, and likewise that is
commitment.then saying that not only do the leaders feel fearful

of that kind of environment but to extend that in
terms of the place of advertising as well as the terms Q188 James Brokenshire: Again at a very practical

level has the “compensation culture” given youof advertising.
reason to advise your scout or cub groups not to doChairman: Mr Brokenshire?
certain things? For example, I remember from my
days in scouts going camping in the pouring rain and

Q187 James Brokenshire: You were talking about canoeing and mountaineering. Have you actively
existing leaders of the existing organisation. In my advised groups not to do things for fear of lack of
comments to the HSE I was trying to get across the insurance or the risk of some sort of claim arising?
opportunities lost. Perhaps you could comment on Derek Twine: We have not advised people not to do
the impact that you perceive that this current culture something but we have advised them and indeed
is having on recruiting people in and what that required them to follow on how to do it. I believe the
means in terms of the number of people waiting on approach which we and I think some of the other
your books to become scouts or guides or other organisations as well have developed has been to
members of voluntary organisations just in a very take far greater account of sensible risk assessment
practical sense? and sensible behaviour in the light of those
Derek Twine: In a very practical sense within our risks which have been assessed rather than
own organisation we have over 30,000 young people organisationally to seek to cut out the activity or
who would like to be scouts on our waiting lists. We indeed every element of risk, but that is us as an
do not have suYcient leaders to provide for cub organisation. What we have is the delivery of the
scout packs or scout troops for those young people experiences in the hands of hundreds and thousands

of volunteers and they are the ones who will interpretto join. That is 30,000. I put that with the figure that
what they see in their local media and among theirtells me that we have 70% of our leaders who have
peers and in advertising.tried their damnedest to recruit other people to be

leaders to open another pack in their group or to
provide some more activities for young people, and Q189 James Brokenshire: Do you therefore perceive
those people whom they are approaching identify that activities at a local level have been curtailed
that a big factor inhibiting someone putting their even though you have not given that specific
hand up and saying “yes I will volunteer” is the fear guidance from on high that means that young people
of being sued for compensation in this arena that we now are not getting the full benefit they might have
are debating today. I do not pretend that there are done before?
not other factors as well but consistently this is one Derek Twine: Absolutely, and indeed when I
of the very strong factors and the fact it is coming referred earlier to 94% of the respondents to the
back from 70% of them gives me cause for concern as survey saying that they experience that there has
an organisation and I believe gives the whole sector been a restriction to the range and nature of
some concern because we are denied the opportunity activities oVered to young people as a result of fear
to extend our provision to a wider reach within the of litigation and compensation, it is those very
community. leaders who are in direct interaction with young
Dr Davis-Smith: Just to add a national statistic: 15% people who are telling me and who are telling us here
of people who were not volunteering gave fear of today that that is the impact. It is a detrimental

impact. That is their perception. Regardless of whatbeing sued as a reason for not volunteering.
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a particular claims record might be like, that is understood you correctly, you train for it, you
provide programmes so that people can understandthe perception of volunteers who are delivering
what they have to do in risk management; it is morevoluntary work for the benefit of their local
around compensation and litigation that you havecommunity.
anxieties. You gave me the impression that you tookDr Davis-Smith: One organisation said to us it is
it in your stride and regard it as pretty essential tobetter to do nothing than take a risk. That is a
what you do.voluntary organisation. If we are living in a climate
Derek Twine: I am glad that came across, Chairman.of voluntary organisations moving into that sort of
That is absolutely essential to what we do. If I maymind-set that really does cause concern for the
also reiterate a point from earlier, it is important forfuture of volunteering and the societal benefit which
us as an educational organisation that that comeswe know it can deliver.
across in what we do for adolescent young people as
well as what we do for our adult volunteers who are

Q190 Chairman: I think it is worth encouraging you working with those young people. It is integral to the
to reiterate a point that you made earlier which quite very education process.
struck me at the time you made it which is as an
organisation, and admittedly you are a relatively Q191 Chairman: Thank you very much indeed and
large and well-established organisation, you do not long may you continue the good work you do.

Derek Twine: Thank you, Chairman.have any fear about risk management because, if I
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Members present:

Mr Alan Beith, in the Chair

James Brokenshire Mr Andrew Tyrie
David Howarth Keith Vaz
Jessica Morden Dr Alan Whitehead
Julie Morgan

Witnesses: Stephen Walker, Chief Executive, and John Mead, Technical Claims Director, National Health
Service Litigation Authority, gave evidence.

Chairman: Mr Walker and Mr Mead from the Stephen Walker: Yes, I think there are probably lots
of ways. It is always trite to say education andNational Health Service Litigation Authority,

welcome. We are very glad to have you here this publicity, but that is how people learn about things.
I think one of the big problems is that for almostafternoon. We have one small job to do. We have to

declare any interests that might be relevant to the everyone who comes into contact with the law their
experience of the law is mediated through and by theinquiry.

David Howarth: I write and publish books on the law lawyers they encounter, and in a world where there
are litigation practices which are geared to handlingof tort.

Keith Vaz: I am a non-practising barrister and my litigation for a return, again entirely legitimately, I
think it is inevitable that there are some conflictingwife holds a part-time judicial appointment.

Chairman: I am a consultant to a company which messages given, accidentally or otherwise, about
what might or might not transpire. I meet manyoperates holiday parks.

James Brokenshire: I am a non-practising solicitor. claimants personally. I try to meet claimants face to
face. It is not always easy, because claimant lawyersChairman: That is the sum total, I think, of the

relevant interests. Obviously, our inquiry is going on are not very keen on that process, but mediation has
been a big break-through in that respect, forat the same time as discussion of the NHS Redress

Bill, but that Bill and the principles behind it is example, and I do not think expectations are terribly
well-managed. Coming from a defendant, that ishighly relevant to the compensation culture issues

that we are looking at. always going to sound like, “He would say that
wouldn’t he”, but I have nothing to gain by telling
this Committee that that is my view, and that is myQ192 David Howarth: Can we start with the
view. People’s expectation are not managed wellCompensation Bill and clause 1 of that Bill, which,
they are led to believe that A or B could be achieved,as you remember, attempts to oVer a helpful
that litigation is the only route to achieving whateverdefinition of aspects of the law of negligence? Could
A or B might be, whether it be money, or an apology,you confirm your view of whether that clause is
or an explanation really does not matter, and I justnecessary or helpful?
think that more frankness at that point, the point ofStephen Walker: I am not sure it achieves a great
contact, with the solicitor in the first instancedeal, is the answer to that. I think it is a well-
might be a very useful mechanism for loweringintentioned attempt to define the circumstances in
expectations not to deny anything that people arewhich the courts might, as it were, look slightly
entitled to, just to, to use the colloquial expression,diVerently on the application of the current law of
bring them into the right environment intellectuallynegligence, but I do not think it adds anything to
so they are not hoping to get something that iswhat has come before in Tomlinson in the House of
unachievable. I am sorry that is a bit long-winded,Lords, for example.
but I feel quite strongly.

Q193 David Howarth: Do you see any risks in trying Q195 David Howarth: I suppose that takes us on to
to put the Tomlinson rule into any sort of the other part of the Bill that is about regulating
statutory form? claims farms. In your submission, I think you said
Stephen Walker: I think the risk with any legislation, that voluntary organisations and trade unions
and I emphasise any legislation, is satellite litigation should be exempt from that part of the Bill. Is that
as people try to test the boundaries, and quite right?
properly—there is nothing immoral about that Stephen Walker: I do not think they should be
being done—but I think that is always a risk and, in exempt from any control whatsoever. I think what
a world that is almost defined by negligence, it is we were saying was that there must be near
possibly a high risk. I would go no further than that. unanimity about the need to control and manage

claims farming at its worst. The dredging up, the
encouragement, the finding of claimants, as it were,Q194 David Howarth: One of the aims of that clause

is apparently to help the public to understand what the dragging them in oV the street with advertising
and the like. Surely everyone agrees that needs to bethe existing law says. Are there any other ways in

which that task might be carried out? managed and controlled. Against that, despite the
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fact that we are always defendants, I think we very ill-informed criticism of pathologists which
appeared in the media. Coincidentally, of course, inrecognise that many voluntary organisations and

organisations such as trade unions actually do settling those claims that had to be settled that way,
we also, I hope, eased the burden, eased the stress forvaluable work in providing legal advice, in pointing

people in the right direction and in some cases, the claimants too. It is always a tightrope that has to
be walked getting that particular balance right. Inparticularly with the unions, in funding it.
terms of paediatrics, we fought the cases, we
defended the cases that were brought in the House ofQ196 David Howarth: Are there any specific aspects
Lords last year—JD is the lead case, and I willof the regulation proposed that you would say trade
happily give you the references later—I will test myunions ought to be exempt by far?
memory on that please—where allegations of child-Stephen Walker: No, I think all we were trying
abuse had been made by paediatricians at firstto achieve was a distinction between those
instance. We took the view, as did many within theorganisations which we see as doing good work for
medical profession, that if those early diagnosesthe right reasons and those which are pejoratively
were going to be actionable it would significantlycalled “claims farmers”, who are simply creating
discourage paediatricians from involving socialclaims to make money regardless of merit (and again
services and whoever else needs to be involved whenyou might say, I would say this as a defendant)
they merely suspected child-abuse in future. Thefrequently not in the best interests of their clients.
cases were contested all the way, the claimants were
legally aided, quite properly in my opinion, all the

Q197 James Brokenshire: I just wanted to follow up way, but we were successful in defending those
on something you put in the written submissions and actions, and I would hope that that, within the
the statements that you make that the impact of the framework of what we can do, is an illustration of
compensation culture is largely reflected on the how we would try to help paediatricians, give them
voluntary sector and the local authorities, but two more confidence that they can make the decisions,
points that you did highlight in terms of direct that they would be defended, et cetera. As for change
impact on the NHS were in the fields of pathology beyond that, it is beyond my remit, I am afraid.
and paediatrics and the fact that it was becoming
extremely diYcult to recruit pathologists and that in

Q198 James Brokenshire: In summary, you arethe paediatric field to actually get paediatricians to
talking more about a systemic type of issue. In othertake on child-abuse work was becoming quite
words, trying to resolve matters quickly anddiYcult. In what ways would you seek to address the
eVectively rather than seeking a formal change in theclear concerns of professionals working in the health
law or a clarification of the law as is?service to try and meet those problems: because
Stephen Walker: Yes, we are. We are in a veryclearly there is a problem if we cannot get
diYcult position vis-à-vis changing the law. We areprofessionals to work in those two areas.
very obviously part of the public sector and we areStephen Walker: There is a limit to what a defendant
not in the same position as, say, a commercialorganisation such as ours can achieve. We do not
insurer defending similar claims who might argueemploy paediatricians or pathologists, we do not
for a change in the law, again, quite properly—theretrain them; we do not put them to work, as it were.
is no reason why they should not—to protect theirWe do not usually try to get the law changed
shareholders interests. I think we have to walk thegenerally speaking. What we try to do is use the law
tightrope, to use that cliché again, I am afraid,as it currently exists. What we did vis-à-vis
between protecting the interests of the Nationalpathologists, for example, was to defend the claims
Health Service but also respecting the interests ofwhich were made against them. Primarily in
patients, and we try never to advocate change unlesseveryone’s mind will be the organ retention claims, I
we think there is equity between those two interests.guess. We tried, with considerable success, to argue

that what had happened had not happened as a
result of malice or ill-will on the part of pathologists Q199 David Howarth: You do see it as part of your

role to inform the medical profession about thebut that the overwhelming majority of pathologists
who had been retaining organs had been retaining eVects of particular cases and to produce a situation

in which doctors follow adequate practice. I wasthem within what they thought, for very good
reasons, was a proper legal framework. They were wondering why it was that in these particular cases,

when some of the cases have been won andacting within the guidelines of their own College and
it was generally understood, before the matter went presumably you are doing your normal role of

putting information to trusts and to the medicalto the High Court and Mr Justice Gage, as he was
then, said that retention could be actionable in profession, there was still some residual diYculty

with those two areas of the profession. Is it becausecertain very narrowly defined circumstances, that
(the cliché phrase was) “there was no property in a the profession does not understand what happened

legally, or is it because there is some other risk thatbody” and therefore simply retaining organs could
not be an actionable wrong. We were largely you are not taking into account?

Stephen Walker: I think in the two examples that Isuccessful in holding the line on the law, though
there was some change, but I think that by then, have given—we referred to them in our paper too—

the law had not been defined. Most people in the law,attempting to resolve those claims by mediation as
quickly as we possibly could, what we were able to I think, thought they knew or thought they had a fair

idea. One of the great values, but it can presentdo was deflect a lot of the, in my personal opinion,
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problems, of the law of negligence is that it is quite as to who may advertise and who may say what, but,
yes, you will not find anyone within the service or theflexible. I am not trying to teach my grandmother to
department who thinks that is a good idea.suck eggs, forgive me, but it is always possible for a

judge to distinguish between one case and the
previous case. Amazingly, the issue of organ Q203 Jessica Morden: How long will that take to
retention had never been fully considered by an happen?
English court—it had been considered, very rarely, Stephen Walker: I have no idea; I am sorry.
in other jurisdictions—so once the organ retention
issue became a big issue, post Bristol, post Alder

Q204 Chairman: This Committee recentlyHay, it was almost inevitable it was going to be
recommended in the small claims report that wetested, and, although we were able to mediate the
should raise the small claim for personal injuryLiverpool cohort of claims without litigation, there
claims to two and a half thousand. Of course thatwas high court litigation, as you almost certainly
does not address the problem of proportionality inknow, in respect of the so-called “Nationwide
the higher cost claims where it becomes much moregroup”, and even that was indeterminate. The judge
surreal, and you have drawn attention to it in someconcluded there could be a liability in the event of
of the examples you gave in your written evidence tocertain fairly complex causation rules being met. I
us. What can be done to achieve or encourageguess that ruling illustrated just what a diYcult area
greater proportionality without making solicitorsit was. The truth is both sides were on the steps of the
likely to cherry-pick the cases with the best chancehigh court saying, “We have won”, which was pretty
of success?unsatisfactory as well.
Stephen Walker: You cannot stop them cherry-
picking, is the first thing to be said to that, sir. We
believe quite strongly that it is possible to deal withQ200 Chairman: Presumably any practitioner is
claims of a lower value, particularly those whichinfluenced not just by the fear that he might come
have no real complexities within a fixed priceout on the wrong side in a case but by the sheer
framework, a fixed cost framework. We haveprotracted nature of the proceedings into which he
obviously seen your report. We think it is terrific.or she is drawn and the toll that takes on personal
You have seen what is being proposed by theand professional life?
Department of Health in Redress, and I am sure thatStephen Walker: Absolutely so, yes. I cannot add to
is likely to come up before the afternoon is out. It isthat, sir.
possible to deal with what we currently consider to
be litigation better and quicker. The problem is, and

Q201 Jessica Morden: Do you think there should be it may be only in perception, but there is the trade-
restrictions placed on advertising by personal injury oV between the claimant who has one claim feeling
solicitors and claims management companies? that he or she has not had everything they are
Stephen Walker: I may be unique around this table entitled to, by which I mean investigation, maybe a
in remembering when there was no advertising ruling by a judge, the whole works. A defendant will
allowed by solicitors. You have asked for my say, “Taken in the aggregate, we can win some, lose
personal view. I think it was a bad move to allow some.” I am very much aware that for the individual
advertising. I think the initial allowing of claimant that is a really tough call, but the truth is
advertising—this is going to make me sound like a that it is possible to devise schemes. We ran a pilot
real reactionary, I realise—many of us thought it scheme, for example, with clinical negligence, which
was going to be the thin end the wedge, and so it has is supposed to be fairly complex, whereby we were
proved. I think that advertising, except in specialist able to resolve disputes fast to the satisfaction of the

claimants who all had legal advice, for the avoidanceareas, is very dangerous, yes. I come back to my
of doubt. It is possible to do it if there is good will onpoint about most people’s experience of the law
both sides, but there are many vested interests. Therebeing mediated by and through the first lawyer they
are many people who make a lot of money out ofmeet, and he or she may not be the optimum person
managing litigation, and it is not just the lawyers.to be handling their particular problem at that time.
Experts make a great deal of money out of it too, but
we feel quite strongly that low-value claims can be

Q202 Jessica Morden: I expect I know the answer to dealt with within a structured framework without
this then, but is it acceptable that people can damaging or aVecting the legal or, indeed, the
advertise in A & E departments in hospitals? convention rights of claimants. Do you want to add
Stephen Walker: No, it is not and no-one in the anything to this? I am very conscious I am doing all
Department of Health or National Health Service the talking. You are all staring at me, it appears,
thinks it is. You will not be surprised to know that from where I sit.
we have investigated this as well over a number of John Mead: Do you want me to say something about
years, and the problem appears to be that many of cost care?
the sites where you see that advertising have been let Stephen Walker: Yes, please.
on long-term leases, or long-term management John Mead: We find on the larger clinical negligence
contracts, and the local Chief Executive is as cases that claimant costs are vastly in excess of
appalled by what he sees, as you or I are when we defence costs regularly. We would like the courts to
walk past them. I think you will find that as those have greater powers to impose cost caps. They do

have those powers at present under the Civilleases change they will add terms and conditions in
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Procedure Rules, but they are rarely exercised, and at first instance new cases now as compared to when
90% odd of our claims were being funded by legalwe think there should be something built into the

Civil Procedure Rules whereby cost caps are aid. Legal aid provides, if you like, the fall-back
position, you know, beyond which they cannotimposed automatically by the judges in larger cases.

Going back to the late 1990s when Lord Woolf make a loss. If they are so structured that they
cannot even break even on legal aid, that is theirwrote his report on civil justice, most of his reforms

have been implemented and most have been very short-coming, I guess, but legal aid applies still to
50% or more of our cases and significantly towardsuccessful in our view, but the one thing which he

wanted to see, which has not come about, is greater the very high value cases, so I do not think cherry-
picking becomes an issue there. You are absolutelyproportionality of costs. Claimants’ lawyers will

argue the mechanism for reducing or making costs right, it does further down the value scale, but are we
trying to manage this system for the benefit ofmore reasonable at the end of the case, which is

called the “detailed assessment procedure” for those claimant lawyers or for the benefit of claimants? I
feel quite strongly it ought to be for the benefit ofwho are not involved in the law. It is a means

whereby a costs judge can assess a bill and say, “I claimants.
think this is reasonable, that is not reasonable, I am
chopping that bit out”, but that is at the end of the

Q208 James Brokenshire: I wanted to come back oncase after the costs have already been incurred, and
a couple of the issues that we have explored inwe think that the court should be much more
outline, which is in essence the speed of dealing withproactive and impose cost caps towards the start, if
complaints and also the NHS redress scheme. If wenot the very start, of cases in order to make costs
are to assume that the NHS Litigation Authority hasmore proportionate.
some role in overseeing the NHS redress scheme,
how do you see the issue of conflict between the

Q205 Mr Tyrie: Just on that, if you impose a more scheme and the normal litigation route playing out
stringent cost cap, will you not just encourage and that if there is not a possibility or, if something
cherry-picking. goes through the redress scheme but does not settle,
John Mead: Possibly, but, as Mr Walker has said, it obviously remains the opportunity to go for a
you cannot prevent lawyers from cherry-picking. contested case through the normal procedures. How

do you see yourselves being involved in those sorts
Q206 Mr Tyrie: But, if you encourage it you will of circumstances?
make it even more likely to happen? Stephen Walker: Can I begin by saying thank you
John Mead: Lawyers are not going to take on cases for pointing out that Redress is not ours yet. It is a
which they think are losers. Department of Health Bill and we have been named

as the possible managers. It is really important that
is on the record before I say anything. If we are askedQ207 Mr Tyrie: It is all a question of odds as each
to manage the Redress scheme, I really see nocase goes by. They know they are not going to win
problem at all. In litigation management terms,every case, but if they are not going to cover their
there is much more to Redress than just claims, butcosts, then they are even more likely to try and
in litigation or claims management terms it is a lowidentify the best cherries and leave the rest alone?
value, fast-track claims handling scheme and weJohn Mead: I am not suggesting that claimant
have done that before. We do it now to an extent, butlawyers should not receive a fair remuneration for
this formalises it, make it of wider application,their work. It is not in our interests, it is not in
simplifies it and ought to just make life easier forclaimants’ interests for claimant lawyers to go out of
patients; so I do not see any problem at all. When webusiness—we are not suggesting that—but we see a
ran a pilot, which was not identical but is alarge number of, frankly, disproportionate and
reasonable model, we found that people acceptedunrealistic bills from claimant solicitors in clinical
the oVers we were making, with legal advice—everynegligence cases particularly, and that is the ill that
claimant had legal advice; there was no question ofwe think should be addressed.
our taking advantage of unrepresented people—weStephen Walker: Could I add something to that,
found that those who were told that there was noplease, Mr Chairman? Our biggest cases—you are
liability on the basis of evidence we had taken fromaware of this I think—are those that arise from
an independent expert that we jointly agreed withobstetric and midwifery practice, children with
their lawyers did not proceed to litigate, but theresevere neurological disability who are going to
was always available, as there will be under Redress,require care for the rest of their lives. Those cases
the right to litigate if someone feels suYcientlywhere a liability is established routinely cost seven
strongly that the process has not delivered what theyfigures and the first digit is now routinely two, three,
want. I think it may be worth saying—and this isfour, possibly five per case. In those cases there is
going sound awfully trite, I apologise—when peopleinvariably legal aid protection for the claimant
make claims for compensation (and, I emphasise,solicitors. Quite properly, in my opinion, any family
Redress is about a lot more than that) the ones whowith a child in those circumstances should have legal
get paid a reasonable amount reasonably quicklyaid to enable them to pursue their claim, so in those
think the system is okay. They do not rave about itcases the cherry-picking issue does not arise. In every
because they think they have been given what theyother case, whether privately funded or funded by
are entitled to. No matter what system you deviseCFA, with or without insurance, without a doubt

cherry-picking takes place. We see better presented and no matter which level of the courts you go to, if
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someone ultimately loses and does not get that worry about prosecution; they worry about
manslaughter charges nowadays; they worry aboutwhich they were after, whether it is money or

anything else, they are disappointed and they think coming before the GMC. We want to encourage
them to not worry about litigation. Worry aboutthe system is inadequate, because by the time they

reach that stage they truly believe that right is on getting it wrong, of course: get it right, avoid the
litigation, but just because something has gonetheir side; so no system is going to satisfy everyone.

This system that would come about under Redress wrong, we would like to create an environment in
which, alongside our colleagues at the NPSA, forneeds to be fine tuned yet. As you know, it is all going

to be done by statutory instrument. It is not example, people can say, “Yes, got that one wrong”,
or, “Hey, I did not realise that would happen.” Wedramatically diVerent to the way we handle low-

value claims now. need to learn from it. I think that can be done.

Q209 James Brokenshire: I can perceive that there Q212 James Brokenshire: You have emphasised the
could be a situation where you can almost go need for things to be dealt with quickly to ensure that
through one process and someone might seek to take there is not this protracted delay, and in part the
advantage of the initial process in terms of the latter redress scheme is seeking to achieve that?
process, and, following that logic, in part the redress Stephen Walker: Yes.
scheme is intended to promote greater openness, to
promote early settlement, to promote the avoidance Q213 James Brokenshire: From your perspective
of a contested case at end of the day? (and I appreciate what you say about your role being
Stephen Walker: Yes. not clear at the moment), do you see the scheme

being able to deal with claims within six months?
Q210 James Brokenshire: It is interesting what you Stephen Walker: All I can tell you is that that was the
said. You do not seem to appear to think that there target we set in the small claims pilot that we ran a
is any potential problem, but how does it encourage few years ago, and we pretty well achieved that.
that openness under the system if, eVectively, it is There was some slippage. A dozen claims, maybe,
part of the same process when you are seeking to did not get done in the six months. That was awfully
defend the claim and you still have the barriers in hard work for my staV; they really had to jump
terms of trying to ensure that any loss is mitigated? through hoops. We had to change the way we were
Stephen Walker: I think the big change comes at working with independent experts, because they are
trust level. I think if we can persuade trust staV— not used to working that fast either, but we did it. I
clinical and management—that we are operating a am talking about people owning up when they got
scheme here where claimants’, ie patients’, perfectly things wrong. We might have to put our hands up
proper aspirations are going to be met as quickly as and say we might need to slip to seven months, I do
we can and that we want their help, their frankness, not know, but by and large, yes, we can, if the will
their candour as part of the process, there will be no is there, both at trust level and within the managing
blame attached as a result of this. There will be risk organisation, whoever it might be, I think the will
management and learning lessons from the claims, is there.
but no blame attaching to individuals. I honestly
believe that we can change the culture within the

Q214 James Brokenshire: Following on from that,National Health Service. It will not happen over
should there be a statutory maximum time limitnight—I am not that naı̈ve—but I honestly believe
constructed in terms of the legislation?that by formalising best practice, by (forgive the
Stephen Walker: That sounds like an invitation to tieshorthand) “selling” it into the service as a system
a noose round my neck. I would be happier if thewhereby we can deal with these issues in the same
statute said that targets would be set. I would hate toway that the complaints system is supposed to deal
think that, because we could not quite get that six-with many other issues, I honestly believe we can
month date, I was going to be in breach of somechange the culture.
statutory obligation, but the idea of targets came
from us, so we are not averse to targets. That is an

Q211 James Brokenshire: Because I think that the honest answer.
indication is that there is a culture of secrecy and a
culture of not wanting to be blamed for things when

Q215 James Brokenshire: It sounds as if the need forthey go wrong?
speed is there, and also if you have got something toStephen Walker: I do not think that is diVerent in the
focus on in terms of achieving an income—NHS to anywhere else where people are employed in
Stephen Walker: I would rather call it a target thana professional capacity. It is human nature to say, “I
see it written in statute. I am sure you understand.did not do it”, or, “If I did, it was not my fault.” You

will notice I am not saying, “Oh no, it is not”,
because I have not come here to tell you lies, but I Q216 James Brokenshire: No. It is interesting

hearing your views on this more than anything else.think that it is a culture that can be changed. I think
it is a culture that is beginning to change now, but we You have talked about the pilot which has already

taken place. Would you see it as a sensible stepneed to somehow get away from the issuing of
proceedings as a precursor to a proper investigation, forward to have some further pilot before pushing

forward with this, or is the existing pilot that youbecause that is what puts people on their mettle, that
is what worries people. They worry about it. They have alluded to suYcient?
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Stephen Walker: We are still talking about whether between on the one hand providing access to justice
for damaged patients, because no-one will be paidwe need one. It may be yes, it may be no. I do not

have a strong view either way. There are pros and unless they establish a legal liability, and on the
other hand cost. That is always a balancing exercise.cons. It is awfully diYcult, setting up pilots, to mimic

wider scale practice. Do we pick a Strategic Health Fortunately, it is one for the department, not for my
organisation, but, yes, there is always a risk that ifAuthority and do it there, or do we say a fixed time,

do we say everything that comes through the door you help people to gain access to justice it might cost
you money.next month, whatever it may be. How do we monitor

it? None of this comes resource free either, of course,
and so the debate continues. Q221 Dr Whitehead: Is it not a concern for your

organisation from the point of view of potentially
Q217 James Brokenshire: And the cons if you do reducing the overall level of damages to claimants
not, if they are the pros? and also, of course, the question of whether you will
Stephen Walker: I thought they were all cons. require additional staV to administer the scheme?

Stephen Walker: We anticipate that we will require,
to begin with, very few additional staV because theQ218 James Brokenshire: Tell me the pros then?
hope is, obviously, that many of the claims that weStephen Walker: The pros would be that we might
currently deal with will transfer into this as itlearn more lessons about how best to do it and
becomes more widely known and its availabilitywhether or not we are able to set realistic targets,
becomes seen as the way to deal with these things.whether we can garner enough independent experts
We are not making long-term plans at this stage,who are prepared to react very quickly for us at fixed
because, first of all, as we have said several times, nofees, whether or not the legal profession is prepared
work has been given to the Authority at this stage,to support this: because if the legal profession says
but, secondly, because it is impossible to guess what“No, we will not do this for a fixed fee”, it will not
the shift in volumes might be. It might be anhappen.
increase, it may not, so it would be premature to do
that work at the moment.Q219 Dr Whitehead: You have listed a number of

advantages of the process in terms of transparency
and change in the culture, and so on, do you think Q222 Dr Whitehead: You could conceivably have a
there will be any monetary savings as a result of this situation where this scheme would be entered into
new process? and all sorts of contingent funding will have to be
Stephen Walker: I do not think that anyone could sent your way subsequently, shall we say?
say that there will be monetary savings. I think that Stephen Walker: The costing work that has been
what should happen is that money should be going done by the department has taken into account the
to the right people, namely claimants instead of possibility that there will be more claims, and the
lawyers. I will repeat what I said to your colleague, department is content that the matter proceed on
it is not my Bill. The department have done a great that basis.
deal of costing work, and they are not talking about
saving money, they are talking about redirecting it to Q223 Dr Whitehead: In the overall scheme of things,
where it should be going. The honest answer is I do you have mentioned that this perhaps does not save
not know. I would not want to mislead you. costs but puts costs into the right place, but we have

received evidence from the Medical Defence Union
Q220 Dr Whitehead: Have you in your agency about the extent to which the total liability for
addressed any thought to the extent to which you clinical negligence is concentrated in a small number
might actually get additional claimants on the basis of large claims, perhaps about two-thirds of total
that some people who perhaps are not currently liability in a small number of large claims?
eligible for legal aid, who may have been deterred Stephen Walker: That is pretty much our
from bringing claims, will actually re-apply under experience too.
the redress scheme and have you been able to assess
what that additional claimant number might

Q224 Dr Whitehead: Given the cap that is beingconceivably be?
suggested, what overall diVerence do you think theStephen Walker: No, we have considered it. That is
scheme would make?the first answer. Under our pilot we believe that
Stephen Walker: I think that that is in itself evidencealmost all of the claims were claims which would not
that what the department is saying in promoting thehave been made but for the existence of the scheme.
Redress Bill is true, namely that it is geared as muchWe were told both by the independent assessor who
to a change in culture, improving the patientlooked at the scheme only halfway through—he did
experience—forgive me using these quotes, but Inot look at the very end for various reasons—that
genuinely believe that this is not just about savingwas the case, but I was also personally told, and I
money—this is about putting the patient at thebelieve John was too, by quite a number of claimant
centre of the process—all of those phrases. I believesolicitors, that they used the scheme for cases that
that is what they are trying to achieve.they would not otherwise have (to use their phrase)

bothered with probably for economic reasons. I
think it is probable that we will see more claimants, Q225 Chairman: You make those quotes sound

more convincing than some I have heard make them.and that comes to the issue of striking a balance
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Stephen Walker: You have almost certainly talked if time allows, Mr Chairman, but the specific answer
to your question is that there will be independentme into serious trouble with that, sir?
medical reports. If the trust concedes liability when
they report to us in the first place, there is no issue,Q226 Keith Vaz: Mr Walker, clause 3 of the NHS

Redress Bill gives power to impose upper limits on we would admit liability—that is what we do now. If
the trust says, “Sorry, no liability”, or, “We do notclaims. Since these are unlikely to exceed current

common law awards, what will preclude a patient think so”, or, “We are not sure”, then, with the
claimants advisers, we will identify a suitablyawaiting an oVer of redress carrying with it an

acceptance of liability and then pursuing quantum qualified independent medical expert and there will
be joint instruction to avoid any question of a lackin court?

Stephen Walker: I think I understand the question. of independence, if you like. We will pay for that
independent expert, but, as you know, sir, his or herIf I answer the wrong question—
duty is to the court, notwithstanding that we pay his
fee. So that is an independent report. That will beQ227 Keith Vaz: There are no full stops. That is the

problem! received simultaneously by the claimant and the
defendant and, on the basis of that report, we willStephen Walker:—I am sure you will come back to

me. First of all, it is important to note that the limits make a liability decision and/or a causation decision
if that is what is at issue, and it is that documentare not caps on damages; the limit is a threshold

below which we will deal with the claim. The which the claimant’s lawyer will have in assessing
whether or not we have been fair about eitherclaimant, on advice, if he thinks or she thinks her

claim package is worth less than whatever the limit repudiating liability or making an oVer; and so,
when we talk about transparency here (anothermight be (£20,000), then we will deal with it under

Redress. It is not a cap in any sense on what they are terrible cliché for which I apologise), we do mean it.
entitled to receive. They will be paid, in so far as we
can achieve it, exactly what they will achieve in the Q229 Keith Vaz: Do you believe that there is a role

for either the Bar law centres or Citizens Advicecourt. The proof of the pudding, obviously, will be
in the oVers we make. They will either be accepted on Bureaus in providing independent legal advice?

Stephen Walker: That is an extremely diYcultlegal advice or they will not be, but there is no
question of costs being capped. Forgive me, there is question to answer. In its original conception it was

hoped that Redress would have many access points,no question of damages being capped. There is every
question of costs being capped. What is to stop that people could come into it with or without

lawyers, with or without legal advice. I think thesomeone who has been made an oVer of
compensation under Redress going to the court? consensus now is that clinical negligence is

suYciently complex and the levels of compensation,Absolutely nothing. That will be their absolute right.
We agree to be bound by the finding, the even at these low levels, is significantly significant for

claimants for me to express the personal opiniondetermination, made by the independent expert. We
do not bind the claimant. That is part of the deal. that probably most claimants need legal advice, and

the quality of legal advice from those sources variesThere is nothing to stop someone moving sideways
into the mainstream litigation system to try and enormously, as you probably know. Where it is

good, it is very, very good and more than acceptable,achieve more than £20,000 if they change their mind
about it being worth less than £20,000. You are but if we are prepared to pay for a solicitor, why

would any of those sources not advise the claimantabsolutely right, that would just lengthen the process
for them, of course. Why would they waste time seeking their assistance to go and consult a solicitor?
coming into Redress in the first place?

Q230 Chairman: Thank you very much indeed. We
are very grateful for your evidence this afternoonQ228 Keith Vaz: Do you think that the Redress

scheme will be seen as independent, bearing in mind and for the frank way you have answered our
questions. We always like frankness and we hope itthat claimants do not have access to independent

medical reports? does not get people into trouble! If it does come back
and tell us. There are parliamentary powers in thatStephen Walker: They will. I know that

independence has exercised a great number of respect.
Stephen Walker: Thank you.people. I will say something about that in a moment,
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quickly, and a system that does not really look atChairman: Mr GriYth, Mr Sandbach, Ms Perchard,
rehabilitation, helping someone to recover—it iswelcome. We are very glad to have you with us
only focused on money in a money chain—and doesrepresenting the customers, the people who actually
not get the lessons from accidents and eventsexperience the system.
ploughed back into prevention. The system at the
moment really is not working is what we see from all

Q231 Jessica Morden: What types of problems have sorts of cases that come to CAB, which are
you come across with conditional fee arrangements illustrated graphically in the report we published
and what kind of advice do CABs and law centres last year.
provide to people seeking compensation claims?
James Sandbach: Predominantly the issues that
bureaus have dealt with, conditional fee agreements, Q232 Chairman: I was very interested in what you
have been people coming in after they have been said about this. How could you build rehabilitation
through the whole process—so it is actually the better into the system?
issues that have arisen upon their conditional fees: Teresa Perchard: We have very much supported the
because quite often consumers have signed up to introduction of regulation of claims handlers, but
conditional fee agreements not really understanding that is really just scratching the surface, which is
what exactly they are getting themselves into in the really just one of the problems caused by enabling
whole process, the costs that are going to be this kind of business to grow up, and I am sure we
incurred, the liabilities that they are taking on, will come back to that. In our report we said we need
and because of the British legal establishment’s a thorough review of the whole system of
normative way of funding PI cases and because we compensation to look at all the diVerent options for
have had a new market involved in conditional fee helping people get access to justice, perhaps take out
agreements and industries have sort of grown up more insurance before the event.
around it, there is a whole sort of class of consumers
that have processed PI claims through conditional

Q233 Chairman: That is not quite what I was asking.fees but have not necessarily got particularly good
It is how you build into the system getting someonelevels of redress. They have had a lot of problems on
more readily back to work, rather than leaving themthe way understanding conditional fee agreements,
waiting for a bigger sum of money at the end of thetaking out loans for conditional fee agreements, to
day which turns out not to be very much. How dofund conditional fee agreements, and all in all over
you build that in?the past years we have seen about 130,000 of those
Teresa Perchard: There are many insurancecases.
companies who are not so much in the “no win noTeresa Perchard: To add to what James has said, in
fee” area but who are looking at how they can oVerthe report that we published last Christmas on no
rehabilitation services to people who are makingwin no fee agreements, we highlighted CAB evidence
claims on their insurance policies, which may makefrom around the country where we see people at
business sense for the insurer. If you are paying outevery single stage of the process from the man who
mortgage payments to cover the cost of a mortgagehas been stopped in a windy shopping centre, he
because the person you have insured cannot work, ithappens to have a bandage on his hand and some
may be in your best interests as a firm, to help themcharacter in a mackintosh comes up to him and says,
get back to work, to cut your insurance payments“Have you had an accident?” and, before he knows
more quickly; and there is a lot of interest in theit, he has signed something just to get rid of
insurance industry which collides with an individualthis geezer and has entered into a really quite
interest in not being laid-up and excluded and unwellcomplicated contract for a loan, an insurance
for long, protracted periods of time and also publicproduct and a claim coming into us trying to unravel
sector interests in helping people rehabilitate whichthe deal, to the people who come to us at the end of
could come together in a better system for dealingthe process who find that they actually owe money
with the eVects of accidents and injuries of all kindsbecause they have got locked into, as you have been
whether in public paces or at work. We had hoped todiscussing, quite an expensive process and the
see a much broader debate about how dealing withcompensation they have received has not been
injuries could be put on a broader footing and wassuYcient to actually cover all of the costs and they
not just about claiming money one from the other,are left with a debt and are quite surprised because
albeit we do need to protect people better in thatthat is not what they thought they were getting into.
system, we think.In the middle of that people are not getting good

advice, a whole chain of people making money out James Sandbach: I would add that, because we have
a tort system where the trigger is, I think, some legalof the signature on the form that started it oV and a

system that is really not doing what it should do for proof of negligence, of fault, and a process that
builds up towards that, there is a sort of stand-oVthe individual who, after all, has suVered an injury

which may have lost them their job, or diminished culture until at least the two sides are sitting down
talking, and there is a process of letters, and so forth,their earnings, truncated their social life, made it

diYcult for them to act as normal, made them call on going back and forth, and so the claimant kind of
gets left on the sidelines until that ball is rolling andthe public purse more through claims on benefits for

example, so there may be public costs from not has been rolling for some time, and so it is a matter
of building in. The system started to do this with thedealing with personal injury claims properly or
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pre-action protocols that, before you start talking Q236 David Howarth: I think I know the answer to
this already from what you have said, but what levelmoney, you actually start talking welfare and
of understanding is there of the basic concepts of thesolutions.
law that there has to be fault, you cannot get
compensation just because you are injured, that only
certain forms of injury entitle you to compensation,Q234 Jessica Morden: What are the main kinds of
there has to be causation and it is diYcult to causecomplaints that you get? Are they about the claim
causation. Are those types of things at all known infarmers or are they about the solicitors? What types
the public?of complaint do you deal with?
James Sandbach: No.James Sandbach: It is a mix, but it is particularly that
Adam GriYth: I think probably the exception to thisthe professionals involved are not really seeing the
is road traYc accidents. I think that most people doproblem from the point of view of the consumer.
have a basic understanding that if you have anThere is a misunderstanding about where the
accident it is probably someone’s fault. Okay,consumer is in this process.
usually they think it is the other person’s fault, but
I think many people realise that some accidents are
actually your fault and you have to put your handsQ235 David Howarth: You mentioned the diYculty
up or figure out what you are going to say to yourof winning a tort claim. I was wondering what level
insurance companies, but I suspect that is the onlyof understanding you find among your customers
sense in which there is a general understanding ofabout the tort system, about the compensation that.system. Do people understand how it works?

James Sandbach: I do not think they do. I am not
Q237 Mr Tyrie: One would worry if there was toogoing to get into individual judgments, but there is a
much understanding, there would be nothing forlot of evidence to suggest that the sort of concept
lawyers to advise on. A moment ago you gave athat we are used to dealing in as legal professionals
pretty good description of what you felt was theabout tort law are simply alien concepts to the way
downside of the new system. In fact, I think one ofthe average person who sustains an injury thinks
you said, that the system was not working, I thinkabout these issues. When you are presented with
was the phrase. Is there any upside? Are there anysomething that says “no win no fee” you are going
cases which CFAs are picking up which wereto take that literally—it is no win no fee—and, if you
ineligible for legal aid? Is there any silver lining to theare approaching it at that angle, why should it be
cloud you have described?anything else?
Adam GriYth: There must be for people who are notTeresa Perchard: The language that is used in financially eligible for Legal Aid. The best estimate

correspondence from insurance companies can be is that eligibility for Legal Aid covers approximately
extremely confusing for people when the insurer 40% of the population, so the majority of the
starts talking about settling on a 50:50 basis. What population is not eligible and therefore has the
on earth does that mean? This is the language that potential to bring claims and no doubt has done so.
has built up between professionals and firms. Yes,
there will be cases highlighted where people make it

Q238 Mr Tyrie: It is not only that, is it, it is alsoa practice to claim compensation, but that is very
people who may have been denied Legal Aid whounusual. This is something that happens to
were eligible for it, but a decision was taken thatsomebody once in their lives, and very few of the
their case was not worth pursuing, which waspeople who have had an injury actually get involved
subsequently pursued and a claim made under ain making a claim, so it is not something you learn
CFA?about. You do not have classes in compensation law
Teresa Perchard: Yes. We all accept that theat school, and we do not cover pensions let alone introduction of a system of conditional feeclaiming compensation, so consumers coming into agreements has enabled many people to have a

this system for the first time in their lives do not system for funding their cases, starting the case,
know what to expect. Their expectations may be without having to put money upfront which they
conditioned by the media, and we have certainly would not necessarily have been able to do so before,
come across people whose expectations have been either from their own cash or with help from Legal
too high. And they have not had competent advice Aid. In a sense, with the legislation that is coming in
from the first person they have met in the system, to regulate the claims handling system, that is almost
who is not required to be competent and give people after the event. It could have been predicted really
good advice on their likely chances of success, or that you were unleashing the possibility for a whole
even how the process works. If you want to create a new tribe of intermediary introducers to make some
system where people know what they are getting business here, coupled with advertising, which we
into, then they need to be competently advised right have talked about, but also the introduction of
at the beginning and know whether their case is referral fees as well. There were no measures taken
worth pursuing, what will happen and what will to ensure consumer education, consumer protection
come out at the other end so that they do not pursue from new market-based risks. You have opened up
unmeritorious cases. But, if they do have a good access to justice through a market solution, but you
case, they should get the right sort of support and the have not introduced the protections that might be

needed to make sure that the market workedright strategy for resolving their injuries as well.
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eVectively for consumers, and the legal services costs and charges between all of the parties in the
chain, and it may not look properly at how you getmarket for that matter as well. That has led to a

reputational eVect for the whole legal services competent advice at the front end. Often consumer
protection regulations are concerned withmarket which we are now trying to fix up by

introducing some regulation of claims handlers. It is transparency and disclosure and that is good, but it
may not go as far as requiring a level of competencea pity we are having to do that after the event with

the introduction of regulation. The whole package or knowledge, although we hope that it will.
Anybody who is inviting anybody in this room toof introducing CFAs was not accompanied by

proper consumer protection measures in start a personal injury claim ought to be able to
explain exactly how that system will work and whatanticipation of some of the problems that we have

seen. you might or might not get out at the end of it. If they
cannot, they ought not to be taking any money fromJames Sandbach: I would also add the CFAs are a

product of the UK’s particular system of costs. The anybody in order to generate your business, I think.
That is what can happen today.inquiry’s terms of reference referred to contingency

fee agreements, they are not contingency fee Adam GriYth: What may have happened may have
been a slight shift in terms of who is bringing theagreements, we do not really have contingency fee

agreements here because of the costs of rules in claims. People who are not financially eligible have
come in at the higher end of the market. There areEnglish courts, the cost of events and the indemnity

principle and so forth. What you have in the CFA is certainly concerns about people with lower value
claims or claims that are often described asthis rather complex system of people indemnifying

each other for diVerent types of costs, but it is not borderline, diYcult claims, ones around 50%, those
people have probably lost out. What is clear isvery transparent from a consumer perspective. It is

not really a straightforward contingency fee whatever system you have, the lawyers are not going
to be bringing the claims unless they think there isagreement, where you can see very clearly that the

professional is taking X% of damages, it is rather a over 50% chance of success I would think. There
may have been a slight demographic shift in terms ofmore complex and Byzantine type of system. I think

it adds additional complexities for consumers. who is bringing the claims. Apart from all the
problems with claims management companies, the
main issue has been costs, and it does seem on theQ239 Mr Tyrie: Nothing can be done about it?
whole that the main winners have been the lawyersJames Sandbach: One could move to a system of
and there are lots of arguments about that. I thinkcontingency fees on the American model. We would
overall there has been a shift.not necessarily be big advocates for that. I think

what you do have to look at though is really the
whole system of costs in the English courts and the Q243 Mr Tyrie: The Treasury does not have a Legal
legal system and at how could costs be reformed so Aid bill saving?
that they are first proportionate and, secondly, Adam GriYth: The savings from Legal Aid are fairly
transparent from the point of view of the user of small because Legal Aid under the old system
the system. essentially was an insurance against losing and the

vast majority of claims are won or settled, in fact the
vast majority are settled and quite a few are won.Q240 Mr Tyrie: What is the balance sheet? Earlier

we had very bad news on CFAs, now we have had Under the old system, Legal Aid was picking up a
relatively small tab for having a system where somesomething of a balance put to it; some people are

getting access who would not otherwise. What is the people would lose and essentially that whole cost has
been shifted on to the insurance industry andbalance sheet, from the point of view of claimants?

Teresa Perchard: If this legislation comes in quickly, ultimately on to people who buy insurance.
it is going to get better for claimants.

Q244 Dr Whitehead: You mentioned that we do
Q241 Chairman: You are talking about the need better forms of regulation. What would they
Compensation Bill? practically look like? How would the man in the mac
Teresa Perchard: Yes, in the sense that it introduces chasing the man in the van be regulated more easily
a power to create a specific regulatory system for in your view?
claims handlers/introducers. That point of entry is Teresa Perchard: There will be some questions about
the point at which you need competent advice, whether sole practitioners are permitted, but the
quality customer care and those people are currently essential thing is how do you authorise people to
outside any kind of professional boundary, although operate in a particular market sector? There is a lot
they are working closely with solicitors and insurers. of regulatory experience with regulating fairly

disparate business sectors, such as debt collectors
and insurance intermediaries; people who sell youQ242 Mr Tyrie: So is the silver lining at least as

bright as the cloud, provided we have a few more cars are often selling you credit and insurance at the
same time and will need consumer credit licencesreforms?

Teresa Perchard: We do not think the regulatory from the OFT and come within an authorisation
regime run by the FSA. I would be looking for asystem goes to the heart of the big questions about

how you get a better system for dealing with system where you have to get prior permission or
authorisation in order to be in the business ofcompensation claims, especially in personal injury

because it does not look at how you might control introducing people to a no win, no fee agreement.
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And that you close oV access to market by expecting action, take things oV the market. There are lots of
self-regulatory bodies that can do this; the premiumor even requiring any receiving firms, whether

solicitors or insurers, to deal with authorised phone line regulator is very eVective at getting some
of those premium rate phone lines stopped andintermediaries only. Then you have a question about

what are your standards to let people into the market closed down very quickly. I do not see why the
claims industry cannot abide by a code of conductin the first place: are you just looking for absence of

criminal convictions in terms of fitness, or do you on marketing and advertising as well. That will be
good for business because ethical, good advertising,require people to demonstrate some knowledge

or commitment in terms of having complaints which is informative and communicates well with
consumers, may well generate better business.procedures and certain ways of practising? Do you

regulate the forms that they use and do you even get
on to regulating the price? Do you regulate the Q247 Dr Whitehead: Do you have any evidence in
advertising beyond general concepts of what is terms of regulation that there is a widespread, as it
misleading? The Bill does very little about describing were, re-selling of insurance? That is after-the-event
what the system of regulation is going to look like. insurance arising from the emergence of no win, no
Those are certainly the sorts of things that we will be fee arrangements, where people have before-the-
looking for and we have been talking to the event insurance already. Would a regulatory regime
Government about introducing. Alongside that, be able to deal with that?
how do you make self-regulation work? Could self- James Sandbach: Yes, one thing often found is in
regulation be a way of achieving some of those some cases where insurance policies have been
standards without introducing statutory regulations checked is there is before-the-event insurance that
and can they come together? Essentially, we are could have been claimed, but because the sales
looking for consumers at the start of the process to people from claims management companies are
get a good service, good advice from somebody looking to achieve targets for after-the-event
competent to advise up to the level, not go beyond insurance, they are not going to check out all of
and not mislead and some redress when they do and those diVerent insurance options. There has been a
when they let the consumers down. That is what we lot of what is eVectively mis-selling, yes.
would hope for.

Q248 Mr Tyrie: What about asking the Law Society
to do self-regulation? I was very interested in whatQ245 Dr Whitehead: How would you include

advertising in this? Would you place restrictions, put you said about self-regulation; it seems eminently
sensible.a lot of actors out of work?

Teresa Perchard: There is a highly specific scheme of Teresa Perchard: Self-regulation and claims
handlers?regulation of consumer credit advertising which

deals in minute detail with things about the basis of
the APR that you use for advertising and typical Q249 Mr Tyrie: Yes, you say to the solicitors “if you
rates, and the prominence of certain messages and come through a claims handler who has not done the
questions about responsible and misleading credit job properly, I am afraid you cannot have the
advertising. Why not the same kind of issue about business”.
responsible, not misleading, advertising relating to Teresa Perchard: I think it was four years ago we
access to legal services including access to the started working with the Law Society and the claims
personal injury claims system? handling bodies to try to develop a self-regulatory

code of practice following the Law Society
discussion forum with consumers, lawyers andQ246 Dr Whitehead: Could you have an easy elision
claims handlers. That in a sense has led to theof responsibility and the perhaps fairly widespread
creation of the Claims Standards Council and thefeeling that advertising tends to entice people into
formulation of a code of practice which is still underthe process?
development. We are talking about a self-regulatoryTeresa Perchard: I was interested you asked the
organisation that needs some better capability thanquestion earlier about advertising, whether it is a
it has today, but we have all been working on tryinggood or bad thing. I do not think advertising in itself
to find a self-regulatory route and are pleased thatis a bad thing because many consumers learn about
the Government has come in and decided tothings through advertising and marketing, and that
introduce regulation because I think we would stillhas a much bigger reach through broadcasts, direct
be there in four years’ time if not.mail than anything my organisation can achieve or
James Sandbach: At the same time, it was also anaVord. Given it is getting out there and has potential
issue of the Law Society’s own professional rulesto tell consumers about their rights, the possibilities,
being pretty lax as to whose business they can takehow things can work, how can we make sure that
business from.consumers are not misled and advantage is not

taken. The oft-cited “Did the doctor or nurse make it
worse?” advert is clearly in the area of inappropriate Q250 Mr Tyrie: That was my point.

James Sandbach: Certainly the Department foradvertising and in the wrong place, but there would
be other advertising about personal injury which Constitutional AVairs is pressing the Law Society on

this, I understand. Really the solicitors firms shouldwould not be. How do you influence the market to
make sure they do not do the wrong thing, but they only take referrals from claims companies that are

signed up members of the Claims Standards Councilcan do the right thing? You need to be able to take
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and, the Law Society has had a big internal debate just seems to be the nature of the beast, and
something that we have to take account of. Mostabout the issue of referral fees and paying for

business, essentially oVer financial inducements for claims we are talking about are road accident claims,
and road accident claims are subject to an agreementnew business. That is where the whole market has

been opened up a lot for case management brought about, as I understand it, by the Civil
Justice Council which regulates the level of successcompanies because their business is generated

referral fees. fees you can recover at diVerent stages. The
question, which is still an open one, is whether or not
some agreement can be reached between essentiallyQ251 Keith Vaz: Concern has been expressed about
the claimant lawyers and the insurance industry inthe number of minor claims of the “tripping and
relation to non-road traYc cases. It seems to me thatslipping” kind, being brought against public
the other question is whether or not the partiesauthorities and voluntary organisations. Do you
involved can scale down somehow what they arehave a view on these claims and to what extent do
doing in relation to the lower value claims. ForCitizens Advice or ASA and its client bodies
instance, it seems from the research that therepresent clients of such claims through the small
Association of Personal Injury Lawyers did the sameclaims process?
proportion of cases have liability being denied thatJames Sandbach: I think the public liability claims
are worth £1,000 as are worth £5,000. Insuranceare going down which is what the statistics show us
companies are fighting every case as if it was a biganyway.
case. There needs to be some kind of change in
culture essentially on both sides to say, “Look, thisQ252 Keith Vaz: Why is that?
is a small claim. Let’s keep things in proportion”. IJames Sandbach: Where the figures have shown a big
do not think that there are any easy answers to this.rise in so-called compensation culture is in the areas
I think there are dangers of raising the small claimsof employers’ liability rather than public liability.
limit, as you have suggested previously, to sort outI think part of the problem of public liability has
the lower end of the market because the problem isbeen stoked up a lot in the media. There have been
not one that relates directly to the value of claims.particular instances, claims and cases that have

been blown out of proportion in the media and there
has been a powerful organisation of lobbying. In the Q256 Chairman: The ABI—the Association of
public sector we have the problem of public liability. British Insurers—has come up with its own scheme;
I do not think it is such a fundamentally big problem I think £25,000 was the figure they suggested under
as it has been made out to be in some quarters. which they would have time to make an oVer of

compensation, then there would be mediation and
they would pay for legal advice and you would haveQ253 Keith Vaz: It is going down anyway.
to go through that before you went to court. HaveTeresa Perchard: Yes, in 2003–04 there were fewer
you looked at that and what you do you make of it?public liability claims than in 2001. It was a fairly
Adam GriYth: I have not looked at it. I was here laststatic figure in the number of claims.
week and I heard it being put forward. I am afraid
that my ultimate doubt about that is the suggestionQ254 Keith Vaz: What more can be done to ensure
that the insurance industry is in the business ofproportionality, so that people who have smaller
making fair oVers unprompted. I was a bit struck byclaims do not incur more in legal costs than the
Mr Howarth’s story of his wife. There is nodamages that the claim is worth?
obligation on the insurance companies to come rightJames Sandbach: I think it is very much a matter for
out and oVer £4,000, of course they will oVer £500the new regulatory regime to ensure it does not
first, that is their job. There is nothing wrong withhappen. What is often forgotten is that a large
that. There are conflicting interests between what theproportion of claims are settled out of court and so
insurers need to do, which is ultimately to keep thesome of the CFA rules are not really applying. The
costs down and settle cases as economically asCFA rules do not apply because the cost rules are
possible, and achieve justice for claimants. Mynot applying in the same way they are applying if a
worry then is that a system like the one they arejudgment is made, where insurers settle between
proposing would lead to more claims being rejectedthemselves. The rules on settlement need to be
and more low oVers being made. Anything of thatlooked at as well.
nature would have to have a really strong
independent element in it, which is rather similar toQ255 Chairman: It is too easy to carve up a generous
the discussion that you were having earlier incost settlement when you are not going into court?
relation to the redress scheme.James Sandbach: Yes.

Adam GriYth: Another part that is a problem
generally with personal injury claims is the Q257 Chairman: Small claims courts have that of

course in relation to the smallest claims, but then werelationship between the value of the claim and the
work needed to be done properly to put it forward, have the personal injury lawyers and perhaps you

were hinting at “Oh, well, if people simply went toand the complicating factors in it. There is no
particular correlation between the two. You find the small claims court by keeping their claim down,

say, to £2,500, they might not realise they can getthat the amount of work done or how complicated a
case is that is worth £1,000 or £2,000 is not very twice that if they go to the court system”. Is it a case

of the best being the enemy of the good here? Are wediVerent from a case worth £4,000 or £5,000. This
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not producing an obstacle to at least some of the are worried from the other angle, people who may
methods to get around, as you described, the believe that there is a compensation culture and they
possibility that people could have got more money cannot undertake the activities they want to
if they had gone through a more complicated, more undertake. Do you see that side of the picture in your
expensive and possibly more risky process? advisory work?
Adam GriYth: It is a balance that we have to strike James Sandbach: We do tend to think that the
somewhere, I am not denying that. whole compensation culture debate has been
Teresa Perchard: I think the key is it should not be misrepresented, particularly in the public sphere
painted as a hunt for money. Money is at stake here, because it is not supported by the evidence of the
but there should be other issues as well. If, as a result number of claims going through the system. It has
of an accident, you have lost substantial earnings, become a shorthand for a lot of diVerent issues, an
you may have paid for physiotherapy if your doctor increasing welfare dependency and an increasing
advised you to do that and having funded that tendency to blame other people for misfortunes. I
yourself, you may have had to make significant think a lot of diVerent issues have come together to
lifestyle changes as a result of the accident. The form this phrase “compensation culture” but every
money may help people with the very real cost of the objective study that has looked at this. For example,
impact of the injury on them, rehabilitation and the Better Regulation Task Force report a couple of
change in lifestyle, so it is not just something to stash years ago, when the Government charged them with
away in a tin or go oV to Brazil with really. It is about looking at the overall costs of the economy in the
putting things right, but there should be other public sector of so-called compensation culture,
actions that put things right as well. The concern came out very firmly with the conclusion that there
about simply saying “Let’s put them all through was no such thing as compensation culture. It was
small claims because they are all small value simply an invention of the media and political
money”, perhaps ignores the fact they have a classes, if you like.
significant impact. It is for the accident and the Adam GriYth: I think part of the problem is if we are
injury that is caused that you have to oVer a system talking about the kinds of things you were discussing
that helps the individual feel that is what has been last week, people volunteering or being
taken into account and they are getting good advice scoutmasters, people think “maybe I will not do
at the start of it. They may not get quality legal that”, but they do not go and get advice. It would be
advice if they are going through a simple process very diYcult for any of us, if somebody came in here
where they or lawyers would not feel it was desirable and said, “Look, I am thinking of volunteering to be
or aVordable to become involved. In our report last a scoutmaster. What is my chance of being sued?”,
year we raised a lot of possible alternatives to look we cannot answer that question. We can only say,
at this vexed question of how do you keep the cost “As long as you are careful, you will probably be all
down but get people the right sort of process? There right”. I do not think people get advice on things like
are all sorts of things like possibly increasing small that. I think it would be very diYcult to give them
claims, setting case budgets, capping costs, advice on that.
regulating the costs limit, looking at more ADR Teresa Perchard: If I can add on the compensation
processes, setting up a special tribunal which is culture bit I think it is unhelpful because for people
basically what we are looking at with NHS redress, who have suVered a devastating accident in a public
dealing with things in a specialist way because they place or in the workplace, what it is saying is it is
are special. People have concerns the small claims almost wrong to think about compensation, but
process might not have the expertise needed to deal raising a complaint and seeking compensation is not
with some injury cases. Then wider things like done by the majority of people these things have
helping people take out insurance before the event as happened to. It is a very important way of finding
well to avoid the CFA system, using that as a out how safe or unsafe our workplaces are and
strategy so people protect themselves against identifying where there are problems which really do
unexpected legal costs. We very much want to see the need addressing. If there are other ways of getting at
Government have a wider debate about how to some of that evidence, that is good. But it should bemake the whole system work. That might mean seen as very important to find out what the problemshaving a range of solutions for diVerent types of are and look at investing that intelligence in longercases—value, type and sector—but that debate is term solutions. I think what the compensationnot happening. There is no single bullet here; there culture idea does create perhaps is fear in the publicare pros and cons of diVerent things you could do, and voluntary sector about being able to aVord theand you certainly need to do something about

cost of claims and maybe that is one of the thingsconsumer education and understanding and quality
that is being addressed by clause 1 of the Bill. Reallyof advice and make sure that gets into whatever
if you are going to be taking a group of youngsystem you have got.
children on a very dangerous outward bound course
in the middle of winter involving canoes in an
overflowing, fast-moving stream, you should takeQ258 Chairman: The starting point for our inquiry
care of them and not take the view that “it was goingis partly “Is there a compensation culture?” You
to be good for them so we bunged them in the water”advise people who feel they have some case to take,
with no regard to the safety and risks. It is verysome grievance to pursue, but presumably you are
important that duty of care is not forgotten or putalso involved with individuals who are part of

providing public services and public activities who aside because it is overall better to be oVering those
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sorts of opportunities than to not do so. I hope that around playgrounds is a bad thing and maybe the
legislation will clean up that market and stop thatwill not be the consequence of that bit of legislation.

The less we can talk about compensation culture and happening; it should do if the system gets up and
running quickly and is good.more about how do we put problems right, perhaps

we will reduce the fear in the voluntary and public Chairman: Thank you very much indeed. We are
very grateful for your help this afternoon.sectors about these issues. Claims handlers hanging
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Members present:

Mr Alan Beith, in the Chair

David Howarth Keith Vaz
Barbara Keeley Dr Alan Whitehead
Mr Piara S Khabra Jeremy Wright
Julie Morgan

Witnesses: Baroness Ashton of Upholland, a Member of the House of Lords, Under Secretary of State,
Department for Constitutional AVairs and Rt Hon Jane Kennedy MP, Minister of State for Quality and
Patient Safety, Department of Health, gave evidence.

Chairman: Baroness Ashton, Jane Kennedy, that these activities continue. At an equal other end
of the see-saw, there are many of the lawyersMinister of State, we are delighted to have you both

with us this afternoon, Baroness Ashton being no involved who feel understandably that case law is
perfectly adequate, therefore why are we, in thisstranger to us, but it is good to have a Minister from

the Department of Health with us, particularly, of sense, putting this into statute. I hope I have sat with
clause 1 in the middle of the see-saw. Thecourse, in relation to the NHS Redress Bill. We have

to declare any interests we might have around the Government has also said, and I have made it clear
at the Committee Stage of the Bill, that I am nottable.

Jeremy Wright: I am a non-practising criminal wedded to the wording and I am perfectly willing to
look to see if we can make the clause more eVectivebarrister, though never did any negligence I am glad

to say. but not to change the law.
Chairman: I am a consultant to a company which
owns holiday parks and therefore may have an Q260 Jeremy Wright: Would I be right if I were to
interest in some of theses matters. paraphrase you and say you are happy that clause 1
Barbara Keeley: I was involved in a car accident and is consistent with case law but you do not think that
the insurance claim is still unresolved. case law is adequate? You would rather have the

additional impact that primary legislation brings to
this debate by setting it out in this clause?Q259 Jeremy Wright: Can we start with the
Baroness Ashton of Upholland: I would not say caseCompensation Bill and particularly clause 1 of the
law is inadequate. I think there is a perception thatBill. You may or may not know that we have taken
somehow the law does not quite do what it does doa substantial amount of evidence on clause 1 in
and it is appropriate and proper within statute toparticular, the reasoning behind it and, of course, on
seek to try and correct that perception.the possible synergies or conflicts between clause 1

and the case of Tomlinson, of which I know you are
Q261 Jeremy Wright: That brings me to my nextwell aware. In your view, is clause 1 entirely on all
question. You clearly concluded that it is necessaryfours with Tomlinson? If it is not, is that going to
to have primary legislation to deal with thatcause problems? Having considered all of that, is it
perception. What else did the Government consider?still the Government’s view that clause 1 should stay
What else is the Government considering, perhapsin the Bill?
on the basis of what you said in addition to primaryBaroness Ashton of Upholland: First of all, I have
legislation, to address that misconception?tried to read all of the evidence that we have
Baroness Ashton of Upholland: We have got areceived, so I am aware and, of course, as you would
ministerial steering group—which my colleagueexpect, Mr Wright, I have had quite a lot of
Jane Kennedy sits on, there are nine ministersrepresentation in all directions on clause 1. If I start
involved—in order to look right across thewith the last question you asked me. It is our
Government and through Government throughintention to keep clause 1 in the Bill. We do believe it
particularly the public and voluntary sectors to seeis compatible with current case law, but because we
how we can support organisations to deal with abelieve there is a perception out there that somehow
particular problem of misperception which might bethe law is not in the right place, we think it is
aVecting the way in which, for example, activitiesappropriate, and, indeed, we are supported in this
take place or do not take place and the anxieties thatwith our parliamentary counsel, to make sure that
particularly those involved in volunteering feelwe make it clear on the face of legislation. If I can
about the potential to be taken to court or have someadd, you will probably be aware that there are two
kind of action taken against them. The Bill is a verydiVerent lobbies in a sense and I have described my
small part of a much broader package of activity torole as being on a see-saw. There are those who feel
seek to ensure that we do not get a compensationvery passionately that activities have declined in our
culture in this country but we tackle the perceptionnation because of people’s fear of compensation,
that we already have one.which is particularly true around Outward Bound,

Scouts, Girl Guides and so on, the kind of adventure
activities that people might have. They want to see Q262 Chairman: Can I stop you for a moment before

we go through the alternatives to establish whatsomething in the legislation that at least seeks to
recognise that the courts have a role in making sure perception I might have if I was a school teacher or
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a Scout leader. Am I going to go scurrying to the Q264 Jeremy Wright: Of course there is also the
issue of whether or not we have really brought anystatute and get out this law and say, “I have now

read this law and it seems to me that if an activity is more certainty to the situation here because, as you
will also appreciate, the concept of desirability is andesirable then any negligence on my part, or any

failure to take proper precautions, will not be extremely subjective one. We know, of course, that
what will happen is the courts will define in their owncounted so heavily because what I am doing is

obviously desirable”? Is that the conclusion I am way what is desirable and what is not and as we build
up a further body of case law on the back of this Billsupposed to draw?
on this Act, if that is what it becomes, it will becomeBaroness Ashton of Upholland: The conclusion you
even more obvious what is desirable and what is not.are supposed to draw is that we expect you to do
At the moment, you could argue, could you not, thatproper assessments of risk and take appropriate
saying, “We want it to be a desirable activity and weaction in so doing. That is pretty well laid out if you
want the courts to take that into account” does notare a school teacher in terms of the advice you will
take us very much further until we know what theget both from the Department for Education and
courts see as desirable?Skills and your local education authority. Equally

for most voluntary organisations, clearly they have Baroness Ashton of Upholland: First of all, of course
it will become an Act, I noticed a sort of slightvery clear assessment rules and so on to give

confidence to the participants, or the parents of the hesitation in your voice as to rather maybe it would
not, so when it becomes an Act. We chose the wordsparticipants, that those individuals will be well cared

for and looked after. In any activity there is a quite carefully because we wanted to use an
expression which has got a lot of meaning but not torecognition that there is the potential for an accident

to occur, there is the potential for things to go wrong seek to define it precisely because we thought the
courts should define it. I have already indicated, Iand, therefore, it is about making sure that one

understands the way in which risk is assessed and think, at Committee stage and beyond to those who
are interested in this that I am not particularlylooked at on the one hand and an understanding

that there is a recognition that just because wedded to that form of word, if people can come up
with another form of words which captures thesomething has gone wrong or an accident has

happened that there is an automatic claim to be essence of what we are seeking to do. What we are
seeking to do is to say something about the kind ofmade. That is what we are seeking to try and

address. Of course, an average person is not going to activities that we would all agree are good things to
happen, particularly, as I have indicated, because Ibe rushing out to read the statutes, I am not sure I

would ever have done so had I not been doing this am conscious of those around the voluntary sector
who provide opportunities or those in the leisurerole, but we are hoping that through the work we are

doing with organisations, and through our Members industry who feel very strongly about this, this is
something which needs to be addressed. We think weof Parliament in both Houses, we are able to get the

message across that we do understand and take this have captured that without saying to the courts,
“We are defining it”. We think it is much better thatissue quite seriously and have sought to address it

not just with clause 1, by any means, but by the work they do and over time, of course, they can look at the
we are doing generally. definition in the context of what is happening as well.

Q263 Chairman: Mr Wright is going to come on and
explore the alternatives, but I am still a bit puzzled.
If the problem now is that people do not really

Q265 Jeremy Wright: Can I invite you to deal withunderstand what the law is, and I think that must be
what else might have been done because certainlythe case, then how likely is it that they will
you will be aware, and as constituency Members ofunderstand what the law is simply because an
Parliament we are all aware that when people talkadditional piece of wording has been put in clause 1
about the compensation culture or they talk aboutof the Compensation Bill?
risk aversion, what they quite often say is, “TheBaroness Ashton of Upholland: They will not just
Health and Safety Executive will not let me do X” orbecause an additional piece of wording has been put
“The Health and Safety Executive’s attitude isin the Compensation Bill, that is the response to
unduly prescriptive in this regard”. Did youpeople feeling that they wanted to see this erroneous
consider, or are you still considering, asking theperception addressed. As I hope I have already said,
Health and Safety Executive to review theirbut clearly not well enough, it is a tiny part of a much
attitudes, their procedures, the communications thatbigger picture which is about working with
they have with the various institutions and bodiesorganisations, schools and so on through both the
they supervise, to see whether or not they can changeministerial group and beyond it to make sure that
the perception of what they do so that people do notpeople understand that we do want them to have
feel as risk averse as perhaps they do now blaming,good activities, we do want them to provide
perhaps unfairly, the attitude of the Health andopportunities, particularly for our young people but
Safety Executive?not only for them, and we do recognise, within

properly addressed risk assessment and properly Baroness Ashton of Upholland: I think the Health
and Safety Executive would agree with you thatworked out procedures, that we want people to have

a good time and enjoy themselves and recognise that there is a real issue about perception, as I think Jane
from her previous existence would be aware.not everything in life is risk free.
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Jane Kennedy: When I was their Minister. instance, aVect the law adversely or seek to change
the way the law is working well but, in a sense, to tryBaroness Ashton of Upholland: Indeed. They are
and tackle that erroneous perception. All the adviceworking with us very closely, in fact, they will be at
I have is that it is quite legitimate to try and do thatthe next ministerial group and, of course, the
within statute. It is a case, Mr Howarth, that I getDepartment for Work and Pensions, in the shape of
run over in both directions because, on the one hand,Lord Hunt who has responsibility in this area, is
there are those who say, “This does not go farworking very closely with them. They agree there is
enough, we want to see a much stronger clause whichan issue that people assume it is them and people say
basically says that activities, such as Outwardit is them, when it is not, and they are trying to look
Bound, sporting and so on, should be considered toat how best they can address that, both by explaining
always be desirable and there should be a muchthe issues that concern them, which are real issues
stronger and further recognition of the risk involvedand need to be addressed properly, but not allowing
in that”. That unfortunately takes us, in my view,themselves to be used as the scapegoat, which we
too far for the potential for people not to take theknow happens on occasion, or we have been told
issue of addressing risk seriously and you would endanecdotally happens, people say, “We cannot do
up, in my view, seeing those activities potentiallythat because of the Health and Safety Executive” or
wither because parents or others may say, “I am not“ . . . the health and safety rules”. They are very
sure the risk assessments are being done properlymuch part of this whole process, in a sense a much
and I am not sure they need to be done properly and,broader process, to try and tackle that for precisely
therefore, I am not prepared to let my childthe reasons you have quite rightly indicated.
participate in those activities”. That is one of my
problems. On the other equal and opposite side are

Q266 David Howarth: Minister, I should apologise those obviously involved in the law who say, “The
for not being here at the start of your remarks. Can I law is working perfectly well, what on earth are you
go through a number of points about clause 1 which doing fiddling around with it? You do not need
have been bothering us as we have gone through the clause 1 because all clause 1 does is reaYrm what we
evidence session. The first is colleagues have already already know”. What we have sought to do, by
referred to the lack of any great benefit of clause 1, making this kind of aYrmation and trying to tackle
that is not many people will hear about it and it will the perception, is to say, “We feel very strongly that
not clarify the law very much. On the other side there it is important and the courts do take into account,
is the cost of clause 1, which is that its very existence as one of the factors they may take into account, the
will produce satellite litigation, it will produce question of a desirable activity”. It is a tiny part of a
litigation to find out what it means. It will provide much bigger piece of work across Government,
opportunities for lawyers to get to court to try to which I am privileged to chair, trying to tackle this
explore the diVerent possibilities of the wording of more general issue about ensuring we do not get the
the statute. How would you respond to the compensation culture which we currently do not
conclusion that some people come to hearing this have but there is perception that we do.
evidence, that the benefits of the clause which exist
are very small and the costs have been quite large

Q267 David Howarth: I think the problem we have isand, therefore, it should not be part of the Bill at all?
seeing any causal link between passing clause 1 andBaroness Ashton of Upholland: I have considered the
changing public perceptions at all. Members of theissue of satellite litigation and the advice I have is
public do not read statutes and do not read books onthat we do not believe there will be satellite litigation
tort, sadly; that is the problem we have there. On thein any real sense. Of course you are right that the
other side, the problem with the drafting is that Icourts will be seeking to define the term we have
started out with a view that this could be draftedused, if that is the term that finally ends up in the Act.
better and solved that way and perhaps you shouldAs I have already indicated, I am quite open to
put in “for the avoidance of doubt” because that islooking at other forms of words to capture what I
what normally appears in statutes which arethink we would all agree we could probably find a
reaYrming the law rather than changing it, and thatway of describing but not defining because we think
is not there, and you should use the words “socialit is important that the courts have the ability to
utility”, which are the words used by the courts andcontinue to define and work through these issues
the academic commentators on this part of the law.appropriately. I do not expect it to be costly. The
I thought that would be a better way forward, butdiYculty—and I do not know if you were here for
then the evidence we had from lawyers was that evenmy see-saw analogy—is to try and recognise that
that would cause some confusion and would lead tothere is a genuine problem of an erroneous
further litigation. I still cannot see why we need thisperception that the law is not in the right place and
clause in terms of its marginal cost and itsthat the courts are not doing their job eVectively,
marginal benefits?which, in my view, they are. It needs to be addressed

and we are fully aware, talking to many of your Baroness Ashton of Upholland: To take your first
point, if I was expecting people to read statute or,colleagues in the House of Commons, that there are

a lot of MPs and organisations with whom those indeed, books on tort, though I cannot claim to have
ever read one myself, then I would agree with youMPs are working who feel very strongly that they

want to see something within this Bill that recognises completely, but we are not relying on that because,
as you quite rightly say, that would be ludicrous inthe particular problem. It is always diYcult to find a

way of so doing that does not, in this particular that sense. Because this Bill is a small part of a much
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bigger picture, then the ambition is that by doing not in terms of reasonable behaviour, as you might
expect, they were in terms of the absolute number ofsomething about clause 1 and working with all the

organisations, not least because, as you will accidents. I think there is some concern that the
HSE, in following an absolute target of alwaysappreciate, there are many, many conversations I

have had with those who say it is not far enough or reducing the number of accidents, is, in fact,
following a policy of reducing the number ofit is too far and so on, the debate about trying to

address this has been wider than it would otherwise. accidents even where people have behaved
reasonably. I heard you talk about this as I came in,What we want to do is work with all the

organisations, particularly those who work with and I would fully agree with you that accidents can
happen even where no one is to blame, wherevolunteers who they say that volunteers are worried

in this area particularly, but also my colleagues in everyone has acted reasonably, but that the target
structure the HSE has imposed on itself wasHealth, the Home OYce, in the Department for

Education, and so on, the nine ministers involved, to accepted seems to go against that very reasonable
point.be able to get the messages out. It is no more than

seeking to say, “There is a perception” and, Mr Baroness Ashton of Upholland: It is an interesting
point and one that obviously is part of theHowarth, you will probably know from colleagues

in the House of Commons, there are many MPs who discussions which the HSE is thinking around,
making sure that it is tackling these issueswhen you say, “but the law does a good job” will say,

“That is not what I hear, I hear there is a real appropriately. I do not see it in that way. Apart from
anything else, I think it is absolutely right that theproblem with the courts” and so and so forth, it is to

try and tackle that. If it was the only thing we were HSE has a view on thinking through how does it
measure success, and obviously one of the measuresdoing then of course it would be of itself inadequate,

it is not, it is part of a much broader picture. The of success is that there are fewer accidents. I do not
think that is contradictory to saying when peopleambition is that it seeks to do something small but

positive without damaging the way the law and the behave reasonably in lots of really good
circumstances, nonetheless an accident couldcourts operate but to send a message out. I am not

wedded to the wording. I take on board lots and lots happen. I do not see them as contradictory. I do not
think the HSE would see itself as being so focused onof suggestions on a daily basis, more or less, about

the use of the wording. You will know that when you that target that it could not work, and does work, as
I know Jane would say, with employers to make suretake that wording and look at it with parliamentary

counsel sometimes there are unintended that people are behaving reasonably and to
eliminate unnecessary risk where that is appropriateconsequences or there are particular meanings that

the courts have given to particular phrases or there but not, as you heard me say, to do anything other
than recognise that things will go wrong and thingsare organisations that say, “That is not what we are.

We want you to think about us because we are will happen. I think one of the great advantages of
having the Health and Safety Executive is theirsporting and because we are this . . . ” and so on. We

came up with desirable activity because we thought ability to go in and look at what happened and to see
what could have been done diVerently, or whatit had a pretty clear plain English feel to it but

allowed the courts to define it; I am not wedded to it. could be done diVerently in the future, to tackle
particular problems which arise from time to timeIf there is a better phrase or there are others things

we could add in, I am perfectly willing to look at that you cannot necessarily predict, though
sometimes you can, where we can do something tothat. I have said that throughout the Committee, we

will continue to do that and continue as it goes into prevent them happening in the future.
the House of Commons too. The principle we are
trying to establish is simply to try and tackle an Q269 David Howarth: Perhaps the target should be
erroneous perception in a small and simple way as to reduce the number of accidents where someone
part of a much bigger picture. had acted unreasonably as opposed to simply to
Chairman: Before I call Mr Howarth, I think you reduce the number of accidents and that might
might need to declare an interest. capture what they are trying to do better.

Baroness Ashton of Upholland: I do not disagree with
you except to say that even when everybody actsQ268 David Howarth: Yes, I will declare an interest,
reasonably and something happens it is alwaysI do write books on tort. Can I raise one final point
worth looking at whether you could prevent thaton the Health and Safety Executive. I accept, as we
happening again.all do, that there are examples of other organisations

using health and safety, as it is called, as an excuse to
do something that they want to do for other reasons. Q270 David Howarth: You always can but the
One problem did arise in the evidence that was put trouble is can that only happen at excessive cost,
to us about the operation of the HSE. They started especially cost to other people’s activities, like
by telling us that their aim was to make sure that people enjoying a day out in a royal park, which was
people acted reasonably, that people did not one of the examples that we heard?
undertake disproportionate risk assessments and Baroness Ashton of Upholland: That would not be,
did not pay too much attention to small risks. The obviously. Again, you are into the issue for the
trouble was when we got on to the subject of the organisations who are providing activities to be able
targets that they were being set, in fact, the targets to give people the comfort and security that they

have done proper risk assessments and that risk hasthey had agreed for themselves, those targets were
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been reduced. Inevitably in some activities there is an that at that time appears to be reasonable, then you
would never have improvements in workingelement of risk, that is what you are doing, but it has
practice.got to be risk that you have got a real sense of what
David Howarth: This is probably a question ofyou have taken on as opposed to it being risk that
separating two aspects of their work, is it not? It ishas been forced upon you or put upon you because
the blame aspect, the legal aspect, of bringingsomebody has not thought through the implications
prosecutions, which is what we have been talkingof the activity. That is particularly true with children
about in this Committee, and the further research,who cannot make those assessments and judgments
improving standards over all work, which I thinkfor themselves. Anyone who has ever, as I have,
really should be seen as a separate activity. Perhapstaken a group of school children on a trip will know
the problem is that sometimes the two get confused.there is always an element that one is conscious of

what could happen. What matters in circumstances
even where there has been good risk assessment, Q272 Chairman: It does impinge in just that way. If
people have behaved reasonably, is it is always the builder says, “I cannot remove that overhanging
worth trying to see whether more could be done coping stone which may any minute fall on
without detracting from the activity which has taken somebody because I need scaVolding to do that

under the Health and Safety Executive’ rules, basedplace, but recognising that certain circumstances
on previous accidents, so I have got to leave ityou simply did not know about can aVect the
hanging there until I can get another builder to comeactivity, whether that is weather if it is an outdoor
who has got the scaVolding equipment to enable meactivity or other issues that you simply could not
to do it”, you are not balancing risk against desirabletake into account. Finding out what happened can
activity, you are balancing one risk against anotherhelp you make sure the risk is avoided without
risk. The capacity to make those judgments is whatdetracting from the activity. I think that is always
the system seems to lack. The clause does not helpworth it.
you with that because the clause simply puts
together risk on the one hand and desirable activity
on the other, not one risk and another risk.Q271 David Howarth: That is right with respect to
Baroness Ashton of Upholland: No, and it does notthe next accident, but it implies not making a
claim to. With the coping stone, you would havejudgment of blame for the previous accident. I think
somebody standing underneath it saying, “Watchthe problem with the test that the HSE is following
out, this stone might fall at any minute”. You canis that it does that, by reducing the number of
avoid both risks, in that sense, until the builderaccidents even where no one was to blame does have
arrives with the scaVolding.that problem.

Jane Kennedy: When I had the privilege of working
Q273 Chairman: It is based on plain common sense.with the Health and Safety Executive as their
The anxiety that people have is that the applicationMinister in the Department for Work and Pensions
of common sense is not what is now being asked of.they would have, and I would have agreed with
Baroness Ashton of Upholland: Common sense is athem, strongly resisted the idea you are suggesting
critical part in all of this.that you should only look at risk avoidance where

somebody has patently not done it. It would prevent
them doing the really good work they are doing to Q274 Dr Whitehead: If we can go to part two of the
get employers, sometimes as a group of employers, Compensation Bill. That predominately deals with
sometimes as a business group, to examine the the regulation of claims management services but
process of work, whether it be in manufacturing or does not appear to say very much other than
whatever, to look at the whole process from end to creating a regulator and ensuring that people do not
end to see if just because at this moment in time there practise claims management without being
is a certain number of accidents taking place and regulated. It does not say what those regulations

might consist of practically. What does thethey are taking all the reasonable steps within their
Government have in mind in terms of practicalworkplaces at the time to reduce accidents.
applications of regulation?Notwithstanding that, are there not ways within
Baroness Ashton of Upholland: The purpose of thiswhich the working process or the manufacturing
Bill, as you know, is to create quite a lot of theprocess can be improved both to the benefit of the
regulation through secondary legislation.business and to the benefit of the working

environment that the people they are employing are
having to live and work in? I think it would really The Committee suspended from 4.46 pm to 4.55 pm
reduce the scope that the Health and Safety for a division in the House
Executive feel they can work in at the moment.

Chairman: As everybody is back we will resume. MrSometimes that is one of the most productive areas
Vaz has an interest to declare.within which they work. They are not just an
Keith Vaz: I am a non-practising barrister and myaccident investigation and prosecution service, they
wife holds a part-time judicial appointment.are actively engaged with employers to reduce the

overall number of accidents, because if an employer
is thinking about how many accidents occur and Q275 Dr Whitehead: Baroness Ashton, I had just

asked you a very well crafted and exact question.where they occur, even if they are doing everything
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Baroness Ashton of Upholland: I will seek to address managers because they are not within the regulated
conditions. That seems to imply that there will beit. You were asking about the regulation. I have

indicated that, of course, one of the great joys of this some form of compulsory training or minimum
standards to be met in order for people to ply theirparticular piece of legislation is our ability to use it

to capture other areas in the future. For example, trade as claims managers. Is that in the mind of the
Government as well?had we already had it endowment mis-selling might

well have been captured by it, but I say that as an Baroness Ashton of Upholland: Indeed. We want the
regulator to be very clear about the standards to beaside. That is why so much of it is set out in

regulation and we will be preparing draft regulations followed. I am quite sure that, as we get the regulator
in place and as time goes on, looking at the wholevery shortly. The kinds of areas we want to cover, of

course, are ensuring that there are proper systems in question of training will be an important part of that
to make sure that not only do we have the rightplace for handling clients’ money, for the way in

which individuals are approached, for the way in standards but that we keep them right across this
whole sector.which cold calling is done, for advertising. Those are

the kinds of areas that we want to seek to address
when we have decided how best we move forward on Q278 Dr Whitehead: Will there be a code of practice
finding the appropriate regulator. along with that?

Baroness Ashton of Upholland: Indeed. The
ambition is that we have the regulations and that theQ276 Dr Whitehead: Do you think your regulations

might include some form of restrictions on regulator will have his or her rules and code of
practice which will enable those involved in this areaadvertising and, if so, how far might that go?

Baroness Ashton of Upholland: We are looking at to be completely clear about what the requirements
are, but appropriately for Government in a sense toadvertising in a number of ways. The particular

piece of work that is going on between ourselves and set the overview of that and then for the regulator to
be clear about what is expected in a more narrowlythe Advertising Standards Authority, which is a

jointly funded piece of work which I think I will get defined way of those involved in claims management
in order to make sure that they do comply.first sight of towards the end of February, is looking

to ensure that the advertisements that exist fit within
the ASA’s rules and procedures and for them then to Q279 Mr Khabra: May I draw your attention to a
consider whether there is anything further that needs proposal in the Bill? The Bill establishes a statutory
to be done to ensure that those who advertise do so framework for the regulation of claims management
appropriately. That is the first piece of work and that companies and the Government has indicated at this
is very much us working closely with the ASA to stage that the regulation of claims management
make sure that the rules they have fit the bill while services will in due course be integrated into the
recognising the legitimacy of advertising, of course. proposed new regulatory framework for legal
The other piece of work on advertising is done with services. Given that the Government is proposing
our colleagues in the other departments looking at less self-regulation for lawyers, is it reasonable to
advertisements within the public sector. The expect the Claims Standards Council to look after
principle behind that is that where somebody sees an both the interests of consumers and claims
advertisement, perhaps in a hospital, as Jane can management companies? If not, who should
talk further about, or in a police station or in a local regulate claims management companies?
authority building, there may be a question that Baroness Ashton of Upholland: We are looking at a
somehow we have given it an additional credibility number of options for the regulator at the present
that perhaps does not really fit the bill in terms of time. The Claims Standards Council is one
that particular advertisement. What we have been possibility. We have a report done by a consultant,
doing is working with colleagues across Mr Boleat, to see whether that would be appropriate
Government to see whether there is appropriate and I am waiting presently for the Claims Standards
advice that can go out, for example, in the case of the Council to respond to that report. When they have
Department of Health to hospitals, in the case of the responded I propose to put much of the report and
Home OYce through the Association of Chief Police the response in the public domain so that members
OYcers to police stations and so on to remind them of the committee in the House of Lords currently
about the key questions about advertisements and looking at the legislation but, as importantly, those
how they might be perceived. The final thing I would who have an interest more broadly can see what is
say on that is that it is very important to make the being suggested. There are other possibilities that we
public get to know that they can make legitimate also want to look at. One is the potential for the Lord
claims. Part of the work we are doing is ensuring that Chancellor through some form of delegation to be
legitimate claims are pursued and we are trying to the regulator himself, and the third option is to give
streamline the process (and work is just beginning on it to an existing regulator. The criteria that I am
that) to make sure that can happen. We do not want looking at include the cost of setting up and
to stop people getting information but we want to maintaining regulation based on experience in other
make sure that it is appropriate information. fields, a recognition that, though we think there are

about 500 companies presently in this field, there
could potentially be quite a drop or a change in theQ277 Dr Whitehead: On the face of the Bill it is

strongly implied, for example, that there are number of companies once regulation comes in, and
experience in areas like, for example, gangmasterspenalties for people pretending to be claims
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has been that many fewer have registered than we Q282 Julie Morgan: I would like to go on to the NHS
Redress Bill. One of the main issues raised with us inthought would happen to begin with. I am trying to

balance the need to make sure that we have good evidence on the Bill is whether the scheme would be
suYciently independent and I would therefore likeflexible regulation in place where Government

supports the setting up but ultimately is seeking to to ask some questions about independence under the
scheme. The NHS Litigation Authority indicatedhave a self-funding body with the question of

whether the numbers would drop which would have that independent medical reports would be available
under the redress process. How will you ensure thean impact in terms of the ability to have something

freestanding, and indeed whether, in discussion, independence of the medical advice?
Jane Kennedy: In the same way that they would beorganisations which have a good track record in this

area would be willing and interested in taking it up. commissioned for any other claim for redress that an
individual might be making against the HealthWe anticipate getting to a conclusion on that over

the next few weeks, which we will, of course, bring Service, we are not anticipating doing anything
particularly new. Medical reports are alwaysforward as part of the Bill so that people can see very
regarded as independent.clearly what we propose to do.

Q283 Julie Morgan: So would there be a list ofQ280 Mr Khabra: In each of the regulations for the
accredited advisers?management companies what sorts of sanctions will
Jane Kennedy: There are already lists of people whobe imposed?
are prepared to provide medical reports in the eventBaroness Ashton of Upholland: Ultimately the
of a claim for redress, and I anticipate that theambition is that those who are regulated, if they fail
normal practice would apply.to obey that regulation, will be prevented from being

a claims management company, which is about the
Q284 Julie Morgan: So it would be a list that existsbest sanction you can have. Of course, we are
already?looking as well at what else might happen. One of the
Jane Kennedy: Yes.areas that we are beginning to explore, although it is

very early days, is the whole question of
compensation too for those who might be treated Q285 Julie Morgan: Has the Department had any
badly and how we might address that. discussion with the Law Society or any legal

professionals to ensure that there is legal
professional support for the scheme?

Q281 Chairman: What is going to be the position of Jane Kennedy: I will certainly check who we have
trade unions and voluntary organisations which do had discussions with if you like and I can provide
claims handling and which may feel that they ought that information to the committee but, with regard
to be treated diVerently from commercial claims to the purpose of the scheme, I thought Steve Walker
management companies? You have to remember put it really succinctly and well when he said that this
that we have major cases going on at the moment is a low value, fast track claims handling scheme.
about the handling by trade unions of the miners’ That is what he called it when he came to speak to
compensation scheme. Very serious issues are raised you on 17 January. However, that does not really
by that. What is your thinking on that? give you the full flavour of why we are doing the
Baroness Ashton of Upholland: The approach the Bill scheme. Why I am particularly pleased to be the
takes is to seek to capture everybody and then to sponsoring Minister for the Bill is that this scheme is
exempt people. That enables us to make sure that we not just about improving access to justice for people
exempt appropriately but also to recognise that as who believe that something has gone wrong with
things change we might want in a sense to recapture their treatment and therefore redress is necessary; it
later on, perhaps because the legislation is used to is also about providing a scheme which allows for
capture other areas, or because shifting and determination of liability and assessment of a
changing activities by organisations may result in mistake to be made very early on at a local level. The
them wanting to pick up a particular aspect of claims reason why I am really pleased about that, wearing
management which would then require them to be the hat that I have as Minister with responsibility for
taken forward. Our plan at the moment, because I patient safety and quality, is that the process of this
do recognise the cases that you have identified, scheme will cause a change in culture in the Health
Chairman, is to exempt trade unions but we want to Service; I am absolutely confident of that, and you
listen to the views of both Houses of Parliament. Our will see a greater willingness of the Health Service at
current consideration is whether we should expect a local level to learn from mistakes that they have
them to have regard to the code of practice. The made. I know that is a long and roundabout answer
legislation does allow that we could bring but I cannot emphasise to you strongly enough how
organisations back in if there was a need to do so much I believe this scheme will enable healthcare
and, of course, the current cases the police are professionals to stand up and say when a mistake
investigating at the moment, and it is diYcult to has happened, to involve the patient in that mistake,
know precisely what will then happen. Claims to draw the attention of the patient to the scheme, to
management companies set up by any other have the incident investigated by their own
organisation would be subject to the regulations. organisation and then for the outcome of that
Chairman: They would automatically fall within the investigation to be referred to the Litigation

Authority. I know the concerns and I have beenlegislation.
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following the debates in the Lords and I am aware of Q289 Julie Morgan: What if, during the process, it
was decided that the claim was worth more thanthe concerns around the independence of the
£20,000? Will it be possible to extend the thresholdprocess, but I really do feel very strongly that what
in particular circumstances?we need to get to is a system which delivers what
Jane Kennedy: If it becomes clear that this is apatients tell us they want, which is an
serious case that goes through the £20,000 ceiling theacknowledgement that something has gone wrong,
redress scheme will not deal with it. It will be dealtan apology from the organisation and, where
with as any other scheme of a greater amount wouldnecessary, some redress (where that is appropriate),
be. Anything that is estimated to be above the valuebut one of the most often stated reasons for pursuing
of £20,000 would be taken out of the scheme anda complaint is to be reassured that the organisation
dealt with separately.has learnt from the mistake so that future patients

should not have the same experience. We believe
therefore that having a totally independent process Q290 Julie Morgan: So if, during the process, it
that allowed an independent investigator, for emerged that £20,000 was too low a limit it would
example, to undertake it and independent processes then come out of the scheme completely?
that would lift the whole thing at quite an early stage Jane Kennedy: Yes. It would go through the normal
out of the local organisation would stifle the sort of route that applies at the moment.
learning that we want to promote. This scheme is
potentially very valuable to us in the Health Service

Q291 Julie Morgan: Talking about the costingsand we want to promote that aspect of the scheme,
again, if you are paying for an independent medicalwhilst at the same time we do accept that those
report, independent legal advice and setting up apeople who are taking a claim forward or who have
system to investigate claims, would there be anymade a complaint and for whom there has been a
savings at all on the existing model?mistake or an accident need to have the best possible
Jane Kennedy: We did not go into this with the viewadvice available to them. That is why we have been
that we were creating a cost saving scheme. Welistening to the arguments that have been made in
estimate that overall costs may increase. Because wethe Lords and we have, I think, reinforced the
anticipate there will be more cases dealt with undercommitment to providing independent legal advice.
the scheme we think the costs may be around £48When there is an oVer of redress made it an oVer will
million in the first year, which is a small increase inbe made alongside the oVer of redress for that to be
the context of the huge investment that we have seenindependently assessed by a legal firm that has
in the Health Service over the past five years. As Iexpertise in that field.
have said, we think the scheme will result in higher
costs overall but we think we will achieve a saving of

Q286 Julie Morgan: So the independent legal advice around £7.6 million on claimant lawyer costs. There
would be oVered at the point you were oVering will be more spent but more of it will be going to
redress? patients.
Jane Kennedy: It will always be oVered at that point
but that is not to say that an individual who doubted

Q292 Julie Morgan: So you do not anticipate anywhat they were being told at an earlier point could
reduction in the amount of compensation to victims?not at that stage say, “Could I have an independent
Jane Kennedy: No; not as a global figure, that is.legal opinion on that?”.

Q293 Julie Morgan: How much do the current non-Q287 Julie Morgan: So you could have that earlier legal complaints procedures cost that are in the
in the scheme? Health Service at the moment and do you see them
Jane Kennedy: What we are looking for is flexibility being aVected by this scheme coming in?
in the way that we will be operating the scheme to Jane Kennedy: I have not got that figure. I will get
allow individuals, if they need it, to seek that kind of that figure for you and write to the committee with it.
reassurance, but the scheme itself is designed to give
a very quick response to people who believe that

Q294 Julie Morgan: Would you see thosesomething has gone wrong with the treatment that
complaints being scaled back when this comes in?they have received.
Jane Kennedy: If the scheme operates as I hope it
will, the Healthcare Commission process, which is a

Q288 Julie Morgan: Does the Department envisage complaint process at the moment, would, I hope, see
that doctors and lawyers would have fixed fees? fewer cases going to it. What we want to achieve is a
Jane Kennedy: Yes. I have seen figures that we scheme whereby the healthcare organisation itself,
anticipate of between £200 and £500 for the cost of so the hospital trust or the service provider locally,
diVerent reports. This is not a new field that we are will say, “Hands up. A mistake has been made. This
operating in. There are already given costs but we should be referred. We will investigate it”, and then
expect that the operation of this scheme will reduce it should be referred to the NHS Litigation
the amount of money paid in legal fees. We expect it Authority for the purposes of the scheme. I think
will increase the amount paid in compensation but that, because more cases will go that way and there
we anticipate there will be a reduction in the amount will be, I hope, a greater openness and a willingness

to give the apology that I referred to earlier, therethat we pay in fees.
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ought to be fewer complaints failing to be resolved that provides secondary level services—the
Healthcare Commission will consider whether orlocally and ending up at the door of the Healthcare

Commission, which is what happens at the moment. not the organisation has responded adequately to
the claims made against it. We are not going to set
them targets and say, “This number of cases shouldQ295 Barbara Keeley: More questions really about
be had”, I think that will stifle the operation of thethe operation of the scheme. You have touched on,
scheme. We want to let the scheme run and let it beI think, the fact that you feel there would be an
responsive to what patients experience at the localincrease, so it is just another question about that. We
level. I said we are talking about between 3,910 andheard from the NHS Litigation Authority that when
10,000 cases roughly. That is in the context of athey ran a pilot similar to the new scheme, most of
health service which has something like 1.6 millionthe claimants were people who would not claim
people receiving treatment every day from theunder existing processes, so in fact they were
Health Service. The figures are amazing: 44,000additional and new claimants. I think you said there
people every day attend an A&E department inwould be more cases. Have there been estimates
England and 120,000 attend outpatientmade of the number of additional claims which you
appointments every day. The context of the claimsthink will be generated under the redress scheme?
and the incidents that are actually recorded seenJane Kennedy: At the moment the number of claims
against that are very small. What I would hope tois going down. I have not got a figure of estimates of
see, and one of the reasons why in Government wethe number of cases that we might get immediately
are relatively relaxed about an increase in thein front of me, but if there are specific questions like
number of cases, given that large scale of work thethat, that I have not been able to answer because I
Health Service is engaged in, is the more people cando not have the data, I will certainly get them for
say, “I think something has gone wrong” and anyou. As I have said, we are trying to guesstimate
acknowledgement of that, the faster the services willwhat might happen. I have got some figures here that
improve and the better the experience the patientssay we expect between 3,900 and 10,700 cases to be
will have of the Health Service. I am absolutelyeligible. If you compare that with the current figures,
convinced of that.which I think you have had—if you have not, again

I can include those for you—the current numbers of
claims that the NHS Litigation Authority is dealing Q298 Barbara Keeley: On the last point I raised
with have come down from 7,798 in 2002 to 5,609 about whether or not there is a perception the
now, so we anticipate straddling that number. organisation has learned from its mistakes, I know

in my time as an MP that is very important to people
if there has been some tragic mistake or somethingQ296 Barbara Keeley: In fact, the next question links
has gone wrong. Will the patient or the patient’sto it in a way. Do you intend to pilot the scheme so
family be involved in that?that you can assess its impact? Will you pilot it in
Jane Kennedy: Very much. One of the benefits of thepart of the country perhaps?
scheme will be instead of assuming the position,Jane Kennedy: The NHSLA has been doing some
which is what happens at the moment, where youpiloting. We do not anticipate that we will further
have a patient who believes something has gonepilot the scheme. We are going to extend it to the
wrong, they make a complaint, they are not satisfiedwhole of secondary level care, including some
with the complaint, they go to a lawyer, and withinelements of secondary care that are moving out into
the organisation there is a closing of ranks and athe community. I suppose you could say we regard
defensive response, if instead of that, you have anthat as the pilot because we are then going to see how
organisation which says, “Something has gonethat works before we decide whether or not we
wrong here, we need to learn from it. Before weshould extend the scheme to primary care.
apportion blame, let us see what lessons we can
learn, acknowledge we have made a mistake”, andQ297 Barbara Keeley: You have talked in terms of
give the apologies I have referred to which is verysome aspects of what you would like to see in the
important, particularly if there has been a seriousscheme, but we are interested in how you would
mistake in somebody’s treatment, that will go a longmeasure the success of the scheme. Will you have
way to improving patient experience, I am sure.targets and what will they measure? One of the

things you talked about which might be quite
diYcult to measure is whether or not an organisation Q299 Barbara Keeley: Just a couple more things.

You made the point that a claim of more thanlearns from its mistakes.
Jane Kennedy: We would not set targets as such; £20,000 would be taken out of the scheme. If the

scheme proves to be successful, which clearly wehowever, the Healthcare Commission will have a
role to play in this. As part of its annual health check hope it will do, do you expect that it will be extended

at some point to cover claims of larger amountsthat it will do with all health service organisations, it
will consider claims against the organisation: where over £20,000?

Jane Kennedy: One of the beauties of doingthose claims have originated, what the organisation
has done to respond to those claims and it will be regulation by secondary level legislation which we

do in Parliament—which when you are inpart of the process by which healthcare
organisations—and I keep using that phrase because government you love, when you are not in

government, you get very frustrated by—is that youwe are not just talking about the NHS hospitals, we
are talking about the whole range of organisations can quickly and relatively easily make amendments
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of that kind to legislation of this nature, so we think patient much more closely at a local level in the
process of resolution so you do not have just thethat we will be able to do that because of the way we

set up the legislation. cold, “We are investigating your complaint”, and
then a letter to say, “We have investigated your
complaint. Yes, we failed to meet the high standardsQ300 Barbara Keeley: Finally, clearly there is a
we would normally expect. We apologise for thattension between the need for a culture of openness.
and we are taking steps to redress it”. You and I haveThe possibility that doctors whose actions have been
seen those letters. It leaves the patient cold becausecomplained of will feel vulnerable to professional
they have to accept on trust that what thediscipline is a major tension of trying to arrive at the
organisation is telling them has happened. Thislearning culture you talked about. How will the
process should be much more open at a local levelredress scheme deal with that?
and would allow the patient greater assurance thatJane Kennedy: There will still be the normal rules
not only has that been said but that it has actuallyand the normal procedures for dealing with medical
happened.competence. I would not anticipate that this scheme

will in any way reduce the authority of various
Q302 Keith Vaz: Do you have any centrally heldprofessional bodies which oversee the conduct of
statistics as to how many complaints oYcers thereprofessionals. I think that as we run the scheme and
are in local health authorities? If I give you anconfidence in the scheme grows, clinicians will feel
example, in Leicestershire, the authority of theless concerned about them becoming the scapegoat
Secretary of State, Leicester Royal Infirmary hasfor a mistake having been made, a wrong procedure
seven press oYcers to deal with the press and I amor a mistake with equipment having occurred. I
not sure how many complaints oYcers they have.think they will join with us, I know that there is an
Do you have any of those statistics on a nationalappetite out there amongst health professionals to
basis?make sure they say, “There is a mistake here. I have
Jane Kennedy: I do not have them with me. I can getmade a mistake and this is what has happened as a
them for you. An organisation may not haveresult. I have made a mistake because of these
somebody who is solely designated as a complaintsfactors”. Then I know there will be willingness to
oYcer, depending on the size of the organisation,sign up to that on the part of the professionals.
but certainly there will be people who are designated
as such and if I can get that I will provide that to the

Q301 Keith Vaz: Minister, I just have one question. I committee.
think the approach that you set out if something has
gone wrong that the complaint is dealt with firstly at

Q303 Chairman: There was a statement which wasa local level must be the right one but in many
signed by 16 charities, including some of the patientcases—you must have this in your surgeries, and I
groups, and certainly you are familiar with it, whichhave it when people come to see me with problems
expressed concern about the Bill and sought to getabout the local health service—the letter that they
more assurance that, where there was a dispute,get back, that initial letter from the health authority
independent assessment was guaranteed and alsois not as transparent and helpful, as you have
referred to what you have just referred to, namely,pointed out, that it should be. Is there any guidance
learning from mistakes and having robust systems incoming from your Department to teach chief
place to do that. Have you delivered any sort ofexecutives of hospitals how they should deal with the
answer to that statement?complaints in the open and transparent way that you
Jane Kennedy: We are considering very carefully,have just described?
and I think Lord Warner may already have tabled aJane Kennedy: There is already guidance on that and
number of amendments in response to some of thethe Healthcare Commission would take an active
concerns that have been raised. We want to respondinterest, particularly if they were receiving a lot of
to the concern in a way which preserves what I havereferrals from a particular trust, in why that was
said for such an important element of the Bill, whichhappening, so there is already guidance in place. I
is the impetus to change or influence the culture infeel as if I keep repeating myself in that I think that
the Health Service. We need to provide thoseonce this scheme is operating and we begin to see the
safeguards and I think the Bill does that, but webenefits of it at a local level there will be a real
obviously need to work hard to make sure weenthusiasm for it that we have not seen before. The
explain that, not only in the Lords but in theNational Patient Safety Agency at the moment
Commons too when it comes to the Commons. Wecollects and counts referrals to it of adverse incidents
need to balance having the right safeguards for thein the Health Service. They do it on an anonymised
individual who is making the complaint and ensurebasis and they gather the data and then look at areas
they get independent advice and guidance when theyof concern, procedures that are causing concern, and
need it with the need to try and resolve it locallythen can go back with advice to organisations
wherever possible.through their safety alert process which can say,

“There is something going wrong in this procedure.
You need all to be aware of it”. I think there are such Q304 Chairman: I would also like to ask a question

about care contracts under the Bill, as to whethera lot of benefits that can flow from a greater culture
of openness. I understand the point you are making they could be used more widely, for example, in

relation to elderly people, where the financialabout the letter. I have been on the receiving end
myself. If you have a process which is involving the amount involved is not large but the care need may
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be significant, whether the private sector should not legal representative or the Citizens’ Advice Bureau
be an option that is available when care contracts are or whoever they will be told about it. I cannot say
used to provide redress in these circumstances. Are that there has been a national campaign that I am
you still working on that and are you ambitious to aware of to try and identify that because it has not
make more use of care contracts? been perceived to be necessary.
Jane Kennedy: I think so and we would not want to
be prescriptive as to how that could be organised
locally. Q309 Dr Whitehead: There has, however, been

evidence of uplifts in court once CFAs came in and,
Q305 Chairman: Up to a quarter of NHS liability as it were, lawyers seeking substantial uplifts in
payments are spent on remedial care, so there clearly order to deal with the consequences of the new cost
is scope for relating these things. terrain of CFAs. Do you think the control of those
Jane Kennedy: And we want to look at it carefully. uplifts can be suYciently maintained within the

power of case management that the courts presently
have, and particularly, say, the objective of the CivilQ306 Mr Khabra: Evidence which has been available

to the committee suggests that since the introduction Procedure Rules, or do you think perhaps there are
of conditional fee agreements there has not been a further things that ought to be looked at in that
substantial increase in claims in spite of the funding respect?
mechanism. Is there any evidence as to whether Baroness Ashton of Upholland: You mean success
lawyers are more prone to cherry-pick certain types fees, which is the term that encapsulates what you
of work? are seeking to address, Dr Whitehead. Certainly the
Jane Kennedy: I am delighted to say that that is an courts do have the power to look at costs and see
area which I am completely in the dark about and whether costs are appropriate and proportionate,
Baroness Ashton is not. and they do. There are issues that have been raised
Baroness Ashton of Upholland: There is no hard with me about whether there is more to be done in
evidence that lawyers cherry-pick. Of course, from assessing whether we have any impact that is
time to time there is anecdotal evidence and we are adverse, and certainly media organisations, for
mindful of keeping an eye on this area, but there is example, have raised this as recently as today with
nothing that would suggest that that is happening me as to whether we ought to look at that and
currently. certainly the impact of that is something we need to

consider. Generally, however, the courts do have the
Q307 Mr Khabra: If the answer is yes, do you accept appropriate powers once a case has come to court to
that if there has not been an increase in claims this be able to look at it and do so if they feel that is
means that certain claimants are being appropriate.
disadvantaged and will find it hard to get
representation?
Baroness Ashton of Upholland: I do not necessarily Q310 Dr Whitehead: I think the Civil Procedure
accept that. I think that the way in which we have Rules relate to proportionality as far as those uplifts
done this will enable a huge swathe of people who and success fees are concerned. Is that an area that
did not qualify for legal aid and were not wealthy perhaps might be pursued in terms of some of theseenough to consider pursuing matters to do so, and I issues where there is not protection against potentialthink that is the advantage of CFAs. As far as I can

uplifts within the system at the moment?see, what the legal professions do and seem to do
Baroness Ashton of Upholland: The way the systemwell is identify claims that have a chance of success
works presently is that the courts will look atand to enable those to go forward. I do not
whether the costs involved are appropriate and theypersonally get—although I probably will as a result
will also look at the level of the success fee. Thoseof saying this, of course,—issues being raised that
who feel very strongly that this needs to be addressedsuggest that there are people who are being
will argue that what the courts ought to do is add onedisadvantaged in a particular way. There will, of
to the other and then see whether it is proportionatecourse, be individual cases, I am sure, where people
and, of course, the courts can look at this if they wishfeel that that is the case, or indeed where, because of
to, but the way it is dealt with is to look at one andthe way in which the legal profession approach it,
then look at the success fee. Of course, success feesthey feel they would have had a better chance.
are important in enabling the professionals to takeNonetheless, there is nothing to suggest that at the
on cases that may not be successful. There is an issuepresent time.
about access to justice within that. One of the areas
that the Civil Justice Council might look at is theQ308 Mr Khabra: Has there been enough publicity
question of whether this needs to be looked at again,given to these conditional fee agreements as far as
and certainly, again because of representation fromthe ordinary public is concerned? Are they aware
media organisations, my oYcials will be meetingthat there are changes so that they can have the
with the Master of the Rolls and Lord Justice Dysonfacility if they need to?
to look at a number of issues that have been raisedBaroness Ashton of Upholland: That is an interesting
where it might be appropriate for them to considerquestion to ask: has there been enough publicity?
it, as well as, of course, the House of Lords judgmentCertainly those who feel they wish to make a claim

will be guided by this because if they go and see a in the Campbell case.
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Q311 Chairman: I do not think we can let you out of number of people who want to be involved in those
activities or to support and help run them.the room without asking you in the most general

terms whether you think there is a compensation Therefore, what we are seeking to do is to make sure
we do not end up with a compensation culture.culture in this country.

Baroness Ashton of Upholland: There is not a Statistically the evidence that we have is that we do
not see growing numbers of claims, I am pleased tocompensation culture. There is a perception that we

have a compensation culture that has the potential say, but I am much concerned in the work we do to
make sure that we tackle the perception.to damage the kinds of activities and occupations

that people participate in or potentially to aVect the Chairman: Thank you very much indeed.
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Written evidence

Evidence submitted by the Association of District Judges

1. The Association is aware that there is concern as to whether there is now a “Compensation culture”
in England and Wales. We also recognise that, at least in part, it is thought that this culture, if it exists, is
fuelled by “claims farmers”.

2. To address these concerns, the government has recently introduced a Compensation Bill. This evidence
presents the Association’s views on the Bill.

3. We also comment on the NHS Redress Bill, and on the eVect that Conditional Fee Agreements have
had on the civil justice system.

Compensation Bill

4. Clause 1 of the Bill contains a provision relating to the law of negligence. The explanatory notes to the
Bill set out, at paragraph 8, the current common law test which a claimant must satisfy to establish
negligence, namely a duty of care owed to the claimant by the defendant, a breach of that duty of care, and
loss or damage (including injury) arising from the breach.

5. Paragraph 10 of the explanatory notes states that the provision (clause 1) “is not concerned with, and
does not alter the standard of care, nor the circumstances in which a duty to take that care will be owed. It
is solely concerned with the court’s assessment of what must be done to satisfy the standard of reasonable
care in the case before it.”

6. Subject to the outcome of legal argument when cases start to come before the courts, the initial view
of the Association is that clause 1 is unnecessary. It does not appear to add anything to the existing common
law, and we can see no need for any form of statutory provision to remind judges of the tests to be applied.

7. We do not believe that there is any evidence that judges have been coming to decisions which might fuel
any form of “compensation culture”. Indeed, our researches show the opposite to be the case. We append as
Annex 1 a summary of some recent cases, all of which, in our view, demonstrate that the courts are well able
to identify cases where it would not be appropriate to allow a claimant to succeed in a claim for negligence
by finding a duty of care to exist or by finding a breach to have occurred in unreasonable circumstances.

8. Clause 1 of the Bill refers to “an activity which is desirable”, but the Bill does not contain any definition
of what constitutes a “desirable activity”. We are aware that this provision comes in the light of a number
of reports in the press of schools, local authorities and other organisations cancelling activities, apparently
concerned about the risk of being sued in the event of an accident.

9. In our view this concern, though understandable, is misplaced. We believe that courts are well able to
distinguish genuine valid claims from those which seek to place an unreasonably high standard on event
organisers. We accept that not all claims reach court, and it may well be the case that insurers have been too
ready to settle claims without proceedings, perhaps fearing the costs that might be incurred in defending
claims. In turn, this may then aVect insurance premiums, and make it more diYcult to obtain suitable
insurance cover. This is an issue for the insurance industry.

10. In short, we believe clause 1 adds nothing to the existing law, and we can see no advantage in seeking
to add statutory force to the existing common law. However, it could engender argument as to what
constitutes a “desirable activity”, and as to how the provisions of the clause should be interpreted. This
would clearly have an impact on the court system, by introducing new litigation which, in our view, is
unnecessary and undesirable.

11. As far as the remaining provisions of the Bill are concerned, we would generally support the
regulation of Claims Management Services. We are concerned that the activities of some such companies
have fuelled an unreasonable expectation of obtaining compensation in the minds of the public.

NHS Redress Bill

12. When the Chief Medical OYcer published his consultation paper, Making Amends, we supported the
proposals for two Redress schemes proposed in the paper. The NHS Redress Bill seeks to establish only one
of these schemes, for low value claims, and we think it is unfortunate that it is not proposed, at least at
present, to introduce a Redress scheme for babies with severe neurological impairment.

13. However, we welcome the proposal to establish a scheme to resolve lower value disputes arising out
of mistakes by Health Service professionals in hospitals. We note that the Bill simply provides a framework,
and the detail will be contained in Regulations yet to be published. As always, the precise detail will be
important.
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14. The CMO’s original proposal was for claims of up to £30,000 to be dealt with under such a scheme.
The current proposal is limited to £20,000. We are not clear why this figure has been chosen, although we
note that this is the proposed limit on financial compensation, and would not include other forms of care
or assistance that might be oVered.

15. We recognise that, in many cases, those who have suVered a medical incident are more anxious to
have an explanation and, if appropriate, an apology, rather than necessarily compensation. The scheme
under the Bill seeks to deal with this.

16. There may be a perception that any body set up to administer such a scheme may lack impartiality.
This is essentially a matter of policy, but care needs to be taken to seek to ensure that the body is perceived
as impartial.

17. It is important that those oVered some form of redress under the proposed scheme, whether financial
compensation or some other remedy, have the opportunity to obtain independent legal advice before
deciding whether to accept. £20,000 is a substantial sum. We accept that the Bill seeks to provide for this.
We believe that any list of independent solicitors able to oVer such advice should be accredited as having
experience and expertise in dealing with clinical negligence claims.

18. We remain concerned that such a scheme may lead to substantial numbers of claims from people who
would not currently claim. The scheme will need to be administered carefully to identify frivolous claims.

Conditional Fee Agreements

19. The terms of reference for the Committee’s inquiry refer to “contingency fee agreements”. Strictly,
contingency fees (where the lawyer takes a percentage of the damages) are largely illegal in England and
Wales. Our comments therefore relate to Conditional Fee Agreements (CFAs), where a solicitor takes on
a case on a “no win, no fee” basis, but, if successful, can claim a “success fee” in addition to the base fees
and disbursements. Such fees are normally recovered from the other party.

20. Since legal aid has largely been removed in civil claims, most claimants now have no option other
than to enter into a CFA. We believe that this has had two important consequences.

21. First, solicitors will only take on cases they expect to win. This may mean that claimants whose claims
do not have a chance of success of well over 50% are denied access to justice, unless they are in a position
to fund the case privately.

22. The second consequence is that, where claims are successful, solicitors’ costs have increased
substantially. This is in part because of the application of a success fee, which may be as much as 100% of
the base costs. The eVect of this is most obvious in smaller claims, where it is by no means uncommon for
the costs claimed to be two or three times the amount of damages awarded to the claimant.

23. Not surprisingly, defendants seek to obtain a reduction in the costs they have to pay. This has led to
a huge increase in the number of claims coming before the courts relating only to costs. The majority of such
claims are heard by District Judges, so our members are particularly aVected by this.

24. We are aware of the recent paper on funding from the Civil Justice Council. We support their
proposals for the introduction in fast track cases of a predictable costs structure. We believe that this will
ensure that costs in such claims are proportionate to the amounts in issue. For personal injury claims, the
fast track involves claims in the band of £1,000–£15,000

25. Referring specifically to the inquiry’s terms of reference, we would comment as follows:

Does the “compensation culture” exist?

We believe that there is a widespread perception that, when an accident occurs, someone must always be
to blame. This has been fostered by the activities of “claims farmers”, and by reports in the press. People
who might not have thought of pursuing a claim are encouraged to do so. It is, of course, important that
people who have suVered a genuine injury as a result of negligence or breach of duty should have the
opportunity to seek redress. We believe that the existing law deals eVectively with the resolution of such
claims, but it is important that the costs of seeking redress are not disproportionate. Various forms of
Alternative Dispute Resolution, and schemes such as the proposed scheme under the NHS Redress Bill,
should assist.

It is equally important that the courts are able to identify cases where it would be unreasonable to impose
liability on a defendant, because to do so might stifle legitimate and useful activities. We believe that courts
are well able to do this under the existing law.
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What has been the eVect of the move to “no-win-no-fee” contingency fee agreements?

As indicated above (paragraphs 20V), we believe that this has led to disproportionate costs, and to a risk
of some claimants being denied access to justice.

Is the notion of a “compensation culture” leading to unnecessary risk averseness in public bodies?

From reports in the Press, this may be the case. As we have said above, this may be linked with the cost
of insurance.

Should firms which refer people, manage or advertise conditional fee agreements be subject to regulations?

We support the principle of regulating claims management companies. How this should be done is
essentially a matter of policy, on which we have no comment.

Should any changes be made to the current laws relating to negligence?

For the reasons set out above, we do not think that any changes are necessary.

Annex

Cases

Babbings v Kirklees Metropolitan Borough Council [2004] EWCA Civ 1431

Claimant, a child, sustained injury in a school PE class when performing an exercise whereby she had to
run up to a springboard, take oV, grab hold of a bar and then drop to the floor and land on her feet. She
jumped from the springboard, missed the bar and landed awkwardly. Claim dismissed at first instance as not
foreseeable that claimant would land as she did. Permission to appeal refused as no real prospect of success.
Likelihood of injury which was more than minimal was extremely small. Perfectly reasonable for exercise
to be performed, and the courts would be doing gym teachers no service if they were to hold that they were
in breach of their duty of care when an unhappy accident occurred.

Elliott v Townfoot Stables (Unreported)

The defendant stables were not liable for injuries sustained by the claimant in a fall during a riding lesson
as the pony was suitable, the lesson was properly supervised and the damage sustained was not of a kind
which a pony was likely to cause.

Singh v Libra Holidays [2003] EWHK 276 (QB)

A holidaymaker who was severely injured when he dived into the shallow end of a hotel swimming pool
whilst under the influence of alcohol failed to establish that the tour operator was responsible for the
accident. Claimant the author of his own misfortune.

Rhind v Astbury Water Park Limited [2003] EWHC 1029

A swimmer who ignored signs forbidding swimming and dived into shallow water had no claims for
personal injury against the companies occupying the lake, despite the fact that he was a visitor rather than
a trespasser. The true eVective cause of claimant’s tragic accident was his foolhardy action in doing a running
dive into shallow water.

Tomlinson v Congleton Borough Council and another [2003] UKHL 47

There was no liability under the Occupiers’ Liability Act 1984 for the claimant’s injuries from diving into
a shallow lake as the risk was obvious. It did not arise from the state of the premises or anything done or
not done on them and accordingly no duty of care was owed.

Higgs v WH Foster (t/a Avalon Coaches) [2004] EWCA Civ 843

An occupier owed no duty of care to a trespasser who had fallen into an uncovered inspection pit on his
land since he did not know or have reasonable grounds for believing that a trespasser would enter his
premises and come into the vicinity of the pit.
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Kidd v Portsmouth City Council (Unreported) [2004]

Claimant, a child, was playing in a community garden occupied and controlled by the defendant, when
she tripped on a stone in a gravel path leading from a gate to the garden. Sustained injury resulting in the
loss of her left eye. Judge at first instance found no negligence or breach of duty in the construction of the
path. Appeal dismissed.

Simonds v Isle of Wight Council [2003] EWHC 2303 (QB)

A council responsible for a school was not liable in negligence for an injury sustained by a student after
jumping from a swing. It was not reasonable to impose on the school any legal duty to immobilise the swings.

Blake v Galloway [2004] EWCA Civ 814

Claimant aged 15 suVered serious eye injury when struck by a piece of tree bark thrown by a friend during
horseplay. Held that this was just an unfortunate accident. Young persons will always want to play vigorous
games and indulge in horseplay, and from time to time accidents will occur and injuries will be caused. But,
broadly speaking, the victims of such accidents will usually not be able to recover damages unless they can
show that the injury has been caused by a failure to take care which amounts to recklessness or a very high
degree of carelessness, or that it was caused deliberately (ie, with intent to cause harm).

District Judge David Oldham
Chairman, Civil Committee
Association of District Judges

November 2005

Evidence submitted by The Law Society

1. Does the compensation culture exist?

There is a general perception that we live in a society that has developed a compensation culture. For some
time now this theory has been fuelled by reports in the media.

In reality accident claims have remained static for some years and in 2003–04 accident claims fell by 10%.
It is a fact that many potential claimants never pursue a claim. Research by the Legal Services Research
Centre, an independent arm of the Legal Services Commission, found that 38% of personal injury clients
did not seek advice. This figure was higher than most other categories of law, the exceptions being mental
health and actions against the police.

Over the last three years reports published by Datamonitor, an independent organisation which provides
information solutions to businesses, on overviews of the development of personal injury claims in the UK
have concluded:

— 2002—70% of valid claims were not being made and the claims rate was envisaged to rise by a mere
2% during the next five years;

— 2003—Accident claims had remained largely static increasing by only 0.2% to 0.3% in the previous
year. The report also concluded that the stability in claims levels showed that “fears of a UK
compensation culture, insofar as they pertain to rapid growth in overall claims numbers, were
unfounded,”;

— 2004—In 2003–04 the number of accident claims fell by almost 10%.

Figures published by the DCA show that there has been a decrease in the number of claims issued in both
the High Court Queens Bench Division and the County Courts. The latest available figures show that claims
issued in the County Court fell by 3% during 2003.

Department of Work and Pensions figures show that in 2002–03 the number of disease claims fell by 26%
and employers’ liability claims went down by 16%. Figures published by the Compensation Recovery Unit
show that the total number of accident claims decreased between 2000 and 2004.

The Tillinghast-Towers Perrin actuaries report in February 2002 showed that the UK had the lowest “tort
cost expressed as a percentage of a GDP” (0.6%) in the industrialised world, compared to the US (1.9%),
France (0.8%), Japan (0.8%), Canada (0.8%), Australia (1.1%), Germany (1.3%) and Italy (1.7%). In 1994
Tillinghast found that the UK percentage was 0.8% so that the comparable UK figure had in fact fallen in
those eight years.

In May 2004, the Better Regulation Task Force released its report Better Routes to Redress which
examined the “compensation culture” in the United Kingdom. Reports in the media, and advertising by
claims management company, are cited as creating an inaccurate perception that large sums of money are
available for those who have been injured regardless of whether someone else was at fault. The report argues
that it is this perception that is at issue. The fear of litigation impacts on behaviour and imposes burdens on
organisations trying to handle claims. The report examined the causes of the perception of a “compensation
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culture”; how that perception is fuelled and the damage that the perception will do for the prosperity and
well-being of the UK. The Better Regulation Task Force concluded that “the compensation culture is a
myth”.

2. What has been the eVect of the move to no-win-no-fee contingency arrangements?

Since their inception, conditional fee agreements (“CFA’s”) have grown in popularity and are also being
used in union and other third party funded cases which reduces liability for costs in unsuccessful matters.
They meet a very long expressed concern that for all but the wealthiest, litigation on the traditional basis—
whereby clients must pay their lawyers win or lose—is simply unaVordable.

When the CFA scheme was introduced in 1995 conditional fees were permitted primarily for personal
injury cases. In 1998 this was extended to all cases except for family and criminal matters, where conditional
fees remain prohibited. In the 1995 scheme only the solicitor’s basic charges could be recovered from the
losing paying party.

Following the Government’s decision to remove legal aid from personal injury cases, the scheme was
amended in April 2000 to introduce the recovery of the success fee and insurance premium from the paying
party. This measure was introduced so that people did not have their damages reduced by lawyers’ fees, and
to place them in the same position as they would have been if they were legally aided.

The advent of CFAs has been met with a very mixed reception. Solicitors cannot aVord to take a case
on a CFA unless it has a good chance of success. Clearly the presumption is that if the solicitor considers
the risk worthwhile then the client is likely to have a more than reasonable prospect of success. However,
since their inception CFAs have been, and continue to be, the cause of criticism and an abundant source of
satellite litigation. This arises partly from simple conservatism on the part of some elements of the legal
profession; partly because of the unfortunate association between CFAs and disreputable claims
management companies, and partly because of insurers’ strong opposition to their newly acquired liability
to pay success fees and insurance premiums.

It does appear that the cost of claims has risen since the inception of conditional fee agreement, although
that appears to be as much a result of the Woolf reforms as of conditional fees themselves. Conditional fees
do involve a greater cost to the defendant (usually the insurance industry) then legal aid. This is because the
losing defendant pays the cost of the insurance premium and success fee as well as base line legal costs.
Under legal aid the losing defendant only had to pay base line costs.

Last year consideration was given by the Legal Services Commission to restricting legal aid in clinical
negligence cases to the investigative stage only on the assumption that solicitors would then proceed if
appropriate on a conditional fee for any subsequent proceedings. The impact assessment found that the
saving to the legal aid fund by restricting legal aid would be exceeded by the additional cost to the NHSLA
under conditional fee funding arrangements.

Conditional fees have dominated the personal injury market but they are not restricted to that type of
work and neither are they restricted to claimants only. Despite criticism and complaints by insurers and
other compensators and the amount of satellite litigation about them, CFA’s have been largely successful
in their main objective of improving access to justice. There are very many genuine claimants who, had it
not been for a CFA, would not have succeeded in obtaining compensation for genuine claims.

3. Is the notion of a “compensation culture” leading to unnecessary risk averseness in public bodies?

The Law Society has not conducted its own research into how public bodies manage risk. However, the
Better Regulation Taskforce looked at this issue in some detail in 2004.

The Better Regulation Taskforce found that:

“the public sector, such as schools, rather than cancelling trips and activities, as the media would have us
believe, have become much better at assessing and managing risks. Local Authorities have put sophisticated
systems in place to manage, for example, repairs to their pathways and highways.”

However, the Better Regulation Taskforce criticised senior commentators and the media for misleading
people into thinking it was easy to claim by perpetuating the compensation culture myth. They also
expressed concerns about the activities of unregulated claims companies.

“Fear of litigation does change behaviour. Reporting . . . urban myths will encourage others to change
their behaviour . . . Excessive risk aversion is not helpful to the UK’s prosperity nor wellbeing.”

The BRTF highlighted that irresponsible and erroneous media reporting and the activities of unregulated
claims companies had created a perception in the public mind that getting compensation payouts was easier
then it is, which had encouraged some frivolous claiming. This, together with the increased cost of claims
brought by conditional fees, had placed additional financial burdens on public bodies. However the BRTF
was careful to point out that the perception that getting compensation payouts was easy in the UK was
not true.
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There is one factor the Law Society believes may have been overlooked in the debate on the notion of risk
averseness by public bodies. In the 1990s “Turnbull” risk assessments became for the first time commonplace
in the workplace as a means of reducing unnecessary risks and allowing better planning for risks which
cannot be avoided. Public bodies are not covered by the Code but many choose to subject themselves to the
same standards of best practice (the Law Society included). This means that public authorities now carry
out detailed risk assessments for every activity which were not undertaken prior to 1999. Such risk
assessments have—rightly—created a much more “risk-aware” environment. However, unless very
carefully managed, there may be a tendency for people with health and safety responsibilities to identify and
seek to eliminate every possible risk, without bringing to bear a sensible approach to proportionality. The
purpose of risk assessment procedures, is to encourage those with responsibility for risk to identify potential
risks and then assess how risky an activity is, how damaging the risk might be, what will be lost by taking
action to eliminate the risk and then to weigh up the danger posed by the risk, and compare it with the cost
(or loss) entailed by risk avoidance action. In some cases, the last step is overlooked and risk avoidance
action is taken wherever a risk is identified.

We are generally living in a more risk averse culture then we did in the past. It is not the case that people
avoid risk simply because they fear litigation. We believe that people responsible for managing risk fear
blame as much if not more than they fear litigation.

We believe that one way forward is to focus on encouraging public bodies, particularly schools, to adopt
sensible risk management and to ensure that those responsible for making risk management decisions are
not taking excessive action to avoid the risk of highly unlikely events, and are weighing up the cost of taking
avoidance action before making a decision to cease or ban an activity. We welcome the steps the
Government is taking to do that.

4. Should firms which refer people, manage or advertise conditional fee arrangements be subject to regulation?

The Law Society believes that claims handling is part of the litigation process, and that all those involved
in it should be subject to regulation, just as they would be if undertaking litigation itself.

Conditional Fee Agreements themselves are well regulated. New regulations for CFAs have just been
implemented which are designed to introduce regulation which is clear, sensible and robust, but without the
technical tripwires in the previous regulations.

Problems continue to arise with the behaviour of unregulated firms handling claims. It is those firms—
rather than the funding arrangement—which needs now to be properly regulated.

There has been widespread evidence of claims companies engaging in unacceptable practices including
cold calling, aggressive selling, insurance mis-selling and encouragement of frivolous claims. Regulation
of these companies is essential to protect vulnerable consumers. Such consumers were left high and dry when
Claims Direct and The Accident Group went into receivership. The Citizens Advice Bureaux have expressed
concerns about the eVect that such practices have on consumers who often end up coming to them for advice
when things go wrong.

5. Should any changes be made to the current law relating to negligence?

In May 2004 the Better Regulation Taskforce looked in detail at the current law of negligence and to what
extent it was stifling or placing unnecessary restrictions on Society, and in particular on public bodies.

The Better Regulation Taskforce found that:

“Litigating is not easy . . . For a claimant to succeed they have to prove that, first someone else owed
them a duty of care, and then that the same person was negligent . . . This is the tort of negligence. Three
principal elements determine whether a duty of care exists between two parties [proximity, reasonable
foreseeability and fault] . . . Proving each of these factors is not easy . . . New legal cases are always setting
precedents as to how the three concepts might be interpreted . . . Whole new types of claims that were simply
not considered by lawyers 20 or 30 years ago are now being pursued. However, despite what the media would
have us believe such claims do not always succeed”.

The Better Regulation Taskforce were very encouraged by the direction that court decisions were taking
in recent years in encouraging individuals to take personal responsibility for their own actions. They used
the following case to highlight how the higher courts are dealing with this issue.

In the case of Tomlinson v Congleton Borough Council [2004] 1 AC, where Mr Tomlinson suVered severe
injuries by making a shallow dive into a lake. The Houe of Lords eventually found in favour of the Borough
Council. Their Lordships found that although the Borough Council had a duty of care to both visitors and
trespassers to its property, it was not, on the facts of the case, reasonable to expect the council to protect
Mr Tomlinson from his own actions. [He ignored prominent warning signs].

The approach in this case has already been followed in a number of other cases in which a similar
approach was taken.
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We have concerns about proposed changes to the law of negligence. The current law allows the courts to
take a flexible approach depending on the facts of the individual case. Currently, a court decides whether a
person or body is negligent by looking at whether they owed a duty of care to the injured party, whether the
injury was reasonably foreseeable and whether they took reasonable care to avoid the injury. This test
allows the courts flexibility in dealing with individual cases. In practice, the standard of “reasonable care”
expected of a large corporation will be diVerent from that expected of a small voluntary organisation. We
believe this leads to a sensible balance being struck.

As currently drafted we believe clause 1 may encourage courts to take a diVerent approach. We are
concerned that courts may find an organisation to be negligent using the reasonable care test, but then go
on to make a finding that the organisation should not be liable because the organisation has made it clear
that a finding of negligence will lead to them ceasing to undertake the activity in question. We believe that
this may encourage poor safety standards and deny redress to people who have been injured by negligence.

The Law Society

November 2005

Supplementary evidence submitted by the Law Society

NHS Redress Bill

The Law Society welcomes the basic aim of the Bill, which is to make the process of receiving redress
following a medical accident more accessible and eVective. The Society has long supported the principle that
there should be more openness between patients and the medical establishment when things go wrong as
well as greater encouragement to use mediation to resolve clinical disputes.

The Bill itself gives the Secretary of State the power to establish, by regulation, a scheme for the victims
of medical accidents to obtain redress without recourse to legal proceedings. The Society supports the
proposed scheme providing there is access to free legal advice for victims and that the right to go to Court
is not compromised. While the Bill is light on the detail of the scheme, these requirements appear to have
been met, subject to clarification of some areas as the Bill passes through its later stages.

Access to the courts and legal advice

For the new scheme to protect the interests of victims eVectively, it is vital that victims must retain access
to the Courts. The Society is pleased to note that the Bill does not appear to restrict this (see Clause 6(4)).
We note that there is a “waiver” requirement against bringing subsequent legal proceedings where there has
been a settlement under the scheme. This is logical, provided that the victim has received proper legal advice.
Furthermore, such a waiver should not preclude any applicant from taking further action in the event there
is a significant change in his/her condition which was not originally foreseen (eg an injury which has
deteriorated far beyond that originally anticipated or an injury which had not originally been diagnosed).
This must be made clear in the Bill.

With regard to legal advice, the Law Society welcomes the proposal in Clause 8(1)(a) that any victim of
a medical accident, or person representing that victim, will be able to obtain appropriate legal advice without
charge. Presumably the intention is that the responsible body will reimburse any reasonable legal expenses
incurred in obtaining advice, or that funding will be available from the Legal Services Commission. If any
funding is to come from the legal aid fund, a full Assessment should be undertaken to ascertain the extent
of the eVect on the fund, and if this is in excess of the current spend on clinical negligence, annual re-
imbursement should be made to the legal aid fund.

Victims must be given the opportunity to exercise their fundamental right of freedom of choice of
solicitor. The Society does, however, recognise that due to the special nature of these cases, only those
solicitors who have suYcient and relevant expertise in dealing with clinical negligence matters should
undertake such work. The Society maintains a panel of suitable solicitors.

Whilst the Society agrees that every eVort should be made to reduce the costs of resolving clinical disputes
so far as is reasonably possible, this should not result in victims of medical accidents having their rights to
access to justice eroded. Any proposed allowance for legal costs, if that is what is intended, should therefore
be reasonable and take into account all relevant factors involved in any proceedings brought in accordance
with the proposed scheme on an individual claim basis.

There appears to be a provision in Clause 9(1) for the Secretary of State to be given the power to appoint
a representative to assist an applicant “by way of representation or otherwise”. The Society is not clear what
the intention of this clause is. Any applicant under the scheme, if he or she so wishes, must have the freedom
to make their own choice of a person or organisation (“ie adviser”) to assist with any claim. In the absence
of freedom of choice, there would be bound to be doubts about the impartiality of the adviser.
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Details of the scheme

The Bill should include full details of eligibility criteria and awards available, including any proposed
financial limits and/or benefits and/or treatment arrangements. We have a particular concern that if the
claim value limit is initially set too high, then the scheme would not operate eYciently in its infancy stages
due to the possible number of claims that would be made. Any financial limit could more sensibly be
increased at a later date when the scheme has become fully operational.

The Society’s major concern at this stage is that the Bill does not go into suYcient detail as to how the
scheme will operate. Whilst the Society supports the general intention of the Bill, the Bill should include
much more detail as to how the scheme will actually operate on a day to day basis and who will make
particular decisions. The Bill should provide for a panel of experts to assess each case, and for those experts
to be competent and totally impartial.

Additionally, legal advisers will not be in a position to assess the appropriateness of an oVer made by the
Redress Scheme without access to documentation including an independent medical report and an
independent report on the evidence on which the claim is based. The Society believes that these are
fundamental requirements to the success of any scheme. Anything less will not have the trust or confidence
of potential applicants.

The Law Society

November 2005

Evidence submitted by the Association of Personal Injury Lawyers (APIL)

The Association of Personal Injury Lawyers (APIL) was set up 15 years ago to protect the rights of people
injured through negligence. Members comprise solicitors, barristers and academics. Our campaigning
activity leads to regular discussions with the insurance industry, consumer groups, employers’
representatives, unions, the Government and other parliamentarians. APIL’s work aims to ensure that
injured people gain full and fair redress for their injuries.

Executive summary

— Independent statistics show that the total number of personal injury claims are falling.

— The National Health Service Litigation Authority reports that the number of claims against the
NHS has not been rising.

— The UK has the lowest tort costs of all developed nations, except Denmark.

— The downward trend in claims suggests “no win, no fee” agreements may be preventing people
from bringing claims.

— Personal injury claims against local authorities, schools and volunteering organisations have
fallen.

— Risk aversion must be addressed through education, rather than legislation.

— Government proposals to regulate claims management companies are welcome, and long overdue.

— Changing current negligence laws is unnecessary as the law has worked eYciently in this area
for years.

— The attempt to clarify the laws of negligence in the Compensation Bill will cause confusion and so
fail to reassure those at whom it is aimed.

Q1: Does the “compensation culture” exist?

1. The evidence that there is no compensation culture is overwhelming, and now widely recognised by
various organisations and individuals—including the Prime Minister and the Lord Chancellor. For
example, in its report into the regulatory aspects of litigation and compensation in May 2004, the Better
Regulation Task Force (now the Better Regulation Commission) stated that “the compensation culture is
a myth”. This conclusion is largely based on evidence from the Compensation Recovery Unit (CRU). Every
time a claim is made against an insurance company, the CRU must be informed, regardless of whether the
claim results in a trial. CRU figures indicate that the total number of claims registered fell by almost 2%
between 2003–04 and 2004–05. Earlier this year, the Prime Minister stated that “between 2000 and 2005 the
overall number of accident claims fell by 5.3%”. Clinical negligence claims have fallen from over 10,000 in
2000–01 to a little over 7,000 in 2004–05.

2. In addition, it is worth noting that Datamonitor—an independent business-information company—
has also come to the same conclusion. For instance, in its most recent report—“UK Personal Injury
Litigation 2004”—it concludes “that the anecdotal stories of a growing compensation culture in terms of
claims numbers are outweighed by the statistical evidence indicating otherwise”.
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3. The National Health Service Litigation Authority (NHSLA) is responsible for handling negligence
claims made against NHS bodies. In its Report and Accounts, 2004, the NHSLA states: “Despite the much
vaunted ‘compensation culture’, the number of claims made against the NHS has not been rising.” This
conclusion is clearly borne out by statistics.

4. The current clinical negligence system is funded to a large extent by legal aid through the Legal Services
Commission (LSC). There has been a steady decline in the number of certificates issued for clinical
negligence cases in recent years, with 6,064 certificates issued in 2003–04 (down 3.9% from 2002–03). In total
there has been a 50% decrease in the volume of certificates from 1995–96 to date.

5. A recent National Audit OYce (NAO) report found that at least 500,000 adverse incidents in NHS
hospitals could be avoided every year, and that there may be as many as 34,000 avoidable deaths in NHS
hospitals a year. These figures are even more alarming when you consider a further 300,000 patients suVer
from hospital-acquired infections every year. The NAO estimates that one in 10 patients suVers an adverse
event in hospital, ranging from a fall to a fatal error involving drugs or surgery. Yet only a very small
percentage of these adverse incidents leads to claims for compensation. In the most recent figures, only 7,205
claims for clinical negligence were registered between April 2004 and March 2005. This suggests that less
than 1% (0.74%) of the patients injured in the NHS each year actually makes a claim.

6. While it is clear, then, that there is no compensation culture in the NHS, it is also clear that there is an
urgent need to protect vulnerable patients, by preventing the negligence which is causing such a high number
of avoidable deaths and injuries. APIL also supports, in principle, the Government’s aim of creating a more
eYcient system for lower value claims against the NHS to be pursued through the NHS Redress Bill. APIL
has been committed to the review of the clinical negligence system from the start and we believe the primary
focus of any reforms must be full and fair redress for patients injured through negligence, and the need to
reduce adverse incidents from happening in the first place.

7. Some commentators make a comparison between the current UK system of compensation and the US
system of compensation. Yet what is often not recognised is that the UK’s system of compensation is very
diVerent from the system used in the US. The UK, for instance, does not have a system of punitive damages
(ie large awards designed to punish the wrongdoer). Another key factor of the UK system is that awards
are very tightly controlled, with the sole purpose of returning the injured person back to as normal a life as
possible. In order to achieve this, every penny of the funds needed to pay for things such as the claimant’s
future medical care, loss of earnings, special adaptations needed in the home etc, is carefully calculated.

8. At the core of many arguments that there is a compensation culture, is the often-quoted figure that the
compensation culture is “costing £10 billion a year”. This figure was first mentioned in “The cost of
compensation culture”, a paper published by a working group of the actuarial profession in December 2002.
It is disappointing that this misleading figure is rarely challenged. It includes, for example, the exceptional
cost of the Government-run BSE compensation scheme, a scheme which has nothing to do with personal
injury costs at all. The Lord Chancellor has publicly queried some of the statistics used by the actuaries,
saying that “some of their assumptions were not just heroic, but heroically wrong”.

9. The reality is that the UK has the lowest tort costs (ie a combination of the legal costs involved in
pursuing the case and the damages paid out) of all developed nations except Denmark. As a percentage of
gross domestic product, the UK’s tort costs are 0.6%—lower than the USA (1.9%); Italy (1.7%); Germany
(1.3%); Switzerland (0.9%); Canada, Japan and France (all 0.8%).

Q2: What has been the eVect of the move to “no-win no-fee” contingency fee agreements?

10. APIL presumes this is actually a reference by the committee to conditional fee agreements (CFAs)
rather than contingency fee agreements, which are illegal in the UK for personal injury cases issued in court.

11. APIL argued consistently against the removal of legal aid from personal injury litigation, in favour
of “no win no fee” conditional fee agreements (CFAs). Since CFAs were introduced in 2000, however, we
have been working with both the Government and other stakeholders to try to ensure the eVective working
of CFAs, which were designed to make access to justice more widely available. The fact that personal injury
claims are clearly on a downward trend, however, suggests there is a possibility that CFAs may actually be
preventing injured people from bringing claims.

12. Another diYculty linked with CFAs is that the expression “no win, no fee” suggests the system is far
simpler than it actually is in practice. If a claimant loses his case, his solicitor is not entitled to claim a fee
for the conduct of his case, but the claimant is liable to pay the costs of the winning side. In order to do this,
he is required to take out an “after-the-event” (ATE) insurance policy to ensure these costs will be paid. If
the claimant wins his case, although the claimant remains primarily liable (because of the operation of the
indemnity principle) in practice his costs are paid by the losing defendant and, under the system, his solicitor
is entitled to claim a “success fee”. This success fee represents a percentage of the solicitor’s original fee (not
a percentage of the claimant’s compensation award) and is designed to oV-set the risk of the solicitor not
being paid if the case is lost. This provides the solicitor with a financial “cushion” which can be called upon
to pay for those cases which are equally worthy but ultimately lost, for whatever reason. Without this success
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fee “cushion” there is a risk that the solicitor would “cherry-pick” easier cases to avoid the risk of losing and
this would have a serious impact on access to justice for many claimants who may otherwise never be able
to claim the compensation they may desperately need.

13. This system has to be explained in full to claimants by their solicitors at the very outset of the case.
One of the problems which has arisen, however, since legal aid was abolished for most personal injury cases
in favour of CFAs, has been the increase in the number of so-called claims management companies (CMCs).

14. These organisations, which are currently unregulated, have not always represented the nature of
CFAs clearly to claimants and have exploited the system by arranging loans and charging fees direct to
claimants which in most cases are unnecessary. The results have often been well-publicised, with many
claimants ultimately under-compensated, and some CMCs (such as Claims Direct and The Accident Group)
going out of business.

Q3: Is the notion of a “compensation culture” leading to unnecessary risk averseness in public bodies?

15. In the Prime Minister’s speech at the University College, London, in May this year, he said that,
between 2000 and 2005, accident claims against local authorities, schools, volunteering organisations and
other public sector bodies fell by 7.5%. There are, however, many examples, reported in the press, which
suggest that some public bodies are still risk averse due to an irrational fear of being sued, despite the
statistics. APIL believes this is a misconception which must be addressed through the proper education of
organisations and individuals about the nature of the law and their responsibilities to other people. It is not,
we submit, a situation which is best dealt with by legislation.

Q4: Should firms which refer people, manage or advertise conditional fee agreements be subject to regulations?

16. APIL welcomes Government proposals to regulate claims management companies, a move which is,
we feel, long overdue. The association has always been concerned about the continued growth of claims
management companies whose practices are, at best, opaque and who frequently generate extra,
unnecessary, costs for a claimant.

17. There is clearly a considerable amount of detail still to be established in relation to this aspect (part
two) of the Compensation Bill and we look forward to full participation in further discussions. At this stage,
however, we welcome the fact that it appears the legislation is likely to provide robust protection for injured
people. We would caution, though, that the bill should include regulation of the fees which regulated bodies
including, but not limited to, claims management companies are able to charge to provide further protection
for claimants.

Q5: Should any changes be made to the current laws relating to negligence?

18. APIL believes that changing the current laws relating to negligence is both unnecessary and
impractical, as the law has worked very eYciently in this area for many years. What is certainly necessary,
however, is education to help people understand how the laws of negligence are applied.

19. The association also believes that any attempt to clarify the current laws on negligence through
legislation—rather than education—is unnecessary.

20. For this reason, APIL does not support clause 1 of the Compensation Bill (reproduced below, for
ease of reference):

“1 Deterrent eVect of potential liability

A court considering a claim in negligence may, in determining whether the defendant should have taken
particular steps to meet the standard of care (whether by taking precautions against a risk or otherwise),
have regard to whether a requirement to take those steps might—

(a) prevent a desirable activity from being undertaken at all, to a particular extent or in a particular
way, or

(b) discourage persons from undertaking functions in connection with a desirable activity.”

21. APIL’s key concern is that this clause creates confusion and so will do nothing to reassure those at
whom it is aimed. This result is the inevitable outcome of any attempt to replicate 75 years of the common
law, about which whole text books are written, in a single clause.

22. The fundamental problem with this clause is the reference to a “desirable activity”. While this
expression has certainly been used in the higher courts on at least one occasion in the past, to attempt to
enshrine such a subjective yardstick in statute will inevitably lead to litigation for decades to come, with
endless legal argument about how a “desirable activity” can be defined. Such litigation may be to the
advantage of lawyers, but it certainly is not in the interest of injured people, who deserve a speedy resolution
to their claims.
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23. It will also be deeply unjust to people, injured through no fault of their own, whose right to full and
fair compensation will depend on whether the judge feels that the defendant’s activities at the time the injury
is caused could be considered “desirable”.

24. What must be avoided (and what could easily be the result of clause 1) is a situation in which two
separate incidents, arising from the same set of circumstances, causing the same injuries to two claimants,
will result in one claimant receiving full redress, while the other fails to receive the compensation to which
he is entitled simply because the defendant is considered by the judge to be engaging in a “desirable activity”.
Such a situation would be totally iniquitous and contrary to the current common law.

25. Neither can it be fair or just for a judge only to be required to consider the desirability of the
defendant’s activities—the claimant may be injured while participating in a desirable activity yet, according
to clause 1, this cannot be a factor for deciding an issue of negligence.

26. If, for example, the defendant is a volunteer who is driving a group of boy scouts to scout camp and
he negligently injures a cyclist, the extent of the defendant’s liability may well be reduced, according to clause
1 of the bill, simply because driving scouts to camp could be considered by the judge to be a “desirable
activity”. There is no facility in clause 1, however, for the judge to decide that the injured person is engaging
in a “desirable activity” by cycling rather than driving. This is very obviously an inequality between the
parties which must be addressed.

27. Further confusion is caused by the contradictory nature of paragraph 10 of the explanatory notes:
“This provision is not concerned with and does not alter the standard of care, nor the circumstances in which
a duty to take that care will be owed. It is solely concerned with the court’s assessment of what must be done
to satisfy the standard of reasonable care in the case before it.”

28. It is evident from the previous arguments that if the court is assessing what must be done to satisfy the
standard of reasonable care by applying the test of desirability, the standard of care and the circumstances in
which a duty to take that care will be owed has, in fact, been altered by clause 1 of this bill.

29. It is clear, then, that clause 1 of this bill has an obvious potential to generate confusion, litigation and
to act as a serious impediment to access to justice for people who have suVered avoidable injuries, caused
by negligence, who may be prevented from gaining the full redress to which they are entitled.

30. We also believe that the courts have been astute in avoiding making decisions which could inhibit
whatever “desirable activity” is in this context, and should be trusted to continue to do so. If there is a
diYculty of perception, we suggest the proper way to address it is through education, in particular of those
who have a responsibility to manage risk. We believe education about the virtues of proper risk assessment
would act to enable such “desirable activity” to happen.

31. StaV at Hay Lane school in London, for example, were devastated by the death of a pupil on a school
trip. The staV, who were exonerated in the coroner’s enquiry, were, nevertheless, determined to prevent
another tragedy. The school’s unions called for the creation of a health and safety committee, with equal
representation from management and the unions, NUT, UNISON and ATL. Improvements were made to
safety procedures as a result of this collaboration and their eVorts were rewarded when an OFSTED
inspection highlighted the “health and safety culture” as a strength of the school.

Association of Personal Injury Lawyers (APIL)

November 2005

Evidence submitted by the Motor Accident Solicitors Society (MASS)

MASS

— Is a national association of Solicitors who specialise in representing Claimants in their pursuit of
compensation arising from road traYc accidents.

— Has a membership of 160 solicitor oYces in England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland
dedicated to representing Claimants.

— Represents the experience of approximately 2,000 claims handlers pursuing some 400,000 RTA
claims, the majority of which involve a personal injury. Most of these claims are dealt with under
the Fast Track regime. MASS therefore represents concerns aVecting the majority of personal
injury claimants in the United Kingdom.

— Members firms range in size from the Sole Principal to firms with large personal injury
departments.

— Membership is by oYce, generally represented by the Senior Partner, Owner or Manager.

— Our response consequently concentrates on issues pertinent to road traYc accident victims, their
representatives and their Access to Justice.

We note with interest that the Constitutional AVairs Committee are launching an inquiry into the
“compensation culture” and contingency fees, and that this coincides with the publication of the
Government’s Compensation Bill and NHS Redress Bill.
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In response, the Motor Accident Solicitors Society (MASS) draws the Committees attention to our
position paper issued in March 2005 and sent to the Committee on 27 October 2005 (not printed). We would
however, like to submit further comments following changes in the complexion of the issues at stake since
the publication of the Better Regulation Task Force report in May 2004.

MASS has a number of concerns:

DCA Action Group—Whilst being a member of this group, we have concerns that the various areas being
looked at will be given the time and opportunity for considered recommendations to mature.

Civil Justice Council paper “Improving Access to Justice”. This is a considered report, recently published,
and raises a number of issues that merit attention—one being that of contingency fees.

Contingency Fees—There have been background rumblings for a number of years that contingency fees
may provide an important part in the funding of personal injury claims. Fresh life is breathed into the
discussion by the Civil Justice Council; it is certainly an area MASS would suggest be further researched.
MASS would urge that considerable consultation and thought be exercised upon funding of claims. The
regulations on Conditional Fee Agreements and more particularly the recovery of success fees and ATE
premiums from third party insurers, has caused considerable problems for all stakeholders in the claims
process, not least the consumer. The current attempt to address the fall-out from such funding solutions has
merely shifted the burden onto the Law Society and Professional Rules. Claimant lawyers anticipate a new
series of challenges from the insurance industry.

Lessons must be learnt from past errors and any further proposals on funding solutions must only be
considered after widespread consultation and discussion. MASS will study the various proposals in detail.

Compensation culture—After fully agreeing with the BRTF that the compensation culture was in fact a
“myth”, the Government has potentially added fuel to the fire by introducing a Compensation Bill.

Following the publication of the Compensation Bill by Lord Falconer on Thursday 3rd November, the
initial response from MASS is one of cautious welcome with regard to the regulation of Claims Management
Companies. We will be scrutinising the detail before giving considered feedback.

However, with regard to the proposals to avoid deterrent eVects on “desirable activities” (s1), MASS are
less impressed. Despite the notes to the Bill suggesting otherwise, the eVect of such a provision is to allow
evidence to be brought by the defendant to seek to persuade the court to apply a lesser standard of care
where a claim would discourage that activity. So, where evidence can be brought to bear that an activity
may have to cease, then the court may find this persuasive in determining that a legal claim (which otherwise
would be successful), is not made out.

MASS refers to the following points leading to the myth of a compensation culture in the UK today:

1. Conditional Fee Agreements

The removal of Legal Aid and the need for alternative methods for funding litigation costs, led to After
the Event (ATE) insurance policies, the premium becoming recoverable from insurers. This new market
place created conditions for:

(i) entrepreneurs to create business models that encouraged submission of claims regardless of
merit; and

(ii) large additional liabilities to the insurance industry, namely the recoverability of very sizeable ATE
insurance premiums, for routine claims.

This in turn led to a huge wave of satellite litigation which still rumbles on today, both between claimant
representatives and the insurers and between the policy underwriters and the entrepreneurs and their panel
solicitors.

2. Social awareness

Today the Consumer is generally far better informed than 10 years ago and is therefore inclined to enforce
rights even where there may be little merit in doing so. This is not the fault of the lawyers who are now being
targeted with many of the criticisms. Society today is less prepared to assume the “stiV upper lip” of previous
generations.

3. Media

The media must take a high percentage of the criticism for fuelling the myth of a compensation culture
in the UK. The media is delighted to have a topic that provides perfect “tabloid fodder”, namely the
ridiculous claim being pursued and the reaction of public authorities to such (eg children wearing safety-
goggles when playing conkers at school). The media have shown little or no balance in their reporting, a
disinterest in providing the details of the background of such cases or their subsequent outcome; the
majority of which if spurious have no prospects of success. As yet, there are no clear proposals to impose
restrictions or regulations on the media to prevent further fuelling of our growing “have a go” culture.
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4. Insurer conduct

Insurers are also seeking to make mileage from the handful of unreasonable claims to suit their political
agenda. By making it more diYcult for claims to be pursued and ultimately squeezing out lawyers from the
process, the insurance industry seeks to increase yet further the multi-million pounds in profits it makes at
present. The population of the UK is legally bound to have to take out insurance against the risk of causing
injury on our roads and in our work and other public places. This is because as a matter of deeply imbedded
social and political policy, those who are injured should be re-assured that they will have access to funds to
meet their legitimate claims for injury and losses and expenses. MASS finds it reprehensible that the
insurance industry takes the premiums with one hand but seeks to wriggle out of its obligations to meet the
claims with the other.

MASS believes it imperative to recognise the fact that in any fair-minded system of justice there will be
a proportion of claims with little or no merit. Generally speaking claimant lawyers sift out these claims and
they never see the light of day.

Some claims without merit are presented in good faith. But to surgically exclude the bringing of
unmeritorious claims is neither practical nor desirable without so adjusting the system of justice that
legitimate claims are deterred. MASS fears that the zealous interest now being shown by the government in
the area of personal injury litigation, will result in active management of the process when in fact many of
the ills are working their way from the system.

Jane Loney
Executive Director
MASS

November 2005

Evidence submitted by the Bar Council

Introduction

1. The Bar Council Working Party on the Compensation Bill comprises a number of barristers
nominated by the Law Reform Committee of the Bar Council, the Circuits and a number of specialist Bar
associations, including the Personal Injury Bar Association and the Professional Negligence Bar
Association. The Working Party was set up following the desire of the Bar Council to provide a response
on behalf of the Bar as such to the Compensation Bill when published. Some of the specialist Bar
associations may formulate their own responses to the Bill.

2. Following an invitation to the Bar Council from the House of Commons Constitutional AVairs
Committee to provide written evidence in the context of its investigation of the Compensation Bill, this
document has been produced as the Bar’s written evidence. The Bar will be glad to oVer further assistance
(possibly by providing a team of practitioners who could elaborate on the issues) if called upon to do so by
the Committee.

3. This submission addresses the five questions which are being considered by that Committee.

Does the “compensation culture” exist?

4. The existence of a system by which those who have suVered injury as the result of the fault of another
can claim compensation is a fundamental part of the UK legal system. The fact that many thousands of
injured people obtain compensation each year through that system does not, of course, evidence the
existence of a “compensation culture”. Similar jurisdictions exist worldwide and the need to establish “fault”
to secure compensation is usually seen as both “fair” and sensible economically.

5. The expression “compensation culture” is used as a label (a) for what some believe is a recent increase
in claims based on greed or fraud or (b) to characterise claims for compensation considered to be frivolous
or detrimental to the public purse or some socially beneficial activity. The Secretary of State for
Constitutional AVairs has described it as follows:1

“It’s the idea that for every accident someone is at fault. For every injury, someone to blame. And,
perhaps most damaging, for every accident, there is someone to pay.”

6. There seems little doubt that the public has become increasingly aware of the avenues open for claiming
compensation. This may be due partly to the existence of advertisements about how compensation can be
claimed.2 However, that is a relatively recent phenomenon and the increased awareness of rights to
compensation probably pre-dates the development of this kind of advertising.3 Whilst there may be

1 Speech to Health and Safety Executive on 22 March 2005
2 The role of the internet in this regard cannot be overlooked. A “Google” search for the word “accident” will lead immediately

to a number of avenues for advice
3 The role of “ambulance-chasers”, a pejorative expression used to describe lawyers who turned up at the scene of an accident

shortly after it occurred, or who sought out the victims of a significant accident and provided them with visiting cards, has
been known for many years
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legitimate concerns about certain types of advertising and “touting” for business in this area (see paragraph
19 below), the fact that the public is better educated concerning its legal rights and how to pursue them is
generally to be welcomed and not condemned. Moreover there appears to be no substantive evidence to
support the contention that (a) increased awareness of the availability of compensation or (b) a
“compensation culture” is increasing the level of claims.

7. Our understanding of the Government’s view is that there is not in fact a “compensation culture” in
the UK4. This reflects the conclusion reached by the Better Regulation Task Force in its May 2004 report
entitled ‘Better Routes to Redress’, namely, that the existence of a compensation culture is “a myth”. For
the reasons summarised in paragraphs 8–9 below, it is our view that that conclusion is indeed correct. The
problem, it is said, is the “perception” that a compensation culture exists5. The Better Regulation Task Force
said that its “report looks at what has created the perception of a compensation culture; how that perception
is fuelled; and the damage that the perception, unless tackled, will do . . . ”. We will deal below with the
question of whether any amendment or clarification of the law of negligence is necessary to deal with this
“perception”.

8. The statistics contained in Table 1 of the Better Regulation Task Force report indicates that the
number of accident claims had remained stable during the period 2000–03 and had actually declined in
2003–04 thus yielding an overall reduction over the period.6 The Report suggested that those statistics might
not provide an accurate picture because many compensation claims are settled out of court. We are not
convinced that this is a valid criticism since the figures from which Table 1 was compiled came from the
Compensation Recovery Unit and there is a statutory obligation to notify the Unit of a personal injury claim
even if that claim is subsequently settled.

9. However, there is further evidence in the form of the Annual Judicial Statistics (published by the DCA)
that reinforces the view that there is far less litigation about compensation claims generally now than there
was a few years ago. The statistics for the Queen’s Bench Division of the High Court (where many of the
more substantial personal injury claims, including clinical negligence claims, are commenced and, in default
of settlement, are tried) show an enormous diminution in the general number of claims instituted as between
1995 and 2004.7 A lesser (about 35%) reduction in “money claims” (which will include a significant number
of personal injury and clinical negligence claims) instituted in County Courts over a similar period also
evidences a reduction in the volume of litigation in these areas.8 The Queen’s Bench Division statistics show
a particularly significant drop after 1999, when the Civil Procedure Rules were implemented and
Conditional Fee Agreements came to replace Legal Aid in most ordinary personal injury claims.

10. Although the Better Regulation Taskforce spoke of “the apparent explosion of litigation in the latter
half of the 1990s and the early years of the 21st century”, we do not believe overall that there has been such
an explosion: in fact the evidence is very much the other way. We do not have any hard evidence that
particular types of claims, such as claims against doctors or teachers, are on the increase. There is anecdotal
evidence of school activities being curtailed and of widespread risk aversion because of the fear of being
sued, but some firmer evidence than we have as yet seen needs to exist before any significant reform in the
present compensation system is required. Anecdotal evidence of the type mentioned is, of course,
newsworthy and excites comment, but isolated incidents which receive publicity do not assist in assessing
the reality of the problem.

4 In his speech to the Institute of Public Policy and Research on 26 May 2005 (see footnote 6) the Prime Minister referred to
the “so-called compensation culture” and the Secretary of State for Constitutional AVairs said in a speech on the issue on 17
November 2005 that “. . . we, in Government, want to show that we are committed to preventing a compensation culture from
developing”

5 “Here in Britain, whatever the actual state of the so-called compensation culture, the perception of it and the eVects of that
perception are real. In England in 2003 there were between 7 and 10 million pupil visits on school trips. Sadly, there was one
fatality. But only one. Between 2000 and 2005 the overall number of accident claims fell by 5.3%. Over the same period,
accident claims against local authorities, schools, volunteering organisations and other public sector bodies fell by 7.5%. In
2000, the cost of litigation in the UK as a percentage of GDP was less than a third of that in the US. Tort costs in the UK in
2000 were 0.6% of GDP. This is the lowest of any developed nation except Denmark. But the facts too often do not prevail.
You may recall the stories of the girl who sued the Girl Guides Association because she burnt her leg on a sausage or the man
who was injured when he failed to apply the brake on a toboggan run in an amusement park. Neither of these cases produced
big compensation awards in the courts. But this is not the impression that is left. The headlines have an after-life. They leave
behind the sense that, not only are such cases being brought all the time, but that huge sums of money are being wasted. This
impression, in turn, has genuine eVects. Public bodies, in fear of litigation, act in highly risk-averse and peculiar ways.”—the
Prime Minister, speech to the Institute of Public Policy and Research on 26 May 2005. “. . . the problem is not about legal
niceties: the notion that people are ‘having a go’ is hindering organisations from going about their normal business. Some
people, wrongly, think the law has shifted into a new territory—a territory that favours spurious claims. This is a
misperception and a damaging one at that.”—the Secretary of State for Constitutional AVairs on 22 March 2005. “However
often we point out that claims are not in fact going up, people still believe they are. The idea of a compensation culture gains
credence by this misperception.”—the Secretary of State for Constitutional AVairs on 17 November 2005

6 In the Prime Minister’s speech on 26 May 2005, quoted in footnote 5, it will be noted that he drew attention to the fact that
between “2000 and 2005 the overall number of accident claims fell by 5.3%” and that “over the same period, accident claims
against local authorities, schools, volunteering organisations and other public sector bodies fell by 7.5%”

7 Judicial Statistics Annual Report 2004, Pie Chart at p. 32
8 Judicial Statistics Annual Report 2004, Table 4.1
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11. It is also the experience of those involved in the litigation process that a headline concerning a
particular case may appear on the first day of a trial, but the fact that the claim is subsequently dismissed
is not reported, or is reported in a much less obvious way. This can give a distorted impression of what is
going on in the legal system. There is, of course, little, if any, reporting of cases that are abandoned or settled.

What has been the effect of the “no-win-no-fee” Contingency Fee Agreements?

12. We would correct one feature of the terminology in the question, namely, that what are now described
generally as “no-win-no-fee” agreements are conditional (not contingency) fee agreements and are referred
to as “CFA’s” for short. “Contingency fees are where the fee paid is a percentage of the damages. It can
either be a percentage taken from the damages, or a percentage of the damages but paid in addition to the
damages.”—Better Regulation Task Force report, p 29. Contingency fees are illegal.

13. At the time of their introduction as the means of financing the bulk of personal injury litigation
following the withdrawal of Legal Aid, there were diVering views about the extent to which CFAs would
in fact increase access to justice. That debate continues, but there is a strong feeling amongst practitioners
experienced in the field of personal injury litigation, in particular, that the removal of Legal Aid and its
replacement with a system of CFAs has precluded the bringing now of claims which are diYcult, but which
are nonetheless potentially valuable and meritorious. However, we recognise that CFAs are now a
permanent feature of the funding landscape in this field.

14. Although CFA’s have become a more significant vehicle for funding compensation claims since 2000,
and indeed the number of providers of appropriate insurance cover has also increased, the evidence to which
we have referred above does not suggest that they have led to an increase in the overall number of accident
claims. We do not claim to have detailed evidence about their eVect in terms of increasing or decreasing the
number of claims, but if, as we think, they may have had an eVect in reducing the number of claims, it is
probably because responsible litigation practitioners will only take on a case on a CFA basis if the claim has
a reasonable prospect of success because otherwise those practitioners will not be paid for the work done. It
follows, therefore, that the use of CFA’s may well be discouraging frivolous or unmeritorious cases—but
also, unfortunately, those in the “diYcult but viable” category referred to in paragraph 12.

15. If, contrary to our perception, CFA’s are producing a greater number of fraudulent or suspect claims
and that “touting” for business in hospitals by claims management organisations is generating
compensation claims from those who would not otherwise have claimed, then that would be a reason for
regulation of the claims management industry (which we would support: see paragraphs 19-20 below), not
a ground for criticism of the CFA system as such or for any amendment or clarification of the law of
negligence.

Is the notion of a “compensation culture” leading to unnecessary risk averseness in public bodies?

16. We have referred above to the view that there is within the UK a “perception” of a “compensation
culture” rather than “compensation culture” as such.

17. Others may be in a better position to judge this than us, but there is, in our view, little concrete
evidence to support the contention that this perception is widespread, that the current state of the law of
negligence has led to it or that there is unnecessary risk averseness in public bodies as a result. Local
authorities carry out numerous activities which inevitably expose them to the risk of claims for
compensation. There is no compelling evidence that they refrain from any of those activities from fear of
being sued. On the contrary, the possibility that local highway authorities may be the subject of tripping and
slipping claims tends to lead to better systems of inspection and maintenance of roads and pavements so
that those claims can be defeated. This is a benefit to society not a disadvantage. This “public benefit” aspect
to the existence of the right to redress by means of a negligence claim has also led, for example, to improved
hospital and clinical practice. The introduction of hospital protocols (reflecting good practice, not defensive
practice) probably occurred at least partly because of deficiencies in the then existing practices highlighted
in certain cases. The abandonment of outmoded clinical practices will have come about largely through
knowledge that pursuing them could lead to a negligence claim. Other examples could doubtless be given.

18. The extent to which doctors, teachers and other professionals or groups are truly concerned about a
growth in compensation claims is not clear. Whilst no-one would wish to be the target of a claim for
negligence, (a) any such claim is invariably covered by insurance and (b) there are far stronger suggestions
that the concerns of professional people relate to being the subject of criminal prosecution for the
consequences of their ordinary work activities rather than having to deal with a compensation claim. For
example, a teacher who supervises an out-of-school activity in which a child dies could easily be the subject
of a manslaughter charge. The words of the Secretary of State for Constitutional AVairs quoted in
paragraph 5 above could so easily be read to embrace the possibility of criminal proceedings against the
person said to be at fault.

19. We believe that if it is the case that public bodies and other organisations are more risk averse than
in the past, then that is as likely to be a consequence of the prevailing statutory regulatory regime than any
perceived “compensation culture”. There are a large number of health and safety regulations which require
employers to carry out risk assessments and to reduce risks to a minimum (see, for example, regulation 4 of
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the Manual Handling Regulations 1992 and regulation 3 of the Management of Health and Safety at Work
Regulations 1999). Where an employer has assessed an activity as carrying a risk and then has reduced or
eliminated the risk to protect his employees, the activity will have been modified accordingly. That is not a
consequence of the current state of the law of negligence.

Should firms which refer people, manage or advertise conditional fee agreements be subject to
regulations?

20. Given the evidence contained in the Better Regulation Taskforce report of some of the practices
engaged in to date, the answer is plainly “yes”. There would, we believe, be strong support for appropriate
regulation in this context.

21. The object of the proposed regulations should be to maintain an open market for the provision of
CFA’s to the public whilst ensuring that the organisations which provide them do so in a proper manner.

Should any changes be made to the current laws relating to negligence?

22. The modern law of negligence is founded in Lord Atkin’s statement of principle in Donoghue v
Stevenson [1932] AC 562, the famous case about the snail in the bottle of ginger beer:
“You must take reasonable care to avoid acts or omissions which you can reasonably foresee would be likely
to injure your neighbour.”

23. However, this bald statement of common law principle has been modified and developed over the
years. The setting of the boundaries of the law of negligence and the scope and content of duty and standard
of care (and indeed causation of damage) have evolved to meet the needs of society. This is one of the
advantages of a flexible common law system as opposed to that of a codified system of law.

24. As Lord Oliver said in Caparo Industries plc v Dickman [1990] 2 AC 605, 633:

“. . . the postulate of a simple duty to avoid any harm that is, with hindsight, reasonably capable
of being foreseen becomes untenable without the imposition of some intelligible limits to keep the
law of negligence within the bounds of common sense and practicality. Those limits have been
found by the requirement of what has been called a “relationship of proximity” between plaintiV
and defendant and by the imposition of a further requirement that the attachment of liability for
harm which has occurred be “just and reasonable”.”9

25. In Watson v British Boxing Board of Control Ltd [2001] QB 1134, Lord Phillips said that the House
of Lords in Caparo and the Court of Appeal in other cases had approved the approach to the development
of the law of negligence recommended by Brennan J in the High Court of Australia in Sutherland Shire
Council v Heyman (1985) 157 CLR 424, 481, where he said:

“It is preferable, in my view, that the law should develop novel categories of negligence
incrementally and by analogy with established categories, rather than by a massive extension of a
prima facie duty of care restrained only by indefinable ‘considerations which ought to negative, or
to reduce or limit the scope of the duty or the class of person to whom it is owed’.”

26. It follows from this that the development of the law of negligence by the courts follows an incremental
approach, one of the essential ingredients in any new situation under consideration being whether it is “fair,
just and reasonable” to impose liability. However, the latter consideration tends to narrow the ambit of
potential claims than to widen it. As Sedley LJ put it in Dean v Allin & Watts [2001] PNLR 921, 927:

“After a century and a half of development of the law of negligence, we know there is no universal
legal formula by which the presence or absence of liability can be determined and policy has
correspondingly come to fill some of the places. What is not always understood in this context is
that the ‘fair, just and reasonable’ test is not a gate opening on to a limitless terrain of liability but
a filter by which otherwise tenable cases of liability in negligence may be excluded.”

27. As will be apparent from the foregoing, it is necessary for a court, when faced with a new situation
in which a breach of duty is alleged, to consider the general “policy issue” of whether it is “fair, just and
reasonable” to impose a duty of care. This has not infrequently involved questions concerning the social
utility of the activity under scrutiny. Our supporting documents demonstrate the attitude of the courts to
“public policy” arguments. The dividing line between what a court will feel able to take into account and
what it will not may be diYcult to draw. However, our view is that the courts have largely struck the right
balance in ensuring that the imposition of a duty of care does not impede ordinary, desirable activities.

28. This view also appears to coincide with the Government’s view. In the first place, the Better
Regulation Taskforce itself said that:

“the judicial process is very good at sorting the wheat from the chaV.”

9 Lord Bridge of Harwich said this in the same case at pp 617–618: “ . . . in addition to the foreseeability of damage, necessary
ingredients in any situation giving rise to a duty of care are that there should exist between the party owing the duty and the
party to whom it is owed a relationship characterised by the law as one of “proximity” or “neighbourhood” and that the
situation should be one in which the court considers it fair, just and reasonable that the law should impose a duty of a given
scope upon the one party for the benefit of the other”
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The Secretary of State for Constitutional AVairs took up this line in his speech on 22 March 2005 when
he said this:

“In reality, the way the courts look at claims is well-established and broadly consistent. The Better
Regulation Taskforce report . . . was quite clear on this point.”

He went on to say, however, that—

“the consequence of people thinking the courts are awarding compensation in new ways is causing
problems.”

29. We will not extend this submission by substantial reference to past cases, but two relatively recent
cases will, we believe, demonstrate that the courts are alive to the need to balance the social importance and
utility of an activity or sphere of life when considering whether to impose a duty of care or whether, when
such a duty is to be imposed, care needs to be shown by the courts in finding that there has been a breach
of that duty.

30. In Tomlinson v Congleton Borough Council [2004] 1 AC 46 the House of Lords had to consider
whether a local authority was in breach of a duty of care as occupier of a lake formed in a disused quarry
when it failed to prevent swimming or warn against the possibility of danger. A young man dived in and
broke his neck. The claim failed and it is plain from the speeches of the Law Lords that they were well aware
of the issues of social utility and free will when determining whether there had been a breach of a duty of
care. Lord HoVman was of the opinion that there were two particularly important considerations:

“41 . . . the first is the social value of the activities which would have to be prohibited in order to
reduce or eliminate the risk from swimming. And the second is the question of whether the council
should be entitled to allow people of full capacity to decide for themselves whether to take the risk.

42 . . . the majority of people who went to the beaches to sunbathe, paddle and play with their
children were enjoying themselves in a way which gave them pleasure and caused no risk to
themselves or anyone else. This must be something to take into account in deciding whether it was
reasonable to expect the council to destroy the beaches.

45 I think it will be extremely rare for an occupier of land to be under a duty to prevent people
from taking risks which are inherent in the activities they freely choose to undertake upon the land.
If people want to climb mountains, go hang-gliding or swim or dive in ponds or lakes, that is their
aVair. Of course the landowner may for his own reasons wish to prohibit such activities . . . . But
the law does not require him to do so.”

31. In Phelps v Hillingdon LBC [2001] 2 AC 619 the broad issue was whether a claim in “educational
negligence” could be brought as a result of the alleged failure of various education professionals to identify
the dyslexia of the various claimants. Although the House of Lords felt that, in principle, a claim based on
such an allegation could be made, caution about it should be shown. Lord Slynn of Hadley said this:

“The diYculties of the tasks involved and of the circumstances under which people have to work
in this area must also be borne fully in mind. The professionalism, dedication and standards of
those engaged in the provision of educational services are such that cases of liability for negligence
will be exceptional. But though claims should not be encouraged and the courts should not find
negligence too readily, the fact that some claims may be without foundation or exaggerated does
not mean that valid claims should necessarily be excluded.”

The proposed change in/clarification of the law

32. The change or clarification in the law of negligence proposed in clause 1 of the Compensation Bill is
entitled “Deterrent eVect of potential liability”. The proposed wording is as follows:

“A court considering a claim in negligence may, in determining whether the defendant should have
taken particular steps to meet the standard of care (whether by taking precautions against a risk
or otherwise), have regard to whether a requirement to take those steps might:

(a) prevent a desirable activity from being undertaken at all, to a particular extent or in a
particular way; or

(b) discourage persons from undertaking functions in connection with a desirable activity.”

The intention is that a court considering whether a person is in breach of the standard of care in
a negligence action may take into account the desirability of the activity which gave rise to the
alleged breach.

The proposal is unnecessary and undesirable

33. The intention behind the clause is, of course, entirely legitimate. The essential question, however, is
whether it is necessary to enact legislation to achieve what is desired. Our position is that legislation is neither
necessary nor desirable.

34. In paragraph 12 of the Explanatory Notes the draftsman of clause 1 of the Bill explains that:

“This provision reflects the existing law and approach of the courts as expressed in recent
judgments of the higher courts.”
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35. For reasons which will be apparent from what has been stated above, we agree with that statement
and do not see the need to enact legislation which merely reflects the current law, particularly if there is a
risk that legislation might be the subject of diYculties of interpretation.

36. The expression “desirable activity” is an elusive concept and introduces a significant subjective
element into the law of negligence which is founded on the objective criterion of what is “reasonable”. What
may be regarded as “desirable” by one judge may not coincide with the view of another. And by what
standards, and on what evidence, is the decision to be made in any case? Whilst, of course, it might be said
that in determining what is “reasonable” some degree of subjectivity is involved, the word “reasonable” itself
connotes the need to take an overview of what the ordinary, reasonable person might think of a situation.
The use of the word “desirable” does not necessarily carry the same message.

37. There are other potential problems with the clause.

(i) It applies only to claims framed in negligence. Many compensation claims are capable of being
presented on the basis of a breach of statutory duty as well as negligence. Indeed in some cases (for
example, claims against tour and holiday companies) the claim may also be framed as a breach of
contract. It is plainly undesirable that a court faced with a claim based both in negligence and on
breach of statutory duty (and/or a breach of contract) would be required to consider the
application of the clause to one cause of action but not the other(s) in respect of the same accident.

(ii) It introduces the prospect of there being a higher standard of care for activities that are not
“desirable” and a lower standard for those that are. That cannot be right.

38. Moreover the clause is permissive rather than mandatory, yet there is no indication of the
circumstances in which a court should or might choose to disregard the desirability of an activity when
determining liability in negligence.

39. In conclusion we do not consider that there is any need for statutory change to the law of negligence
in this area and believe that clause 1 of the Compensation Bill is unnecessary. We think that the courts should
be allowed to continue both to develop and at the same time “rein in” the law of negligence as they have
done (by common consent, successfully) over the years without having to face a super-added statutory gloss
on the process.

40. If there is a need to ensure that a court has all the necessary information before it to assess the “social
value” of an activity (and lack of information is cited by judges as one of the reasons for not being able to
take this kind of factor into account), then (a) it is open to any party (particularly in this context, the
Defendant) to invite the court to consider suitable evidence and/or (b) the court has all the necessary case
management powers under the Civil Procedure Rules to ensure that evidence from appropriate sources can
be given or other parties added to the proceedings to ensure that the fullest possible information is available.
None of this requires statutory authority; it is merely requires the party who wants the relevant information
and evidence before the court to ensure that it is available and for the court to be ready to receive it.

David Foskett QC, Christopher Gibson QC, Susan Rodway QC, Stephen Worthington, Simon Levene,
Patrick Limb

Bar Council

November 2005

Evidence submitted by the Association of British Insurers (ABI)

Reforming the personal injury compensation system and tackling the compensation culture

1. Introduction

1.1 This is the Association of British Insurers’ (ABI) response to the House of Commons’ Constitutional
AVairs Select Committee call for written evidence on the compensation culture in the UK.

1.2 The ABI represents the collective interests of the UK’s insurance industry. The Association has
around 400 member companies. Between them, they provide 94% of domestic insurance services sold in the
UK. In 2003, ABI members paid out £4.5 billion in compensation for personal injuries sustained either on
the road, in the workplace or in public places.

1.3 The personal injury compensation system is not working eVectively: it is failing both genuine
claimants and insurance customers. It can take too long for compensation to reach claimants; too much
money is paid to claimant representatives; and rehabilitation is not suYciently promoted. For example, for
every £1 insurers pay out in personal injury compensation, an additional 40p goes to claimants’
representatives: this amounts to over £2 billion in transactional costs every year. Furthermore, there is a
danger that the system discourages legitimate claimants from coming forward at the same time as rewarding
those who know how to “play the system” fraudulently.

1.4 The ABI therefore proposes radical reforms to the compensation system to follow the first steps
proposed in the Compensation Bill. The ABI’s proposals would create a new compensation process that
puts claimants’ needs at the heart of the system, introduce new measures against fraudulent exaggerated
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claims, and introduce a new package of measures to promote rehabilitation. As a result, claimants would
receive their compensation more quickly and eYciently, more people would benefit from rehabilitation,
access to compensation would be simplified and fraud would be reduced.

2. Does a compensation culture exist?

2.1 The number of claims made for injury and illness caused by work has fallen in recent years, as would
be expected given welcome improvements in health and safety. The insurance industry has itself contributed
towards this reduction in the number of personal injuries through risk surveys, advice and financial support
for risk management measures.

2.2 However, the same trend is not apparent in motor personal injury claims. Despite improvements in
road safety, there was a 3% annual increase in motor personal injury claims between 1991 and 2000. This
suggests an increasing propensity to claim in this area.

2.3 Regardless of the number of claims, the cost of an average personal injury claim continues to rise.
For example, the average cost of a motor personal injury claim rose by 6.7% per year between 1991 and
2000. There are two main factors driving an increase in the cost of individual claims:

— increases in the transactional costs of settling personal injury claims. This is the cost of the legal
and other fees associated with reaching compensation settlements. For example, in low value
employers’ liability claims, claimant legal costs and disbursements increased by 40% between 2000
and 2002. In low value motor claims, these costs increased by approximately 25% during 2001;

— increases in the amount of personal injury compensation payable. As long as society is content to
fund higher levels of compensation over time through increases in insurance premiums, then this
is not a cause of concern.

2.4 The increase in transactional costs has arisen due to the move to “no win, no fee” contingency fee
arrangements and the Woolf reforms that were intended to regulate how claims are handled prior to
litigation and reduce the delays and costs in litigated cases. In particular, these reforms have enabled
claimants’ representatives to incur large costs before giving the insurer the chance to accept liability and oVer
compensation (known as the “front-loading” of costs).

2.5 This front-loading of costs is often disproportionate and unnecessary. The current system, based on
market principles but without an eVective market of informed consumers shopping around to get the best
price, is allowing claimants’ representatives to set their prices and commission reports without suYcient
checks and balances. For example, in many cases, insurers would accept liability without requiring all of the
research undertaken by claimants’ representatives. In other cases, claimant representatives are not
eVectively checking if their client had “Before The Event” (BTE) insurance that could be used to finance the
claim and instead too readily sell additional “After the Event” (ATE) insurance.

2.6 In many ways, the ultimate criticism of the behaviours that have resulted from the contingency fee
arrangements and Woolf reforms is that the claimant has become a commodity whose case is bought and
sold by the diVerent claimant service providers, many paying large referral fees for the right to provide
services to the claimant because the costs flowing round the system enable each service provider to make
money on top of any referral fees paid.

3. Does the compensation system need reforming?

3.1 It might be argued that if there has been no increase in the number of claims coming forward, there
is no compensation culture and the compensation system does not need reforming. However, there are
fundamental flaws in the current personal injury compensation system that require tackling.

3.2 A compensation system fit for purpose in the 21st century would:

— be easy for claimants to access;

— deliver redress fairly, quickly and transparently;

— focus on helping the claimant get back to the condition that they were in before the incident as
soon as possible through the provision of the most appropriate treatment, including rehabilitation;

— ensure high quality advice and representation is available for claimants when appropriate;

— involve proportionate processes which are cost eVective and transparent for both sides, to keep
insurance premiums low for customers and cost risks minimal for claimants;

— ensure that fraudulent claimants are prevented, or else detected and penalised;

— help draw out the key causes of injuries to enable preventative measures to be taken in future.

3.3 However, the current system is failing:

— it is complex and adversarial, and there is evidence to suggest that this may be deterring some
people from making legitimate claims and driving others into the arms of unscrupulous claims
management companies or solicitors. For example, the TUC point out that fewer than one in 10
people injured in the workplace currently receive compensation from their employer or the State.
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While many injuries may not be due to negligence and therefore not entitled to compensation
under our fault-based personal injury compensation system, both the TUC and the Citizens
Advice Bureau argue that there are at least some legitimate claimants not coming forward because
the current system does deter them from making a claim;

— it takes far too long for the claimant to receive compensation. For example, in employers’ liability
claims, it takes on average over 400 days from the incident occurring to the insurer being informed,
and then a further 600 days for a settlement to be reached;

— the system encourages too much focus on securing a big lump sum payment instead of ensuring
that the claimant is rehabilitated as quickly as possible. For example, research suggests that
rehabilitation provision should more than double to ensure that everyone who could benefit from
rehabilitation after an accident at work actually receives it;

— some claimants receive inappropriate advice from claims management companies, and legal advice
may sometimes not be available or be oVered at inappropriate times. For example, some claimants
are subject to high-pressure sales tactics by unqualified intermediaries in some claims management
companies who sell complex products without proper advice and treat the claimant as a
commodity to be sold on to other service providers. Many solicitors may refuse to take on good
small claims or higher risk claims as they “cherry pick” claims to benefit most from the complex
legal financing rules around conditional fee agreements and success fees;

— the costs in settling claims are disproportionate. For every £1 insurers pay out in personal injury
compensation, an additional 40p goes to claimants’ representatives. This amounts to over £2
billion every year. This in turn is paid for by employers, motorists and others in their insurance
premiums;

— too many claims are exaggerated. For example, 12% of employees are aware of exaggerated claims
for genuine injuries and illnesses within their own organisation in the last two years, and 8% of
employees think that it is acceptable to exaggerate a claim;

— the real causes of injuries are often overlooked in the media, which instead tends to focus on
frivolous and catastrophic claims. This can lead to inappropriate risk aversion rather than
focusing on eVective risk management against more common risks.

3.4 The ABI is therefore proposing further areas for reform and these are summarised below.

4. ABI proposals to reform the compensation system

4.1 Our proposals would rebalance the compensation system to ensure that it meets the objectives set out
in paragraph 3.2 above. In particular, we have focused on three key areas:

— improving the claims process to facilitate easy access to compensation, quick resolution, access to
high quality legal advice at the right time and proportionate costs;

— more eVective deterrents against fraudulent claims to ensure that, in parallel to improving access
for legitimate claimants, improved measures are in place to deter and penalise fraudsters;

— promoting rehabilitation to help get the claimant back to work and good health as quickly as
possible.

Improving the claims process

4.2 To create a compensation system that is easy for claimants to access, fair and quick, with high quality
legal advice available when appropriate, the ABI proposes a new compensation process for personal injury
claims under £25,000. This would allow people making smaller claims to seek compensation without having
to go through the long and costly process of litigation. To introduce this new system, some primary
legislation would be required.

4.3 The key steps in the system would be:

— if someone suVers an injury that they believe is due to the negligence of someone else, they should
inform whoever they believe to be at fault as soon as possible;

— the claimant should then be given a new universal claim form that is easy to complete with some
basic details about the incident and its impact and this should be sent to the compensator;

— once the claim form is received, the compensator should have a fixed time in which to respond to
the claimant with either an oVer of compensation, a full explanation as to why the claim has been
rejected, or details of any alleged contributory negligence. Any oVer would be based on a proposed
new publicly available compensation tariV that would help demystify the process for claimants;

— the claimant should at this stage have the option of free legal advice on the fairness of the insurer’s
response and, if there is a dispute, the claim should be referred to a mediation process;
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— only if mediation fails should the claim resort to the courts and, if either side were found by the
courts to have litigated inappropriately, they should be penalised for wasting court time. The
“track” limits for claims that determine how they are handled through the courts should be
increased to £5,000 and £25,000 for small and fast track cases respectively, to reflect trends in
compensation levels.

4.4 Under our proposals, the need for advice at the start of the process to make a claim would be reduced:
this should make the system easier to access and avoid people being put oV making legitimate claims.
However, the claimant would still be entitled to seek advice if they wish to do so. The ABI supports the
proposal in the Compensation Bill to ensure that any organisation providing claims management services
is regulated. This would act as a form of quality assurance for claimants; ensure transparency about fees,
earnings and spending; and ensure that there is an eVective and independent complaints procedure accessible
to all parties.

More eVective deterrents against fraud

4.5 To ensure more eVective deterrents against fraud, the ABI proposes:

— if a claim is found to be exaggerated, the compensation due on the legitimate part of the claim
should be reduced, in addition to no compensation being paid for the exaggerated part of the claim,
and there should be cost penalties when apportioning costs;

— the Police and Crown Prosecution Service should be set specific targets for tackling fraud;

— greater data exchange between the private and public sector to enable better detection of organised
fraud, building on the insurance industry’s decision to create a new Insurance Fraud Bureau to
share data more eVectively within the industry.

Promoting rehabilitation

4.6 To promote rehabilitation, the ABI proposes to build a coalition of stakeholders to improve the
“return-to-work” culture and occupational health more generally. Specifically, the ABI proposes:

— the remit of the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) should be changed by the Government so that
it can play a more eVective role in promoting rehabilitation after occupational injuries;

— the Government should ensure clarity and consistency in the tax system so that employers are
encouraged to provide rehabilitation for injured or ill employees. For example there is uncertainty
among employers and insurers about whether the provision of rehabilitation regardless of fault is
taxed as a benefit-in-kind;

— a new requirement in the personal injury compensation system should be introduced for the
claimant to receive and undergo rehabilitation where there is a clinical need to do so;

— the NHS and benefits system should recognise the importance of rehabilitation in improving the
health of the working population. For example, GPs should be able to recommend a phased return
to work for patients, with lighter duties if necessary, rather than having to make a binary decision
of either work or no work;

— to ensure that purchasers of rehabilitation services can be assured of the quality of service
provision, the rehabilitation industry should complete its development of industry-wide standards
for rehabilitation qualifications, with the support of the Healthcare Commission if necessary.

4.7 The insurance industry is playing its full part in promoting the benefits of rehabilitation, in
particular through:

— a new ABI initiative to promote a code of best practice for employers and employees on how to
respond in the immediate aftermath of an accident at work;

— ensuring that insurance products are available that oVer rehabilitation, either through employers’
liability or health insurance;

— existing financial sponsorship to train rehabilitation providers.

5. Is the fear of a compensation culture leading to disproportionate risk management?

5.1 Increasing awareness about potential liabilities is in itself welcome: it can help ensure that
organisations take their responsibilities to manage risks seriously.

5.2 The ABI and the insurance industry has played a major role in helping organisations improve risk
management. For example:

— the ABI recently published a guide to eVective risk management in the voluntary and community
sector, Living with Risk;
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— the ABI operates a scheme called Making the Market Work, under which trade associations are
invited to submit their health and safety standards for their members to the ABI for comments.
This helps drive up safety standards and ensure access to the insurance market;

— the ABI worked extensively with the Health and Safety Executive on the design of its new risk
assessment tool for SMEs;

— insurers visit many of their customers to provide advice on minimising risk, produce literature and
help-lines to promote risk management, and provide financial support towards the purchase of
risks management services.

5.3 However, there are some well-documented examples where risk aversion has become excessive. It
would therefore seem appropriate for the Government to increase understanding about proportionate risk
management and the boundary between negligence and not being at fault, particularly in the public sector.
The ABI notes that the Government has sought to do this through clarifying the law of negligence. It is
important that great care is taken to ensure that this does clarify the issue rather than further cloud it and
risk the uncertainty possible from future test cases probing the new law. The insurance industry will continue
to promote eVective risk management while ensuring that insurance remains available for eVectively
managed risks.

Association of British Insurers

November 2005

Evidence submitted by Norwich Union

About Norwich Union

1. Norwich Union is the UK’s largest insurer with a market share of around 14%. With a focus on
insurance for individuals and small businesses, Norwich Union insures one in five households, one in seven
motor vehicles and around 800,000 businesses.

2. Norwich Union receives around 80,000 bodily injury claims per year with the vast majority of them
being low value (less than £5,000).

3. Norwich Union products are available through a variety of distribution channels including brokers,
corporate partners such as banks and building societies and Norwich Union Direct.

4. Norwich Union General Insurance has been a key contributor to debate on Compensation reform in
the UK and has participated in a range of Government consultations and workshops.

Executive summary

5. Norwich Union welcomes, in principle, the Compensation Bill. We support Baroness Ashton’s stated
intention that the Bill will prevent the development of a compensation culture, discourage bad claims, reduce
the fear of litigation, and improve the system for genuine claimants.

6. In 2004, Norwich Union conducted a Public Attitudes Survey, the results of which indicated that many
respondents believed there is a developing culture of compensation seeking in the UK and that it is having
a negative impact on many areas of both public and private life.

7. Respondents identified changes in society values, together with increasing advertising, as creating the
expectation and a climate that compensation seeking was both normal and easy.

8. Legal costs associated with managing compensation claims are too high, accounting for 40% of the
overall value of payouts in personal injury.

9. Access to Justice was theoretically a positive step towards a fairer, more democratic system, oVering
the right to justice through representation for everyone, but the practical implementation has been
somewhat diVerent. There are changes that could be made, however, which would protect these benefits
whilst reducing the transactional costs associated with them.

10. The Compensation Bill is welcome in its intention to better regulate claims management companies.

11. Much more detail is required on the specific regulation the Government proposes. The current Bill
needs to go further than simply paving the way for change.

12. Norwich Union believes that the current common law is both clear and well established, and
questions whether new legislation on negligence is necessary.

13. The Government has proposed alternative mechanisms for dealing with compensation claims within
the NHS Redress Bill. Norwich Union is disappointed that similar consensual mechanisms have not been
promoted within the Compensation Bill.

14. Norwich Union believes that in situations where negligence has been admitted, and the value of the
claim is modest, there needs to be agreed protocols for redress that require less, if any, involvement by the
legal profession. At present more than 80 per cent of all injury claims have a value below £5,000.
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15. Norwich Union believes greater emphasis should be placed on rehabilitation—giving real help to
injured people in the immediate aftermath of an accident. We would encourage far greater co-operation
between Government departments in this respect.

Does the “compensation culture” exist?

16. Research carried out by Norwich Union reveals that 96% of people believe claiming compensation
is more prevalent now than 10 years ago.

17. The research also confirms that, whilst as a society we are more aware of our rights and now have
better access to justice, the desire to seek compensation is in danger of becoming an outlet for an “every man
for himself” or “have a go” culture.

18. Respondents identified “No-win no-fee” adverts as fuelling a belief that compensation seeking is both
normal and easy, and provides people with “guidelines” and support for how they can legitimately act.

19. Norwich Union does not believe that we are anywhere near a US culture of litigation and
compensation, however the figures on costs demonstrate that pursuit of compensation is costing the UK
economy significant amounts. Excessive risk aversion is a threat to the economy and to volunteer activity.

20. The compensation bill for the UK is estimated by the Institute of Actuaries to be £10 billion with legal
costs accounting for £4 billion within that overall sum.

21. Inflation on personal injury claims is running at 12% per annum.

22. However, an estimated one in 10 of those claims are alleged to be bogus. Norwich Union strongly
believes that compensation claims should fail entirely if they are fraudulent.

What has been the eVect of the move to “no-win no-fee” contingency fee agreements?

23. The Access to Justice Act was theoretically a positive step towards a fairer, more democratic system,
oVering the right to justice through representation for everyone. It also sought to cut the Legal Aid bill of
approximately £60 million paid from the public purse and transfer this to the private sector. Although this
has been successful, costs have escalated by as much as ten-fold. Even the uncontested cases Norwich Union
deals with (where liability and the sum in question are rarely questioned) incur costs of up to 65% of the
damages paid and can be greater than the damages themselves. This has applied a significant pressure on
defendants to settle claims even if they are debatable. The penalty for contesting a claim and losing is now
normally a doubling of legal costs.

24. Following the removal of Legal Aid as a method of funding personal injury claims in the UK the
Government changed the rules in respect of cases run on a conditional fee agreement or “No-Win No-
Fee” basis.

25. The old rules allowed for cases to be conducted by solicitors on the basis of no-win no-fee and allowed
them to charge the claimant a Success Fee which was capped by the Law Society at 25% of the damages
awarded. In addition the claimant could insure themselves against the risk of having to pay their opponents
costs by taking out an After The Event (ATE) policy.

26. The removal of Legal Aid resulted in the rules on recoverability of these additional liabilities changing
so that these could now be recovered from the paying party which in the majority of PI cases are insurers
and the NHS Litigation Authority.

27. The 25% cap on the Success Fee was subsequently removed and replaced by a cap of 100%. There
was no capping or guidance as to the level of the ATE premium.

28. The last few years has seen considerable litigation and mediated agreements under the auspices of the
Civil Justice Council to clarify what represents a reasonable level of Success Fee claimable in respect of
diVerent levels of injury claims.

29. No major cases have been brought before the Court of Appeal as to the reasonable level of an ATE
premium. The paying parties are facing ever increasing levels of ATE premiums and have little control over
the premiums being claimed.

30. It had been anticipated that a competitive controlled market place would be created. This has not
happened. The OFT have recognised this, and the Civil Justice Council is at the early stages of attempting
to mediate reasonable premium levels.

31. There are many diVerent underwriting models in use. Some providers are claiming modest levels of
premium on a “many pay for the few” basis at an early pre-proceedings stage and then, if proceedings are
started, claiming a further substantial top ups.

32. This typically results in increases from £400 pre-proceedings to £1,000 on issue of proceedings and
then increases to £5000 or more as the case progresses.

33. Norwich Union believes that claims management companies and solicitors have exploited claimant
expectations in terms of what can be compensated, what it might cost them and the amounts that might be
achieved. This is a consumer protection issue.
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34. There has been much debate about volumes of claims remaining static over the past few years. The
source quoted to support this is the Compensation Recovery Unit (CRU). However, the CRU only records
actual claims as opposed to attempts to claim, that is to say that the claims farmers might present 10 claims
to their panel solicitors for consideration but only two are actually pursued.

35. The inevitable consequences have been an increase in frivolous and vexatious claims and an explosion
of claimant costs. The latter now represents 40% of all payouts. These cost issues have spawned much
satellite litigation.

36. The so-called “low level” compensation cases rose from 101,000 in 2002 to 110, 000 in 2003.

Is the notion of a “compensation culture” leading to unnecessary risk averseness in public bodies?

37. Norwich Union predominantly insures private individuals and SME business customers, and does
not have a customer base in the field of local authorities or public utilities, who appear to be most aVected
by the fear of litigation. From talking to those involved in this area, however, it is our sense that risk
averseness is becoming more prevalent. Although many of the cases reported in the media are exceptional,
rather than regular occurrences, there is no doubt that the fear of compensation seeking is having an impact.

Should firms which refer people, manage or advertise conditional fee agreements be subject to regulations?

38. If we are to avoid a repeat of the fallout experienced following the demise of the Accident Group,
then it is Norwich Union’s view that firms which refer people, manage or advertise conditional fee
agreements should be subject to regulations.

39. Norwich Union believes that a Regulator has to promote consumer awareness and protection, and
without doubt needs to have clear objectives and be targeted.

40. In addition, we believe that there needs to be regulations dealing with issues of transparency of
charges, fees or commissions received for the services which are being regulated. It is these fees that have
driven the behaviour that has generated much satellite litigation.

41. Whilst regulation of claims management companies will help, we believe a more significant reform
programme is needed to reduce the need for the intervention of the legal profession in the first place. Current
reform proposals are too based on regulating the intervention rather than questioning whether the
intervention is necessary.

42. It is for this reason that we believe a diVerent formula for legal intervention should be made according
to the size of the claim. We do not believe legal costs should be recoverable up to £5,000, where negligence
has been admitted. Between £5,000 and £50,000 we believe that protocols should be developed which mirror
the NHS Redress Bill. There should be greater emphasis on rehabilitation and best advice. Legal costs
should be limited as per the NHS Redress Bill or via an extension of the Predictable Fee regime to £50,000
and into Employers Liability.

Should any changes be made to the current laws relating to negligence?

43. Norwich Union believes that the current common law is both clear and well established, and
questions whether new legislation on negligence is necessary.

44. The provision on negligence, as currently drafted in the Bill, states:

“A court considering a claim in negligence may, in determining whether the defendant should have taken
particular steps to meet the standard of care (whether by taking precaution against a risk or otherwise), have
regard to whether a requirement to take these steps might—

(a) prevent a desirable activity from being undertaken at all, to a particular extent or in a particular
way, or

(b) discourage persons from undertaking functions in connection with a desirable activity.”

45. Norwich Union believes that the use of the word may makes the application of the Bill discretionary.
Furthermore, no legal definition or explanation of what is considered to be a desirable activity has been
given.

46. There needs to be clarity around the claims in negligence aVected. The debate has been around injury
claims but potentially all negligence claims are aVected. If the intention is to curb excesses in one area (for
example in the educational, sporting or volunteer sectors), the Government needs to introduce words which
limit the potential reach of the Bill. Norwich Union also believes that there needs to be further consideration
of statutory liability and align the provisions of statutes governing similar liabilities with the Bill’s intent.

47. The intention to allow the Common Law to determine what is meant by desirable activity is not
satisfactory. It will lead to satellite litigation and increased costs as a result of the issue being determined in
cases as a preliminary issue. Potential meanings are available for import from other Acts.
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48. There is merit in the proposal in terms of the intent but there has to be a balance between de minimis
cases and the more serious injuries. The Bill does not make a distinction.

Norwich Union General Insurance

November 2005

Evidence submitted by Allianz Cornhill Legal Protection (ACLP)

Allianz Cornhill Legal Protection (ACLP) are a trading division of Allianz Cornhill. ACLP specialises in
underwriting Legal expenses insurance. ACLP have underwritten “before the event” insurance since the late
1980’s and in April 2000 started underwriting “after the event” insurance for personal injury cases.

ACLP ate arm deal with approximately 700 solicitors practices of varying size. We are the underwriter
for the National Accident Helpline scheme, and have other intermediaries who promote our policies to their
solicitors on a delegated authority basis. The solicitors who use our ATE policies are obliged, by the terms
of their contract with ACLP to only use our policies for all their clients so as to prevent selection against us.

We would like to respond to the following terms of reference:-

Q1. Does the “compensation culture” exist?

— Our view is that the press have coined the phrase “compensation culture” as a headline. There have
been abuses of the system by certain claims management companies whose business models have
been sustained through encouraging people, who relied on the advice provided by the CMC, to
bring a claim.

— As in all walks of life there will be those who are clearly fraudulent. And of course this must be
prevented. On the other hand it is right that people who are injured through the negligence of
another party know that they can claim compensation.

— We have no statistics on this tranch of business prior to 2000. There were the spikes in 2000 (caused
by new access to justice and the mopping up of claims still within limitation); and in 2001–03
caused by TAG and CD activity. But 2004—05 shows a more “normal” level of cases insured. This
experience is supported by independant research companies such as Datamonitor.

Q2. What has been the eVect of the move to “no win no-fee” Contingency Fee Agreements?

— Please note that the word used above should be “conditional” not contingency.

— There have been a number of technical challenges brought by liability insurers which has caused
some unrest amongst ate underwriters. The removal of the CFA regulations from Statute to the
Law Society Rules should create more certainty provided clear guidance is provided by the Law
Society to their members.

— Market research carried out by us earlier in the year indicated that customers were uncomfortable
with the level of paperwork involved to enable them to bring a claim and were not aware of the
need to have insurance unless the solicitor discussed this with them.

— ACLP would like it to be a requirement that all CFA’s are backed up by an ate insurance policy
which indemnifies the client for 3rd party costs and un-recovered disbursements should they lose
their case.

Q3. Is the notion of a compensation culture leading to unnecessary risk averseness in public bodies?

— ACLP is not in a position to answer this.

Q4. Should firms which refer people, manage or advertise Conditional Fee Agreements be subject to regulation?

— Yes

— The regulator should be entirely independent and not partly a trade body.

— Regulation should not allow those who do not want to be regulated to avoid this by having their
business registered and operating outside the UK jurisdiction.

— In addition to requirements outlined in the bill it should include a requirement for:

— the CMC remuneration method to be transparent.

— The full trading address to be available on the internet and on all paperwork—a lot of CMC’s
operate on a “virtual” basis; and

— if they do oVer “insurance” full details of the provider should be given and with their credit rating,
solvency and where they are located.
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Q5. Should any changes be made to the current laws relating to negligence?

— The definition of negligence should remain as it is—the wording of the compensation bill which
refers to widening the terms for negligence will just open up another can of worms which will need
interpretation in the courts. The clause “- desirable activity” could refer to one wanting to go to
work!

Phil Ruse
Divisional Manager

November 2005

Evidence submitted by the Health and Safety Executive (HSE)

1. Summary

1.1 This memorandum concentrates upon two of the five questions identified in the terms of reference
issued by the House of Commons Select Committee on Constitutional AVairs for its inquiry into the
“Compensation Culture”.

1.2 First the memorandum responds to the question “does the compensation culture exist?” There is
certainly a widespread perception of a compensation culture, as well as the existence of what the Better
Regulation Task Force described as a “have-a-go” culture amongst a minority of people. However we do
not believe the evidence supports the existence of a compensation culture in the sense of dramatically rising
levels of claims. HSE believes the priority should be to ensure good access to redress for those who are
seriously harmed as a result of another person’s clear negligence, while discouraging frivolous and
vexations claims.

1.3 Second, the memorandum addresses the link between the notion of a compensation culture and
unnecessary risk aversion in public bodies. HSE believes that the perception of a compensation culture is
one of the factors that promotes examples of excessive risk aversion and unnecessary bureaucracy in both
public and private sectors. We have commissioned research on the subject that is due to report in March
2006.

1.4 HSE is working with its stakeholders to promote its message of “sensible risk management”. This
aims to build a common understanding of what it means to manage risk eVectively and eYciently, and to
promote a culture in which risk managers (and others with responsibilities) become increasingly competent
and confident to concentrate on those risks that really matter.

2. Introduction

2.1 The independent enforcement of health and safety has been a feature of the regulatory system in
Great Britain for more than 150 years. The modern system owes its origins to the Robens Committee of
Inquiry and the subsequent passing of the Health and Safety at Work Etc Act 1974. This established HSC
and HSE as two separate non-Departmental Public Bodies accountable to the Secretary of State. It also
confirmed an important role for LAs in health and safety enforcement.

2.2 HSC has overall responsibility for policy on health and safety, and advises Ministers on relevant
standards and regulations. It also conducts research and provides information and advice. The Chair and
members of the Commission are appointed by the Secretary of State for Work and Pensions following
consultation, advertisement and open competition.

2.3 HSE advises and assists HSC and has a statutory responsibility to make adequate arrangements for
the enforcement of the Act and other relevant statutory provisions in Great Britain. Since the establishment
of the Executive, enforcement activities have been shared between HSE and 2nd tier Local Authorities. HSE
has responsbility for enforcement in some premises (eg factories, construction sites, Crown premises), whilst
local authorities have responsibility in others (eg oYces, shops and warehouses). Enforcement of the Act is
carried out in accordance with the Enforcement Policy Statement (www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/hsc15.pdf), set
by HSC after full consultation with stakeholders.

2.4 Although legislative responsibility for occupational health and safety is reserved to Westminster,
health more generally has been devolved to the Scottish Parliament and Welsh Assembly. HSE has evolved
its structure to enable the development of close working relationships with the devolved administrations.

3. The existence of a “compensation culture”

3.1 HSE is keenly interested in research into the existence of a compensation culture. Given the range
and depth of the published research, we have not believed it necessary for us to carry out our own study.
Our analysis of the evidence aligns with with the findings of the Better Regulation Executive’s 2004 report
“Better Routes to Redress”. Our main conclusions are outlined below in paras 3.2 and 3.3.
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3.2 We are not persuaded that there is a rise in the number of health and safety claims. Statistics from
the DWP Recovery Unit suggest that the number of claims have in fact fallen over the past five years. Whilst
some claims will inevitably not be reported, we have seen no evidence to suggest that thereis a significant or
rising trend. The average value of a claim does appear to have risen slowly in recent years, but this is
somewhat oVset by the lower number of claims. We therefore believe that the figures indicate a relatively
steady picture of claims.

3.3 Neither is HSE persuaded that the UK is following the US into a litigation and compensation culture.
The level of settlements remains steady at around one third the level in the US, juries are seldom used and
punitive damages can be awarded only in very restricted circumstance. We therefore do not agree with some
commentators that it is only a matter of time before litigation in the UK catches up with the US.

3.4 There does however appear to be a widespread belief that a compensation culture exists. This is
supported by research carried out on our behalf by MORI.

 

 
 

 

Figure 1:  Views expressed on health and safety compensation (MORI 2005).

     

    

   

  

Citizens  

Employees  

Employers  

CEOs  38   33 6   15   4   4

             39                                    29  13 7        9   3  

                38                                     29                9          13        6   5

Q  Please tell me if you agree or disagree . . . . health and safety 
compensation claims have gone too far.  

% Strongly 
agree  

% tend
 to agree  

% neither  
/ nor

% tend to
disagree

% strongly  
d isagree  

% No  
view  

47                                  24             7      10       7    5

3.5 The research is based on inteviews with 1,000 citizens, 2,000 employees, 500 employers and 200 CEOs.
The fieldwork was carried out in January 2005 and repeats a similar survey (except for the specific inclusion
of CEOs) from January 2004. When asked whether health and safety compensation claims have gone too
far, the majority indicated that they have, as shown in figure 1 above. The survey reports are published on
our web site at: http://www.hse.gov.uk/sensiblehealthandsafety/morimar05.htm

3.6 We also agree with the Better Regulation Task Force’s conclusion that a “have-a-go” culture is the
best description of the current situation. Anecdotal evidence does suggest that, particularly where public
authorities are concerned, a relatively small minority of people believe that it is worth their while to make
trivial and/or spurious claims on the basis that the authorities will settle as the easy option rather than fight.
Often it is these claims unfortunately that get sensationalist media coverage despite being atypical of the
great majority of genuine and justified civil claims.

3.7 On the other extreme, we are aware of concerns that many workers who could justifiably claim
compensation do not in fact do so. For example the TUC’s paper “The compensation myth” suggests that
only around 10% of people injured at work receive compensation. Whilst we have not reviewed the figures
in detail, HSE is concerned that those who suVer serious harm due to the clear negligence of another party
should have good access to redress.

3.8 There is a need to change perceptions of a compensation culture, whilst at the same time ensuring
that those who suVer serious harm due to the negligence of others have quick and eVective access to redress.
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4. Perception of a compensation culture and the link to excessive risk aversion

4.1 HSE is concerned that the perception of a compensation culture contributes to excessive risk aversion
and unnecessary bureaucracy. Whilst a degree of risk aversion, proportionate to the level of risk, is very
healthy, real problems develop when this balance gets lost. HSE’s mission is to protect people’s health and
safety by ensuring that risks arising from work, are properly controlled. These risks change as the nature of
work changes. HSE regulates a very wide spectrum of risk from nuclear power stations, high hazard
chemical plants through to the diVerent risks found in Government oYces. We do not want to see time and
resources diverted away from tackling serious risks onto trivial risks that could not realistically result in
significant harm or on paperwork that does not make a diVerence in practice.

4.2 HSE believes that excessive risk aversion causes damage in three ways:

— It damages organisational eYciency and limits room for innovation in both the private and public
sectors. It has the potential to erode the competence and confidence of managers.

— It limits personal freedoms and opportunities to learn and develop, particularly where children’s
freedom to play is concerned.

— It tarnishes the reputation of “health and safety” and makes it harder to get action taken to control
the risks that cause significant harm and suVering.

The perception of a compensation culture does not appear to be the only reason that excessively risk-
averse decisions are made in relation to health and safety managent. It is our view that a number of other
factors play a part, ranging from a desire not to breach health and safety law to pressure from clients and
customers. Our MORI survey suggested that liability to pay compensation is not the main consideration as
illustrated in figure 2 below.

 

Figure 2:  Views expressed on importance of considerations to health and safety.

 

Compliance with laws and regulations  

Caring for our employees  

Company policy and procedures  

Maintaining staff productivity  

Pressure from clients and customers  

Liability to pay compensation  

Employers CEOs

Q  Which are the two are the most important considerations for 
you as an employer?  

4.3 We have identified three types of story on excessive risk aversion.

— First there are examples where an excessively risk averse decision has indeed been taken by a
manager, organsation or individual, often with the best of intentions. They may believe that the
measures are required to protect the organisation or themselves from compensation claims,
prosecution under health and safety legislation or some other form of sanction. The belief may be
derived from media stories, overly-cautious advice from a health and safety professional or indeed
insuYciently clear guidance from the regulator—HSE or its Local Authority partners. We have
commissioned research to better identify the specific sources.

— Second we regularly come across stories of excessive risk aversion or form-filling that when
checked have no basis in fact whatsoever. Urban myths, may be very eVective in building belief in
a compensation culture—or an overly-zealous regulatory system and regulator. In practice they
prove very diYcult to stop.

— Third there appear to be increasing instances where health and safety is used as an excuse to justify
an unpopular decision taken for other, often financial, reasons. Closure of leisure facilities is a
typical example.
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4.4 HSE believes that it is vital that we better understand the reasons behind such excessive risk aversion
if we are to be eVective in tackling the issue. Therefore we have commissioned research to investigate further
the root causes of excessive risk aversion and unnecessary bureaucracy.

4.5 Greenstreet Berman Ltd have been contracted to conduct the research, which began in October 2005
and is due to deliver its final report in March 2006. Following a literature review, the researchers will examine
specific instances of apparently poor or unreasonable decisions which have been made in the name of health
and safety and will “unpick” them to uncover the real causes and motivations. Fieldwork is being
undertaken at the time of writing. This research will provide important evidence to, enable us (and our
partners in the health and safety system) to target better actions against excessive risk aversion. We would
be happy to share findings of the research with the Committee when available.

5. Actions being led by HSE

5.1 HSE is working with its partners and stakeholders to take forward a “sensible risk campaign”. This
provides a significant contribution to the wider debate across government for which the Prime Minister
called in May 2005. It aims to develop understanding for what is meant by sensible health and safety—
managing risk, rather than trying to eliminate it. This is likely to impact on the perception of a health and
safety compensation culture as well as on understanding of risk and risk managent.

5.2 The campaign was launched on 13 July 2005 in the House of Lords by the Minister with responsibility
for health and safety, the Chair of the Health and Safety Commission and the Deputy Director General of
HSE. Actions to date have included continuing active participation in the DCA led “Compensation
Culture” initiative, a range of keynote presentations and dedicated sessions at high profile conferences and
seminars, a web forum, initiation of research and various articles. Proposed actions over the coming six
months include:

— publication of a set of principles of sensible risk management;

— review/revision of critical guidance on risk management and assessment;

— engagement of HSE’s own staV to ensure that we are exemplars for sensible risk based decision-
making; and

— continued work with health and safety practitioners to ensure they are supported in giving
balanced advice.

6. Conclusion

6.1 HSE believes that whilst there is not a compensation culture per se, there is a widespread perception
that such a culture exists. This peception, together with a number of other factors contribute to some degree
of excessive risk aversion and unnecessary bureaucracy in both private and public sectors. These practices
disempower managers in both public and private sectors. They are also damaging and counter-productive
to protecting people from serious injury and ill-health. HSE is taking action to tackle excessive risk aversion,
including conducting research into the root causes; we would be happy to share the findings and our wider
achievements through the campaign with the committee in due course.

Health and Safety Executive

November 2005

Supplementary evidence submitted by the Health and Safety Executive

How targets for accident reduction are formed; how they are applied; and, who (at the HSE) is made aware
of them? (relates to Q155–156 of original oral evidence)

The current conventional health and safety PSA targets (to reduce the incidence rates of work-related
fatal and major injuries, work-related ill health and the number of days lost as a result) stem from the
Revitalising Health and Safety (RHS) strategy (published in 2000).1

RHS was the result of an extensive public consultation exercise, the work of an inter-departmental
steering group and considerable discussion between the Chair of the Commission, the then Director-General
and the Deputy Prime Minister. The fatal and major injury target was informed by:

— HSE’s statistical analysis of numbers of injuries;

— A projection of trends in some workforce characteristics over the 10-year period from 1996 to 2006
(based on research commissioned by HSE from the Institute of Employment Research at Warwick
University); and

— HSE’s experience in developing outcome targets for particular industry sectors (such as paper
and rubber).

1 http://www.hse.gov.uk/revitalising/strategy.htm
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The RHS targets cover a 10-year period (1999–2000—2009–10). For Spending Review 2000 we adopted
the RHS mid-point targets (to 2004–05) as the workplace health and safety PSA. For Spending Review 2004
(to 2007–08), we retained the RHS indicators and set targets (from a new 2004–05 baseline) to deliver
reductions consistent with the 10-year RHS targets. The SR2004 PSA also includes targets for key major
hazard industries (nuclear, chemical oVshore) where workplace accidents can lead to multiple fatalities.

The detail and supporting data for the RHS and PSA targets is freely available on HSE’s website.2 We
make extensive reference to the targets internally and externally, particularly in each of our business plans
and annual reports. HSC publishes annual health and safety statistics, which include data on progress
towards the targets. The 2004/05 statistics3 were published last November.

HSE has organised itself around Strategic Programmes, aimed specifically at delivering the targets and
there is a continuing drive to redirect resources into work that directly contributes to delivery. At the same
time, we are continually working to develop the evidence base for our interventions and try new approaches
to improving health and safety outcomes. The HSE Board, managers and all staV are aware of the targets
and how their particular areas of work contribute to delivery. There is a regular stream of communication
on the targets to managers and staV, via the Intranet, e-mail, briefings and other published documents.

The targets are well known throughout health and safety world (nationally and internationally) and are
recognised as helping drive improvements in specific sectors (eg in Construction where injury incidence has
reduced by 25% over the last five years). HSC/E believes that outcome targets encourage focus on priorities
and what is achievable, and does not encourage risk aversion. It has promoted more eVective ways of
working, and better evidence of what works and what does not. It is precisely this process that led HSC to
advise Ministers that a new strategic approach was required to continue improving work-related health and
safety outcomes in Great Britain. The Government accepted that advice, and supported HSC in developing
its Strategy to 2010 and beyond.

Health and Safety Executive

February 2006

Evidence submitted by the Scout Association

Summary and key points

1. Scouting is the world’s largest coeducational youth organisation for girls and boys, with 28 million
members worldwide and half-a-million members here in the UK.

2. In the UK, there are over 70,000 men and women regular volunteer adult leaders. There are also a
further 100,000 adult other volunteers and helpers who assist those leaders.

3. Scouting is provided by these adult volunteers in some 8,000 local Scout Groups across diverse
communities. They meet in a wide variety of settings including community centres, church halls and
mosques, schools, and premises owned by local Scout Groups themselves.

4. Scouting warmly supports the concepts behind the proposed Compensation Bill.

5. Scouting’s experience is that the increasing burden of regulatory legislation, trustees’ compliance and
the threat of litigation does have a negative impact on its eVorts to recruit and retain the adult volunteers
vital to its activities.

6. Much of Scouting’s educational programme is based on introducing young people to learning through
adventure in the outdoors, whilst the organisation is experiencing an increasing detrimental impact of an
anti-risk culture.

7. Currently, 30,000 girls and boys are on the waiting list to join Scouting. They are denied the
opportunity because it is proving increasingly diYcult to recruit enough volunteer adult leaders.

8. This is not occasional “volunteering” of just a few hours each month without responsibility; this is
committed volunteering of free time by adults on a regular weekly, formal and responsible basis, and with
acceptance of undertaking training.

9. Scouting has identified that its most eYcient and eVective approach to managing its insurance
arrangements is through its own insurance captive, and its own insurance subsidiary regulated by the FSA.

10. Provision of insurance cover costs The Scout Association £3-million per annum, more than 10% of
the charity’s expenditure

2 http://www.hse.gov.uk/statistics/targets.htm
3 http://www.hse.gov.uk/statistics/overall/hssh0405.pdf
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Volunteers’ experience: myth or reality

11. Regardless of any statistics from the insurance industry on trends in numbers or size of claims made
or claims settled, there is no doubt that for the volunteers who give freely of their time then the
“compensation culture” is a reality.

12. In a survey of over 1,100 volunteer youth leaders undertaken only in December 2005, the responses
were very clear:

— 49% agree or strongly agree that retention of existing volunteer leaders is made more diYcult
because of fears of being sued.

— 69% agree or strongly agree that recruitment of new volunteer leaders is made more diYcult
because of fears of being sued.

13. Even more significantly:

— 92% agree or strongly agree that risk-aversion is aVecting the range and nature of activities being
oVered to young people.

14. The areas of greatest concern about being sued for compensation are:

— Health and Safety 94%.

— Adventurous activities 94%.

Impact on volunteer retention and recruitment

15. The data evidences the extent of the genuine perceptions of volunteers who are reasonable members of
our community. These perceptions form the reality and the fears that are driving them away from committed
volunteering at the same time as there is an increasing demand by the parents and the young people
themselves for the activities they are seeking to provide.

16. On the one hand, we have increasing numbers and waiting lists; on the other, we have a culture that
is increasing fear, concerns and recruitment challenges regarding litigation and compensation.

Impact on the nature of activities

17. The level of 92% agreement or strong agreement that risk-aversion is aVecting the range and nature
of activities being oVered to young people is particularly worrying.

18. An educational organisation cannot make life totally risk free, and should not try to nor be expected
to try to. Young people need to be helped to identify risk and to learn to manage risk for themselves.

19. With a view to the development of enterprising individuals and an enterprising society, it is important
for young people to learn for themselves how to assess risks and manage risks. Of course this is in the context
of assessed parameters, but the experience needs to be real in order to be developmental. “It is better for
young people to take responsibility for low level risk activities on their own than high risk activities
necessitating all decision being taken by adults” (John Huskins).

20. That is part of what Scouting oVers, and this needs to be acknowledged by parents, by the courts and
by the wider community.

Risk management

21. Scouting’s adult volunteer training over the past 10 years has included a significant focus on risk-
assessment and risk-management.

22. Through training sessions and through specially targeted resource material (that is freely available
on the web at www.scouts.org.uk as well as in hard copy), volunteer leaders are provided with simple yet
eVective tools and practices to help them make informed judgements about the nature and suitability of all
proposed activities.

23. This applies not only to the obvious areas of adventurous activities and expeditions, but also to what
is seen as the routine programme of green-field camps, weekly meetings and low-level hikes.

24. Scouting’s rules and procedures reflect this approach.

25. If a volunteer leader in Scouting properly follows the rules, procedures and risk-management
guidance, then they can expect to be supported by the organisation.

26. For those few occasions where there is genuine failure of leadership, then the Association provides
insurance cover for its members, and is also able to employ its own organisational sanctions.
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Legal liability insurance

27. The cost of liability insurance remains a key issue facing the organisation. More than 10% of The
Scout Association’s expenditure is to provide insurance cover; this amounts to £3 million per annum.

28. The Association has only been able to maintain appropriate cover because it has its own captive
insurance company, which it set up several years ago. Without this company it is very likely that the
Association could not have aVorded the huge increases in insurance premiums in the last few years, and
particularly following the change in the market after the events of 9/11, without dramatic curtailment of its
educational activities.

29. The challenge appears to be that society is slipping into the realms of absolute legal liability, where
the claimant no longer has to prove negligence—the fact of their injury is taken as de facto evidence of that.
The defendant is increasingly being required to prove innocence against an assumption of guilt.

30. Given that there is (usually) an insurance scheme with what is seen as a “deep pocket”, it appears that
claims are often brought far too speedily, motivated often by pecuniary gain and accelerated by specialist
claims companies anxious to market their services for their own profit objectives.

31. This inevitably impacts on an organisation’s ability to obtain aVordable cover for liability risks that
they could not possibly take on themselves.

Compensation Bill

32. The Scout Association welcomes the proposals for legislation to relieve the burden of the
“compensation culture” on adult volunteers, and sincerely hopes that the legislation will address its subject
matter strongly and eVectively, to the greater benefit of the voluntary sector as a whole.

33. Hopefully, the Bill will discourage trivial, nuisance and frivolous claims, and reduce the sense of this
(often-unfounded) fear whilst still acknowledging that genuine claims need genuine and sensitive responses,
and that all stakeholders need to address risk-management with an informed constructive attitude

34. Scouting firmly supports Clause One of the Compensation Bill as published (namely the reference to
courts considering a claim of negligence having regard to the desirability or public benefit of the activity),
and would have supported three of the amendments that were proposed and discussed at the Grand
Committee of the House of Lords, namely that:

(a) this be amended from “may” do this to “shall” do this;

(b) “public benefit” be defined so as to include “for the advancement of education”; and

(c) there be inclusion of reference to where the defendant is a volunteer leader with parental
permission acting as a reasonable parent.

35. Scouting would oVer support for the judiciary and any other interested party to undertake awareness
training to understand the risks and risk-management associated with educational adventurous activities.

Derek Twine
Chief Executive
The Scout Association

January 2006

Evidence submitted by Volunteering England

These observations are based on a programme of research conducted in 2005 by the Institute for
Volunteering Research at Volunteering England. The research reviewed literature on the current situation
of risk, risk management and volunteering, and analysed responses to surveys of volunteer-involving
organisations and of individuals, both volunteers and non-volunteers. These comments address the
Committee’s terms of reference.

1. Does the “compensation culture” exist?

The compensation culture is a reality for many people and organisations. Our survey of volunteer-
involving organisations shows that more than 90% of respondents believe it exists. It is recognised that it
originated in the United States, but has been promoted here by the abolition of legal aid for most personal
injury claims and the introduction of “no win no fee” arrangements; the growth of claims management
companies and their ubiquitous advertising; media coverage of claims; social change which places greater
emphasis on rights; and cultural change towards an individualistic, atomised society in which people feel a
diminished sense of personal responsibility and are inclined to blame others for their misfortunes.

The belief that we now live in a more litigious society has had a major impact on voluntary and community
organisations and on volunteering. It has created a climate of anxiety, if not fear, in the voluntary (as well
as public) sector, and has impacted on volunteer-involving organisations through increased insurance costs
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and exclusions, as the insurance industry itself reacted to the “compensation culture”. A large majority of
organisations have experienced steep premium rises in the past few years, causing them to increase charges
for activities, restrict services and, in some cases, close down completely.

2. What has been the eVect of the move to “no win no fee” contingency fee arrangements?

This is identified as a key reason for the growth of the compensation culture in this country, largely
because it stimulated the rise of “claims farmers”. However, it should be noted that while it has encouraged
the perception that anyone can claim and has apparently opened access to claimants because they do not
have to pay legal fees, personal injury lawyers have a vested interest in screening out claims they are unlikely
to win, and therefore it has not prompted the free-for-all which some allege.

The Citizens Advice Bureau reports that less than one third of accident victims actually make a legal claim
for compensation and that the “no win no fee” system creates complex financial and legal barriers for
consumers who are often vulnerable, disadvantaged and socially excluded. It maintains that conditional fee
arrangements provide perverse incentives for the legal profession to “cherry-pick” high value cases with high
chances of success. Therefore CAB argues that we have a “compensation deficit” rather than a
“compensation culture” and that the present system is not meeting the needs of many who have suVered
injury or loss.

There has not been a large number of claims against volunteer-involving organisations but since these
were virtually non-existent until quite recently, any increase in claims has attracted attention. In our survey,
we found that nearly 5% of the organisations had been involved in litigation against them.

The much-quoted fact that the actual number of personal injury claims has declined in this country
ignores the disproportionate impact that a few well-publicised cases can have, as well as the alleged fact that
the bare court statistics do not accurately reflect the scale of complaints and claims, many of which are dealt
with through quasi-legal and other mechanisms, and never reach court.

A major umbrella organisation in the voluntary sector cites the experience of its members that litigation,
even when dismissed, is an enormous drain on resources. Many organisations which are innocent of wrong-
doing choose to make settlements rather than face the additional costs of pursuing cases through the courts
and the consequent publicity and damage to their reputation. The need to budget for litigation-related costs
is placing a sizeable burden on both public and voluntary sector bodies and taking resources away from
service development.

3. Is the notion of a “compensation culture” leading to unnecessary risk averseness in public bodies?

Yes. While the compensation culture climate has stimulated awareness and in some situations improved
services and safety, it has also led to excessive risk aversion. This has aVected both the perception of what
constitutes “risk” and the process of assessing and managing risk. In our survey, 20% of volunteer-involving
organisations were public bodies and 60% of the voluntary organisations were delivering services under
contract to statutory authorities. Many felt heavily constrained by the excessive caution and bureaucracy
that characterises the public sector. The risk aversion of the public sector is, in the words of one health
charity, “seeping through into voluntary organisations”. Another organisation commented that in the area
of risk management “the public sector has imposed its values on the voluntary and community sector”.

Certainly our evidence is that the volunteer-involving sector has become increasingly risk-averse. A
significant minority of organisations have had to cancel or limit activities (which have operated without
incident or accident for a decade or more) and find the task of completing risk assessment paperwork, often
for several local authority departments, a major burden on their resources and a limitation on delivering a
full range of services.

Risk aversion is threatening the involvement of volunteers, with evidence that fear of risk and risk
management ‘red tape’ are deterring people from volunteering and causing existing volunteers to leave. One
in five organisations in our survey reported losing volunteers for these reasons and more than a quarter said
would-be volunteers had been deterred from volunteering with them. And one in twenty volunteers
responding to our survey had considered stopping volunteering because of their concern about risk and
liability—totalled up this amounts to some one million volunteers across the country as a whole.

Risk aversion is also threatening the entrepreneurial nature of organisations. The sector’s much-praised
ability to innovate and explore new ways of solving or reducing social problems is seriously at risk if it dare
not push the boundaries of care and action. Risk aversion in the public sector is therefore not only of concern
for public services but also for the knock-on eVects it is having on the voluntary and community sector and
volunteering.

4. Should firms which refer people, manage or advertise conditional fee arrangements be subject to regulations?

Yes. There is a firm consensus on this among major stakeholders including volunteer-involving
organisations, consumer bodies and the legal profession. The very public trawl for clients by companies
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which then refer claims to lawyers (many being dismissed in the process) promotes a widespread perception
that compensation cash is up for grabs and generates fear of being sued, even when organisations have
blemish-free safety records.

5. Should any changes be made to the current laws relating to negligence?

This needs very careful consideration, with a wide range of expert opinion being brought to bear on the
question. Responses to the proposed Compensation Bill’s change to the law of negligence are still in the early
stages, but views have been expressed both for and against. Some voluntary bodies welcome the attempt to
contextualise ‘reasonable care’ in determining whether negligence has take place; in sports, adventure and
recreation, for example, excessive caution in interpreting “duty of care” can change the essential nature of
the activity—or even stop it completely—and therefore deprive people of these kinds of opportunities for
fitness, challenge and enjoyment.

However, some legal bodies are concerned that primary legislation is not the most appropriate way of tackling
the compensation culture. In their view, the Compensation Bill’s attempt to replicate 75 years of common law
in a single statute is a questionable strategy, and one which will lead to many years of satellite litigation to
determine whether and how the law has changed. It will therefore have little immediate eVect on halting the
compensation culture and may even raise its profile through placing key concepts under public scrutiny.

They advocate instead, along with regulation of claims farmers, better consumer advice and public education
campaigns, education of the judiciary to inform its judgements on volunteer-related cases, and alternative non-
litigious routes to compensation (as proposed in the NHS Redress Bill) with greater emphasis on mediation and
rehabilitation.

Our research showed that the legislative route taken in the United States and Australia has not been notably
successful. The passing of Volunteer Protection Acts which attempt to ‘immunise’ volunteers against liability has
had some undesirable consequences and failed to clarify the situation.

Conclusion

“Mythical” it may be but the compensation culture and associated attitudes are in danger of taking a real
hold in this country, with potentially disastrous eVects on the provision of services, both by public and
voluntary bodies.

The deterrent eVect on the willingness of people to volunteer, whether for statutory bodies or voluntary
organisations, is of grave concern. It threatens not only the health of the volunteer-involving sector but also
government’s targets for strengthening and expanding civic engagement. The limitations risk aversion
places on innovation and the sector’s entrepreneurial role may have serious consequences for the future.

Our research commends the advisability of a programme of action which tackles the situation on several
fronts and involves a variety of stakeholders. Legislation may be a part of this but needs to be carefully
targeted and assessed for potential unplanned consequences.

Dr Justin Davis Smith
Deputy Chief Executive
Volunteering England
Director
Institute for Volunteering Research

November 2005

Evidence submitted by the NHS Litigation Authority

This is the response of the NHS Litigation Authority to an invitation from the Constitutional AVairs
Committee to make a submission on this subject.

Our response concentrates on the perspective of the National Health Service and does not cover the public
or voluntary sectors generally, although it makes reference to them. It addresses the five terms of reference
of the enquiry:

Does the “Compensation Culture” exist?

1.1 Numbers of new clinical negligence claims received by NHSLA are actually diminishing rather than
increasing, and so too are the numbers of such cases being issued in the Royal Courts of Justice. To that
extent, therefore, the answer to the question is “no”. Indeed, that was the conclusion reached by the Better
Regulation Taskforce, chaired by David Arculus, in their report Better Routes to Redress in May 2004.

1.2 However, there is unquestionably a widely-held perception in the country that such a culture exists.
That perception is created by newspaper reports of speculative personal injury claims and of the activities of
“claims farmers”. It is fanned by widespread advertising of claims services. Indeed, personal injury solicitors
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frequently advertise in the Accident and Emergency Departments of NHS hospitals and even on the backs
of appointment cards.

1.3 Whilst we do not agree that a compensation culture in its broadest sense exists, there are certain trends
in cases seen by the Litigation Authority which are worrying. These include:

— Schedules of damages in personal injury cases which are grossly inflated.

— Severe constraints imposed on public bodies by the Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act in
ordering surveillance of possibly fraudulent claimants.

— Unsustainable claims under the Human Rights Act, particularly in relation to deaths in hospitals.

— Excessive bills from claimants’ solicitors, both in cases which are backed by Legal Aid and also in
CFAs (see below).

What has been the eVect of the move to “No-Win No-Fee” contingency fee agreements?

2.1 We assume that the phrase “Contingency Fee Agreements” should actually read “Conditional Fee
Agreements”, because the former are illegal in England other than in non-contentious business.

2.2 Conditional Fee Agreements (CFAs) are not widely seen in clinical negligence litigation, owing to
the continuing availability of Legal Aid. However, where they do occur, they create numerous diYculties
as outlined below. We encounter them extensively in Employers’ Liability and Public Liability claims.

2.3 CFAs tend to have the eVect of reducing the number of unmeritorious claims, owing to the risk
assessments which solicitors and other undertake prior to supporting any case. However, our main criticism
of the eVect of CFAs is that they can create severe disproportionality between damages and costs. In small
personal injury claims worth less than £10,000, it is very common for costs to exceed damages. This can also
arise even in claims of medium value. For example, we know of one case involving a mental health trust
where damages were agreed at £100,000 but opposing costs were claimed at nearly £250,000 (which we
reduced to £150,000 by negotiation). Whilst this second example is extreme, it is by no means uncommon
to encounter insurance premiums, backing CFAs in clinical negligence cases, which are of the order of
£50,000 or even higher.

2.4 To this extent, therefore, the CFA régime militates strongly against proportionality as between costs
and damages urged by Lord Woolf in his reports in the late 1990s. Arguably, this is the main remaining evil
of civil litigation which the Civil Procedure Rules have not adequately addressed.

2.5 The House of Lords recently considered Campbell-v-MGN, in which a defamation claim was brought by
a wealthy claimant under a CFA with a 100% uplift. The House decided that such an arrangement was legal,
and therefore permitted it, but their Lordships were clearly worried about the implications for such arrangements
upon freedom of expression by defendants. The NHS could easily find itself in a similar situation, being sued
(for example) by someone who objected to a report on the running of a treatment centre or obstetric unit.

2.6 We consider that the courts need to have greater power to regulate the percentage uplifts in CFAs,
and that a protocol should be devised to establish maximum permissible uplifts in particular types of case
and circumstances. We also consider that there should be an increase in the small claims jurisdiction to at
least £5,000 for personal injury matters. That would eliminate disproportionality in the lowest band of
personal injury cases, because costs would not be recoverable by the successful party.

2.7 We believe that costs capping should be built into the Civil Procedure rules, and that it should not
be left to defendants to make applications on individual cases because that constitutes satellite litigation.

2.8 We also believe that costs penalties should be imposed upon those making manifestly inflated claims.
At present, all that occurs in most such cases is that the judge reduces the level of damages to reasonable
proportions and does not penalise the claimant or his advisers.on costs.

Is the notion of a “Compensation Culture” leading to unnecessary risk averseness in public bodies?

3.1 We do not believe that this is the case in the National Health Service. We consider it to be much more
of a problem for local authorities and also in the voluntary sector.

3.2 Arguably the reason this is not so in the NHS is that those who treat patients are not exposed to personal
financial risk, because there are no excesses under the clinical negligence schemes run by NHSLA. In other
words, if a physician or surgeon makes an error, he or she will not have to pay part of the claim personally.

3.3 In terms of Employers’ Liability, we consider that the 1992 Regulations and their successors have
been the main drivers behind improving practice rather than the existence of a compensation culture.

3.4 The only areas in which the NHS is probably being aVected in this context are pathology and
paediatrics. We understand that recruitment of pathologists has almost dried up recently because no-one
wishes to join the profession owing to the organ retention aVair and the opprobrium which was (unjustly)
heaped upon pathologists as a consequence. Paediatricians are very reluctant to take on child abuse work,
as noted recently by the House of Lords in JD and Others-v-East Berkshire Community Health NHS Trust
and Others (2005), owing to the likelihood of being sued for negligence.
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Should firms which refer people, manage or advertise conditional fee agreements be subject to regulations?

4.1 Our answer is unhesitatingly “Yes”. We support the aims of the Compensation Bill in this regard.
There is, however, a need to exempt the voluntary sector and trade unions from the full eVects of the
proposed legislation, because regulation would unnecessarily hamper their activities.

Should any changes be made to the current laws relating to negligence?

5. Our view is that the existing laws of negligence represent a fair balance between claimants and
defendants, and therefore require little if any amendment. We are not wholly convinced that Section 1 of
the Compensation Bill is necessary, because these issues were highlighted very strongly by Lord HoVmann
in his speech in Tomlinson-v-Congleton Borough Council (2003), and in particular in paragraph 34 onwards,
where he stated that the question of whether or not the defendant had exercised such care as in all the
circumstances was reasonable depended, amongst other things, upon assessing “the social value of the
activity which gives rise to the risk and the cost of preventative measures”. That ruling is, of course, binding
on lower courts and probably renders Section 1 unnecessary.

NHS Litigation Authority

December 2005

Evidence submitted by the Advice Services Alliance (ASA)

What role would you envisage Citizens Advice Bureaux and Law Centres playing in the proposed NHS Redress
scheme? In particular, would they consider oVering the “independent legal advice” which the scheme
provides for?

Do you have any practical concerns over the operation of the proposed NHS Redress Scheme?

Response from the Advice Services Alliance [ASA]

1. ASA agrees with many other advice and patients’ organisations that the proposed NHS Redress
Scheme needs to include:

— An independent means of deciding upon the merits of cases, rather than decisions being made by
the NHS Trusts or the NHS Litigation Authority themselves.

— The provision of advice and assistance to patients and their families which is suYciently expert in
medico-legal matters and clinical negligence.

— Robust measures to ensure that lessons are learnt from medical errors identified through the
scheme and that action is taken to improve patient safety.

2. The problem with the proposed scheme at the moment is the almost complete lack of detail as to how
the scheme would operate.

3. The “Statement of Policy” published by the Department of Health in November 2005 suggests that
the scheme would essentially be run by scheme members, who would identify eligible cases, investigate them,
and propose redress where they consider it appropriate, the scheme being overseen and monitored by the
NHS Litigation Authority. In our view, such a scheme would represent little improvement on the present
position, would fail to meet the key concerns outlined above, and would attract little public confidence.

4. We were however extremely encouraged by the evidence given to the Committee by Stephen Walker,
Chief Executive of the NHS Litigation Authority, on 17 January 2006. Mr Walker made it clear that, where
liability or [we assume] the amount of compensation is in issue, then under a scheme administered by his
Authority, there would be a joint referral to an independent expert by the Authority in conjunction with the
claimant’s solicitor. This follows the procedure adopted in the “Resolve” Pilot scheme, which was
considered by an independent evaluation to have been largely successful.1

5. It is our view that a scheme administered along the lines of the “Resolve” pilot could go a long way
towards meeting the concerns outlined above.

6. It is our view that clinical negligence is a highly complicated field of law. This is also the position taken
by the Legal Services Commission. Clinical negligence cases under the legal aid scheme can only be handled
by solicitors who are members of the clinical negligence panel. (Other solicitors are barred from doing
clinical negligence cases as “tolerance” work.)

1 Evaluation of the Resolve Pilot Scheme: Final Report, by Professor John Posnett and Tracy Land, York Health Economics
Consortium, October 2002
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7. We note that this view is largely supported by Stephen Walker, who was asked by the Committee for
his views as to the role of the Bar, law centres or Citizens Advice Bureaux in providing independent legal
advice. He stated as follows:

“I think the consensus now is that clinical negligence is suYciently complex and the levels of
compensation, even at these low levels, is significantly significant for claimants for me to express
the personal opinion that probably most claimants need legal advice, and the quality of legal advice
from those sources varies enormously, as you probably know. Where it is good, it is very, very
good and more than acceptable, but if we are prepared to pay for a solicitor, why would any of
those sources not advise the claimant seeking their assistance to go and consult a solicitor?”2

8. While all Law Centres and some Citizens Advice Bureaux employ solicitors, clinical negligence is a
complex and specialist area in which such solicitors are unlikely to have much, if any, experience. We do
not consider that they would be able to provide the “independent legal advice” referred to in the proposed
NHS Redress Scheme. In our view, such advice can only properly be given by solicitors who specialise in
this area. There may indeed be a strong argument in favour of such advice only being provided by accredited
members of a specialist panel.

9. We have consulted the Law Centres Federation, who agree with the views set out above. We
understand that Citizens Advice will be responding to the Committee directly.

Adam GriYth
Advice Services Alliance

February 2006

Evidence submitted by the Department for Constitutional AVairs (DCA)

1. Introduction

1.1 This memorandum provides background information and details of the initiatives that the
Government is taking forward with stakeholders to tackle perceptions of a “compensation culture” and to
improve the system for those with a valid claim for compensation.

1.2 The memorandum covers the areas set out in the terms of reference for the inquiry:

— Section 2 deals with the issue of compensation culture.

— Section 3 summarises the development of conditional fee agreements, their impact and recent steps
taken to simplify the regime.

— Section 4 looks at unnecessary risk averseness in public bodies.

— Section 5 considers the need for the regulation of claims management companies

— Section 6 deals with the law of negligence.

2. “Compensation culture”

Background

2.1 In its 2004 report “Better Routes to Redress”, the Better Regulation Task Force found that the
compensation culture is a myth (because the number of claims and litigation is not in fact rising), but that
it is a damaging myth that needs to be tackled (because the widespread belief that claims are rising leads to
a disproportionate fear of litigation and risk averse behaviour).

What Government is doing?

2.2 In its response to the Task Force’s report in November 2004, the Government made clear its
determination to tackle the issue and announced a wide programme of work. The core objectives are to:

— Prevent a compensation culture from developing.

— Tackle perceptions that can lead to a disproportionate fear of litigation and risk averse behaviour.

— Find ways to discourage and resist bad claims.

— Improve the system for those with a valid claim for compensation.

2.3 A Ministerial Steering Group has been established to drive forward and deliver this programme of
work across Government. The Group is chaired by Baroness Ashton and includes Ministers from DWP,
DH, HO, ODPM, DfES, DCMS, HMT and DTI. The Ministerial Steering Group is supported by an Action
Group, including members of the legal profession, insurers, trade unions, consumer groups, business, local
authorities and the judiciary.

2.4 The programme of work is being taken forward in six key strands:

2 Q229
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Public Awareness and Communication

— Finding ways to tackle misperceptions that can lead to risk-averse behaviour or a disproportionate
fear of litigation.

— Promoting confidence that the compensation system is fair and proportionate.

— Providing consumer guidance and increasing people’s awareness of their rights and
responsibilities.

Risk Management and AVordable Insurance

— Promoting eVective and sensible health and safety measures and appropriate and proportionate
risk management procedures.

— Reducing accidents and providing better information, both to those responsible for delivering
services and activities and to those using them or taking part.

— Promoting aVordable insurance and encouraging insurers to incentivise health and safety
performance through the setting of premiums.

Regulation of Claims Management Services

— Delivering better consumer safeguards and tackling current abuses in the claims management
sector.

Advertising

— Tackling irresponsible and inappropriate claims advertising that raises false hopes of
compensation and encourages people to bring weak claims.

— Ensuring consumers, especially those who may be vulnerable, have appropriate protection.

Rehabilitation

— Promoting earlier and fuller recovery through access to earlier and better rehabilitation, by
identifying how more eVective access to rehabilitation can be achieved and the structures needed
to deliver it. Baroness Ashton and Lord Hunt of Kings Heath are jointly leading the work on
rehabilitation.

Improving the Claims Process

— Making the compensation system more timely, proportionate and cost-eVective for valid claims
and more eVective at weeding out weak claims.

2.5 Stakeholder groups have been established to develop initiatives on each strand, other than claims
management regulation, where the remit of the Consumer Panel set up to advise the Secretary of State on
legal services reform has been extended to cover this.

2.6 A conference was held on 17 November 2005 involving six Ministers and a wide range of stakeholders
to take stock of progress, set out the future direction of the Government’s work, and to share information
and promote discussion.

2.7 Lord Falconer said “It is vital compensation claims continue to play their part in improving health
and safety. But we must be clear that our continued commitment to legitimate compensation claims is
entirely consistent with rejecting a culture which says for every injury there must be someone liable to pay.
That culture stultifies reasonable risk taking, it hits organisational eYciency and competitiveness and it
prevents worthwhile activity”.

3. Conditional Fee Agreements

The development of conditional fee arrangements

3.1 Conditional Fee Agreements (CFAs) are the primary form of contingent fee agreements (no win no
fee) used in England and Wales between solicitors and clients. CFAs were introduced by the Courts and
Legal Services Act 1990. This made provision for agreements in which it was explicit that part or all of the
solicitor’s fees were payable only in the event of success.

3.2 CFAs allow a solicitor to take a case on the understanding that, if the case is lost, he will not charge
his client for the work he has done (or he will charge at a lower rate). However, if the case is successful, the
solicitor can charge a success fee on top of his normal fee, to compensate him for the risk of not being paid.
That success fee is calculated as a percentage of his normal fee and the level at which the success fee is set
reflects the risk involved. The success fee is recoverable from the losing side. Prior to the changes under the
Access to Justice Act 1999, any success fee was payable by the client.

3.3 The definition of a CFA is limited to agreements specified by Order made by the Lord Chancellor.
The first Order was brought into force on 5 July 1995 which limited CFAs to personal injury cases,
insolvency cases and cases before the European Court of Human Rights. In July 1998 the range of
proceedings was extended as far as possible under the 1990 Act to all civil proceedings other than family.
CFAs are not permitted in criminal proceedings.
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Access to Justice reforms

3.4 The Access to Justice Act 1999 (the Act) gave eVect to Parliament’s intention to increase access to
justice by making it easier and more aVordable to use CFAs, insurance policies and equivalent forms of
funding. The Act permitted success fees, after the event insurance premiums and the self-insurance costs of
membership organisations to be recovered from the losing side. The Act also removed public funding for
most personal injury cases. The reforms were designed to make justice aVordable for all, encourage early
settlement, discourage weak claims and help ensure those with genuine claims retain more of their awards.
CFAs make the lawyer share in risk of taking the case on, so should encourage them to pursue only those
claims which they think have a genuine chance of success. Under legal aid, claimants are protected from
liability for their opponent’s costs and the fact that their lawyers get paid win or lose. Under a CFA the
lawyer does not get paid and the winning defendant can recover their costs

3.5 The funding reforms introduced by the Access to Justice Act were significant. It was anticipated that
there would be a normal settling in period and that there may be some legal challenges to the new regime.
However, the scale of challenges to the legislation and to claimant solicitors” individual CFAs, brought
mainly by the liability insurance industry, was unprecedented. This litigation included a number of
“technical” challenges aimed at exploiting minor omissions and mistakes in individual CFAs and trying to
render the agreements unenforceable and hence the solicitor would not be able to recover any costs from the
defendant. These challenges probably delayed the settlement of the legal costs on many thousands of cases.

3.6 This litigation on costs prompted the launch of a cross industry initiative by the Civil Justice Council
(CJC) to try to resolve the costs arguments. DCA supported the CJC’s attempts to bring together
representatives of the claimant and defendant parties to help broker solutions to the diYculties. This
initiative led to a range of measures including introducing fixed recoverable success fees for many personal
injury cases run on a CFA basis. These measures have helped tackle the costs litigation and the main
concerns of the claimant and defendant sides and deliver a more eVective system for consumers.

3.7 The Courts have also played a significant role in helping to bring more stability to the costs regime
and maintain access to justice—some of the key judgments are listed in the footnote.1

Research

3.8 The Department is working to build up a better knowledge and evidence base on how CFAs are
working. An extensive range of research has already been conducted to support the development of practical
measures to simplify the assessment of success fees in personal injury cases and to analyse the impact of
CFAs. The key research funded by the Department is in the footnote2.

3.9 Research has been completed into the costs of low value motor accident and employers’ liability
claims and into the failure rates in road traYc accidents (RTAs), employer and public liability claims. The
latter has formed the basis for calculating fixed recoverable success fee as mentioned above and which are
now provided for in the Civil Procedure Rules.3

3.10 The Department also commissioned a comprehensive research study by Paul Fenn, Alistair Gray,
Neil Rickman and Yasmeen Mansur to evaluate the eVect on personal injury claims of the Access to Justice
funding reforms that made success fees and after the event insurance premiums recoverable. In addition, the
research looked at the funding arrangements in clinical negligence claims and collected information on the
funding of personal injury litigation in other European jurisdictions. Some comparisons are made with
findings from an earlier study for the Department. The report—“The funding of personal injury litigation:
comparisons over time and across jurisdictions”—is currently being finalised for publication in December
and copies will be made available to the Committee.

3.12 An OFT fact finding study of the liability insurance market4 concluded it was unlikely that the cost
of individual claims has risen substantially as a result of the funding reforms and it was unclear whether they
have had a significant impact on the frequency of claims. The OFT said that it had frequently been suggested
that the number of claims (especially for trivial injuries) has risen because the reforms have made the
claiming process easier and the associated publicity has drawn more attention to the availability of
compensation for accident victims, but the evidence for this is largely anecdotal.

1 Hollins v Russell [2003] EWCA Civ 718 (22 May 2003)
Callery v Gray [2002] UKHL 28 (27 June 2002)
Callery v Gray [2001] EWCA Civ 1117 (17 July 2001)
Sarwar v Alam [2001] EWCA Civ 1401 (19 September 2001)

2 Calculating “Reasonable” Success Fees for Employers’ Liability Disease Claims (2005); Calculating “Reasonable” Success
Fees for Employers’ Liability Accident Claims (2004); Calculating “reasonable” success fees for RTA claims (2003)—all by
Paul Fenn University of Nottingham Business School and Neil Rickman University of Surrey. The Impact of Conditional
Fees on the Selection, Handling and Outcomes of Personal Injury Cases—by Paul Fenn, Alastair Gray, Neil Rickman and
Howard Carrier (2003) Costs of Low Value Employers’ Liability Claims 1997–2002 (2003)—by Paul Fenn and Neil Rickman

3 Civil Procedures Rules Part 45 Sections III–V
4 Liability insurance—A report on an OFT fact finding study (August 2003)

The UK liability market—a follow-up to the OFT’s 2003 market study (June 2005)
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Simplifying the regulation of CFAs

3.13 The litigation over costs referred to above helped to highlight concerns over the complexity of the
secondary legislation governing CFAs. The Department recently completed a review of the way in which
CFAs are regulated and brought into eVect a new regulatory environment for CFAs from 1 November.
After extensive consultations the Department concluded that the secondary legislation governing CFAs had
become too complex, had contributed to some of satellite litigation between liability insurers and claimant
firms, was hard for many solicitors to use and too diYcult for most consumers to understand.

3.14 The consultations confirmed that the CFA regulations were unnecessary and better regulation could
be achieved through the providers—solicitors. EVective consumer protection is best delivered by regulating
eVectively the providers of services. The Department worked with the Law Society to design a package of
regulatory changes to the regulations and to professional rules and associated guidance.

3.15 The key change is the repeal of the existing CFA regulations and focusing of regulation on the simple
provisions in the primary legislation and the amended professional rules. The amendments to professional
rules will make clearer solicitor’s responsibilities to their clients. In particular that they must explain to the
client the terms of the agreement and in what circumstances, if any, the client will be required to pay
anything. It will also make it much easier for the individual client to understand what it is they are being
asked to agree to and to shop around if they want to find a better deal. Removing unnecessary regulation
will apply to all CFAs that are used across a range of civil cases and will put into place the Government’s
commitment to introduce better regulation and strip out unnecessary legislation.

Contingency Fees

3.16 The BRTF recommended that Department should consider researching the potential impact and
eVectiveness of contingency fees in securing access to justice. The Government rejected this because it was
felt that CFAs should remain the principal form of private contingent funding available in the civil justice
system and that the simplification of regulation proposed at that time would remove much of the complexity
from CFAs. The Department still believes there is no need for the extension of contingency fees beyond their
current use in helping people bring cases where limited or no costs recovery is provided and in non
contentious business. The extension of contingency fees would be an unnecessary change to the funding
system and would contribute little to dispelling the perception of a compensation culture.

4. Unnecessary risk averseness in public bodies

4.1 As indicated above, the Better Regulation Task Force concluded that the perception that exists of a
compensation culture was leading to a fear of litigation and risk-averse behaviour in organisations and
public bodies involved in providing activities and services. For that reason, the Government has identified
promoting better risk management and improving public awareness as two of the key strands of work to
take forward.

4.2 The aim of this work is to promote eVective and sensible health and safety measures and appropriate
and proportionate risk management procedures. Initiatives are being taken forward across Government and
by stakeholders to develop good risk management practices and guidance, and to provide better information
on risk and the role of risk management so that people have confidence that if they adopt reasonable
standards and procedures they will not be found liable. Part 1 of the Compensation Bill reinforces this
message.

5. Regulating claims management companies

Background

5.1 Concerns have been raised about the growth of a compensation culture and the role of claims
management companies. Claims management companies are perceived as encouraging spurious claims and
promoting a “have a go” agenda. While some claims management companies provide an ethical and honest
service to their clients’, dubious actions on the part of others are widely reported. These include high pressure
selling and oVering inducements such as cash advances, if claims are taken up, and plasma televisions. Some
companies do not inform consumers of the risks and additional costs of taking out loans to cover the cost
of insurance premiums to fund conditional fee agreements. These activities have badly damaged the
reputation of all claims management companies, even those who want to provide a high standard of service
to consumers.

5.2 Solicitors also provide advice and guidance on using conditional fee agreements in personal injury
cases. Unlike claims management companies, solicitors who are regulated by the Law Society, have to abide
by rules in the Guide for the Professional Conduct of Solicitors. A breach of the rules could result in
disciplinary action.
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The growth of the industry

5.3 The 1999 Access to Justice Act removed public funding for most personal injury cases. It also enabled
recovery of a success fee and after the event insurance fees from the losing party, so removing what had
previously been seen as a barrier to accessing the courts and helping those with genuine claims retain more
of their award. These changes altered the make up of the sector to a private market supported by a range
of providers and triggered the growth of the claims management industry.

5.4 Claims managers gather cases either by advertising or direct approach. The claims manager then
either acts for the client to pursue a claim or as an intermediary between the claimant and the lawyers who
may represent them.

5.5 Claims managers make money from several sources—referral fees from solicitors, commission on
auxiliary services, after the event insurance and sometimes on loans to the client. Their remit has broadened
to include areas other than personal injury including employment, mortgage mis-selling and housing
disrepair.

The Problems

5.6 The collapse of two of the largest claims management companies—Claims Direct and the Accident
Group—in 2003 and the recent investigation into the management of coal health claims have focussed public
attention on the sector. Media reports of “ambulance chasers”, the approach of potential claimants at the
site of an accident and the encouragement of claimants to magnify the extent of damage or injury have also
helped reinforce a dubious image for such companies.

5.7 Currently solicitors and claims management companies do not compete on a level regulatory playing
field. The Law Society regulates solicitors, while claims intermediaries remain relatively unregulated and can
give advice with little quality control and no requirement to provide an independent complaints procedure
if things go wrong.

5.8 In personal injury cases solicitors “buy in” referrals from claims managers. They have a responsibility
under Law Society rules to advise those making the claim on its viability, eVectively filtering out spurious
claims or ones with little chance of success. Should they fail to do this clients may have redress under Law
Society rules. Such regulation will not be eVected by the Compensation Bill as business areas that are already
covered by the oversight of other regulators will continue to be subject to that regulation, but it will bring
claims management services under similar obligations.

Statutory Regulation

5.9 Regulation of claims management services was recommended by the Better Regulation Task Force
Report (BRTF) in its report “Better Routes to Redress”. While the report rebutted the idea of a
compensation culture (and made the point that claims have fallen in recent years) they recommended that,
to safeguard genuine claims and provide reassurance for consumers, the industry should be regulated. The
BRTF recommended the industry should attempt self-regulation on a voluntary basis in the first instance
and if this did not prove to be successful then the Government should bring forward statutory regulation.
The Government accepted the recommendations.

5.10 The Claims Standards Council (CSC), was established by in 2004 to provide voluntary regulation
of the claims management industry and now has some 150 members including the AA and MGN Group.
The CSC has produced a draft code of practice, currently with the OYce of Fair Trading for approval.
Whilst many claims management companies have become members there are many others that have not
supported this attempt at self-regulation. Without total support from the industry and the “teeth” to enforce
regulation it is clear that in order to raise standards statutory regulation is urgently needed.

5.11 The Compensation Bill recommends that the Secretary of State have the power to create such
regulation, and make it an oVence to oVer claims management services without the approval of the
regulator. DCA has consulted with key stakeholders including the consumer, legal, insurance and finance
sectors in the development of this legislation
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Current Position

5.12 The Secretary of State will be required to ensure that any body designated is fit for purpose. The
Department has commissioned an independent regulatory expert to help assess the appropriate
requirements and the position of the current claims industry body—the Claims Standards Council.

5.13 The Bill provides the power for the Secretary of State to designate or establish a body or in
exceptional circumstances for the Secretary of State, Department for Constitutional AVairs to regulate
directly, for example, if the designated body failed as regulator. It is envisaged that oversight of the regulator
will be transferred to the Legal Services Board5 once established.

5.14 Regulating the sector will re-assure the public, giving them confidence in using such services. We
propose to establish a front line regulator with clear rules, a code of practice and a complaint process to
oVer redress when things go wrong. Statutory regulation will protect consumer’s interests and will also be
of benefit to those intermediaries who want to provide genuine customer services. It will curb inappropriate
and misleading information and those trying to operate outside this mechanism will be subject to
prosecution.

6. The law of negligence

Background

6.1 Most claims for damages, including those for personal injuries, are brought as claims in negligence.
In deciding a claim in negligence, the court has to consider whether the defendant owed a duty of care to
the claimant; if so, whether the duty of care was breached; and whether the claimant suVered loss or injury
as a result.

6.2 In considering the second of these, whether the duty of care was breached, the court has to consider
the standard of care, and whether the defendant fell short of that standard. The ordinary standard of care
in negligence is “reasonable care” and the question whether the defendant has met that is a question of fact
for the court to decide, having regard to all the circumstances of the case.

The provision on negligence in the Compensation Bill

6.3 Clause 1 of the Bill makes clear that a court considering a claim, when deciding what is required to
meet the standard of care in particular circumstances, is able to consider the wider social value of the activity
in the context of which the injury or damage occurred. It does this by providing that the court can have
regard to whether a requirement that the defendant should have taken particular steps to meet the standard
of care might prevent or obstruct a desirable activity from being undertaken or might discourage people
involved in providing the activity from doing so.

6.4 This reflects the existing law and guidance given by the higher courts over a considerable period and
renewed in recent cases. The provision is not concerned with and does not alter the standard of care, nor
the circumstances in which a duty to take care will be owed. It is solely concerned with the court’s assessment
of what constitutes reasonable care in the case before it.

6.5 The provision is intended to reassure those concerned about possible litigation that the law takes the
social value of activities into account and that they will not be found liable if they adopt reasonable
standards and procedures; to influence settlements and help reduce the number of ill-conceived claims by
bringing this to the attention of potential parties to litigation; and to support other initiatives to improve
public awareness and promote better risk management, which are integral parts of the Government’s wider
programme of work.

The Department for Constitutional AVairs

November 2005

Evidence submitted by the Department of Health (DoH)

Objective

1. The Government’s objective is to reform the way lower value clinical negligence cases are handled in
the NHS to provide appropriate redress, including investigations, explanations, apologies and financial
redress where appropriate, without the need to go to court, thereby improving the experience of patients
using the NHS. The bill does not amend the law relating to liability for clinical negligence but provides an
alternative mechanism for resolving claims relating to such liabilities in qualifying cases.

5 The white paper on legal services reform proposes the establishment of a Legal Services Board who will oversight of the
designated legal bodies including the Law Society, General Council of the Bar and Institute of Licensed Executives
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Background

2. The NHS Plan stated that the Department of Health would examine ways to improve the system of
handling and responding to clinical negligence claims that are made against the NHS. A commitment in
the Government’s 2001 manifesto to reform the approach to handling clinical negligence claims in the NHS
reinforced this approach. In August 2001, the Chief Medical OYcer (CMO), published a paper, “Call for
Ideas”, inviting patients, NHS staV, the public and other key stakeholders to give their views on how the
NHS of the future should handle clinical negligence incidents. The CMO also led a series of meetings with
an expert advisory group to develop thinking in this area. In June 2003, the CMO published his consultation
document Making Amends, which set out recommendations for reform. The key recommendation in
Making Amends (Recommendation 1) is that:

“An NHS Redress Scheme should be introduced to provide investigations when things go wrong;
remedial treatment, rehabilitation and care when needed; explanations and apologies; and
financial compensation in certain circumstances.”

3. The current arrangements for dealing with clinical negligence cases:

— are perceived to be complex, unfair (as apparently similar cases may have diVerent outcomes)
and slow;

— are costly both in terms of legal fees and in diverting clinical staV from clinical care;

— have a negative eVect on NHS staV, morale and on public confidence;

— lead to patient dissatisfaction with the lack of explanations and apologies or reassurance they
receive that action has been taken to prevent the same incident happening to another patient; and

— encourage defensiveness and secrecy in the NHS, which stands in the way of learning and
improvement in the health service.

4. We intend that an NHS redress scheme will:

— provide a real alternative to litigation for the cases that fall within the scheme, including addressing
the delays and legal costs that are part of the current system;

— lead to a more consistent response to patients when things go wrong, providing them with an
explanation of what went wrong and what is proposed to be done to prevent it happening again,
leading to more positive patient experience when things go wrong;

— place the emphasis on putting things right, with patients oVered appropriate remedial healthcare
and, where appropriate, financial compensation;

— provide speedier access to redress; and

— provide a real alternative for those patients unwilling or unable to take their cases to court.

Current position

5. In any healthcare system, things sometimes go wrong. When this happens now in NHS provided
healthcare, the main route to compensation for a patient who considers that they have been harmed during
the course of NHS clinical treatment administered by a health care professional, is to bring a claim for
negligence—although most cases are settled before the court hearing.

6. The legal system is adversarial. It makes the staV in the NHS who are complained about defensive.
Furthermore, some patients cannot use this route to get the justice they deserve. They may not satisfy the
means testing criteria for legal aid and may not then be able or willing to take the financial risks involved
in taking the legal route.

7. In a MORI survey, commissioned in 2002 for Making Amends, respondents were asked about the kind
of response from the NHS they considered would have been most appropriate for their medical injury. The
most common response considered appropriate was an apology or explanation (34%), followed by an
inquiry into the causes (23%), and support in coping with the consequences (16%). 11% of respondents
indicated that financial compensation would have been the most appropriate response.

8. The Department’s most recent figures for 2001 show that 78% of claims valued between £10,000 and
£15,000 cost more to settle than the amount awarded compared to only 18% of claims valued at over
£50,000. Money diverted into legal and litigation costs is diverted away from NHS medical care, whilst
clinical time diverted into court proceedings is time diverted from the treatment of NHS patients.

Proposals

9. Much discussion of the scheme has focussed around compensation. Where appropriate, compensation
will be an important element, but it is only one element of a more wide-ranging reform. Where something
has gone wrong and an NHS patient has a sub-optimal clinical outcome, the first response of the NHS must
be to put the problem right, regardless of whether there is an issue of fault. After investigation, it is important
to provide explanations to the patient and, where appropriate a meaningful apology.
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10. The scheme aims to provide redress in its widest form in cases to which it applies, including apologies,
explanations and investigations. It puts patients at the heart of the process of responding when things go
wrong and learning from mistakes. The significant local involvement in identifying and investigating cases
will give opportunities both for learning at an early stage and for that learning to drive culture change within
organisations. The improved approach will ensure a simpler and more eVective approach to “making things
right” for patients and ensuring that where there has been clinical negligence, the approach supports proper
resolution within a non-adversarial environment.

11. There will also be a change of emphasis. Under the current systems of NHS complaints and claims
for clinical negligence, the onus is on the patient to identify that something has gone wrong and to decide
how they would like the organisation concerned to respond. We believe that not all patients or their relatives
currently raise their concerns. This means not all appropriate cases are identified and organisations lose the
opportunity to learn from the incident and improve services in the future.

12. We intend that an NHS redress scheme will take a diVerent approach. The organisation delivering
NHS care will identify incidents falling within the scheme and respond in a much more open and transparent
way when concerns are raised. This meets patient expectation of what should happen if something does go
wrong with their care. There will, however, be cases where the NHS is not able or has failed to identify cases
potentially falling within the scheme, and it is therefore intended that patients will also be able to apply for
their cases to be considered.

13. The scheme will seek to ensure that those patients who have received clinically negligent treatment
from a health care professional should receive an appropriate response without having to suVer the strain
of an adversarial system. Many patients have neither the time nor the desire to go through a long drawn out
process at an already diYcult time. They find themselves up against entrenched attitudes and systems that
are not designed around their needs. NHS staV often feel that openness goes unrewarded in the current
defensive climate.

14. The scheme will support a new emphasis on learning from mistakes to improve future care. We intend
that each member of the scheme will have someone at Board level designated with responsibility for
identifying learning opportunities and following these up with action to deliver improved services.

15. The Department of Health believes that the scheme will provide a further driver for the cultural and
organisational shift that is needed to deliver improved hospital services to patients. The scheme will enable
the scheme authority and the National Patient Safety Agency to identify patterns of errors and to help
formulate and introduce changes to procedures to prevent recurrence, thereby reducing future adverse
incidents. In the longer term, this should reduce the burden on Trusts both in financial terms and in terms
of the stress placed on individual staV members when there are adverse outcomes for patients. Such
improvements will deliver significant benefits for patients.

Proposals—legal issues

16. The NHS Redress Bill takes powers to enable the Secretary of State for Health to set up a redress
scheme by regulations to apply to cases involving qualifying liabilities in tort arising out of hospital care
provided as part of the NHS in England (wherever that care is provided) and to set out the detailed rules
governing the operation of the scheme in secondary legislation.

17. The proposed primary powers enable the scheme to be set out within a single framework of
regulations as a real alternative to litigation; one that will be more readily understood by patients and NHS
staV alike. New primary powers will enable the Scheme Authority to seek financial contributions from
participating local bodies and enable these to be used to fund the Redress Scheme. Duties could not be
imposed on FTs and independent providers other than by primary legislation. Using primary legislation
ensures that regardless of which type of organisation provides the care, any hospital service provider within
England can be required to operate the scheme.

18. Placing detailed rules in secondary legislation will allow the scheme to be more easily amended. It also
ensures that there is the necessary flexibility to adapt the scheme in order to reflect the changing ways in
which NHS services are delivered, and limits the technical and administrative detail that appears in primary
legislation. In doing this, the NHS Redress Bill follows the traditional structure of NHS legislation in setting
out the overall framework in the provisions of the Act but being less prescriptive in primary legislation as
to the detail of what the Secretary of State or NHS bodies must do or, indeed, how they must do it.

19. The NHS Redress Bill does not make any fundamental amendments to the existing law relating to
clinical negligence, but augments it by providing patients with the option of an additional mechanism for
obtaining redress. The scheme does not remove a person’s right to litigate if that is what they want to do.
If a person rejects an oVer under the scheme or refuses to participate in it, it will be open to them to go to
court and pursue a claim for negligence in the normal way.

20. It is intended that an NHS redress scheme will provide a mechanism for the swift resolution of
qualifying lower monetary value claims in tort arising out of hospital services provided as part of the NHS
in England (wherever those services are provided), without the need to go to court. Higher value, more
complex cases, will continue to be dealt with exclusively through the current legal arrangements. While the
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maximum level of financial compensation payable under the scheme will be reviewable, the initial upper
limit is proposed at £20,000. This is because lower-value cases tend to have higher proportional legal and
administrative costs under the current system.

21. Only cases involving liabilities in tort in respect of personal injury or loss arising out of a breach of
a duty of care and arising as a consequence of any act or omission by a health care professional will be
covered by the scheme. The intention is not to create new rights, but to improve access to justice for those
with rights that already exist under current law. Claims without merit will be rejected.

22. The liabilities covered by the scheme are those of the organisation that is providing (or
commissioning) the care. The scheme does not cover any personal liabilities of individual healthcare
professionals who provide services under a contract of employment. Hospital services provided by
individuals under such contracts will be covered by the scheme as a result of the liability of the organisation
providing the services. The scheme covers vicarious liability: the most common ground upon which a
hospital authority may be held responsible for injury to patients is by virtue of an employer’s vicarious
liability for the torts of an employee committed during the course of employment.

23. The same tests for negligence will be applied to cases under the NHS Redress Scheme as are applied
under current tort law. The test of negligence will therefore be the same as that currently applied in clinical
negligence cases: presently the “Bolam test”, which provides that a professional is not negligent if their
practice was in accordance with that accepted as proper at the time of treatment by a responsible body of
medical opinion, even though other doctors adopt a diVerent practice, and the “Bolitho test”, which
provides that in applying the “Bolam test” it will only be in rare cases that a court determines that a practice
considered appropriate by a responsible body of medical opinion is negligent. Only if it can be shown that
the professional opinion is not capable of withstanding logical analysis, is the judge entitled to hold that the
body of opinion oVered is not reasonable or responsible and hence the action is negligent.

24. It would not be appropriate for the Bill to set out that the “Bolam” and “Bolitho” tests will be applied
to cases under the redress scheme. The Bill makes it absolutely clear that the redress scheme only applies to
qualifying liability in tort under the law of England and Wales. It is important to emphasise that the law of
tort in England and Wales is not a static creature: the tests that are used today such as “Bolam” and
“Bolitho” may change as the case law develops. Being specific about the tests to be applied on the face of
the Bill would prevent the redress scheme from evolving with the law of tort in England and Wales, and
would therefore inhibit the necessary flexibility for the tests applied to cases under the scheme to match those
applied by the courts in civil proceedings.

25. Where compensation is appropriate, the NHS Redress Scheme will provide a real alternative to
litigation for the less severe cases, removing the lottery and risks of litigation, whilst reducing the general
burden of unnecessary legal costs. It will provide a fair, equitable and appropriate response to people who
have been harmed in the course of their health care. In this respect, the scheme will be consistent with wider
Government policy on improving access to justice.

Support for patients

26. It is intended that where an oVer of redress is to be made, appropriate support will be provided to the
patient. We intend to ensure patients are able to make a genuine, informed choice when presented with
options and clause 8 of the Bill seeks to do just that.

27. Clause 8 sets out that a scheme may make provision for free legal advice to be provided in connection
with proceedings under the scheme. It is intended that the scheme will provide for legal advice to be given
free of charge to the patient or other person eligible for redress under the scheme, for the purpose of assessing
whether or not an oVer of financial compensation under the scheme is reasonable and equivalent to what
the patient would have received through the courts.

28. The scheme may also provide that free legal advice has to be supplied by a provider included in a list
held by a particular body. To ensure independence, it is envisaged that the scheme might, for example,
provide that a body such as the Legal Services Commission will compile and maintain a list of independent
providers of legal advice, with whom the scheme authority will have made arrangements for the provision
of such advice at a flat rate.

29. Clause 8(1)(b) provides flexibility for the provision of other services that may help to reach an
agreement to settle. It is intended that further consultation with stakeholders will take place to identify what
services might be most appropriate and eVective for these cases. However, options may include mediation
services or the services of a jointly instructed independent medical expert.

30. It is essential that patients have appropriate support throughout proceedings under the scheme to be
able to make a positive contribution to resolution and to raise any concerns they may have with the
appropriate body. Clause 9 of the Bill requires the Secretary of State to arrange for the provision of
assistance to individuals seeking redress, or who intend to seek redress under the scheme, to the extent that
she thinks that it is necessary to meet reasonable requirements; we intend to consult further on this aspect
when drafting secondary legislation. This assistance may take the form of representation or some other form
of assistance.
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31. In making any arrangements pursuant to clause 9, the Secretary of State is required to have regard
to the principle that arrangements for the provision of assistance should, in so far as is practicable, be
independent of persons to whose conduct the case relates or who are involved in dealing with the case.

32. It is intended that patients and appropriate representatives whose cases are being considered under
the scheme will be able to access support at any time during the process from Patient Advice and Liaison
Services (PALS) and Independent Complaints Advocacy Service (ICAS) type arrangements. It is intended
that these arrangements will resemble those currently in place to support patients through the NHS
complaints process.

33. Until the point at which an oVer of redress is accepted under the scheme, the patient will retain the
right to litigate. However, we want to place the emphasis on getting things right before litigation is initiated.
The assistance this clause oVers, coupled with the free legal advice that patients will receive in relation to
their oVer under clause 8, will assist in ensuring patients receive the best possible outcome.

Department of Health

December 2005

Evidence submitted by Associated Newspapers

Executive summary

In this submission we make the case for the reform of Conditional Fee Arrangements (CFAs) in libel cases.

Associated Newspapers is one of the largest media groups in the UK. Our interests include the Daily Mail,
The Mail on Sunday, the Evening Standard and Metro. However, we believe that our submission echoes the
views of many media organisations from small independent publications to those of the largest media groups.

Associated Newspapers is committed to the principle of access to justice for any Claimant who is justified
in bringing a defamation case.

CFAs were introduced to promote such access, particularly for Claimants who could not aVord the
potential cost of bringing such an action. Essentially a Claimant no longer need carry any financial risk. If
their case is unsuccessful any costs awarded to the Defendant can be protected through After the Event
Insurance (ATEI) though this is not compulsory. If the case is successful, the Defendant bears its own costs,
plus the Claimant’s costs times a success multiplier as well as any damages awarded. If the case is
unsuccessful the Defendant can have diYculty in recovering costs from the Claimant even when ATEI has
been taken since the policy may be worthless if the Claimant has misled the insurer.

In practice, the CFA regime has produced perverse outcomes. Among these are that:

— Wealthy litigants such as publicity attracting celebrities who could well aVord to pay for litigation,
instead opt for a no risk CFA. But the unsuccessful Defendant might incur substantial costs at
double the normal rate even where damages awarded are negligible. Subsidising wealthy litigants
in this way was not the intended purpose of CFAs.

— The combination of an absence of risk to the Claimant and the potential for high success fees for
the lawyer appears to encourage claims which should not otherwise be brought.

— The lack of any CFA client pressure to contain legal costs to reasonable levels leads to
exceptionally high lawyers’ fees in CFA cases. These are then increased by a success multiplier to
a point that to lose a case could be so unaVordable that it could close down any but the most
financially robust of publications. This is recognised as the “chilling” or “blackmailing” eVect.

— The fear in such CFA cases of exceptionally high and largely unconstrained litigation costs risks
deterring free speech in a way which far exceeds the deterrent eVect of any likely award of damages.
So CFAs restrict the Article 10 right to freedom of expression.

— CFAs costs are not being rigorously controlled.

— CFAs are unbalanced in their impact as between Claimant and Defendant.

1. Introduction

Lord HoVmann in paragraph 36 of the judgement in Campbell v MGN drew a distinction between CFAs
in personal injury and defamation litigation.

He made the point that the former is characterised by a very large number of small claims which are met
by liability insurers who are able to pass on those costs to their road user customers.

In contrast, in defamation cases, which are typically few in number but with disproportionately high costs,
there are no market forces restraining the levels of success fees and ATE insurance premiums. The last line
of defence is the costs judge.

Yet, in defamation cases, important Article 10 rights are engaged. The current system is translating into
costs claims approaching £900 an hour in an area in which Article 10 rights are engaged.
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We believe that such costs are excessive by any measure and the threat of such costs is already forcing
changes in decision making.

There is therefore a clear case for reform of CFAs in libel cases.

2. The current problem in context

To put the costs of a recent action in context, the cost of defending one article (had the case been lost)
would have been equivalent to the annual salaries of over 100 journalists, which is enough to wipe out many
publishers. Even for publishers who may be strong enough to absorb such costs, they can have serious eVects
upon their financial position.

The annual number of London defamation writs over the last 5 years has ranged from 128 to 267. There
are however, approaching, 150 solicitors, possibly more, practising in the defamation field. There is not
enough defamation work to go round.

Whereas in a “normal” market situation such an “excess supply” of defamation solicitors would exert a
downward pressure on rates charged, the opposite is true with CFAs. This is a perverse outcome of the CFA
regime in which the market for such services is distorted due to the absence of control over rates by clients
and the introduction of an incentive to behave in a way which can increase the number of hours worked/
charged.

In practice a big CFA case can represent a windfall of unhealthy importance to the practice in question.

The system for assessing costs requires minimal accountability to a CFA client in key areas. This was
commented on in the House of Lords in Callery v Gray and by Lord HoVmann in Campbell v MGN. There
is no incentive on Claimants to challenge fees or the uplift or the After the Event insurance arrangements
(“ATEI”). Furthermore, there is no incentive to question the allocation of resources to a case or indeed the
case management by their lawyers.

Lord Bingham in Callery v Gray drew attention to the risk of abuse. He said,

“I would not wish to discount either the risk of abuse or the need to check any practices which may
undermine the fairness of the new funding regime. This should operate so as to promote access to
justice but not so as to confer disproportionate benefits on legal practitioners . . . or impose unfair
burdens on Defendants . . . ”.

It is quite clear that in some cases Claimant lawyers recognise the “power” of an impecunious client.
Recently, Turcu v News Group Newspapers Ltd went all the way to trial at great expense despite the fact that
solicitor and client had largely lost touch. Mr Turcu had not even provided a witness statement and did not
appear at the trial. Whilst not questioning the Claimant’s solicitor’s motives in bringing the case, the fact
that News Group would inevitably face irrecoverable costs approaching half a million pounds for the
privilege of winning cannot be ignored.

Lord HoVmann referred to the Turcu case, which he said “vividly illustrated” the problems that CFAs
are currently causing in defamation cases and which he said gives rise to concern that freedom of expression
may be seriously inhibited. At paragraph 31 he said:

“The blackmailing eVect of such litigation appears to arise from two factors. First, the use of CFAs
by impecunious Claimants who do not take out ATE insurance. That, of course, is not a feature
of the present case. If MGN are right about Ms Campbell’s means she would have been able to pay
their costs if she had lost. The second factor is the conduct of the case by the Claimant’s solicitors in
a way which not only runs up substantial costs but requires the Defendants to do so as well. Faced
with a free spending Claimant’s solicitor and being at risk not only as to liability but also as to
twice the Claimant’s costs, the Defendant is faced with an arms race which makes it particularly
unfair for the Claimant afterwards to justify his conduct of the litigation on the ground that the
Defendant’s own costs were equally high.”

Furthermore, in CFA cases there is an inbuilt conflict between lawyer and client which places a special
responsibility on the lawyer.

Miller v Associated Newspapers Limited came to trial in March of this year. DCI Miller sued over articles
suggesting that his handling of the Hamilton rape investigation and another serious rape case had been
incompetent.

He was initially represented by Carter-Ruck on a CFA (although the case moved to another firm with the
partner concerned some months before trial) and he was also supported by the Police Federation.

Four days before trial, we received a letter confirming that, if successful, Miller would be looking to us
to pay £3.3 million. This included a £615,000 insurance “premium” payable to the Police Federation who
were in fact carrying the risk themselves and had not taken out insurance.

Mr Justice Eady in his Judgment recognised the “enormous risk on costs” that Associated faced in spite
of “Associated’s best eVorts to settle”.
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Associated won after a three week trial and in awarding indemnity costs plus interest on our own costs
paid to our solicitors, the Judge said “the Claimant’s conduct . . . in pressing on beyond the oVer that was
made to him in December 2003, was unreasonable”.

Some limited progress has been made in addressing the enormous costs burden of these actions, for
example by the imposition of “costs capping” orders. But, as Lord HoVmann recognised, this is only a
palliative. He said at paragraph 34,

“I would certainly endorse the sentiments expressed by Brooke LJ in Musa King v Telegraph Group
and hope that judges in lower courts will put his suggestions into practice. It is, however, only a
palliative. It does not deal with the problem of a newspaper being faced with the prospect of
incurring substantial and irrecoverable costs. In the Turcu case, News Group Newspapers Limited
was financially strong enough not to submit to pressure. But smaller publishers may not be able
to aVord to take such a stand. Furthermore, neither capping costs at an early stage nor assessing
them later deals with the threat of having to pay the Claimant’s costs at a level which is, by
definition, up to twice the amount which would be reasonable and proportionate.”

The Court of Appeal gave guidance in Musa King v Telegraph on the need for proportionality and
recognised that “something has gone seriously wrong”. Brooke LJ acknowledged that a libel Claimant
brings an action “not only to recover damages but also to vindicate his reputation”. He went on to say,
“ . . . .that consideration cannot go far to bridge the gulf between the value of this action to the Claimant
and the value to the lawyers”.

He also commented in some detail on the “extravagant way” in which the Claimant’s solicitors had
conducted the litigation and pointed out that equality of arms and/or the need to get vindication does not
mean that a Claimant should have access to the most expensive lawyers. He said:

“If this means, now that the amount at stake in defamation cases has been so greatly reduced, that
it will not be open to a CFA Claimant to receive the benefit of advocate instructed at anything
more than a modest fee or to receive the help of a litigation partner in a very expensive firm who
is not willing to curtail his fees, then his/her fate will be no diVerent from that of a conventionally
legally aided litigant in modern times”.

In the case brought against The Times by Lance Armstrong, Mr Justice Eady acknowledged that the
power existed to impose a cap but refused to do it because there is no evidence that The Times would, as
the Judge put it, “have to whistle for their costs” on a retrospective costs assessment.

The diYculty with this, as is recognised by Lord HoVmann, is that the prospect of retrospective costs
recovery does not remove the risk that a CFA funded case will be managed in an unreasonable and
disproportionate manner. If successful, only a proportion of costs are recovered on taxation, so even after
winning and recovering costs the Defendant can be very substantially out of pocket. Retrospective costs
assessment can amount to expensive satellite litigation that a prospective cost capping order would avoid.

Associated Newspapers Limited has an ongoing case brought against them by Alberta Matadeen over an
article criticising the treatment of old people in the home she owned. A costs cap was imposed in the face
of base costs in the Allocation Questionnaire of £558,000 plus VAT, which with a success fee of 100%
(solicitors but not Counsel were on a CFA) would have increased to almost £1million. Master Eyre
recognised that the need for vindication may well include a more liberal approach on costs but scarcely an
approach so liberal as to ratify costs on this “giant scale”. He said that a CFA with no ATEI cover, as was
the case in this action, is precisely the kind of case in which a capping order is appropriate.

Lord Justice Brooke In Musa King and Master Eyre in Matadeen v Associated Newspapers Limited when
imposing cost capping orders were influenced by the lack of an ATEI policy. A more recent decision,
however demonstrates why costs capping is just as appropriate where ATEI is, apparently, in place.

A former Sudanese diplomat, Mr Al-Koronky, is suing Time Life in relation to allegations that he and
his wife kept a woman in their London home as a slave. Mr Justice Eady held that the Defendants were
entitled to security for costs, the Claimants being resident in Sudan. The Claimant had taken out an ATEI
policy. When this was eventually provided by Carter-Ruck to Time Life’s solicitors under threat of an
application to Court, it turned out that the policy contained an express exclusion that where false
information had been supplied to insurers they would not be liable. So, if the Defendants’ justification
defence succeeds, the ATEI policy, as Carter-Ruck conceded, will not be worth the paper it is written on.
The same problem has arisen again very recently in relation to another ATEI insurance policy against other
media Defendants which, aside from possibly not being available if the justification defence succeeds, also
contains a limit on liability of £100,000.
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3. Developing a solution

In relation to the level of costs recoverable from unsuccessful media Defendants, a radical change is
needed.

While the media should have no objection to famous firms charging their Hollywood style clients £450
per hour base costs (or whatever the client is prepared to pay), a diVerent issue arises, with Article 10 rights
engaged, when it comes to costs recoverable from Defendants.

A regime is required that will comply with convention obligations in relation to access to justice, whilst
not unnecessarily impacting on article 10 rights freedom of expression.

Costs

A starting point to deal with all of these points would be to overhaul the system of assessment of costs.

1. Dealing first of all with a “post code lottery”—the hourly guideline rates for solicitors are found in the
oYcial guide to the summary assessment of costs and depend entirely upon the post code. The current
guideline rate for a Grade A solicitor in EC4 is £359. If the firm was in WC1, with possibly a slightly shorter
walk to court, the guideline rate instead of £359 would be £276. If they were a 20 minute bus or tube ride
away in say Camden Town, instead of £359 the rate would be somewhere between £198 and £232. Even
crossing from one side of Chancery Lane (WC) to the other (EC) can make an £83 per hour diVerence to
the guideline rate (doubled to £166 in a 100% uplift CFA case).

2. Under this system, a small niche practice in EC1 is able to benefit from the City of London guideline
rates which are largely based on the costs of Magic Circle and other large firms.

There is another aspect of the system which has the eVect of inflating the guideline rates. The figures are
produced from surveys of firms in each area which are carried out by the relevant local Law Society. Each
participating firm provides details of its costs, which are then averaged and divided by 1,200 chargeable
hours per year in the City, Holborn and Westminster and 1,100 chargeable hours a year everywhere else.
This works out at around 5 chargeable hours per day, certainly less than most firms achieve, and has the
eVect of inflating the guideline rates because the costs have been divided into a lower number of hours.

3. The chilling eVect of exorbitant base costs on CFA media litigation where Article 10 rights are engaged
could be reduced by applying a special scale of costs recoverable from the losing party which would not
equate Article 10 litigation with multimillion pound commercial shipping and property disputes and would
not depend on a postcode lottery.

Recoverable costs in Article 10 CFA cases should be set at a level that would ensure that competent
representation and access to justice exists, but with no incentives to go beyond that level.

4. The most expensive senior partners and QCs referred to by Brooke LJ in Musa King would have a
choice in CFA cases, to take a case on “scale rates” that is scale rates recoverable from Defendants, subject
of course to uplift, or turn the case down and let the Claimant choose a competent lawyer who is prepared
to work on this basis. We believe that there would be no shortage of willing solicitors and barristers keen
to participate.

5. As far as solicitors are concerned, market forces would ensure that there would be a range of firms
prepared to take on this work, some already in the market and others would move in.

6. Senior publicly funded criminal lawyers dealing with for example, serious rape cases, are usually paid
in the region of £140 per hour. There is no reason why, with the assistance of specialist counsel, lawyers
capable of handling serious criminal cases should not be able to handle libel cases. When the Sunday Mirror
ran a story headlined “On the loose, £7 million lotto rapist at the seaside” and carried a picture of the wrong
man, a retired security guard, a local firm of Weymouth solicitors was consulted. With the help of Joanne
Cash of 1 Brick Court, they recovered £100,000 damages plus costs.

Mr Justice Eady made the same point in the Gazley case when he said:

“It is important to recognise that in order to have the necessary or the proportionate expertise
available one does not always need to instruct London specialist solicitors. An important factor
is that any competent litigation solicitor in the country can call upon specialist members of the
bar at very short notice. Indeed, as I have already said, Carter-Ruck themselves took advice from
counsel”.

7. Lawyers should be required to certify that their costs are “reasonable” and “proportionate” and there

should be meaningful sanctions where such certification is shown to be unjustified. Although these points
apply primarily to CFA cases this approach to recoverability where Article 10 rights are engaged should
apply equally to non-CFA cases. In the Miller case, this would still have left a potential downside of
approaching £2million all in.

There is a clear case for reform. We acknowledge that the level of rates recoverable need to be suYcient
to ensure that deserving impecunious Claimants obtain access to justice with the help of competent legal
representation. These rates may or may not be in line with Legal Aid rates. However, these changes, along
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with the need for reasonableness and proportionality, with the back up of costs capping, would go a long
way to preventing pre-trial letters which seek to deter Defendants by warning of Claimant’s costs of
£3.3million resulting from defending one article.

The examples of France and Germany

France and Germany have Article 6 obligations too but do not have systems where costs dominate media
litigation.

In France the current position is that the loser pays a proportion of the winning party’s costs which are
assessed by the Judge. A reform is currently being proposed in the French Parliament that a fixed cost regime
should be introduced, as in Germany.

Costs awards by Judges in France are relatively small, ƒ10,000 to ƒ20,000 after a first instance trial. This
is no doubt because the system in France for bringing a case to trial is far more streamlined.

Germany too has a fixed cost regime. The winning party can recover costs from the losing party in
accordance with a scale of fees fixed by the courts. The scale depends on the state the case has reached, the
value of the claim, the importance of the case and the size of the distribution of the oVending publication.
The average cost of a case taken to a first instance trial is approximately ƒ20,000 and again, the procedure
in Germany is far more streamlined.

4. Next steps

This paper has set out the problem and indicated possible avenues for exploring a solution to this problem.
There may well be others that could work eVectively.

Associated Newspapers would welcome an opportunity to respond to any queries and to give oral
evidence to the Committee.

Associated Newspapers

November 2005

Evidence submitted by Guardian Newspapers

1. Executive Summary and introduction

1.1 The Conditional Fee Agreement (CFA) system is inherently flawed in its application to defamation
and other cases that engage Article 10 of the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights
(“publication cases”).

1.2 This submission will begin with an overview of the social policy considerations in relation to CFAs
and a basic explanation of how they operate in publication cases.

1.3 The entitlement to success fees in CFA cases ignores important Article 10 considerations and fails to
distinguish publication cases from other types of CFA litigation.

1.4 The courts have identified problems with the CFA system in a number of cases such as Campbell v
MGN Ltd (2005)1, Callery v Gray (2002)2 and Musa King v Telegraph Group Ltd (2004)3.

1.5 A legislative solution should be considered to reform the present system.

2. The social policy considerations

2.1 As Lord HoVmann noted in Campbell4 Parliament’s intention, in the Access to Justice Act 1999, was
to impose the cost of all conditional fee litigation (successful and unsuccessful) on unsuccessful defendants.
The underlying principle is that the losing publisher in one case should pay a success fee to the winning
claimant lawyer firm so that it can take on other cases against the losing publisher defendant and other
publishers in the future.

2.2 The purpose of the legislation is to provide access to justice for people who would not otherwise be
able to aVord to sue. There is no suggestion in the legislation or in the judgments of the House of Lords in
Campbell and Callery v Gray that CFAs are intended to punish media defendants for getting things wrong
and although this populist view prevails it has no part to play in a debate about CFAs.

2.3 Our objection to the CFA system is not intended as an attack on the principle of access to justice.
Similarly, we are in favour of equality of arms in litigation. The reforms proposed in this submission are not
intended to create anything other than a level playing field for both defendants and claimants.

1 [2005] UKHL 61.
2 [2002] 3 ALL ER 417.
3 EWCA (Civ) 613.
4 paragraph 16.
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3. CFAs in operation

3.1 The usual rule in litigation is that the loser pays the other party’s costs as well as his own. There is
therefore a built-in risk to each party involved in litigation.

3.2 CFAs allow claimant lawyers to enter into arrangements under which claimants will not have to pay
their own lawyers’ costs if they win the case because these will be recovered from the defendant.5 Part of the
risk in litigation therefore transfers from the claimant to his lawyers and the defendant.

3.3 The claimant remains liable to pay the defendant’s costs if he loses and may (but is not required to)
take out insurance called “after the event” (ATE) insurance against such liability. The insurance premium
is a “funding arrangement” which is recoverable from the defendant6. If the claimant takes out ATE
insurance he does not bear any risk in the litigation7. The risk passes to his lawyer and the ATE insurer.

3.4 Often insurance is taken out even before a media defendant has had an opportunity to respond to an
initial letter of claim. In May this year the Guardian settled a claim brought against it by an army oYcer
within seven days of receiving a letter before action. The newspaper paid substantial damages, published an
apology and agreed to pay costs. Despite the fact that a settlement was reached promptly and the newspaper
did not attempt to defend the claim, the claimant’s lawyers sought costs of over £9,000, including a 25%
success fee and an insurance premium of £2,400. The claimant’s lawyers took out insurance notwithstanding
that the newspaper had recently been ordered to pay damages of £58,500 in connection with an identical
claim about the same article brought by another army oYcer.8 In such circumstances it is diYcult to
understand what risk could have been identified in the second case, which justified a success fee, and what
justification there can have been for taking out insurance. The newspaper had no appetite to enter into
litigation about the costs given that the claimant’s lawyer would also have been entitled to a success fee in
relation to the costs assessment, so it settled the costs claim for £8,500.

3.5 In CFA cases insurance premiums can be “deferred”. This means that they will never fall to be paid
by the claimant or his lawyers. They only become payable by the defendant if it loses the case.

3.6 In return for taking on the litigation under a CFA the claimant’s lawyers are entitled to charge a
“success fee”. “Success” means any positive outcome (not just a win at a trial) and includes settlement of
the case on any terms. The success fee is calculated as a percentage of the claimant lawyers’ costs charged
on an hourly basis and is paid by the defendant if the claimant is successful.

3.7 As the claimant’s liability to pay the success fee is theoretical he has no interest in the level at which
this is set.

3.8 As the claimant is not paying the (“deferred”) insurance premium he has no interest in how much the
premium costs. There is no limit to the cost of the insurance premium.3.9 The maximum success fee
allowed by the regulations is set at 100%9.

3.10 At present claimant lawyers charge a success fee of between 95% and 100% if a case goes to trial
and this applies retrospectively to the whole case10

3.11 Publication cases are very expensive. Costs are commonly more than ten times the amount of
damages. In 2001 the Guardian paid damages of £10,000 in settlement of a libel case that settled at an early
stage following an application for summary disposal. The claimant’s lawyers claimed costs of £135,000. In
2002 the Observer newspaper made an OVer of Amends in a case involving an allegation of terrorism: the
newspaper paid damages of only £5,000; the claimant’s lawyers claimed costs of £61,000.

3.12 The fact that claimant lawyers’ base (hourly) rates are very high contributes to the high expense of
publication cases. Carter Ruck’s base (hourly) rates are £400 per hour and Schillings are closer to £500 per
hour. When a success fee of 100% is applied the media defendant faces claimant lawyer fees of between
£800–£1000 per hour, throughout the case, in addition to its own costs.3.13 It is worth noting that
defendants would not contemplate paying their own media lawyers (even in city firms) these sorts of rates
for publication cases.

5 Introduced by the Courts and Legal Services Act 1990 and developed further in the Access to Justice Act 1999.
6 Part 44 Civil Procedure Rules
7 Although he may be responsible for disbursements
8 Colonel Campbell-James v Guardian Newspapers Ltd 2005 EWHC 893. In that case the newspaper made an oVer of amends

and the court was asked to adjudicate on the question of damages.
9 Conditional Fee Agreements Order SI/2000/823
10 Carter Ruck will say that they oVer claimants staged success fees in line with staged insurance premiums. According to their

CFA agreements dated 2004 these staged success fees are as follows: 25% if the case settles before proceedings are issued; 50%
if proceedings are issued but the case settles within 28 days of service of a defence; 100% thereafter. At each stage when the
success fee increases the increased rate applies retrospectively to the entire case. So that if a case settles 4 months after a defence
is served the success fee of 100% applies throughout the case.
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4. Parliament’s failure to consider the effect of CFAs on media organisations

4.1 A system whereby media defendants are required to fund successful and unsuccessful litigation
against themselves is questionable in circumstances where the funding of very expensive cases is borne by
few media defendant organisations. The situation is revealed to be even more inequitable when one
considers that there are only a handful of claimant firms, notably: Carter Ruck, Schillings, David Price,
Russell Jones & Walker and Simons Muirhead and Burton, benefiting from the system. The CFA system
fails the test of necessity and proportionality as required by Article 10.

4.2 The eVect of CFAs in publication cases has been to eliminate market forces from the field of claimant
libel work and from the insurance sector insofar as it relates to ATE insurance. While claimant firms
compete with each other for claimants they do not need to compete on price because their CFA clients will,
in reality, never have to pay their fees or the “deferred” ATE insurance premium. These items only ever fall
to be paid by the defendant.

4.3 In some cases a commercial settlement has been agreed after taking into account the success fees and
insurance premiums likely to be claimed by the claimant’s lawyers in the event that the defence does not
succeed.11

4.4 Media defendants do not usually win libel actions. Claimant lawyers’ losses are few and far between.12

If individual claimant firms are not losing cases then the success fee ceases to compensate them for cases
they lose and becomes a windfall profit.

4.5 Although ATE insurance is seen by the courts as a panacea, because it may enable a media defendant
to recover costs if he wins against an impecunious defendant13 the insurance is, in reality, of limited benefit
to media defendants who hardly ever win cases against claimant lawyers. Moreover, as discussed above, the
premiums themselves are so high as to have the potential to make litigation prohibitive for media defendants
and they are punitive when cases settle at an early stage and the defendant has indicated no intention to
defend.14

5. Why are publication cases any different?

5.1 Media defendants are often told that CFAs are working in other areas; in particular the success of
CFAs in road traYc accident cases is trumpeted. But media cases have distinguishing features—Lord
HoVmann noted two of them:

(1) Media cases, unlike road traYc accident cases, engage a human right:

There is no human right to drive a vehicle upon the road free of the cost of litigation arising from
road accidents. But there is a human right to free expression with which the imposition of an
excessive cost burden may interfere.15

(2) In road traYc accident cases a large number of low value, low cost claims are funded by a very large
sector of the population (eVectively the public) through insurance premiums. By contrast, in media
cases the burden of extremely high costs is spread across a small number of businesses and
individual defendants cannot pass the cost to the public:

There are substantial diVerences between the costs in personal injury litigation . . . and costs in
defamation proceedings. In personal injury litigation one is for the most part dealing with very
large numbers of small claims. The liability insurers are able to pass these costs on to their road
user customers. Their own solvency is not threatened . . . 16

In defamation cases on the other hand . . . [o]ne is dealing with a very small number of claims to
payment of relatively large sums of costs which some publishers may be strong enough to absorb
or insure against but which can have serious eVects upon their financial position. The publishers
do not have the same negotiating strength as the liability insurers because there are few assessments
to be contested and disputing them involves considerable additional costs.17

11 See, for example, the statement in open court in GriYn v Guardian Newspapers Ltd, Lawtel, 04/05/2005 (unreported
elsewhere)—where the newspaper made a payment into court of £50,000 which was accepted by the claimant who made a
unilateral statement in open court.

12 In the last 5 years Carter Ruck have not “lost” (in the sense of failing to obtain a favourable settlement) a claim against
Guardian Newspapers. Nor has Guardian Newspapers had any “wins” against Schillings or Russell Jones and Walker. In
September 2004 Russell Jones and Walker admitted that they had never lost a CFA case.

13 Although there is some doubt about whether an insurance policy would pay out if a claimant loses a case where the media
defendant pleads justification (truth) as this would suggest that the claimant had lied to the insurer and so invalidated his
policy.

14 For example by making an unqualified OVer of Amends
15 Lord HoVmann at paragraph 19, Campbell v MGN [2005] UKHL 61
16 at paragraphs 36 Campbell v MGN [2005] UKHL 61
17 at paragraphs 37 Campbell v MGN [2005] UKHL 61
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6. Problems with the CFA system that have troubled the judiciary

6.1 The Ransom Factor: this is the enormous incentive for a media defendant to buy out of litigation when
faced with the prospect of bearing not only its own costs and those of the claimant’s lawyer if it loses at trial,
but, in addition an uplift of 100% on the claimant’s lawyers’ costs. In Campbell Lord HoVmann cited,18 by
way of example, the Turcu case19 which featured a claimant who had commenced proceedings using a false
identity, had lied about his age to the immigration authorities and had spent at least three periods of
imprisonment in Romania. The claimant did not appear at the trial and did not even give a witness
statement. His solicitor told the court at the beginning of the trial that he was out of touch with the claimant
and could only proceed on the basis of past instructions (although telephone contact was resumed at some
time during the first week of the trial). The claimant sought a large award of damages against the News of
the World. Eady J dismissed the case commenting at paragraphs 6 and 7 of his judgment:

[The claimant] is able to pursue his claim purely because [his lawyer] has been prepared to act on
his behalf on the basis of a conditional fee agreement. This means, of course, that significant costs
can be run up for the defendant without any prospect of recovery if they are successful, since one
of the matters on which [his lawyer] does apparently have instructions is that his client is without
funds. On the other hand, if a defendant is unsuccessful it may be ordered to pay, quite apart from
any damages, the cost of the claimant’s solicitors including a substantial mark-up in respect of a
success fee. The defendant’s position is thus wholly unenviable.

Faced with these circumstances there must be a significant temptation to media defendants to pay
up something, to be rid of litigation for purely commercial reasons and without regard to the true
merits of any pleaded defence. This is the so-called “chilling eVect” or “ransom factor” inherent
in the conditional fee system . . . This is a situation which could not have arisen in the past and
is very much a modern development.

6.2 Chilling EVect: it was recognised by the Brooke LJ in the Musa King case that CFAs, inevitably, have
an eVect on the information media organisations are willing to risk putting into the public domain:

What is in issue in this case . . . is the appropriateness of arrangements whereby a defendant
publisher will be required to pay up to twice the reasonable and proportionate costs of the claimant
if he loses or concedes liability . . . The obvious unfairness of such a system is bound to have the
chilling eVect on a newspaper exercising its right to freedom of expression . . . and to lead to the
danger of self-imposed restraints on publication.20

6.3 Blackmailing EVect: in Campbell Lord HoVmann, elaborating on the themes explored in Turcu and
Musa King talked about the “blackmailing eVect” of CFA litigation in media cases which he suggested arises
from two factors:

First the use of CFAs by impecunious claimants who do not take out ATE insurance . . . The
second factor is the conduct of the case by the claimant’s solicitors in a way which runs up
substantial costs but requires the defendant to do so as well. Faced with the free-spending
claimant’s solicitor and being at risk not only as to liability but also to twice the claimant’s costs
the defendant is faced with an arms race which makes it particularly unfair for the claimant
afterwards to justify his conduct of litigation on the ground that the defendant’s own costs were
equally high.21

7. Other problems

7.1 Very few cases get to court—the vast majority settle at an early stage. In many cases Guardian
Newspapers oVers a correction or apology at the outset (without the need for the claimant to issue
proceedings) and we suggest that in circumstances, where the defendant has evinced no intention to defend
the claim, there can be no justification for the imposition of either a success fee or an ATE insurance
premium as the claimant has secured a positive outcome and the only remaining issues between the parties
are the wording of the correction or apology, damages (if appropriate) and costs.22

7.2 In many libel cases media defendants use the OVer of Amends procedure23 under which the defendant
is able, at any time up to the date for service of the defence, to call a halt to the litigation (or prevent
proceedings being issued).24 An oVer of amends is a written oVer to:

18 At paragraphs 29–30
19 Turcu v News Group Newspapers Ltd [2005] EWHC 799 QB
20 Brooke LJ at paragraph 99 of Musa King v Telegraph Group Ltd [2004] EWCA (Civ) 613
21 At paragraph 31
22 In July 2000 the Observer newspaper oVered an apology to a complainant. She did not accept the apology and appeared to

have gone away. Almost a year after the article was published the claimant’s lawyers, acting on a CFA basis, issued
proceedings without warning. An apology and damages of £2000 were agreed. The claimants lawyers sought costs of over
£19,000 on assessment these were reduced to £14,500—still an excessive sum in the circumstances.

23 Sections 2-4 Defamation Act 1996
24 It is open to a claimant to refuse to accept an OVer of amends but the fact that the OVer has been made can be pleaded in

defence. In reality the only time this is likely to happen is if the claimant asserts that the defendant acted maliciously—see
section 4 Defamation Act 1996
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(a) make a suitable correction of the statement complained of and a suYcient apology to the
claimant;

(b) publish the correction and apology in a manner that is reasonable and practicable in the
circumstances; and

(c) pay the complainant such compensation (if any) and such costs as may be agreed or determined
to be payable.25

7.3 The OVer of Amends procedure is not cost-eVective in CFA cases where claimant lawyers seek to
recover substantial success fees and hefty insurance premiums as if the action were being defended. It is
especially diYcult to understand the justification for success fees and insurance premiums in OVer of
Amends cases as liability is eVectively admitted by the defendant. The only issues between the parties are;
the wording of an apology, the level of damages and costs, all of which fall to be resolved by the court if the
parties fail to reach agreement. For what risk then does the success fee compensate the claimant lawyer in
such cases? And what risk is the insurer insuring against?

7.4 It is worth remembering that there are a number of defences available to defendants in media cases.
In the case of libel the 3 main defences are:

— Justification—that the allegations complained of are true
— Fair comment—opinion
— Reynolds qualified privilege—put simply this is the right to get things wrong provided that certain

conditions prevail at the time the article is published.

We submit that is neither necessary nor desirable that a CFA system should operate so as to make the
threat of success fees and ATE insurance premiums in publications cases so severe as to provide a serious
disincentive for publishers to avail themselves of defences created by the courts in order to protect freedom
of expression.

8. Judicial solutions

8.1 In Musa King the Court of Appeal suggested a cost[en rule]capping regime (alongside assessment of
costs at the end of the case and wasted costs orders) as a solution to the problems posed by CFAs.

The only way to square the circle is to say that when making any cost capping order the court
should prescribe a total amount of recoverable costs which will be inclusive, so far as a CFA funded
party is concerned, of any additional liability. It cannot be just to submit defendants in these cases,
where there freedom of expression is at stake, to a costs regime where the costs they will have to
pay if they lose are neither reasonable nor proportionate and they have no reasonable prospect of
recovering their reasonable and proportionate costs if they win.26

8.2 In Campbell Lord HoVmann endorsed this approach but also acknowledged that cost capping is not
a complete answer to the problems posed by CFAs. Cost capping does not deal with the problem of a
newspaper faced with substantial and irrecoverable costs and nor does it deal with “the threat of having to
pay the claimant’s costs at a level twice the amount which would be reasonable and proportionate”.27 He
concluded that ‘finding ways of moderating the costs of defamation cases would . . . be in the best interests
of all concerned . . . In the end . . . it may be that a legislative solution will be needed to comply with
Article 10’.28

8.3 The reluctance of the judiciary to interfere with a system created by Parliament is understandable.
One has to have some sympathy with the extremely short judgment of Baroness Hale in Campbell. It is a
separate question whether a legislative solution may be needed to comply with Article 10 . . . this is a
complex issue involving a delicate balance between competing rights upon which I would prefer not to
express my opinion.29

8.4 There are no signs that a legislative solution is on its way30 and we suggest that a legislative solution
should be considered as a matter of urgency.

9. Proposed solutions

9.1 It is worth noting (as Lord Hope did in Campbell31) that a diVerent legislative solution to the problem
of access to justice has been found for Scotland where a “speculative fee”, payable if the claimant is
successful, is not recoverable from the losing party. This begs the question of why a diVerent legislative
solution could not be adopted in England so as to exclude success fees in media cases.

25 Sections 3 (4) Defamation Act 1996
26 Brooke LJ at paragraph 101—105 Musa King v Telegraph Group Ltd [2004] EWCA (Civ) 613
27 at paragraph 34
28 At paragraph 37
29 At paragraph 48
30 Indeed in its paper Making simple CFAs a reality, published on 29 June 2004, which discussed the impact of costs and CFAs

in defamation cases the DCA stated that it did not propose to legislate to restrict the use of CFAs in media cases. Instead it
supports the vigorous use of existing and alternative case management and cost control powers in the Civil Procedure Rules.

31 At paragraph 39
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9.2 A legislative solution would not involve amending primary legislation. Section 58 of the Courts and
Legal Services Act 1990, as amended by section 27 of the Access to Justice Act 1999, confers on the Lord
Chancellor the power to exclude success fees in certain cases and we suggest that publication cases should
be excluded from the legislation.

9.3 We submit that the elimination of success fees in defamation and other media cases would not be a
barrier to claimant lawyers taking on cases on a no-win no-fee basis. If ATE insurance is available for a case
then the claimant is protected. Separately, we submit that it must be open to claimant lawyers to insure their
own businesses against the risk of losing publication cases.

9.4 Whether or not a legislative solution is decided upon success fees and ATE insurance premiums
should not be recoverable in OVer of Amends cases or when the media defendant evinces no intention to
defend a claim. In such cases fixed costs should be considered.

9.5 Success fees should not be recoverable in relation to assessment of costs.

9.6 The market for ATE insurance is currently very small and appears to be restricted to a handful of
insurers and law firms handling claimant defamation work. Transparency is required to ensure that this
aspect of funding CFAs is not open to abuse.

Guardian Newspapers

November 2005

Evidence submitted by the Trades Union Congress (TUC)

Summary

— The TUC does not believe there is a compensation culture.

— The number of claims is falling.

— Nine in every 10 workers who are injured or made ill through work do not claim.

— Compensation payments could be cut were more employers to oVer early access to rehabilitation.

— Costs could be cut were insurance companies to admit liability at an early stage.

— There is no evidence of a “risk averse” culture.

— The TUC would welcome regulation of commercial Claims Management Companies.

— The proposed change to the law of compensation is unnecessary and could be unhelpful.

The myth of the compensation culture

1. The TUC would wish to give evidence in relation to compensation for claims of personal Injury against
employees following an accident or occupational disease.

2. It is the TUC’s contention that there is no compensation culture within the UK and, in fact, the reverse
is the case, with most people reluctant to claim compensation, or unable to do so.

3. The number of civil claims for compensation against employers as a result of accidents have fallen ever
year for the last five years.1 In fact, according to a recent report by the Better regulation Task Force, despite
the introduction of “no win—no fee” claims, the total cost of compensation cases in Britain has remained,
in real terms, static since 1989.2

4. Britain also pays out much less out on civil compensation, as a proportion of its GDP, than any other
major European country apart from Denmark, and a third that of the USA.3

5. Each year over 850,000 people are injured or made ill as a result of their job.4 The most common
injuries are musculoskeletal disorders such as back injury or RSI, injuries from slips and falls, skin diseases,
and deafness. Many people will get better, some will not. Over 25,000 people are forced to give up work
every year as a result of work-related injuries or illness.

6. However the number who gain compensation from their employer is, according to the Association of
British Insurers, around 60,000 a year.5 A further 20,000 will make a successful claim for industrial injuries
benefit, which is a government funded “no fault” scheme.6

7. This means that 9 out of every 10 workers who are injured or made ill through work get no
compensation.

1 Compensation Recovery Unit, 2005.
2 Better Routes to Redress, BRTF 2004.
3 Tillinghurst-Towers Perrin, US Tort Costs -2003.
4 Occupational Health Statistics Bulletin, 2003/04, HSC, 2004.
5 ABI, quoted in Hazards magazine, May 2005.
6 DWP Industrial Injuries Disablement Benefit statistics, September 2004.
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Payments

8. The TUC would also challenge the idea that compensation payments are too high. Exact figures are
diYcult to come by because in excess of 95% of cases are settled out of court7. Figures from the leading
solicitors companies give an average personal injury settlement of around £7,5008. However, because there
are a small number of large payments, the vast majority of claimants receive less than £5,000. Over three
quarters of cases taken by trade unions result in a settlement of under this amount.

9. Payments are made based on decided cases and independent medical evidence compensating actual
loss and even where there is a debilitating and life destroying disease the compensation is never more than
those guidelines. An example is mesothelioma caused by asbestos exposure. This is invariably fatal. The
guidelines for pain and suVering are £45,000—£70,000, however if the case is settled after death, the payment
is often lower, with a standard tariV for bereavement damages of £10,0009.

10. There have been reports of individuals getting large settlements for occupational diseases, sometimes
in excess of £100,000. These cases, which are very rare, are relatively young workers who, because of their
employers’ admitted or proven negligence, will no longer be able to work again in their chosen profession
as a result of their illness. This level simply reflects the loss in their income over their remaining working life.

11. Very occasionally there are settlements of over £1,000,000. These invariably relate to people who have
been so badly injured that they require permanent care and will never work again. Often they will have lost
the use of their limbs and/or are significantly brain-damaged.

12. The TUC would contend that, in reality, the levels of compensation in Personal Injury cases are too
low. It is now seven years since the Law Commission recommended raising the damages for non-pecuniary
loss in PL cases by increasing them to up to double the current rate but that has never been implemented.

Role of the insurance industry

13. Concern has been raised in the past about the eVect of Personal Injury settlements on the insurance
industry, especially where asbestos related diseases are concerned. The insurance market is about assessing
risk, pricing premiums accordingly, investing premiums collected, and hoping that the risks don’t become
a reality. To win compensation in a civil claim against an employer, the claimant has to show negligence.
This means that the employer knew or ought to have known that they were putting you at risk. If the
employer can show that they could not have known that there was a risk then they will not be liable for
damages. For example claims for hearing loss can only be brought for damage caused after the HSE
produced guidance on this in 1963.

14. The dangers of asbestos have been documented since the 19th century, there have been health and
safety controls on its use since 1931, and the risks were known across the industry since the 1940s. Despite
the known dangers many employers continued to use it and to expose their workers right up to the 1970s.
Even now too many fail to take any adequate care with asbestos present in their workplaces. As a result over
2,000 people die every year from exposure often 30 or 40 years ago.

15. All these deaths were avoidable if the industry had protected its workforce. The insurers insured these
companies, and took their premiums, despite the knowledge that exposure was occurring and that many
would die. There is no reason why these workers should be denied compensation just because the exposure
took place many years ago. The insurers were happy to take the risk and should meet their obligations. There
is no justification for the taxpayer having to pay the bill.

16. The total cost of claims for occupational diseases is actually only a quarter of the total amount paid
out in compensation to workers by insurance companies and the number of claims are falling.

17. Nor should these claims and settlements be seen as putting an undue burden on business. It is a legal
requirement for employers who have staV working for them to have insurance cover in case they injure or
kill someone through their negligence, or an employee develops an avoidable disease through work. The
average cost of EL insurance is 0.25% of total payroll costs10 and is the lowest in Europe. Average damages
for an ELCI claim are £7,50011.

18. Unfortunately the way the insurance market works there is little economic incentive for employers
to take action to reduce the number of injuries and illnesses they cause, as premiums within each sector vary
only marginally between the good and bad employers.

19. It is true that premiums have gone up considerably in the last few years, but this is nothing to do with
the number of claims. The main reason is that insurance companies were using Employers Liability
Insurance as a “loss leader”.

7 APIL, July 2005.
8 TUC survey July 2005.
9 Judicial studies Board Guidelines.
10 Work place Compensation—Greenspan Bergman report for ABI, 2002.
11 DWP Review of ELCI, First Stage Report.
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20. In 1999 the cost of claims and insurance companies costs was 54% higher than the amount that the
insurance companies were charging12. Following the stock market crash and the attack on the World Trade
Centre, the companies decided they could no longer aVord to subsidise Employers Liability Insurance so
premiums have gone up. However this is not because of higher compensation or more claims.

Costs

21. Another factor is that legal and medical costs have been rising much faster than inflation. Between
1997 and 2002 medical and legal costs increased by 50%13. This is simply because insurance companies are
failing to follow protocols which oblige them to respond to claims within certain time limits and to admit
liability early on, if the employer is liable. All too often liability is not admitted until a claim is about to go
to court, and unnecessary costs have been run up.

22. The TUC is however concerned about the costs incurred in many Personal Injury cases. In part these
seem disproportionate because of the low settlements in most cases, however the TUC would welcome any
action to speed up cases and reduce costs, so long as such measures did not reduce the access of claimants
to justice. There is no evidence that costs are being incurred by solicitors dragging out cases unnecessarily.
Costs must be reasonable, necessary and proportionate. Costs however could be reduced if employers, or
their insurance companies, admitted liability early, according to the protocols, rather than waiting until the
last minute when the claimant’s lawyer will already have had to get medical and other reports and spend,
perhaps months, preparing a case.

23. The failure by employers and insurers to admit liability early has another eVect as well. It means that
often no attempt is made to provide access to early treatment and proper rehabilitation for the victim. This
means that the condition may become worse and their chance of a recovery is greatly reduced. This is
particularly a problem in injuries that respond best to early treatment, such as back pain.

Risk aversion

24. The TUC does not believe that there is any evidence of “risk aversion” within the workplace. The
death of 220 workers last year shows that, as do the high rates of occupational ill health and injury.

25. The statutory basis under which employers must act is to reduce risk “as far as reasonably practical”.
This means removing those hazards which lead to risk where possible and otherwise reducing the risk to the
lowest practical level. Unfortunately the focus on “risk averse behaviour” may send the wrong message to
employers that it is acceptable to take greater risks with the health or safety of their employees.

26. We do accept that health and safety has been used by some employers and public bodies as an excuse
for cutting back activities, often where the real grounds are cost. In addition restrictions imposed by the
insurance industry have often been interpreted as being a result of regulation, or risk averse employers.

27. The TUC would like a separation of the risks faced by those who have no choice, such as workers,
the young and those with learning disabilities or special needs, from those who choose as part of a lifestyle
decision, to undertake an element of risky behaviour. However we believe that this distinction was already
make in the judgement of Tomlinson v Congleton BC.

Claims management activities

28. The TUC has seen a range of cases which show that some claims management companies are acting
in a way which is against the interests of both the individual concerned and society. These include taking
extortionate premiums, encouraging frivolous claims, inappropriate advertising and considerable lapses in
professional conduct.

29. These should not be seen as a reflection on either the legal profession, or the voluntary organisations
and trade unions who refer members or clients to solicitors as a part of their broad support services. Trade
union legal services refer around 65,000 new cases every year to solicitors. Last year they achieved
compensation settlements to the value of over £300 million. This is part of the overall support work that
unions undertake and is closely aligned to their work on prevention. Many local support groups provide a
similar service.

30. The TUC would welcome the regulation of those Claims Management Companies who operate
commercially and where their role is simply to find and pass on claims. We could not support the inclusion
of non-commercial organisations under the same regulations, which will be developed to counter a specific
issue and will not be appropriate to regulate trade unions, or legal firms, who are already regulated by
other means.

12 DWP Review of ELCI First Stage Report.
13 Workplace Compensation, Greenspan Bergman, 2002.
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Law of negligence

31. The TUC is concerned that the government proposals on negligence means that the current common
law (which is both clear and well established) will now have to be read in conjunction with this new
provision. This will lead to a period of uncertainty. In addition the TUC is concerned that the proposed
wording will mean that any worker injured in a “desirable activity” will have to show a higher degree of
negligence than a worker suVering the same injury in any other activity. It is unclear what constitutes a
“desirable activity”. It may be interpreted by the courts as including areas such as school excursions, and
volunteer work, but could also be interpreted as covering many public or essential services.

32. The Government has indicated that its intention is simply to clarify the existing law to make it clear
that there is no liability and negligence for untoward incidents that could not be avoided by taking
reasonable care or exercising reasonable skill. The TUC does not believe that the proposed wording within
the bill does that. Instead the provision will lead to a two-tier civil compensation system with workers in
occupations deemed a “desirable activity” being denied access to the civil courts.

33. There have been indications that the proposed wording is meant to reflect the judgement in Tomlinson
v Congleton BC, which looked at the issue of liability in a case where a youth seriously injured himself after
diving into a lake where diving was prohibited. However there are at least two significant diVerences between
the Bill and the judgement given in the Court of Appeal. The first is that this judgement referred to “social
value” and not “social activity”. These are very diVerent and the latter is much wider.

34. Secondly, the judgement was never intended to cover those who undertake an activity as part of their
work. It related to those who choose to take risky activities. This was made quite clear in the judgement,
where Lord HoVman commented “a duty to protect against obvious risks . . . exists only in cases where there
is no genuine informed choice, as in the case of employees.” This clear distinction is not made in the Bill.

35. Whether any new legislation is necessary is highly doubtful. The Tomlinson judgement stands
regardless of any legislation. In addition the TUC believes it has demonstrated that there is no compensation
culture within the UK. Personal injury claims are falling and the real scandal is the low levels of
compensation awarded to those few workers who are successful.

36. The TUC therefore believes that the proposal for a clause intended to deter compensation claims is
not only unnecessary, but does not even meet the aims the Government had claimed for it.

Conclusions

37. In workers’ personal injury cases, claims arise because employers act negligently. There is no evidence
of frivolous or unnecessary litigation, most workers do not claim and settlements are modest.

38. The insurance companies can help reduce negligence by linking the premiums much more closely to
the actual risk within that employer. Insurance companies should more readily oVer risk based premiums
that reflect an employer’s health and safety history. Good health and safety should be rewarded. However
when a claim does arise, costly medical and legal bills would be less likely to arise if insurance companies
were more ready to admit liability where justified early and follow court rules.

39. When someone is injured or made ill through work they should have early access to proper
rehabilitation. This means the worker would be more likely to make a full or early recovery. Rehabilitation
must not however be used as a stick to beat the claimant with, to force them to accept an oVer or return to
work early. It must only be used as a means of enabling an injured person to cope again either with work,
or with family, domestic life and society.

40. The TUC does not believe that there is a risk averse culture within the workplace, and the current
debate should be used to strengthen awareness of the legal requirements on employers. However “health
and safety” should not be used as an excuse not to take actions which an organisation does not wish to do
on cost grounds.

41. The TUC would welcome regulation of Claims Management Companies operating commercially.

42. The Government proposals to alter the law of negligence would be unhelpful and confusing. They
may lead to some workers being unable to seek redress against their employer where negligence has taken
place.

Trades Union Congress

November 2005
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Evidence submitted by the Medical Defence Union

1. The Medical Defence Union (MDU) is the UK’s largest provider of medico-legal services to doctors
and dentists. Our members include over 50% of the UK’s hospital doctors and general practitioners, and
over 30% of the UK’s dentists.

2. Among the MDU’s benefits of membership, doctor and dentist members are provided with insurance
policies which indemnify them against compensation payments and legal costs for clinical negligence claims.

3. Doctors working in the NHS and community are indemnified by the NHS, while MDU members in
the primary care and independent sectors. are indemnified by the MDU for clinical negligence claims.

4. The MDU’s concern about the current system of compensation relates not to the number of clinical
negligence cases, where we have seen no significant rise in number over the last five years; but to the
increasing cost of high value claims which is borne either by the NHS or by individual doctors and dentists
in terms of increasing indemnity costs. We set out our concerns below.

5. Over the last five years, the MDU has not seen a significant rise in the number of clinical negligence
claims made against our members. This is the result of various legal changes which include:

(a) Introduction of a limited panel of specialist claimant’s solicitors.

(b) Introduction of the Legal Services Commission, providing central funding for clinical negligence
claims, with the application of a stronger merits test and a proportionality test.

(c) Changes to the civil justice system in England and Wales, under the Civil Procedure Rules, which
followed the 1996 report on “Access to Justice” by Lord Woolf.

6. Although the number of claims is not rising, costs and damages payments are rising well above the rate
of inflation. The MDU is now paying significantly more claims over £1million on behalf of its doctor
members than 10 years ago.

7. The MDU’s analysis of the 20 highest settlements from medical negligence claims involving GPs and
hospital doctors in private practice since 1995, reveals claims costs are rising by around 13–15% each year.
In 1995 the 20 highest awards involving MDU doctors totalled £5.4 million, but by 2004 this figure had risen
to £23.3 million. The largest award paid out by the MDU on behalf of a GP member was in 2003 when it
paid nearly £4 million to compensate a child who had sustained severe brain damage as a baby after a failure
to refer to hospital. In 2004 the MDU paid £4.3 million, the highest settlement made on behalf of a hospital
doctor member, to a patient who sustained brain damage due to complications of surgery.

8. Corresponding NHS payments are set out in the Annual Reports of the NHS Litigation Authority.
The NHLSA’s most recent accounts show that compensation payments for 2004/5 were £502 million and
that liability for known and incurred but not reported clinical negligence could potentially amount to
£6.8bn. In our experience about 2/3 of total liability for clinical negligence resides in a small number of large
claims in which as much as 75% of the damages may be awarded for future care.

9. The high cost of these clinical negligence claims reflects the severity of the injury and the amount of
care a severely damaged patient, often a baby who is neurologically-damaged at birth or in early life, needs
for the rest of his or her life.

10. Currently, the legal requirement is that all compensation awards must be calculated on the basis that
future care will be provided in the independent sector, and not the NHS. Section 2(4) of the Law Reform
(Personal Injuries) Act 1948 provides that: “In an action for damages for personal injuries (including any
such action arising out of a contract), there shall be disregarded, in determining the reasonableness of any
expenses, the possibility of avoiding those expenses or part of them by taking advantage of facilities available
under the National Health Service Act 1946 or the National Health Service (Scotland) Act 1947, or of any
corresponding facilities in Northern Ireland”.

11. The MDU suggest that this provision should be repealed. It substantially inflates damages paid in
clinical negligence cases by the NHS and others. Funds, which could otherwise go to NHS services, are being
awarded on the basis that the money will be spent on setting up individual private care arrangements.
Available NHS treatments must be ignored, diverting resources from NHS care, where many could benefit,
to private care, where only the individual can benefit to the detriment of state services.

12. For every patient who can show his injuries are a result of negligent care, there are many more who
have similar injuries and the same requirements for future care who cannot. For example, there are about
1500 children born with cerebral palsy each year. The overwhelming majority do not have an injury
attributable to negligent events. Current arrangements mean millions of pounds are diverted from the NHS
to set up care and rehabilitation arrangements for a tiny number of individuals at public expense.

13. The high cost of compensating neurologically-damaged babies and the need to repeal Section 2(4) of
the Law Reform (Personal Injuries) Act 1948 was addressed in the Chief Medical OYcer’s recommendations
for clinical negligence reform, contained in the report “Making Amends: a consultation paper setting out
proposals for reforming the approach to clinical negligence in the NHS” published in June 2003. At the time
it was proposed to include neurologically-damaged babies in an NHS redress scheme and to consider repeal
of Section 2(4) of the Law Reform (Personal Injuries) Act 1948.
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14. However, the Redress Bill does not address these important matters. We understand that the
Department of Constitutional AVairs is considering the issue of repeal of Section 2(4) of the Law Reform
(Personal Injuries) Act 1948, but no further information is available.

15. The MDU believes that the size of compensation awards and their adverse eVect on the NHS is a
pressing problem that needs to be addressed. We believe that it is an important aspect of the current
compensation procedure and suggest that the Committee may wish to consider it as part of its investigation
into the compensation culture.

Dr Christine Tomkins
Deputy Chief Executive
Medical Defence Union

November 2005

Evidence submitted by Ken Oliphant, CardiV Law School

1. I am a senior lecturer at CardiV Law School, CardiV University and a widely-published author on the
law of tort.1 I am also national reporter for the Yearbook of European Tort Law, UK correspondent for the
Torts Law Journal, and convener of the Tort Section of the Society of Legal Scholars, but I write here in a
personal capacity.

2. One preliminary observation is warranted. There is a great deal of uncertainty as to how the system
of compensation through the law of tort actually works in this country. There has been no in-depth study
of its operation for more than 20 years,2 and the empirical information that is available is fragmented,
limited in scope (including temporal scope), frequently contestable, and open to widely diVering
interpretations. There is a pressing need for further empirical work in this area. In the meantime, it is possible
to glean some information about claims numbers, costs and trends from such material as is publicly-
available, and this is the subject of a research project that I am currently conducting with my CardiV
colleagues Richard Lewis and Annette Morris under the provisional title, “Statistics Concerning Tort
Claims: Is There a Compensation Culture in the United Kingdom?” Much of the evidence cited below, and
the analysis of it, comes from that research.

I. Does the “compensation culture” exist?

3. The term “compensation culture” is too often employed uncritically, without any real eVort to explain
the negative connotations that are clearly intended. That there has been a rise in the number of
compensation claims in (say) the last 30 years is easy to establish. The Pearson Report estimated that in 1973
approximately 250,000 personal injury claims were pursued through the tort system. Compensation
Recovery Unit (CRU) figures now demonstrate that, in four of the last five years, new personal injury claims
have numbered in excess of 700,000. But the mere rise in claims numbers does not itself provide evidence of
a debilitating compensation culture—it could be, for example, that there was very significant under-claiming
in the past. It is frequently suggested in the media that much of the increase is accounted for by claims that
are in some sense unworthy, but this seems to reflect urban myth rather than fact (consider, for example,
the case of “Winnebago man” that has been reported as fact in British newspapers), and it should be noted
that successful tort claims must satisfy a number of stringent requirements which have not (in my opinion)
been significantly watered down in recent years. In the personal injury context, it is particularly worth noting
that claimants must prove that they have suVered an injury, and that feelings of grievance, unhappiness,
distress, etc, are insuYcient basis on which to claim.

4. I am, however, prepared to accept the analysis of the Better Regulation Taskforce (Better Routes to
Redress, 2004) that the perception that there is a compensation culture has in itself a number of negative
consequences, though I believe that these should not be overstated.

II. What has been the eVect of the move to “no-win no-fee”?

5. It is often suggested that the eVect of the move to conditional fee arrangements (CFAs) has been to
fuel the compensation culture. But in fact the number of tort claims shows no real sign of having been
aVected either by the introduction of CFAs in 1995, primarily because their take-up was at first so low, or
by their becoming the principal mechanism for funding personal injury litigation from April 2000 on (as a
consequence of the Access to Justice Act 1999). The number of tort claims for accidental personal injury has
remained remarkably constant over the period for which CRU figures are available, and in fact was lower in
2003–04 and 2004–05 than in any of the preceding three years. (By the way, this proposition does not, as

1 See, eg, A Mullis and K Oliphant, Torts (3rd edn 2003), M Lunney and K Oliphant, Tort Law: Text and Materials (2nd edn
2003), and A Grubb (ed), The Law of Tort (2002), chs 1, 8, 20 and 27. I am general editor designate of the second edition of
the last of these titles

2 The two principal studies that have been conducted are Report of the Royal Commission on Compensation for Personal Injury
(Chairman: Lord Pearson), 3 vols, Cmnd 7054, 1978 [“the Pearson Report”], and D Harris et al, Compensation and Support
for Personal Injury (1984) [“the Harris survey”]
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Better Routes to Redress has it, “ignore . . . the fact that many claims are settled out of court” (p 11): the
figures are for claims notified to CRU, and includes the vast—in fact, the overwhelming—majority of all
claims that are made, whether they are subsequently resolved in or out of court.) There has, it must be
admitted, been a dramatic rise in disease claims in 2003–04 and 2004–05, with consequent impact on the
total personal injury claims figures for those years, but this seems to have been wholly the result of the closing
of the British Coal compensation schemes for respiratory diseases and vibration white finger (with a
reporting time-lag likely to have been responsible for the inflated figures in 2004–05 after the closure of the
schemes, though I cannot be certain of this.) It seems therefore that “the apparent explosion of litigation in
the latter half of the 1990s and the early years of the 21st century”, contrary to the statement in Better Routes
to Redress (p 11), was not attributable to the rise of CFAs and the growth of claims management companies.
This is one of the key messages of the research I am engaged in with Lewis and Morris, and has been more
fully considered by Morris in a forthcoming article (“The Compensation Culture Debate and Tort ‘Lore’:
Lies, Damned Lies and Statistics”). The rise in claims numbers is, in my opinion, most likely to have
occurred over the 1980s and early 1990s, though this is the precise period for which reliable statistics are
unavailable.

III. Is the notion of a “compensation culture” leading to unnecessary risk averseness in public bodies?

6. I have no expertise in this area, though I would note that—if there is such risk averseness—it is more
attributable to the perception that there is a compensation culture (and, more specifically, that unworthy
claims are likely to be upheld, or at least to require substantial pay-oVs), than to the reality (namely, that
the courts will actually uphold such claims). The decision of the House of Lords in Tomlinson v Congleton
Borough Council (2003) has sent a clear message to public bodies that the courts are “on their side”, though
the facts of the case (destruction of a valuable public amenity) illustrate how some public bodies have
responded in a detrimentally defensive fashion to the prospect of litigation against them.

IV. Should firms which refer people, manage or advertise conditional fee agreements be subject to regulations?

7. Again, I have no expertise in this area.

V. Should any changes be made to the current laws relating to negligence?

8. I would be opposed to changes in the current laws relation to negligence, at least for the time being.
I am rather sceptical of the claim that is sometimes made that the courts, by adopting an over-lenient attitude
to “unworthy” claims, have contributed to the rise of a compensation culture. Even if this contains a grain
of truth, however, the Tomlinson decision—followed up by Gorringe v Calderdale Metropolitan Borough
Council (2004)—has shown the House of Lords taking the lead in calming undue fears connected with the
potential liabilities of public bodies. In my view, the Government has got it about right in its current
Compensation Bill, which reinforces the (reassuring) message of the House of Lords decisions whilst not
actually eVecting any change in the substantive law.

Ken Oliphant
Senior Lecturer
CardiV Law School

November 2005

Evidence submitted by St John Ambulance

This Memorandum contains the views of St John Ambulance within the terms of reference of the
Constitutional AVairs Committee’s Inquiry into Compensation Culture. St John Ambulance welcomes the
opportunity to assist the Committee in its Inquiry.

Background

The Inquiry is considering whether there is a growing “Compensation Culture” in Britain, whether new
legislation is justified to help deal with this and whether existing law provides suYcient protection. The
question is asked as to whether new legislation can address the apparent risk averse culture, particularly in
public bodies, stemming from fear of litigation. In this context the Government’s new Compensation Bill,
currently before Parliament, may provide an opportunity to address some of these issues.

St John Ambulance

St John Ambulance is a leading First Aid, transport and care charity. Its mission is to provide, upon a
voluntary basis, First Aid and medical support services, caring services in support of Community needs and
education, training and development to young people.
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Impact on first aid volunteers

1. St John Ambulance has some 45,000 members, over 50% of whom are youth members (eg Cadets). All
these members are trained in first aid to a varying degree.

2. In addition we provide first aid training to the general public either as individuals or as employees of
organisations who wish to meet First Aid at Work Regulations.

3. These activities have created a pool of trained first aiders which, (just taking the last five years into
account) could amount to some one million people.

4. We see this pool of first aiders as providing substantial public benefit, and in terms of Clause 1 of the
Compensation Bill, we see providing first aid as a “Desirable Activity”.

5. Our concern is that, if one of these first aiders witnesses an accident in the street, they are, these days,
faced with a dilemma: do they just walk on by or do they provide first aid.

6. In general the first course of action exposes them to no risk. However the second course presents
substantial risk ie that if due to their intervention the outcome for the “victim” is adversely aVected, then
they are likely to be sued. There are many incidents of this kind eg the injured motorcyclist whose crash
helmet is removed, perhaps to provide resuscitation, but who as a result suVers damage to his neck.

7. We would therefore look for a change in our legal system so that it protects such a volunteer first aider,
and generally encourages them to intervene rather than walk away.

8. This is, of course, the “Good Samaritan” situation, and in the absence of a Good Samaritan law in the
UK (unlike, say the USA or Canada or Germany), we believe that there is an opportunity for Clause I to
fill the gap in some way.

9. It is not clear whether the draughtsman of Clause 1 has first aid volunteers in mind at all, and we think
he should. The Committee seems to have heard evidence from a number of quarters where the key element
in dealing with the situation appears to be good risk management. The problem for first aiders is that they
are generally reacting to emergencies which do not provide the opportunity for a pre-meditated risk analysis
to be undertaken.

10. One of the diYculties we see with the currently drafted Clause 1 is that there seems to be no attempt
to define “desirable activity”, with the matter being left to the courts. However we do feel that it would be
helpful if the Bill made an attempt to provide a “non-exhaustive” list of the particular “desirable activities”
that were contemplated (we would like to see “voluntary provision of first aid” as a prominent example on
such a list).

11. We recognise that if first aiders were to have some immunity from potential claims for damages, then
the question remains as to who will compensate a victim (whose injuries may have been severely
exacerbated). We believe that in such cases there should be a safety net comprised of a no fault compensation
scheme. However, we have not as yet considered how such a scheme might be funded.

Gary Maydon
Company Secretary and Legal Counsel
St John Ambulance

January 2006

Evidence submitted by All Party Group on Adventure and Recreation in Society (A RISc)

On behalf of the All Party Group on Adventure and Recreation in Society (A RISc), I am writing to say
how much I welcome your committee’s enquiry into the “Compensation Culture”. I also enclose this
submission, made by oYcers of the A RISc APG, with some disturbing examples of court cases that, in our
opinion, should never have been brought. They illustrate that whether or not a wider compensation culture
exists, a number of very bad decisions in the Courts are causing great harm to the sport and adventure sector
in the UK. I hope this submission will be of use to you and your committee in its deliberations.

Tensions exist in sport and adventure training with respect to the inherent risks that are associated with
these aspirations. If these tensions are not resolved then the good work of hundreds of thousands of
volunteers will be progressively undermined. Such a failure would have a profound impact on young people
and our wider communities across the UK.

Thus we welcome this opportunity to explain our conviction that the compensation culture is not a myth
and that changes in the law are needed to prevent the slow strangulation of risk taking and adventure in
sport and recreation.

Adventure training and recreation groups have already gone well beyond the sensible process of
establishing good safety procedures. They have abolished whole areas of activity and many have withdrawn
from providing opportunities for young people to take responsibility. To take just two examples, many Sea
Cadets no longer sail on the sea and the second biggest teaching union has advised teachers not to participate
in school trips. Yet instructors continue to lose cases, as the courts have repeatedly produced unfair findings
of negligence, especially where young people have been allowed to take responsibility for themselves and
suVered or caused accidents. The six attached cases are a small sample of those brought to our attention.
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Today 80,000 youngsters are on waiting lists for the Scouts and Guides alone. Statistical evidence that
fear of litigation is the top barrier to volunteering comes from the much-quoted CCPR survey. The Scouts
and Guides make the point, however that it is not just about rising insurance premia, dire as those are; a
scoutmaster who is accused by lawyers in court of being incompetent is very unlikely to return to scouting
even if he wins.

We believe that the problem is the repeated failure of the courts to recognise the inherent risk in giving
people the opportunity for adventure and taking responsibility. The steady growth in insurance premia and
large numbers of out of court payments often simply reflect genuine appraisals by legal advisers of the
attitudes of the courts in recent years, rather than their pandering to urban myths.

A “safety first” culture in other areas of life is possible, at the price of extra cost and time. In adventure
and sport, however, elements of risk are essential, if young people are to learn to take responsibility; risk
helps us to learn our limitations and build confidence in our abilities. Experiences from hillwalking to rugby
develop character, teaching leadership and teamwork. For children and young people such experiences are
particularly important.

The solution

If we are to encourage volunteering in the sport, adventure and recreational sectors and provide children,
young people and adults with worthwhile experiences, we must raise the burden of proof and re-establish
the legal principle of “reckless disregard” in this sector. Several American states have done this for sport
and adventure training, by statute. In eVect, it means that a higher burden of proof is needed to establish
negligence. There is also a case for making a parallel change in the (criminal) health and safety laws, to
recognise the special position of sport, adventure training and recreation. By doing this the courts would be
forced to recognise that certain activities carry certain risks and that accidents—even, rarely, fatal
accidents—can happen without contributory negligence by instructors.

It is important that those participating in adventure and sport accept a level of responsibility for their own
safety and have this recognised by law. Of course, whilst the law may recognise these factors it is also
important that Judiciary have an adequate knowledge of the inherent dangers of adventure sport and the
risks they are supposed to pass judgment upon. To that end the Judicial Studies Board should incorporate
teaching about risks and responsibility in adventure training context into their curriculum for those judges
likely to handle such cases.

Annex

(1) Hedley v Cuthbertson, QB Division, Dyson J (20 June 1997) Supplied by Roy Amlot QC

A professional mountain guide was held liable for the death of his fellow climber because of his failure
to take adequate safety precautions when proceeding with a manoeuvre. This was not based on any dispute
about facts. It was based on the judge’s decision that he believed the mountain guide overestimated the
potential danger posed by a rock fall, in a split second decision, taken on the mountain face.

The decision was received with considerable dismay in the worlds of mountain/rock climbing and other
inherently dangerous sports.

(2) Joseph Morrison v The Scout Association, Date of Accident 8 August 2000, Litigation
commenced 6 September 2000, Judgement given by H H Judge Brownlee at Newtownards 6 November
2002. Supplied by John Grantham Insurance Manager, The Scout Association.

A Scout Campsite had created a water slide on a gentle slope, by laying a length of heavy duty polythene
on the ground which was then covered with soapy water. The supervising adults explained that people
should not run and “dive” onto the sheet but that they should simply sit at the top. For safety, the
participants were provided with lightweight, plastic, canoeing helmets and were instructed to fasten these
securely before descending.

A youth leader with a party of non scout-children decided to have a go. He selected a helmet without
reference to the supervising Scout Leaders (who were checking that the helmets were secure) and dived
headlong down the slope. The loosely fitted helmet struck the ground and the front slipped down cutting
the bridge of his nose.

This was a relatively minor injury. However, a claim was brought and the matter proceeded to trial. The
Scouts lost and the Judge held that the Scout Leaders should have ensured that people could not get on to
the slide without the helmets being checked.
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(3) Richards v Wanstall, High Court, QB Division, Admiralty Division, (10 April 1995). Supplied
by Edmund Whelan, Barrister, Head of Legal & Government Affairs, The Royal Yachting
Association

The skipper of a lightweight 25ft racing yacht was successfully sued by one of the experienced crew
members after manoeuvring to leave a marina. The skipper realising that the yacht had been caught by a
gust of wind and might hit an adjacent moored yacht asked an experienced adult crew member to run
forward with a fender. The crew member stumbled going forward and three months later successfully sued
the Skipper for damages claiming he had injured his leg.

After a five day trial the Court found the skipper liable on the grounds that a reasonably careful skipper
should have pre-briefed the crew on this manoeuvre and had a crew member pre-placed.

The sailing fraternity was amazed at this decision as sailing is a rough and tumble sport and experienced
crew are frequently asked to hurry forward or aft to deal with an emergency. It is up to the crew member
to decide whether to obey the skipper on grounds of safety and how best to carry out that instruction.

(4) Case supplied by the British Canoe Union

At the BCU marathon last year crews were competing over a 30 mile course in racing kayaks. Part of the
course passed through a narrow, half-mile long cutting. A volunteer marshal was positioned at each end of
the cutting to warn crews entering it about any powered craft which could present a danger to it.

A power boat entered the cutting and four minutes later a kayak arrived at the cutting travelling in the
same direction. The marshal allowed it to enter on the strict understanding that there was a powered craft
in the cutting and that they should not try to overtake it. The kayak crew ignored the instruction and
overtook the boat causing damage to it.

A claim was made against the volunteer marshal alleging he should have assumed the crew would have
ignored his instruction and he was therefore negligent.

The claim was settled via the BCU insurance after taking legal advice, but the race organisers now face
increased insurance costs and the volunteer will not be oVering his services again.

(5) The Gaping Ghyll Incident. Craddock v (1) Dr J A Farrer, (2) The Scout Association, Date of
Accident 25 July 1995, Inquest 24 August 1995, Verdict -Accidental Death, Litigation Commenced
23 July 1998, Judgement Given by H H Judge Appleton in Preston, 17 November 2000. Supplied by
John Grantham Insurance Manager, The Scout Association

A Scout Group had organised a trip to visit the popular show cave at Gaping Ghyll. Some parents had
gone along as additional supervising adults.

The party decided to eat their picnic lunch before undertaking the guided tour and walked a short distance
up a footpath to some open land. One of the Scouts noticed a small cave opening across a stream and asked
the Scout Leader for permission to explore it. The Leader refused permission, pointing out that caves could
be dangerous. The Scout then moved away to where his father stood and repeated the request. His father,
who had heard the leader’s ruling, gave permission, provided his son with a cigarette lighter for illumination
and accompanied him into the cave. A short distance inside, the Scout slipped and fell down a “chimney”
leading into the main chamber of Gaping Ghyll. He fell 300 feet to his death.

The Father sued the Scout Association. His action was defended but the Judge found in favour of the
claimant, stating that, as he was born in a city, he could not have been expected to recognise the dangers.
He held that the Scout Leader should have prevented the father from entering the cave with his son and in
failing to do so he breached his duty of care.

The Craddocks’ older son continued as a member of the same Group for two years after the accident
leaving when he reached 18 with his Chief Scout Award. The litigation did not commence until after he left.

(6) Woodbridge School v Simon Paul Chittock, Original Hearing by Judge Leveson, 25 July 2001,
Appeal Court hearing 13/14 June 2002

Six years ago Woodbridge School permitted three senior boys to join junior pupils on a ski trip. It did so
on terms agreed with parents and purely as a favour to the three boys. The boys, while under overall control
of the supervising teacher and his colleagues as to their conduct on the trip, were to be permitted to ski
unsupervised on all the slopes at Kuhtai and as they were older than the other pupils were to be treated as
such. But they were to remember they were representatives of the school and expected to behave as such.
The parents agreed to these conditions.

Simon Paul Chittock one of the 16 year-old senior boys on the school trip behaved so badly on the ski
slope that he had to be repeatedly reproved by the teachers who were giving their time to escort him. Twice
he skied oV-piste. Finally he had a serious accident and broke his back. The parents sued the school and
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won the case in the lower courts, on the grounds that their son should have been prevented from skiing once
he proved irresponsible. This would have meant either leaving him unsupervised in the resort or an
instructor staying with him, denying other youngsters the opportunity to ski.

This case was overturned on Appeal but not because the higher court denied the premise that Chittock
should have been left at the hotel. The grounds for the appeal were that he was on-piste, skiing normally
when the accident happened.

Julian Brazier TD MP
Derek Wyatt MP
Lembit Opik MP
Co-Chairmen
Ian Lewis
Clerk
All Party Group on Adventure and Recreation in Society (A RISc)

November 2005

Evidence submitted by Brian Raincock, Managing Director, Resolve Services Ltd

I am the Managing Director of Resolve Services Limited, part of the Access to Justice Group, which has
pioneered ATE Insurance and radical solutions to resolving low value claims in particular, those involving
clinical negligence.

I recently read with very keen interest the Oral evidence given to the Constitutional AVairs Committee
on Tuesday 17 January 2006 and was considerably shocked at the many inaccuracies in Mr Stephen
Walker’s evidence to the Committee. In short, you were severely misled.

In Q208 James Brokenshire raised the issue of the NHS Redress Scheme and issues of conflict. Mr Walker
responded and made this statement: “When we ran a pilot, which was not identical but is a reasonable model,
we found that people accepted the oVers we were making, with legal advice, every claimant had legal advice,
there was no question of our taking advantage of unrepresented people . . .” The RESOLVE pilot was
designed, organized and run by Resolve Services Ltd (RSL) with the reluctant co-operation of the Chief
Executive of the NHSLA, Mr Stephen Walker—I attach two letters by way of explanation.

It was not true that all oVers made by the NHSLA were accepted as a number required mediation by
Resolve Services Limited.

In Q213 James Brokenshire drew attention to Mr Walker’s “emphasis for things to be dealt with quickly”.

In his response, Mr Walker replied: “All I can tell you is that that was the target we had in the small claims
pilot that we ran a few years ago, and we pretty well achieved that. There was some slippage. A dozen claims
maybe did not get done in the six months. That was awfully hard work for my staV; they really had to jump
through hoops. We had to change the way we were working with independent experts, because they are not used
to working that fast either, but we did it. I am talking about people owning up when they get things wrong. We
might have to put our hands up and saw we might need to slip to seven months, I do not know, but by and large,
yes, we can, if the will is there, and both at trust level and within the managing organization, whoever it might
be, I think the will is there.”

This is a totally misleading statement:

(a) The targets set for the RESOLVE pilot were those set by (RSL). The NHSLA was obliged to
comply by the standards set for the Scheme.

(b) The only reason why the NHSLA staV had to jump through hoops to comply was because RSL
maintained the pressure to complete claims within the six month timeframe set by RSL.

(c) The relationship with the independent experts was established by RSL, and the fact that the service
standards were met was entirely due to RSL, much to the surprise of the NHSLA, and the fact that
it worked had nothing whatsoever to do with the NHSLA.

The reality was that the managing organization was RSL and we did make it work, as well as maintaining
legal representation and independence for the claimant.

It was disappointing therefore that, in reply to Q214, Stephen Walker rejected the idea of a statutory
obligation and then, to add insult to injury, claimed that the idea of targets “came from us (the NHSLA)
as we are not averse to targets. That is an honest answer.”

Regrettably, that answer is open to considerable question!

The debate continued and the Committee—Q216 thereon—attempted to obtain answers to a number of
penetrating questions. Stephen Walker at no time referred you to the Evaluation of the Resolve Pilot Scheme
Report prepared by Professor Posnett of the York Health Economics Consortium (attached)

Stephen Walker: “No, we have considered it. That is the first answer. Under our pilot we believe that almost
all of the claims were claims which would not have been made but for the existence of the scheme. We were told
both by the independent assessor who looked at the scheme only halfway through—he did not look at the very
end for various reasons—that was the case, but I was also personally told, and I believe John was too, by quite
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a number of claimant solicitors, that they used the scheme for cases that they would not otherwise have (to use
their phrase) bothered with probably for economic reasons. I think it is probable that we will see more claimants,
and that comes to the issue of striking a balance between on the one hand providing access to justice for damaged
patients, because no-one will be paid unless they establish a legal liability, and on the other hand cost, and that
is always a balancing exercise. Fortunately, it is one for the department, not for my organization, but, yet, there
is always a risk that if you help people to gain access to justice it might cost you money.”

Q221 Dr Whitehead: “It is not a concern for your organization from the point of view of potentially reducing
the overall level of damages to claimants and also, of course, the question of whether you will require additional
staV to administer the scheme?”

Stephen Walker: “We anticipate that we will require, to begin with, very few additional staV because the
hope is, obviously, that many of the claims that we currently deal with will transfer into this as it becomes more
widely known and its availability becomes seen as the way to deal with these things. We are not making long-
term plans at this stage, because, first of all, as we have said several times, no work has been given to the
authority at this stage, but, secondly, because it is impossible to guess what the shift in volumes might be. It
might be an increase, it may not, so it would be premature to do that work at the moment.”

Q222 Dr Whitehead: “You could conceivably have a situation where this scheme would be entered into and all
sorts of contingent funding will have to be sent your way subsequently, shall we say?”

Stephen Walker: “The cost work that has been done by the department has taken into account the possibility
that there will be more claims, and the department is content that the matter proceed on that basis.”

Had Stephen Walker referred you and your Committee to the report you would all have been better
advised on the outcomes of the Pilot and the predications as to the staYng and costs. Your own Question
225 seems to have been a very much more realistic summary of the facts.

You moved on to A227 and 228 where the answers provided by Stephen Walker are without foundation.
The simple fact is that no lawyer can provide independent advice when presented with a case so late in the
day. Stephen Walker’s answer to Q228 defies belief and shows only too clearly that the NHSLA cannot and
will not provide an independent decision on the matter of damages to be awarded under the Redress Scheme.

In summary, therefore, and I do not deny a bias towards our independently developed and delivered
RESOLVE Scheme, your Committee has been presented with a number of insupportable conclusions from
one who, from start to finish, was determined to undermine the RESOLVE Pilot over which he now claims
ownership as well as its success.

Brian Raincock
Managing Director
Resolve Services Limited

February 2006

Evidence submitted by The Newspaper Society

1. The Newspaper Society represents the regional newspaper industry. Its members publish around
1,286 regional and local newspapers in the United Kingdom, including 27 morning titles (19 paid-for and
eight free), 75 evening titles, 21 Sunday titles, 526 paid-for weekly newspapers, and 637 free weekly
newspapers. The Society’s submission relates to the Committee’s examination of conditional fee
arrangements and its terms of reference enquiring into “What has been the eVect of the move to ‘no-win no-
fee’ contingency fee agreements?”

2. The regional press is read by around 40 million adults each week. Local and regional newspapers enjoy
a high degree of trust amongst their readers. The local newspaper reports, investigates, campaigns, informs,
entertains and provides a catalyst for action and forum for debate and discussion, comment and opinion in
its local community. This can lead to coverage of contentious national, regional and local issues, provoking
complaint. Traditionally, the local and regional newspaper editors swiftly resolve complaints of any nature,
through correction, apology, follow up story or letter if appropriate. If satisfactory resolution is not
obtained and the matter could constitute a breach of the Editors’ Code of Practice, complaint can be made
to the Press Complaints Commission where the majority of complaints are quickly conciliated or proceed
for adjudication, without the need for legal waiver by the complainant. The regional press has always been
concerned that conditional fee arrangements should not undermine the operation of self-regulation,
mediation or other systems of alternative dispute resolution.

3. In the event of legal claims, the regional press will also act responsibly and seek swiftly to remedy its
mistakes. However, the law does protect freedom of expression and local and regional newspapers, in
common with other media, will wish to use the defences provided by Parliament and the commonlaw, where
such defences are merited in respect of their lawful publication of fact, comment and opinion, dealing with
issues of legitimate public interest.
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4. Conditional fee agreements (cfas) have created particular problems in freedom of expression cases. The
regional newspaper industry submits that legislative reform of the system for conditional fee agreements is
urgently necessary. The system creates a chilling eVect upon publication and defence of free speech. Reform
is needed in respect of litigation relating to freedom of expression such as defamation, breach of confidence,
malicious falsehood, misuse of personal information and data protection.

5. Regional and local newspapers are particularly susceptible to the “chilling eVect” of the defamation
laws, (where the onus of proof is upon the defendant) and the eVect even of modest damages and legal costs
(see also Libel and the Media—the Chilling EVect, Barendt and Others, OUP 1997; Reynolds v Times
Newspapers [2001] 2 AC 127). The current cfa system increases the costs of merited rigorous defence of
actions and provides incentives to settle legal claims and threatened claims on financial grounds rather than
legal merit. It deepens the chilling eVect, in a way ultimately inimical to freedom of expression.

6. The problems which defamation litigation under the cfas are currently causing which have given rise
to concern that “freedom of expression may be seriously inhibited” were commented upon by Lord HoVman
in Campbell v MGN [2005] UKHL 61 with reference to Turcu v News Group Newspapers [2005] EWHC 799
and King v Telegraph Group Ltd [Practice Note] [2005]1 WLR 2282. Such problems were summarised in
submissions made by the media, including the regional press, to the Department of Constitutional AVairs
and recorded in New Regulations for Conditional Fee Agreements, Response to consultation CP(R) 22/04,
10/08/2005. Lord Carswell concluded that he was far from convinced about the wisdom or justice of the cfa
system as it is presently constituted’ and saw “considerable force in the comments made by Lord HoVman
in the concluding paragraphs of his Opinion”.

7. The opinions of Lord HoVman and Lord Carswell in Campbell v MGN referred to the “chilling eVect”,
“the ransom factor”, “the blackmailing eVect”, “the arms race” of costs created by and inherent in the
current system. The problem relates to the eVect which the threat of heavy financial liability may have upon
the conduct of the newspaper not only in deciding whether to publish information which ought to be
published but which carries a risk of legal proceedings against it, but also in the event of a threat or claim
post-publication, to the eVect of such potential financial liability upon the newspaper’s decision as to
whether to defend or settle, irrespective of the merits of its defence.

8. The cfa system produces the risk of liability for very high legal costs, (solicitors’ fees alone calculated
at a rate of over £800 per hour under the 100% uplift permitted), further inflated by ATE insurance
premiums, which are high, given the comparatively small market. Lord HoVman noted that cfas also create
an “arms race” since cfas permit claimant’s solicitors to conduct a case in ways that “not only runs up
substantial costs but requires the defendants to do so as well”.

9. Thus the current cfa system now puts a newspaper defendant under pressure to settle cases “to pay up
something to be rid of litigation for purely commercial reasons and without regard to the true merits of any
pleaded defence”. Lord HoVman noted that the “cost capping” and judicial control proposals can be “only
a palliative”. It did not deal with the problem of a newspaper faced with the prospect of incurring substantial
and irrecoverable costs, win or lose if faced by an impecunious claimant without ATE insurance, or threat
of having to pay “claimant’s costs at a level which is by definition up to twice the amount which would be
reasonable and proportionate”. In referring to the chilling eVect, Lord HoVman referred to the particular
problems for smaller publishers, which might not be able to take the same stand as a larger publisher.

10. Regional and local newspapers face the same cfa problems as national media organisations and share
their desire for reform of the system. The diVerences of scale between say the limited budget of a local weekly
newspaper and a national media organisation mean that the “chilling eVect” and proportionality concerns
begin to operate at a much lower level of costs and damages. Small newspapers are perhaps put even more
quickly under greater pressure to settle than larger organisations because the costs factor is operative at a
lower financial level. Advisers to regional and local newspapers report that the operation of the cfa system
and consequent financial pressure can lead to settlement despite the merits of defences available to them.
This will inevitably prevent repetition and could deter other publication of reports that might raise similar
issues, leading to the “chilling” of publication on issues of legitimate local interest.

11. Yet advisers to regional publishers suggest the costs of settling relatively minor claims brought under
a cfa system, admitted from the outset and relatively minor damages can still be disproportionate and “back-
breaking” in respect of any small weekly newspaper’s budget.

12. The diVerences of scale between media defendants also mean that smaller publishers are also subject
to a particular disadvantage that might not apply to larger organisations. Costs might be very significant in
respect of a smaller publisher’s budget, but not high enough to warrant the risk of incurring further costs
by going to assessment, so that legal safeguard, in practice, may not really be available.

13. There is also particular objection to the eVect of ATE insurance and its inflation of costs. This is
another problem attributable to the current cfa system. Claimants have to purchase ATE insurance policies
at the outset, before any sensible assessment of risk to the claimant and in respect of cases where the libel
might be minor, where the publisher might in any event have admitted liability irrespective of the basis on
which the action is brought, where damages might be small and disproportionate to the cost of the ATE
premium alone. Any claimant of course might never be liable for the premium as payment might be borne
by the losing defendant or indemnification given as part of the cfa by the claimant’s solicitor
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14. Regional and local titles fear that the cfa system allows cases which might otherwise have been swiftly
and amicably resolved without legal intervention by the publication of a correction or apology to escalate
quickly into legal action and rapidly mounting but disproportionate legal costs. If the title decides to settle
a case, damages might be considerably less than £5,000, but costs rapidly escalate to triple that amount,
despite the low level of risk to the claimant or amount of damages recovered—indeed the claimant might
settle for the publication of an apology, costs and no damages, but the newspaper face very high costs; a
newspaper might have admitted liability “in print” before the involvement of a claimant’s solicitor on a cfa
basis, but a success fee of 75% initially claimed (later reduced to 40%). Conversely, a newspaper might
robustly defend its position and the complaint or threat of legal action is ultimately not pursued, or settled
by letter of clarification but no published apology, no damages, no costs, but the title would have had to
bear the high level of costs that it had incurred. Thereafter for financial reasons alone, a newspaper may
become wary of dealing with stories that might initiate such complaints in future or being so robust in
defence of future claims. The chilling eVect is deepened yet further where titles already wary, become
extremely cautious of dealing with stories about certain types of groups, such as the police, because of
successful past litigation brought by individuals, perhaps backed by a union, where it becomes known that
cfa agreements may be in place.

15. The problems created by the current conditional fee system which seriously inhibit freedom of
expression must be urgently addressed. The Newspaper Society submits that the Department of
Constitutional AVairs must now bring forward legislation.

The Newspaper Society

November 2005

Evidence submitted by Times Newspapers Limited

Conditional Fee Agreements—the need for reform

1. In Musa King v. Telegraph Group Limited [2004] EWCA 613 (Civ), the Court of Appeal recognised
that “something seems to have gone seriously wrong” in actions driven by Conditional Fee Agreements
(CFAs) which involve free speech and the media. Lord HoVmann recently reiterated this in Naomi
Campbell v. MGN Ltd [2005] UKHL 61 when he said “I cannot however part with this case without some
comment upon other problems which defamation litigation under CFAs is currently causing and which have
given rise to concern that freedom of expression may be seriously inhibited” (emphasis added).

2. While Times Newspapers Limited, publisher of The Times and The Sunday Times (TNL), accepts that
there must be “access to justice” and conditional or contingency fee agreements are here to stay, there is
nevertheless urgent need for reform in this area. Without reform, the media will continue to be penalised
with wholly disproportionate and unreasonable costs in cases where the claimant’s solicitors seek a 100%
success fee on base hourly rates of £400 or £500 per hour, and seek to oV-load massive insurance premiums
or “notional insurance premiums” on defendants. The “blackmailing eVect of such litigation”, again
referred to by Lord HoVmann in Campbell, is currently having a serious “chilling eVect” on free speech and
the role of the media as the “eyes and ears of the public”. The “blackmailing eVect” also breaches the
Overriding Objective of the Civil Procedure Rules insofar as “the parties are not on an equal footing”
because the defendant will be heavily penalised if the case is lost and in most cases the costs will be wholly
disproportionate to the damages (see below). The following problems therefore need urgent attention:

(a) The “ransom factor” or “blackmail eVect” in CFA libel actions

This was identified in Musa King and is the situation where a defendant knows that however
successful he, she or it may be in defending an action the legal costs of defending the action will
never be recovered because the claimant is without any insurance and cannot begin to pay the
defendant’s legal costs. In short, the defendant will be very seriously out of pocket—win or lose—
and will be under very serious commercial pressure from day one to throw in the towel and pay
damages to what may be an extremely unmeritorious claimant. As a result of this “blackmailing
eVect”, the truth can all too easily be sacrificed on the altar of commercial expediency.

(b) 100% success fees on very substantial base hourly rates

A successful claimant’s lawyers may already be charging in the region of £500 per hour to represent
a celebrity claimant like Naomi Campbell or Sharon Stone. With a 100% success fee this means
a claimant solicitor can charge a losing defendant approximately £1,000 per hour which will put
individual defendants or small publishing houses into bankruptcy or liquidation (see Mary
Graham v Ossie Stewart for the eVect of CFAs on individual defendants). Even large publishing
companies and television companies have to think very hard before fighting a CFA driven case
where, if they lose, they will end up paying millions of pounds in additional legal costs. Further,
claimants’ solicitors often seek a 100% success fee even where there is little or no risk that the action
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might be lost, eg, Gazley v. News Group Newspapers Limited [2004] EWHC 2675 (QB) where a
100% success fee was sought even after the defendant publisher had made an oVer of amends under
section 2 of the Defamation Act 1996.

(c) Rich claimants and their solicitors taking advantage of CFAs

It is far too easy for solicitors to oVer to act for a claimant who may be very wealthy and could
aVord to pay a solicitor’s normal hourly rates on a CFA basis particularly where the claimant has
an appealing and almost watertight case against the media. This enables solicitors to cherry-pick
cases and increase their costs by up to 100% when in reality there may be very little risk involved
in the action (see Gazley v. News Group Newspapers Limited above). While TNL does not object
to CFAs in cases where a claimant is genuinely indigent, the present system is open to serious abuse
by solicitors taking on cases on a CFA basis for rich clients where there is little or no real risk and
solicitors simply want to double their legal costs.

(d) No control over a claimant’s solicitors’ costs

The claimant in any CFA driven case is usually totally disinterested in his own solicitor’s costs as
he will never have to pay them. Claimant solicitors are therefore prone to running up huge costs
very early on in the proceedings and this can become a real obstacle to an early settlement. In Musa
King the Court of Appeal clearly felt that massive and wholly unnecessary costs had been run up
by Mr. King’s solicitors. Some control and a genuine incentive for a claimant to police his own
solicitor’s costs must therefore be put back into the equation.

(e) Cost of deferred ATE insurance and repudiation if a dishonest claimant loses

Even in those cases where a claimant is able to obtain insurance cover for his action, the premiums
are always huge and a massive additional burden on a defendant. Insurance premiums often run
into hundreds of thousands of pounds as in Miller v. Associated Newspapers Limited [2005]
EWHC 773 (QB) where a notional insurance premium of £615,000 was chargeable by the Police
Federation (as the funding party), if Associated had lost the action. Moreover, the premium is
never paid by the claimant to the insurance company prior to trial. Rather it is deferred until after
trial. It is therefore a “legal fiction” and could all too easily be repudiated by the insurance
company if the claimant was found by the jury to have lied during the trial. Thus although the
claimant never actually pays a premium, the defendant will be liable for it if the action is lost. If
the action is won, then a successful defendant could face litigating with the claimant’s insurance
company, which might well refuse to pay out under the policy on the grounds that the claimant
had lied to his solicitors and had lied to the jury. The financial pressure of 100% success fees PLUS
what may be a huge insurance premium or even a “notional insurance premium” where a trade
union funds a CFA driven action and under the legislation can charge a notional insurance
premium, amounts to huge commercial pressure on a defendant to settle an action rather than lose
it and pay millions in additional liability.

3. TNL therefore believes that just as the European Court of Human Rights found, in Tolstoy
Miloslavsky v. United Kingdom (1995) 20 EHRR 442, that the £1.5 million damages awarded to Lord
Aldington in the original libel action were totally disproportionate and inimical to Article 10 free speech
rights (no-one needs to be awarded £1.5 million in order to obtain vindication), so legal costs in CFA driven
actions are now totally disproportionate to the damages in the vast bulk of publication proceedings. In
Campbell v. MGN the damages were £3,500 while the legal costs ran to over £1,000,000. With 100% success
fees in CFA cases plus massive insurance premiums, a defendant fighting, even a strong case, has to be
remarkably resilient to fight an action to trial knowing that if the case is lost, eg, a split decision in the House
of Lords as in Campbell, it can be heavily penalised and go down for over a million pounds in costs.
Associated Newspapers were faced with a threatened bill of £3.3 million. if they had lost the Miller action,
which was being funded by the Police Federation and included a notional insurance premium of £615,000.
In the circumstances they won.

4. As was accepted by the House of Lords in Campbell, publication proceedings engaging Article 10
rights are few and far between and involve substantial costs. They are quite diVerent from personal injury
and Road TraYc Accident cases of which there are a huge number and where insurance plays an integral
part. This diVerence between publication proceedings and other areas of law is due to the following factors:
(1) the heavy onus of proof on libel defendants, (2) the relatively small number of such cases going to trial
compared with personal injury actions, (3) the fact that there is no true ATE insurance market, (4) the
disproportionately high fees already charged by claimants’ solicitors, and (5) the failure of costs judges to
use the regulatory regime eVectively to control CFA costs in publication proceedings.

5. The position has now been reached in the development of CFAs where it must be acknowledged (as
the DCA already seem to have done) that separate provisions need to be made, and can be made, in diVerent
areas of the law. Media defendants are particularly vulnerable (the presumptions are all in favour of libel
claimants), and both costs and CFA rules need to be changed so that defendants fighting what they believe
are proper cases to be fought are not so heavily penalised as to force them into liquidation or bankruptcy.
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6. TNL therefore believes that the following options for change should be considered by the Government
and the DCA:

A. Some part of any agreed success fee should be paid by the client

Historically, legal aid was never available in defamation actions so extending CFAs into
publication proceedings was a major break with the past, particularly as the onus of proof in any
defamation action is almost entirely placed on the defendant. Under the original CFA scheme, as
permitted by the (unamended) Courts and Legal Services Act 1990 (extended to defamation cases
in 1998), any success fee was paid out of a claimant’s damages, and the profession imposed a
voluntary cap on the amount of the uplift. This meant that a) defendants were not being penalised
with massive additional liability if the defendants felt that truth was on their side and the action
should be fought but was then lost, and b) there was always an incentive on claimants to monitor
their own solicitor’s costs as any success fee would cut into the damages and could reduce the
damages by up to 25%. TNL believes that it is imperative to reinstate this element of self-regulation
by claimants policing their own solicitor’s costs by making part or all of the success fee payable
by the claimant up to a maximum of, say, 25% of any damages in the publication proceedings. This
could be done by cost capping, fixed fees or only part (say 50%) of any success fee normally being
recoverable from a defendant (see below). This would be infinitely more proportionate than a
defendant having to bear all the burden of a success fee—the “additional liability”—when it is the
claimant who benefits from a “no win, no fee” arrangement with his solicitor.

B. Costs Council to set base hourly rates for solicitors acting under CFAs

Given the overwhelming public policy in favour of a free press, the recovery of 100% uplifts on
very high base hourly rates (£400 to £500) by libel specialists amounts to a wholly disproportionate
advantage and eVectively penalises a losing defendant. This penalty TNL believes contravenes
Article 6 of the European Convention on Human Rights and has a very serious chilling eVect on
free speech which is protected under Article 10. Because there is a huge diVerence between a 100%
success fee on a base hourly rate of £250 or £300 per hour and a 100% success fee on a base hourly
rate of £500, TNL believes a Costs Council (as recommended in the Civil Justice Council’s Report
“Improved Access to Justice—Funding Options and Proportionate Costs” August 2005) needs to
be set up so that it can recommend base hourly rates for solicitors working in diVerent parts of the
country and in diVerent areas of law. In any action where the client agrees to a success fee, the
solicitor would have to compute the success fee on the recommended base hourly rate set by the
Costs Council and have to justify any increase in that rate before a costs judge. There is TNL
believes no “pressing social need” for claimant firms to be allowed to double their costs in
publication proceedings, where their base hourly rate is already running into hundreds of pounds
per hour.

C. Fixed fees and fixed uplifts

As Lord Woolf commented in both his Interim and Final Access to Justice Reports (1995–96):
“The problem of costs is the most serious problem besetting our litigation system”. Where
practicable, a fixed costs regime furthers the aims of predictability and proportionality, encourages
responsibility in the management of costs and encourages litigants themselves to exercise greater
control of the expenses, which their lawyers incur. Fixed costs are therefore taking a more and
more prominent part in litigation (see CPR Parts 45 and 46), particularly pre-action costs. Fixed
uplifts of 12.5% or more are also the norm in a range of RTA and Employers Liability cases where
the damages recovered are under £500,000 (see CPR Part 45 (II) (III)). TNL believes there is every
reason to promote fixed costs in respect of publication proceedings, particularly those in which
costs are the only outstanding issue on a prompt settlement or under the section 2 “oVer of
amends” regime set out in the Defamation Act 1996. Fixed costs could also play an important part
in hearings under section 7 (meaning disputes) or section 8 (summary disposal of a claim)
Defamation Act 1996. A scheme of fixed costs would achieve the advantages set out above and
greatly reduce the ransom factor identified in Musa King. In any such fixed costs regime there
should be a rule permitting a claimant to apply to the court for an increase on the ordinary fixed
amounts. At the same time, there should be a sanction in the event that an application for an
increase on the fixed costs is unsuccessful. The sanction should reduce both the amount of a
lawyer’s success fee and the damages recovered by a claimant.

D. Part 36 oVer or payment into court and necessary rule change

Given the dangers identified in Musa King and Campbell, it is also appropriate in publication
proceedings for there to be a rule change to Part 36 so that a claimant’s damages (as well as costs)
can be reduced where a defendant’s payment into court or oVer to settle is not beaten. Such a rule
is particularly appropriate in the case of an indigent claimant or a claimant who has not obtained
ATE insurance and has little incentive to be practical over the level of damages oVered and what
is reasonably recoverable.
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E. Contingency fees or diVerential fee agreements

TNL believes that the regulated Ontario Contingency fee system—identified in the CJC Report
(see above)—should be considered and encouraged by Masters and Judges in certain types of
public interest defamation actions. For instance, it could become regular practice for the court to
refuse to allow a Conditional Fee Agreement with any uplift where the defendant had made an
oVer of amends and the claimant was refusing to accept the damages oVered by the defendant and
was instead wanting to go to a fully contested section 3(5) hearing on quantum of damages. In such
cases, the solicitor would have to make it clear to the claimant that an agreed element of the
damages would be forfeited to the solicitor if he was unable to recover any CFA success fee but
could only recover his normal reasonable costs from the defendant on the grounds that the court
believed that the claimant was indulging in an element of CFA blackmail. This would force the
claimant to think long and hard before forcing the issue to a full hearing on damages. Any such
contingency fee system would have to come under the auspices of The Law Society and its
regulatory system. Further, the statutory protection which currently allows fees to be charged on
a diVerential Thai Trading basis (that is to say which permits ordinary fees (say £300 per hour) to
be recoverable in the event of success but reduced fees (say £150 per hour) in the event of failure)
enables claimant media firms to act for many middle income clients without a defendant being put
under the massive commercial pressure that a CFA can put on a defendant to settle. Again the
courts should encourage these types of arrangement as they enable access to justice but without
the threat of a massive penalty on a losing defendant which most CFAs produce in publication
proceedings. They are also proportional and comply with the Overriding Objective of the CPR.

F. ATE insurance premiums

Under the Pre-Action Protocol in Defamation proceedings, there should be a clear indication in
the defendant’s letter of response to the claimant’s letter of claim if a libel complaint is going to
be disputed. Further, defendants in defamation actions are now entitled to make an “oVer of
amends” very early in any proceedings under section 2 of the Defamation Act 1996 Act ie at any
time up to the filing of a defence. In the light of these two clear provisions, TNL cannot see any
reason why claimant solicitors need take out insurance cover from “day one of a libel complaint”.
Indeed, a claimant cannot know if the newspaper is going to come out with its hands up or the
action will be resolutely defended. Thus, insurance from day one, when any risk assessment is
totally unquantifiable, is eVectively the insurance industry imposing its will on the eYcient and
proper administration of justice and causing wholly unnecessary additional liability when a media
defendant may immediately trigger the “oVer of amends” system and agree to apologise and pay
damages. Insurance cannot therefore be necessary until a letter in response to the letter of
complaint under the Pre-Action Protocol is received OR when a defence is received following the
issuing of proceedings. Only then can the claimant’s solicitors and underwriters sensibly and
eVectively weigh the risks which are being undertaken and decide over what period or stage cover
should be taken out. Failure at this point by a claimant’s solicitors to obtain satisfactory ATE
cover for an appropriate period (premiums should still be low at this stage), should result in
sanctions. If an unsuccessful defendant can prove that a cheaper policy would have been available
when proceedings are first commenced and that it would have been reasonable for the claimant to
have bought a premium at that stage (rather than some later stage), then a rule should direct that
that is ordinarily the value of cover which can be recovered. The corollary of this is that if an
indigent claimant takes out insurance BEFORE proceedings are actually commenced and the
defendant triggers the oVer of amends system thereby obviating the need for any insurance cover,
any ATE insurance premium should not in those circumstances be recoverable from the defendant
but would have to be paid by a claimant out of the damages recovered.

G. Case management through cost capping, fixed fees and fixed uplifts

At the end of the day, TNL believes that for CFAs to be operable and for indigent claimants to
be able to bring claims but without defendants being disproportionately penalised in “additional
liability”, the courts need to case manage CFA-driven cases extremely carefully. CPD 11.9 may
therefore have to be repealed. Indeed, any CFA needs to be looked at by the court at a very early
stage in the proceedings to see a) where any success fee falls, b) what incentives there are on the
claimant to police his own solicitors costs c) to what extent any uplift reflects the genuine risk that
a solicitor may be taking in shouldering some of the risk by conducting it on a “no win, no fee”
basis and d) what alternative means of funding the action there may have been. TNL therefore
believes that the key to the future working of the CFA system is proper case management by judges
and masters which needs to start at the case Allocation Questionnaire stage.

H. The case Allocation Questionnaire

At the case Allocation Questionnaire stage, a claimant should be made to answer the following
important questions:

(i) State if the case does or will involve a CFA.
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(ii) State, like on any Application Notice, if “the action raises issues under the Human Rights Act
1998”. This question should be simplified down to the following two questions:- First, “Does
the action involve libel, slander, malicious falsehood, blasphemous libel OR the misuse of
personal information including any Data Protection claim?” Second, “If so, are the words
complained of “a matter of public interest”?

(iii) State what the “overall costs of the action are likely to be but do not include any “additional
liability”.

(iv) State, if the action is being conducted under a CFA, if the claimant seeks to pass on any agreed
success fee to the defendant as “additional liability”, what the percentage uplifts are, if they
are staged, and at what stages they occur.

(v) State what the base hourly costs are prior to any uplift for a success fee.

(vi) State what the “overall likely additional liability for the whole case is likely to be including
counsel’s and solicitors success fees” (this may need a change to CPD 6.2)

(vii) State if any ATE insurance premium or “notional insurance premium” has been paid or has
been agreed with an insurance policy or funding party and if any such insurance policy is
staged. While a claimant could not be made to declare how much any ATE premium or
“notional premium” might be, the court could order the Claimant to disclose the amount of
any ATE insurance premium in confidence to the court at the Allocation Hearing.

Once the above questions have been answered the court would know if the case concerned human
rights issues, if it contained a serious “blackmail” element and to what extent a defendant might
be put under huge financial pressure to settle rather than fight the action. In all cases involving a
CFA there would be an automatic case Allocation Questionnaire hearing.

I. The Allocation hearing

Once the Allocation Questionnaire was filed AND a defence served, the court would automatically
order there to be an Allocation Hearing. This would substantially reflect the proposals made by
Brooke LJ in Musa King paragraphs 92–94 and 104. For cases involving estimated legal costs of
over £250,000 (not inclusive of any additional liability) the matter would be referred to a High
Court judge specialising in defamation. For cases involving sums less than that, the case would be
referred to a High Court master specialising in defamation actions. Having read the pleadings and
Allocation Questionnaires and any supporting aYdavits and having due regard to all the
circumstances, the judge or master would then exercise the following powers:

(i) check that the action did involve human rights such as free speech and/or the right to a private
life and to what extent there might be a “blackmail” or “ransom factor” element in any CFA
funded action;

(ii) identify issues which might usefully form the basis for a preliminary issue, eg, meaning or any
other factual dispute which lay at the heart of the action and the resolution of which might
lead to the early determination of the dispute without substantial legal costs being incurred
under any CFA arrangement;

(ii) hear representations on the claimant’s solicitors base hourly rates and the level of success fees
agreed with the client and if these were staged or constant in CFA driven cases. The court
would, through this process, check that the success fee did bear a sensible and reasonable
relationship to any risk the claimant’s solicitor was agreeing to shoulder;

(iii) hear representations from both sides on cost capping in CFA driven cases. The master or
judge would then be able to impose a proportionate cap on the costs recoverable from one
side or the other making due allowance for the fact that the onus of proof in libel actions lies
on the defendant meaning that the defendant should normally be allowed greater latitude in
recoverable costs. The cap would include any “additional liability” for success fees but not
necessarily for any insurance premiums which would have to remain confidential to the
claimant solicitor and his client. The judge or master could though be told in confidence what
any insurance premium was and then order that only a certain percentage of that insurance
premium could be recovered from a defendant;

(iv) The judge or master could also decide what part of any agreed success fee could be passed on
to an unsuccessful defendant as “additional liability”. Alternatively the master or judge could
order that the defendant should not have to pay any success fee but rather that the claimant
should pay a success fee out of any damages recovered ie a contingency fee system. This would
act as an incentive for the client to police his own solicitor’s costs and would only be ordered
where a) the court was satisfied that the defendant was legitimately defending the action and
b) that imposing any “additional liability” on the defendant would amount to a “penalty” or
create a “ransom” or “blackmail” factor.
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(v) The judge or master would also be given the power to order “early neutral evaluation” by a
specialist mediator or silk in this area where the judge or master felt that there was merit in
forcing one side or the other to consider its position in some detail particularly if the claimant
had nothing to lose and was able to put a defendant under serious commercial pressure
because of a CFA.

7. The current system of allowing successful claimants to recover wholly unreasonable and
disproportionate costs ie placing all the “additional liability” on a losing defendant, is we believe peculiar
only to the UK jurisdiction and cannot be found anywhere else in the world. It is we believe neither fair nor
proportionate when it is the claimant who benefits from a “no win, no fee” arrangement with his solicitor.
As Lord HoVmann suggests in Campbell, CFAs can seriously inhibit free speech (Article 10 rights) and are
likely to contravene fair trial provisions (Article 6 rights of the European Convention on Human Rights).
Only if the Government gives careful consideration to the above changes to the current CFA system will the
overriding objective of the Civil Procedure Rules and the spirit of the Access to Justice Act be fully realised
and the CFA system be compliant with the Government’s obligations under the Human Rights Act.

Times Newspapers Limited

November 2005

Evidence submitted by Bloomberg News

As you may know, Bloomberg News is a global publisher of financial, business and legal news, with more
than 1,800 journalists working from 107 bureaus around the world. Much of that news is UK-based and
the more than 270 Bloomberg journalists in our London oYce provide accurate, fair and timely real-time
electronic news to financial professionals around the world. Despite our commitment to accuracy, libel
litigation and the attendant costs are a reality with which even the most responsible publishers must be
concerned.

In this regard, we hope that our experience as an American publisher with strong British ties might
provide a slightly diVerent perspective than supplied elsewhere. As an American company, we are long
experienced with the concepts and practice of contingency-fee litigation. It has become a fixture of American
law. And so it should be. Our position is that conceptually, allowing contingency-fee cases does indeed
provide a greater degree of access to the legal system for those traditionally underrepresented because of
socio-economic barriers. In short, we take no position adverse to the goal of allowing all citizens an
opportunity to have their damages and deprivations addressed in the courts of law.

Unfortunately, CFA’s as currently practiced in the UK present a cure worse than the disease. Because of
the “success bonus” provisions, CFA’s have mutated into a windfall for the well-heeled libel litigant. The
true cost of these actions is not being borne by media entities, or even their insurers. It is the public who will
suVer, because the “chilling eVect” of CFA’s added costs could force publishers to self-censor news in the
public interest.

The UK system has long had a “loser pays” scheme. Under this arrangement, a media defendant who has
been found to have libeled a person pays not only damages, but the claimant’s attorney’s fees. Thus, the
successful litigant has had his day in court, has recovered for his damage, and is not out of pocket for
pressing his case. Moreover, his successful lawyer is compensated for the job well done. In short, the
system works.

But under the CFA’s “success bonus” scheme, UK lawyers are entitled to tack on an additional fee,
sometimes reaching £800 or more an hour, adding hundreds of thousands of pounds to a case. The “success
bonus” is a de facto punitive damage award, rather than any form of perceived reward for assuming the risk
of taking on a case on a contingency basis. Such a punitive award lacks the moral force of a punishment for
willful or intentional wrong adjudicated under principles of due process. American courts have long been
reticent in allowing punitive damages in libel cases, because of the high value that our legal system and
democracy places on free speech. In one noteworthy case, a US federal court noted that:

Punitive damage awards have within their power not only the ability to punish, but to destroy as
well. And although the threat of punitive damages may well deter the false statement, it may deter
the truth as well. The mere threat or possibility of a libel action with its vast costs of defense and
potential adverse verdict must dampen the enthusiasm for vigorous reporting. If added to that is
the specter of punitive damages, awarded with unbridled discretion by juries, then the chilling
eVect may turn the reporter’s zeal to ice.

Schiavone v Time Incorporated, 646 F Supp. 1511 (DNJ 1986) at 1513. The “vast costs” spoken of in the
Schiavone case were present in a matter where the issue at bar involved an allegedly willful and intentional
libel. Under the CFA scheme, however, the punitive eVect of the success bonus is engaged without regard
to the mens rea of the defendant. Punitive damages without commensurate wrongdoing does not comport
with due process.

Aside from the fundamental unfairness of imposing punitive damages in what are essentially negligence
cases, the “chilling eVect” of such damages also punishes the public, for whom a responsible and free press
serves as the eyes and ears. It is the press who examines the goings-on in legislative chambers, halls of
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government, hospitals and battlefields, and corporate back-rooms, indeed, wherever the public’s interest
may be decided. It is only a free and critical press that can tell the public about a war in Iraq, about a bomb
in Liverpool Street, about hero teachers, horrific mobsters and heartbreaking accidents.

The House of Lords has already raised in dicta the question of the chilling eVect. Lord HoVman
sagaciously noted in Campbell v MGN Limited [2005] UKHL 61 that:

There is no human right to drive a vehicle upon the road free of the cost of litigation arising from
road accidents. But there is a human right to freedom of expression with which the imposition of
an excessive cost burden may interfere . . . It is the eVect which the threat of heavy liability may
have upon the conduct of a newspaper in deciding whether to publish information which ought to
be published but which carries a risk of legal proceedings against it.

Id at K19.

The chilling eVect is insidious not only because it throws the censuring blanket of darkness over what is
never published, but has also become a weapon of legal extortion. Libel claimants can leverage settlements
and retractions of erstwhile justifiable news stories. This is so because media entities, like all corporations,
have a fiduciary duty to its shareholders to perform cogent and cautious risk analysis. That analysis is deeply
skewed by CFA’s. While a defendant willing to defend a libel case might have the financial wherewithal and
intestinal fortitude to do so at a cost of £150,000, the risk of loss at trial for £300,000 presents a diVerent
picture, and may force even the bravest media defendant to settle an otherwise defensible case. The CFA’s
success bonus provision appears to serves little other purpose.

If contingency fees were allowed without the success bonus, claimants’ counsel bringing meritorious cases
would still be paid. True, those counsel would bear the risk of evaluating whether the case would succeed,
but given the extraordinarily high billing rate of UK solicitors (approximately twice that of top-level New
York or Los Angeles litigators) it behooves the Committee to ask if that is preferable to making the public
shoulder the burden.

There are some lessons to be learned from the contingency fee experience in the United States. Allowing
contingency fees without the success bonus is a fruitful business for lawyers and has put thousands of cases
on the US dockets. We have—for better or worse—a court system filled to the brim nationwide with cases
brought by the indigent and traditionally underemployed, represented by counsel on contingency fees.
These lawyers become experts in their area of law, and work eYciently, collecting on average a third of any
damage award. Elimination of the success bonus provision in the UK would not deprive poor citizens of
access to the court: it would only require that claimants’ attorneys work eYciently. It is also worth noting
that any system that acts as a check-and-balance to weed out frivolous cases designed to bring a ransom
settlement would be an improvement.

Bloomberg News again thanks the Committee for the opportunity to raise these issues, and would be glad
to provide oral evidence, should the need arise.

Charles J Glasser Jr
Media Counsel
Bloomberg News

November 2005

Evidence submitted by British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC)

I am writing on behalf of the BBC to set out briefly our experience and concerns about conditional fee
arrangements (“CFAs”) in cases that engage freedom of expression—principally libel and privacy cases.

I would like to start by emphasising that the BBC recognises the service that conditional fee arrangements
provide in enabling access to justice for claimants who otherwise could not aVord to take legal action.
However the BBC is concerned that the current legislative scheme has had in practice a number of
undesirable and unintended consequences for defendants that I outline below, and which it considers
warrant a reassessment of the scheme.

Disproportionality of costs

The costs recoverable by CFA funded claimants are frequently disproportionate to the value and
complexity of the claim. It is relevant to note in this regard that there is a ceiling on libel damages of
£250,000, but that awards at the high end are rarely considered appropriate and the majority of claims are
valued towards the lower end of the scale.

Our experience is that the disproportionality manifests itself in a number of ways.
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Base hourly rates

The base hourly rate charged by claimant lawyers in the defamation and privacy field is frequently
disproportionate to the value and complexity of the claim. CFA claimants frequently use expensive niche
firms whose base hourly rates are very high (even though for such specialist firms the claim is often not at
all complex) meaning that there is a significant element of disproportionality even before the uplift is
factored in.

By way of example in one recent case where there were four parties represented the CFA funded claimant’s
solicitors were seeking an hourly base rate (without any uplift) of £400 plus VAT per hour for its partner.
By contrast the privately funded parties were paying their partners £165 plus VAT per hour and £145 plus
VAT per hour. The BBC was represented in house at a cost of £108 per hour.

The impact of success fees at up to 100% uplift

Justification for an uplift in conditional fee cases engaging freedom of expression can only be established
to the extent that it is necessary to provide access to justice. At present the claimant can seek an uplift on
costs of up to 100%. In the recent case this meant that attendance at court for the claimants’ solicitors
(partner, solicitor and trainee) would be charged at £1,550 plus VAT per hour, the claimant’s leading counsel
would be charged at £8,000 plus VAT per day and the claimant’s junior counsel at £3,500 plus VAT per day.
Furthermore the current system does not allow the court, when assessing costs to treat the base costs and
uplift as a whole for the purposes of assessing proportionality. This has an enormous impact on the costs
of defending cases engaging freedom act of expression.

Comparison with publicly funded cases

Public funding of cases works by allowing legal aid firms to recover costs at the standard rates from
unsuccessful defendants and to recover lower legal aid rates if their client is unsuccessful. The BBC has
consulted an external costs draftsman specialising in media cases. Taking the figures mentioned above he
estimates that solicitors for a losing Claimant in a legally aided malicious falsehood action would be entitled
to recover hourly rates at approximately 34% of the rates of the claimants’ solicitors before uplift. With an
uplift of 100% that figure falls to 17%. Assuming publicly funded solicitors were to be successful in
recovering their costs from the defendant—whether through settlement or at trial—they could expect to
receive something in the order of 66% of the CFA claimants’ solicitors hourly rates before uplift or 33%
after uplift. These recovery rates are in marked contrast to the funding regime currently being imposed on
unsuccessful media defendants.

Lack of market forces on the claimants’ costs

Under the current regime there is little incentive in a CFA funded case for the claimant’s solicitors to
conduct the litigation in an eYcient and cost eVective manner, such as there is in a privately funded case
where the claimant knows that s/he will be liable for the losing costs. The corollary of this is that claimants’
solicitors can run up substantial and disproportionate or unnecessary costs with the result of exerting
additional pressure on the defendant to settle, whatever the merits of the case. Lord HoVman made this
point recently in Campbell v MGN Ltd. The BBC’s experience is that the costs estimated by the Claimants
in their allocation questionnaire are frequently exceeded by as much as 100%.

“The blackmailing eVect of such litigation appears to arise from two factors. First, the use of CFAs
by impecunious claimants who do not take out ATE insurance. That, of course, is not a feature
of the present case. If MGN are right about Ms Campbell’s means, she would have been able to pay
their costs if she had lost. The second factor is the conduct of the case by the claimant’s solicitors in
a way which not only runs up substantial costs but requires the defendants to do so as well. Faced
with a free-spending claimant’s solicitor and being at risk not only as to liability but also as to twice
the claimant’s costs, the defendant is faced with an arms race which makes it particularly unfair
for the claimant afterwards to justify his conduct of the litigation on the ground that the
defendant’s own costs were equally high”

ATE insurance

As the Committee will be aware there is an additional feature of CFA cases that has been described as
the “ransom” factor. This is the situation the defendant faces where the claimant would be unable to pay
the defendant’s costs if he or she were to be unsuccessful at trial and has no after the event (“ATE”) insurance
in place. The defendant is then faced with a lose/lose situation financially because winning the action will
almost certainly cost more than making a commercial settlement.
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However the BBC would also comment that this same situation is apt to arise in a libel action where the
claimant has ATE insurance and a justification (truth) defence is being run. In that situation, if the defendant
wins the justification defence, the policy is liable to be voided by the insurer on the grounds of the claimant’s
non-disclosure of material facts or dishonesty, the inference being drawn that the claimant must have told
its insurer untruths or withheld information from it.

A further concern for a defendant is that the limit of the cover under the ATE insurance policy may be
relatively low and significantly lower than the amount of the winning defendant’s costs, meaning in practice
that, once again, even if successful in the action the defendant will lose financially. In that situation the
claimant can of course seek to recover its costs against the claimant personally, but this could be a fruitless
exercise. This situation is particularly unfair given that a defendant is liable if it loses to pay the claimant’s
insurance premium (which may be as much as two thirds of the amount insured).

The BBC’s experience is therefore that the intended ameliorating eVect of ATE insurance may be illusory
in practice depending on the terms of the ATE policy, the limit of cover and the nature of the allegations
and defences in the action.

Possible ways forward

The BBC does not seek here to recommend any one solution to these problems. However, in our view
there are a number of possible ways in which some control could be introduced be into the CFA system.

Cost capping at the outset

We would submit that there should be the jurisdiction to cap costs in CFA cases from the outset and not
only in cases where the Claimant may not be able to pay costs. This would introduce into such cases some
element of discipline in the conduct of the litigation. Such discipline in non-CFA cases is provided by the
privately paying claimant who has an interest in keeping costs down. We would also suggest the
disproportionality in hourly rates charged by CFA claimant lawyers in the defamation and privacy field
should be addressed by a court judge at the early stages of any case.

Success fees

If, in order to provide access to justice it is established that an uplift is required, there should be a
maximum percentage in cases engaging freedom of expression. The exact level up to that maximum could
also be determined at the outset by a costs capping Judge.

Part 36 Uplift

Finally, indemnity costs orders and additional interest on damages and/or costs may be payable in cases
where the claimant succeeds in beating a Part 36 oVer of settlement. We would suggest that such uplift is
abolished in conditional fee cases where the claimant does not require the additional protection on costs
that a privately paying claimant needs in order to ensure that there is not a shortfall between the costs
recoverable by him or her from the other side and the costs payable by him or her to his or her solicitors.

We have dealt only very briefly with three possible ways in which control may be brought into the CFA
system and would welcome the opportunity to make further oral submissions if this would be helpful.

Stephen Whittle
Controller Editorial Policy
British Broadcasting Corporation

November 2005

Evidence submitted by Channel 4 Television Corporation

I am responding on behalf of Channel 4 Television Corporation (“Channel 4”) to the consultation on
CFAs in libel actions. In Channel 4’s view there are two important points of principle involved in this issue.
The first is that there should be equal access to justice. The second is that, in any democratic society in
addition to the proper protection for rights of individuals it is essential that freedom of expression is
adequately respected and protected. The media in England and Wales, and in Scotland, Northern Ireland
and the Republic of Ireland, is subject to some of the most claimant-friendly libel regimes in the world. The
law of libel, in terms of the reversed burden of proof, the damages that can be awarded, the restrictions on
republication of allegations and, by no means least, the enormous legal costs involved in defending actions
coupled with the risk of paying the costs of the claimant in the event that an action is unsuccessfully
defended, already all operate to create a real “chilling eVect” on the media. The increasing and unregulated
use of CFAs in libel actions with 100% uplifts has a punitive eVect on the media and genuinely impacts on
freedom of expression where media organisations are wary to publish and then defend subsequent libel
actions. CFAs with significant uplifts have not redressed the balance for impecunious claimants but have
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tipped the scales in their favour and in favour of their lawyers, thereby creating manifest injustice. In
addition, the very wealthy have taken advantage of a system aimed at assisting those with more limited
means which has tipped the balance even further against the media defendant.

The risk of libel is taken very seriously by all broadcasters since the eVect of libel proceedings, as briefly
referred to above has an obvious commercial impact as well as one on freedom of expression, not least on
the significant commitment required by members of staV in defending such actions.

Channel 4, like most broadcasters, pays for an Errors and Omissions insurance policy annually to cover
the costs of libel actions and other claims such as privacy and breach of confidence. Errors and Omissions
cover is expensive to obtain and tends to attract a significant “excess” to be paid by the insured before the
legal costs are paid by the insurance company. Such an excess is not uncommonly in the region of six figures.

In addition, Channel 4 is a publisher broadcaster which cannot make its own programmes in-house. Our
programmes are produced for us by independent production companies, although, as publishers, we cannot
subrogate our responsibilities to comply with the Ofcom Broadcasting Code under our licence. Where a
programme is legally contentious, for example all current aVairs programming, it will involve detailed advice
at an early stage, usually well before filming, from a lawyer employed by the broadcaster who is experienced
in advising on legal content issues and on compliance with the regulatory Code. A producer, therefore, will
seek an indemnity from Channel 4 in respect of any subsequent legal action. Channel 4 has a policy of
providing an indemnity to producers where its own Legal Department (ie Channel 4’s) is advising on a
programme with legally contentious content, in turn taking warranties from the producers that they have
complied with best journalistic practice. Production companies, producers and reporters tend to be named
by the claimant as co-defendants in libel actions along with the broadcaster itself.

Channel 4 is a separate statutory corporation with a public service remit. We have no share holders and
all our profit goes back into programme making. Section 265(3) of the Communications Act 2003 provides:

“(3) The public service remit for Channel 4 is the provision of a broad range of high quality and diverse
programming which, in particular:

(a) demonstrates innovation, experiment and creativity in the form and content of
programmes;

(b) appeals to the tastes and interests of a culturally diverse society;

(c) makes a significant contribution to meeting the need for the licensed public service
channels to include programmes of an educational nature and other programmes of
educative value; and

(d) exhibits a distinctive character.”

We are currently obliged to broadcast four hours of current aVairs programming each week (1.5 in peak
times) and this will increase next year.

In the case of investigations, particularly those involving covert filming carried out in accordance with
the provisions of the Ofcom Broadcasting Code, it tends to be small production companies, often with only
one or two company directors, which have the expertise and inclination to carry out such work which is
highly specialised, unpredictable in its outcome and not very lucrative. Under Ofcom’s programme supply
review producers retain all these rights in programme fully-funded by a broadcaster which is entitled as of
right only to two UK transmissions of it. All other rights must be negotiated and paid for. Because it is time
specific and of limited appeal to viewers a domestic investigative programme is unlikely to have any (or only
limited) potential for exploitation of secondary rights, such as sales to other broadcasters or another
platform.

Therefore, if Channel 4 did not indemnify contractually the small independent production companies
who make our investigative programmes for us, libel actions would expose them to an entirely unacceptable
level of risk. Even one libel action could eVectively bankrupt a small production company, which invariably
has no assets, not least because that company would have a very limited ability to carry on generating other
revenue by making further programmes, leaving aside payment of their own costs and the risk of losing an
action. The operation of CFA agreements in this arena, with 100% success fees, would have a catastrophic
aVect on a small or moderately sized production company.

Whilst we reiterate that libel should not be the exclusive preserve of the wealthy and that there should be
equal access to justice in this area, we are concerned about the current unregulated operation of conditional
fee agreements in libel actions and its potential to add even further to the chilling eVect of libel litigation.

Jan Tomalin
Controller of Legal & Compliance
Channel 4 Television Corporation

November 2005
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Evidence submitted by Newsquest Media Group

Newsquest Media Group is a major regional newspaper publisher, circulating more than 10 million
million copies across the UK through some 300 newspapers and magazines, including 17 regional dailies.
Among them are some of the longest established and most distinguished titles in the newspaper industry.

So-called “no win, no fee” conditional fee agreements (“CFA”) act in a diVerent way on regional
publishers because of the diVerences of scale. The cost of settling a relatively minor defamation when a CFA
is used can rack up to £20,000, even when it is admitted from the start. These are back-breaking figures for
the small budgets of weekly titles. Damages might be much less than £5,000, but where an expensive London
solicitors’ firm is involved on a CFA, the costs can quickly (from our own experience) add up to £15,000 or
more even over the course of just a few rounds of correspondence. The attraction of CFAs for claimants
has meant that matters which in the past might have been settled with a published apology can escalate into
full-blown legal actions with serious impact on the economics of local titles.

Slowly but surely, CFAs are beginning to poison the relationship local newspapers have with their readers
and the local communities they serve. For both parties, the focus on the money distracts from the actual
merits of the case. Editors find that the financial logic of the success fee compels settlement even when it
would otherwise be reasonable to put up a defence. Then they have to think harder about the financial risk
before covering certain controversial stories or particular categories of persons who are known to be
litigious. Wariness and suspicion replace openness and trust. The essential idea of the local newspaper as a
political and social forum for the community is thus undermined.

The commercial principle of the success fee is understood, but its eVects are too onerous at the permitted
level of up to 100%. We take particular objection to the practice of charging for the “after-the-event”
(“ATE”) insurance policy, which is bought from the outset (even before the first letter before action)
apparently regardless of any sensible assessment of the real risk to the claimant. The market for these policies
seems small and unsophisticated and so the price is very high, typically £5,000 or £6,000 at this first stage
(and rising in steps thereafter), even in respect of the minor libels faced by a weekly newspaper. Moreover,
with some practitioners, the claimant could never actually be personally liable for this premium—they are
not required by the insurer to pay out until conclusion of the action, and then of course it would either be
paid out of their winnings from the newspaper, or else (in a losing case) the claimant solicitor might oVer
indemnity as part of the CFA deal. Regional publishers find themselves paying out on these excessive and
pointless premiums in cases where they immediately admit liability and would have done so whether there
was a CFA or not. The eVect of allowing ATE insurance from the outset of a claim is simply inflationary
and brings no benefit except as a windfall to the insurer.

A particular disadvantage falls on regional publishers as a result of CFAs at this lower level. While the
costs are very significant in terms of a weekly newspaper’s budget, they are still not high enough to warrant
risking still further costs by going to the court for assessment. Paradoxically, that decision is much easier
when the scale of costs is higher (as may be the case with the national media). Therefore, regional publishers
have the worst of both worlds: the impact of CFA costs on a small weekly is just as big as for the nationals
because of the diVerences of scale, but the legal safety nets are not really available. The pressure to settle
both damages and costs—and to settle quickly—is very great. The result is a corresponding “chilling” eVect
on local journalism.

Simon Westrop
Head of Legal
Newsquest Media Group

November 2005

Evidence submitted by Ian Hislop, Editor, Private Eye

1. I am writing this letter to you in connection with the above Inquiry, with particular regard to the use
and operation of Conditional Fee Agreements (CFA’S). In this letter I will recount my experience of being
involved in litigation where a CFA has been used by the other party.

2. I have been the Editor of Private Eye magazine since 1986, which was founded in 1961 and is published
by Pressdram Ltd. Private Eye has been involved in many libel claims during its existence. Relatively few
have had to be resolved at a trial, as agreement about their disposal has been reached by agreement.

3. In March 1992 Private Eye published an article about a chartered accountant practicing in Cornwall
called John CondliVe. The essence of the story was that he was dishonestly overcharging many of his small
business clients. In July 1993 proceedings for libel were issued on his behalf against myself and Pressdram
Ltd as respectively editor and publisher of Private Eye. His lawyers were Peter Carter-Ruck and Partners
(“Carter-Ruck”).

4. The proceedings were defended on the grounds of justification ie that what we had published was true.
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5. Unusually for a chartered accountant Mr CondliVe was declared bankrupt in August 1993. However
he claimed that he would be able to finance his costs of the claim with financial support from his mother.
Unhappy about the risk that we would not be able to recover our legal costs if we won the case we applied
for security for our legal costs. However both the Judge and then the Court of Appeal, in October 1995,
ruled against us.

6. The action proceeded at a snail’s pace through the court procedures necessary to prepare the case for
trial; it was a very expensive process as Mr CondliVe was required to produce to our lawyers all his files
relating to the clients who we said he had cheated, but the form in which his files were received by our lawyers
were chaotic. They had to be put in order and then considered by an independent chartered accountant we
had engaged to be our expert witness. By the time of the trial we had whittled down the files we wanted
available at court to a form that occupied 28 ring-binders. CondliVe’s lawyers insisted that the court also
had available all of the documents from the files that CondliVe had produced. This meant preparing an
additional set of 113 ring-binders for use by the court; in practice this meant preparing copies of this set (in
addition to the 28 file set) for each of the Judge, the barristers and the witness. In court our barrister
suggested to Mr CondliVe that this was designed to increase costs and try to frighten oV Private Eye and to
“confuse, bamboozle and obfuscate.” The trial Judge said he was “absolutely horrified” by this decision by
CondliVe’s lawyers. During the trial he also said “I despair of this litigation. It is never-ending. It is the most
disproportionate piece of litigation I have ever been involved in.”

7. In the meantime CFA’s became available. In August 2001 Carter-Ruck gave notice that they had
entered into a CFA with their client. Some time before they entered into a CFA Carter-Ruck had said that
their client would settle for no apology, no damages but payment of £250,000 for his legal costs. In other
words all the action seemed to be about was Carter-Ruck getting a substantial amount for their costs and
the usual purpose of a libel action, the clearing of one’s reputation, was no longer important. The trial was
fixed to commence in October 2001 before a Judge sitting without a jury.

8. The eVect of CondliVe being represented on a CFA was of course explained to us by our own advisers,
namely (in summary) that his lawyers would be entitled to charge an enhanced (probably double their
normal) rate, for which we would be liable if we lost the case. Of course we knew that the prospect of
recovering any of our legal costs from CondliVe, let alone anything like what our costs would actually be if
we fought the case to trial and won the case, was negligible.

9. Even if we and our advisers had not fully appreciated the situation, we would have been left in no doubt
about it by Carter-Ruck as result of communications with our lawyers before the trial. Carter-Ruck told us
at one point that their costs to date were (now) £600,000, and that they estimated their further costs of the
trial would be £1.2 million, which would include their 100% success fee. In other words we faced paying some
£1.8 million if we fought the case and lost, on top of which we would have to pay our own lawyer’s bill,
which would be about £750,000. Carter-Ruck made clear that if we won CondliVe simply would go bankrupt
(again) ie we would not recover any costs from him.

10. So if we took the case to trial then, at worst, we faced legal costs of some £2.5 million (if we lost) at
best £750,000 (if we won). The implications were extremely serious. There was, at the very least, a real risk
that if we lost Pressdram Ltd would not have been able to pay Carter-Ruck costs and that it would go into
liquidation, leading to the closure of Private Eye. As an individual defendant I would also have been
personally liable to pay Carter-Ruck costs from my own resources, regardless of Pressdram’s ability to
pay them.

11. There was no doubt in my mind that Carter-Ruck were using the threat of the enormous potential
liability we faced to try and force us into settlement purely for commercial reasons, unconnected with the
actual merits of the claim. Whatever our perceptions and advice about our prospects of success, the outcome
of any litigation at a trial is inherently uncertain, and the commercial reasons for settlement were apparently
overwhelming.

12. We decided we were not going to be bullied into settlement by these tactics. So the case came for trial
before Mr Justice Gray in October 2001. CondliVe was represented by a QC and two junior barristers. Their
QC was also on a CFA with a success fee. In the sixth week of the trial CondliVe’s claim collapsed after the
Judge indicated that cross-examination of Mr CondliVe had cast “very considerable doubt on his
credibilty”, the issue which lay “at the heart of the action.” Immediately following this ruling, settlement
negotiations took place in the court corridor, culminating in an agreement made the same day under which
the claim was dropped and CondliVe was to pay £100,000 towards our costs. He failed to do this and was
made bankrupt.

Ian Hislop
Editor
Private Eye

November 2005
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Evidence submitted by Trinity Mirror Plc

Introduction

1. This submission is made on behalf of Trinity Mirror Plc, the largest newspaper publisher in the United
Kingdom. Its subsidiaries include MGN Limited, the publisher of the Daily Mirror, the Sunday Mirror and
the People.

2. It addresses the issue of Conditional Fee Agreements (CFAs) and fee uplifts or success fees in those
cases that involve Article 10 of the European Convention of Human Rights (Article 10).

3. In 2002 in the House of Lords case of Callery v Gray1 Lord Bingham of Cornhill, the most senior Law
Lord, said that the Access to Justice Act 1999 had three aims; to contain the rising cost of legal aid, to
improve access to the courts for “meritorious claims” and, thirdly, to discourage weak claims. But he also
recognised that the new funding regime was “obviously open to abuse”. He said:

“One possible abuse was that lawyers would be willing to act for claimants on a conditional
fee basis but would charge excessive fees for their basic costs, knowing that their own client
would not have to pay them and that the burden would in all probability fall on the defendant
or his liability insurers. With this expectation the claimant’s lawyers would have no incentive
to moderate their charges. Another possible abuse was that lawyers would be willing to act for
claimants on a conditional fee basis but would contract for a success uplift grossly
disproportionate to any fair assessment of the risks of failure in the litigation, again knowing
that the burden of paying this uplifted fee would never fall on their client but would be borne
by the defendant or his insurers.2

Lord Bingham also said:-

“ . . . I would not wish to discount either the risk of abuse or the need to check any practices which
may undermine the fairness of the new funding regime. This should operate so as to promote access
to justice but not so as to confer disproportionate benefits on legal practitioners or after the event
insurers or impose unfair burdens on defendants or their insurers.”3

4. Trinity Mirror would argue that the abuses identified by Lord Bingham now exist. If they are allowed
to go unchecked they will significantly detract from the three policy objectives of the access to justice
reforms.

History

5. The White Paper “Modernising Justice”, published in December 1998, made it clear that the
underlying philosophy of the CFA reforms was that “justice must not be restricted to the very wealthy, who
can well aVord high legal fees, or the very poor, who may qualify for legal aid”.

6. In the debates about the Access to Justice bill the then Lord Chancellor, Lord Irvine of Laing, said it
should be generally right that the successful party in any litigation should be able to recover costs to which
he (or she) had been put in prosecuting or defending a claim. However, the success fee is not a cost to which
the claimant in any proceedings has been “put”. One of the features of libel and breach of confidence actions
in England and Wales is that, as far as we are aware, the claimant has never paid a success fee. It is always
sought by the claimant’s lawyers from the defendant and can and should therefore be seen as akin to a tax
on the losing party.

7. Section 58(A) of the Courts and Legal Services Act 1990 does not provide that the recovery of the
success fee from the defendant should be automatic. Indeed in Scotland, as Lord Hope of Craighead
recorded in his judgment in the Campbell case,4 the success fee is not recoverable from the losing party.

8. The relevant section of the Access to Justice Act 1999 which substituted new sections (58 and 58(A))
of the Courts and Legal Services Act 1990 came into force on 1 April 2000. This was only a year after the
Civil Procedure Rules (CPR)—referred to as the Woolf reforms—were introduced. As has been recognised
by the courts “one of the principal objects of the Woolf reforms was the control of costs . . . to enable the
court to limit recoverable costs”.5 The extension of CFAs with success fees to libel and breach of confidence
cases has had the eVect of increasing, rather than reducing, legal costs.

What is the success fee for?

9. It is very important that the Committee realises exactly what the success fee is for and equally what it
is not for.

1 Callery v Gray (Nos 1 and 2) [2002] UKHL 28.
2 Lord Bingham at paragraph 5 in Callery v Gray [2002] UKHL 28.
3 Lord Bingham at paragraph 10 in Callery v Gray [2002] UKHL 28.
4 Lord Hope at paragraph 41 in Campbell v MGN Limited [2005] UKHL 61.
5 Lord Justice Dyson at 848H in Leigh v Michelin Tyre Plc [2004] 1 WLR 846.
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10. The success fee is to compensate a solicitor for the risk that a client might or might not be successful
in that litigation. At the time the CFA is entered into the solicitor will assess what the chances are of the
client being successful; and should fix the success fee accordingly.

11. We submit that in cases involving Article 10 success fees should not be used to bolster a lawyer’s
earnings in one case so as to oVset the fact that they may have lost an earlier CFA case.

12. Nor should the success fee be fixed generally, say by reference to the arrangement a particular firm
may have with an insurance provider. Our understanding is that one of the main libel claimant firms, Carter
Ruck, has recently introduced a system whereby it operates diVerent (stepped) success fees where the success
fee claimed increases as the action progresses—and that these steps are fixed by reference to their
arrangement with an insurer, Temple-Legal Protection Limited, for staged premiums in relation to the after
the event (ATE) insurance which is provided by that insurer to Carter Ruck’s clients. We think this is wrong
as the success fee is not being assessed on an individual basis by reference to the risk in a particular case.

13. In May 2004 Lord Justice Brooke said “the availability of CFAs in defamation cases (often including
a success fee of up to 100%) certainly created the potential for a chilling eVect on investigative journalism
and for significant injustice”.6 And he concluded by saying “it cannot be just to submit defendants in these
cases [an impecunious claimant who enjoyed the benefit of a CFA but no ATE insurance], where their right
to freedom of expression is at stake, to a costs regime where the costs they will have to pay if they lose are
neither reasonable nor proportionate and they have no reasonable prospect of recovering their reasonable
and proportionate costs if they win”.7 In the Campbell case Lord HoVmann referred, with reference to the
case of Turcu -v- News Group Newspapers Limited, to such litigation having “a blackmailing eVect”.8

Wins and losses

14. Most libel and breach of confidence cases are handled by a small number of firms of solicitors: Carter
Ruck, Schillings and David Price to name three of the main claimant firms. Although it should therefore be
relatively easy to obtain statistics as to how many CFA cases each firm has won and lost these firms are
surprisingly reticent about providing such information. This is, we would submit, because the vast majority
of CFA funded cases for claimants are won. Losses by CFA funded claimants in this area of the law are very
much the exception; we believe that there have been no more than a handful. In reality, therefore, there is
little or no risk being taken by these firms given that they can cherry pick the cases they take on and then
cherry pick those cases which they oVer/agree to handle on a CFA basis.

15. Whilst the above firms are reticent about disclosing precise statistics concerning CFAs Carter Ruck
printed on their website as long ago as February/March 2003 that they had ‘successfully acted for about 200
people’ on a CFA basis. In addition a partner of the firm wrote to the Times in February this year to say
that his firm had “successfully represented well over a hundred libel claimants on such a “no-win, no-fee”
basis”9. However, when I asked him he was not forthcoming about the exact number of wins and losses,
regarding such information as confidential.

16. We suspect Carter Ruck have lost under 10 and closer to 5 claimant actions funded by CFAs. On the
basis of 200 victories that is a loss rate of just 2.5%.

17. Schillings have, similarly, been unwilling to disclose the number of wins or losses. As we will show
later in the cases of Sara Cox and Naomi Campbell (both of which were wins for them) they have claimed
the maximum success fee and sought, in our view, extortionate costs.

18. In September 2004 David Price was asked how many CFA cases he had won and how many he had
lost. He declined to answer but in May 2005 a spokesperson for him told Media Guardian (after the Turcu
case) “we have won a large number of conditional fee agreement cases against the News of the World. This
was the first CFA case that we have lost against the News of the World and only the second CFA case we
have ever lost against a newspaper”10.

19. Following the appearance of that quotation I wrote and asked David Price to disclose how many
CFA cases for claimants he had won. He said he was not prepared to answer the question.

20. In September 2004 a partner for Russell Jones & Walker said they had never lost a CFA case.

6 Lord Justice Brooke at paragraph 41 in King v Telegraph Group Ltd [2004] EWCA Civ 613.
7 Lord Justice Brooke at paragraph 101 in King -v- Telegraph Group Ltd [2004] EWCA Civ 613.
8 Lord HoVmann at paragraph 31 in Campbell v MGN Limited [2005] UKHL 61.
9 Law Letters; The Times 8 February 2005.
10 http://media.guardian.co.uk/presspublishing/story/0,7495,1480601,00.html
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21. The Committee will, we have no doubt, be able to work out why the main claimant firms are not
willing to disclose precisely how many CFA cases they have won and lost. The basic truth is that newspapers
lose or settle the vast majority of actions brought against them. It follows from this that the risk claimant’s
lawyers are taking, in bringing such actions, is very low if not in reality non-existent in the vast majority of
cases. Perhaps more importantly, in the context of providing access to justice, we would submit that
meritorious cases could (and would) have been brought without any success fee.

The first abuse

22. It is our submission that the use of CFAs with success fees has meant that claimant solicitors have
charged excessive fees (the first one of Lord Bingham’s possible abuses; see paragraph 3 above).

Specific examples

23. Although the court has not yet decided on the appropriate sum of costs which are to be paid in the
case of Sara Cox and Jon Carter v MGN Limited the claim for costs by Sara Cox’s lawyers totals £272,961.58.
In contrast MGN Limited’s costs were £46,310.28. The claimants’ legal costs were, therefore, almost six
times greater than MGN Limited’s and we would suggest there are two main reasons for this. Firstly, the
fact that the claimants’ solicitors were acting on a CFA basis and, secondly, because they were seeking
recovery of a success fee of 95% (reduced by Master O’Hare to 40%; see paragraph 32 below).

24. Of the figure of £272,961.58 the solicitors’ profit costs are £93,649.50 and the success fee they sought
(95%) amounted to £88,967.03. With VAT the solicitors alone sought costs in excess of £200,000.

25. In the Naomi Campbell case the amounts which have been sought by the claimants’ lawyers are even
more staggering. Naomi Campbell’s lawyers only entered into a CFA for the application to the House of
Lords which involved a 2 day hearing occupying less than 9 hours of the court’s time. By this stage in the
case there was no requirement for those solicitors to gather evidence or prepare witness statements; those
steps having been taken far earlier in the case.

26. The total amount sought including a success fee of 95% for the solicitors and 100% for counsel is
£594,470 in the House of Lords, that figure is over £125,000 greater than MGN Limited’s total legal spend
(at that time) on the whole case (our emphasis)—which involved a week long trial and a two and a half day
hearing in the Court of Appeal.

27. The claimants’ solicitors, in the House of Lords alone, seek profit costs of £169,733 and a success fee
of £161,246.35; £330,979.35 in total. The success fees alone sought by solicitors and counsel amounts to
£279,981.35. A table showing a breakdown of the figure of £594,470 is annexed to this submission. In
contrast MGN Limited’s solicitors’ costs were £43,084.50 so the claimant’s solicitors are seeking base costs
8 times greater than our solicitors’ charges. And all this in a case where Naomi Campbell only recovered
damages of £3,500 and where the trial judge found that “she lied on oath”.

28. Even if the legal costs are severely reduced by the court no sanction will apply to the solicitors
personally for seeking what we would submit are simply totally unjustifiable costs as there is no requirement,
as we would submit there should be, for lawyers to certify that the legal costs they seek recovery of from the
paying party are reasonable and proportionate. If such sanctions were in place it would have two eVects,
which are both in the public interest. Firstly, such excessive claims for costs would be curbed and secondly
valuable court time would not be taken up by so-called satellite litigation on costs.

The second abuse

29. It is our submission that as the note to the Committee’s press release suggests 100% success fees are
being claimed even when law firms are assuming little or no risk in taking on the case (the second one of
Lord Bingham’s possible abuses; see paragraph 3 above).

Specific examples

30. One of the worst examples which is in the public domain which involves a 100% success fee being
claimed even when the law firm was assuming no risk is the case of Gazley v News Group Newspapers Limited.
In that case the Sun newspaper printed the wrong picture of a man in connection with a story about a
paedophile. They immediately apologised for that on the Monday after the original story had appeared on
the Saturday and, as Mr Justice Eady put it, “by the time Carter Ruck came to be instructed on 2 April
2003 [the Wednesday] the publisher of The Sun had admitted liability published an apology and admitted
a willingness to pay damages”11.

11 Mr Justice Eady at paragraph 28 in Gazley v News Group Newspapers Limited [2004] EWHC 2675.
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31. Members of the Committee could be forgiven for thinking that this was an open and shut case.
Though it may have been appropriate for a “no-win no-fee” agreement it did not require or justify any
success fee. Nevertheless Carter Ruck entered into a CFA with a 100% success fee with Mr Gazley. What
this means is that they had assessed the risk of Mr Gazley winning that case as being no greater than 50/50.
Unsurprisingly the costs judge reduced this success fee to 20% but, of course, it was necessary for the
defendant, who would have had to pay the costs and an uplift of 100% on those costs proceedings if they
had lost, to challenge that 100% success fee in order to get it reduced. In our submission a success fee of 20%
is still too high as the chance of Mr Gazley losing this case was, in reality, non-existent.

32. In the privacy case which the Radio One DJ Sara Cox and her husband, Jon Carter, took against
MGN Limited, the claimants’ solicitors, Schillings, again entered into a CFA with a success fee of 100%.
This was reduced by Master O’Hare to 40% and he said “in doing that . . . I am taking into account primarily
what I consider to be the high prospects of success which were appreciated or should reasonably have been
appreciated in January [when the CFA was entered into; the proceedings having been commenced the
previous October], even though the defendants denied liability. It seems to me that at that stage there was
a reasonable cause for thinking that this case was a very strong case because of the advice of leading counsel
which had been obtained . . . I am saying that the case is as strong as such a case could be but, nevertheless,
I bear in mind it is cutting edge, it is new law”12.

33. That case remains before the courts as both sides are appealing against the decision on the success
fee with MGN Limited contending it should be nil on the basis of leading counsel’s opinion to the claimants
and Schillings contending that the uplift should be reinstated to be 95%; the sum they sought recovery of
from MGN Limited. (Unfortunately, Schillings have not permitted us to show to you the advice from
leading counsel which we have and which will be before the judge who hears the appeal even though we
requested that they consent to disclosure of this to the Committee.)

34. In one case—not involving one of the firms referred to herein—MGN Limited were, eVectively,
“blackmailed”. (We were made an oVer by the claimant during the case and were told by his solicitors that
a CFA had not yet been entered into but that it was “their intention to do this if we didn’t accept the oVer”.)

35. The Committee must bear in mind that solicitors can go on CFAs with success fees whenever they
want. Therefore they can start cases on an ordinary fee paying basis but yet at any point of their choosing
subject to the client’s agreement—and why would the client not agree—they can then enter into a CFA with
a success fee. In practice, Schillings enter into CFAs when a particular piece of litigation has turned against
their client/s. This has two eVects. Firstly, it immediately increases the pressure upon the defendant (the
“ransom factor”) as, overnight, the claimant’s solicitors have eVectively “doubled the odds” and, secondly,
because the success fee is based on the risk the solicitor is taking at the time the CFA is entered into it
becomes easier for them to claim the highest success fee possible. This, it is quite clear, is the tactical use of
CFAs with success fees to increase pressure on defendants and to make more money for the lawyers. It has
nothing whatsoever to do with access to justice and indeed in the case of Naomi Campbell, who entered into
her first CFA with Schillings less than a month after she had lost in the Court of Appeal in October 2002,
there is the added point that she had the means to pay for the litigation herself, including paying the costs
of MGN Limited should she have lost the proceedings.

36. The Committee should also be aware that in view of a recent decision of the Court of Appeal,13 once
the court decides on the appropriate success fee then that success fee applies throughout the case. Therefore,
it is perfectly conceivable that a solicitors firm could recover a success fee of 95 to 100% on each and every
piece of work irrespective of whether that particular piece of work carries any risk to the solicitors
whatsoever. In financial terms we face claims of almost £1,000 per hour.

37. The following quotation indicates why the success fee is so iniquitous and should, in our submission,
be removed from Article 10 cases:

“The uplift [success fee] is added as a percentage bonus to the cost of work actually done, based not
on any conduct or attribute of paying parties, but as a penalty for having lost in litigation against
opponents who have entered into a particular type of contract with their own lawyers.”14

Article 10 of the European Convention of Human Rights (ECHR)

38. The real problem comes about because no consideration was given, at the time CFAs with success
fees of up to 100% were extended to libel and breach of confidence cases, to whether CFAs with success fees
were appropriate for cases which concern the exercise of the right to freedom of expression as guaranteed
by Article 10 of the ECHR. (See in this connection the comments of Lord Justice Brooke in the Musa King
case15.) Nor was any consideration given to the rights of the paying party.

12 Master O’Hare at paragraph 2 in Sara Cox and Another v MGN Limited and others SCCO 0403832.
13 KU v Liverpool City Council [2005] EWCA Civ 475.
14 Keith Ashby and Professor Cyril Glasser in an article entitled “The Legality of Conditional Fee Uplifts” published in the

Civil Justice Quarterly, Vol 24, January 2005. Quoted by Lord HoVmann at paragraph 15 in Campbell v MGN Limited [2005]
UKHL 61.

15 Lord Justice Brooke at paragraph 90 in King v Telegraph Group Ltd [2004] EWCA Civ 613.
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39. As the ECHR has made clear freedom of expression, which Article 10 protects, “constitutes one of
the essential foundations of a democratic society and one of the basic conditions for its progress and each
individual’s self-fulfilment”16.

40. They have also made it clear that on cases in which the Article 10 right to free speech is engaged it
is faced:

“not with a choice between two conflicting principles, but with a principle of freedom of expression
that is subject to a number of exceptions which must be narrowly interpreted . . . .It is not suYcient
that the interference belongs to that class of the exceptions listed in article 10 (2) which has been
invoked; neither is it suYcient that the interference was imposed because its subject-matter fell
within a particular category or was caught by a legal rule formulated in general or absolute terms:
the Court has to be satisfied that the interference was necessary having regard to the facts and
circumstances prevailing in the specific case before it”.17

41. Parliament has also recognised the importance of freedom of expression: Article 10 having been
incorporated into law by the Human Rights Act 1988. See also section 12 (4) of that Act which refers to how
the court “must have particular regard to the importance of the Convention right to freedom of expression”.

42. An award of costs against a defendant constitutes an interference with the exercise of the right to
freedom of expression as guaranteed by Article 10 (1). Such an award will not fall foul of Article 10 provided
the costs are reasonable and proportionate; hence the suggestion in paragraph 28 above.

43. However, and in contrast, it is our submission that an exposure to a liability to pay a success fee of
up to 100% to the winning party (which in reality their client was never going to pay) above and beyond
‘reasonable and proportionate costs’ falls foul of Article 10.

CFAs for rich people

44. The availability of CFAs with success fees for rich people like Naomi Campbell and Sharon Stone is
a far cry from the three underlying aims of the Access to Justice Act 1999 (for which see paragraph 3 above).
As Michael BeloV QC the President of Trinity College, Oxford has said (about the Naomi Campbell case)
“it is absurd that someone in a profession whose incumbents tend to prefer not to get out of bed for less
than £10,000 a day was able to avail herself of a CFA”.18 There is no public interest in allowing a system to
continue which permits, and in reality actively encourages, lawyers for rich people—who could aVord to
pay for the litigation themselves—to seek to ‘double their money’. In Article 10 terms permitting rich people
and their lawyers to have the benefit of CFAs with success fees is neither ‘necessary’ nor ‘proportionate’ and
it certainly has nothing to do with permitting ‘access to justice’.

Conclusion

45. There is no evidence to suggest that meritorious claims would not have been brought without the
existence of CFAs with success fees. Nor is there any evidence to suggest that preventing successful claimants
recovering success fees from losing defendants (the system which operates in Scotland) would prevent those
claimants who have good claims being provided with access to justice.

46. In contrast there is evidence that the existence (and reality) of recoverable success fees of up to 100%
has led to the abuses identified by Lord Bingham (see paragraph 3 above); examples of which we have given
above. Removing those abuses would ensure that the system remained compatible with Article 10 whilst
providing access to justice to those claimants with meritorious claims. It would also be in the public interest.
Moreover it would not require primary legislation.

Solutions

47. Changes to the court rules should be made to prevent the recovery of success fees from losing
defendants in cases which concern the exercise of the right to freedom of expression as guaranteed by Article
10 of the ECHR. Secondly, lawyers should only be permitted to seek recovery of costs which they certify
are “reasonable” and “proportionate”.

Marcus Partington
Head of Legal
Trinity Mirror Plc

November 2005

16 Selisto v Finland [2005] EMLR 178.
17 Sunday Times –v- The United Kingdom (1979) 2 EHRR 245.
18 Law 5; The Times 22 November 2005.
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Evidence submitted by Independent News and Media

I am writing to you on behalf of Independent News and Media, publisher of The Independent and the
Independent on Sunday and other publications (“INM”), to give the Committee our views on the
conditional fee agreement (“CFA”) regime and its adverse impact in relation to claims with freedom of
expression implications.

INM is a party to the joint submission made on behalf of many of the major media and news
organisations. In addition, we have had the advantage of reading the individual submissions sent to the
Committee by some other media organisations. The law and the relevant policy issues are set out in detail
in these other papers so, for the avoidance of repetition, we will not rehearse them again.

This submission consists of our particular response to the inequities of the present CFA regime and its
potential conflict with the ECHR, together with observations on our own experience in this area.

First, we want to make it clear that INM fully accepts that CFAs in civil litigation enable many claimants
who do not have the means or the access to other funding to achieve the justice for their claims to which
they are entitled. In the field of publication cases, primarily defamation and misuse of private information,
since the change in the law in 2000 there have undoubtedly been some claimants who have been enabled to
pursue meritorious claims with the assistance of a CFA.

Our key objection is to do with how the system works in cases which engage Article 10 freedom of
expression rights, in particular the recoverability of success fees from defendants. As you know, freedom of
expression is protected under the European Convention of Human Rights and any interference with this
right must be both necessary and proportionate. We believe that this requirement is not met by the
current regime.

What we have to say is not special pleading for the media. While it is true that most cases that engage
Article 10 have media defendants, this is neither in theory nor in practice exclusively a media preserve.
Defendants such as Steel and Morris in the McLibel case and Tolstoy in the Aldington v Tolstoy case have
had the fact that their defence of libel claims engaged their Article 10 rights significantly recognised by the
European Court of Human Rights. All the mischief we and other media companies identify as inherent in
the present CFA regime is suVered by non-media defendants as well.

Our national titles being among the smallest in their sectors, our experience with fighting cases to trial
brought by claimants on CFAs is similarly limited. However a number of complaints and claims have been
brought against INM by claimants on CFAs with success fees. Indeed, claimants who are not on CFAs with
success fees—no matter what their status or means—are now the exception. This situation is not, of course,
what Parliament intended. It clearly highlights the extent to which claimant lawyers have identified the
hugely augmented rewards available to them when they put clients onto CFAs, even those who do not fall
into the category of needy claimant that the legislation was intended to assist to justice.

When we receive a claim for defamation or a related cause of action, like most sensible commercial
organisations INM already considers carefully at the outset, and keeps under constant review, the extent to
which it might be necessary or desirable to settle the action. With a CFA-assisted action, when the success fee
basically doubles the claimant’s costs (already the hugely predominant financial exposure of an unsuccessful
defendant), this process is overbalanced to the point where exercising freedom of expression rights by
publishing important stories in the public interest is an extremely costly and increasingly unattractive
gamble.

With most claimants on a CFA with a success fee recoverable from the defendant (which is not, in
practice, recovered from the claimant), our already commonsense approach to the settlement of meritorious
claims has had to change. We are now faced with the challenge of claims being brought in the name of a
“client” when the crucial interest which needs to be satisfied if a sensible settlement is to be achieved is in
fact that of the solicitor. Many “clients” appear to have little knowledge of or involvement in the claim being
brought in their name. In every claim brought by a solicitor on a CFA with a success fee in recent years, when
the chips are down the single aspect of settlement pursued by the solicitor is not damages or publication of
an apology—the “client’s” remedies—but the solicitors’ costs plus uplift. Indeed, we suspect that in these
circumstances “clients” are not being fully consulted let alone advised on the downsides of pursuing
proceedings or taking them to trial. The Committee may say that there are regulatory solutions to this
problem. However the sea-change in the power and interest balance we describe should not be overlooked:
defamation/ privacy litigation is now run by claimant solicitors in their own interests because the current
regime allows them to recover grossly disproportionate success fees from defendants. The negative impact
of this interference with Article 10 rights is now endemic.

Control of base costs, as suggested in the media joint submission, is vital, but in our view the recovery of
success fees from defendants is the real evil. It cannot be justified in terms of the ECHR as being necessary.
The legal services market for defamation is bloated, with too many specialists chasing a small amount of
work. Though there has been a rise in the relative number of defamation claims in recent years (6.22% of
all QB claims in 2004 compared to 2.29% in 1999), in absolute terms it is still a minute area with only 267
claims issued in 2004. The total number of issued claims was down to 14,830 in 2004 from over 269,000 in
1992, in which year 0.4% of the total were defamation writs, that is there were 339 issued. In terms of the
number of defamation claims issued, therefore, the market has in fact held rather steady. This suggests that
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the Access to Justice Act has not opened the gates to huge numbers of wronged, poor claimants who have
had to issue claims to gain their rightful redress. Linked with the media’s experience, this shows that
defendants faced with CFA-based complaints are settling before claims are issued.

There is no evidence that the large number of defamation specialists, let alone mainstream litigators,
would not be happy to take on meritorious claims for the handsome base hourly rates that are already
recoverable. In the absence of such evidence, we say that the interference with Article 10 rights fails to pass
the “necessity” test. Libel specialist lawyers have now had years of experience in assessing which cases are
likely to be won and therefore are well placed to assess risk accurately and take on good claims which will
succeed. Therefore there is no reason to suggest that a pool of eVective providers would not be available to
meet the access to justice requirements without success fees being recoverable from defendants.

INM has only encountered one claim against us on a CFA where the risk is assessed at anything other
than 50/50, thus “justifying” a success fee of 100%. We can think of no other area of commercial endeavour
where professionals would take on a matter in which they risked a six-figure sum of their own money where
the odds were only 50/50. It stands to reason that these practitioners know—and certainly their almost
unbroken records of wins in media cases would suggest to them—that the odds are in reality very much
better than this.

The government has, presumably unwittingly, given defamation claimant lawyers on CFAs a huge sword
of Damocles to hold over defendants’ heads. A defendant like INM has the unattractive, lose/lose prospect,
when defending a claim, of paying either merely the legal costs of our own advisers of (in rough terms) £400
per hour if we “win” and the claimant cannot pay or any insurance is vitiated by our very success in
demolishing the claimants’ credibility in the witness box, or paying £1,400 per hour if we lose and have to
pay the defendants’ costs plus uplift as well as our own. We trust that the Committee can see how fighting
any claim on a CFA with a success fee even where there is a very good defence is commercially very
unattractive.

This disadvantaging of a whole sector in order to force it to fund the government’s delivery of their social
policy objectives would be highly distasteful in any circumstances. But since that sector’s battles are
essentially upholding Convention rights it is worse than that, it is objectionable to the point of illegality.

The Article 10 issue demands a reappraisal of the imposition of the payment of success fees on losing
defendants as a crude mechanism for persuading solicitors and counsel to take on a claim by giving them
an undeserved bonanza of success fees. Market forces and the already handsome market rates for legal work
would ensure a healthy and competitive market place through which deserving claimants could get access
to justice.

The significant interference with Article 10 rights suVered by media and other defendants under the
present regime demonstrates the need for the Department for Constitutional AVairs to undertake an exercise
to seek evidence that that interference is necessary to provide access to justice. In the absence of such
evidence, success fees in cases which engage Article 10 should be ruled non-recoverable from defendants.
We urge the Committee to request that such an exercise is carried out by the DCA as a matter of urgency,
and to give their careful consideration to the other proposals outlined by other media submissions as a way
to address the current problems.

Louise Hayman
Head of Legal Services
Independent News and Media

December 2005

Evidence submitted by Reynolds Porter Chamberlain

Parties to this Submission

Associated Newspapers Limited

BBC

Express Newspapers plc

Guardian Newspapers Limited

Independent News & Media Limited

ITN Limited

News Group Newspapers Limited

News International plc

Telegraph Group Limited

Times Newspapers Limited

Trinity Mirror Plc
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Executive summary

— The operation of CFAs in publication cases (ie cases based on complaints about published
material) has had unintended consequences, vastly increasing the cost of litigation in this area.

— These consequences are unique to such cases. They operate against the public interest and aVect
freedom of expression.

— Reform is needed. This would not aVect the operation of CFAs in other cases and could be
achieved by subordinate legislation and/or changes to rules of court.

Background

1. An important policy feature of CFAs in civil litigation has been to impose the cost of such litigation
on unsuccessful defendants as a class. In relation to the most common types of litigation, that policy raises
no particular diYculty since the additional cost falls mainly to the insurance industry and can be absorbed
by passing it on to the public in the form of increased premiums.

2. Publication cases are diVerent. Such cases tend to be low in volume and high in cost compared to the
high volume, low cost model of personal injury cases. The cost of such litigation is not capable of being
shared fairly among defendants and cannot be passed on to the general public by means of insurance.

3. Most importantly, however, publication cases raise issues of freedom of expression which do not arise
in other kinds of litigation. Large awards of costs will inevitably have an impact on free speech. As Lord
HoVmann said in Campbell v MGN: “ . . . there is a human right to freedom of expression with which the
imposition of an excessive cost burden may interfere.”

4. The problems

Since, following the Access to Justice Act 1999, it became possible for CFA-assisted claimants to recover
success fees as well as ATE (“after the event”) insurance premiums from defendants, there has been no
stopping claimant lawyers from (quite lawfully) exploiting the system to its maximum financial potential.
Every significant media organisation has its own stories to tell.

5. The scale of claimants’ lawyers’ costs

Libel cases are characterised by their extravagance. Success fees of 100% are claimed in most cases. When
added to already very high charging rates of £400-plus an hour, these can result in claimant lawyers seeking
costs at rates of £800 an hour and more.

In Naomi Campbell’s case against MGN Limited, her lawyers sought costs of £594,470 for her appeal to
the House of Lords. That bill alone not only vastly exceeded MGN’s own costs for the appeal; it exceeded
MGN’s own costs for the entire case including a trial before Morland J and an appeal from that decision
to the Court of Appeal.

In a case brought last year by a police oYcer, Associated Newspapers would have faced a bill of £3.3
million for the claimants’ lawyers’ costs (including over £600,000 in respect of an ATE insurance premium)
if it had lost at trial.

In a case against the publishers of the Sunday Telegraph, the claimant’s lawyers had incurred costs of
£32,000 (equivalent to £64,000 after imposition of a 100% success fee) even by the time the parties’
statements of case had been exchanged.

Legal fees in libel and other cases against the media often bear little relation to the damages available.
Naomi Campbell recovered damages of only £3,500. Libel damages are often modest five figure sums. In a
recent case against Guardian Newspapers the claimant received damages of £10,000 but his costs payable
by the Guardian (even after significant reduction by the costs judge) were around £100,000.

Where an ATE premium has been incurred by the claimant, this will add significantly to the overall cost
since the ATE insurance market in libel cases is extremely limited and the cost of such premiums
correspondingly high.

Libel litigation is often conducted by claimants’ lawyers, for tactical reasons, in a manner guaranteed to
run up costs. Court rules do little to prevent such conduct. In Campbell Lord HoVmann remarked on the
diYculty:

“Faced with a free-spending claimant’s solicitor and being at risk not only as to liability but also
as to twice the claimant’s costs, the defendant is faced with an arms race which makes it particularly
unfair for the claimant afterwards to justify his conduct of the litigation on the ground that the
defendant’s own costs were equally high.”
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6. The effect on freedom of expression

The prospect of having to pay very large legal costs aVects media companies in two ways. First, it operates
as a powerful incentive to settle cases, even where these cases may be unmeritorious (the “ransom factor”).
Second, it operates more generally as a disincentive to publish investigative or other stories which carry
greater risk of giving oVence and attracting claims (the “chilling eVect”).

The ransom factor was recognised by Eady J and later by the Court of Appeal in Musa King v Telegraph
Group. It has more recently been acknowledged by Lord HoVmann in Campbell. There can be no doubt
that the spectre of costs looms large when media organisations are deciding whether or not to defend an
undeserving libel claim. In cases in which the claimants have little or no ATE insurance, the commercial
pressure to settle is likely to be considerable, even for the largest organisations. The eVect of such pressure
is that claimants will receive false and undeserving vindication and their past and future activities will very
probably become immune from future investigation and publication. That is against the public interest.

While the chilling eVect of costs is particularly acute for smaller media companies, it should not be thought
that it leaves larger organisations unaVected. Such organisations are answerable to shareholders and the
prospect of an enormous order for costs against them, especially given the uncertainty of jury trials, may in
some cases be enough to discourage publication of a contentious book, programme or newspaper article.

7. The lack of effective control of CFAs

There are presently no relevant court or other rules which recognise the impact of CFAs on Article 10
rights and the importance of avoiding unnecessary interference with such rights.

In particular:

— There are no rules controlling or limiting base fees or success fees in Article 10 cases against the
media.

— There are no rules requiring, controlling or limiting ATE insurance in such cases. In many libel
cases, ATE insurance is not worth the paper it is written on because the occurrence of the very
event to which the insurance is meant to respond will of itself trigger numerous exclusions and
limitations.

— The protection supposedly aVorded by the costs assessment process is too little and too late. The
process is cumbersome and expensive, with the odds firmly stacked in the receiving party’s favour.
Moreover, where defendants have already incurred irrecoverable costs in consequence of the
claimant’s lawyers’ extravagant conduct of a claim, it is no comfort to be told by a costs judge that
such costs should not have had to be incurred because the claimant’s lawyers acted unreasonably.

— Cost-capping has so far proved to be a limited solution at best because, among other things: (a) it
does not operate retrospectively and (b) it depends upon accurate estimates of future costs being
provided by the claimant.

8. Reform

The changes necessary to secure protection of Article 10 rights in the context of CFA-funded litigation
could, we believe, be secured by subordinate legislation and/or amendments to rules of court. Primary
legislation would not be required. The parties on whose behalf this submission is made intend to address
the possible changes in individual submissions and would also welcome the opportunity to give oral
evidence. There is common ground that reform is needed in the following areas:

9. Base costs

In the absence of controls by the client, free-spending solicitors need to be controlled by the courts. This
is not simply to limit the costs those solicitors themselves incur (and then expect the other party, but not
their own client, to pay); it is to limit the costs they thereby force their opponents to incur.

Such control is probably best exercised by active case management. Rules should ensure that CFA-
assisted cases are reviewed by the court at an early stage by judges or masters with appropriate training and
experience. A range of steps to control costs should be considered, including:

— more frequent case management conferences;

— active consideration of ADR at regular intervals; and

— cost capping in appropriate cases and not limited to cases in which the claimant is impecunious or
has no ATE insurance.
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The introduction of fixed costs should be considered in cases where the defendant makes an oVer of
amends under section 2 of the Defamation Act 1996.

Although libel is not regarded as “City” work, it has become common for solicitors acting on CFAs in
libel cases to charge City or premium rates, often much higher than the rates charged by their opponents.
Rates in libel cases need to be brought back to reality.

Solicitors should be required to certify that the costs they seek to recover are reasonable and
proportionate, with sanctions being imposed on the lawyers where they are not.

In judging reasonableness and proportionality, the courts should take account of the facts of the case,
including the seriousness of the libel or misuse of private information and the remedies sought, including
the amount of compensation recovered or likely to be recovered.

The provisions of CPR Part 36, which appear to impose unfair and disproportionate costs penalties on
defendants while oVering little or no disincentive to claimants to refuse reasonable oVers of settlement,
should be reviewed.

10. Success fees

Given that under the ECHR any restriction on Article 10 rights must be no more than is necessary, it has
not been established that permitting the recovery of success fees from losing defendants is necessary to
achieve the object of providing access to justice. The CFA system was designed without reference to
defamation cases; too often, success fees represent a windfall for claimant lawyers; and the adverse
consequences for media defendants were unintended and unforeseen. As Lord Hope pointed out in
Campbell v MGN, the Scottish system does not permit success fees to be recovered from defendants.

In any event:

— Consideration should be given to limiting recoverable success fees in Article 10 cases to a modest
percentage uplift.

— Cost caps should include any recoverable success fee.

— Before permitting a claimant to recover a success fee from an opponent, the claimant should be
required to certify that a CFA with a success fee is his only means of financing the case.

— Because of the vagaries of litigation against the media, retrospective assessment of the risk should
be permitted and the court should have power to allow diVerent percentages for diVerent stages
of the case.

— Success fees should not be recoverable in proceedings for the assessment of costs.

11. ATE insurance

The market for ATE insurance is currently very small and appears to be restricted to a handful of insurers
and law firms handling claimant defamation work. Transparency is required to ensure that this aspect of
funding CFAs is not open to abuse.

Claimants should be required to give reasonable advance notice of their intention to purchase ATE
insurance.

When ATE insurance is taken out, the claimant should be required to disclose the policy to his opponent,
making clear the nature of his own liability to the insurers.

12. Costs Council

The Civil Justice Council has recommended the establishment of a body to be known as the Costs Council.
The parties to this submission agree with this recommendation, which reflects the crucial importance of costs
in modern day litigation. They suggest that such a body would be well placed to look into some of the issues
highlighted in this paper and formulate appropriate proposals.

Reynolds Porter Chamberlain

November 2005
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Evidence submitted by the Media Law Resource Centre (MLRC)

The Media Law Resource Center (“MLRC”) welcomes the opportunity to submit comments to the
Constitutional AVairs Committee in connection with its inquiry on “Compensation Culture” and
Contingency Fees.

About MLRC

MLRC is a non-profit information clearinghouse organized in 1980 by leading media entities to monitor
and report on developments and trends in the law in libel, privacy and related fields of media law and assess
how these impact the right to publish and impart information to the public.

MLRC is headquartered in the United States, but has members worldwide. The membership is comprised
of major publishers in all media; media associations representing a wide range of journalists, editors,
publishers, broadcasters; and media insurers. MLRC also has a Defense Counsel Section, the members of
which include leading media and libel defense law firms across the United States, as well as in Canada,
England, Europe, Australia, New Zealand and Asia. More information about MLRC and a list of its
members is available at www.medialaw.org.

Comments

1. The current CFA scheme has raised alarm among MLRC’s UK-based members because of the
enormous and disproportionate legal fees now being sought by claimant lawyers in libel and related cases.
These concerns are set out in detail in the letter to the Committee from Reynolds Porter Chamberlain on
behalf of numerous UK media companies.

2. This submission by MLRC is intended to emphasize that the alarm over CFA’s in libel and related
cases is not limited to UK publishers. Many American and other foreign media entities regularly publish in
the UK and/or make information available on the Internet which is then downloaded and read in the UK.

3. For several years now, American and other foreign publishers have been concerned with claimants
“forum shopping” in England to exploit the juridical advantages of English libel law. In contrast to U.S.
law, for example, English libel law places the burden of proving truth on the defendant and permits liability
without fault. Added to those concerns, is the new and growing risk that media defendants will be assessed
punishing legal costs for engaging in free expression.

4. Legal fees of £800 per hour or more as permitted under the CFA scheme are extraordinarily high by
any standards, including American standards. (Under the US contingency fee system, by contrast, lawyer’s
fees are generally a fixed percentage of the damage award, establishing some proportionality between the
value of the legal claim and the work performed.)

5. The current CFA scheme creates an incentive for lawyers to engage in extravagant and unnecessary
litigation tactics, as recognized by Lord HoVman in Campbell v. MGN Ltd [2005] UKHL 61 at 31. Certainly,
there is no client-based incentive to adjust legal expenditures to the weight of the actual claim or even the
rational needs of the litigation. Lord HoVman aptly described the “blackmailing” eVect of the “freespending
claimant’s solicitor” who forces media defendants to run up substantial defense costs and face the risk “not
only as to liability but also twice the claimant’s costs.”

6. Legal costs in libel cases conducted under a CFA can dwarf the actual damages that might be recovered
by a factor of 10 to 20 times or more. Moreover, under the CFA scheme a successful media defendant will
in many instances have no realistic chance of recovering the bulk of its legal costs if sued by an impecunious
claimant.

7. As Lord Justice Brooke of the Court of Appeal observed, “The obvious unfairness of such a system
is bound to have the chilling eVect on a newspaper exercising its right to freedom of expression . . . and to
lead to the danger of self-imposed restraints on publication.” Musa King v Telegraph Group Ltd [2004]
EMLR 429 at 99.

8. The chilling eVect described by Lord Justice Brooke is not limited to England. Specialist libel lawyers
have aggressively sought celebrity clients in the US by trumpeting the legal advantages of bringing libel
claims in London. Some firms advertise their services on the Internet, inviting potential claimants—in
England and abroad—to submit their complaints for free evaluation and potential representation under
a CFA.

9. Ultimately this scheme is bound to chill publishers from doing business in the UK or making their
information available to the public worldwide over the Internet. As one American publisher defending a
CFA libel action in London stated: “If the price of fighting to prove the truth is too high, suppression of the
truth will prevail.” Al-Koronky v. Time Life Entertainment Group, Ltd. [2005] EWHC 1688 (QB) at 55.

10. We understand that Parliament did not contemplate these consequences in libel and related cases—
and on Article 10 rights in general—when it enacted the Access to Justice Act 1999. Legislative reform is
therefore well-timed and appropriate.
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11. Finally, MLRC understands and respects the goal of increasing citizens’ access to justice. We believe,
however, that this goal must be better expressed in legislation that does not interfere and chill the
fundamental right of freedom of expression.

David Heller
StaV Attorney
Media Law Resource Center

November 2005

Evidence submitted by Karen Stewart

I forward my submission for the enquiry into UK’s Compensation Culture, and Contingency Fees.

The abuses detailed in my proposal fall into a particular category of CFA’s for defamation and I believe
could easily happen. I have included a proposal to reduce the worst excesses of CFA’s and which by its very
nature can control or could stipulate from the outset any budgetary control on uplift including success fees
if necessary. The cap or budget can be applied to cases in order to maintain proportionality in relation to
the actual value of a claim. At a basic level a mathematical ratio for instance, could be used as an indicator,
whereby fees should not cost more than twice the value of damages or preferably not more than the actual
amount awarded in damages. This I feel would have the immediate eVect of rationalising proportionality
and keeping claims from becoming excessively punitive. The needs of the claimant could be assessed
rigorously and should be quantifiable.

I have been in dialogue with Constitutional AVairs regarding many aspects of defamation cases over the
last two years, however I have tried to make my proposals applicable to negligence cases wherever possible.
I understand both the needs of claimants and defendants in defamation and negligence cases. The reason
for my submission is to balance the scales in favour of real justice.

I do not have a formal legal background. I am a mother who seeks a better form of justice, as a protective
concept against iniquity, for my two young sons and whatever their futures hold, and to allow them to
prosper within it.

Summary

Reference Conditional Fee Arrangements and their inherent injustice. Submission made with particular
regard to defamation cases, regarding proportionality, in private actions. Additional comments regarding
cost to the state regarding negligence claims brought in public sector CFA claims versus legal aid.

— The inherent injustice

— Abuse of CFA ‘s in defamation claims including the eVect of claimants solicitors disregarding
protocol, claimants solicitors disregard of the negotiating element of CFA’s or of solicitors
ignoring the spirit of civil procedure rules, and how it can become impossible for individuals to
aVord redress in the Supreme Court for costs.

— Constraints on free speech

— The moral and financial advantage of Legal aid process over CFA’s for negligence cases, and
consequently why I believe Legal aid was never made available for defamation cases in the past.
Why? The analysis of this question could lead us all to a fundamental rethink, Is it beneficial to
society to enable defamation cases to be brought with such ease, I hope the answers to those
questions may lead to a vindication of my opinion. I hope, one day, defamation cases could be
dealt with in an entirely diVerent format, when investigative and non-adversarial means of
settlement such as mediation could be used initially, and may prove more productive and cost
eVective. The need for defence or claimants solicitors would be consigned to a secondary role in
the mediation process. The adversarial processes of our legal system could come into play only
after mediation has failed, but by which time its worse excesses could be curbed.

1. The inherent injustice in certain types of defamation cases

When an individual of modest means is prosecuted for defamation under a CFA by an individual of little
or no means, and when that claimant has neither before or after the event insurance [and frankly little
prospect of aVording after the event insurance] the following happens;

The defendant if he/she wishes to defend themselves find they are facing a high court action with of costs
of around £600,000 and with the potential risk, if they lose, of paying over costs in excess of £1,000,000. This
is a huge and crippling sum of money for an average family to be able to find. It means the loss of your home
and your family beggared.

Nevertheless because the defendant does not believe he/she has defamed the claimant his/her initial
decision will be to fight the case to prove their innocence. The reality is soon apparent, should the defendant
try to defend his/her innocence to trial and win, [thereby proving their innocence], they are once again in
the position of punitive damage because unfortunately since the claimant is of no means and cannot pay the
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defendants own solicitor or court costs, the innocent party could well end up paying in excess of £250,000
to prove they are innocent. This is obviously an injustice of epic proportions for the average family and is,
I think, likely to be a fundamental breach of their human rights.

The only option is for the defendant to make amends for something the defendant does not believe he/
she has done. The adversarial nature of our legal system allows an aggressive claimants lawyer to inflate
costs even after amends have been made. Why? Frankly it is in their interest to do so. The one thing they
appear to avoid doing for as long as possible is negotiate, why would they? They stand to make so much
more money by arguing their own clients claim is worth more than it should be. I have no doubt they advise
their own client on an amount they think they can squeeze out of a defendant, which need bear little or no
relation to the worth of the implied defamation. This is born out by counsel’s opinion taken by defendants
in trying to reasonably settle the amends in order to mitigate the abuse. The costs of settling amends for
defamation damages worth between £500 to £13,000 [costs for counsel. defence solicitors and claimants
counsel and claimants solicitors plus disbursements] ,could be as high as £120,000 even when specialist
counsel’s opinion may have been that the claim was realistically worth £500 and at most £3,000! This is
clearly not proportional.

There is so much scope for abuse in the system which under the above auspices punishes defendants
disproportionately through the levy of spectacularly high legal fees and which ignores proportionality and
faimess in costs. In order to stop fees escalating defendants settle claims at levels higher than they should
have to.

2. Abuse of protocol and civil procedure rules and why solicitors can continue this behaviour

With legal aid, funding was awarded if the claim was decided to be meritorious. This filtered out some
essentially spurious cases. No such overview exists with the present system of CFA’s. It leaves the decision
of whether a CFA libel claim has merit or not to the claimant’s solicitor, this would be laughable if it were
not so tragic. The claimants solicitor stands to be a major beneficiary [if not the major beneficiary], and
frankly the more spurious [I have heard the use of the euphemism ‘complex] the claim, the more they stand
to make. I have estimated in the past some libel lawyers can cost out at around £1000 per letter. A poor libel
claim is particularly attractive for them to prosecute. They know, however more unfair the circumstances,
the greater the lengths a defendant will attempt to go in order to prove their own innocence. They make their
money prosecuting their own position no matter how justified that position may be.

Be under no illusion that you have free speech in the UK with law as it stands. The definition of
defamation is so loose, that it is possible that an inference not intended or expressly directed at a claimant
can be considered defamatory. Mitigation will cut no ice with the claimants solicitors’, they know the system,
and can aVord to ignore any glaring injustice to the defendant in the pursuit of their own fee earning
capability. Statistically they can aVord the risk, this point is supported by the fact that few defamation cases
are ever brought to trial. Some because defendants may be guilty, mostly because individuals cannot
generally aVord the costs of defending themselves in a high court action, and some, I have no doubt, folding
under the injustices brought about by the abuse of process and/or claimants solicitors simply ignoring the
spirit of civil procedure rules. Few will be able to aVord to go to the Supreme Court to have the case
assessed anyway.

Therefore and somewhat perversely, the more spurious the case, the more money can be made from it,
and the greater the uplift and potential for a high success fees. Not all defamation cases are spurious and
some are due to great injustice. The smart system has to be able to diVerentiate between the two, and that
decision making process, if CFA’s are to be used, can I believe, only be made by a third impartial party from
the outset.

It is also easy for claimants solicitors to bludgeon defendants into paying their outrageous costs, tactics
can vary but include, threatening to lengthen days for a hearing in the supreme court, employing a barrister
to represent them at the costs hearing, and then saying even if the defendant wins, they will appeal the
decision. An average income family cannot hope to fund further costs of an action for costs to be assessed
when faced with the financial might of a major London law firm. The risk to cost of trying to reduce an
overcharge could incur amounts in excess of £100.000. This nicely deters an average family from seeking
justice from the court system.

3. The constraints on free speech

The constraints on free speech with particular note to the “repetition rule” and how it can aVect criminal
cases. Defamation law has the potential to be used as a weapon by state authorities. Whereby the seeking
of simple justice for criminal acts perpetrated on a defendant can be made essentially hazardous, particularly
if this situation were to arise out of an incident where the police authority may have been negligent in their
initial investigation of a criminal act. The victim can find it diYcult to progress a second investigation into
the cause of that act if the victim were to be under the constraints of an oVer of amends.
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4. The advantages of mediation or tribunal

The advantages of Mediation or Tribunal over the process of defamation cases under conditional fee
agreements. There are some important distinctions, where I believe others are better placed to inform the
committee than I. At the risk of being shot down in flames from my more learned friends I include a simple
proposal on how mediation could be structured to resolve some of the problems in libel cases. When a
claimant has approached a solicitor and discussed their grievance with their solicitor and the other party
has been contacted the claimant must make an immediate application for mediation. The following could
then happen:

(a) The mediation should be heard in front of a judge and as such can benefit from his past legal
experience.

(b) The issues and context in which they happened can be initially aired by both parties in front of the
judge and in front of each other and their respective solicitors.

(c) The parties can if they wish retire to separate rooms for discussion with their advisors.

(d) The mediation process can then ensue.

(e) The claimant and defendant should mediate solely upon the merits of their individual cases with
damages being discussed and if appropriate apportioned with regard to actual consequential loss
being proven. [Distress to be apportioned by a sliding scale of structured guidelines which the judge
in his estimation can vary accordingly].

(f) Solicitor’s Fees, and other disbursements, to be mediated separately after the claimants award and/
or if reconciliation has been achieved.

(g) If the mediation has proved to be unsuccessful the judge is to be given the power to cap trial costs
or solicitors fees (whichever is appropriate] with the advice of impartial defamation specialist
counsel. All parties are to be informed prior to the case proceeding, of what the limit on costs is
to be.

Solicitor’s fees should be much reduced, because the mediation process could be brought in at the start
of a case without recourse to further legal process. The judge in this instance can act as a co-mediator,
listening to all the arguments. If no resolution to the case can be achieved through the mediation process.
The judge is in a good position to budget the costs for the case at this stage. This can based on the worth of
the proven consequential losses. The judge can cap the case right at the start to deny aggressive solicitors
from inflating costs disproportionately. The judge could also have the assistance of an independent specialist
barrister in assessing the true value of a claim if he/she so wished.

The additional comments concern negligence claims made against either state authorities or health
authorities and address the point at which costs are made on the public purse. As already mentioned, claims
when progressed under the process of legal aid had to satisfy a board as to its merits. The claim on the public
purse was initiated only at the point of when a case was selected as worthwhile. The CFA regime has now
meant the cost of claims is now paid by the public at some point after a prosecution has started [and rarely
brought to trial] and regardless of merit is subject to uplift in the form of success fees, and in “the heating
up” of cases through adversarial and aggressive tactics in order to generate more fees. Legal aid solicitors
were under a certain moral obligation not to run up costs [although certainly costs were involved], but there
was no uplift in the form of success fees, as far as I know. The costs are bom by councils and health
authorities and are evidently now an increasing burden on essential public services. It is rarely mentioned
in the context of personal injury claims that society pays already into a scheme to deal with injury howsoever
inflicted, it’s called the national health service. Personal responsibility is a double-edged sword and applies
to all of us. The person who fell over a raised kerbstone and say breaks his ankle then sues his local council,
should he have looked more carefully where he was going and simply picked his feet up?

The compensation culture is alive and thriving in the UK [see statistical data regarding compensation hot
spots] and will remain so until someone has the guts to tackle it.

I thank the members of the select committee for reading my submission and for their valuable time in
assessing it. I hope it has been helpful.

Karen Stewart

November 2005

Evidence submitted by the Advertising Standards Authority (ASA)

I am writing to you in your capacity as Chairman of the Constitutional AVairs Select Committee. I was
interested to see that the Committee has recently launched an inquiry into the “Compensation Culture”
including the role of advertising and regulation.

As you may know, the Advertising Standards Authority (ASA) is responsible for ensuring that all
advertising, wherever it appears, is legal, decent, honest and truthful. The ASA’s legal backstop for
misleading non-broadcast advertising is the OYce of Fair Trading, whilst Ofcom is our co-regulator for TV
and radio advertising.
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The Department for Constitutional AVairs (DCA) raised their concerns about the role of advertising in
the compensation culture with the ASA earlier this year. The ads that appeared to cause the DCA the most
concern were those for personal injury compensation services. These ads have formed the focus of a market
research project that was commissioned by the DCA (to which the ASA contributed) with the aim of
determining whether personal injury compensation advertising has any negative eVects in terms of consumer
understanding or consumer detriment. We expect to receive the results of this work in early 2006. In the
meantime, it would be inappropriate for the ASA to comment formally on this work, which is why I am
instead writing to you informally with an overview of our work.

The ASA became involved in this matter when the DCA approached us to discover whether the ASA has
experienced unusually high numbers of complaints or diYculties with personal injury ads. The DCA was
of the opinion that personal injury compensation ads encouraged members of the public to pursue spurious
claims and falsely represented the claims process. The Department was interested to learn about the ASA’s
experiences. There was nothing to suggest any particular problems in the data that we had available to us
(both through our own files and those of the predecessor broadcast regulators). When personal injury ads
first began to appear in 1995 and 1996 (following the abolition of legal aid for personal injury) the ASA did
investigate a number of complaints about misleading advertising. However, by the late ’90s, public
complaints had fallen to a relatively low level, which is where they have remained.

During these discussions with the DCA, the ASA has tried to discover exactly which aspects of the
advertising troubled the Department. We uncovered four main areas of concern:

1. Volume

The DCA was concerned about the sheer number of ads being broadcast and printed. Practically
speaking, regulating the number of ads being published would be highly problematic—and in fact quite
impossible in non-broadcast advertising. Although such an approach might be more of a practical
proposition in broadcast advertising, it has never before been attempted and would have to be a matter for
Ofcom rather than the ASA. Any attempts to achieve such a restriction could be deemed to be anti-
competitive.

2. Distastefulness

The DCA’s second concern was that they felt that many of these ads were in poor taste or “tacky”. As
you can no doubt appreciate, the ASA can take action against harmful or misleading advertising, but the
mere fact that an ad has been produced on a low budget and is perceived to be vulgar is not an issue on which
we can intervene. Serious or widespread “oVence” would have to be proved, and that is hardly the issue in
this genre.

3. Inappropriate placement of ads

The DCA had concerns that ads were appearing on public sector property, for example, in hospitals,
surgeries, schools and police stations. The ASA recommended that the Government simply withdrew the
advertising space from these advertisers. In such cases, the final decision whether or not to carry an ad lies
with the site “owner”. We understand that the DCA has now worked with other Government Departments
to recommend that public sector property does not accept this type of advertising.

4. Misleadingness

There is already legislation in place to cover misleading advertising and this legislation is soon to be
updated by the transposition of the Unfair Commercial Practices Directive into UK law. The ASA is
recognised as the “established means” for implementing the Control of Misleading Advertisements
Regulations, and we hope that this arrangement will continue under the new regime. The question of
whether consumers are misled by this sort of advertising will be explored in the market research, which might
provide some harder evidence for assessing whether! how consumers are being misled.

The DCA’s general uncertainty about the content problems with this type of advertising prompted the
research project that I have already mentioned. The findings of the project will be presented to the Code
owning bodies (the Committee of Advertising Practice and the Broadcast Committee of Advertising
Practice) so that they can judge whether changes to the advertising Codes would be necessary or appropriate.

It is worth noting that, while we await the outcome of the market research with much interest, in the past
we have found that where there have generally been poor business practices within a particular industry,
that this can sometimes be reflected in that industry’s advertising. It is too often tempting to view such
problems as an advertising problem rather than addressing the root cause of the problem. In our experience,
tackling the poor business practice itself will often have the desired eVect, as well as improving the
advertising. The DCA is currently pursuing a wide-ranging work programme aimed at improving the
practices of claims management companies and the legal profession in general; it would not be surprising
if this work also had the eVect of changing advertising, without the need to alter the Codes.
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I hope you find the above information useful. I would be happy to provide more information about the
ASA and our work in this area or to meet with you to discuss the matter in more depth if you think that
would be helpful to your work.

Christopher Graham
Director General
Advertising Standards Authority (ASA)

December 2005

Evidence submitted by Zurich Financial Services

Zurich Financial Services is an insurance based financial services provider with a global network that
focuses its activities on its key markets in North America and Europe. We also have extensive operations
in Latin America and Asia/Pacific. Founded in 1872, Zurich is headquartered in Zurich, Switzerland. Zurich
has oYces in more than 50 countries and employs about 57,000 people.

The core of our business is General and Life Insurance. We provide insurance and risk management
solutions and services for individuals, Local Authorities, small and mid sized businesses, large corporations
and major multi-national companies. We distribute third-party financial services products.

Executive summary

1. We support the Compensation Bill and the Government’s commitment to increasing public awareness
of sensible risk management. We look forward to this intensifying widespread discussions with Government
and industry partners on solutions for influencing sensible attitudes to risk, advocating the important role
of early rehabilitation in the claims process and ensuring fair compensation is paid where rightfully due
without delay. We also support the principle that bad claims should not be paid and that compensators
should strive to identify and defeat such cases. There should also be a similar onus on claimant
representatives not to present such claims.

2. As a large employer and the provider of insurance and risk management services we support the move
towards a compensation system that will allow the court to reflect on an appropriate level of social
responsibility but we would seek to work further with the government in clarifying the proposed definition
of negligence as to what is a “desirable activity”. We accept the diYcult balance between access to justice
and personal responsibility and support the steps that the Bill takes to try and reinforce this.

3. We welcome the regulation of claims management companies which will ensure transparency and fair
advice for the claimant on the validity of their claim and help us channel resources to genuine injured
claimants where early help and support is needed most. We are unsure however, why the Bill seems to
exclude Trade Unions from such regulation when acting in their capacity as claims farmers.

4. We therefore appreciate the chance to provide feedback to the UK “Compensation Culture” Inquiry.
We feel that:

5. A “compensation culture” does not exist in the UK in so far as volumes of new claims have not seen
any real increase in recent years. Our concern however, and this can be demonstrated through objective
management information, is that the cost of claims has risen dramatically over the last three to four years.
This increase in cost has not benefited the genuine claimants but has however, manifested itself in the
spiralling costs presented by claimant solicitors. In low value employer’s liability claims we are now typically
expected to pay at least 40p in the £ on claimant costs and in some cases, costs match damages pound for
pound. This inflation drives levels of premium and adds nothing to the delivery of damages in just cases.

6. The move to “no-win no-fee” contingency fee agreements has led to an increase in claims costs as
described above.

7. The perception of a “compensation culture” can and has led to unnecessary risk averseness in public
bodies through fear of litigation

8. Firms which refer people, manage or advertise conditional fee arrangements should be subject to
regulations

9. From an Insurance and Risk Services viewpoint, changes should be made to the current laws relating
to negligence and further enhancement to the proposed definition of negligence to clarify what constitutes
a “desirable activity”.

10. Whether a compensation culture exists or not in reality is largely an irrelevance for the purposes of
this debate. What does exist is a perception of a compensation culture and that is what all stakeholders must
work together to manage. This perception fuels risk adverse behaviour and stunts development at all levels.
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Feedback

Does the Compensation Culture Exist?

11. It is our opinion that although many adults are well educated and responsible in sensible risk
management, the perception of a “compensation culture” does exist in the UK.

12. Society and the economy require a level of risk taking to function (including daily activities, travel
and investments). Individuals need to accept responsibility if their own actions contributed to the injury or
loss and not immediately lay blame with another (such as an employer or council). We are particularly
concerned as to how this risk adverse behaviour now impacts on the development of children and that their
opportunity to participate in risky (but well risk managed) activities is so limited.

13. High profile national media coverage and advertising in public encouraging “have-a-go” claims is
evident for example in doctor’s surgeries, places of travel and in the workplace. Certain channels on
television sell commercial time to advertising from claims management companies and even public hospitals
have posters in waiting areas advertising “no-win no-fee” claims management companies.

14. The increasing national media coverage of exaggerated risk management examples and court cases
contribute to feed the public perception, increase “have-a-go” claimants and prevent some social activity
from taking place through fear of being sued should an accident occur.

15. Reducing the scale of advertising and working with advertising/newspaper industry partners could
help re-educate the public and promote sensible risk management and responsibility to allow social activities
such as school trips to continue without unfound fears of litigation.

16. Higher profile education on the importance of early support such as rehabilitation in the claims
process to restore/improve the claimant’s quality of life after an accident instead of monetary compensation
would be beneficial. Redress should not automatically be conceived as monetary compensation

17. The “compensation culture” also goes beyond the obvious areas that the Better Regulation Task
Force looked at, such as personal injury. Other aspects are aVected, for example, in Financial Services the
Financial Services and Markets Act set up systems of complaints that were as user friendly as possible and
this shifted the burden of proof towards the company that was being complained against. That has meant
that some organisations have exploited this situation encouraging consumers to make spurious complaints
when they know that the system will force financial service companies to pay out.

What has been the eVect of the move to “no-win no-fee” contingency fee arrangements?

18. Since 2000, the move to Conditional Fee Arrangements has added complexity and unpredictability
to the compensation system and an increase in claims cost for compensation where people “have-a-go” when
there is no cost to themselves if the claim is unsuccessful. There are heavy obligations on defendants
(especially in the public sector) to investigate claims if only to dismiss them. There is no cost to the claimant
but a significant cost to the investigating Insurer. We would like to see more emphasis on rights and
responsibilities in terms of individuals being at financial risk if they choose to present a bad claim.

19. The introduction of the Civil Justice Council matrix for predictable claimant costs (or “fixed fees”)
in pre-litigated motor cases up to £10,000 in agreed damages has brought more predictability to the process
and real benefits settling many motor cases under £10,000 pre-issue of proceedings. We consider that
significant benefit could result in predictable costs being extended both in motor claims but also in the areas
of employers and public liability. This predictability with regard costs would certainly influence the claims
process and result in a more claimant centric and eYcient mechanism to deliver damages.

20. We are supportive of the Department for Constitutional AVairs consultation and commitment to a
significant simplification of the Conditional Fee Arrangement process.

21. Increasing pressures on the compensation system such as the rise in “have-a-go” claims could
ultimately be at the expense of the capacity of the insurance market and could aVect the ability of individuals
and organisations to insure themselves as premiums inevitably rise. Whilst many of these claims are
subsequently repudiated, the cost to compensators to investigate these cases is still significant.
Is the notion of a “compensation culture” leading to unnecessary risk averseness in public bodies?

22. It is evident that the notion of a “compensation culture” is leading to unnecessary risk averseness in
public bodies and the diversion of public resources to this issue.

23. The Commons Education and Skills Select Committee “Education outside the classroom” report in
February 2005 commented on the decline in school trips as a result of litigation fears should something go
wrong. Zurich responded to this inquiry by saying that the fear of litigation was largely a myth as we had
not seen a significant increase in claims and we do not single out school trips from other public liability
insurance in schools so there had been no adjustment to premiums.

24. Media descriptions of extreme risk management cases such as removing hanging flower baskets for
fear of litigation or the case wearing safety goggles while playing conkers are well reported.
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25. Clarification in the Compensation Bill and legislation on the law of negligence, especially clarification
of what is a “desirable activity” would contribute to removing unnecessary risk avoidance and promote
sensible risk management.

Should firms that refer people, manage or advertise conditional fee agreements be subject to regulations?

26. With the emergence of a growing industry of claims farmers oVering their services to pursue
compensation for personal injuries, mis-sold endowments, unfair employment treatment and against public
bodies, we agree that these such firms should be regulated.

27. We welcomed the Lord Falconer’s plans in November 2004 to pursue statutory regulation of claims
management companies if they were unable to develop a self-regulatory approach and support the
regulation content in the Compensation Bill introduced to the House of Lords on 3rd November 2005.

28. The regulation of claims management companies will ensure transparency and fair advice for the
claimant on the validity of their claim and which will help us to channel resources from assessing claims that
do not proceed to genuine injured claimants where early help and support is needed most.

29. The regulation of claims management companies should reduce the volume of bogus or inflated
claims and foster a more responsible approach to risk management

30. Regulation would also assist Conditional Fee Arrangements to proceed in a transparent and
trustworthy environment

31. We support the view that fair compensation should be paid where rightfully due without delay. The
increased volume of less valid “have-a-go” claims delay the system and cases where legitimate claimants
require assistance.

32. A Regulator and agreed Codes of Practice could ensure genuine claimants have crucial support at an
early stage in the claims process (such as access to rehabilitation) which could provide the help they need to
return to health and work. Delays to this assistance can lead to long term health, benefit and compensation
implications.

33. The appointment of the Regulator should be a long-term solution to protect claimants, bring
enhanced and improved governance and be part of the solution in defeating fraud.

Should any changes be made to the current laws relating to negligence?

34. It is in our opinion that the laws of negligence should be further clarified going forward.

35. Part 1 of the Compensation Bill should be clarified and made robust before enactment. The definition
of negligence should contain a definition of a ‘desirable activity’ to prevent future reliance on satellite
litigation. We would seek to assist in formulating this with the Government and other industry partners

We hope this feedback from both an employer and service provider perspectives assists the consultation
and look forward to being informed in due course of any developments or further consultation. Zurich is
the largest liability insurer in the UK and the dominant insurer in the Local Authority markets. We therefore
seek to work closely with and support those who drive change that will bring about a more streamlined and
cost eYcient claims process that supports early rehabilitation and pro-active risk management.

Steven Thomas
UK General Insurance Technical Claims Manager
Zurich Financial Services

November 2005

Evidence submitted by AXA Insurance

Executive summary

1. AXA Insurance believes that elements of a compensation culture (or perhaps more appropriately a
“have a go” culture) do exist but that argument over whether such a culture actually exists diverts attention
from major flaws inherent in the current personal injury process.

1.1 Change is needed to produce a process fit for the 21st century. This process should be easy to access
and understand and deliver prompt consistent and fair compensation to those who suVer injury through the
fault of others.

1.2 Legal involvement in this new process should be restricted to cases where those representing
tortfeasors (usually insurers) have failed to act in accordance with the new process or where there are
genuine disputes.

1.3 This improved process should help to deter fraud. Fraudulent claimants should be subject to
appropriate punishment.
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2. Contingency fee arrangements have significantly increased the amount paid out by insurers in legal
costs (and therefore the public in premiums) and have led to the development of a number of questionable
practices.

2.1 Recent costs litigation has centred almost exclusively on problems created by the new funding regime.

3. We believe that public bodies have become increasingly wary of engaging in activities that have an
element of risk about them. A balance needs to be struck between what society requires the public bodies
to do in the exercise of their duties and the attendant risks.

4. Formal independent regulation of claims management companies is essential: history has shown that
they cannot be trusted to regulate themselves.

5. The law of negligence has historically been deliberately undefined to allow courts to interpret the law
against the background of current social and political realities. We understand why it is felt there is a need
to set out a definition but are concerned that this may have the eVect of restricting the courts’ power of
interpretation and will almost certainly give rise to litigation over the meaning of Parliament’s words.

1. AXA Insurance’s detailed response

AXA Insurance is pleased to have the opportunity to respond to the request from the House of Commons’
Constitutional AVairs Committee for submissions on the terms of reference for their inquiry into the so-
called “compensation culture”.

1.1 We are one of the five largest general insurance companies in the United Kingdom with annual
written premiums in excess of £2 billion. We are part of the global AXA Group, one of the world’s
largest insurers.

1.2 Our portfolio of business in the UK comes predominantly from small to medium sized businesses
placed with us through insurance brokers. Many of these businesses insure against injury to staV and the
general public with us: many of them do not have any Union representation of their small number of staV.
This potentially gives us a unique insight into the so-called compensation culture at this level.

1.3 We also have several hundred thousand motor policies on our books that generate accidents for
personal injury, principally whiplash or other soft tissue injury claims.

1.4 Five specific terms of reference are mentioned. We’ll deal with them in the order in which they appear.

2. Does the compensation culture exist?

2.1 There is no agreed definition of “compensation culture” so it is easy to make arguments over whether
“it” exists or not. Most newspapers carry stories regularly about incidents that they say are examples of the
compensation culture.

2.2 Whether such a culture exists or not is not the real issue. Arguments over its existence often appear
to be simply a smoke screen designed to deflect thoughts and actions away from addressing other and greater
problems that exist within the current process for dealing with personal injury claims.

2.3 We have seen a small reduction in the number of personal injury claims but the average cost of these
claims has increased significantly, primarily as a result of increased legal and associated costs.

2.4 Statistics suggest that only a limited number of people who are actually injured make a claim. This
will in many cases be a result of the current law where fault has to be demonstrated against the person who
caused the injury, but there is little doubt that others are put oV from making a claim because of worry or
even fear of the process.

2.5 On the other hand, we have a number of examples of staged accidents and other types of fraudulent
claim. Based on our own internal data, the number of this sort of incident is slowly increasing.

2.5.1 There is clearly a significant group of people willing to “have a go” to see if they can extract money
from insurers for injuries that either do not exist or were self inflicted.

2.5.2 This sort of behaviour must be stamped down on and fraudulent claimants quickly identified and
penalised.

2.6 The main beneficiaries of the so-called compensation culture are lawyers, claims claims management
companies and other so-called service providers. Levels of damages have increased but nowhere near to the
same extent as costs associated with injury claims. All those who are paid money in connection with injury
claims have a vested interest in perpetuating the “myth” of the compensation culture as it takes focus away
from the very high level of fees and income that they are currently permitted to make out of injury claims
handling.

2.7 All concerned with the personal injury claims process are guilty to varying degrees of ignoring the
needs of the person who has been injured.
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2.8 Insurers have contributed to the problems within the current process through taking too much time
over all aspects of claims handling, including making decisions on liability, arranging rehabilitation where
this is appropriate and paying over damages. We too have been losing sight of the injured person in the
ongoing battle over fees.

2.9 To improve the situation, we need to create a new process that is easy to understand and get at and
that guarantees resolution within a specific time whilst preserving an injured person’s access to justice.

2.9.1 This process should be based around the original concept of the DWP EL pilot where notification
of losses was to be made by the employer to their insurer. That insurer would immediately investigate and
let the injured party know their decision on liability within a short fixed time scale. If liability was accepted,
then the amount of compensation would be resolved through the most appropriate means (rehabilitation,
medical report etc) and a calculation of loss of earnings and any other special damages made. The insurer
would provide a “pack” to the claimant setting out their views on liability and quantum. Only where legal
advice was needed (and therefore only where there was “added value”) would a lawyer become involved.
The whole process should take less than nine months as opposed to the two or three years that is presently
the norm. The injured party would have their compensation paid quicker and the cost to society as a whole
would reduce. The only losers would be the lawyers: they would still have a major role to play in those cases
where disputes still arose.

2.9.2 This approach has been adopted with some minor variations in the NHS Redress Bill for those
injured by the negligence of NHS staV.

2.9.3 Restricting this approach to NHS cases produces diVerent processes for what is essentially the same
problem. We would like the opportunity of developing a similar scheme in the private sector.

2.9.4 We are keen to work with those within the NHS who will be tasked with introducing this new
approach to redress to help shape it and make sure it truly benefits the injured party with a view to bringing
in the same approach for all those who have suVered injury through another’s negligence.

3. What has been the eVect of the move to “No Win No Fee” contingency fee agreements?

3.1 The introduction of contingency fee agreements (“CFAs”) created the environment for the spawning
of the claims farming companies referred to earlier with all the problems associated with an unregulated
uncontrolled group.

3.1.1 The practice has grown up of claims management companies “selling” potential claimants to firms
of lawyers who are prepared to pay a sum to “buy” the right to handle these claims. This has resulted in
lawyers with little experience in personal injury claims dealing with them because they are prepared to pay
the acquisition cost. This leads to additional diYculties in dealing with valid claims and potentially a poor
deal for claimants.

3.1.2 Networks have been created where money passes from one member of the network to another solely
in order to increase revenue. This can be seen with investigation, the supply of medical reports and
rehabilitation in injury claims and the provision of car hire in non-injury claims.

3.2 There has been a big increase in the average legal costs paid by Insurers and therefore the public as
policyholders, on each claim. This is particularly noticeable in the lower value claims where legal costs are
usually more than damages until the level of damages reaches about £4,000.

3.3 We regularly see costs claimed at a level many times more than the damages.

3.4 The concept of proportionality has all but disappeared, with costs on some of the higher value claims
being sought at 50% or 60% of damages agreed, even where liability has been promptly admitted and there
are no other complicating factors.

3.5 As the injured person under the new funding regime has no financial interest at all in his solicitors
costs, defendant insurers have been forced to police costs, raising issues (some of which we recognise have
been of questionable merit) that have led to the “trench warfare” of satellite costs litigation. Even if insurers
are successful in the point being argued, the only real winners are the lawyers who receive extra costs for
this satellite litigation.

3.5.1 These constant arguments on fees take claims handlers’ attention away from their real job of
making sure that a genuine claim for compensation is dealt with promptly and eYciently.

3.6 Actual compensation damages are generally paid very rapidly: costs issues can drag on for many
months or even years.

3.7 Some arrangements for CFAs eVectively tie lawyers into specific arrangements which reduce
customer choice and do not necessarily represent good (or any) value.

3.7.1 Most CFAs are supported by a success fee. These success fees are supposed to ensure that, overall,
a lawyer’s unrecovered costs of running genuine but ultimately unsuccessful claims are covered by the costs
recovered on genuine successful claims. These success fees are based on a risk assessment by the lawyer
concerned of the chances of winning any given claim. Our experience of risk assessments on success fees is
that they are always way too high resulting in hugely increased legal costs for no valid reason.
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4. Is the notion of a “compensation culture” leading to unnecessary risk averseness in public bodies?

4.1 AXA is not a public body and so is not in the best position to deal with this question.

4.2 However, we have seen reports in the press of cancellation of school trips, the removal of hanging
baskets from electric lamp standards, the unwillingness to stage events which historically might have been
staged and other examples of a similar nature that lead to the inevitable conclusion that the public bodies
concerned are seriously worried about the prospects of being sued in the event of any incident occurring
during any one of the events.

4.3 The recent tragic death of a young schoolboy in the caves of North Yorkshire while on a school trip
will inevitably bring this debate to the fore again.

4.4 Some risk averseness is essential, but there has to be a balance. Public bodies need a clearer dividing
line so that they know that if they carry out their duties properly and competently after balancing the risks
involved, they will not face court proceedings for injuries that might occur. This is subject to the proviso
that this dividing line does not prejudice any individual’s right of access to justice.

4.4.1 It must not be forgotten that individuals have a responsibility for their own safety and also have
obligations towards other individuals.

5. Should firms which refer people, manage or advertise conditional fee agreements be subject to regulations?

5.1 We believe that formal regulation of claims farming companies is absolutely essential. Some of the
less reputable of those who entered this market had absolutely no interest in the well being of those they
were purporting to help: they merely saw an opportunity for making a “quick buck” out of those who had
suVered personal injury. The fallout from the activities of this less reputable group has been widespread and
brought the process for funding and handling personal injury claims into greater discredit.

5.1.1 Self-regulation of these companies has failed precisely because of the nature of a number of those
who chose to enter into this new market.

5.2 The growth of advertising in this area is one of the key reasons for the belief (real or otherwise) that
a compensation culture exists: some of the adverts leave nothing to the imagination.

5.2.1 Many of the adverts are targeted at individuals at a particularly vulnerable time. This is especially
true of the advertising that can be found in Accident and Emergency Departments of hospitals.

5.3 Sales of ATE insurance policies and other “services” to back up CFAs are often carried out by those
with no understanding of what they are selling, with inadequate or no training on what the agreement means
or, perhaps more importantly, on what the obligations of the purchaser might be and who are paid on a
commission basis per sale. Their “explanations” about the product they are selling are often not understood
by the person to whom the product is being sold. The public needs protection from this sort of selling.

5.4 It is inherently distasteful for a lawyer to “buy” a client from any source, particularly where that
source may have “acquired” the client in a manner that leaves that client with an inadequate understanding
of his rights and obligations and also that may give him an unreasonable belief that he will receive money.

5.4.1 Anecdotally, we have been told that some claimant lawyers reject up to six out of every 10 cases
that some claims management companies try to sell to them as they are concerned about the merits of the
claims and the way the clients were signed up. Although these solicitors reject these claims, they may well
be bought by less scrupulous lawyers anxious to maintain their fee income.

5.5 There is an increasing market in buying and selling injured claimants and services to them and their
lawyers fuelled by referral fees and retainers. This market covers the supply of medical reports, investigation
fees, credit rehabilitation and credit farming of legal bills. Transparency of fees and the arrangements
surrounding them is critical.

6. Should any changes be made to the current laws relating to negligence?

6.1 The current law is based eVectively on many years of evolution, through interpretation of the
common law or statute by the courts. In general, those most aVected by the law of negligence understand
the boundaries that presently exist and can adapt easily to any changes that may be brought about by judicial
interpretation of the law.

6.2 The courts are used to defining negligence. They do make allowances for changes in the prevailing
social and political climate when making decisions on whether there has been negligence at any given time.
They have to do this to accommodate changes (particularly advances in science and manufacturing) that
were unforeseen when many of the older cases were decided.

6.3 This approach is most noticeable in the Court of Appeal where political and social reality is more
clearly recognised, perhaps through “steers” are provided to the lords of appeal.
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6.4 We understand why the Government wants to create a statutory definition of negligence and we
sympathise with public bodies who feel a need for greater clarification. However, we are concerned that any
new definition will lead only to protracted legal argument (and therefore increased payments to lawyers) on
the exact meaning of the definition created. This could lead to a period of uncertainty until the judges have
interpreted the new definition and produced guidance on what it means.

6.5 The notes accompanying the draft Compensation Bill suggest that section 1 of the bill merely restates
part of the law of negligence as it currently stands. This may be the intention, but both claimant and
defendant lawyers we have spoken to believe that the draft Bill does not achieve this intention, thereby
opening up the prospect of litigation over its precise meaning.

AXA Insurance

November 2005

Evidence submitted by the Actuarial Profession

Executive summary

1. Personal injury claims costs have inflated by approximately 10% per year for well over a decade. This
is confirmed by the data collated for the IUA/ABI study (see below) and analysed by an independent firm
of consulting actuaries. The factual evidence of the IUA/ABI study is corroborated by a survey of
practitioners in the CCC paper (see below). The consensus view of GI actuarial practitioners in the CCC
paper is that personal injury claims inflation has been 10%! for the last decade and is set to continue at
similar levels for the foreseeable future. During this time legal costs as a percentage of claim payments have
remained remarkably stable, so by corollary legal costs have inflated by 10% per year over the same period.
The consensus view of actuarial practitioners as part of the survey in the CCC paper is that the main drivers
of claims escalation have been a series of legal changes aVecting claims costs and the increasing litigiousness
of society.

Does the compensation culture exist?

2. The fact that the cost of personal injury claims, and associated legal costs, have escalated by double-
digit inflation for more than a decade is beyond doubt and we don’t believe any informed, unbiased,
commentator would conclude otherwise. Whether this constitutes evidence of “compensation culture” is a
moot point. What it does show is a steadily increasing cost of compensation claims. The CCC paper, whilst
(clearly) not representing the views of every actuary, concluded that “We believe that a Compensation
Culture is developing in the UK”. It also noted that “ . . . a more litigious society would be a bad thing
because the costs to society, both financial and in terms of restricting activities, outweigh the benefits of
providing better compensation . . .”

What has been the eVect of moving to “no-win, no fee” contingency fee arrangements?

3. We believe the consensus amongst actuarial practitioners is that “no win, no fee” agreements have lead
to an increase in the frequency of compensation claims, particularly in the £5–15,000 size band. The 1999
IUA/ABI Study noted that “We can see that claim frequency levels have increased significantly more within
the claim size band £5,000 to £15,000. This tends to support the assertion that the “litigious eVect” or
“compensation culture” appears to be centred on the smaller claims and for minor injuries that might
otherwise be ignored by the claimant.” (The frequency of £5–15,000 claims increased by approximately
150% over the period 1991–99 according to the actuarial analysis in the IUA/ABI study). The introduction
of “no win, no fee” arrangements was cited in the survey of actuarial practitioners in the CCC paper as one
of the main reasons behind the double-digit inflation of injury costs in the last decade.

Should firms which refer people, manage or advertise conditional fee arrangements be subject to regulation?

4. One of the other conclusions of the CCC paper was that “ . . . the mechanism for Conditional Fee
Arrangements, Before and After-the-Event insurance is being determined in an adversarial fashion by a
series of test cases. This creates delays and uncertainty for compensators and accident victims and serves the
interests of no one”. We believe it is widely accepted that, in the past, some “claims management” companies
have engaged in dubious practices to launch “claims” when there was no reasonable basis to expect
compensation. These observations suggest that the greater regulation of claims management companies,
and clearer guidelines about the operation of “no-win, no-fee” arrangements, would be in the public’s
best interest.
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Background on the ABI/IUA study and the CCC working party paper

5. Actuaries have been involved in a number of pieces of work that quantify costs and trends in
compensation payments. In October 2002 an actuarial working party published a paper “The Cost of
Compensation Culture” (“the CCC paper”), which was published as the backdrop to a debate on
compensation culture at the profession’s annual General Insurance conference (“the GIRO conference”).
For a number of years, the Association of British Insurers and International Underwriting Association have
commissioned a multi-disciplinary bodily injury awards study (“the IUA/ABI study”); this study included
an actuarial working party looking at trends in personal injury claims.

6. The third IUA/ABI study, published in March 2003, analysed over a million motor personal injury
claims, collated from all major UK insurers. It is the biggest exercise of its kind ever undertaken, it covered
more than 90% of the UK insurance market and looked at all claims going back to 1989. The statistical
analysis was performed by a firm of actuarial consultants, in conjunction with medical and legal experts who
looked at other aspects of compensation. The second study concluded that bodily injury claims had been
rising at an average of 11.7% per year from 1989–99; the third study concluded that the cost of bodily injury
claims has risen by nearly 10% per year over the period 1991–2001. Broadly the escalating cost of claims is
made up of 7% per year for increasing severity (average cost) and 3% per year for increasing frequency. The
main reason behind the increase in frequency has been increasing numbers of claims in the £5–15,000 size
band. The study is widely recognised by actuarial practitioners and other insurance professionals as the
definitive source of information on trends in industry-wide motor personal injury claims.

7. The CCC working party reviewed all types of compensation in the UK. It reviewed a variety of
information sources to make an overall estimate of the cost of compensation claims in the UK, as well as
reviewing recent social/legal developments that aVect the compensation environment. The working party
conducted a survey of general insurance actuarial practitioners to establish their views of past and future
trends in compensation amounts. It also conducted a (limited) survey of members of the public to get a sense
of public views of the compensation environment. The headline conclusion was that compensation claims
(at the time) totalled £10 billion per year and that this cost has escalated at more than 10% per year in the
recent past and is set to continue to rise at a comparable level for the foreseeable future.

8. The CCC survey of practitioners looked at both Motor and Commercial Liability (broadly accidents
at work, or in the street) injury claims. The views of inflation for both categories were very similar. Ninety
per cent of practitioners believed the inflation rate of bodily injury claims had been 10% or more over the
last five years and 65% believed that inflation would continue at 10% or more going forwards; the average
view of future inflation was 11%. Practitioners were asked what the main causes had been of the high levels
of escalation in injury costs over the last decade. The introduction of no-win, no-fee arrangements and an
increasingly litigious society were two of the top four reasons practitioners quoted. An increasingly litigious
society and other judicial changes were the top two reasons given for the estimated 10%! future inflation.

9. The separate CCC public survey was a smaller exercise and was by no means representative of the
public at large, but overwhelmingly (more than 90%) the respondents thought there had been a shift in the
public’s attitude to claiming compensation in the last decade and more than 80% of respondents thought
that this was not a good thing.

Details of the actuarial profession and more detailed reference to the IUA/ABI study and CCC
paper

10. Actuaries provide commercial, financial and prudential management of a business’s assets and
liabilities, especially where long-term management and planning is critical to the success of any business
venture. They also provide advice on social and public interest issues. Members of the profession have a
statutory role in the supervision of pension funds and life insurance companies. They also have a statutory
role to provide actuarial opinions for managing agents at Lloyd’s.

11. In particular in the field of general insurance, actuaries routinely advise insurance companies (or
other companies with claims-related exposures), either employed directly or as a consultant or auditor, on
appropriate levels of reserves. This involves a detailed assessment of historical claims costs and trends in
the frequency and average cost of claims. Actuaries are also involved in projecting claims costs, and hence
profitability trends, forwards and translating this into insurance premiums for personal and commercial
policyholders.

12. The profession is governed jointly by the Faculty of Actuaries in Edinburgh and the Institute of
Actuaries in London. A rigorous examination system is supported by a programme of continuous
professional development and a professional code of conduct supports high standards reflecting the
significant role of the profession in society.
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13. The two papers referred to above are:

“The Cost of Compensation Culture” (“the CCC paper”) was a report in October 2002 by a
working party of actuarial practitioners as part of the profession’s 2002 GIRO conference. The
paper is available on the profession’s Web site (www.actuaries.org.uk) http://www.actuaries.
org.uk/files/pdf/giro2002/Lowe.pdf and is published as part of Volume I of the conference papers.
ISBN reference 1-903965-06-03.

“The IUA/ABI Third UK Bodily Injury Awards Study” (“the IUA/ABI Study”) was published in
March 2003. The various working groups included representatives from a range of medical, legal,
insurance and actuarial bodies. The report was introduced and commended by Lord Phillips, then
Master of the Rolls (“These reports have made a valuable contribution to our understanding of
the consequences of bodily injury. They have, in particular, stimulated debate about how the
insurance industry and the legal community should respond when people have the misfortune to
be involved in accidents”). ISBN reference 1-872207-29-4.

The Actuarial Profession

November 2005

Evidence submitted by Aon Ltd

1. Introduction

1.1 Aon Corporation welcomes the opportunity to make this submission to the Constitutional AVairs
Select Committee’s enquiry into the UK’s “compensation culture”. We believe that the Company is well
placed to add to the evidence base that the Committee is gathering as part of this enquiry given our surveys
of business and public sector opinion on the compensation culture that have been conducted over the past
eighteen months.

2. About Aon Limited

2.1 Aon is a leading provider of risk management services, insurance and reinsurance brokerage, human
capital and management consulting, and specialty insurance underwriting. There are over 6,000 employees
working in Aon UK’s 70 oYces around the country. Worldwide we employ 47,000 people working in 500
oYces spread across 120 countries.

3. Overview of position on the compensation culture

3.1 Aon believes that there is a compensation culture in the UK that is having a detrimental impact on
the performance, profitability and employment levels of businesses and public sector organisation. We do
not believe that this is sustainable over the long term and are therefore generally supportive of eVorts being
taken to solve the problem. However, we are concerned that the new Compensation Bill does not go far
enough and in many ways fails to address the key drivers of the compensation culture identified by both
business and local authorities.

3.2 In the course of our work on this issue, we have sought to represent the views of both business and
local authorities on the compensation culture and to put forward their recommendations for change.

4. 2004 survey of opinion

4.1 Aon carried out a survey of the opinion of UK business in the summer of 2004 in order to determine
the existence of a compensation culture and its impact on performance, profitability and employment levels.
This survey of over 500 businesses found that they had become increasingly hampered by the costs of dealing
with claims for compensation that was in turn diverting management resources and financial investment
away from core business and revenue generating activities.

4.2 At the time of the survey, there were arguments as to whether a compensation culture genuinely
existed in the UK. The Better Regulation Task Force (BRTF) report published in May 2004—shortly before
our survey was undertaken—argued that the evidence did not suggest an out of control, US style
compensation culture.

4.3 This argument was at odds with our survey, which revealed that 62% of companies had seen an overall
increase in the cost of claims to their business over the previous five years. In addition, the survey found that:

— 60% felt that the fear of the compensation culture was hampering their business by distracting
management time;

— 49% said it diverted financial resources; and

— 46% said it created too much red tape.
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4.4 At the time of the survey, the top three reasons for the growth of the compensation culture were:

— the growth of “no win no fee” legal services;

— media advertising of these services;

— the reluctance of insurers to defend claims.

4.5 Some respondents also commented that the claims culture would hasten the growing trend for oV
shoring business activities away from the UK as companies seek to minimize their risks and the chances of
being sued.

5. 2005 survey of opinion

5.1 In the autumn of this year, Aon decided to revisit the results of the survey carried out in 2004 to see
whether the perception of the compensation culture had changed in light of the Better Regulation Taskforce
and the Government’s decision to introduce new legislation to implement its key recommendations. We
decided to extend the 2004 survey of opinions to public sector organisations as well as businesses. The
research was chiefly conducted just before the introduction of the Compensation Bill in the House of Lords
on 2 November 2005.

5.2 According to our latest survey, many of the findings of the 2004 survey remain unchanged.
Organisations surveyed continue to be hampered by the costs of dealing with the UK’s compensation culture
but interestingly few believed that the many of the causes of the problem would be addressed by the new Bill.

5.3 Once again, the main drivers of the compensation culture were perceived to be:

— the growth of “no win no fee” legal services (84%);

— media advertising on the part of “claims farmers” (70%); and

— reluctance among insurers to defend claims due to the lower costs of settling out of court (42%).

5.4 Aon’s latest research also revealed that 86% of the organisations surveyed have been detrimentally
aVected by the compensation culture this year, either directly or through rising insurance costs. In contrast
to figures from the Compensation Recovery Unit, many businesses have experienced no reduction in
compensation claims received since 2004, and only 10% have seen a decrease in the overall cost of claims.
More than one in three organisations (36%) believe that they are still receiving fraudulent claims.

5.5 Over two thirds of UK businesses and local authorities strongly agree that if the compensation culture
is allowed to continue, it will place an unsustainable burden on industry, commerce and public services. Over
three quarters of organisations claim that it diverts resources and financial investment away from core
business and revenue generating activities.

5.6 Despite the obvious seriousness of the issue, ahead of the publication of the Compensation Bill, it
should be noted that more than nine out of 10 organisations surveyed by Aon doubted that the new Bill
would successfully alleviate the problem and 93% said that they did not think the Government is doing
enough in this area.

6. Conclusion

6.1 Aon does acknowledge the fact that the Compensation Bill positively demonstrates the Government’s
recognition of the problem and its desire to implement change. Given the level of concern about the
problem—as shown in the two surveys we have undertaken and impact it appears to be having on the
profitability and productivity of business and public services, this is a welcome start.

6.2 But our survey does call into question the extent to which the proposed legislation can get to the heart
of the problem. Businesses and local authorities clearly identify the main drivers of the compensation culture
as being the growth of “no win no fee” legal services, media advertising on the part of “claims farmers” and
reluctance among insurers to defend claims due to the lower costs of settling out of court. However, we
believe that the Bill does little to address these root causes as it currently stands. In order to tackle this more
eVectively, we would encourage the consideration of more fundamental reform of the no-win no-fee legal
systems and more detail on the tighter controls envisaged for advertising on the part of claims farmers. We
would also welcome a more prescriptive approach to the role and remit of the proposed claims management
services regulatory body.

6.3 Ultimately, in order to protect profitability, jobs and the quality of public services, Government and
regulators must listen to the concerns of business and local authorities. In particular, businesses and local
authorities would like to see greater Government consultation with industry and the public sector, with a
view to introducing tighter limits on compensation awards and more ambitious reform. Mutual recognition
of the problem and the desire for requisite measures in Parliament is clear from our survey, but we now need
to give the new Bill real teeth to tackle the problem.

Aon Limited

23 November 2005
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Evidence submitted by the National Accident Helpline (NAH)

1. Introduction to National Accident Helpline

1.1 National Accident Helpline (NAH) is pleased to respond to the House of Commons Constitutional
AVairs Select Committee’s inquiry into the Compensation Culture.

1.2 NAH was founded in 1993 to help people claim compensation for the injuries they have suVered in
accidents. In the years since, NAH has helped many thousands of people to gain compensation by putting
them in touch with solicitors across the UK who specialise in personal injury claims.

1.3 NAH provides initial free advice from law graduates to people who have suVered a personal injury,
facilitating their contact with a quality solicitor who can then advise them on the merits of their claim. All the
solicitors we recommend are specialists in personal injury cases. They span the whole UK: England, Wales,
Scotland, Northern Ireland, the Isle of Man and the Channel Islands and are listed in appendix 1 at the end
of this submission.

1.4 NAH is not a claims management company. Our service is to oVer phone advice (from a call centre
in Kettering staVed by law graduates) to callers who have had an accident. We filter out those whose claims
have no obvious merit and refer the remainder to a suitable solicitor. As such, NAH would be subject to
the authority of the new regulator for claims services proposed in Clause 2 of the Compensation Bill, under
the provisions contained in Clause 2 (3) (a) (iii). A more detailed analysis of NAH’s business and the wider
personal injury market, as well as some example case studies of people who have been helped by NAH, are
provided in appendices 1, 2 & 3 at the end of this submission (not printed).

1.5 NAH advertises its services mainly on national television, often to people who may be recuperating
from their injury at home. Many of those who contact us have suVered painful and serious injuries and have
no alternative representation—they are neither legally insured nor members of unions. Until they saw one
of our advertisements, they did not realise that they were able to access free reputable legal advice. Our
experience has taught us that without a service such as that provided by NAH, many genuine accident
victims who have a right to claim compensation would not find a way to access help in our legal system.

2. The Compensation Bill and regulation of the claims sector

2.1 Part 2 of the Compensation Bill sets out provisions for the regulation of “claims management
services”. NAH supports eVective regulation as a means of improving the accountability, performance and
reputation of the sector. However, this regulation must be fit for purpose and address the clear “regulatory
gap”, rather than simply add a layer of bureaucracy to what is already a complex area.

2.2 NAH welcomes the provisions of Part 2, Clause 3 of the Compensation Bill, in particular those which
state that the Secretary of State will only designate a regulator for the sector if he is satisfied that the
regulator is “competent to perform the functions of the Regulator” and “will make arrangements to avoid
any conflict of interest between the person’s functions as Regulator and any other functions”.

2.3 Some organisations in the sector have established the Claims Standards Council (CSC), and have
stated that they wish the CSC to become the statutory sector regulator, appointed by the Secretary of State
through the powers granted by the Compensation Bill. The Department for Constitutional AVairs’ press
release accompanying the publication of the Compensation Bill in fact referred to the CSC as providing
“voluntary self-regulation” of the sector at present and called on any complaints about the sector to be
directed to the CSC ahead of the introduction of statutory regulation.

2.4 We understand that the CSC may appear to oVer the Government a potentially eYcient way to bring
in regulation and provide consumer protection without the need to create a public sector body which would
be timely and expensive—and counter to the principles set out in the Hampton Review. However, we are
concerned that the CSC as currently organised does not truly represent the range of reputable businesses in
the sector and is overly-represented by one or two business interests that may lead to it being seen as
commercially partial.

2.5 The CSC has been eVective in promoting its own role as a trade organisation. However, this could
not have been done without commercial sponsorship, which has led to one or two specific interests
dominating the organisation and using what should be an oYcial brand to promote what are essentially
commercial products.

2.6 Largely as a result of this, many major reputable industry players, including NAH, Injury Lawyers
4U and the Accident Line, have, to date, avoided involvement with the CSC.

2.7 We do not want to have an ill-thought through “quick fix” solution to regulation in this sector that
does not abide by the high standards necessary for a regulatory body to succeed. As a consequence, we
believe that the CSC is not currently fit for purpose to serve as a sector regulator and therefore does not, in
its present form, meet the requirements set out in Part 2, Clause 3 of the Compensation Bill.
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3. Key principles for an effective claims’ sector regulator

3.1 It is essential that the claims sector regulator appointed following the passage of the Compensation
Bill is:

— Capable of oVering eVective consumer protection.

— Impartial.

— Not beholden to any one segment of sector commercial interest.

— Transparent, both in governance and operations.

— Properly representative of the diVerent stakeholders with a legitimate interest in the sector

3.2 For the CSC to become “fit for purpose” to take on the role of sector regulator, it must be reformed
and have certain safeguards built into its structure and operations. It is vitally important to get the
framework right at the beginning for the new body to be eVective, and to have the potential to respond to
the demands that are likely to be placed upon it.

3.3 For the CSC to be able to meet the qualities set out in Part 2, Clause 3 of the Compensation Bill, there
must be a clear distinction made between its role as a trade organisation and its regulatory function.

3.4 We suggest that, if it is to become the regulator, the CSC should be governed by a new regulatory
board. This regulatory board should consist of:

— Five elected representatives each from a diVerent and unrelated member company.

— The remainder, a working majority, should be appointed by the new Legal Services Board from
relevant industry sector stakeholders—for example the Consumer Association, the CAB, APIL
and the FSA.

A reciprocal representation arrangement with the Law Society regulation body would also be useful.

3.5 The CSC currently uses its brand as endorsement for specific products (such as Claimsense, see
appendix 4) to the exclusion of other equally high quality products available from other players in the sector.
We believe that the CSC must immediately cease from engagement in commercial activities and/or its
members must cease from using the CSC brand as a brand for commercial activities (or those that could be
perceived as such) if the CSC is to become the sector regulator meeting the criteria set out in the
Compensation Bill, specifically in Part 2, Clause 3 (2) (c).

3.6 As a result of this previous and existing use of the CSC brand as a marketing tool, we recommend
that, if a reformed, “fit for purpose” CSC is recognised as sector regulator following the passage of the
Compensation Bill, it should be made to re-brand with a new neutral name that is untainted by previous
use as a marketing label.

4. Wider recommendations for outlawing bad practice in the claims sector

4.1 At NAH we have been actively promoting reform of the current rules governing the personal injury
claims sector.

4.2 Clause 3 (2) (c) (ii) and (iii) state that the new sector regulator should promote good practice in the
sector and protect those people who use claims management services from unscrupulous practice. We
support this aim, and to achieve it we believe that the new sector regulator must quickly act in the following
areas set out in paragraphs 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 below.

4.3 Regulate selling practices—

There are many selling practices within the personal injury sector that we believe are unacceptable and
put pressure on the consumer when they are in vulnerable settings. These are:

— Cold calling: Canvassing for claims and selling claims-related insurance products at the doorstep.

— Street canvassing: Canvassing on the street, including in market places and shopping centres and
people posing as quasi-market researchers.

— Hospital canvassing: Approaching people in any hospital environment or GP surgeries.

Recent research conducted for the NAH by an independent researcher, Dr Terry O’Brien, in August 2004
concluded that much of the bad publicity and the lack of public confidence in the claims industry arises from
experience or reporting of these “high pressure” sales techniques. We are also aware that Citizens Advice
Bureaux across the country have received numerous complaints about these techniques. Legal advice is, by
its very nature, often complex and not without some financial risk. There should be no place for quick, high-
pressure sales on such important issues. The new regulator must therefore:

— Ban doorstep, street and hospital canvassing of personal injury claims services or products.
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— Learn from the example of sales techniques that have already been prohibited in the financial
services sector. For example, the FSA rules do not allow cold-calling (or “unsolicited real time
promotions” as they define it) of mortgage products as they believe that this technique can expose
consumers to high pressure sales tactics which mean that they may end up with an inappropriate
or over-expensive product (or service). Such regulation could be used as a model for prohibiting
these examples of bad practice in the personal injury claims sector.

4.4 Ban advertising and sponsorship by organisations involved in personal injury claims on NHS sites.

We do not consider it appropriate for personal injury claims to be promoted or advertised on NHS
property, for example when a person is receiving primary medical treatment. As well as being distasteful
and creating potential public upset on the issue, they are also communicating with people at what is often
a stressful or vulnerable time.

We therefore call on the new regulator to work with the Department of Health and the NHS to ban
personal injury claims advertising in hospitals and the wider range of NHS establishments. This includes
hospital premises, primary care premises (ie GP surgeries, clinics) and associated NHS printed materials (ie
NHS/hospital magazines, appointment cards etc).

4.5 Introduce specific rules to govern advertising in the PI sector—

We believe that there should be no place for irresponsible or high pressure advertising. Working with the
ASA, we believe the new regulator should develop specific rules to ensure a high standard of advertising
across the sector. Specifically, we would suggest that all advertisements:

— should not feature examples of accidents in schools or on school journeys;

— should not feature examples of accidents in hospitals;

— should not feature children;

— must state whether advice would be provided by a solicitor or a claims management company—
ie they must make clear the proposed entry point for access to justice and who will be giving the
legal advice about the merits of a claim;

— should not highlight a damage award if it is exceptional and not typical for a case type.

4.6 TV advertising for claims management is already highly regulated and does in many ways set the
model for strong and eVective advertising/marketing regulation. All our TV advertising adheres to the
BACC code (a copy is contained in appendix 5) which has strict guidelines which prevent any sensational
images. For example, TV ads must not “oVend against public feeling”, “contain material which is likely to
cause distress to significant numbers” or “encourage or condone behaviour prejudicial to health and safety”.
We have never received complaints from either the ASA or CAB about any of our advertising and we believe
it would be good policy for the regulation of other advertising in the sector to be strengthened so that the
same rigorous standards that apply to TV advertising are applied equally to other forms, such as print
media, posters, flyers etc.

4.7 In our experience TV advertising does not “generate” false claims—if it did we would only waste time
and cost in our call centre filtering out false claimants as our member solicitor firms have no interest in
talking to anyone other than genuine claimants. That there is no value for us in false claims is also
demonstrated by the fact that we do not advertise to the mass evening TV audience as is it is in our interests
to minimise the number of non-accident victims who see our ads. This has been confirmed by the views of
Allianz Cornhill, part of the Allianz Group, the largest Legal Expenses Insurer in Europe. As underwriters,
they have a direct interest in only genuine claimants proceeding as this means the claim rate is controllable
and they can charge premiums that are based on good underwriting experience.

4.8 Allianz Cornhill support the NAH model as it allows NAH “to identify genuine claimants who have
the correct motivations to proceed with a claim”.

5. Conclusion

5.1 We welcome the provisions contained in the Compensation Bill and the Government’s intention to
strengthen regulation in the claims sector.

5.2 We believe that the new sector regulator must be fit for purpose, and hold the respect of policymakers,
the industry and, most crucially, the public.

5.3 The CSC in its current form is not suitable to serve as sector regulator, and as such we do not believe
that it is genuinely capable of holding such respect.

5.4 We hope that the Committee will support a call for the new sector regulator to be properly eVective,
transparent and unbiased. We hope that the Committee will call for reform of CSC governance structures
before it is allowed to take on any formal regulatory role.
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5.5 We believe that the new sector regulator should prioritise cracking down on those unacceptable forms
of marketing listed in section 4 of this submission. We believe that such action by the regulator would do
much to improve the reputation of the claims sector and ensure that the public are not targeted by
unscrupulous claims businesses.

National Accident Helpline

November 2005

Evidence submitted by WITNESS

1. WITNESS against abuse by health and care workers

WITNESS (formerly POPAN) has 15 years experience of working with people who have been abused by
health or social care workers. It runs a Helpline and a Support and Advocacy Service for people who have
been abused and for professionals, relatives and others who are concerned that abuse may be happening.
WITNESS’ brief is to work across all health and care sectors, including hospitals, community, mental health
settings, social care, primary care, in complementary therapies and in counselling. WITNESS also provides
training in professional boundaries and abuse for professionals and the public.

2. Introduction

This briefing focuses on the NHS Redress Bill. The Bill takes forward some parts of the “NHS Redress
Scheme” outlined by the Chief Medical OYcer in 2003.1 WITNESS supports quicker and easier access to
justice for the survivors of abuse by health professionals and believes that the Bill has the potential to achieve
this for claims below the planned cap of £20,000. However WITNESS is concerned that the Bill as it is
currently drafted does not do enough to ensure an equitable system of accountability, there is an absence
of independence in the management of the proposed schemes and these factors will not help inspire
confidence in people having need of it.

It is important to understand that the Bill is not only concerned with clinical errors such as misdiagnosis
or mistakes in surgery but will also encompass abuse, whether intentional or accidental. Whilst there is
relatively little information on the extent of abuse by health workers, there is an emerging acceptance that
the problem is suYciently widespread to require improved systems of accountability and control. The
Pleming Inquiry into Drs Kerr and Haslam2 posited the possibility that as many as 13,000 doctors have had
sexual contact with one or more of their current patients. Recent research for the CHRE3 found that there
was very little guidance issued by the nine healthcare regulators in the UK on professional boundaries. The
Department of Health estimates that the potential cost of “unsafe to practice” psychologists alone is as much
as £9.6 million.

3. Overview

WITNESS supports the Bill in principle and believes that providing a new mechanism for redress in the
NHS is an important step forward. In general terms there is a shared objective of ensuring that when things
go wrong there is recognition and acceptance of responsibility on the part of health agencies providing care
and treatment.

It is therefore vital that NHS authorities be allowed to address concerns in a direct way and that the new
scheme does not mitigate against openness and honesty by encouraging over-reliance on procedure. In other
words NHS Trusts must be free to recognise mistakes made and to respond appropriately of their own
accord and without waiting for an application to the new scheme to be made. It is therefore positive that
there appears to be an expectation that scheme members will in time initiate access to the scheme of their
own volition, thereby removing the onus from the potential applicant.

However, for people who have suVered abuse there remains a danger that schemes will become overly
bureaucratic, fixing on processes and procedures which may not allow for the individual to reclaim some of
the personal autonomy lost in their experience of abuse. Indeed, one of the major benefits of civil litigation
is that it is client driven and many clients find that this is beneficial and therapeutic in itself.

Regulations should make clear that NHS services can expedite the process in clear cut cases.

1 “Making Amends”.
2 The Kerr/Haslam Inquiry TSO 2005.
3 A Comparison of UK Health Regulators’ Guidance on Professional Boundaries CHRE 2005.
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4. Independence

The bill proposes that the NHS itself be responsible for investigation, adjudication and decision on
compensation and this is, in our view, inappropriate and would work against natural justice. In abuse cases
it would mean asking the same body which may have allowed the abuse to happen to investigate it, to assess
responses and to make a judgement about compensation. In many cases abuse has happened over a long
period4 and the NHS Trust may have a distinct conflict of interest which will mitigate against open and
honest inquiry. It is of crucial importance that new arrangements have the faith of the people they are there
to help. The principle of external involvement in serious complaints is already established with the
Healthcare Commission’s role in the second stage of the NHS Complaints procedure. The NHSLA have
stated5 that an independent party will be brought in for disputed cases (though this does not appear on the
face of the Bill or in the Explanatory Notes). However the idea of an independent person to report on
disputed cases begs further questions: what experience would they have; what training; how could we be
sure that they understood the dynamics of abuse cases. The person would be eVectively given the role of
a judge.

An external body, such as the Healthcare Commission, should be given the duty to organise and manage
the scheme.

5. Detailed comments

5.1 Setting/Applicability

The bill states that the schemes are to apply “[. . .]in connection with the provision [. . .]of services in a
hospital”(Clause 1(2)). It is not clear why primary care services or other contracted health services services
are not included. The Explanatory Notes state only that “[. . .] consideration would be given to whether [. . .]
the scheme should be extended beyond hospital services [..].” The commitment is only to a consideration of
whether it should be reviewed.

Given that there are around 250 million primary care appointments each year6 this is a major gap. In
addition the current proposals will act disproportionately against mental health service users in that many
services are now provided in the community. As the draft Mental health Bill proposes new compulsory
community treatment it will be important to determine which services are “hospital” and therefore subject
to the scheme and which are “community” and therefore not subject to it.

If the proposed arrangements had been in place historically survivors of sexual abuse by Dr Ayling, Dr
Green and Dr Healy (all GPs) would not have been eligible for redress under the scheme and would have
had to seek compensation through the courts.

The scheme should be widened to include all NHS provision, including primary care, domiciliary care,
mental health services and contracted community services.

5.2 Redress

It is positive that clauses 3(2,3) allow for a range of options for redress (financial, apology and
explanation, remedial treatment). In particular, where abuse is the issue, remedial treatment appropriate to
the patients needs and circumstances, should be built-in. This may include NHS or contracted treatment,
for example for counselling or other support services.

The cost of remedial treatment should not routinely be part of any financial settlement but should be
provided through the NHS in the normal way, except where the client is not happy to accept this.

5.3 Legal advice

The Bill makes provision for free legal advice (Cluase 8). The Explanatory notes state simply that this
advice (to the individual seeking redress) is for an independent assessment of the amount of the initial oVer
made under the scheme. Sub-clause (b) allows for the provision of services “designed to help in reaching an
agreement” and the Explanatory Notes say that this might include mediation. The Bill leaves open the
question of what else might constitute “services designed to help in reaching an agreement”.

4 Eg Kerr, Haslam, Ayling, Britten, Allison, Green, Healy.
5 Steve Walker NHSLA APPG Patient Safety 24th October 2005.
6 Chief Executive’s Report to the NHS, Nigel Crisp 2002.
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5.5 Assistance

Clause 9 places a duty on the Secretary of State to arrange for the provision of assistance to individuals
seeking redress and that payments may be made for this service. The assistance may be “by way of
representation or otherwise” and must be independent any person who is involved in dealing with the case.
However there is no guidance on what kind of assistance could be provided and no clarity on how it will be
provided.

There should be a duty to ensure the provision of independent specialist support and advocacy services
for individuals seeking redress. The advocacy role should be described by statutory order and advocates
trained to carry out the role. The new schemes should be required to ensure that support services specialising
in working with abuse survivors and survivors of medical accidents are contracted to work with individuals
seeking redress.

5.6 Standard of proof

The “Bolam” test is planned as the way to settle claims; it is designed to test whether there has been a
breach of the duty of care by assessing whether the same actions would have been taken by the “the
reasonable man” or the “reasonably competent practitioner”. The use of this test is problematic as it
implicitly involves transplanting a complicated legal test, much argued over in court, from the legal system
into NHS services.

WITNESS believes that this test should be replaced with one designed to determine whether or not the
alleged action took place and that it was the result of avoidable error or action. We are supportive of the
notion of an “avoidability test” where adverse events would be compensated for except where they were
unavoidable.7

5.7 Disclosure of information

This clause(12) requires that information, including patient records, be provided to the scheme, except
where to do so would breach the Data Protection Act. This is to be welcomed but is not in itself an adequate
replacement for the “Duty Of Candour,” proposed by the CMO and not present in the Bill, which would
have ensured that information, including individual recollections of events and opinions, clinical and
otherwise, not recorded on paper, would have been brought to light.

The Duty Of Candour should be re-introduced.

Jonathan Coe
Chief Executive
WITNESS

November 2005

Evidence submitted by Action Against Medical Accidents (AvMA)

Introduction

Action against Medical Accidents (AvMA) is an independent charity which has worked for fairer and
more eVective ways of resolving disputes following medical incidents for over 22 years. AvMA is widely
recognised as being the leading “consumer” voice on medical accidents and clinical negligence in the UK,
drawing on its direct experience of supporting people aVected by clinical negligence and the experience of
the “panel” of specialist clinical negligence lawyers which it has responsibility for accrediting and
monitoring. Our evidence will be confined to the committee’s consideration of issues as they relate to clinical
negligence and the NHS Redress Scheme.

Does the compensation culture exist?

In relation to clinical negligence, the answer to this must be an unequivocal “no”. The Department of
Health for England estimates that there are over 850,000 medical accidents a year in English hospitals.
Research evidence suggests that a third of these involve clinical negligence. Yet, the NHS Litigation
Authority received only 5,609 new claims in 2004–05 (a drop of 10% on the 2003–04 figure, which itself
represented a 20% drop on the year before). A recent article in the Annual Report of the National Patient
Safety Agency1 quoted a range of stakeholders, including the chief executive of the NHS Litigation
Authority, as confirming that there is no compensation culture when it comes to the NHS.

7 See AvMA NHS Redress Bill Briefing.
1 Annual Report 2004–05, NPSA, 2005.
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AvMA’s experience of dealing with approximately 5,000 enquiries a year from people aVected by medical
accidents is that people are extremely reluctant to take legal action or seek compensation unless (a) this is
the only route open to them to be vindicated in their belief that the treatment was negligent and/or (b) they
desperately need the compensation in order to meet needs created by the negligence.

AvMA believes that if anything, there is an “anti-compensation culture” when it comes to the NHS.
People who come to us often refer to the stigma attached to suing the NHS, doctors or nurses. In view of
the low take up of claims, we believe that this area should be prioritised for improving access to justice rather
than making it harder (which is what various reforms to the Legal Aid scheme have done).

What has been the effect of “no-win no-fee” agreements?

AvMA welcomes the availability of Conditional Fee Agreements (CFA’s) for clinical negligence claims,
where the claimant is not eligible for legal aid. The availability of CFA’s have undoubtedly improved access
to justice to the wider population. However, CFA’s have not yet come near to meeting their full potential.
The vast majority of claims are still conducted by people who qualify for legal aid. The reasons for this
include the prohibitive cost of after the event insurance policies to cover the claimant against the costs of
the defendant if they lose. This has also led to a worrying trend in claimants choosing to litigate on a CFA
without having insurance, which is clearly not in the individual citizen’s or the State’s best interests.

Another problem with CFA’s as an alternative to public funding (legal aid) is that because of the insurance
fees and success fees involved, it has been estimated that they cost over five times as much as legal aid.

Is the notion of a “compensation culture” leading to unnecessary risk awareness in public bodies?

We are not aware of “defensive medicine” being a significant issue in the NHS. However, we believe that
ill-informed suggestions that there is a compensation culture in respect of health care has a negative impact
on the morale of health professionals as well as stimulating an “anti-compensation culture” amongst the
public.

We believe that it should also be acknowledged that there are positive “spin-oVs” from the NHS having
to meet the cost of compensation. We would suggest that if it were not for the cost of settling clinical
negligence claims the NHS would not be giving patient safety the priority it does now. Avoiding
compensation claims adds further incentive to improving patient safety.

Should firms which refer people, manage or advertise conditional fee agreements be subject to
regulations?

Yes, we believe tighter regulation of this area is desirable. We firmly believe that clinical negligence claims
should be handled by specialist clinical negligence solicitors. Presently, the commonly agreed indicator of
such a specialist is being a member of the AvMA or Law Society specialist panels. “Claims farming” and
inappropriate marketing or advertising has given personal injury claims a bad name. To some extent this has
rubbed oV on clinical negligence and contributed to what we describe as the “anti-compensation culture”.

We believe that there is a danger of the current proposals in the NHS Redress Bill having the unintended
consequence of stimulating claims management activity in connection with helping people achieve redress
under the scheme, or as an alternative to it, using CFA’s.

Should any changes be made to the laws relating to negligence?

The legal definition of negligence, as it applies to clinical negligence, already places a huge burden of proof
on the claimant. The number of claims in clinical negligence, and in particular, successful claims, is therefore
much lower than might be expected given the frequency of medical accidents. We believe there is a strong
argument for creating a lesser burden of proof. The Chief Medical OYcer aspired to a fairer test in his report
Making Amends. So far, the scheme proposed in the NHS Redress Bill relies on the same legal definition
of negligence as is used by the courts. We have suggested an “avoidability test” or “reversing the burden of
proof” as an alternative methodology for this type of scheme.

The NHS Redress Bill

AvMA is concerned that as currently provided for in the NHS Redress Bill, the proposed NHS Redress
Scheme could have the unintended eVect of creating more of a litigious/compensation culture. The scheme
would not be eVective in reaching fair conclusions if, as currently designed, it lacks any independence or
provision of specialist medico-legal advice to empower the patient in the process leading to a decision as to
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whether an oVer of redress is made. It would not enjoy public confidence and would lead either to people
litigating as an alternative to using the scheme, or at the end of the scheme, thereby costing the NHS more
than would otherwise be the case. AvMA’s more detailed briefing on the NHS Redress Bill is attached as
an annex.

Peter Walsh
Chief Executive
Action against Medical Accidents

November 2005

Annex

Introduction

The NHS Redress Bill had its first reading in the House of Lords on 12 October 2005. It takes forward
elements of an “NHS Redress Scheme” first mooted in “Making Amends” by the chief medical oYcer in
2003. It has huge implications for access to justice for people aVected by medical errors and for the NHS.
Action against Medical Accidents (AvMA) is a registered charity which has been promoting patient safety
and justice for people who have been aVected by medical errors for over 20 years. AvMA’s casework
department deals with approximately 5,000 enquiries a year, and the charity has been at the fore of
promoting good practice and reform in handling clinical complaints and clinical negligence investigations.
This analysis of the NHS Redress Bill draws on extensive experience of dealing with clinical disputes, the
experience of people aVected by medical errors, and the considerable wealth of clinical, legal and policy
expertise within the organisation. Whilst AvMA welcomes the intention to create an NHS Redress Scheme,
which if done well could provide speedier, less painful and less costly access to full explanations, remedial
treatment, compensation and actions to reduce the risk of errors being repeated, we have serious concerns
about the proposals set out in the Bill.

Overview/concerns

AvMA’s main concern is that the Bill provides for a scheme which is totally lacking in independence and
therefore lacks the ability to deliver fair outcomes for injured patients/their families, or enjoy public
confidence. NHS trusts responsible for clinical negligence would investigate themselves. The NHS would be
asked to be judge and jury over itself.

— There are not suYcient safeguards built into the Bill with respect to specialist advice for patients/
families. It will be diYcult/impossible for adequate legal advice to be provided just at the end, in
respect of oVers made. Without specialist medico-legal advice during the course of an
investigation, people will not be empowered to play a meaningful role in the determination of their
own case.

— The Bill does not do enough to ensure that there will be a “joined up” approach to making sure
that patient safety lessons are learnt as well as determining eligibility for Redress.

— The proposals set out in the Bill are far less radical than the vision shown by the chief medical
oYcer in “Making Amends”. He had sought a fairer test than the “Bolam” test which is used by
the courts. AvMA have suggested an alternative in the form of an “avoidability test” (which is
described below). However the NHS Redress Bill would see a scheme which uses the “Bolam” test
but without the independence, rigour or representation aVorded by the court system. There is also
no indication that the recommendation for a legal “Duty of Candour” will be taken forward.

— The Bill allows for artificial limits to be put on the compensation which can be awarded for
elements such as loss of earnings. This would be a move away from the principle of restorative
justice. Compensation/redress should be about trying to put people back as nearly as possible
where they would have been if it were not for the negligence. OVering less than a court would do
would put patients/families under pressure to accept less than they deserve. In practice, short
changing people in this way might also make it impossible for them to fund litigation at the end
of the process (as they would be seeking to litigate only for the diVerence between what they are
oVered and what they would expect to get through the courts). This is particularly the case if the
claimant requires legal aid. As both the NHS and the Legal Services Commission are agents of the
State, we are exploring whether this would be in breach of the Human Rights Act.

— AvMA believes that unless these weaknesses are addressed, the scheme would be unlikely to be
fair to patients/families and would lack credibility and public confidence. If that is the case then
many people will choose to litigate instead, using “no-win no-fee” agreements. The initiative could
create a lucrative market for claims farmers to operate in. This would have the result of costing
the State much more, as success fees attached to successful no-win no-fee cases make them much
more expensive. There may also be resources wasted in running investigations through the scheme
and claimants ultimately still having to turn to the courts to attempt to access genuine justice.

Below we set out some of our key concerns in more detail and how they can be addressed.
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Why is independence needed? How can it be built in?

In the vast majority of clinical negligence cases that are determined in favour of the claimant, the NHS
body concerned has defended the claim after having conducted its own internal or NHS complaints
procedure investigations. Only when independent medical expert opinion has been obtained, and the claim
been subjected to robust legal investigation, is a claim usually settled. Without independence in determining
eligibility for redress, many deserving cases will lose out. There would also have to be enormous investment
in specialist staV for the NHS to be able to conduct the investigations which would be necessary itself. It
might be more economical as well as realistic to provide for more independence as suggested below.

The Bill could be amended to allow for an independent investigation and decision about the merits of
the case. Instead of vesting these functions with the NHS Litigation Authority, they could be made functions
of an independent body such as the Healthcare Commission.

Alternatively, the Bill could be amended to build on the experience of the “Resolve” pilot scheme in
England and the “Speedy Resolution” pilot in Wales. In these schemes, independent medical experts
determine the eligibility for compensation based on the evidence put before them by lawyers/the trust.

The Bill could also be amended to provide a suitable appeal procedure. There is no appeal mechanism
built into the proposals set out in the Bill. We believe that the Healthcare Commission and Ombudsman
should have a role in considering the appropriateness of findings in respect of the NHS Redress Scheme
investigation, just as they do with respect to the NHS complaints procedure.

Why is specialist independent advice important? How can it be built in?

It is intended that in order for people to qualify for redress, negligence will need to be identified using the
same test as is currently used by the courts (commonly known as the “Bolam” test). However, the Bolam
test was developed by and for a court system where legal arguments are developed and tested by lawyers. It
is widely accepted that clinical negligence cases are by necessity complex and require the input of accredited
specialist solicitors. It would be inappropriate and lead to injustice for injured patients and their families if
their cases were to be decided using the Bolam test without any specialist advice/representation for them.

The vast majority of clinical negligence claims which ultimately are successful are initially robustly
defended by the NHS. It is only when the often complex and subtle clinical and legal arguments are tested
through specialist representation of the claimant that most claims are settled.

The Bill could be amended to guarantee participants in the NHS Redress Scheme access to specialist
medico-legal advice or representation. For example, the scheme could build upon the experience of the
“Resolve” scheme in England and the “Speedy Resolution” pilot in Wales. In these schemes, speedy
resolution of claims is achieved and legal costs kept to a minimum, with specialist lawyers representing
claimants on a fixed fee, “no-win no-fee” basis.

Alternatively, funding could be provided for a scheme to provide independent medico-legal advice to
NHS patients/families considering using or involved in the NHS Redress Scheme. It is already well
established and enshrined in legislation that people making complaints to the NHS have access to
independent advocacy (the Independent Complaints Advocacy Service—“ICAS”). Advice required for the
NHS Redress Scheme will be considerably more specialist than ICAS, which is only designed for generic
help with the NHS Complaints Procedure. Specialist independent agencies with appropriate medico-legal
expertise (such as, but not necessarily or exclusively, AvMA) could be funded to provide such a service,
working in close liaison with ICAS.

Does the proposed scheme do enough to ensure patient safety lessons are learnt?

All the Bill introduces is a provision for a “specified person” to have responsibility for, amongst other
things, advising about lessons to be learnt from cases in the scheme. We believe a far more robust approach
is taken. Putting the investigation in the hands of the Healthcare commission as suggested above would
ensure that it could make recommendations for improving safety and monitor that they are carried out. The
scheme could draw on the “Speedy Resolution Scheme” in Wales, where independent medical experts report
on patient safety/risk management issues and the trust concerned is required to respond as to what it will do.

Are the proposals inconsistent with the Human Rights Act, Article 6; right to a fair trial?

Will patients/families be put under unfair pressure to accept less than they deserve?

According to clause 3(4) the NHS Redress Scheme may not oVer compensation (“damages”) in line with
what the Courts would award. Short-changing patients in this way and putting them in a “take it or leave
it” position is contrary to the principle of restorative justice. In eVect, patients/families may then find it
impossible to fund litigation through the courts for the diVerence between what the scheme oVers and what
they might receive through the court, particularly if the claimant is eligible for legal aid (which by definition
means the most poor, potentially vulnerable and socially excluded members of society). The Legal Services
Commission apply a tight cost-benefit ratio in assessing whether legal aid is awarded. There is also a danger
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that the Legal Services Commission may turn down applications because the Redress Scheme has turned
down a redress package. This would be unfair as the Redress Scheme as set out lacks any independence. .As
both the NHS and the Legal Services Commission are agents of the State, we are exploring whether this
would be in breach of the Human Rights Act.

Would the proposals as they stand encourage claims farmers and other non specialist solicitors
to tout “no-win no-fee” agreements (Conditional Fee Agreements)?

If the scheme lacks credibility and public confidence and if suitable specialist advice/representation within
the scheme is not guaranteed, there might be an explosion of claims farming activity and cases being taken
through the courts on a “no-win no-fee” basis. Because of the success fees and insurance premiums involved
with these “Conditional Fee Agreements”, this could end up costing the State much more than cases brought
under legal aid let alone the Redress Scheme would. Also, it is widely accepted that non specialist solicitors
lack the knowledge and expertise to pursue clinical negligence claims eYciently and eVectively.

Is the “Bolam” test a suitable test of eligibility for a non-court scheme? What about an
“avoidability test” as an alternative?

We are disappointed that the chief medical oYcer’s wish expressed in “Making Amends” to develop a
fairer test than the “Bolam” test to be used to establish eligibility for redress through the scheme, is not being
pursued. AvMA has suggested an alternative in the form of an “avoidability test” which could be
characterised as “An adverse event is compensatable except where it is the result of an unavoidable
complication regardless of treatment or non-treatment. “ The onus would be on the NHS to demonstrate
that it was an unavoidable complication, or oVer redress. Focussing the investigation in this way would also
mean that the route causes of adverse events would be identified at the same time, leading to improvements
in safety. Such an approach would be able to deal with systemic problems rather than focus on individual
blame, which the Bolam test inevitably tends to do. This would be more conducive to the kind of “safety
culture” which it is widely agreed is needed in order to improve safety and the reporting of incidents.

Why is the Scheme limited to hospital treatment?

The Bill restricts the remit of the NHS Redress Scheme to hospital services. The vast majority of NHS
care is provided in primary care and this is also where a lot of negligent treatment occurs. We believe that
all care provided on behalf of the NHS should be included in the remit of the scheme.

Why has the recommendation to create a legal “duty of candour” not been accepted?

We are concerned that the recommendation to create a legal, “Duty of Candour” for health professionals
and managers contained in “Making Amends” does not appear to be being taken forward. This would have
placed a legal obligation on being open and honest in reporting incidents to patients/families. Without this
it remains the case that information about negligent harm can legally be withheld from patients/families.
The guidance for health professionals (eg “Good Medical Practice” by the GMC) remains only guidance
and only applies to health professionals. Without a more formal, binding commitment to openness and
honesty it is diYcult to see how the necessary culture change to make an NHS–run scheme viable and for
it to carry public confidence can be achieved.

Supplementary evidence submitted by Action Against Medical Accidents

I write further to the previous evidence we submitted to the Committee. I understand that the Committee
is interested in how bodies, such as Citizens Advice Bureaux and Law Centres, might provide advice and,
in particular, “independent legal advice” as part of the NHS Redress Scheme. Firstly, it is important to
distinguish between the two forms of advice which seem to be provided for in the Bill.

Clause 8 deals with “Legal Advice”. It has been clarified that what is intended here is paying for legal
advice for a patient IF the Scheme authority has decided that they are eligible for compensation and have
made an oVer. We would argue that legal advice should be available to help determine whether or not a
patient should be oVered compensation. Otherwise the patient will not be empowered in the process and will
be completely at the mercy of the NHS’s own judgement. There is also a problem in expecting legal advice
to be provided solely on the suitability of an oVer. Legal advisers would be reluctant to oVer such advice
without conducting a more thorough examination of the merits of a case. To advise solely on the basis of
the NHS internal investigation would be to put the adviser in danger of being professionally negligent. In
either of these scenarios, as the Redress Scheme is dealing with the legal test of negligence applying to clinical
negligence cases, it should be imperative that the adviser was a member of either the Action against Medical
Accidents or Law Society’s clinical negligence panels. Only members of these panels are recognised by the
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Legal Services Commission as being suYciently specialist in clinical negligence, and it is generally accepted
that clinical negligence is a highly specialist area of law. Citizens Advice Bureaux or Law Centres do not
have specialists in clinical negligence.

It has been suggested that the concerns about lack of independence and specialist representation in the
NHS Redress Scheme could be addressed by adopting the approach used in the “Resolve” pilot in England
or “Speedy Resolution Scheme” in Wales. We would support this,as the assessment of eligibility would be
made by an independent medical expert and the patient’s case represented by a specialist clinical negligence
solicitor. This process would act as a safety net. There would be no need for it to be used if the NHS had
itself already recognised negligence and made a suitable oVer.

Clause 9 deals with “assistance for individuals seeking redress” under the Scheme. The Department’s
policy statement makes it clear that this assistance would not be legal advice. They see a role for Independent
Complaints Advocacy Services (ICAS) or Patient Advice & Liaison Services (PALS). PALS are not suitable
as they are employees of the trust ICAS Is not suitable as it is a service designed solely to help people navigate
the NHS complaints procedure. The NHS Redress Scheme will be using the legalistic “Bolam” test to
determine eligibility. The adviser will therefore need to be much more specialist In dealing with medico-legal
Issues than ICAS could be. The ICAS service Is also In a very unstable position even to deal with NHS
complaints. Citizens Advice Bureaux will no longer be Involved In providing ICAS from 1 April 2006.
Contracts are held by three charities who are struggling to get to grips with providing the service and
replacing Citizens Advice Bureaux In six of the 9 regions of England. The arrangements are temporary In
any case,—the NHS Reform and Heat Professions Act makes it clear that ICAS will be provided by POT
Patients forums.

Peter Walsh
Chief Executive
Action against Medical Accidents

February 2006

Evidence submitted by The British Association of Leisure Parks, Piers & Attractions Limited (BALPPA)

BALPPA is delighted to have the opportunity to provide input to the Constitutional AVairs Committee’s
inquiry into the UK’s ‘Compensation Culture’. This issue has caused great concern amongst our members
and the wider leisure and tourism industry for many years. BALPPA has been confirmed by the Tourism
Alliance to lead on this issue on behalf of the industry.

BALPPA is the leading trade association representing the interests of owners, managers, suppliers and
developers in the UK’s commercial zoos, leisure parks, piers and static attractions sector. It speaks for some
300 members and includes leading UK attractions such as Blackpool Pleasure Beach, Alton Towers, British
Airways London Eye, Butlins, Colchester Zoo, Madam Tussauds, Thorpe Park and Woburn Safari Park
among our members.

We welcome the publication of the Compensation Bill and agree there is a need to legislate in this area.
We hope that the Bill will put an end to the unethical promotional practices of claims brokers, which
continues to fuel significant increases in our member’s public liability insurance premiums.

At the same time, we are disappointed that the Bill does not address the important issue of personal
responsibility, where it would recognise that individuals have a responsibility to behave in a safe and sensible
manner. This would mean that individuals should follow advice that has been given in the interest of their
own health and safety.

I have attached a briefing that outlines BALPPA’s position in more detail, illustrates the solutions found
in other countries when tackling this issue, as well as suggested solutions to the problems currently
experienced in the UK.

I hope that you find the information useful and I reiterate that BALPPA would be very willing to present
our case to the committee through oral evidence. If you wish to discuss anything further, please do not
hesitate to contact me.

BALPPA has a number of concerns:

(1) The law should encourage the public to behave in a responsible and safe manner when enjoying
leisure pursuits. Behaviour analogous to that required of employees under the Health and Safety
at Work Act 1974 would be an appropriate measure. This would place participants under a legal
duty to comply with the safety instructions they receive both visually and verbally when enjoying
leisure pursuits. Whilst the current law provides a system of contributory negligence, the Courts
seldom make a finding (especially where the claimant is a child and irrespective of the fact that the
child was under the control of the parent at the material time). Even where a finding is made, it is
almost unheard of for the amount to exceed 50% and more often the figure is around 20% and fails
to reflect an individual’s responsibility.

(2) One of the factors influencing the dramatic increases in BALPPA member’s employee and public
liability insurance premiums is the number of claims being made on a “no win-no fee” basis. While
some of the claims are genuine and treated accordingly, many of them are frivolous and clearly an
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attempt to work a system perceived as easy to utilise with minimal risk of discovery. Un-ethical
promotional practices of claims farmers/brokers need to be curtailed. Practices such as soliciting
potential claimants by questioning passers by, knocking on doors of possible leisure facility
employees, oVering cash incentives to doctors in exchange for leads to accident victims and
advertising in hospital and doctors waiting rooms and A&E departments, are some examples.

Whilst the no win-no fee arrangements were introduced as a result of the Government reforms to
improve access to justice, the unrealised financial impact of these reforms has been met by
companies and their insurers. It is the excessive legal costs that have been permitted that have
caused the damage, where such costs can be uplifted by up to 100% and more when after-the-event
insurance policy premiums are charged. Fixed costs have been introduced to cover RTA claims,
but BALPPA members face claims under the Occupiers Liability Act 1957/1971, and fixed costs
should be extended to these claims.

(3) We are aware that other countries have faced the same problems now aVecting England and
Wales, namely the U.S.A. Australia and the Republic of Ireland.

In the USA the Colorado Ski Industry was saved from closure through the introduction of measures to
outline an individual’s personal responsibility for their own health and safety where relevant information
and guidance is provided.

In Australia, many states have re-written their laws on negligence and occupiers liability so as to create
a more equitable balance.

In the Republic of Ireland, the Government has created a department dealing exclusively with claims for
accident compensation, where the claim is filed, liability is determined and a level of compensation is fixed.
Costs are therefore fixed, with an Appeal to the Courts in limited circumstances.

Scotland has operated on a fixed costs scale for many years.

We also wish to comment on the argument relating to the existence of a so-called Compensation Culture.
It may be correct that claims being issued with the Court Service have not increased, but it is also correct
that our members and their insurers are having to take an economic approach to claims received because
of the potentially high costs involved. This translates into a situation where claims are settle, particularly
by insurers, even where the injury circumstances may be clearly against such action but our Members have
no right to insist a defence claim is made, and these claims are therefore excluded from oYcial statistics. The
Courts have not adequately controlled the spiralling costs, and consequently satellite litigation has risen.

During its campaign, BALPPA has received support from many other tourism related bodies including

— Association of Leading Visitor Attractions

— Historic Houses Association

— Guild of British Travel Agents

— Tourism Alliance

— Visitor Attractions Forum

— The Showman’s Guild of Great Britain

C Dawson
Chief Executive
BALPPA

November 2005

Evidence submitted by the Field Studies Council

Introduction

1. The Field Studies Council welcome the Government’s Compensation Bill as a positive step in
addressing what we perceive to be a growing culture of risk averseness. We believe that, among other
outcomes, the Bill is an opportunity to revitalise students’ learning experiences by reversing the decline in
fieldwork caused, in part, by the fear among teachers and LEAs of risk and litigation. We are pleased to be
given the opportunity to contribute our views to the Constitutional AVairs Select Committee on this
important development.

2. The Field Studies Council (FSC)—a pioneering educational charity—is the UK’s leading independent
provider of field courses, and in recent years the FSC has witnessed a continuing fall in numbers of schools
sending pupils on A-Level biology courses in particular.

3. Similar trends at all key stages and extending to universities appear to be leading to a shortfall in people
with the practical skills needed to support biodiversity-related careers and activities. It also undermines the
potential to raise the level of informed environmental awareness at a time when there is an increasing
demand for students to be aware of their impact on the world around them.
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Key issue

4. Good quality residential fieldwork helps to improve education standards1. Despite this, fieldwork
provision in science and biology is declining in British schools. Over 96% of GCSE science pupils will not
experience a residential field trip, and nearly half of A level biology students will do no fieldwork, or will
only have a half-day experience near to their schools.2

5. Fieldwork should be a vital element of an imaginative and contemporary science education. It helps
students to develop their understanding of science as an evidence-based discipline and to acquire the hands-
on experimental skills that are an essential part of science work. Furthermore, and often most importantly,
out-of-classroom activity provides an exciting and memorable experience for young people which can
enthuse and inspire them, and will help to link science to their everyday lives.3

6. The Health and Safety Executive has stated that “The overwhelming majority of educational visits are
carried out safely and responsibly by teachers who take the time and eVort to get things right. The benefits
of such trips to pupils can be immense”.4

7. The decline in biology field work must be reversed. An essential element in this process is to reassure
those involved in teaching by addressing what is often a disproportionate fear of litigation among those in
the sector.

Does the compensation culture exist?

8. It is our understanding that a limited compensation culture has emerged in recent years. However,
the public perception of a compensation culture has been greatly inflated through media coverage.

9. Today, there is a slightly increased risk of claims against organisations such as the FSC which are
involved in providing activities.

Is the notion of a compensation culture leading to unnecessary risk averseness in public bodies?

10. The experience of the FSC suggests that there is an unnecessary and disproportionate level of risk
averseness, particularly among public bodies in the education sector, with which we have most contact. For
some LEAs in particular the approach is to avoid all activities perceived as “risky”, to the detriment of
children’s experiences of out-of-classroom activity and real-world experience.

11. We are concerned that some public bodies may be making arbitrary decisions, based on the notion
of a compensation culture, with serious consequences for students’ learning experience.

Should any changes be made to the current laws relating to negligence?

12. We welcome the proposed change to current law contained within the Compensation Bill. We believe
that this change will have a positive impact in addressing public misperceptions that can lead to a
disproportionate risk-averse behaviour.

13. Without the proposed legislative change, the sector will continue to face the diYculties which arise
through a fear of litigation. Insurance premiums have greatly increased for activity providers in recent years.
It is our experience that 50–100% increases in premiums are commonplace across the sector—a rise which
does not reflect the modest increase in claims and is based on misconceptions of risk and a compensation
culture.

14. Field studies are a vital element of a contemporary science education. We welcome the proposal that
a court, when considering the standard of care in negligence cases, may take into account whether additional
precautions would prevent such an important activity taking place.

Dr Stephen Tilling
Field Studies Council

November 2005

Evidence submitted by Anthony H Silverman, Fellow, Institute of Actuaries

1. The level of UK compensation claims looks low in an international context, not just compared to the
US where “tort costs” are three to four times as high but also, according to work done by consulting
actuaries, in a European context as well. UK citizens still appear relatively unwilling to consult a lawyer
even when they have potentially valid claims. On the basis that this will change, the prevalence of claims
management companies may turn out to be a temporary phenomenon. In general terms the overall scale of
compensation claims in a cohesive society depends on a combination of the role of the state in welfare

1 National Foundation for Educational Research, 2004.
2 School Science Review, 2003.
3 Wellcome Trust report, 2004.
4 Health and Safety Executive http://www.hse.gov.uk/schooltrips/
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provision and the importance attached to the civil justice system. Research may be appropriate to look at
ways to encourage good cases to be pursued so that the perversely high success rate of 95% for bodily injury
claims in the UK might be reduced somewhat. It is, of course, important that the value of justice is brought
in to any accounting of the benefits and costs of litigation.

Introduction

2. The existence or otherwise in the UK of a so-called “compensation culture” is of interest to the
insurance sector as, when a compensation claim is made, the allegedly at-fault party’s insurer is usually
responsible for paying any successful claim and will usually handle the policyholder’s legal defence. The legal
framework for compensation claims therefore has a pivotal influence on insurers” profitability. In general
terms insurers” nearer term commercial interest clearly is that the value of claims should be minimised, and
consequently insurers have taken a prominent role in the public debate on “compensation culture”.

3. It may be argued that over the longer term the interests of the insurance sector are somewhat diVerent
as the scale of the industry is dependant on the overall scale of claims.

4. Having, as an analyst with investment banks, followed the insurance sector, in the US and Europe in
particular, I believe I have some relevant observations for the Committee inquiry into the UK’s so-called
“Compensation Culture”.

5. The percentage of any territory’s GDP that is reallocated by means of compensation type claims can,
in principle, be defined as a product of two factors. The first is the extent to which compensation is provided
by the government out of taxation rather than being provided by an at-fault party identified through the
civil justice process. The second factor is the importance that is then attached by society to making at fault
parties accountable for their actions/omissions through the payment of compensation. The following
considers how these factors can vary in diVerent territories, looks at some work that has been done within
the actuarial profession on where the UK stands, and considers what this work means for the level of
compensation claims in the UK viewed in a wider context.

A Look around

6. At one end of the spectrum there is the US where, at least in theory, little is provided by the government
and an elevated importance is therefore attached to the civil justice system. Indeed what in the UK is usually
referred to as “the legal system” is usually spoken of in the US, in a telling contrast, as “the justice system”.
If the government, in general terms, does less and the legal system does more then citizenship acquires a
subtly diVerent balance. There is a degree of participation in the civil justice system in the US including, for
example, the direct election of State court judges and, perhaps most importantly, the use of juries in civil
cases, that is largely absent in the UK. The elevated profile of the civil justice system may be seen as an
essential component of the remarkably robust consensus around the nature of their society. In a society with
such enormous variations in wealth it may well be essential for good order to have a legal system which
means, in simple terms, that if anyone can truly blame someone else for their misfortune, the legal system
would be expected to provide an avenue for redress. At the same time people in the US have historically
been less likely to vote in elections than is the case in the UK.

7. There are always, of course, tensions in the US around the subject of “tort reform” but, at the end of
the day, there is a balance of forces which clearly is a diVerent one to that in many other territories.

8. There is a sense in which aspects of what in Europe might be seen as welfare and social policy are
“privatised” to the legal system in the US.

9. The forgoing dwells a little on the US because I believe it illustrates issues which, ultimately, are where
the choices have to be made when we are considering where to pitch an appropriate level of compensation
claims in our own society.

10. The older European model is very diVerent. Fundamentally, more is expected of the government and
less is expected of the legal system. Civil wrongs are more likely to be righted by obtaining the intervention
of an arm of government, or even by some form of civil disobedience. The legal system is seen more as an
instrument of the rich, though even they might historically have found its costs prohibitive. Some common
civil wrongs may be dealt with by compensation schemes paid for out of taxation. Inevitably such a more
centralised system will be slower to develop and react as circumstances change, if it reacts at all. Equally it
seems inevitable that citizens also are less likely to feel their fate is in their own hands, but then the system
does work on the basis that people will place trust in the government anyway.

The UK

11. Can we quantify in any way where we are in the UK? A discussion paper, which was not peer
reviewed, was prepared by a working party of the Institute of Actuaries in 2002, under the somewhat loaded
title of “Cost of Compensation Culture” (referred to as the “discussion paper” below), which attempted to
do just that. The discussion paper received a great deal of publicity but has been contentious within the
actuarial profession ever since it was published. It engaged with a pivotal issue for the insurance sector and,
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to that extent, was very much to be welcomed, but it contained, I believe, some serious flaws, particularly
in the use made of some of the data that was gathered. Unfortunately it has formed the basis of much
comment on where we stand in the UK.

12. However the work done for the document can be utilised for a somewhat more rigorous attempt to
see where we are.

13. Some of the changes required to make better use of the data were set out in an article in The Actuary
magazine of September 2003 (see http://www.the-actuary.org.uk/pdfs/03 09 04.pdf) written by myself.

14. Adjusting the discussion document use of data (in order to preserve proper comparability with the
quoted US number for the percentage of GDP subject to reallocation through the tort system) produces
some instructive results. I estimate the relevant percentage of GDP at the time of the paper is around three
times as high in the US as in the UK (0.7% in the UK compared to 2.03% in the US on 2001). A significant
part of both figures derives from motor liability claims and excluding these the US percentage of GDP
becomes over four times as high as in the UK. Even these figures are derived after excluding all punitive
damages from the US figures.

15. Compensation claims in the UK may have expanded to a degree in the period after conditional fees
were introduced in 1995 but clearly, if we are moving at all in the US direction, then we are likely to have
a very long way still to go!

16. The front page projection in the discussion paper that UK compensation claims are “set to continue
rising at over 10% per year” has turned out to be far too high. According to a Datamonitor report, also
quoted in the above Actuary magazine article, claims actually fell in 2001. Total UK motor claims have
grown at just 2.9% per annum between 2000 and 2003 according to ABI data (adding the “change in
provisions” reported in the following year to each year’s claims number). Incidentally, the expectation in
the discussion document that US tort costs, having been over 2% of GDP were set to be “coming down”
also proved wrong. Subsequent versions of the study used in the paper in respect of US tort costs
(by Tillinghast, a firm of consulting actuaries) have shown a small increases in tort costs as a percentage of
US GDP (to 2.23% in 2003 compared to 2.03% in 2001 and the 1.83% in 2000. So the gap between the US
and the UK seems, if anything, actually to be widening.

17. As regards comparisons with continental Europe, the following is a quote from the IoA discussion
document

18. The table below shows the tort costs as a percentage of GDP (in 1998) for selected countries as
measured by Tillinghast:

Country Tort Cost (% of GDP)

US 1.9
UK 0.6
France 0.8
Japan 0.8
Canada 0.8
Australia 1.1
Germany 1.3
Italy 1.7

19. It is likely that all systems are subject to a level of invalid claims and to some level of fraudulent claims.
Again it is hard to see that the UK is out of line. A letter to The Actuary magazine from actuary Guy
Thomas, commenting on the discussion document stated:

“the paper incidentally notes that over 95% of bodily injury claims in the United Kingdom are
in fact successful. This astonishingly high figure suggests that too few claims are pursued, not
too many”.

This perversely high percentage is at least partly the result of the “After the Event” expenses insurance
system in the UK where the insurers, naturally, are looking for the solicitors involved to have as high a
success rate as possible. Unlike in the US, the risk taker regarding legal expenses (a role that the claimant’s
lawyers are able to take on in the US in the absence of liability for defendants” expenses) has no share in
the proceeds of a successful case. So the actual seriousness of a claim, which is a combination of the claim
amount and the likelihood of success in court, may not be properly reflected in the decision as to whether
a potentially valid case is pursued. Research may be appropriate to look at ways of improving the perverse
incentives which may currently be in place.

20. The “Better routes to redress” report described the so-called compensation culture in the UK
as an “urban myth”. The report was the subject of an article published in The Actuary magazine,
also by Guy Thomas, which again showed the Institute’s discussion paper stance to be contentious
(see http://www.the-actuary.org.uk/pdfs/05 10 02.pdf)

. . . which means that, as regards compensation culture
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21. There are, no doubt, many ways to interpret statistics but, in light of the above, any genuine attempt
to locate the level of UK compensation claims in an international context cannot conclude it is out of line
except to say that, on the face of it, it is very much at the low end of the range.

22. The Committee may wish to research slightly more up to date numbers but the nature of the story
is clear.

23. What clearly would be peculiarly unacceptable would be for the government to withdraw to some
degree from some of its historic roles as a guarantor of welfare, which it very probably has done in the UK
over recent years/decades and, at the same time, for the legal system to be unable to step up to the challenge
of filling the vacuum.

24. In a sense the singular thing about the UK has been the growth of non-lawyer claims management
companies. It seems that an unusually significant element of UK claimants with valid claims have been,
perhaps for cultural reasons, unwilling to consult a lawyer. Perhaps there is still, in the aggregate, a
somewhat Dickensian view of the legal system as expensive and not an instrument of redress for average
folk. This is what needs to change. If there really was an excessive inclination amongst ordinary people to
pursue legal claims then potential claimants would, of course, be consulting lawyers whereas in fact they
have been doing nothing at all until the idea was sold to them by a claims management company!

25. Ultimately the claims management companies may be a transient phenomenon which has flourished
in the period between, on the one hand, a move towards a greater “access to justice” on the part of the legal
system and, on the other hand, the subsequent catching-up of awareness and inclination on the part of
people with valid claims of their ability as UK citizens to obtain redress through the justice system.

26. The discussion paper’s often-quoted conclusion managed to hardly allude to justice as a benefit of
litigation at all, or at least it did so only in the most oblique terms. It stated “. . . a more litigious society
would be a bad thing because the costs to society, both financial and in terms of restricting activities,
outweigh the benefits of providing better compensation to accident victims”. There are no costs “to society”
viewed as a whole, that is to a society defined as including the claimants and the civil justice process. But most
importantly, as regards benefits, the major benefit of litigation, indeed the only reason civilised countries
undertake the whole exercise of running a civil justice system, is to expand justice and fairness.

27. The important point is that this latter value surely needs to be accounted for explicitly in any
judgement worthy of the name regarding what to do going forwards. Can we say we have suYcient emphasis
on a “justice culture” in the UK?

28. It may be that we would benefit in the UK from substantially reinforcing the vigour with which we
promote a justice culture and nurturing the role of the civil justice system.

Anthony H Silverman
Fellow
Institute of Actuaries

November 2005

Evidence submitted by the Kevin Williams, Reader in Law, SheYeld Hallam University

Scope of submission and summary

1. This memorandum is in two parts. Part 1 reviews the recent evidence concerning the so called
“compensation culture” and its claimed adverse eVects. Part 2 considers clause 1 of the Compensation Bill,
which seems unhelpful and, maybe, unnecessary.

Part 1. The “compensation culture”

2. Assertions that Britain is (or is in danger of becoming) a “blame and sue” society are so frequently
repeated in the media and elsewhere that they have all but become received wisdom. The growth of a
“compensation culture” implies an increased and unreasonable willingness to seek legal redress when things
go wrong, whilst the idea of a “litigation crisis” suggests that this shift in social attitudes has been translated
into undesirable (perhaps unbearable) levels of formal disputing. Yet, as a government commissioned report
pointed out in 2003, there is usually “very little analysis of what this term [compensation culture] means, let
alone proof that such a ‘culture’ exists”.1

3. The definition of the “problem” may depend on who is asked. Seemingly, there may be a number of
diVerent problems. These include too many claims, fear of litigation provoking risk-averse behaviour,
compensation payouts that are too costly, excessive fees charged by lawyers and “claims farmers”:
sometimes a mixture of all of these. What kinds of claims should count is also disputed. Candidates include
claims before employment tribunals, largely on the basis of their number, and family law disputes because
they consume the biggest slice of the civil legal aid budget. Usually, however, attention focuses on claims
for damages for personal injury.

1 OYce of Fair Trading, An analysis of current problems in the UK liability insurance market, (June 2003) at para 10.4.
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4. In December 2002, a report by the Institute of Actuaries, The Cost of Compensation Culture,
concluded that there is a growing compensation culture, estimating the cost at about £10 billion a year or
1% of GDP. However, as the report candidly admits, the figures “are by no means precise and in places rely
on some heroic assumptions”. Claimant injury lawyers have criticised it for including the costs of a very wide
variety of claims, including criminal injuries’ payments and the substantial sums paid to farmers following
outbreaks of foot and mouth disease and BSE. Nevertheless, the Actuaries’ headline-grabbing figure is
frequently cited in the media as gospel without any qualification.

5. In May 2004, the Better Regulation Task Force, published Better Routes to Redress, which was largely
accepted by the government subsequently.2 It concentrated on personal injury litigation because this
“attracts most attention from the media . . . and was raised most frequently in our stakeholder meetings”.
Drawing on an international review of the cost of injury claims, the report listed the UK’s expenditure (at
0.6% of GDP) as lower than that of 10 other industrialised nations, including Canada (0.8%), Australia
(1.1%), Germany (1.3%) and the USA (1.9%): only Denmark spent less.

6. The report denied there was any sound basis for the belief that Britain was in the grip of a
compensation crisis, basing itself partly on the opinion of “almost everyone” who gave evidence and partly
on the declining number of injury claims reported in recent years.3

7. Settlement costs, on the other hand, have increased. This is mainly due to the fact that compensation
calculations are nowadays more favourable to claimants than formerly. In Wells v Wells, the House of
Lords decided that damages for future pecuniary losses (consisting principally of loss of earnings and care
costs) should be based on the likely rate of return available if an award was invested in index-linked
government securities rather than the stock market. The eVect of this change to the “discount rate” has been
to increase significantly the lump sums awarded in order to oVset the expected lower levels of investment
return.4 The following year, the Court of Appeal held that the conventional sums awarded in respect of
non-pecuniary losses (such as pain and suVering and loss of amenity) were too low. In consequence, this
element of awards to the most seriously injured has increased by approximately a third with proportionately
smaller increases for the less seriously hurt.5

8. These judicially inspired increases have aVected the cost of liability insurance, though not in a directly
linear manner. The legal system has operated for more than a hundred years on the largely unspoken
assumption that the principal categories of defendants are able to insure themselves. In 2003, sensitive to
misgivings expressed by some business lobbies about the aVordability of liability (especially employers’
liability) insurance, the government instituted separate inquiries by the OYce of Fair Trading and the
Department for Work and Pensions.6 These reports confirm that the cost of employers’ liability cover, in
particular, had risen steeply over a relatively short period. However, the rises appear to have more to do
with insurers belatedly attempting to rectify accumulated losses caused by poor underwriting or investment
decisions and historically unrealistic pricing policies, rather than to the increased cost of injury claims.
Fortunately, most forms of liability insurance continue to be available at prices that are not prohibitive,
though there have been reports of diYculties faced by some in the voluntary and community sector.

9. There are two other matters connected with the number of claims. First, the great majority of injured
persons never resort to the law. Arguably, it is the absence of a compensation culture that characterises our
liability system; and that not much has changed overall since the time of the Pearson Royal Commission
almost thirty years ago.7 The picture is, however, mixed. The claim frequency rate by road accident victims
has increased in recent times,8 while it is still the fact that comparatively few of those hurt at work are
compensated.9 Given that perhaps only one in a hundred negligently damaged patients sue, claims against
the NHS attract disproportionate (media) attention.10 In some areas too many wrongful harms go
uncompensated.

2 Tackling the “Compensation Culture”. Government Response to the Better Regulation Task Force Report: “Better Routes to
Redress” (November 2004).

3 In contrast, market analysts, Datamonitor, predict that between 2001 and 2007 injury (excluding workplace disease) claims
will increase, albeit very slowly by around 0.4% a year, see UK Personal Injury Litigation, 2002.

4 In Wells v Wells [1999] 1 AC 345 it was estimated that the eVect of moving from the then prevailing discount rate of 4.5% to
3% increased the award by about £108,000.

5 Heil v Rankin [2001] QB 272.
6 OYce of Fair Trading, Liability Insurance. A report of an OFT fact finding study (August 2003) and Department for Work

and Pensions, Review of Employers’ Liability Compulsory Insurance, Second Stage Report (December 2003).
7 Report of the Royal Commission on Civil Liability and Compensation for Personal Injury (Cmnd 7054, 1978), vol. 2, para 74,

estimating that only 6.5% of accident victims actually recover damages.
8 International Underwriting Association of London, Third UK Bodily Injury Awards Study (March 2003) showing the average

rate of increase as 3% per annum between 1992 and 2000.
9 Trades Union Congress, “A Little Compensation”, Hazards (May 2005) suggests that fewer than one in ten of the 850,000

who suVer workplace illness or injury each year recover compensation from their employer or from the industrial injuries
scheme.

10 P Pleasence et al, “The experience of clinical negligence within the general population” (2003) 9 Clinical Risk 211. The number
(though not the cost) of clinical negligence claims appears to be declining, see NHS Litigation Authority, Factsheet 3:
information on claims, 2005. The NHS Redress Bill, when enacted, is expected to generate more (low value) claims. The Bill
was inaccurately and unhelpfully characterised by the Health Minister, Jane Kennedy, as “an important step in preventing
a US-style litigation culture”, see DoH Press Release 2005/0349.
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10. A second question is whether well-founded claims should count as part of the “problem” at all. One
reason why “compensation crisis” stories find such ready audiences may be related to the way they tap in
to anxieties about declining social and moral values, such as self-reliance and personal responsibility. Tales
of greedy lawyers egging on grasping claimants chasing compensation for trivial harms that in an earlier era
would have been stoically shouldered without complaint feed such fears. Accordingly, attempts to test for
the existence of a “compensation culture” should look beyond the absolute numbers of claims to whether
there has been an increase in those that are substantially without merit or are bought oV simply for their
nuisance value. Unfortunately, there is no direct or reliable evidence concerning this. In the post-civil legal
aid era, the economic imperative underpinning “no win-no fee” deals (together with the “loser-pays” costs’
rule) may have to do duty as the gatekeeper against frivolous claims. We know that lawyers are unlikely to
act for clients with poor chances of success.11

11. Whatever the statistical facts, the Task Force saw the “real” problem as lying elsewhere. A
combination of exaggerated media stories and the avaricious advertising of some claims management
companies had, allegedly, generated an “urban myth” about a “have a go” culture which, in turn, had
inclined some undefined minority of the public to press speculative or spurious claims. Like the Actuaries
before them, the Task Force made no attempt to quantify the size of this supposed problem, asserting merely
that there is a “perception” that the public is more likely to seek legal redress than “ever before”.
Conveniently, perhaps, this chimes nicely with the findings of several surveys concerning changing attitudes
to blame and responsibility. Inconveniently, the results of most of these surveys are unreliable.12

Somewhat despairingly the Task Force concluded that “quoting statistics will not win the argument whilst
the papers run ‘compensation culture’ stories”. By definition, claims reported in the media are unlikely to
be representative—exceptionally they are simply fabricated. Nonetheless, they may be highly influential in
shaping public debate, including the direction of law reform, as the United States’ experience shows.13

12. Commonly expressed opinion says that mere fear of (excessive) litigation results in undue caution
with dire social consequences. Reputedly, organisations become less innovative, scarce resources that would
be better applied elsewhere are unproductively diverted, unnecessarily costly safety precautions are taken,
sometimes beneficial activities are fearfully abandoned altogether. Examples range from the potentially
serious, such as defensive medical practices14 to the cancellation of downhill cheese-rolling competitions.
Here again, however, there is a good deal of mythologizing but little hard evidence documenting the extent
of the phenomenon.

13. In some quarters, the number of injury claims has been made to appear as a yardstick to measure the
moral (and economic) condition of the country. Are we less tolerant and more litigious? On balance it looks
as if the British continue to be a nation of “lumpers” rather than litigators. There is good evidence that some
sorts of accident claims have risen (from a relatively low base) and that the overall costs of personal injury
settlements have gone up. But there is no reliable evidence about the number of bogus or exaggerated claims
and whether they constitute a grave (or increasing) problem. What has plausibly been suggested is that
“some insurance industry commentators rely heavily on anecdotal evidence of a worsening environment in
order to justify price increases, quoting individual cases of highly doubtful or speculative claims that cannot
be truly representative of claims in general”.15 When Lord Levene, the Chairman of Lloyd’s of London,
complains that a “deluge” of claims is “plundering the economy”,16 we sense this may not be a totally
disinterested assessment.

Part 2. The Compensation Bill

14. In March 2005, the Prime Minister said that too many public servants (particularly teachers and
healthcare workers) were worried they might “be subject to unfair legal action” and promised that ways
would be found to “protect” them from what he called this “real problem”. Within eight months, the
Department for Constitutional AVairs has produced a bill which appears to be a response to this Prime
Ministerial concern. The fact that Better Routes to Redress had denied that Britain actually was beset by a
“litigation crisis” seems to have been overlooked.

11 S Yarrow, Just Rewards: The Outcome of Conditional Fee Cases (London: Policy Studies Institute, 2001). The Citizens’
Advice Bureaux report, No Win, No Fee, No Chance (December 2004), para 9, observes that such deals ‘create perverse
incentives for the legal profession and provide the conditions for cherry-picking high value cases with high chances of
success’.

12 Methodologically unsound survey methods are not uncommon. The Cost of Compensation Culture, claimed that public
attitudes have changed for the worse, though since those surveyed were “actuaries and their friends” the sample was hardly
representative. A survey for insurers, Norwich Union, by means of a leading question, elicited the response that “96% of
people in Britain believe we are more likely to seek damages today than a decade ago”, see “The truth behind the claim game”,
The Observer, 23 May 2004.

13 W Haltom and M. McCann, Distorting the Law. Politics, Media, and the Litigation Crisis (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 2004) provide a vivid account of the selective and sensationalised nature of much of the media reporting of America’s
“litigation crisis”, the role of other elite groups in constructing a populist moral panic and their implications for the direction
of legislative reform.

14 The existence of defensive medicine is widely asserted, though there seems little reliable evidence documenting its precise
nature, extent or eVects. As to the UK, see M Ennis and C Vincent, “The EVects of Medical Accidents and Litigation on
Doctors and Patients” (1994) 16 Law and Policy 97, at 99-106. For the position in North America, see D Dewees et al,
Exploring the Domain of Accident Law. Taking the Facts Seriously (New York, Oxford University Press, 1996) at 104-112.

15 OFT, n 1, para 10.4
16 “Blame culture is the road to suicide”, Daily Telegraph, 3 February 2004.
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15. Part 2 of the Compensation Bill introduces powers to control “claims farmers”. The government
having earlier accepted a Task Force recommendation that regulation was desirable, something of the sort
was widely anticipated. No more will be said about this here. Instead, Part 1 is considered.

16. Part 1 of the Bill consists of a single clause. As presently drafted it provides:

Clause 1. Deterrent eVect of potential liability.

A court considering a claim in negligence may, in determining whether the defendant should have taken
particular steps to meet the standard of care (whether by taking precautions against a risk or otherwise),
have regard to whether a requirement to take those steps might—

(a) prevent a desirable activity from being undertaken at all, to a particular extent or in a particular
way, or

(b) discourage persons from undertaking functions in connection with a desirable activity.

17. Being addressed to the courts this looks uncontroversial—technical lawyers’ law. Moreover, the
“Explanatory Notes” accompanying the Bill tersely say the clause does no more than “reflect the existing
law”. How this will give eVect to Mr. Blair’s wish to see potential (especially public sector) defendants better
protected from (unfair) litigation and judgments is obscure. Will they be reassured when told the clause is
merely declaratory of how things already are?

18. Clause 1 is expressly confined to questions of breach—with how the standard of care is to be applied—
and not with the prior duty issue. The Bill will, therefore, not aVect the power of courts to recognise new
responsibilities in negligence, which may not be quite so welcome to those defendants facing recently minted
causes of action, such as complaints of educational neglect or child protection failures.

19. Clause 1 is side-noted “Deterrent eVect of potential liability”, an eVect which courts sometimes
assume exists, but which is more commonly questioned by academic commentators. For example, doctors
frequently assert that litigation leads to “defensive medicine”, though we saw earlier that reliable evidence
concerning its precise nature, extent or eVects is scarce. What we do know is that the medical profession has
a strong tendency to exaggerate its exposure to the risk of being sued: a critical misperception that teachers
now also seem to share.17 If attitudes such as these are thought to be a (perhaps the) problem—because they
promote socially and economically damaging risk-averse behaviour—clause 1 seems poorly suited to
changing them.

Given the paucity of demonstrable connections between (the threat of) liability and real world behaviour,
instructing judges to have regard to whether a “desirable activity” may be “prevented” or “discouraged”,
and to what extent, seems potentially fraught. Moreover, uncertainty over what activities may qualify to be
regarded as “desirable” may provide more, rather than less, scope for litigation. So far, the government has
merely said that courts will be able to “consider the wider social context of the activity”.18

20. By oVering a statutory steer to the courts, clause 1 purports to be improving the lot of defendants
while simultaneously allowing judges to continue to act as they have always done. It looks like an
unnecessary solution to a non-existent problem. More to the point, it seems unlikely that it will reduce fear
of unfair litigation, risk-averse behaviour, or the number of allegedly frivolous claims. Nor, one suspects,
will it actively encourage more out-of-school opportunities, community volunteering or other socially
valuable activities. Loose talk of a “compensation culture” no doubt helps to sell the very sorts of
newspapers that purport to despise it most: however, it ought not to dictate the legislative agenda.

Kevin Williams
Reader in Law
SheYeld Hallam University

November 2005

Evidence submitted by Michael Jones, Professor of Common Law, University of Liverpool

Introduction

1. The Constitutional AVairs Committee is seeking to investigate the eVect of lawyers’ Conditional Fee
Arrangements, and the question of whether legislation can address the apparent “risk averse” culture in
public bodies, stemming from fear of litigation. There are two Bills presently before Parliament which are
potentially relevant to this inquiry, the Compensation Bill and the NHS Redress Bill.

2. Most of my comments will be addressed to the NHS Redress Bill, where I believe I have some specialist
knowledge. First, however, I would like to comment on the Compensation Bill.

17 See Education Outside the Classroom, Second Report, (HC Paper 120, February 2005) describing teachers’ fears of being sued
(or prosecuted) following an accident as “entirely out of proportion to the real risks”.

18 Department for Constitutional AVairs, Written Ministerial Statement, Baroness Ashton of Upholland, 2 November 2005.
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The Compensation Bill

3. The Compensation Bill is in two Parts. Part 2 provides for the regulation of “claims farmers.” I have
no specialist knowledge of claims management companies, although I am aware of allegations that in some
cases they leave clients with little or no compensation, having charged significant fees for their services. In
an age when virtually all professional services are subject to some form of statutory regulation in the interests
of protecting the public from poor service or abuse of position, I can think of no good reason why those
providing claims management services should not also be regulated.

The deterrent eVect of potential liability

4. Clause 1 of the Compensation Bill provides that a court considering a claim in negligence may, in
determining whether the defendant should have taken particular steps to meet the standard of care (whether
by taking precautions against a risk or otherwise), have regard to whether a requirement to take those
steps might:

(a) prevent a desirable activity from being undertaken at all, to a particular extent or in a particular
way, or

(b) discourage persons from undertaking functions in connection with a desirable activity.

5. This does no more than state the position that currently applies at common law. When assessing
whether a defendant is in breach of duty for the purposes of the tort of negligence a court undertakes a
risk-benefit calculation. This is involves the weighing of a number of factors: (1) the magnitude of the risk;
(2) the defendant’s purpose in undertaking the activity that creates the risk; and (3) the practicability of the
defendant taking precautions against the risk. The magnitude of the risk is a product of two factors: (i) the
likelihood of the risk materialising (how probable was it that it would occur?), and (ii) how serious any
damage would be if the risk did actually materialise. So a small risk of minor harm could reasonably be
ignored, but if the damage is potentially catastrophic one would expect a reasonable defendant to take
precautions against even a small risk. The “defendant’s purpose” looks to the nature of the defendant’s
activity. Attempts to save life and limb (for example the emergency services racing to the scene of an
accident) will justify the taking of greater risk. Conversely, at the other extreme, where the defendant’s
activity has no social utility, the taking of even small risks may not be justified. The practicability of taking
precautions looks at the burden or cost of taking precautions to the defendant when assessing what risks it
is reasonable to ignore, and what risks should be guarded against. The risk-benefit calculation is not a precise
mathematical process, but does involve weighing these competing factors.

6. There are numerous cases setting out these principles, and they would be well-known to an
undergraduate Law student. A recent example was the decision of the House of Lords in Tomlinson v
Congleton Borough Council1 where it was held that a local authority was not liable for the claimant’s injuries
when he dived into shallow water at the edge of a lake and struck his head on the bottom, despite the presence
of warning notices. It was stressed that in considering what precautions it was reasonable for an occupier
to take under the Occupiers’ Liability Acts 1957 and 1984, the court should have regard to the ordinary risks
of life which individuals could be expected to encounter as result of their own activities, and also to the eVect
that imposing liability would have in eVectively preventing the general public from using such recreational
facilities. In other words, the court did precisely what clause 1 of the Bill suggests should happen.

7. There can be little objection to a statutory provision replicating the common law position, except
perhaps that it represents a waste of Parliament’s time. Such a provision may possibly have the eVect of
clarifying the law for the general population to whom it is addressed, and may therefore have some beneficial
eVect. This may particularly be the case here because there appears to be a distinct misconception about the
risks of litigation and the appropriate response to that risk from potential defendants. The standard of care
required by the tort of negligence is that a defendant should exercise reasonable care in the circumstances.
It is not a requirement that a defendant should avoid all risk of causing injury; merely that a defendant
should not expose others to an unreasonable risk of harm.

8. The terms of reference for this inquiry refer to the possibility of “unnecessary risk averseness” in public
bodies stemming from a fear of litigation. Examples of that might include teachers refusing to take children
on schools trips, and, at its most absurd, the banning of the playing of “conkers” on school premises. Whilst
it is true that some instances of accidental injuries on school trips have resulted in litigation and, in some
cases, findings of liability for negligence against adults supervising children, it is important to bear in mind
that negligence sets a standard of reasonable care, not of perfection. It is diYcult to see what other standard
a court should set when asked to adjudicate on the conduct of someone undertaking a role, whether in the
context of private or public relationships, which involves responsibility for the safety of others. Is it really
being suggested that a court should hold that teachers do not have a legal responsibility to exercise
reasonable care for the pupils in their charge, whether in or out of school, because of the risk that this would
“discourage persons from undertaking functions in connection with a desirable activity” or “prevent a

1 [2003] UKHL 47.
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desirable activity from being undertaken at all”? It seems doubtful that, for example, school trips in which
the adults in charge have no responsibility to exercise reasonable care for the safety of children could be
described as “desirable activity”.

9. The argument that those undertaking public functions should be free from liability for negligence
because imposing liability has an unduly deterrent eVect on the performance of their public duties (resulting
in “defensive practice”) or produces significant reduction in the resources available to a public body to
perform its functions (as a result of awards of compensation) is an argument, ultimately, for a complete
immunity of all public bodies from claims in negligence.2 I do not believe that this would be regarded as
either desirable by Parliament or acceptable to the general public.

10. What is needed is a greater level of understanding (or education) about the balanced approach that
the courts take to assessing whether someone’s conduct can be classified as unreasonable, and therefore
negligent. The stories that sell newspapers, and that tend therefore to inform public opinion, are not
necessarily typical of the cases that pass through the courts or make their way into the law reports.

The NHS Redress Bill

11. The NHS Redress Bill is the government’s response to the proposals for reform outlined in the
Department of Health’s consultation report, Making Amends (2003), where the Chief Medical oYcer made
a number of recommendations for the handling of clinical negligence claims, the most important of
which were:

1. a scheme of “redress” for patients harmed as a result of “seriously substandard” NHS hospital care
in relatively low value claims (with a ceiling of about £30,000); and

2. a compensation package for brain damaged babies who suVer severe neurological impairment
related to or resulting from birth, irrespective of the proof of fault.

12. Redress would consist of a “package of care” from the NHS to deal with the eVects of the injury,
plus possible financial compensation, limited to the notional cost of the episode of care or other amount as
appropriate, at the discretion of the local NHS Trust; and up to £30,000 where authorised by the national
body managing the new scheme.

13. The NHS Redress Bill makes no reference to a “compensation package for brain damaged babies”,
which has been dropped from the CMO’s recommendations.3 Thus, the proposed NHS Redress scheme is
limited to relatively low value claims. The Bill does not mention specific figures, but it is understood that
compensation under the scheme will be capped at £20,000. The Bill provides only a framework for the
Redress scheme, conferring discretion on the Secretary of State to establish a scheme in Regulations. It will
apply to hospital services (in England) in relation to personal injury or loss arising out of or in connection
with breach of a duty of care owed to any person in connection with the diagnosis of illness, or the care or
treatment of any patient.4 It does not apply to liability that is or has been the subject of civil proceedings.

14. The Scheme must provide for:

(i) the making of oVers of compensation;

(ii) giving explanations of what went wrong;

(iii) acceptance of a settlement under scheme must include a waiver of the right to sue; and

(iv) suspension of the tort limitation period until the process of dealing with NHS Redress is complete.

15. The Scheme may provide for:

(i) compensation to take the form of a contract to provide care or treatment or financial
compensation or both;

(ii) provisions specifying for what forms of damage compensation may be oVered;

(iii) the assessment of compensation;

(iv) an upper limit on financial compensation.

16. There are also a number of procedural matters that need to be addressed in Regulations, such as who
can commence proceedings; how proceedings can be commenced; and time limits for claiming. The criteria
for making a claim under NHS Redress will be the common law test for “clinical negligence”. The Scheme
can also make provision for giving patients legal advice without charge (in order for them to assess the value
of any oVer of compensation), and for services designed to help in reaching a settlement (eg mediation). NHS
Redress will be overseen by a Scheme authority (which will be the NHS Litigation Authority).

2 See for example the comments of the Court of Appeal on this point in Capital and Counties plc v Hampshire County Council
[1997] 2 All ER 865 at 890-1.

3 In its place the Department of Health has issued a “Statement of Intent” to improve the quality of care which the NHS
delivers to children and young people with disabilities.

4 The wording of the Bill appears to be restricted to claims in respect of the tort of negligence, though the Explanatory Notes
suggest that the scheme is meant to cover “liability in tort” arising out of the provision of medical care. The diVerence is
important, because a claim in the tort of battery where there has been no valid consent to the treatment (eg in the case of
“wrong site surgery”) does not involve “breach of a duty of care”.
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17. The benefits of the NHS Redress scheme are said to be that it will: (1) provide a real alternative to
litigation; (2) reduce delays and legal costs; (3) provide for the giving of explanations to patients about what
went wrong with their treatment; (4) place an emphasis on immediate, appropriate remedial healthcare;
(5) help in preventing harm to patients (by enabling the NHS to learning from its mistakes and reduce risks);
(6) represents a move away from a “blame culture”.

18. The Scheme will undoubtedly provide an alternative to litigation, for some patients—ie those whose
claims are below the £20,000 cap. Indeed, for these patients it may be the only remedy, since litigation may
not be a realistic alternative for many small claims (see para 32 below). It will do nothing for those patients
whose injuries are such that the cost of compensation exceeds the £20,000 cap.

19. The Scheme should also reduce delay, though whether it will reduce the overall cost of claims (by
reducing legal costs) depends upon how many claims are brought that would not previously have been
brought through the tort system.

20. The remaining claims for the benefits of NHS Redress are more speculative. Although it is said that
explanations for what went wrong will be encouraged, there is nothing in the present arrangements to stop
health care professionals providing an explanation (and/or an apology) when something has gone wrong
with a patient’s treatment. An explanation or apology does not constitute an admission liability. Entitlement
to NHS Redress still depends upon a conclusion that there has been “clinical negligence”. If health
professionals are currently reluctant to provide explanations because they are worried about their personal
reputation or disciplinary action (which in practice almost never results from simple negligence), they
should, in theory, be equally worried under NHS Redress. The same point applies in relation to learning
from mistakes and reducing risks. The same pressures will be present. There is nothing in the tort system
that stops NHS Trusts or individual health professionals from seeking to learn from mistakes that will not
also be a feature of NHS Redress. The suggestion that NHS Redress will assist in a move away from a
“blame culture” (whereby individuals have to be blamed in order to establish negligence) seems to overlook
the problem of higher value claims. Presumably, if there is a tendency to a “blame culture” as a result of
litigation, this will still be present for incidents giving rise to claims worth more than £20,000. And how is
the health professional to know, except in a very obvious case, that the resulting damage is likely to exceed
£20,000. It seems unlikely that attempts to shift the attitudes of NHS staV to the problem of medical
accidents will succeed by focusing only on relatively small value claims.

21. The fourth benefit of NHS Redress is said to be more emphasis on immediate, appropriate remedial
healthcare for injured patients. This is a remarkable claim, since it is diYcult to see what stops that from
happening now. The NHS treats individuals who have developed disease or suVered an injury without
reference to how they acquired their injuries. The victim of a road traYc accident wheeled into Casualty
receives treatment on the basis of a need for treatment. Why would that not happen to the victim of a medical
accident? Either the implication to be taken from this purported benefit is that the victims of medical
accident do not currently receive immediate, appropriate remedial healthcare (and if so, then one should
ask the question: why not?); or injured patients will be in precisely the same position in terms access to
appropriate remedial healthcare as they are now.

Does a “compensation culture” exist in medical negligence litigation?

22. The term “compensation culture” is value-laden, and it is value-laden in a pejorative sense. It implies
that within society, or within certain sections of society, there are people who seek to bring claims for
compensation which are entirely unjustified and this is having adverse consequences for others, whether it
be those who pay insurance premiums to cover the risk of liability (or taxpayers who fund public services),
or individuals who are potential defendants who adjust their behaviour in response to the perceived threat
of litigation.

23. There are two points to make at the outset, before addressing what I consider to be the real issue in
this debate. First, there are undoubtedly some individuals who make claims that are unjustified, in the sense
that they fail to obtain compensation. However, the fact that some claimants are unsuccessful tells one
nothing about whether we have a compensation culture. Any system of adjudication is bound to have cases
that fall on both sides of any given liability rule. Some cases will succeed, some will fail, but that is a product
of the uncertainty of the adjudication process. If we knew at the outset which claims should be compensated
and which should be rejected, we would not need a system of adjudication.

24. Secondly, the legal system is not exclusively concerned with the payment of compensation, even in
cases of personal injury. Legal rules are meant to have a deterrent eVect. This is most obvious in the criminal
law, but it also applies, though to a lesser extent, in the civil law. In other words, there is an expectation that
individuals will respond to the threat of liability by adjusting their behaviour to the optimum standard set
by the legal rules. This is a rather weak eVect in the context of the civil law, because liability insurance tends
to insulate the potential defendant from the most serious financial consequences of a finding of liability.
Moreover, in the area of liability for negligence, some types of carelessness are diYcult to deter (consider
the sheer “inadvertent carelessness” of many motorists). Nonetheless, it remains arguable that if the civil
law had no eVect on the behaviour of potential defendants it would be failing in one of its functions.
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25. The more fundamental question that needs to be asked, however, when considering whether a
“compensation culture” exists is not “are too many claims for compensation made?” but: “how many claims
should there be?” I will address this issue in the context of clinical negligence claims.

How many claims for clinical negligence should there be?

26. It is not known how many accidental injuries are attributable to medical treatment each year, but the
figure is probably high. Extrapolating from studies carried out in the USA and Australia the Department
of Health estimates that there are about 850,000 “adverse events” in NHS hospitals causing £2 billion direct
cost to NHS in additional hospital days alone.5 Nor is it known how many of these adverse events are
preventable, but some studies put this at around 50%, which would give a figure of 425,000.6

27. We do not know how many of these preventable adverse events are attributable to negligence by the
medical staV (bearing in mind that simply because an event is preventable, does not necessarily make it
negligent). The best “estimate”, based on the most significant American study, is that possibly 1% of hospital
patients suVer injury as a result of negligence.7 Applied to hospitals in England and Wales this would
produce a figure of 85,000 patients per annum who suVer injury as a consequence of negligence by medical
staV. How many claims are there per annum?

28. The figures from earlier years are not particularly reliable, because the NHS was not very good at
collecting the data, but they are the best available. Figures from 2002–03 onwards from the NHS Litigation
Authority are likely to be the most accurate. It is notable that for 2002–03 three very diVerent figures are
available from public sources (the Department of Health, the NHS Litigation Authority, and the National
Audit OYce):

1990 7,000 claims8

Mid-1990s 5,000 claims9

1999–2000 10,000 claims10

2002–03 6,797 claims11

7,798 claims12

10,582 claims13

2003–04 6,251 claims14

2004–05 5,609 claims15

29. There are two significant features from the available figures on claims for clinical negligence. First,
over the years 2002–03 to 2004–05, according to the figures from the NHS Litigation Authority, claims are
going down, not rising. Secondly, the number of claims as proportion of the likely number of medical
accidents attributable to negligence is small (probably under 10%). This does not suggest that, in the context
of claims for clinical negligence, at least, there is a “compensation culture”. On the contrary it suggests that
there are probably large numbers of patients who suVer injury as result of medical negligence who never
make a claim at all. In other words, the problem is not too many claims, but too few.

30. Moreover, these figures take no account of the number of claims for clinical negligence in which the
claimant loses. Estimates of “success” rates vary between around 25% and 45%. The Review of Legal Aid
expenditure, Eligibility for Civil Legal Aid,16 estimated the success rates for Legally Aided litigation medical
negligence claims at 42% (compared to 84% for road traYc accident claims and 79% for work accident
claims). Empirical studies have put the success rate at around 25%17 or 30%.18 The Legal Services
Commission reported an overall success rate for clinical negligence claims supported by legal aid for
1999–2000 at 24%;19 and the NHS Litigation Authority has stated that in approximately 45% of claims

5 An Organisation with a Memory, Department of Health, (2000), para 1.15, a figure repeated in Making Amends, June 2003,
p 32.

6 Vincent, et al, (2001) 322 BMJ 517.
7 Harvard Medical Practice Study (1990).
8 Arbitration for Medical Negligence in the National Health Service, 1991, Department of Health.
9 Woolf Report, Access to Justice, 1996.
10 National Audit OYce, Handling Clinical Negligence Claims in England, 2001.
11 Making Amends, June 2003, p 58.
12 NHSLA Fact Sheet No 3, August 2004.
13 NHS (England) Summarised Accounts 2002–03.
14 NHSLA Fact Sheet No 3, August 2004.
15 NHSLA Fact Sheet No 3, July 2005. In addition the medical defence organizations (Medical Defence Union and Medical

Protection Society) settle approximately 700 new claims pa arising from incidents in primary care: An Organisation with a
Memory (2000), para 4.39.

16 (1991), HMSO.
17 Hawkins, C, and Paterson, I, “Medicolegal audit in the West Midlands: Analysis of 100 Cases” (1987) 295 BMJ 1533; Fenn,

P, Hermans, D and Dingwall, R, “Estimating the cost of compensating the victims of medical negligence” (1994) 309
BMJ 389.

18 Fenn, P, Diacon, S, Gray, A, Hodges, R, Rickman, N, “Current cost of medical negligence in NHS hospitals: analysis of
claims database” (2000) 320 BMJ 1567.

19 National Audit OYce, Handling Clinical Negligence Claims in England, May 2001, p 32.
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for clinical negligence made against the NHS as at 31 March 2005 the claimant recovered some
compensation.20Although the estimates vary, we can say with some confidence that in less than half of the
relatively small number of claims brought does the claimant actually recover any compensation.

Will NHS Redress address the problem of large numbers of patients who presently are unable to obtain
compensation for medical negligence?

31. Clinical negligence is the only area of personal injuries litigation for which claimants can still seek
legal aid. All other areas are funded on the basis of conditional fees. The comparatively low success rates
for clinical negligence, and the greater legal costs involved in proving professional negligence (as opposed
to, say, negligence in a road traYc accident) have resulted in very few providers of after-the-event insurance
being willing to oVer cover for claimants against the risk of having to pay the defendants’ costs if the claim
fails. Moreover, premiums can be thousands, rather than hundreds, of pounds. I have no data on the number
of clinical negligence cases that have been run on a conditional fee basis, combined with after-the-event
insurance, but I suspect that the numbers are comparatively small. In the mid-1990s, before the advent of
conditional fees, Lord Woolf found that 92% of medical negligence cases were legally aided.21 There is no
evidence that the victims of medical negligence are disproportionately poor. The inference is that many
victims of medical negligence do not bring proceedings because of the diYculties of proof and the
disproportionate costs of litigating.

32. NHS Redress will go some way to providing a means of obtaining compensation for these patients,
at least where the value of the claim does not exceed £20,000. Indeed, the probability is that even where
potential claimants satisfied the means-testing requirements for legal aid they would still not obtain legal
aid to pursue a “small” claim, so that NHS Redress could open up an avenue to compensation for many
low value claims currently denied any remedy.

Is there any evidence of risk averseness in the NHS?

33. The Committee’s terms of reference for this inquiry ask: “Is the notion of a ‘compensation culture’
leading to unnecessary risk averseness in public bodies?” In my view there is no evidence of a “compensation
culture” in clinical negligence litigation. Despite this, there has been, for many years, the suggestion that
doctors practise “defensive medicine” because of the threat of litigation. This is a hugely contentious claim,
for which there is little or no empirical, as opposed to anecdotal, evidence.22 The CMO’s report, Making
Amends, refers to the concept of defensive medicine, without citing a single piece of empirical evidence to
support its existence in the NHS.23 Conceptually, defensive medicine does not make sense, because the test
for medical negligence is based on the standards applied by a “responsible body of medical opinion.” A
doctor cannot protect himself or herself from a negligence claim by doing something which would not be
supported by responsible professional opinion. There is no agreement as to what defensive medicine means
(one doctor’s “defensive practice” may be another doctor’s “safe practice”), nor how one can identify it.
Some doctors use the term “defensive” simply to mean treating patients conservatively or even “more
carefully.” Personally, I would prefer my doctor to approach my case defensively, if that means being
cautious about the assessment of risks and the various treatments available.

34. Moreover, it is not clear from all the assertions about defensive practice, what the suggested
alternative to liability in negligence should be. Is it really being suggested that, unlike any other professional
group, doctors should not be accountable in the tort of negligence? There are undoubtedly pressures on
healthcare professionals to act carefully when exercising their professional functions, which may cause them
some concern. But these pressures are not unique to the medical profession, and indeed, may have value in
promoting patient safety. The assertions about defensive practice are, ultimately, an admission that
potential defendants respond to the threat of liability, but the claim is that that threat “over-deters”. Can
anyone be confident that removing the threat of potential liability would not result in under-deterrence, with
a resulting rise in risky professional judgments ultimately causing more damage to patients? In other words,
the risk of tort liability does have a deterrent eVect, and removing that risk may simply lead to more careless
behaviour.

35. My conclusion is that, in the context of NHS medical treatment at least, “risk averseness” is probably
a desirable feature of the tort system, particularly given the evidence from the Department of Health as to
the staggering number of adverse events that occur in NHS hospitals each year.

Professor Michael Jones
University of Liverpool

November 2005

20 NHSLA Fact Sheet No 3, (July 2005).
21 The Woolf Report, Access to Justice, 1996, ch 15.
22 I have written about this issue at greater length elsewhere: see Jones, M A, Medical Negligence, (Sweet & Maxwell, 3rd ed,

2003) paras 1–017 to 1–022, and 3–110 to 3–116.
23 Making Amends, June 2003, p 27, para 17; p 76, para 5; p 108, para 61; p 110, para 6; p 118, para 8, where there is a reference

to “the rising tide of defensive medicine.”
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Evidence submitted by Richard Mullender, Lecturer, Newcastle Law School, Newcastle upon Tyne

1. Judicial and academic comment on blame culture

Judicial comment

It would be wrong to assume that the issue of blame culture has only recently become a matter of concern
to judges. Certainly, recent judgments reveal such concern: eg, Tomlinson v Congleton Borough Council.1 But
judges have been expressing similar concerns since, at the last, the 1980s. Two examples illustrate the point.

1980s: In CBS Songs Ltd v Amstrad Consumer Electronics plc, Lord Templeman stated that claimants
(and those representing them) were increasingly ready to assume that foreseeability had become “a reflection
of hindsight and that for every mischance in an accident prone world someone solvent must be liable in
damages”.2

1990s: in John Munroe (Acrylics) v London Fire and Civil Defence Authorities, Rougier J stated that
“[t]here seems to be a growing belief that every misfortune must . . . be laid at someone else’s door”.3 He
also observed that “after every mishap, every tragedy, the cupped palms are outstretched for the solace of
monetary compensation”.4 He plainly thought that the situation he was describing had grown worse during
his working life. For he said that “claims that would have been unheard of 30 years ago are now being
entertained”.5

More recently, senior judges have suggested that some claimants may be engaging in exaggeration
(concerning, inter alia, their injuries): eg, Judge LJ in Bradford-Smart v West Sussex County Council.6

Academic comment

In The Damages Lottery, Professor Patrick Atiyah argues that the judiciary have “stretched” negligence
law in a variety of ways. This has made it easier for claimants to recovery compensation. The stretching
described by Atiyah has resulted in a relaxation of duty of care and causation requirements. Likewise, the
requirement of a showing of harm has been relaxed, with the result that, inter alia, post-traumatic stress
disorder can ground a claim. Atiyah argues that judicial “sympathy” for claimants explains, in large part,
the developments he describes.7 In an earlier essay (on US tort law), Atiyah associated this sympathetic
outlook with adoption of a “social insurance principle”, according to which (and, here, Atiyah exaggerates)
“the plaintiV should always win”.8 Moreover, he identified British judges as having begun to adopt the same
outlook.9

Like Atiyah, Tony Weir argues that legal developments have played a significant part in the emergence
of a blame culture. He identifies the two-stage duty of care test set out by Lord Wilberforce in Anns v Merton
LBC as “pure plaintiV’s law”.10 He also sees this and other such developments as having fostered a
“wondrously unstoical and whinging society”.11 Moreover, this process of development (pro-claimant law
encouraging “unstoical” attitudes) has, on Weir’s analysis, been unfolding for a long time. He argues that,
from 1846 onwards, “development [both at common law and statutory] has been almost universally in
favour of claimants”.12 As a result, expansion and progress have, on Weir’s account, been conflated. For
a society is “thought to be progressive to the extent that it increasingly meets its citizens’ complaints”.13

1 [2003] 3 All ER 1122. Discussed in Arculus, et al, Better Routes to Redress (Better Regulation Task Force, 2004), 18-19.
2 [1988] 1 AC 1013. 1059.
3 [1996] 4 All ER 318, 322.
4 Ibid.
5 Ibid.
6 [2002] EWCA Civ 7 (unsuccessful claim concerning school bullying). Judge LJ noted that exaggeration had concerned Lord

Slynn in Phelps v London Borough of Hillingdon [2001] 2 AC 619.
7 Atiyah, The Damages Lottery (1997), 47-50 and 138-143.
8 Atiyah, “American Tort Law in Crisis” (1987) 7 Oxford Journal of Legal Studies 279, 287-290.
9 Ibid, 279 (discussing compensation for mental harm).
10 Weir, “Governmental Liability” [1989] Public Law, 40, 51. (The approach to duty of care questions adopted in Anns v

Merton LBC [1978] AC 467 was disapproved by the House of Lords in Murphy v Brentwood DC [1991] 1 AC 398. In Anns,
Lord Wilberforce stated that “in order to establish that a duty of care arises . . ., it is not necessary to bring the facts of that
situation within those of previous situations in which a duty . . . has been held to exist”. As a result, the law was identified
as strongly receptive to novel claims. See Weir, op cit, 50.

11 Ibid, 55. (Weir shares with such non-legal commentators as John Humphrys and Jeremy Paxman the view that the British
have become less stoical”. See Weir, supra, n 10, 55.)

12 Weir, Tort Law (2002), 3.
13 Ibid, 4.
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2. “Weak” or “bad” claims

The danger of circularity

Those who comment on blame culture tend to talk in critical terms about “weak”, “bad”,
“unmeritorious”, or “unethical” claims. This sort of language is used by the Better Regulation Task Force
(BRTF). When oVering justifications for its reform proposals, the BRTF refers to the inconvenience caused
by “ill-conceived” and “unethical” litigation.14 Critical comment of this sort can only have force if the
reasons for regarding a claim as weak or unethical are spelled out. If this is not done, there is a danger that
the problem of circularity (begging the question) will arise: ie, the claim will be considered weak because it
lacks merit. Here, nothing useful is being said about the nature of the claims coming under criticism. As a
result, we do not have a normative argument against weak claims. Legal basics provide at least the beginning
of a basis on which to make good this deficiency. Weak claims are advanced where (among other things):

(i) the relevant harm was not reasonably foreseeable (and/or can only be seen as reasonably
foreseeable with the benefit of hindsight);

(ii) a causal connection cannot be established between the defendant’s conduct and the claimant’s
losses; or

(iii) the relevant interference does not constitute a significant harm.

How should we regard claims that exhibit weaknesses of this sort? Here, generalisation is dangerous.
Some of these claims may be advanced by those who are ready to “have a go”: ie, to seek to advance a claim
that they know to be, at best, shaky. At least some of those who “have a go” might be said to be ready to
instrumentalise the defendant: ie, treat the defendant as a means to the end of a money sum in circumstances
where they do not regard him or her as the author of their misfortune. Where this happens the relevant claim
is not only weak from a legal standpoint but also “ethically” (to use the BRTF’s term) or morally
objectionable.

The readiness to “have a go” is a matter that merits rigorous empirical research. This is because the typical
claimant has, until recently, been assumed to be (sometimes highly) risk-averse.15 If it is the case that a large
number of claimants are ready to have a go, then this marks a significant development. Empirical research
on this subject should examine the ways in which incentives, attitudes, and behaviour may have been altered
by conditional fee arrangements and the Woolf reforms.16

Some weak claims have positive value

Here, two points need to be made:

(i) While some claims are weak, they raise issues of public concern, where judicial scrutiny of the
defendant’s conduct is valuable. One such case is Brooks v Commissioner of Police for the
Metropolis.17 Here, a young man who was with Stephen Lawrence on the night he was killed (and
who, like Lawrence, was attacked) brought a claim against the police. He argued that, as a result
of, among other things, their failure to give him adequate support and attach appropriate weight
to his account of the incident in which Lawrence was killed, he suVered post-traumatic stress
disorder. Moreover, Brooks made his claim after the Lawrence Inquiry had sharply criticised the
way in which the police had treated him.18 The House of Lords held that, to accept this claim would
be to go “too far”.19 But their Lordships recognised that Brooks’s invitation to examine the outer
limits of liability was a socially useful exercise.20

(ii) We live in a society where knowledge relevant to eVective risk-management accretes sometimes
quite rapidly. And this can result in an alteration in our understanding of the range of
circumstances in which harm is reasonably foreseeable.21 Likewise, we may conclude that our
understanding of harm has altered and that, as a matter of justice, protection should be provided
against a broader range of interferences.22 Judge-made common law can (and does) track shifts in
the bounds of reasonably foreseeable harm. Likewise, it can (and does) reflect alterations in our
understanding of properly compensable harm. But this flexibility (as earlier noted) opens the way
to abuse of the law by at least some litigants.

14 Arculus, et al, n 1, above, 12, and 19.
15 Harris and Campbell, Remedies in Contract and Tort (2002), 432.
16 Ibid, 436.
17 [2005] 1 WLR 1495.
18 The Stephen Lawrence Inquiry: Report of an Inquiry by Sir William Macapherson (1999) (Cm 4262-1).
19 Brooks v Commissioner of Police for the Metropolis, n 17, above, 1509, per Lord Steyn.
20 Ibid, 1509.
21 See, for example, Watson v British Boxing Board of Control [2001] QB 1134.
22 In the twentieth century, negligence law began to oVer compensation to those who had suVered psychiatric injury but no

accompanying physical harm.
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3. Negligence law as a discovery-procedure

Our society is pervaded by risks. And these risks may give rise to harms many of which cannot be
anticipated in advance. Negligence law provides at least part of the answer to this problem. For it operates
as a discovery-procedure. “Discovery-procedure” is a term of art in Friedrich Hayek’s writings. Hayek
applies it to markets which, on his account, aVord means by which to co-ordinate and distribute knowledge
in socially beneficial ways.23 But Hayek’s term is applicable (in an extended sense) to the process that unfolds
in trials concerning novel negligence claims.24 For co-ordination is a feature of the trial process. A judge
(who is in a position to make an authoritative determination) is presented with hitherto unavailable
information that may reveal the existence of a new threat to society’s members. Likewise, the process issues
in the distribution of knowledge. For a judge may establish a new liability rule, speaking to a new source of
danger. Or (where a claim fails) he or she takes the opportunity to indicate where the outer limits of liability
are thought to lie in the relevant risk environment.

On this view, at least some genuinely weak claims have comparatively low value. This is because they do
not (because, for example, the requirement of harm cannot be met) indicate the presence of a significant
threat. But given the diYculties noted in 2, above (shifts in the bounds of reasonable foreseeability, etc), we
should perhaps conclude that a readiness to tolerate some weak claims is (all things considered) justified.
This is because some of them can be expected to prompt new understandings of reasonable foreseeability,
harm, and matters of public concern (such as those considered in the Brooks case).

4. Adjudication and the pursuit of equilibrium

In negligence law, judges seek to accommodate a range of competing interests: most obviously, the
security of accident victims and the freedom of action of defendants.25 To this end, they have fashioned
doctrines (eg, duty of care, breach of duty, and remoteness of harm tests) that employ the idea of “reasonable
foreseeability” as a means by which to mediate the two sets of interests. But the positions they stake out are
necessarily controversial. Security and freedom of action stand in a zero-sum relationship: more of one
entails a reduction in the other. Here we have a problem of uncombinability.

Problems of incommensurability also arise in this area of the law. We encounter these problems where
two values or two sets of practical arrangements cannot be ranked relative to one another on a common
scale.25 How, for example, should we rank two bodies of negligence law that accommodate security and
freedom of action diVerently (one giving more emphasis to security, and the other giving greater emphasis
to freedom of action)? The diYculties involved in seeking to answer this question have led some
commentators to conclude that the problem of incommensurability rears its head in negligence law.27

The problem of incommensurability may explain why judges seem constantly to be seeking an
“equilibration of social interests” in negligence law.28 Assuming that this is the case, the work done by judges
is, in large part, reactive.29 Existing rules are altered to address perceived imbalances. We see this in English
negligence law. From the 1930s until the early 1980s, the scope of negligence liability was expanded.30 A
wider range of duties was imposed and, thus, security appeared to be the value that figured most prominently
in the minds of judges. But from the mid-1980s, judges began a (much commented upon) “retreat” from this
expansive approach. Hence, freedom of action appeared to figure more prominently in judicial thinking.

Each of these developments indicates that judges were seeking to establish a defensible accommodation
of interests. But given the problem of incommensurability, there is no single set of arrangements that judges
can identify as “the best”. However, they can and do respond to the problems that arise from, say,
expansion: eg, a high level of defensiveness on the part of potential defendants, increased insurance
premiums; a diversion of funds from front-line public services into compensation awards and risk-
management strategies.

23 See Hayek, The Road to Serfdom (1986), 161 and 15–17. (In the case of the market as a discovery-procedure, knowledge is
encoded in prices that are themselves determined through voluntary exchanges. See Gray, Hayek on Liberty (1984).)

24 The use of “discovery-procedure” proposed in the text is extended for this reason. Hayek focuses on a comparatively informal
discovery-procedure (the market, where (save for a body of constitutive rules) outcomes (prices) are determined by an
aggregate of free choices. But, in negligence law, a judge makes an authoritative ruling on the significance of evidence and
arguments that (in order to be accepted) must satisfy a range of legal requirements. The need for this latter discovery-
procedure is easily explained. The transaction costs (most obviously, search costs) involved in identifying the myriad
circumstances in which reasonably foreseeable harm could be inflicted are prohibitively high. But, by allowing addressees
of the law to mount negligence actions, a body of knowledge concerning risks and means by which to counter them can be
accumulated.

25 Cane, The Anatomy of Tort Law (1997), 14.
26 Raz, The Morality of Freedom (1986), ch. 13.
27 Raz, “On the Autonomy of Legal Reasoning” (1993) 6 Ratio Juris 1, 13-14.
28 The phrase in the text comes from Cardozo, The Paradoxes of Legal Science (1928), 72-77.
29 Ibid.
30 Mullender, “Treading a More Uncertain Path: Negligence and the House of Lords” (1998) 5 Tort Law Review 180.
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5. Mediating principles

Clause 1, Part 1 of the Compensation Bill is clearly intended to focus on the issue of breach of duty. But
it raises an issue that is also addressed when duty of care questions are examined. This is the question
whether socially “desirable” activities may provide grounds for rejecting a claim. In the duty of care context,
questions of this sort are tackled by judges when considering the third stage of the duty of care test in Caparo
Industries plc v Dickman (which is concerned with the question whether imposing liability would be “just,
fair, and reasonable”).31.

Fundamentally, what is at stake here is the question as to how negligence law should accommodate two
types of argument that compete with one another:

(i) arguments advanced by claimants that have to do with (or, at least, should have to do with)
corrective justice (running on the theme “I have been wronged and this wrong should, as a matter
of justice, be righted”); and

(ii) arguments that concern a broader range of interests (eg, those of persons who are denied access
to needed medical services, or those of children who are unable to go on enriching school trips).
Arguments of this sort are commonly described as “policy-based”. But at least some of them have
to do with the public interest and a smaller subset implicate the ideal of distributive justice.

When addressing this issue, two points need to be made.

(i) Assuming that some claims can be properly described as “bad”, we do not have a collision between
an argument from corrective justice and a countervailing argument concerning policy (or the
public interest or distributive justice). This is because a genuinely bad claim cannot be categorised
as an appeal to corrective justice (since the defendant has not wrongfully inflicted harm). The
existing striking out procedure provides a means by which to deal with many such claims.

(ii) In cases where we do have a clash between an argument from corrective justice and a
countervailing argument that concerns policy (or the public interest or distributive justice),
thought needs to be given to this question: could a mediating principle be used to ensure that both
types of argument are adequately considered. At present judges invoke the ideas of “justice,
fairness, and reasonableness” when trying to mediate competing concerns. But perhaps a principle
like proportionality could do useful work here. If used in this area of the law, judges would address
this question: “Is it necessary to reject an otherwise good claim in order to ensure that a publicly
beneficial activity can be eVectively pursued?”

6. Rights and responsibilities

The argument for seeking to limit the circumstances in which weak or bad claims can be advanced might
draw strength from the principle that rights and responsibilities should stand in a complementary
relationship. At present, the addressees of negligence law are expected not merely to discharge existing
duties. They are also expected to act on the law’s reasonably ascertainable implications. Moreover, to the
extent that they do act in this way, they forestall harm, secure others” interests, and participate in the
generation of social capital. Given that negligence law’s addressees are expected to act in this way, they bear
significant responsibilities. As a matter of distributive justice, these responsibilities should be oVset (or
balanced) by a right not to be exposed to (or only rarely to be exposed to) weak claims.

Richard Mullender
Lecturer
Newcastle Law School

November 2005

Evidence submitted by Mark Lunney, Associate Professor, School of Law,
University of New England, Australia

1. Introduction

1.1 I am an Associate Professor at the School of Law, University of New England, Australia. Before
taking up this post I was a lecturer, senior lecturer and reader at the School of Law, King’s College London.
My primary research interest is the law of torts, and, among other publications, I am the co-author (with
Ken Oliphant) of one of the leading tort coursebooks in the United Kingdom.

1.2 Since returning to Australia I have became familiar with the major statutory changes made to the
law of tort in Australian jurisdictions. I believe my comparative experience—between the unreformed UK
law of tort, and the modified law of tort in Australia—may be of value in assisting the Committee in its
deliberations.

31 [1990] 2 AC 605, 617-618, per Lord Bridge.
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2. The “chilling effect” of the law of negligence

2.1 It is important at the outset to recognise that the primary concerns about a “compensation culture”
relate to actions in the tort of negligence. My submissions will be addressed to this issue.

2.2 Absent a major empirical study (and even such a study would not be conclusive) it is diYcult to assess
claims that behavioural change can be attributed to the law of negligence. However, there is certainly some
evidence that public bodies modify their behaviour because of a fear of litigation. A very good example is
a case that reached the House of Lords in 2003, Tomlinson v Congleton Borough Council [2004] 1 AC 46.
Here the claimant sued when he hit his head on the bottom of a man-made lake (or something protruding
from the bottom of the lake) after diving into the water and suVered catastrophic injuries. Although the
claimant ultimately lost in the House of Lords, it is instructive to see what steps the Council thought it had
to take to avoid being sued. Because warning signs had not prevented unauthorised access to the lake, and
it was impractical to employ suYcient rangers to prevent such action, the Council had decided that the only
way to avoid the risk of injury from people diving into the lake was to prevent access to it by planting a reed-
bed on the foreshore of the lake. As I have argued previously (“Occupiers and Obvious Risks” (2003) 11
Tort Law Review 140), this is a classic case of the “chilling eVect” of the law of negligence—the Council felt
it was forced to deny access to the lake to the detriment of the vast majority of the users of the facility over
concerns that it might be found liable.

2.3 Although the claimant ultimately lost in the House of Lords, the decision does not exclude the
possibility of such claims in the future. This is because the legal basis of the Council’s victory was that it had
not breached its duty of care (ie it had not been careless). This is a question of fact to be decided on each
case. However, the House of Lords did stress that the voluntary nature of the claimant’s actions, and what
the Council could assume the claimant knew as regards the risks associated with that conduct, were
important factors in deciding the “breach of duty” issue. In other words, it was not careless to allow the
claimant to voluntarily run a risk of injury (by diving into the lake) of which he was or ought to have
been aware.

2.4 It was this line of reasoning—put in terms of reintroducing “personal responsibility” into the law of
negligence—that supported the reforms to the law of negligence in Australia. I will return to that legislation
shortly, but in terms of the result in the Tomlinson decision, similar notions of personal responsibility clearly
underpin the decision of the House of Lords.

2.5 Whether decisions such as Tomlinson are suYcient to reduce risk averseness of public bodies (to the
extent such a trend is evidenced by this case) to an acceptable level will depend on the level of protection
from the law of negligence that it is thought such bodies deserve. It is worth flagging here the diverse views
that are held by tort scholars as to the appropriate role of the law of negligence. If the aim is to embody
notions of “corrective justice”—that is, to remedy a “wrong” committed by one party against another—the
approach of Tomlinson can hardly be faulted. The Council failed to take steps to ensure that the claimant
did not voluntarily act in such a way as to harm himself. Only on a broad view of the social responsibility
of the Council would such a failure be seen as culpable (see also Clough v First Choice Holidays and Flights
Ltd [2005] All ER (D) 205—no liability where intoxicated claimant fell into shallow pool; claimant had to
accept the risks associated with his conduct). However, if the goals of the law of negligence are seen as
compensation and loss distribution, finding the Council liable in circumstances such as Tomlinson may be
seen as desirable. Accidents are an inevitable by-product of allowing people access to man-made lakes, and
as the community benefits from such facilities, the community should pay for accidents. This is achieved if
Councils are held liable because Councils can spread the loss amongst its ratepayers. Taken to its logical
conclusion, such an approach justifies payment of compensation on a no-fault basis, but, failing this, at least
more accident victims are compensated if public bodies are held liable in negligence in a wide variety of
circumstances.

2.6 My point here is that to ask whether there is a “compensation culture” or whether public bodies are
unnecessarily “risk” averse is to ask questions that cannot be answered solely by recourse to empirical
arguments. Acceptable levels of litigation are conditioned by the view one holds of the role of negligence in
the relationship between public bodies and the individual (see, for example, the competing reviews expressed
in Kneebone, Tort Liability of Public Authorities (1998) and my review of this book in (2000) 22 Adelaide
Law Review pp 109–115). Although judges are not free to decide cases according to an individual sense of
justice, there is undoubtedly scope in cases at the margins for such views to be influential. This is not a
criticism; rather, it reflects the view that at some level judicial decision-making involves choices. In a
parliamentary environment, the “political” questions should be made explicit and any decision justified, at
least partly, by recourse to views about the appropriate relationship between fault, compensation and loss-
distribution.

3. Statutory reform of the law of negligence

3.1 Clause 1 of the Compensation Bill is a limited attempt to legislatively reduce the “chilling” eVect of
the law of negligence. In my view, the clause will have little eVect. First, it is directed to the question of breach
of duty (the reference to standard of care) rather than to the “duty of care”. It might not be possible in every
case (because of the decisions of the European Court of Human Rights) to deny a duty of care for the reasons
set out the clause, but it should be possible to do so in appropriate cases. However, the legislation is not
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directed to this point. Secondly, the “public benefit” of the defendant’s activity is already taken into account
in the breach of duty enquiry. For example, liability in relation to ambulances in WWII (Daborn v Bath
Tramways [1946] 2 All ER 333) and fire engines (Watt v Hertfordshire County Council [1954] 1 WLR 835)
has been denied because of the public benefit of the defendant’s activity. Clause 1 is likely to bring this factor
into greater prominence but it remains a relatively minor change. It might also be noted that the extent to
which the individual must suVer in the public interest is a matter which has attracted the interest of human
rights lawyers (see Marcic v Thames Water Authority [2002] QB 929 (CA), [2004] 2 AC 42, Dennis v
Ministry of Defence [2003] EWHC 793). It is at least arguable that denial of a breach of duty on the grounds
of the public interest of the defendant’s activity, so as to avoid the payment of any compensation to a person
injured by that activity, may infringe Articles 2 and 8 of the Convention.

3.2 Far more radical statutory change has been undertaken in all Australian jurisdictions in response to
concerns similar to those that have motivated this inquiry. The reforms aVect questions of both liability and
quantum of damages. Liability is aVected by legislative reform requiring claimants to take greater
responsibility for their actions (hence the idea that the reforms are based on ideas of “personal
responsibility”). Broadly, these reforms provide defences to actions in negligence where the claimant has run
an obvious risk, and then seeks to hold a defendant liable for either failing to eradicate the risk or failing to
warn of it. In most jurisdictions there is no liability for failing to warn of an obvious risk. Persons are
presumed to be aware of obvious risks, and there is no liability where inherent risks materialize to cause
injury. In New South Wales, where the most radical changes have been made, defences also apply in respect
of dangerous recreational activities, and providers of recreational services are allowed to exclude liability
for negligence (subject to certain restrictions). Apart from these generic defences, public bodies are also
given specific, additional defences. Thus, in New South Wales, limited resources are taken into account in
determining questions of duty of care and breach of duty, and there are limits on the liability of a public
body acting as a regulator.

3.3 The detailed provisions of the Australian legislation reforming the law of negligence represent a
diVerent model for legislative reform than that proposed by the Compensation Bill. Whether it is preferable
depends upon the amount of flexibility it is thought desirable to give judges. For the reasons set out above,
it is possible that the enactment of Clause 1 would make little change to the common law. However, the
changes made by legislation in Australia have had a dramatic eVect in reducing the amount of litigation. It
is true that the High Court of Australia had already begun to limit liability in negligence through a series
of what were seen as pro-defendant decisions, but the legislative reforms have limited the scope for the
judiciary to take decisions seen as either pro-or-anti claimants or defendants.

3.4 It is my submission that, if there is seen to be a “compensation culture” and that this is undesirable,
legislative reform of the law of negligence should go further than that contained in Clause 1 of the
Compensation Bill. Whatever the success of the remainder of the clauses of the Compensation Bill, and the
NHS Redress Bill, the law of negligence will remain open-ended and will not provide the certainty that
greater legislative intervention would provide. In particular, the liability of those who supply recreational
services, or allow their land to be used for such purposes, could be limited in the manner of the Australian
legislation. I should add that I am not an advocate for the wholesale importation of this legislation into the
England and Wales legal system (see “Personal Responsibility and the ‘New’ Volenti” (2005) 13 Tort Law
Review 76). However, the Australian experience suggests that greater legislative reform than that proposed
might be more successful in reducing the number of actions for negligence.

3.5 Apart from notions of personal responsibility, the other method adopted by Australian legislatures
to avoid a “compensation culture” has been to legislatively intervene in the rules relating to the assessment
of damages in personal injury claims. The most significant has been to eliminate claims for non-pecuniary
loss where the injury resulted in less than 15% of total body impairment, the latter state being one of
catastrophic injury. Even beyond 15%, damages are scaled down to a proportion of total body impairment
for the purposes of calculating the award of damages for this head (so, for example, injury assessed at 25%
of total body impairment is scaled down to 6.5% for assessing damages). The legislation also sets a maximum
amount that may be awarded for non-pecuniary loss, and the percentage recoverable is a percentage of that
maximum amount. The maximum amount is currently $416,000.

3.6 Limits have also been set on awards of damages for pecuniary loss. Damages for loss of earnings are
capped, and damages for the cost of care gratuitously provided to a claimant are also limited (to where the
care is for a period of at least six months and for at least six hours/week). As in the United Kingdom, the
discount rate for future loss is set by statute (currently 5%).

3.7 Whilst these changes have also been successful in limiting the number of successful claims, the changes
have been controversial. Whilst eliminating the claim for non-pecuniary loss in respect of minor injuries has
reduced the number of claims, the creation of a cap for such damages raises concerns about insuYcient
compensation. Indeed, one of the main findings of the Law Commission of England and Wales Report,
Damages for Personal Injury: Non-Pecuniary Loss, No 257 (1999) was that awards of damages for non-
pecuniary loss were too low in cases of serious injury. I note also that awards under the Guidelines for the
Assessment of General Damages in Personal Injury Cases (6th ed, 2002) suggest that awards considerably
higher than $416,000 (about £175,000) can be made in England and Wales. Some of the advocates of reform
in Australia have also recognised that the reforms may have gone too far (see for example, the speech of the
Chief Justice Spigelman to the Commonwealth Law Conference in London in September 2005).
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3.8 In my submission, there is no justification for the statutory caps introduced by legislation in Australia.
In particular, the caps on damages for non-pecuniary loss operate to increase the chances that the seriously
injured will be under-compensated. Such a reform should not be introduced in England and Wales.

3.9 Once a claimant has established a cause of action against a defendant, the principle of full
compensation should be applied. The aim of any legislative reform of the law of negligence (if thought
necessary) should be to reduce the circumstances where defendants are found liable. It should not penalise
claimants who have established a good claim by reducing the damages awarded to them.

4. The wider question

4.1 Although it is outside the terms of reference of the inquiry, it is necessary to point out that the question
of compensation for accident victims arises in circumstances outside the law of negligence. As has frequently
been pointed out, persons injured through actionable negligence are the elite in terms of accident
compensation (see Cane, Atiyah’s Accidents, Compensation and the Law (6th ed, 1999). Any legislative
reform of the law of negligence will not address the wider issue of the diVerence in treatment between victims
of negligence and other accident victims. To that extent, any such reform will be piecemeal.

5. Conclusion

5.1 Questions of the existence of a “compensation culture” or “risk averseness” of defendants are not
questions that can be answered solely by reference to statistics. The levels of litigation thought acceptable
are value judgements based on wider views as to the appropriate scope of the law of negligence. DiVerent
views can be discerned from the existing caselaw, but there is some evidence that notions of personal
responsibility are influencing judicial decisions, with the result that defendants will not be found liable where
the claimant voluntarily runs a risk of which she knew or ought to have known.

5.2 The legislative reform proposed in Clause 1 of the Compensation Bill is minor and is unlikely of itself
to produce a major change in the course of negligence litigation. If real change is desired, consideration
should be given to adopting some of the legislative reform adopted in the Australian jurisdictions. In
particular, legislation limiting claims against occupiers of land and organizers of recreational activities in
respect of injuries to participants voluntarily engaged in risky activities should be introduced. This would
legislatively entrench the approach of the House of Lords in the Tomlinson decision. Such legislation might
be more nuanced than that in Australia, so that the manner in which the claimant ran the risk (reckless
indiVerence, mere inadvertence) could be taken into account in deciding whether the defences would apply.
However, it is submitted that legislative reform should not extend to changing the rules relating to the
assessment of damages. Once a claimant has established her case, she should be entitled to a full award of
damages assessed under existing rules to ensure, as far as is possible under this system, full compensation.

5.3 The question of compensation through the law of negligence is only one aspect of the wider question
of accident compensation. It is to be hoped that this wider question will be addressed in due course.

Mark Lunney
Associate Professor of the School of Law
University of New England
Australia

November 2005

Evidence submitted by Berrymans Lace Mawer Solicitors, Solicitors

Introduction

1. Berrymans Lace Mawer is a firm of solicitors which works primarily for defendants and insurers. The
firm has seven oYces in England and Wales and our clients include as well as the major UK insurers,
government departments, local government, the voluntary and private sectors. Our clients range from the
largest PLCs to the smallest employer and undertake business in all areas of the UK economy including
the primary, secondary and tertiary sectors. We also advise, amongst many others, clients who are part of
the education, retail, leisure, transport, construction and private healthcare sectors. The practice is part of
the compensation process and its turnover, primarily from advising defendants and their insurers, is of the
order of £40,000,000 per annum.

2. This practice is an active participant in the civil justice process and partners in the practice sit as Deputy
District Judges, are members of industry groups and have contributed to numerous Civil Justice Council
and Law Society initiatives as members of those organisations and/or their sub-committees and advisory
groups.
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Executive summary

3. We and our clients believe that there is a compensation culture.

4. There has been a substantial increase in the cost of each claim.

5. This increase is due to an acceleration in the legal costs and disbursements of the claimant’s solicitors.

6. The increase in these costs exceeds general inflation by a substantial margin.

7. The increase in costs is a consequence of the introduction of the CFA regime and particularly the fact
that the “success fee” became a recoverable cost from the defendant.

8. The increase in costs has had an impact on behaviour.

9. There should be regulation of claims management services.

10. There is no need to change the current laws relating to negligence.

11. Part 1 of the Compensation Bill 2005 could contribute to the “compensation culture” by creating
uncertainty and resulting in additional litigation.

Does the compensation culture exist?

12. We have canvassed the views of our non-insurer defendant clients, primarily but not exclusively the
larger plcs whom we represent. We assume that our insurer clients will provide their own response through
the Association of British Insurers.

13. The overwhelming feedback from our clients is that there is a compensation culture. Our client’s
report that there are significant regional variations in claims frequencies—by way of example the South East
is not regarded as generating higher levels of claims.

14. Since the introduction of the present CFA regime our clients report an increase in the volumes of
claims that they have faced although robust defence has often enabled our clients to reduce their claims levels
from their peaks.

15. It is acknowledged that the volumes of claims may be stable but we would expect there to be a decline
in claims volumes over a period of time as the economy continues its gradual change to a service based
economy. We have also seen amongst our clients a much greater attention to risk management and believe
that claims volumes should, as a consequence be declining.

16. All of our clients report that the cost per claim has increased markedly. This is not a “perception”
but is an increase in their operational costs that significantly exceeds general inflation. Their analysis
confirms that the reason for this increase in costs is not due to an increase in the damages payable but to an
increase in the legal costs of the third party.

17. We are aware that the anecdotes about the compensation culture are legion and assume that the
Committee is well aware of those stories. We however oVer one instance of the “have a go” culture from the
education sector. An area of potentially valid claims concerns the failure of a educational establishment to
note the signs of dyslexia in a pupil and refer that pupil to an educational psychologist. One of our education
clients was therefore somewhat taken aback to be asked to pay a claim for compensation arising from the
stigmatisation of a pupil who had been so referred but where the educational psychologist had rejected
dyslexia as a diagnosis.

What has been the effect of the move to “no win, no fee” contingency fee agreements?

18. We are able to report a significant change in the behaviour of a number of our clients. There has been
a very substantial increase in the cost of each claim which arises from the obligation to pay the “success
fee” in addition to the “base” costs of claimant’s solicitor.

19. This increase in the legal cost of each claim has had an impact on claims behaviour in two ways.

20. Firstly, our clients fearing the substantial costs associated with defending litigation will prefer to settle
matters early to mitigate the risk of those substantial costs. This may include settlement of claims with little
merit and in thereby encouraging the unmeritorious claims leads to an increase in the overall volume of
claims. Thus, whilst the behaviour on an individual basis is viewed as rational and logical, the collective
outcome is to encourage the “have a go” or “compensation culture”.

21. The second factor which is evident is that the costs penalty associated with compromise now means
that our clients are more ready to fight matters to a conclusion where they would once have preferred to
explore the possibilities of compromise. Thus cases will more likely proceed to trial before the Court than
settle during the later stages of litigation.

22. We are able to confirm that clients in various sectors including the leisure (particularly vulnerable to
public liability claims) and construction sectors report this phenomenon. We believe that the Committee will
be particularly interested to note that this outcome has also been confirmed to us by clients in the “not for
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profit” social housing sector ie housing authorities. It is the unanimous view of clients in that section that
the “no win, no fee” opportunity oVered by solicitors to their clients has greatly increased the claims for
disrepair.

23. The eVect of the move to “no-win no-fee” has meant that the receiver of the service has no obligation
to pay for that service. This disconnection has resulted in the absence of a control mechanism in relation to
the base costs incurred by the solicitor for the claimant in bringing his claim. The substantial cushion of the
success fee means that the solicitor for the claimant is less concerned about whether his base costs will
ultimately be assessed as reasonable.

24. We are of the view that the issue of fee shifting (that is whether costs in whole or in part should be
payable by the unsuccessful party or borne in whole or in part by the party receiving the service) should be
reconsidered as part of a control mechanism in relation to legal fees. We believe that the absence of any
control mechanism has contributed to the costs of dealing with claims and consequently the
compensation culture.

Is the notion of a compensation culture leading to unnecessary risk averseness in public bodies?

25. We act for a Local Authority that has taken a particularly robust view on the claims that it faced.
Over a period of 15 months, 108 litigated claims have been defeated. If we make a conservative assumption
of £2,000 for average damages, £3,000 for defence costs and £10,000 to include the success fee uplift, the
108 claims defeated represent a saving to that local council of £1.62 million of rate payers’ money.

26. Our Housing Association clients report that the consequence of the claims brought against them has
been that the planned improvement programmes for their properties have been aVected as they have been
forced to undertake costly repairs out of synchronisation with those improvement programmes. The
additional cost of this ad hoc programme has aVected the provision of services. The increase in the third
party costs has obliged these clients on occasions to meet legal fees from a budget that was earmarked for
repairs/improvement.

27. We consider it relevant to mention that whilst some clients have success in dealing with their public
liability claims (see above in relation to Local Authorities), it does appear that those claims may merely
transfer to another industry group or sector. Certain of our clients with a significant exposure to public
liability claims from “slippers and trippers” have recently reported an increasing trend of these types of
claims.

Should firms which refer people, manage or advertise conditional fee agreements be subject to
regulations?

28. It is both our view as participants in the litigation process and the view of our clients that there is a
fundamental and unconditional need for those providing claims management services to be subject to
Regulation.

29. Our Housing Association clients often deal with vulnerable tenants on income support. It is their
perception that the claims against them are all too often generated by claims management companies which
direct them towards risky and high cost legal expenses insurance schemes which are handled by solicitors
who are not local to those clients.

30. This practice and indeed every participant whom we come across in the litigation process, both
claimant and defendant, is strongly of the view that claims management services should be regulated. We
wholly endorse the aims of Part Two of the Compensation Bill 2005.

Should any changes be made to the current laws relating to negligence?

31. We consider that there is no necessity to change the law relating to negligence. We consider that the
law is appropriately set out in the judgment of Lord HoVman at paragraph 34 of his judgment in Tomlinson
v Congleton Borough Council:

“the question of what amounts to ‘such care as in all the circumstances of the case is reasonable’
depends upon assessing, as in the case of common law negligence, not only the likelihood that
someone may be injured and the seriousness of the injury which may occur, but also the social
value of the activity which gives rise to the risk and the cost of preventative of measures. These
factors have to be balanced against each other.”

32. In relation to related considerations which are more important than the financial costs of taking
preventative measures identified in the case of Tomlinson for the occupier of land, Lord HoVman goes
onto say:

“the first is the social value of the activities which would have to be prohibited in order to reduce
or eliminate the risk from swimming. And the second is the question of whether the council should
be entitled to allow people of full capacity to decide for themselves whether to take the risk.”
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Lord HoVman continues:

“a duty to protect against obvious risks or self-inflicted harm exists only in cases in which there is
no genuine and informed choice, as in the case of employees, or some lack of capacity, such as the
inability of children to recognise danger or the despair of prisoners which may lead them to inflict
injury on themselves.”

33. This is the existing state of the standard of care in this country. We confirm that it is our experience
that the lower Courts since Tomlinson have applied the law of that case. There is no need for statutory
reinforcement of the duty.

34. We have considerable concerns about Section 1 of the Compensation Bill 2005 does not add to the
law and arguably, given the conditionality (“A Court considering a claim in negligence may . . . have
regard . . . ”) it is arguable that the position is weakened. What criteria should be used by the Court in
deciding whether to apply section 1 of the Compensation Bill? Will it be a ground for appeal if a Court does
not, and why has the legislator not considered it appropriate to require the judge to consider these issues
when in the words of Lord HoVman this should be considered in all such cases?

35. In addition it is not clear whether “a claim in negligence” is intended to cover all cases in which the
Courts are required to consider the issue of “duty of care”. Such cases would include statutory duties of care
(such as those provided for by the Occupiers’ Liability Acts) and contractual duties of care. Is section 1 only
intended to apply where the pleaded claim is the tort of negligence?

36. In deciding what steps might have been taken, or what precautions taken to guard against risk are
required, to meet the standard of care, it is necessary to take into account whether the taking of such steps
might prevent a desirable activity from being undertaken at all or in a particular manner. What constitutes
a desirable activity?

37. Generating a profit for a business would undoubtedly be considered desirable from the standpoint
of a shareholder and maybe so from the standpoint of the reasonable man. Would the reasonable man be
willing to forego safety measures for the purposes of generating profit and thereby pursuing the desirable
activity outlined in section A of part 1? Consider next the similar situation where a not for profit
organisation provides work to the disabled and socially deprived and utilises unrewarded (at least
financially) employees. Surely that could never be construed as anything other than a desirable activity. Is
it suggested that the application of safety measures as outlined in employee related regulations and statutes
should be balanced against the desirability of the activity? Is it suggested that diVerent standards of care
should apply?

38. It is diYcult to read section 1 of the Compensation Bill without coming to the conclusion that a
desirable activity is likely to be looked at in a manner which is less sensitive to health and safety needs, than
a non desirable activity. If enacted the possibility is that there will then be new litigation to consider issues
in what until now have been settled areas of law. The eVect of the bill may be to contribute to rather than
detract from the “compensation culture” with more extensive pleadings and evidence to be submitted in
relation to the issues surrounding “desirability”.

39. From whose perspective is the desirability of an activity to be measured? The beneficiaries, society
at large, or in cases of employers and employees either of them, or both, or neither?

40. In summary, a bill this widely drafted for the purposes of clarifying law which is already clear has
obvious risks. The use of the word “may”, and the use of the words “desirable”, and “discourage”, are loose
drafting and are likely to make for many appeals.

Berrymans Lace Mawer Solicitors

November 2005

Evidence submitted by Andrew Twambley, Director, injury4u.co.uk

1 Does the compensation culture exist ?

The myth of the compensation culture, fuelled by the PR machines of the insurance industry, is real. It
is that myth that is just as powerful as the non reality of its existence. Government figures have proved that
it does not exist, but that is not what the insurance industry and the popular press wish the public to believe.
The legend of King Arthur and The Knights of the Roundtable was a myth.... but is still a powerful and
popular story 1,000 years later.

2 What has been the eVect of the move to “no win no fee” contingency fee arrangements?

This has provided access to justice to a greater number of injured claimants. It has transferred risk away
from the parties and dropped it into the laps of the lawyers and insurers. It has saved the government
millions in Legal Aid payments and has ensured lawyers don’t get paid just for “turning up”. It has however
lead to the “costs war” and masses of satellite litigation which has clogged up the system. This has now
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abated to a large extent and the courts can now pay more attention to real issues. “No Win No Fee” has
allowed the corruption of the system by non regulated accident management companies. It is hoped that
future legislation will control the abuse and exploitation practiced by the majority of these companies.

Contingency arrangements are a minor consideration, which work in situations where there is no costs
recovery.

3 Is the notion of a “compensation culture” leading to unnecessary risk averseness in public bodies?

The answer must unfortunately be “yes”. The newspapers are full of anecdotal stories of claimants taking
action against public bodies. Premiums rise so public bodies do all they can to stem the tide. Out of context
risk management decisions are fed to the media and the problem tends to spiral. It is good to see that the
judges have little sympathy for ridiculous claims.

4 Should firms which refer people, manage or advertise conditional fee agreements be subject to regulations?

Yes . . . heavily. Most of such organisations prey upon the greedy and vulnerable. All unethical practices
should be outlawed and regulated out of existence.

5 Should any changes be made to the current laws relating to negligence?

Case law is updating itself on a daily basis and I do not think it necessary to change the law by statute.
The first part of The Compensation Bill is a vague attempt to tinker with the law. I would be surprised if it
survives the House of Lords unscathed.

Andrew Twambley
Director
injury4u.co.uk

November 2005

Evidence submitted by Kerry Underwood, Underwoods Solicitors

1. Kerry Underwood is a solicitor and senior partner at Underwoods Solicitors in Hertfordshire, and
author of one of the leading textbooks on conditional and contingency fees—No Win No Fee No Worries—
and the editor of the costs products section of Butterworths Personal Injury Litigation Service.

2. He is the author of the standard textbook on fixed costs—Fixed Costs—and a regular columnist for
the Solicitors Journal. Recent articles have covered topics such as conditional fees, the commoditization of
legal work, over-specialization and so-called “supermarket law”.

3. He lectures extensively to solicitors and is a consultant to many law firms and has attended many Civil
Justice Council meetings concerning conditional fees, fixed costs and funding. Kerry is a Fellow of the
Chartered Institute of Arbitrators, a Fellow of the Institute of Advanced Legal Studies and sat as a part-
time Chairman of Employment Tribunals for eight years.

4. He was the lawyer most prominent and vociferous in exposing Claims Direct and The Accident
Group’s activities, and appeared on BBC’s Watchdog in relation to Claims Direct.

5. He is Chief Executive of Law Abroad Limited, a company seeking to oVshore legal work to South
Africa.

Executive summary

6. There is no evidence of the existence of compensation culture but there is a perception of one and that
is causing harm.

7. Anyone who refers a claim to a solicitor should be barred from involvement in after-the-event
insurance.

8. Clients should have freedom of choice of solicitors, subject to costs limits. Solicitors should retain
freedom of choice of after-the-event insurer, experts and counsel.

9. Before-the-event legal expenses insurers should be prevented from restricting client’s freedom of
choice.

10. The small claims limit in personal injury cases should be raised to £3,000.

11. The fast track limit should be raised to £50,000.

12. Fixed costs should be introduced for all aspects of all fast-track cases.

13. Fixed success fees should be introduced for everything.

14. Success fees should be recoverable from the client, not the other side.
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15. Referral fees should be barred.

16. Consideration should be given to a contingency legal aid fund.

17. Consideration should be given to a recoverable contingency fee scheme as being the standard way of
costs being recoverable.

18. There should be massive investment in information technology for the courts.

19. Advertising should be restricted in hospitals etc.

20. The indemnity principle should be abolished.

Does the compensation culture exist?

21. Personal injury claims have not risen significantly, and employment tribunal claims have fallen
sharply over the last two years.

22. There is no evidence to suggest that there is a compensation culture. However there is a perception
of a compensation culture and arguably that does as much harm if it leads to risk averseness by public bodies
and businesses.

23. The perception of a compensation culture has undoubtedly been fuelled by widespread and tasteless
“in your face” advertising along the lines of “where there’s blame there’s a claim”.

24. Extensive advertising, especially on television, has largely been by claims management companies.
Claims management companies have made substantial sums of money by receiving referral fees from
solicitors, initially illegally but now legally, and by making the solicitors sell their own after-the-event
insurance to those clients. Some claims management companies insist on their panel solicitors using specific
medical agencies from whom the claims management companies receive commission. Claims Direct even
insisted on solicitors using certain barristers chambers as Claims Direct then received commission from
those barristers or their clerks.

What has been the eVect of the move to “no-win no-fee” contingency agreements?

25. These issues have inevitably become mixed up with “no win no fee” agreements but in fact they are
distinct and can be dealt with without sacrificing the key benefit of ‘no win no fee’ arrangements, namely
access to justice for people of limited means at no cost to the state.

26. While it is true that no win no fee arrangements are more attractive to clients, as they risk nothing in
the event of defeat, they are less attractive to lawyers, who do not get paid on the event of defeat. Virtually
all lawyers, given the choice, would prefer to be paid, win or lose.

27. Contrary to popular opinion my view is that no win no fee arrangements, combined with the abolition
of legal aid for personal injury matters, has not led to any significant increase in claims. This is all the more
remarkable given the large amount of advertising in recent years.

28. The diYculty of getting after-the-event insurance for unsafe cases and lawyers’ unwillingness to take
such cases on, because they risk not being paid, has led to a reduction in cutting-edge actions but possibly
an increase in “safe” cases such as those arising from road traYc accidents. Ironically these are the very
claims likely to be funded by the insurers themselves through pre-existing legal expenses insurance.

29. Notably actions against tobacco companies have got nowhere in this country.

30. The notion of a compensation culture may indeed be leading to unnecessary risk averseness in public
bodies but no recent court decisions give any reasons for such risk averseness. Society is generally more risk-
averse and this is shown in a more widespread unwillingness to take risk in business or politics for example.
Risk-averseness in public bodies may reflect something wider in society than a fear of being sued.

Should firms which refer people, manage or advertise conditional fee agreements be subject to regulations?

31. Yes, but so should legal expenses insurers, so-called “before-the-event” insurers, and indeed anyone
who starts to make money out of referring people to solicitors. The problems are exacerbated by, but not
caused by, conditional fee agreements.

32. It should be a criminal oVence for any person acting in any capacity as a claims manager, to have any
interest in any after-the-event insurance product.

33. It should be a criminal oVence for a solicitor to accept instructions on the basis that a referrer, that
is someone other than the client, dictates the choice of insurer, expert or counsel. This prohibition in fact
only reflects the Law Society’s Practice Rules but they simply have not been enforced at all, and thus there
is a need for a criminal sanction.
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34. Legal expenses insurers should not be able to dictate to the insured, that is the lay client, which firms
of solicitors should be used. The reality is that legal expenses insurers do not pay panel solicitors in the event
of defeat. Such insurers have repeatedly breached the indemnity principle and their solicitors have
repeatedly been in serious breach of the rules of court by signing costs certificates to the contrary.

35. DAS is the worst oVender in restricting freedom of choice.

Should any changes be made to the current laws relating to negligence?

36. No, the common law is adaptable and has been modified by the courts to meet changing social
conditions. Legislation tends to make the law more rigid.

37. Recently the courts have restricted the chances of success in certain areas, such as stress-related claims
and repetitive strain injury claims.

Recommendations not included above

38. The small claims limit, that is the point at which costs are payable by the losing party, should be raised
from £1,000 to £3,000 in personal injury cases. It is already £5,000 in all other cases cases except those
involving actions against the police or housing disrepair. It is not apparent to me why a complex dispute
over say a car engine, or a ruined family holiday where the value of the claim is £4,000 should not attract
costs but a very simple road traYc accident where the injuries are valued at say £1,200 does attract costs.
No costs are generally recoverable in employment tribunals and the system is perceived to work reasonably
well and has not attracted the attention of claims managers. The need for after-the-event insurance is
removed from such cases as there is no potential liability for the other side’s costs.

39. The fast track limit, whereby claims are dealt with quickly and relatively cheaply, should be raised
from £15,000 to £50,000.

40. Fixed costs referable to the type of case and the damages recovered or agreed, should be introduced
in all civil claims valued at £50,000 or less, and for all stages, that is pre-issue work, post-issue work and at
trial. At present fixed costs apply for trial costs in cases worth £15,000 or less and for pre-issue work in road
traYc accident cases settled for £10,000 or less. Certainty of costs exposure should dramatically reduce the
need for and cost of after-the-event insurance.

41. Conditional fee success fees should be introduced for all types of case.

42. Conditional fee success fees should be recovered from the client, not the losing party, as was the case
prior to 1 April 2000. Thus the client would have the choice of avoiding payment in the event of defeat—
by paying an enhancement—the success fee—to his own lawyer in the event of success. This system worked
exceptionally well prior to the 1 April 2000.

43. The ban on lawyers paying referral fees should be reintroduced by statute with criminal sanctions on
lawyers who pay for work. The lawyers’ professional bodies have been unable or unwilling to police and
enforce these rules.

44. Subject to costs limits there should be a statutory right of freedom of choice for lawyers, however
funded, whether by legal aid, legal expenses insurance or by other means. This is a basic human right.

45. Consideration should be given to the introduction of a contingency legal aid fund whereby winning
litigants pay a percentage of damages to fund cases that may be lost.

46. Consideration should be given to a recoverable contingency fee scheme being the basis for all costs
orders. Thus a losing party would still pay costs but would know, when the claim was settled or lost, exactly
what these costs would be. Thus one might say that in a road traYc case the appropriate figure is 20% if a
person receives £50,000. The lawyer gets £10,000 (20%) but payable by the losing party. Discounts could be
given for very early settlement.

47. There should be a massive investment in information technology for the courts with a view to all
proceedings being filed electronically by 2010. The ability of all lawyers, parties, courts and judges to search
for similar cases should achieve consistency and predictability of outcomes and damages leading to very
much earlier settlements and dramatically reduced costs.

48. There should be a complete ban on all advertising, not just for legal services, in NHS hospitals,
doctors’ surgeries, police stations and local authority premises.

49. The indemnity principle should be abolished.

Kerry Underwood
Senior Partner
Underwoods Solicitors

November 2005
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Evidence submitted by Andrew Parker, Head of Strategic Liaison, Beachcroft Wansbroughs

1. This response is sent on behalf of Beachcroft Wansbroughs, a full service UK commercial law firm
employing more than 1,300 people with a turnover of around £89 million, approximately half of which is
generated from litigation services, principally for insurance and health sector clients. Operating from oYces
across the UK in London, Leeds, Birmingham, Bristol, Manchester and Winchester as well as Brussels, our
clients include business sectors as diverse as financial services, retail, construction, telecommunications,
education, health and local government.

2. As Head of Strategic Litigation, the writer Andrew Parker has been involved in the main test cases on
the “no win, no fee” regime since 2001, including the test cases on the Claims Direct and The Accident Group
(TAG) schemes. Both these claims management companies styled themselves as market leaders,
championing the cause of injured claimants; both have since ceased trading, leaving many claimants out
of pocket.

Executive summary

— There is a “compensation culture”, not least in the people’s perceptions about bringing claims;

— Claims Farmers and others advertising “no win, no fee” are largely responsible for a “have a
go” culture;

— The true workings and eVect of “no win, no fee” are poorly understood;

— “No win, no fee” has driven up legal costs and removed genuine claimants from the centre of
the process;

— Rehabilitation needs greater focus, without creating an opportunity for extra layering of costs;

— The recovery of success fees and ATE premiums from paying Defendants has no logic;

— The ability of defendants to fight spurious claims must not enable solicitors and claims farmers to
increase their profits;

— Claims farmers and other intermediaries must be tightly regulated, especially in their advertising
activities and their financial security;

— Some clarification of the law of negligence would send a welcome message to the public and to
the courts.

In response to the Committee’s specific questions we would answer as follows:-

Does the compensation culture exist?

3. 10 Years ago the “horror stories” of frivolous law suits came exclusively from the USA. The striking
change over the last five years is that those stories have been joined by similar stories from the UK.

4. Those who derive an income from bringing injury claims will argue that the falling number of claims
is proof that there is no Compensation Culture. However our position is that the cost of claims remains on
the increase, despite the civil procedure reforms introduced in 1999. Objectively that may be suYcient
evidence that there is a Compensation Culture even if claims numbers are falling.

5. It is quite possible that the underlying trend remains upwards. The annual figures over the past five
years or more have been distorted first by the vast numbers of claims by miners under the scheme set up by
the Government and secondly by the activities of Claims Direct and TAG, who arguably generated more
claims than could legitimately be brought. Analysis of the annual figures without further development of
these points should be treated with caution.

6. More importantly, the perception from stories in the media is that we do have an unacceptable culture
of claims being brought on the basis that there is “something for nothing”. That culture is creating a climate
in which intermediary companies thrive, by feeding on the “have a go” mentality and encouraging people
to sign up to agreements that are not in their best interests. The survey undertaken by Norwich Union in
2004 (see their December 2004 report “A Modern Compensation System: Moving from Concept to
Reality”) showed that the vast majority of people believe that compensation claims are more prevalent now
than 10 years ago.

7. The current activities of so called Claims Farmers in the endowment mis-selling field is a classic
example. The purpose of compensation in this field, which is available via a free service set up by the
Financial Ombudsman’s Service, is to provide compensation for endowment policyholders who believe that
they may suVer a shortfall in their mortgage repayment. Without exception, the Claims Farmers advertising
a competing service (usually for 25/30% of the recovery) encourage people to make a claim on the basis that
this is a windfall—none of the companies advertise the link to mortgage shortfall, as otherwise this would
discourage Claimants from parting with a substantial proportion of the winnings.
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What has been the eVect of the move to “no win, no fee” contingency fee agreements?

8. We would be happy to explain the workings of this regime in more detail, as our experience from
talking to clients, journalists and even judges over the last 5 years is that the full implications of the regime
remain poorly understood.

9. Briefly since 1995, a solicitor has been able to enter into a conditional fee agreement (CFA), which
provides that he is not paid unless he wins, but that if he wins he is entitled to an uplift (called a success fee)
of up to 100% of his basic charges. Between 1995 and 2000 the success fee was deducted from the client’s
damages and was subject to a voluntary Law Society cap of 25% of damages.

10. Clients were still exposed to the risk of paying opponents’ costs, so a market developed for “After the
Event” (ATE) legal expenses insurance, so called because it was taken out after the accident had happened.
Initially the cost of this insurance was just £85, priced on the basis that if all claimants paid the premium
and most claimants were successful, this would be adequate. In practice solicitors only advised claimants to
take out insurance when they were at real risk of paying costs and so the pricing proved to be too low.

11. In 2000 the Government implemented the Access to Justice Act 1999 and made the success fee and
ATE premium recoverable from the losing party as part of the legal costs. This eVectively removed any direct
interest for the claimant in the level of success fee and the ATE premium, as in their minds they were no
longer paying. Schemes developed whereby the cost of the premium itself was incorporated in the insurance
and payment was deferred until the end of the case. The claimant therefore never paid the premium unless
and until the case was won, when it was reclaimed from the defendant.

12. As a firm we have been involved in a number of high profile cases on the impact of the “no win, no
fee” regime, particularly the test cases on legal costs in the Claims Direct and the TAG Schemes. The
following points have been obvious throughout our conduct of these cases:—

(a) Intermediaries drive up the overall cost of claims and have a business model which takes money
from everyone in the process, including the Claimant;

(b) Once success fees and insurance premiums were recoverable from paying Defendants under the
Access to Justice Act 1999, any link between those success fees and premiums and the real risk
taken by the Solicitors or after the event Insurers disappeared.

(c) Where a real risk was involved, both Solicitors and after the event Insurers were averse to taking it.

(d) As the OFT report in 2005 makes clear, such products compete on service rather than price, but
often to the detriment of the Claimant.

(e) In many cases the only real winner was the claims farmer—we have a number of examples including
the claimant who received just £33 of his £1,500 damages from a Claims Direct case and the TAG
client who succeeded in a £1,000 damages claim but was left owing money due to a £2,000 loan
agreement.

(f) The recovery of success fees and ATE premiums from paying Defendants has no logic (see below).

13. The TAG Scheme showed that all involved, including the Solicitors nominally responsible for vetting
claims, were more driven by making their margins from increased volumes of business than by providing a
proper objective service to the client. As the BBC documentary “The man who made accidents happen”
showed, the ultimate behaviour driven was for a number of people involved in the process to
manufacture claims.

14. All this activity around CFAs, ATE insurance and legal costs generally has detracted from the
primary aim of the compensation system: to return genuine injured claimants to full capacity or to provide
damages in lieu of this. The claimant should be at the centre of the process, yet now trails a distant 3rd or
even 4th behind other vested financial interests in the system.

15. One way of putting that right is to focus on rehabilitation: in this context we mean treatment or other
assistance designed to return a claimant to work or independent living as soon as possible. The insurance
industry should be working more actively with other stakeholders including the NHS to achieve this.
However there is the danger that the same vested financial interests will see rehabilitation as just another
opportunity to layer on cost for themselves and this needs to be avoided.

16. The Government has urged Defendants, particularly public authorities, to take a firm stance and
refuse to pay the more spurious of claims. The diYculty is that this approach leads to increased exposure
to legal costs from the “no win, no fee” regime. The Solicitor can eVectively double his costs and may also
be able to recover an insurance premium of the same amount again, if he wins the claim.

17. No Defendant can guarantee winning a claim which goes to trial. Even if the Defendant wins some
of these cases, the eVect of winning is to produce a more valid argument for solicitors and after the even
insurers in other cases to charge higher success fees and insurance premiums.

18. We should explain that whilst our interest in these cases has been on behalf of liability insurers and
has been concerned with the insurance premiums charged to Claimants by after the event Insurers, the
majority of such premiums has gone to intermediaries involved in the claims process (Claims Management
Companies etc.) rather than to the after the event underwriters themselves. In the Claims Direct cases for
example, initially just £140 out of a total of £1,250 charged went to the underwriters.
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19. One particular problem has been the frequency and ease by which claims management companies
have become insolvent, leaving claimants and suppliers to shoulder the financial burden. There is no direct
protection for claimants in such circumstances, compared with the protection available if a solicitor or
insurer goes out of business. Where an industry is providing services on such a widespread basis, there should
be some sort of “bond” or equivalent financial protection, as for example in the travel services industry
with ABTA.

20. For further information on the eVect of “no win no fee” agreements on members of the public, we
would refer you to the report by Citizens’ Advice in December 2004, aptly titled “No win, No fee, No
chance”.

Is the notion of a “compensation culture” leading to unnecessary risk averseness in public bodies?

21. Whilst we believe that there is evidence of risk averse behaviour caused by the Compensation Culture,
the stories in the media have to be treated with a certain amount of caution. There are undoubtedly valid
examples of decisions lead by a genuine fear of claims: for instance the local authority who chops down
chestnut trees for fear of children injuring themselves searching for conquers, or the Borough Council who
removed hanging baskets from shop fronts in the town centre in case they fell on passers by.

22. There are however other examples which are no more than “urban myths”, for instance the suggestion
that trapeze artists might have to wear hard hats.

23. Yet other examples represent local authorities using “compensation culture” as an excuse to mask
other reasons for decisions to close facilities. The recent coverage of the decision by Havant Council to “ban
Christmas” is a classic example, as numerous articles have cited “health and safety” reasons for Christmas
lights not being installed.

24. What is clear is that fear of a “Compensation Culture” has distorted the balance in risk management
decisions, particularly in the public sector. Media coverage of such stories has certainly not helped, but the
mass advertising by claims companies and by solicitor groups has fuelled the perception that compensation
is an easy way of paying for your holiday or new furniture. It is no accident that these adverts are targeted
(eg through daytime television) at the most vulnerable sectors of society.

Should firms which refer people, manage or advertise Conditional Fee Agreements be subject to regulation?

25. Although this potentially raises three separate questions, as those referring, managing or advertising
work in diVerent ways, our unequivocal answer is that everyone who works in this market should be
properly regulated.

26. We are quite clear that the problems caused by the Claims Direct and TAG Schemes stem largely
from the mass advertising of services portrayed as “free” in a context in which the companies sought to
charge money and to recover that mainly from paying Defendants.

27. The response from the legal profession has been to ramp up its own advertising. In part that is
probably a good thing, as it has made the public more aware of services on oVer. However advertising which
purports to be “free” (but in fact represents an opportunity to recover a cost) and advertising which suggests
a windfall rather than proper compensation should be subject to much tighter controls.

28. Solicitors and liability insurers involved in the claims process are already regulated by the Law Society
and the Financial Services Authority. The problems have come largely from unregulated service providers.
There needs to be a level regulatory playing field and the proposals in the Bill, which as we understand it
are designed to plug the gaps, are welcome.

29. There is no doubt that the Law Society’s decision to permit the payment of referral fees in March
2004 has driven up costs. Whilst these arrangements may have existed prior to March 2004, they were
unlawful and if found out, the solicitor and other players involved would probably lose money. Since March
2004 such arrangements have become widespread.

30. Solicitors who are obliged to part with a fee of several hundred pounds for each valid referral will
look to make that money elsewhere in the process, hence their aversion to fixed fees in low value cases. There
is no valid basis on which the legal costs for running a claim worth say £2,000 should be more than twice
that amount or even higher.

Should any changes be made to the current laws relating to negligence?

31. This is a diYcult area. The Government is trying to implement a change which does not in fact alter
the common law. A change which simply generates uncertainty is not likely to achieve the necessary
objective. However something does need to be done to combat the “have a go” culture.

32. On this basis we cautiously welcome the concept behind Clause 1 of the Compensation Bill and its
attempt to restrict the application of the law of negligence where the defendant is conducting a “desirable
activity”. This must however be on the basis that the provisions do in fact operate as a restriction and are
clearer in impact than the current draft.
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33. For the Compensation Bill to be eVective, there must be a change in culture and that must come from
people taking more responsibility for their own actions and being less willing to blame others. For this
reason, we recommend an amendment to the Compensation Bill which makes it clear that Courts can find
Claimants wholly to blame for actions which might technically also be the fault of another person.

34. A provision which made it clear that it was permissible to apologise or oVer help to someone injured,
without this being seen as an admission of liability, would also in our view go some way to changing the
underlying culture. There is a school of thought that if everyone apologised, this would devalue the apology
(ask any rail commuter): however if Part 1 of the Bill is essentially about sending messages to the public, we
believe this should be included. This links with our theme of putting genuine claimants back at the centre
of the process and concentrating on rehabilitation to return them to work or independent living as soon as
practicable.

Andrew Parker
Beachcroft Wansbroughs

November 2005

Evidence submitted by Tony JaVa, Partner, Foot Anstey Solicitors

Introduction

1. The Committee is seeking submissions from interested parties into the UK’s Compensation Culture,
including an examination of “the way lawyers’ fees are arranged, in particular Conditional Fee
Arrangements and uplifts....which have been a particular issue in libel cases”.

2. There are approximately 85 regional daily and Sunday newspapers in England and Wales, and
hundreds of paid-for and free weekly papers. Foot Anstey’s Media Team, headed by partner Tony JaVa,
represents a very large proportion of those newspapers, and has done so for the last 15 years or so.

3. This submission relates purely to the specific issue of the eVect of Conditional Fee Agreements (CFAs)
and success fees on freedom of expression.

4. The intent of this submission is not so much to advise the Committee of the law, but rather, to give an
indication of how CFAs operate, and their practical consequences.

Current arrangements

5. As members of the Committee will know, CFAs, otherwise known as “no win, no fee” agreements, are
complex arrangements between a lawyer and his/her client. Essentially, they have the following elements:

5.1 If the CFA funded party to the litigation loses the case, his/her lawyer is not paid.

5.2 If the CFA funded party to the litigation wins the case, his/her lawyer is paid entirely by the losing
party.

5.3 As a reward for taking on the risk of losing the case, the lawyer is entitled to apply a “success fee”,
ie a percentage uplift applied to the lawyer’s hourly rate. Theoretically, the uplift varies according to the risk
and complexity of the case; in practice, the uplift in libel cases is invariably in the region of 95%—100%,
subject to certain refinements, as described in paragraph 6 below.

5.4 A CFA funded party never objects to the success fee, because it makes no diVerence to him/her what
level of success fee is applied. The reason is that s/he never has any liability to pay costs calculated in this
manner: if the case is successful, the costs are paid by the Defendant; and if the claim fails, s/he has no liability
to pay his/her own costs.

5.5 If the CFA-funded party buys a legal expenses insurance policy, the substantial premium is
recoverable from the loser as part of the CFA.

5.6 If the CFA-funded party does not buy a legal expenses insurance policy, any costs order which the
defendant obtains against him/her is unenforceable if the CFA funded party is impecunious.

6. As a result of criticism directed at them by the Court of Appeal in the Spring of 2005 in the case of King
v. Telegraph Group, the firm of solicitors which may well be described as the country’s leading exponents of
CFAs in libel actions changed the way in which they apply the success fee. Their current arrangements are
that the success fee is now “stepped”, as follows: 25% from the inception of the CFA to the issue of
proceedings; 50% from proceedings to 45 days before the trial, and 100% thereafter.

7. Our experience is that the operation of the CFA system fails to discourage weak claims against the
press, and allows claimants and their lawyers to hold publishers to ransom by threatening litigation,
meaning that publishers risk incurring huge, irrecoverable, costs.

8. Further, it is our view that CFAs in libel cases presently operate more to the advantage of claimants’
lawyers than to the claimants themselves. The most prominent firms of solicitors in London charge their
time at rates of up to £400 an hour, which double to £800 per hour after the application of the success fee
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(unless the firm involved is operating the system described in paragraph 6 above). Whether the success fee
is a straightforward uplift or a stepped uplift, such massive legal fees impose intolerable pressure on the
regional press, and eVectively compel publishers to settle cases, irrespective of the merits of the claim.

9. The serious “chilling eVect” created by such financial pressures on the regional press, despite the right
to freedom of expression guaranteed by the Human Rights Act 1998, is obvious. This chilling eVect was
recognised by the House of Lords in Campbell v MGN (No 2), who deliberated this issue and whose
judgement was delivered on 20th October 2005. It will be recalled that in this case, the claimant claimed
damages for infringement of her privacy, and was awarded damages of £3,500, for which costs in excess of
£1 million were claimed. Although the House decided that any change to the CFA regime was a matter for
Parliament, all the Law Lords save one agreed with Lord HoVman, who expressed concern about “the
problems defamation litigation under CFAs is currently causing and which have given rise to concern that
freedom of expression may be seriously inhibited”.

Contested claims

10. Allegations of libel are rarely clear cut. It is usually the case that when a person complains that s/he
has been libelled, there are arguments as to:

10.1 Reference—do the words complained of refer to the complainant? Has s/he been identified?

10.2 Meaning—what do the words complained of mean? Do they bear a defamatory meaning? Are they
capable of bearing a defamatory meaning?

10.3 Defences—if the words are capable of bearing a defamatory meaning, does the publisher have a
defence? Are the allegations true? Is the article protected by Absolute or Qualified privilege? Do the words
amount to fair comment on a matter of public interest and importance?

11. In theory, if the publisher takes the view that the words in question did not refer to the complainant;
or are not capable of bearing a defamatory meaning; or if defamatory, are true, are protected by privilege,
or amount to fair comment, then he may defend the claim and have the issue determined before a judge
and jury.

12. Even if this Utopia existed prior to the introduction of CFAs, for the regional press to contemplate
defending a claim brought by a CFA funded person under current arrangements, now demands a financial
commitment which many regional publishers are simply not capable of giving. Small companies simply do
not have the resources to risk being ordered to pay hundreds of thousands of pounds to a claimant, whether
the claim is meritorious or not.

13. In consequence, it is increasingly common for the regional newspapers to settle claims which they
could properly and legitimately defend, but do not do so for fear of losing the case and having massive costs
orders made against them. Our experience increasingly is that the factors which drive a publisher to settle
a claim are not the merits of the claim or the merits of a defence, but the huge financial risks that accompany
litigation.

14. If the editor of a small weekly newspaper, far from London, is faced with a complaint from one of
the well known specialist firms of solicitors in London, whom he knows charge their time at £350 or £400
per hour and whom he also knows charge success fees of 100%, what is he going to do? When faced with a
threat to the very existence of his title, he has no option but to take a pragmatic and commercial approach,
and settle the case as quickly and as cheaply as possible. An examination of the merits of the claim, and the
legitimacy of defending it, are luxuries which are overwhelmed by financial considerations. In such
circumstances, our society’s commitment to freedom of expression is mere lip service.

15. This is not just idle speculation or scaremongering. For example, I am currently advising the editor
of a small weekly newspaper, circulation 11,000 copies per week, which published a letter in mid-2005 from
a reader on its Reader’s Letters page. The letter was strongly critical of the performance of the local District
Council, its elected Chairman, and its Chief Executive. The Chairman and the Chief Executive (a solicitor)
took exception to the letter, and threatened to sue the paper for libel, not on the basis that it was the author
of the item, but that it was the publisher. No similar threat was sent to the author of the letter, presumably
because he is impecunious.

16. The editor was advised that in these circumstances, he should rely on the defence of Fair Comment,
and that in principle, he could expect this defence to succeed at trial. However, as soon as it became known
that the Claimants would be represented by solicitors advising them under CFAs accompanied by a success
fee, the editor took the view that as an adverse costs order would shut down the title, he could not take the
risk of becoming embroiled in litigation. In consequence, the case was settled with an apology being
published and substantial damages and costs being paid.

17. In the context of freedom of expression, the more serious eVect of this incident is that for the
foreseeable future, it is very unlikely that this particular newspaper will scrutinise, much less criticise, the
performance of the Council or its members or oYcers, even if such scrutiny or criticism is warranted.
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18. Although anecdotal, this is a typical example of the chilling eVect of CFAs on freedom of expression,
how the fear of an adverse costs order has successfully silenced this local newspaper, and CFAs prevented
it from serving people living in that particular area. This is not an isolated incident; it is a widespread attitude
that prevails throughout the industry. Of course, it has always been the case that in litigation, the loser has
to pay the costs of the winner. What is so new is the doubling of those costs, and their consequences.

Legitimate complaints

19. It may be argued that if a newspaper makes an error, or intentionally publishes an article which is
defamatory, it is only right that it should bear the financial consequences, even if those consequences include
the payment of massive legal fees.

20. In all the years I have been advising regional newspapers, I have never encountered a single editor
who takes a cavalier approach to accuracy or the truth. In my experience, the stereotype of the hack who
does not let the facts get in the way of a good story, simply does not exist. If a libel has been published by
a regional newspaper, my experience is that it did so either by mistake, or as a result of a genuine belief in
the truth, public interest, etc, of the article, which later transpires to be incorrect. In that scenario, the editor
always wants to correct the error immediately, and rectify the harm caused, not primarily because of the
fear of litigation, but because it is the right thing to do.

21. In such circumstances, no-one denies that the claimant should receive a public apology,
compensation for the harm done, and if legal advice has been sought, payment of his/her reasonable legal
costs. However, in such cases where liability is admitted from the outset, it is diYcult to see how any success
fee can be justified, let alone the huge uplifts previously described. In such circumstances, the application
of a success fee, whether stepped or under a flat rate, can only be explained as an opportunity for the lawyers
to make a huge amount of money at the expense of the local paper.

22. An example of the abuse of the system occurred in early 2005, before the judgement in King v
Telegraph Group was delivered. In this instance, I advised a regional newspaper editor in respect of a libel
his newspaper had inadvertently published. The newspaper apologised immediately for the error, and agreed
to pay damages which were agreed with the claimant’s solicitors after minimal negotiation. It also agreed
to pay the claimant’s reasonable legal costs, which, his solicitors advised subsequently, amounted to
approximately £20,000. The newspapers own costs amounted to only £2,000. Even allowing for the extra
time that a complainant’s solicitor has to spend in considering a possible claim, and making an allowance
for the additional overheads incurred by London based solicitors, this claim for costs was clearly excessive,
and arose principally because of the application of a 100% success fee and the insurance premium (which
the claimant had not paid and would never pay). So outraged was the publisher at this blatant abuse of the
CFA system that it intended to contest the claim as a “test” case, although in the event, the matter was settled
after the claimant agreed to accept less than 50% of the amount originally claimed for costs.

23. Although anecdotal, this is a typical example of the abuse of CFAs, and how they are used as money
making exercises by certain solicitors. Examples of this type of behaviour are common throughout the
country. CFAs do not encourage, or increase, access to justice; they simply bring the whole system into
disrepute and serve only to increase the turnover and profitability of those lawyers who operate in this way.

The way ahead

24. In our view, the current system is unsustainable if Parliament wishes the regional press to continue to
perform its historic role in local life. The financial risk that now accompanies the publication of contentious
opinions or material is now so great that many editors are forced to engage in self censorship.

25. In our view, this is incompatible with this country’s democratic traditions, let alone the right to
freedom of expression enshrined in Article 10 of the European Convention for Human Rights.

26. Conversely, given Parliament’s stated aim of improving access to justice and the absence of legal aid
in defamation cases, we accept that it is unlikely that CFAs and success fees will be abolished.

27. Therefore, we believe that the current system should be fundamentally reformed, particularly in view
of the fact that the House of Lords in Campbell took the view that the only remedy for rectifying the current
problems is legislation.

28. The most comprehensive proposals for reform of which we are aware, are contained in a document
dated 27 September 2004, submitted to the Department of Constitutional AVairs by solicitors Reynolds
Porter Chamberlain on behalf of a number of news gathering organisation. The paper, entitled “Submission
by media organisations in response to DCA’s consultation paper ‘Making Simple CFAs a Reality’”
contains a number of proposals for reform, which we recommend to the Committee as being the most
equitable way of reforming the current system of funding libel litigation.
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Summary

29. Therefore, our views of the way CFAs operate in the context of libel actions may be summarised
as follows:

29.1 CFAs and success fees do not improve access to justice, but rather, they distort the legal playing field
in libel cases to the detriment of freedom of expression;

29.2 CFAs and success fees have resulted in freedom of expression being restricted throughout the
regional press, and continue to do so;

29.3 CFAs and success fees, when used as a means of funding meritorious complaints, are being abused
and operate more to the advantage of claimants’ lawyers than to the claimants themselves, thus creating a
climate which encourages a restriction of freedom of expression;

29.4 CFAs and success fees fail to discourage weak claims against the press, and allow claimants to hold
publishers to ransom;

29.5 the current system should be reformed in accordance with the proposals contained in “Submission
by media organisations in response to DCA’s consultation paper ‘Making Simple CFAs a Reality’”, dated
27th September 2004.

Tony JaVa
Partner
Foot Anstey Solicitors

November 2005

Evidence submitted by Richard Shillito, Farrer & Co Solicitors

We are a central London practice of 61 partners. Our Media Team specialises in all aspects of media law
including defamation and privacy and we have experience of conditional fee agreements, having been
involved in some of the leading recent cases aVecting the Press including Turcu v NGN and Musa King v
Telegraph Group.

1. To state our conclusions first:

1.1 CFAs may be appropriate for personal injury cases, but they are not working satisfactorily in media
cases (ie libel, privacy and the like) and are open to abuse;

1.2 the defects in the current regime are unlikely to be resolved, either by mediation between interested
parties or by legislation;

1.3 because of the potential adverse consequences for freedom of expression, they should be abandoned
in media cases.

2. Pros and cons

2.1 A balance sheet would in our view show a preponderance of factors against, although there are
undoubtedly factors in favour of, CFAs.

2.2. We accept that since Legal Aid is unavailable, CFAs make up for some of the disadvantage between
impecunious claimants and wealthy defendant publishers. In addition to the right of freedom of expression
(article 10), the rights to privacy and to a fair trial are recognised under the ECHR (articles 6 & 8), and these
rights may be harder to exercise where funding is absent or in short supply. We accept that there have been
some deserving cases, notably Lillie & Reed v Newcastle City Council and ors.

2.3 With the exception of the last-named case, most of the publicity about CFAs has attached to cases
which either involve celebrities taking advantage of CFAs or national newspapers having to deal with CFA
backed claimants. It is tempting to assume that if problems persist they aVect the wealthy and are therefore
of low priority in terms of law reform.

3. Our experiences

3.1 Our practice as defamation experts includes advising a large number of publishers, who publish both
national and regional newspapers and specialist magazines. They include public companies and smaller,
family-owned companies. By way of example, a regional newspaper publisher, Johnston Press plc, for whom
we act, has recently sought our advice on two libel claims where the Claimant was represented by solicitors
acting under a CFA:

(i) An evening newspaper in the North East was the subject of a claim of libel by a police oYcer backed
by the Police Federation, whose solicitors said that he would incur liability for an after the event
(ATE) insurance premium if proceedings were issued. We were warned that this could amount to
as much as £50,000, payable in the event that the newspaper lost the action, or even if the claim
was settled before trial, in addition to costs which could be uplifted by up to 100%. Our estimate
of likely damages, if the matter settled before proceedings were commenced, was in the range of
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£5,000—10,000. The claim’s downside risk (which we put in six figures) caused consideration of
possible settlement at Board level, before the company decided on principle to resist the claim,
which, happily, was later eVectively abandoned. The Editor concerned has commented that the
experience has led to extreme caution when dealing with any stories about police oYcers.

(ii) An evening newspaper in the North West made an error in a report and, when a claim was made,
immediately apologised and, in response to the letter before action, made a formal OVer of
Amends under the Defamation Act 1996. Damages were quickly agreed at £12,000, by negotiation.
The Claimant’s solicitor’s costs amounted to approximately £25,000, or double the damages, and
were not justified by the work involved, having regard to the newspapers’ conciliatory attitude.

3.2 In a third case, involving a smaller publisher of company reports and analyses, our clients, who were
initially confident that they had a good defence of fair comment, decided to settle a claim for libel only after
the claimants changed to a firm of solicitors who threatened a CFA backed claim for libel.

3.3 In addition to advising “defendant” publishers, we also-but to a lesser extent—advise claimants and
potential claimants. We consider ourselves professionally obliged, notwithstanding our reservations about
CFAs, to advise clients of their availability and, when asked to act on that basis, to give the proposal serious
consideration.

4. Proposals for reform

4.1 Possible reform of the CFA regime has been considered by the DCA and in a recent Report, New
Regulation for Conditional Fee Agreements, Response to Consultation 10.8.05, at Annex C, is a submission
from media organisations (settled by Andrew Caldecott QC & Aidan Eardley), which contains a number of
proposals. These proposals are of interest because they indicate the general media view of CFAs. (We
explain below why we think they are impractical.) They are intended to cover all “publication” cases,
including libel, confidence and data protection and include:

(i) a maximum 12.5% uplift where cases settle early, before Defence

(ii) cost capping at the allocation questionnaire stage in all cases (not just where there is no after the
event (ATE) insurance as in Musa King)

(iii) that success fees must always be proportionate to financial compensation (disapplying CPD 11.9
of the Civil Practice Rules)

(iv) suggestions as to factors to be taken into account in assessing uplifts, which should be staged

(v) courts to consider whether a claimant is wealthy enough or has methods of financing a claim other
than by a CFA

(vi) that Defendants should have notice of intended ATE insurance, in view of the very high cost in
some cases

(vii) that the court should take certain factors into account in deciding if an ATE premium is reasonable

(viii)uplifts in costs proceedings to be decided on own merits and not by reference to the substantive
proceedings.

4.2 We do not disagree with these proposals. Rather, we consider that they are, for the most part,
impractical in terms of what is likely to be agreed or enacted. More particularly, in our view:

4.2.1 Cost capping is a blunt instrument in a field of law where the subject matter is so varied and
consequently the time to be expended and the costs incurred so variable. There is a risk that this will lead
to serial approaches to the courts to cap costs or to vary costs caps in individual cases.

4.2.2 The decision of Gray J in Henry v BBC [2005 WL 3016932] illustrates how imperfect the costs-
capping regime, commended by HoVman LJ, really is. In that case and for good reason an application to
cap was made when trial was only days away. By that time it was apparent that the Claimant’s ATE
insurance cover was wholly inadequate. Doubts were also raised as to whether a successful defence of
justification might allow insurers to avoid liability on grounds that the insured had provided false or
misleading information.

4.2.3 The Naomi Campbell case shows that sometimes the principle or vindication may be more
important than the amount of compensation (only £3,500). Any rule that costs should be proportionate
would have to take account of such cases. (Costs exceeded £1m in that case.)

4.2.4 Campbell is also a good example of a case where it would be impractical to implement the Scottish
system advocated by Lord Hope, whereby the uplift is paid by the winning client, not by the losing
defendant. In many defamation cases now, the costs (on any basis) greatly exceed the damages, so the system
would very often leave the winning claimant out of pocket.

4.2.5 Staging of uplifts is good idea in principle, but would require a reappraisal of the court’s current
approach, which is that a solicitor is entitled to take a view at the outset of the chances of success and that
it is not for the courts to second guess him. In turn, this could involve diYcult “inquests” by costs judges
after the event.
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4.2.6 The House of Lords has ruled in Campbell that means-testing of claimants is impractical and
(although it is apparently achieved in legally aided cases) it is certainly cumbersome. Nevertheless, it must
be contrary to the intention of the CFA regime that millionaires can use CFAs.

4.2.7 The ATE market is restricted to a very small number of insurers. They undoubtedly have diYculty
in assessing risk and premiums, which accounts for the widely varying figures encountered. We have
mentioned the premium of £50,000 quoted in respect of a regional newspaper. In the Miller case, the
defendants were told shortly before trial that the Claimant had incurred costs of £3.3m including a premium
of £615,000. In brief, we do not consider that it is open to the courts or the legislature to remedy market
failings in this context.

4.2.8 It would risk an injustice if, the claimant having incurred an ATE premium, the courts ruled that
it was too high.

5. Freedom of speech

The Miller, Musa King, and Turcu cases are well-known and will be cited in more detail in other
submissions to this Committee. We consider that there is a serious potential risk to free speech, which could
arise where, for example, a small publisher or indeed an individual was faced with a CFA-backed claimant
and decided that he could not aVord to defend the claim in view of the possible financial consequences.

6. Generally

The issue of CFAs should not be seen in isolation. In general terms, pressure for reform has led, since the
1980s to a more acceptable, but still not perfect, regime for assessing libel damages. Costs remain a problem
and are disproportionate to damages in too many libel and privacy claims. This problem requires
consideration in the context of the law and practice generally, with a view to making the courts more
accessible to all, and not just the well-heeled. Specifically we favour a costs assessment system based on
reasonable rates, for time reasonably spent. If there is to be an uplift on costs and the Defendant has to pay
it, then we consider that the costs judge should be able to take the whole bill into account (ie base costs plus
uplift) when considering whether it is proportionate.

Richard Shillito
Partner
Farrer & Co

November 2005

Evidence submitted by Davenport Lyons Solicitors

Introduction

1. This submission is made on behalf of Davenport Lyons and addresses the issue of the use of
Conditional Fee Agreements (CFA’s) in cases which engage Article 10 of the European Convention on
Human Rights—principally libel and breach of confidence/privacy cases.

2. Davenport Lyons is a firm of solicitors practising in Central London. It has a well-established
reputation for acting for media organisations in claims for libel and breach of confidence. Amongst its
clients are MGN Limited (publishers of the Daily Mirror, Sunday Mirror and Sunday People), Express
Newspapers, Private Eye, Penguin Books, Harper Collins and Macmillan Books. Davenport Lyons has
acted in many of the high profile libel and breach of confidence cases that have helped shape these areas of
law and recently acted for MGN Limited in the breach of confidence action brought by Naomi Campbell,
in which the House of Lords, in its Judicial capacity, ruled in her favour on the validity of her CFA in
October 2005.

3. This submission represents the combined input of the four partners of the firm who specialise in this
area, and who together have over 70 years experience in this area.

4. In compiling this submission we have had to have regard to the duty of confidentiality to our clients.

Background

5. CFA’s were introduced to provide “access to justice” for those who were not “ . . . very wealthy, who
can well aVord high legal fees, or the very poor, who may qualify for legal aid” (White Paper on
“Modernizing Justice” December 1998).

6. The legislation which introduced the CFA regime (principally the Access to Justice Act 1999 and
subsequent subordinate legislation) reversed the Common Law Rule that it is unlawful for lawyers to charge
fees which depend on the outcome of a case.
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7. A CFA allows fees to be payable only in specified circumstances and for those fees to be increased
above the amount which would be payable if they were not only payable in specified circumstances (the
“success fee”). The success fee can be included in the costs recoverable from the losing party. The success
fee cannot exceed 100%.

8. The success fee is to compensate a solicitor or barrister for the risk of taking on “no win, no fee” cases
and the “risk” that a proportion of those will be lost. As Lord HoVman explained in Campbell -v- MGN
Limited, it was a deliberate policy of the legislature to impose the total cost of all CFA funded litigation,
successful or unsuccessful, upon unsuccessful Defendants. The eVect of the 1999 Act (as amended) and the
legislation made under it is that losing Defendants are required to pay not only the reasonable and
proportionate costs of their adversary in the litigation in which they are involved but also to make a financial
contribution to the funding of other (unsuccessful) litigation as a supposed means of providing access to
justice to those (unsuccessful) litigants. Here it is important to note that not all publishers are large corporate
entities which can swallow these costs. The system may work in personal injury actions where insurance
companies are in practice paying but not in media cases. Lord HoVman pointed out a number of problems
which CFA funded defamation/privacy claims were causing to the media but felt the Courts were powerless
to resolve these problems and that only a legislative solution could do so.

9. The success fee is an uplift on the basic costs that the solicitor/Counsel have charged. It is our
experience that in nearly all libel and breach of confidence cases where a CFA is used the uplift claimed is
100%. This is because the risk is assessed at the time the CFA is entered into (often before proceedings are
commenced) and the success fee is fixed then. This percentage success fee then applies throughout the
litigation (no matter what defence is raised, if any at all), even including the assessment of the successful
Claimant’s costs after Judgment.

The central issue

10. In summary the central issue is whether CFA’s (as currently operated) have a “chilling eVect” on
freedom of expression. Our view is that it does have such an eVect. We have already seen that in Campbell
Lord HoVman felt that a legislative solution may be needed, a point upon which Baroness Hale concurred.
Lord Carswell also agreed adding “That such fees, [success fees] constitute a “chill factor” cannot be
doubted . . .”

11. This “chilling eVect” is caused by the level of costs which a losing party is obliged to pay—
theoretically to finance other cases brought by (unsuccessful) claimants which solicitors and Counsel would
not be prepared to undertake if they were unable to recover such high success fees in successful cases. Our
submission is that the current CFA regime in libel and privacy cases does not strike the appropriate balance
between improvement of access to Justice for meritorious claims and the financial burden upon losing
Defendants with the consequent interference with their right to freedom of expression. In this context it must
be remembered that not all publishers/media organisations are financially strong enough to take a stand
when faced with huge potential costs should they lose an action.

The cause of the problem

12. As noted above CFA’s with a success fee operate by increasing the basic costs claimed by a percentage
uplift (the success fee). The first issue is the level of basic costs. It is our experience that Claimant solicitor/
Counsel operating under a CFA claim basic costs far in excess of this firm acting for a Defendant. In
Campbell the Claimant’s solicitor’s basic costs were over four times our costs in acting for MGN Limited
in the House of Lords. We find that Claimant’s solicitor’s basic costs are usually at least double and often
more than our basic costs. This is perhaps not surprising when a Claimant’s solicitor is not accountable to
his client for the costs he is incurring. No one will pay those costs unless it is the losing media defendant
and no one questions the time being recorded unless the matter goes before a Costs Judge (with the media
organisation facing an uplift on the costs of doing this). The higher the basic costs claimed, the higher the
success fee.

13. The success fee is determined when the CFA is entered into and is often done when the claimant does
not have all the information available to assess the risk, such as what defence will be run. The level of that
success fee does not change even if the risk anticipated does not materialise. Thus the risk assessment may
advise a 100% uplift be claimed on the basis that a jury trial is anticipated. If this risk does not materialise and
an oVer of amends is made (for example) the rate of 100% does not change. As noted above our experience is
that the vast majority of Claimant’s solicitors operating under a CFA seek a 100% uplift.

14. In non-CFA funded litigation, costs assessed on the standard basis must be reasonable and
proportionate and in applying the test of proportionality, the Court is to have regard to the overriding
objective that cases be dealt with justly. This includes, so far as practicable, ensuring that the parties are
on an equal footing, saving expense and dealing with cases in ways which are proportionate. However, as
mentioned above, the costs which a losing party is required to pay in a CFA funded case are necessarily
unreasonable and disproportionate because a large proportion of those costs are eVectively a levy on losing
parties to fund other non-related litigation in which they are not involved. The disproportionality of the
overall costs which a losing party is required to pay is expressly preserved by paragraph 11.9 of the Practice
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Direction to Part 44 of the Civil Procedure Rules. This provides that a percentage increase will not be
reduced simply on the ground that when added to base costs, which are reasonable and (where relevant)
proportionate, the total appears disproportionate. Thus a losing party is necessarily required to pay costs
which are far in excess of what would be reasonable and proportionate in the circumstances of the
individual case.

15. Although on detailed assessment, the Costs Judge has jurisdiction to reduce both the base costs and
percentage increase, in practice there have been few cases where the percentage success fee has been reduced
substantially. It is only in the most obvious cases where this has been done. Further, paragraph 11.9 of the
Practice Direction referred to above prohibits the Costs Judge from interfering with the overall level of costs
if the base costs and the percentage uplift are separately considered to be reasonable.

16. In our submission, it is not appropriate in media related cases to assess the appropriate percentage
increase on the basis of a notional bucket of cases with varying degrees of risk. There are comparatively very
few cases in this area of law and the number of losing cases is extremely small. It is therefore a misconception
that on average solicitors are likely to lose a percentage of cases. Although perhaps mathematically
theoretically correct, it is therefore not appropriate to suggest that a solicitor requires a success fee of 100%
in winning cases in order to compensate him for the losing cases.

17. It follows therefore and in any event solicitors will not refuse to undertake cases if there was a greater
restriction on the percentage increase recoverable as a success fee. In libel and privacy cases, the base costs
of solicitors and counsel are already substantial, far more than would be recoverable in, for example, a road
traYc case. Base hourly rates of £400 per hour are not uncommon which are almost doubled when applying
a success fee.

The blackmailing effect

18. Lord HoVman made mention of the “blackmailing eVect” of CFA’s in Campbell. By this he meant
that a Claimant operating under a CFA who has no financial means and no after the event insurance can
put considerable pressure on media organisations to settle for fear of running up huge costs that they can
never recover. We have seen this type of threat used on a number of occasions and a system that allows this
must be flawed.

Executive summary and conclusion

19. The current CFA regime has a “chilling eVect” on free speech.

20. There should be no success fee in Article 10 cases or success fees should be capped at, for example,
25%.

21. Paragraph 11.9 of the Practice Direction to CPR Part 44 should be revoked so as to allow the Costs
Judge to look at the overall level of costs.

22. Where the “risk” changes the reward for taking it should change. For example the success fee claimed
in relation to cases where an oVer of amends is made under s.2 of the Defamation Act 1996 should be
reduced, as it should after judgment or settlement where the only ongoing issue is the assessment of the
Claimant’s costs.

23. Costs Judges should be directed to assess the risk and appropriate success fee in each particular case
without assuming the solicitor needs to be compensated for some notional losing case for each one which
is successful.

Davenport Lyons
Solicitors

November 2005

Evidence submitted by Thompsons Solicitors

Summary

— Thompsons provides a wide range of free services to trade union members.

— Extensive use of CCFAs.

— CCFAs have enabled the union movement to oVer entirely free personal injury cover to their
members and their members’ families.

— Compensation culture does not exist.

— Insurers exploiting the notion of compensation culture to push for regressive change in the
handling of personal injury claims.

— Personal injury case intake substantially down.

— Legislating to deal with the perception of compensation culture is entirely illogical.

— The law on negligence does not need clarifying. It has been laid down for years and is understood.
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— Firms, but not trade unions, that refer people and advertise CFAs should be subject to regulation.

— A snapshot of the financial health of Britain’s largest general insurers shows their profits going up,
not down.

— The ELCI crisis was brought on the insurers by themselves.

— No empirical evidence to justify the insurers’ claim that 40% of costs are lawyers fees.

— Delay is substantially down to insurers, not claimants.

— No demand being made of insurers to reward employers who have good health and safety
practices.

— De-lawyering the litigation process results in unfairness and under-settlement.

— A system where the defendants determine who the claimant may have as their expert undermines
the fairness of the system.

— Insurers are losing the challenges they bring to what they claim to be disproportionate costs.

— The use of a computer system for damages assessment is both absurd and potentially dangerous.

— BTE insurance is bolted on to policies without the insured’s permission and places the lawyers
running cases under immense pressure to settle as quickly as possible, at a low sum.

— Increasing the small claims limit only suits the insurers.

— Restricting access to justice by removing the right to representation runs the risk of political and
industrial alienation.

Introduction

Thompsons is the UK’s largest PI law firm, with 23 oYces across all 3 UK jurisdictions. We have around
70,000 cases at any one time, the majority of our cases are for trade union members (and their families).

Throughout its 85 year existence Thompsons has refused as a matter of principle to act for defendants.
We believe we are uniquely placed to comment, from the claimant and trade union member perspective, on
the issues being considered by the Committee.

Thompsons and its union clients operate free legal assistance schemes. Trade union members and their
families can take advantage of a range of legal services from personal injury cover, through free legal advice
on non employment issues, to employment law advice and representation and even wills and conveyancing.
Almost all the services (save conveyancing which is at a highly competitive rate) are oVered free.

In personal injury cases the unions use specialist law firms such as Thompsons. Since the introduction of
Collective Conditional Fee Agreements (CCFA’s) it has been possible to guarantee no deductions at all are
made from the compensation, whether or not the claim is successful.

We back the unions’ comments, which refer members and advertise their legal services, that they should
not be subject to regulation.

Although this evidence is to the Committee’s inquiry on compensation culture, Thompsons believes that
the inquiry on small claims is equally fundamental to the debate around compensation culture. This is all
part of a general acceptance of “crisis” in the personal injury (work and non work) insurance market and
is part of an insurance driven agenda to limit their expenditure by limiting claimants’ access to
independent advice.

Thompsons believes that the right of individuals to receive damages if they have been injured due to
negligence and their right to representation is under threat.

Real injuries, real people

Over the last 10 years negligent employers have paid out over £3 billion in compensation to staV who have
sustained physical and psychological injuries at work. This figure may appear dramatic, but it reflects the
seriousness of the issue of workplace health and safety. Much of this compensation has to be fought for
through the legal system.

Here are some examples of the sort of people that Thompsons represents on instruction from the unions.

Mrs F, a nurse, fractured her toe when injured at work. Her claim settled for £1,050. The claimant has
been very nervous of the litigation process and would not have made the claim without the backing of her
trade union and the legal assistance it provided.

Mr M, employed as a patient shuttle driver by an NHS Trust, was assaulted at work by a volunteer
ambulance driver. He suVered a broken rib and a bump on the back of his head. The case was complex due
to the issue of liability and the diYculty in obtaining documents about the assailant. The claimant had some
diYculty understanding the legal process, and without legal representation from his union he would not
have pursued the case beyond the initial denial of liability by his employer.
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Miss B was travelling on a London bus when the driver closed the doors on her foot, ripping the nail oV.
She was oV work for a week and a half. Initially she corresponded with the bus company herself and they
made an oVer to her of £1,000. On consulting Thompsons she discovered she could also claim for her loss
of earnings and also that she had a contractual obligation to repay sick pay to her employers in the event
of a successful third party claim. She has been advised that the claim is worth in the region of £2,000.

Compensation culture

Compensation culture does not exist in Britain. The Better Regulation Task Force said so, and the
government’s own statistics show that the number of personal injury claims are down. Employers liability
claims dropped 20% last year.

There may be a host of reasons for this drop in cases. The drop may be a reflection of better health and
safety or of the move from more traditional industries to less dangerous occupations. It may reflect less
union density. There may be an impact from the proliferation of claims companies. People may actually be
being turned oV making a claim by the whole notion of a compensation culture as it involves making a fuss
and is as such inherently “un-British”.

Unfortunately, the decline in claims does not mean that there are fewer accidents. Health and Safety
Executive statistics suggest some reduction in accidents but not of this magnitude. We have been working
with the unions to raise awareness of trade union legal services and people’s rights to claim. Our view and
the unions’ view is that people should not have to suVer in silence and that poor health and safety practices
should be exposed and corrected.

We carried out a nationwide survey of 500 people. This suggested that there is widespread ignorance of
the right to claim and that people believe more should be done to increase awareness of that right.

— 85% of employees questioned believed that more should be done to inform workers of their rights
to claim if employer negligence has caused them to be injured.

— This figure rises to 91% in the manufacturing and construction industries, and, regionally, to 93%
in Greater London, and 94% in Northern Ireland and Wales.

— The majority of respondents listed three key players—trade unions, government and employers—
as needing to take the lead in raising awareness of people’s rights to claim.

The Committee has heard from the Lord Chief Justice that in his view there is no compensation culture.
The same has been said on numerous occasions by the Lord Chancellor.

The perception of a compensation culture

As it is clear that there is no compensation culture in Britain, the Compensation Bill describes
compensation culture as “a perception” and suggests that it is necessary to legislate for this perception.

This is an entirely illogical position.

If people started to keep guns to protect themselves against a perceived threat of burglars the government
would publicise statistics and call on individuals not to rise to hysteria.

In its reaction to Anne McIntosh’s Private Members Bill on the right of householders and shopkeepers
to use greater force against burglars, the government showed its distaste of responding to perception rather
than fact. And yet responding to a perception is exactly what the government is doing with compensation
culture.

When people have started, without justification, to panic buy petrol and there are queues at filling stations
the government has sought to inject a sense of realism and calm. It has not pandered to the panic and
inflamed it. And yet with its reaction to the perception of a compensation culture, peddled by the insurers
and the media, it is behaving as the worst panic buyer.

Thompsons can oVer the Committee many examples of how the media uses compensation culture to
describe almost any compensation claim. One recent one was a particularly serious distortion of the facts.

Gavin Bassie, a fire-fighter, suVered a catastrophic knee injury in a fall during a PT exercise on a dusty
floor that ended his 13-year career. The press and the Merseyside Fire Authority, have sought to present the
case as compensation culture, when it is in fact anything but. The Fire Authority was in breach of the Health
and Safety at Work regulations.

Mr Bassie originally oVered to settle his claim without recourse to lawyers, for £40,000. By refusing to
admit liability and by defending Mr Bassie’s claim all the way to the Court of Appeal, the Fire Authority
has been landed with a £200,000 bill for damages and costs.

The Court did not believe the Fire Brigade’s witnesses, and criticised them heavily for the way in which
they investigated the accident.

However, the court did not suggest that anything onerous needed to be done to prevent further similar
accidents. The floor simply had to be cleaned before PT exercises.
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Yet the chief fire oYcer has sought to hide his Brigade’s failings by a gross over-reaction including a
running ban and staging a media campaign which seeks to present Mr Bassie’s claim as more evidence of
compensation culture.

He has also attacked the right of fire fighters to claim compensation when they have been injured as a
result of their employer’s negligence and claims that the case will lead to cuts and a recruitment freeze.

This is just one example of how the notion of a compensation culture leads to unnecessary risk averseness
in public bodies. Rather than a genuine fear of claims, compensation culture is being used as an excuse to
attack claimants and shape policy. The government should condemn such reactions rather than fuel them
by attempting to legislate against a perception.

The Bassie case is also evidence of why the law on negligence does not need to be changed or clarified.
The law has been set down for years. It is perfectly understood by those who need to understand it.
Employers and insurers will however always deny negligence when they defend a case. That is nothing to
do with the law being unclear. Attempting to change or clarify it will simply result in more money for lawyers
to argue what it means.

The insurance industry

The debates around compensation culture and raising the small claims limit are insurance industry driven.
Legislating against a “perceived” compensation culture, or cutting lawyers out of the claims process suits
only the defendants.

The insurance industry is a major employer, a major income generator and as such a major part of the
UK economy. Insurance impacts in one form or another, on virtually every household in the country. It is
understandable therefore that when the insurance industry speaks through the Association of British
Employers (ABI) or individually, people in government listen.

A snapshot of the financial health of Britain’s largest general insurers

Aviva

Aviva is the world’s sixth largest insurance group and the biggest in the UK. It’s main UK brands are Norwich
Union, Norwich Union Direct and the RAC.

Aviva Group’s operating profit before tax for 2004 was £2.3 billion, up from £1.9 billion in 2003 and £1.7
billion in 2002.

RBS Insurance

Royal Bank of Scotland Insurance is the second largest general insurance provider in the UK. It’s subsidiaries
include Direct Line, Churchill Insurance, Green Flag and NIG.

Operating profit for the RBS Group as a whole was up 15% from £7.1 billion in 2003 to £8.1 billion in 2004.
In 2002 its profits had risen 12% to £6.4 billion.

AXA

AXA became a major UK insurer in 1999 when it acquired Guardian Royal Exchange through its subsidiary
Sun Life and Provincial Holdings.

In 2004 its UK insurance value by gross written premium was £1.9 billion. Its UK general insurance business
posted a revenue increase of 4.3% to £3.1 billion, that itself up from £2.9 billion in 2003.

Allianze AG

Allianze is one of Europe’s largest financial services companies. In March 2005 it released a breakdown of
its performance in the UK for the first time, showing that pre-tax profit for its UK division rose 56% from £145
million to £227 million in 2004. Operating profit rose to £218 million, against £159 million in 2003.

This snapshot shows just how profitable the insurance industry is. If its profits are being hit by rising costs
in PI claims, then that is not reflected in the evidence we have found.

Insurance industry profits make it a very powerful lobby group. The risk is that what it says becomes fact.
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Fact 1—Employers Liability Insurance (ELCI) “crisis”

The perceived “crisis” in Employers Liability Insurance (ELCI) led to the abortive Department of Work
and Pensions (DWP) pilot. Premiums were soaring and “something” had to be done.

The fact was that—as the appended article by the former Editor of the Insurance Times makes clear—
there had been an irresponsible race to the bottom on ELCI premium prices. We were, in the UK, massively
out of step with the rest of Europe on premium rates. But instead of a thorough investigation as to why ELCI
was going up to such an extent, there was a push for significant changes to be made to the way in which
claims were dealt with.

Unrealistic premiums, combined with factors that suggested insurer incompetence rather than anything
else, led to the problem that the DWP sought to tackle.

The insurers had been exposed on asbestos claims. If they had properly read the clear signs from the early
1900’s they would have realised that this was a disaster waiting to happen. Insurers had also had their fingers
burned in the late 1980’s stock market crash and were seeking to recoup some of their losses from natural
disasters.

The “crisis” in ELCI had little to do with the ELCI market or the PI claims process and everything to do
with insurer incompetence and having to pay out on policies they naively assumed would not lead to claims.

Fact 2—The current personal injury claim system is too slow and too costly

The ABI has complained that costs in personal injury cases are soaring. They say that the current
protocols that set down clear rules and timelines for both parties to follow are not suYcient for the eYcient
(ie speedy) disposal of cases. The ABI claims that 40% of costs are lawyers fees.

Yet the UK court system actively prevents solicitors from running up unreasonable costs and encourages
challenges to any that are unreasonable. The ABI has oVered no empirical evidence to justify its 40% figure
despite Thompsons and others having repeatedly disputed it and asking them to produce the facts behind
the figures. It is notable that this figure bears no relation to Thompsons figures on case costs notwithstanding
that we are the largest trade union personal injury firm in the UK.

We dispute the reliability of the ABI’s figures. Even if they were correct then questions would need to be
asked about what is responsible for them. In Thompsons’ experience it is the changes that insurance
companies have made to their methods of claims handling over the past 5 years. In order to cut costs, they
have “dummed-down” by doing away with the old style claims inspectors who would discuss claims and
settle legitimate ones quickly, leaving instead an insuYcient number of experienced claims handlers.

Insurers could simply follow protocols and respond to claims more quickly rather than, in our experience,
often only responding to a claimant’s solicitor after court proceedings have been issued. In that way claims
could be progressed to a speedy conclusion, with minimal costs.

Both issues have been transmogrified into fact. This is what has happened with the compensation culture
and the alleged “facts” that back that up. No one is turning the tables back on insurers and questioning their
motivation.

And no one is demanding any return from the insurers for any of the change that they seek to impose.
There is no request for a guarantee from the insurers that change in their favour, which must lead to savings,
will be made public and passed on in the form of reduced premiums (which would in turn encourage good
practice by employers). If we believe in the principle of the Polluter pays then those who do not should surely
be rewarded.

Conditional Fee Agreements (CFAs)

The committee is examining the way lawyers’ fees are arranged, in particular Conditional Fee
Arrangements. It is significant that the impact of these are being considered at the same time as the furore
around deductions from damages by compensation claims handlers generally, and by some firms handling
coal miners’ claims under the health coal scheme.

Since their introduction Collective Conditional Fee Arrangements (CCFAs)—CFAs for membership
organisations—have allowed trade unions to provide high quality legal services free to their members. To
enable trade unions to take on the immense power and seemingly bottomless coVers of the insurance
industry, unions had to make deductions from members’ compensation. This ensured that the unions had
the funds to pay for the level of expert representation that members should reasonably be able to expect.
CCFAs have allowed the trade unions to move away from deductions and oVer a wholly free service.

The furore that has surrounded the deductions made by some areas of the NUM in the coal health scheme
shows how sensitive the issue of members not getting 100% of their compensation really is.

There are sound and valid reasons why areas of the NUM have made deductions. The practice started in
1993 in Durham, for example, when the last pit closed. With no pits and no membership income the union
had to secure funds to allow them to continue operating.
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In mining communities, the union operates as a social welfare organisation, often as the first port of call
for former miners, their families and dependents rather than the local authority or Citizens’ Advice Bureau.

In the Durham coalfield the Durham Miners Association has 9,000 members and represents 3,000 next
of kin. There are 15,000 retired or redundant miners.

The voluntary deductions taken from 1993 were used to back the successful legal test cases, which led to
the introduction of the Miners’ Compensation Schemes, and opened the door to more than 750,000 claims
by injured miners, their families or dependants of deceased miners.

The money deducted now is being fed back into the mining communities in a variety of ways including
delivery of social welfare services, provision of school uniforms, transport to and representation at Social
Security and Medical Appeals Tribunals and delivery of the Concessionary Fuel Allowance scheme.

People who attack the deductions made on behalf of the NUM forget that the practice of making
deductions from compensation payments was widespread in the trade union movement before the
introduction of Collective Conditional Fee Agreements, enabling the Davids of the trade union movement
to take on the Goliaths of the corporate and insurance world.

Any attempt by the insurance industry to limit when the cost of using lawyers may be recovered, by devices
such as fixing costs and increasing the small claims limit, runs the risk that unions will be forced to reconsider
how they fund their legal schemes. Deductions may creep back.

It is possible that this is what the insurers want to achieve. By squeezing the ability of claimants to get
funding for or even questioning the legitimacy of their having independent advice they may force all those
not on one of their panels to make a deduction from damages. The claimant will be forced to make a choice
between a service that whilst free is in the thrall and pay of the insurance industry or having a deduction
made from their compensation.

Creeping post hoc rationalisation

Under the guise of tackling a compensation culture, or even addressing the perception of it, the insurance
industry is making suggestions that are gaining ground and credibility.

Limited lawyer involvement

De-lawyering the litigation process is suggested by the insurance industry as the answer to any problems
there may be with the current system. This is superficially attractive. Regrettably our experience of dealing
with insurance company Intervention Units (departments within insurance companies whose task is to
capture as many cases as possible from accidents and deal with them direct and without lawyer
involvement), or of picking up the pieces for a claimant whose claim has been dealt with by a claims company
is that it results in unfairness and under settlement.

People have their cases wrongly rejected completely (how does the claimant know they in fact have a case
if no one is fighting their corner?) or under settled either in damages or because the medical evidence
obtained is at the wrong level or from doctors on the payroll of the insurance industry.

Despite these risks, in the abortive DWP pilot and through recent proposals from the CJC, restricting
claimant access to lawyers has been a significant and serious suggestion.

Limiting use of experts

There is a suggestion that expert use should be limited either in the choice of doctor or the level of their
qualification. This must start from the assumption that the level of expert at present is inappropriate. Yet
despite the insurers under the pre action protocols having the opportunity to object to the choice of doctor
in each and every case they rarely do so.

And experts, like costs, have to be proportionate to be recoverable disbursements. To allow a system
where the defendants directly or indirectly determine who the claimant may have as their expert can only
undermine the fairness of the system and harm the claimant.

Proportionality

It is true that in some cases there is a lack of proportionality of costs to damages. But no one seems to be
looking beyond the superficial as to why that occurs.

The insurers repeatedly and publicly complain about a lack of proportionality and yet they have a
significant weapon available to challenge any claim they consider to be unreasonable through the costs
assessment process. In Thompsons’ experience when they do so (in over 50% of the cases) they end up either
losing the assessments or conceding on a case by case basis that, in fact, the costs are both reasonable and
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proportionate and reflect their behaviour not the claimant’s representatives. The conclusion we draw from
this is that it is precisely because their arguments continually fail when put under the judicial microscope
that the insurers have opted to scream about proportionality from the political and media rooftops.

Damages assessment

The typical claimant in a personal injury case is ignorant of what their claim is worth. If there is a
perception of compensation culture, it is not held by potential claimants, who tend not to even be aware of
what they can claim for.

There is a proposal that there might be the use of a computer system for damages assessment. This is
frankly absurd. A computer can no more replace a Judge in assessing damages than it could replace a Judge
sentencing oVenders. Judicial assessment of damages has developed over years of experience and practice. It
requires a degree of common sense and judgement that we all reasonably expect of the Judiciary. It requires
consideration of competing and often apparently conflicting and partially reported authorities of diVering
levels of courts. It is not a mathematical exercise which can be done by pushing buttons.

If a computer system is the answer why have insurers not done this long ago in a way which wins over
claimant confidence? They could have cut their own staV and made settlements quicker and more easily as
all would have confidence in the system.

There is a parallel in the notion of a computer calculating damages to the tariVs which have been
attempted and led to unfairness in the CICA scheme. Even that tariV scheme has not sought to introduce
computerised assessment.

And at Thompsons, as claimant lawyers, we continuously remind ourselves that damages themselves
remain—according to the Law Commission—massively out of step with what they should be in real terms.

Encouragement of Before The Event (BTE) insurance

In its August 2005 paper Improved Access to Justice: Funding Options and Proportionate Costs, the CJC
suggested actively encouraging BTE insurance.

Most people will have three or four domestic insurance policies: for their car, their household contents,
their property and perhaps an annual travel policy. On each they may have a bolt on BTE policy—attached
without their agreement—for which they will have paid an undisclosed sum.

BTE is considerably more expensive to the community than union funding by After The Event (ATE)
insurance, self insurance or commercial insurance. And yet it is being heavily promoted and bolted on by
the insurers at every opportunity.

A union with 1 million members taking advantage of the CCFA regime and having an average self
insurance premium of £340 supporting 10,000 successful cases in a given year would have a total premium
income—to pay for the cases that are lost—of £3.4m.

By contrast if the average cost of a BTE premium is, say, £20 per policy per year, one million people will
pay in the region of £60 million per year for before the event insurance that the majority will never need
(trade union members certainly don’t need it) or use (it is poorly promoted when bolted on and has
restrictions) and who most will not even know they have (who reads the detail of their insurance policies?).
Even taking into account success fees, £60 million is a considerably greater cost to society than ATE cover
and self insurance.

If BTE is encouraged to dominate the market, as the CJC suggests, ATE insurance will either wither or
become disproportionately expensive. ATE insurance will only survive if it has a mixed basket of cases to
support. It will not survive if it is forced to back only the more diYcult cases that BTE lawyers reject.

Our experience is that BTE is, in fact, nothing more than a claims company arrangement for insurers, a
way of capturing cases and profiting from them.

The cases are sold to panel law firms for a referral fee. The law firms are then often required to run the
cases on an unlawful basis, ie no charge to the insurer if they win or lose. That means the claimant is misled
into thinking they are insured when, in fact, the insurer’s price of panel membership is that the lawyer pays
what the insurer should.

This arrangement is of great concern because of the position it places the injury victim in. This system
bypasses the extensive consumer protection arrangements for CFAs set up precisely because of the concern
to preserve complete integrity and impartiality of lawyers giving advice.

A lost case could mean a huge bill for a law firm without any insurance protection as could rejecting an
oVer and failing at court. The claimant is not told that his lawyers are carrying this burden when they advise
him about the case.
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Lawyers running a case on BTE will be under immense pressure to settle claims as quickly as possible and
at a lower sum than they might otherwise have fought for in the light of the fact that they will:

— Have purchased the case from the insurance company and therefore have a sum paid out they will
want to recover.

— Frequently be pursuing the same insurance company on behalf of the claimant.

— Not be paid at all if they lose the case.

Small claims

We finish on the issue of raising the small claims limit as this is very much part of the debate about
compensation culture. It is one of the aims the insurance industry would, using the smokescreen of the
compensation culture, like to see pushed through.

It is something that the committee has already considered and we are conscious is not part of its brief for
its current enquiry. Nevertheless the limit in small claims is of fundamental importance to claimants and the
trade unions that represent them, and there are points that we wish to raise.

It is a myth that the limit has not gone up. Until 1999, the small claims limit of £1,000 were for general
damages only. By including special damages, the limit was eVectively increased by 25%.

£1,000 is not a “small” sum. It is a lot of money to someone on the minimum wage, for whom it represents
over five weeks wages. Only 1/3 of people successful in a claim through the small claims court ever actually
receive the awarded compensation.

Raising the limit will reduce the number of claims. Many individuals such as the three we featured at the
start of this submission will not feel confident in making a claim without legal representation.

How will a claimant know that their case will attract £2,500 or more and so they should approach a
lawyer? It can be a considerable time after an accident before it becomes clear that a claim is worth that
much. There is no such problem with £1,000 as this is clear early on in a claim.

And if a claimant doesn’t know what the law is relation to issues such as reasonable practicability and
foreseeability, they won’t know what evidence to gather to back their claim. Insurers regularly deny and
misquote the law in order to escape liability. That is why a claimant needs a lawyer.

Thompsons carried out a survey of a thousand trade union members who had been represented by trade
union legal services in a claim completed over the last year, in order to find out what value claimants put
on being able to call upon advice from their union’s lawyers.

Of those surveyed, over 70% of the cases were employment accidents, with the next most important case
type being road traYc accidents, both at work and elsewhere .

— Sixty four per cent of respondents in the survey received awards of between £2000 and £5000.

— Sixty three per cent of respondents would either not have proceeded with their case, or would not
have felt confident about going before a judge without legal representation.

— Only a third of respondents believed their case would have been fairly dealt with if they hadn’t had
a trade union lawyer.

— Ninety per cent of respondents said they would trust specialist solicitors appointed by a trade
union, while less than 10% said they would trust claims companies or high street solicitors.

— Nearly 85% of respondents rated the service that they received from trade union solicitors to be
either good or very good.

Conclusion

The right to representation, to access to justice, is fundamental to ensuring that everyone has an equal
chance. We believe, as the government does, that people unable to protect themselves should be empowered.
Removing the right to representation in “small” claims, or any claim, creates an unequal fight.

At Thompsons we believe there is such a thing as society. If we cut individuals loose and leave them on
their own against a powerful adversary, they will be politically alienated, angry and short changed.

If as a society we are trying to encourage better employment relations, what message do we send to
individuals who have to take on their employer without representation? If they feel short changed or belittled
what will they feel about the work that they do and the employer that they have?

Thompsons Solicitors

December 2005
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Evidence submitted by Amicus

Our interest

Trade Unions are the largest “stakeholder” for claimants in the UK. This covers those looking to pursue
personal injury and employment cases in particular. This support has existed for decades, without fears of
a “compensation culture” or people losing out in the hands of unscrupulous representatives.

Amicus has a membership of 1,179,850. The unions aYliated to the TUC have 6.5 million members. For
personal injury claims the extent of trade union cover includes family members of a member of the union
(and this applies to most unions, including “the big four” Unison, Amicus, Transport and General Workers
and GMB). More than 10 million people have the opportunity to have union backing for a personal injury
claim. What is more, that is not on the basis of “no-win no-fee” (see question 2 of the terms of reference), but
no fee: win or lose. Those without union support can lose up to 25% of their damages, or sometimes more.

We agree with the statements that “Trade Union Legal Services are the foundation stone to a progressive
and just society” and that we have “an important role to play” as we “bring forward just claims attracting
compensation for those who deserve it and promoting good health and safety”. These are the words of the
Lord Chancellor earlier in 2005.

We have seen and endorse the evidence submitted by the TUC, and have significant evidence to add. In
addition, as one point on their evidence, please note that where the TUC point out that “Britain also pays
out much less out on civil compensation, as a proportion of its GDP, than any other major European
country apart from Denmark”, we would say that the extent of social security payments in Denmark means
that suing for compensation is not as necessary to make up losses. We eVectively pay out less than all other
major European countries.

We recognise and support the right of those not in trade unions, or not related to a trade union member,
to have access to justice. In fact our position in this field has facilitated that access and developed the law,
where justified, in favour of all claimants.

We would be delighted to give oral evidence, or to assist further by expanding upon any aspects of this
evidence, to substantiate the assertions we make with additional evidence, which we would, given time, have
made earlier than this.

1. Does the “compensation culture” exist?

“Compensation culture” is a myth in Britain. We accept the Better Regulation Task Force 2004 report
“Better Routes to Redress” to the eVect that “compensation culture does not exist, for the reasons given in
that report and adopt the TUC submission in this regard. It is in the interests of the insurance industry and
the defendants, such as employers, to encourage fear of the “compensation culture” and to encourage those
parts of the media who seek to raise the issue in a hysterical fashion. It is not in our interests to promote
this hysteria.

It is interesting to see who else bought into the myth of “compensation culture”. On 15 March 2004 David
Blunkett was reported hitting out what he called “compensation culture gone mad”. Speaking in the vague
direction of a group of journalists, Mr Blunkett decried the current trend towards “demanding payment for
every imagined injury”. The Shadow Home Secretary, David Davis, joined in a few months after calling for
a new liability law, ending the excesses of the compensation culture.

Seven years ago, the Law Commission (report 257) concluded that damages for personal injury had not
kept pace with inflation and proposed methods to redress this. Nothing has happened since. Damages
remain too low to compensate and serve justice. This has an obvious impact on the issue of proportionality
comparing the level of damages with costs of a case.

We understand the fear of a growth of risk averse behaviour used to justify part 1 of the Compensation
Bill. We do not share that fear to the extent that it justifies Clause 1 of the Bill. First, as a growing
phenomenon, this problem, in so far as it exists, is largely the result of “claims farmers” advertising and
promoting claims, in the last five years, sometimes when claims are not justified. Trade unions do not seek
or wish to make unjustifiable claims and this has remained our position for decades.

In relation to fears such that, for example, teachers may be reluctant to take children on school trips, we
must bear in mind that such potential claims are a very small proportion of the total number pursued. In
promoting access to justice for all we must resist the potential to throw the baby out with the bathwater.

In relation to further evidence on Clause 1 of the Bill and risk aversion, please refer to our response below
to question 3 and 5 of the terms of reference.
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2. What has been the effect of the move to “no-win no-fee” contingency fee agreements?

First let us clear up another misconception. Contingency fee agreements (under this countries definition
in law and as referred to by the Law Society) are not available to those who wish to pursue a personal injury
case. A contingency fee means that the fee is taken from the sum of damages. Contingency fees are available
to those wishing to have a lawyer assist then take an employment tribunal case (where costs are not generally
payable by the losing party and the Law Society recognises such proceedings as “non-contentious”).

The arrangement on oVer for those taking a personal injury case is a “conditional fee”, which is to say
the lawyer or service provider does not charge the claimant for the work done, unless the case succeeds,
whereupon the losing party is generally obliged to pay the other parties costs. A combination of success fees
and insurance against losing helps with the prospect of losing.

However, there are often some costs to the claimant, albeit never in cases backed by the great majority
of unions. (This explains, in part, the importance of the “small claims” limit about which this Committee
recently made incorrect conclusions without the benefit of evidence from the largest stakeholder, namely the
unions. Of over 4,000 Amicus cases concluded in the year to 30 November 2005, nearly 40% were for an
inclusive sum of damages of £2,500 or less. We simply could not aVord to support those cases in the event
that the limit was to be raised. There would be no-one else to step into the breach and many would be
deprived of access to justice. We would be more than willing to make separate comment in connection with
that issue.)

In 2000, the possibility of state funded legal aid for injury claims was eVectively abolished. The cost to
the state had been greatly reduced by the existence of trade union support. The conditional fee
arrangements, outlined above, were intended to replace legal aid. Unions have collective conditional fee
arrangements, facilitating their ability to oVer “no fee; win or lose” opportunities to their members and their
families. There remains a cost to the union from losing too many cases and this acts as a disincentive to un
meritorious claims.

Without a clear political will and financial ability to revert to legal aid cover, interference with the
conditional fee process carries a real risk of serious detriment to access to justice and an adverse eVect on
health and safety.

The insurance industry continues to complain of the arrangements from 2000. They complained about
legal aid before that, as anyone with a legal aid certificate had a disincentive to withdraw a case, even one
without reasonable prospects. Their continuing complaint, however, relates to relatively high levels of
“transactional costs”.

Amicus has no problem with working towards a system that reduces transactional costs. However, it must
be recognised that the level of transactional costs is in the hands of the insurers. They can keep such costs
to a minimum. They can do this whenever they do not dispute fault unnecessarily and when they pay
appropriate levels of damages promptly in deserving cases. They can promote good health and safety
practice.

Contrary to the aims of the Woolf protocols for injury cases, insurers behaviour runs up transactional
costs. This can appear deliberate. They can perceive that this may deter claimants knowing that at least some
claimant’s costs are likely to be disallowed.

There is direct evidence of representatives of defendants saying that they believe cases under the small
claims limit will not be pursued because fees are not recoverable.

It is understood that conditional fees are a significant problem in libel cases, however. In other words,
the problem identified by insurers for legally aided claimants in the last century, is now a problem for those
defending libel cases, as even if they win, they do not recover substantial costs. A solution may be to require
the unsuccessful applicant to carry insurance to pay the defendants costs.

One question you may wish to consider is in relation to the eVect of referral fees. In spite of a vote by a
substantial number of members of the Law Society, these remain permissible. They act as an incentive for
those who “capture” claims to gather as many as possible; the meritorious and unmeritorious alike. The
Claims Standards Council will also tell you of examples of the unscrupulous, or indeed crooked, who pay
people to make up claims. Amicus does not require its lawyers to pay a referral fee and we would be happy
to see then banned.

As they stand, the conditional fee arrangements assist access to justice and help towards equality of arms.
They also promote health and safety practices better than would be the case, if cases were hampered
following change.
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3. Is the notion of a “compensation culture” leading to unnecessary risk averseness in public
bodies?

As we have said: We understand the fear of a growth of risk aversion used to justify part 1 of the
Compensation Bill. However, we do not share that fear to the extent that it justifies Clause 1 of the Bill. There
are a number of stories of public bodies (and others) being fearful of being sued, so that their behaviour is
changed to such an extent that is not justified by the facts. This cannot be used as a reason to stop or hinder
legitimate claims.

We accept that this “fear” is being used to save money. A local authority can close down a leisure facility,
claiming there is a risk of injury and being sued, when in fact a reasonable risk assessment and suitable
provision will avoid any claim being successfully pursued. Insurance companies are also risk averse. They
refuse cover or charge high premiums, when again this is not justified. The pressure brought by the insurance
industry over recent years is, by their own admission, due at least in part to their failure to set appropriate
premium levels over many years. The issue of asbestos disease is a particular case in point, but the problem
is not confined to such diseases.

At this point we refer to the case of Tomlinson v Congleton Borough Council and the Annex note, which
is also relevant to question 5 of the terms of reference. If the political will does not bend to the calls for
removal of clause 1, then other solutions are proposed at the end of the Annex.

4. Should firms which refer people, manage or advertise conditional fee agreements be subject to
regulations?

The short answer is “yes”, if by “firms” those who operate genuinely on a not for profit basis are excluded.
This question appears to arise from the issue developed by clause 2 of the Compensation Bill.

We disagree with the conclusions of the All Party Parliamentary Group for Insurance and Financial
Services (funded on behalf of the insurance industry) in their report of November 2005 looking into the
Compensation Bill and regulation of claims companies. APPGIFS were “deeply sceptical about the prospect
that Trade Unions and Citizens Advice Bureaux might be exempted” from regulation. Those bodies do not
exist to make profit, but to support their members (and members families in the case of trade union backed
claims for injury) or the individual members of the public who may be injured through no fault of their own,
in the case of the CABx.

APPGIFS also concluded that “exempting insurance companies” from regulation over dealing with the
public directly in relation to “might be appropriate as they are already regulated by the FSA”. We disagree
with this conclusion. The FSA does not regulate them in relation to the payment of claims. The insurers
have an obvious conflict of interest. The insurance companies say they will pay people from their profit
margins exactly the amount they are entitled to, but that is not backed by the research (from the Association
of Personal Injury Lawyers). Those foolish enough to deal with the insurers direct often do not receive what
they are entitled.

Whilst APPGIFS heard a lot from the insurance lobby, they neither invited nor heard from the unions.
(Those like APIL do not have the same perspective or arguments as the unions).

The draft definition of claims management activities in the Compensation Bill would appear to include
the activities trade unions undertake such as “referral of a claim or claimant’s details to a person with a right
to conduct litigation”. This is the view of the DCA. “Regulated areas” initially include Personal Injury,
Criminal Injuries Compensation and Employment.

The desirable outcome is the situation whereby unions are

— not covered by the definition of “claims management activities”, or, if not;

— not required to register, or, if not;

— exempt from registration.

Our arguments include:

— Further, the provision of legal services by unions, involves additional regulation over solicitors
who are permitted to work for union members. This is so in relation to the selection of specialist
lawyers, the standards and protocols, which are set for them, and the review and complaints
procedures. These are in addition to the regulation by the Law Society.

— It is in our vested interest to maintain or increase member satisfaction to retain and recruit
members by ensuring that the service is second to none.

— It is in our interests to refer cases to our lawyers as soon as possible in a long established and
eVective way.

— However, in employment cases, our oYcials advise and assist and will seek to resolve issues within
the industrial relations framework in the first instance (consistent with the October 2004 changes
to the law over discipline and grievance). A legal claim is not necessarily the first option and we
believe it is appropriate to keep it that way.
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— Unions do not charge their members costs or deduct from damages in personal injury or
employment cases and we have no plan to change*.

— It is important that Unions, who have a deservedly good reputation for provision of legal services,
are not undermined in the eyes of the public or their members, by being lumped in with deplorable
claims organisations, which have sprung up relatively recently, and which need regulation, as they
have proved incapable of self regulation.

*We are aware that other unions representing a relatively small number of members make administration
charges in successful personal injury cases. This is not the norm. We are also aware of an area where there has
been a significant problem caused by a trade union in relation to the conduct of claims. This involves the Union
of Democratic Mineworkers and an organisation called Venside. That union was formed at the time of the 1984/
85 miners’ strike in opposition to the NUM and it is not aYliated to the TUC. We are also aware that some
charge is considered appropriate by some unions in successful Equal Pay cases, but this is nowhere near the level
of contingency fee required by non-union lawyers.

We cannot emphasise enough the importance of ensuring that our role in relation to employment rights
is not undermined. It is an issue as fundamental as covered by Article 11 of the European Convention on
Human Rights, we say.

We have concerns about claims farmers actions and the manner and extent of insurers attempts to handle
claims, when they have financial conflicts not to act in the interests of claimants.

We also have concerns about the only regulator in the frame. The “Claims Standards Council” has failed
to regulate the claims farmers to date and we are not at all convinced that we have a voice on that body,
when other stakeholders do.

5. Should any changes be made to the current laws relating to negligence?

The short answer is “no” and the insurance industry and the DCA agree. We would wish to see more strict
liability, not least in relation to injuries at work, but that is probably a separate matter for consideration.

This question appears to arise from the issue developed by clause 1 of the Compensation Bill. Again there
are misconceptions. Clause 1 is said to be necessary to deal with the problem of the myth of “compensation
culture” and the risk averse response (or the reliance on risk aversion to save money).

The DCA say they do not intend to change the law of negligence by clause 1 of the Bill. However, let there
be no doubt as a matter of philosophy and logic as well as jurisprudence, a statement of the common law
in statutory form changes the law. In this instance, the eVect is potentially and probably substantial. In short,
the concept of “desirable activity” in clause 1 is diVerent from an activity of “social value” as referred to in
the leading case of Tomlinson v Congleton Borough Council. Please consider Appendix 1. Whilst the
definition of a “desirable activity” is not at all clearly stated, “social value” is set out in context in the Tomlin
case. For example, is it a “desirable activity” to work for a charity? (Amicus represents many who work in
this sector. Indeed let us ask the question “Is being a member of the clergy a ‘desirable activity’ since we
represent them too.”) We do not believe it is right that the law of negligence may fail to compensate a worker
depending on the activity of the employer.

Conclusions

We would be pleased to assist you to reach the correct decisions based on a proper assessment of the
available evidence. We believe that the conclusions reached would be that:

— The “compensation culture” does not exist.

— In so far as there is a perception of a compensation culture, steps taken to deal with it should not
have any adverse eVect on the great majority of legitimate claims.

— The system of supporting claims must be viewed in light of the fact that large numbers of claims
have trade union support and with that support claims have been pursued without significant
problems.

— A review of the system should also take account of the eVect of diVerent types of claims, including
employment cases.

— Commercial organisations which refer people, manage or advertise for claims should be subject to
regulation.

— There should be no change to the current laws relating to negligence.

Amicus
Legal Services Department

January 2006
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Annex

Notes on Compensation Bill Clause 1 and the Tomlinson case

“A court considering a claim in negligence may, in determining whether the defendant should have taken
particular steps to meet the standard of care (whether by taking precaution against a risk or otherwise), have
regard to whether a requirement to take these steps might—

(a) prevent a desirable activity from being undertaken at all, to a particular extent or in a particular
way, or

(b) discourage persons from undertaking functions in connection with a desirable activity.”

We know the background to the introduction of this clause. We also know from Lord Falconer that it is
said to be intended to reflect the existing law and he has referred to the case of Tomlinson v Congelton BC
Hol 31 July 2003.

Having considered it, this is clearly a largely very well reasoned Judgment, particularly by Lord HoVman
and, subject to the argument about whether society should compensate someone like John Tomlinson, who
as an 18 year old broke his neck “diving” in shallow water onto the sandy bed of a large lake in a popular
park, the conclusion on the existing law is faultless.

However, a number of points emerge which are important. The Judgment is based on the need to take
account of the “social value” of activities (as one of four factors) and not, as the Bill has it, whether the
activity is a “desirable activity”.

The intention may be that these concepts should be one and the same, but in the context of the Judgment
“social value” is relatively clearly defined, but we must ask the question “What is a desirable activity?” For
example, perhaps most importantly for us is the question “Is work a ‘desirable activity’?”

The facts and background of the case appear relevant. The decision is based on the Occupiers Liability
Acts. John Tomlinson was said to be a trespasser. “. . . there is no dispute that the act in respect of which
Mr Tomlinson says that he was owed a duty, namely, diving into the water, was to his knowledge prohibited
by the terms on which he had been admitted to the Park” (para 15). “. . . the risk . . . arose out of what he
chose to do and not out of the state of the premises.” (para 27) and “it follows that . . . there was no risk to
Mr Tomlinson due to the state of the premises or anything done or omitted upon the premises” (para 29
and see Occupiers Liability Act 1984 s1 considered in the Judgment at paragraph 8). Thus there was no duty.

The Judgment goes on to consider alternatives, in a way that may be considered “obiter”. Paragraph 34
is preceded with the heading “The balance of risk, gravity of injury, cost and social value” (the four factors,
which need to be considered and balanced). HoVman distinguishes cases like “The Wagonmound No.2”
(1967) (unlawful activity with no value—dumping oil in Sydney Harbour) and Bolton v Stone (1951) (a
lawful and socially useful activity—playing cricket).

In the context of “social value”, paragraph 45 is important. “If people want to climb mountains, go hang
gliding or swim or dive in ponds or lakes, that is their aVair”. See also paragraph 81, where Lord Hobhouse
this time says “. . . it is not . . . the policy of the law to require the protection of the foolhardy or reckless
few to deprive, or interfere with, the enjoyment by the remainder of society of the liberties and amenities to
which they are rightly entitled.” (Arguably, it is this which the Bill seeks to refine from the existing law*).
Hobhouse goes on to refer to climbing trees, coastlines and other beauty spots, and waterside picnic spots.
He also refers to “social utility” as considered by the Illinois case of Bucheleres v Chicago Park District as
having the same eVect.

It is this narrow definition of social value/desirable activity, which we must ensure is clearly stated in
the Bill.

This is a long way from having any eVect on work. We have always assumed that issues of reasonableness
and the balance of factors in the context of work (even for charities, or in the context of social activities)
takes account of risk of injury and gravity of injury balanced with cost. We do not think “Tomlinson” was
intended to change that and it does not.

Indeed, HoVman clearly points out at paragraph 46 “A duty to protect against obvious risks . . . exists
only in cases where there is no genuine informed choice, as in the case of employees” and it goes on “or some
lack of capacity, such as the inability of children to recognise danger*”

The other mention of work in the Judgment concerns the occupiers’ liability in the context of a specialist,
such as a steeple jack, invited on to premises to work at height.

In any event, obviously the only way to keep the law the same is not to have Clause 1 and challenges at
court can be anticipated, related to the extent of any lack of clarity and certainty.

Conclusion

We should seek to ensure that the Bill is amended so that “desirable activity” is clearly limited to “social
value” of the sort expressly stated by their Lordships in “Tomlinson”.
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Alternatively or in addition we would also suggest further consideration of an amendment to add
“nothing in this Act shall be taken as detracting from the duty to protect against obvious and other risks in
the case of employees and other workers, or in the case of those aVected by some lack of capacity”.

Another way to achieve the objective perhaps would be a carefully worded clarification of the doctrine
of “volenti non fit injuria”.

*This is intended to draw attention to the issue of children, given that the clause is specifically said to be
intended to prevent teachers and the authorities being too risk averse in relation school outings and the like.
However, any attempt to bend the law of negligence to allow those with limited capacity to suVer injury when
they cannot recover damages, must be fraught with irony as well as diYculty for the Government and we must
ensure that the baby is not thrown out with the bathwater.

Amicus
Legal Services Department

January 2006

Evidence submitted by InterResolve

InterResolve Holdings Ltd is a private and independent body set up, owned and operated by a group of
mediators, sector experts, lawyers and other professionals to create and then deliver workable solutions for
industry problems in a number of sectors.

In 2004, InterResolve acquired InterMediation Group, one of the main ADR providers active for many
years and involved in several Court mediation schemes, the Claims Mediation Centre at Lloyd’s of London
and many other projects. InterResolve has subsequently developed a number of initiatives in the insurance,
reinsurance and other markets—including its Bodily Injury Claims Scheme (otherwise known as IR:BICS).

Both InterResolve and InterMediation are members of the Civil Mediation Council.

InterResolve Bodily Injury Claims Scheme (IR:BICS)

Early neutral involvement

IR:BICS operates as a private contractual and collaborative arrangement between major insurers,
employers and responsible claimant law firms who want to see people with genuine injury claims treated fairly.
The arrangements allow InterResolve, as a neutral body, to be involved and to look after people as soon as
they are injured, even prior to the formulation or making of a claim, helping them initially to recover and
return to work before they turn to the usual present channels for dealing with claims. The objective is to help
to avoid the significant additional cost that some of the present channels add to the system (often with little
value), to say nothing of years of delays and frustrations that those arrangements can involve for claimants.

Early rehabilitation

It is at this early stage that rehabilitation is most eVective on numerous fronts and from our own
experience we know that people treated well at this stage are less likely to be antagonised and unreasonable
when discussing claims settlement. InterResolve’s in-house medical unit provides independent and objective
assessment for rehabilitation and return to work programmes.

Simple claims settled early and at low cost

Being involved at an early stage means that, where fair compensation is required in smaller and more
straightforward claims, InterResolve can provide the option for claimants to have an Independent Legal
Opinion (ILO)—there are strict rules governing how ILOs are provided—at very low cost to insurers and
at no cost to themselves Having arranged for claimants to receive an ILO, InterResolve can then facilitate
settlement of most smaller claims so that:

— claimants get earlier settlements and

— insurers end up with a bill from around £700, including claimants’ legal costs, compared with
around £2–4,000 they may currently have to pay—representing savings of 80% or more.

More complex claims

For more complex unresolved claims, a national network of claimant law firms will conduct these on
terms that are contractually agreed through InterResolve with insurers and captives, geared to avoiding
legal proceedings and unnecessary costs and delays.
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Additionally, where members of this network are retained directly by claimants they will oVer to conduct
those claims under the IR:BICS contract.

Under the IR:BICS contract, where claims are settled lawyers’ fees are agreed and fixed for the first time
in all Employers Liability, Public Liability and Road TraYc Accident claims and insurers undertake not to
seek costs against claimants so that there is no need for a further (ATE—After the event) insurance against
this eventuality.

InterResolve is available throughout as a neutral to troubleshoot problems, mediate settlements and
provide other advanced ADR options—a job it is well qualified to do.

Special provisions apply for children and more vulnerable patients and for more complex cases where
litigation might be needed.

The result

The result is that simple claims are dealt with simply and in a proportionate manner and more complex
claims are dealt with in a less adversarial, more collaborative and cost-eVective way. This means that
everyone wins:

— claimants get looked after at an early stage with treatment for recovery and earlier claims
settlement at no cost to the NHS;

— insurers and employers benefit from massively reduced claims costs; and

— responsible claimant law firms involved in the network are able to look after clients’ interests
better, win new business without having to pay for it and operate a better business model that gives
them much improved cashflow and better profitability;

— the burden on the Court Service is reduced;

— public policy and market concerns are addressed.

Where we are now

We are already running a number of cases referred to us by members of the network and negotiations
with most of the major liability insurers are underway in detail at board, underwriting and technical claims
level with a view to running initial pilots in a large number of cases. Discussions are also taking place with
a number of major employers. The negotiation of the detailed contractual terms has been concluded with
the Solicitors’ Steering Committee on behalf of LawAlliance and some 100 law firms around the country
have indicated their interest, many of them listed on InterResolve’s BICS website (www.irbics.com).

Agreement has also been reached for these schemes to be independently monitored and verified by a team
at Nottingham Trent University Law School headed by Professor John Peysner.

Public Interest

These plans have been of considerable of interest to the government (DCA, DWP, CJC and others with
whom we have retained direct channels of communication). There is general determination to find a better
way for claimants with genuine compensation needs to have their claims resolved. InterResolve has oVered
to share collective data and results of these schemes.

Aware of the interest and work of the Committee and others in the area of claims costs and its impact on
the insurance industry, InterResolve is keen to include the Committee in this chain of communication and
ensure that the thrust of its activities continues to be consistent with any emerging policy, strategy and
objectives.

Further discussions

We hope this short briefing is helpful and would be happy to discuss these matters in further detail. In
particular a doctor and researcher at InterResolve are currently preparing a report examining the potential
and actual impact of rehabilitation no public policy and the market. InterResolve is willing to share its
findings with the Committee when completed.

Looking further into the future the outcome of the independent monitoring by Prof. Peysner is expected
to produce some valuable information. It is anticipated that this information would be made available for
discussion between InterResolve and the Committee in due course.

InterResolve

November 2005
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Evidence submitted by Headmasters’ & Headmistresses’ Conference (HMC)

I have taken soundings among my colleagues in HMC and can confirm that schools have been monitoring
informally any trends in greater risk aversion in school activities as a result of increased legal action
nationally. In the independent sector, we are, on the whole, fortunate that our staV are both expected and
are willing to be actively involved in extra-curricular activities and school trips, so that the problems
associated more in the state sector have not necessarily aVected independent schools in the same way.

Nevertheless, all our schools will have reviewed their guidelines for school trips, in particular enhancing
the quality of the all-important risk assessments. One other trend that has been noticeable is the increasing
numbers of commercial companies oVering to run outdoor education activities. These may be attractive to
some schools as the companies will take the risks associated with the activities away from the school (at least
in theory). However they charge considerable sums of money for their services which has put additional
pressure on some schools with limited budgets, yet wanting to oVer school trips to enrich the pupils’ learning
experiences.

Dr Priscilla Chadwick
Vice Chairman HMC

January 2006
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